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Siaing of Monday, l3 September 1976
SITTING OF MONDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER 1976
Con ten ts
l. Resunption of tbe se$ion
2., Apologies
3. Apltointnent of lvlenber .
4. APlrointntent o.l' tnembers ol' the Connis-
.sion o.f the Europeatr Conntunitier
5, Altltointnrent o.f 
.iudges and an aduocate-
. 
general to the Court of'Justice o.l tbe Euro-
lttttn Contnunities ,
Docutrtcttls receiued
Authorizat ion o.f' reports
Texts o.l',treatics l'oruarded b1, tbe Council
Pctitiom
Rtruarding o.f the 1977 dra.ft budget
Lintit on slteaking tirnc
Orgctnizatiott o.f tbc dcbatc on direct elec-
lion.t to the Ertro[tcan Parlianent. b1
tnircr.tal su.flrage
IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
Prcsidcnt
(Tlt sitting t.'dr olrtntd .tt 7.0t p.n.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. llt.trtntptitttt o.f thc .t(..r.rrna
President. 
- 
I cleclare resumecl the session of the
European Parliament adjourned on 9 )uly 197(t.
2. Apologit.,
President. 
- 
Apologies for absencc havi. bccn
rcccivcd from Mr Picrrc Bertrarrd, Mr Dcschanrps anrl
Mr Ltickcr wlro rcgret their inability to attend this
part-scssion.
1977 .
11. Order of business
JVr Durieux; hlr A, Bertrand; Sir Cbri:
topher Soantes, Vice-President o.l'
Comntissiott; .llr Houdet, chainnan o.l' t
Conmittee on Agriculture; tVr Sltrin-
gorurrt, cbairman o.l. the Contnittee on
Energl and Researcb ; lVr Guldberg; *1
Sltringorunt ; hlr Guldbcrg; lllr Langt,
cha.innan o.f tbe Cotnnittec on Budgets
Tine-linit 
.fbr tahling arnendntents to
dra.f't sultplencnt.tn' budgct No 2 lor
I 975
Fixing ol tbe time-linit 
.fbr tbe comntittect
concerned to tubnit tbcir opinionr ol tbc
1977 dra.ft budgct and the tine lintit 
.fbr
ta bI i n g [t roposed mod if ica t ion:t
Election o| a Vice-Prc.tidcnt
Agehda lbr text sitting
3. Appointnttnt o.f ,lVembcr
President. 
- 
The Presidents of the First a
Second Chamber of the States-General of
Kingdom of the Netherlands have appointed Mr
mans as a Member of the European Parli
replace Mr Hartog.
The credentials of this Member will be verified
the Bureau's next nleeting, on the understanding
under Rule .] (.]) of the Rules of Procedure,
provisionally take his seat with the same righ
other Members of Parliament.
I welconre thc new Member.
(Af plt t.'t 1
13. 0rganization of tbe
general budget o.f
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4. Aplroirtt,ntnt o.f nernbert of the Conmission of the
Eu ropea n Cont nr u n i t iet
President. 
- 
The President of the Conference of
Representatives of the Governments of the Member
States has informed me of the appointment as
members of the Commission of Mr Cesidio Guazza-
roni to replace Mr Spinelli and Mr Raymond Vouel to
replace Mr Borschette.
On your behalf I congratulate the new members of
the Commission on their appointment and offer best
wishes for the' future to the members who have
resigned.
(Appldu.tc)
5- Altpointncnt o.f iudgu and aduocate-general to the
Cottrt o.f 
.lusticc o.l. the Europeatt Contnunities
President. 
- 
The President of the Conference of
Representatives of the Governments of the Member
States has informed me of the appointment of Mr
Bosco, Mr Donner, Mr Kutscher and Lord Mackenzie
Sruart as judges and Mr Capotorti as Advocate-General
to the Court of Justice of the European'Communities
for the period frorh 7 October 1976 to 6 October
t 982.
On your behalf I congratulate these gentlemen on
their appointments.
(Applausl
5. Documents recei*d
President. 
- 
Since the session was adiourned, I have
received the following documents
(a) from the Council of the European Communities,
rcquests for an opinion on :
(l) 
- 
a proposal for the transfer of appropriatibns
between chairters in Section III 
- 
Commission
- 
of the General Budget of the Europban
Communities for the financial year 1976. (Doc.
2331761.
- 
a proposal for the transfer 'of appropriations
between chapters in Section II 
- 
Council 
-, Annex I 
- 
Economic and Social Committee 
-'of the General Budget of the Europeqrl Camrnuni-
ties for the financial year 1976 (Doc.2a9l76).
- 
a proposal for the trapgfer of pppropriations
between chapters in Section II 
-.Council -Annex lll 
- 
ECSC Auditor 
- 
of the General
Budget of the European . Communities for 
.ttrc
, financial year 1976 (Doc. 253176). ,lr
- 
the 
' 
preliminary draft. supplementary and
amending budget No 2 qI,the European C,orpm,u,-
nities for the financial year 1976 prepared by the
' Council lDoc. 261176).
These Docqments have been referred , to the
Conrnrittee on Buclgets.
(2) 
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council for a regulation
amending Regulation (EEC) No 817/70 laying
. down special. provisions lelating to quality wines
produced in specified regions,(Doc. 234176l,.
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
' Communities to the Council lor t regulation,
amending Regulations (EEC) No 2893174 on spark-
ling wines produced in the Community and defined
in item 12 of Annex II to Regulation (EEC) No
816170 and 817170 laying down special provisions
relating to quality wines produced in specified
regions (Doc. 235176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
amending Regulation (EEC) No 827158 on rhe
, common organization of the .market in certain
products listed in Annex II of the Treary (Doc.
. 
238176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a Directive
amending Directives 641432 of 26 June 1964,721461
of 12 December 1972 and 721462 of 12 December
1972 on health and veterinary problems (Doc.
240/76).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture, as the committee responsible, and to
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, for its opinion.
-- 
the proposal from thp Commission of the European
, Communities to the Council for a Directive (6th
Directive) amending Directive 7Zl464lEEC on taxes
other than turnover taxes which affect the consump-
'' tion of manufactured tobacco (Doc. 241176).
This document has been referred.to the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
- 
the: proposals from the Commission of the'European
Communities to the Council for regulations on the
. application of generalized tariff preferences in 1977
. (Doc. 242/v61.
This Document has been ieferred to the Committee
on Devllopment and Cooperation, as the committee
responsible, and to the Committee ofl External
Economic Relations, the Comnrittee on Agriculture
and tHe Committee on 'Eionomic and Monetary
Affairs for' thbir opinions.
- 
the proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for
' I. a Decision instituting a consultation procedure
and creating a committee in the field of transport
' infrastructure. ',
II. a Regulation concerning aid to proiects ofI '' 'Communiry intetest in the field of transport infra-
' structure (Doc. 244176).
(
\
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This document has been referred to the Committee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation relating
to the organization of a survey on the structure of agri-
cultural holdrngs lor 1977 (Doc. 246176).
Tl.ris document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture, as the committee responsible, and to
the Conrmittee on Budgets for its opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Councrl for an action
programme (1977-80) for the progressive achievement
of balance in the milk market (Doc. 247176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture.
- 
the proposal {rom the Commission of the European
Communrties to the Council for a reguiation intro-
ducrng a premium system for the non-marketing of
nrilk and milk products and for the conversion of
dairy cow herds (Doc. 248176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture, as the committee responsible, and to
the Committee on Budgets for its opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Comnrunities to the Council for a Regulation
amending Council Regulation (EEC) No ll63176 on
the granting of a conversion premlum in the wine
sector (Doc. 250176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture.
- 
the proposal Irom the Commission of the European
Communrtics to the Council for a Regulation
contalnlng provrsions to enable the International
Atomic Energy Agency to carry out inspections and
verifrcatrons in the territories of the Member States of
the European Atomic Energy Community (Doc.
251 t76).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Energy and Research, as the Committee respon-
srble, and to the Political Affairs Committee for its
opirriorr.
- 
thc proposal from the Commission of the European
Conrnrunitic's to the Council for a Regulation on the
opening, allocation and administratton of a Commu-
nrty tarrff quota for fresh or dried hazelnuts, shelled
or othcrwisc, falling within subheading ex 0t1.0.5 G of
the Conrnron Customs Tarif f and originating in
Turkey (1977) (Doc. 252176).
This doctrnrcnt has lreen referred to the Committee
on External Economic Relations, as the committee
responsiblc, and to the Committee on Agriculture for
its opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commrssion of the European
Conrnrunities to the Council for a Regulatron
rrrcreasing the Community tariff quota opened for
1976 by Rcgulation (EEC) No 2t188175 for certain
ce ls fallrng withrn subheading ex 0.).0 1 A II of thc
Conrrnon Custonrs Tariff (Doc. 254176).
This documcnt has been referred to the Conrmittee
orr Extcrnal Econonric Relations, as the cotnnlittec
responsible, and to the Committee on Agriculture for
its opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a Directive on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to the ranges of nominal quantities permined
for certain prepackaged products (Doc. 255176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, as the committee responsible, and the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for its
opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for Directive supple-
menting, with regard to the chilling process, amended
Directive TllllSlEEC on health problems affecting
trade.in fresh poultrymeat (Doc. 256176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a four-year period
, programme 197711980 in the field of scientific and
technical education (Doc. 257 /76).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Energy and Research, as the committee respon-
sible, and the Committee on Budgets for its opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a Regulation on the
opening, allocation and administration of a Commu-
nity tariff quota for certain eels falling within
subheading ex 03.01 A II of the Common Customs
Tariff (first half of 1977) (Doc. 258176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on External Economic Relations, as the committee
responsible, and the Committee on Agriculture, for its
opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a Regulation supple-
menting Regulation (EEC) No 100/76 with regard to
arrangements for importing prepared and preserved
sardines (Doc. 259 17 6).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a Directive on toxic
and dangerous wastes (Doc. 260176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, as the committee responsible, and to the
Committee on Budgets for its opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Conrmunities to the Council for a Regulation
concluding the Agreement establishing a European
layrng-up fund for inland waterway vessels, and
adopting the provisions for is implementation (Doc.
262/76l,.
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This document has been referred to the Committee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to boats and their finings (Doc. 263176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport,
as the committee responsible, and to the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs for its opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a decision reviewing
the energy research and development programme
adopted by the Council's decision of 22 August 1975
(Doc. 26a1761.
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Energy and Research, as the committee respon-
sible, and to the Committee on Budgets, for its
opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive on the
quality requirements for waters capable of supporting
freshwater fish (Doc. 265176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health 'and Consumer
Protection.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive on lhe
inspection by Member States of transactions forming
part of the system of financing by the Guarantee
Section of the European Agricultural Guidance and
Guarantee Fund (Doc. 266176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Budgets, as the committee responsible,'and to the
Committee on Agriculture for its opiniort,
- 
the proposal from the Cominission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation on the
storage of products bought in by an intervention
agency (Doc. 2671761.
This clocument has been referred to the Committee
on Agriculture, as the committee responsible, and to
thc Conrnrittee on Budgets, for its opinion.
- 
thc proposal from the Commission of the European
Communitics to the Council for a decision adopting
a tcchnological research programme for the footwear
scctor (Doc. 26rl176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Encrgy and Research, as the committee respon-
siblc, and to thc Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, the Committee on Budgets and the
Conrnrittcc orr thc Envitonment, Public Health and
Consumer Protcction, for tlreir opinions.
- 
thc proposal from thc Commission of the European
Conrnrunitrcs to thq Council for a directivc
conccrrrirrg thc placing of EC-accepted plant protec-
tiorr proclucts on the nrarkct (Doc. 2691761.
This clocunrcrrt lras bcer: rcferred to the Committce
on thc Environnrcrrt, Public Hcalth and Consumer
Protection, as the committee responsible, and to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
the Committee on Agriculture, for their opinions.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a directive prohi-
biting the placing on the market and the use of plant
protection producs containing certain active
substances (Doc. 270 17 6).
This document has been re(erred to the Committee
on the Environmdnt, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, as the committee responsible, and to the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for its
opinion.
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for . a decision
conceming the entry into force of the Agreement on
the international carriage of perishable foodstuffs and
on the special equipment to be used for such carriage
(ATP) (Doc. 27t176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport.
' 
- 
the proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities to thc Council for a' regulation
amending Regulatioh (EEC) No 1365175 on the crea-
' tion of a European Foundation for the improvement
of living and working conditions (Doc. 2721761.
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Social Affairs, Employment and Education, as the
committee responsible, and the Committee on
Budgets, for its opinion.
- 
the proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a Draft for a Treaty
- 
amending the Treaties .*t.biirhing the European
Communities so as to permit the adoption of
, common rules on,thd protection under criminal
law of the financial interests of the Communities
and the prosecution of infringements of the provi-
sions of those Treaties;
- 
amending the Treaty establishing a Single
Council and a Single Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities so as to permit the adoption
of common rules on the liability and protection
under criminal law of officials and other servants
of the Europeon C.ommunities (Doc. 290176).
This document has been'referred to the Legal Affairs
Comminee.
(b) from the Commission of the European Comnruni-
ties, a letter from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities on the release of the appropria-
tions entered under chapter 3.20 'Controlled ther-
monuclear fusion and plasma physics', in the State-
ment of expenditure relating to research and
investment activities (Annex I 
- 
Section III 
-Commission 
- 
of the Budget of the European
Communities for the financial year 1976) (Doc.
273176).
This document has been referred to the Committee
on Budgets, as the committee responsible, and to the
Committee on Energy and Research for its opinion.
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(c) lrom the committees, the following reports :
- 
Report by Mr Bangemann on behalf of the
Legal Affairs Committee on the proposal from
the Commissiort of the European Communi-
ties to the Council for a directive coordinating
the conditions for the admission of securities
to official stock exchange qqotation (Doc.
236176);
- 
Report by Mr Schmidt on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations
- on the proposal from the.Commission of the
European Communities to the Council for a
directive on the harmonization of provisions
laid down by law, regulation or administrative
action relating to customs debt (Dqc. 237176l;
- 
Report by Mr Lautenschlager on behalf of the
Legal Affairs Committee, on the further consul-
tation of the European Parliament on propo-
sals amended or withdrawn by the Commis-
sion (Doc. 239/76;
- 
Report by Mr Normanton on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
on the fifth report. of the Commission of the
European Communities on competition policy
(Doc. 2a3176);
- 
Repoft by Mrs ttrflalz on behalf of the
Committee on Energy and Research on the
proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council for a multi-
annual research programme of the Joint
Research Centre 1977-1980 (Doc. 283176)
- 
Report by Mr Della Briotta on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture on the proposals
from the Gommission., of the European
Communities to the Council for
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 1163/76 on the granting of a conver-
sion premium in the wine sector
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No tl27l6ti on the common organization of
the market in certain products listed in
Anncx II to the Trcaty
- 
a rcgulation amending Rcgulation (EEC)
No tllTl70 laying clown special provisions
rclating to quality wincs producecl 'in speci-
. ficcl rcgiorrs
- 
a rcgulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 2tl9.l/74 on sparkling wines produced
in the Community and defined in ltem l2
of Anncx II to Regulation (EEC) No
t|l6170 and Begulation.(EEC) No tilTl70
laying down spccial provisions rclating to
quality wirrcs producecl in specifip.cl regions
(Doc. 2tl s/76)
- 
lleport by M'r. Ilersani on bchalf ' of thc
Conrnrittcc on Extelrnal Ecorronric llclations
on the present state of economic and commer-
cial relations between the Communities and
Canada on the framework agreement for
commercial and economic cooperation
between Canada and the European Communi-
ties signed at Ottawa on 5 July 1976 (Doc.
287 t76);
- 
2nd Report by Mr Bourdellds on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture on the proposal
from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a regulation
on the common organization of the market in
potatoes (Doc. 289176) ;
- 
Report by Mr Cointat on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on the 2nd request for
the release of appropriations entered under
certain chapters of the statement of expendi-
ture relating to research and investment acti-
vites in the budget of the European Communi-
ties for the finanical year 1976 (Doc 292176);
- 
Report by Mr Cointat on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on draft supplementary
and amending budget No 2 of the European
Communities for the 1976 financial year (Doc.
2e3t76);
(d) the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Patijn on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee on direct
elections to the European Parliament by universal
suffrage (Doc. 2l)8176)
'(e) the following oral question :
* the oral question with debate by the Political
Affairs Committee of the European Parliament
to the,'Conference of Foreign Ministers of the
Members States of the European Communities
- 
pursuant to paragraph 4, second subpara-
graph, of the Communiqu6 of the Summit
Conference of 9 and l0 December 1974 
- 
on
d6tente in Europe (Doc. 274176);
' 
- 
oral question .with debate by Miss Flesch, Mr
Van der Hek, Mr Kaspereit, Lord Reay and Mr
Springorum to the Commission of the Euro-
. pean Communitics on thc North/South
Dialogue (Doc. 27 5176) :
- 
oral questions with debate by Mr 
,Cointat on
, ' behalf of the Group of Europcan Progressive
- Dcmocrats to thc Council and Commission of
the European Communities on the state of agri-
culture ancl thc development of farmers'
incomcs (Doc. 276176):
- 
oral qucstion with dcbate by Lady Fisher of
. 
Reclnal, Mr Hughes, Mr Hansen, Mr Broeksz
and Mr Fkimig to thc Cgmmission of'the Euro-
pearl Comm'unitics on thc. commen agricul-
tural policy arrtl thc Third Vorld (Doc,
2771761;
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- 
oral question with debate by Mr Berkhouwer
on behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group to
the Conference of Foreign Ministers of the
Member States of the European Communities
pursuant to paragraph 4, second subparagraph
of the Conrmuniqu6 of the Summit Confer-
errce of 9 and l0 December 1974 
- 
on the
appointement of the new Commission (Doc.
278t76);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Scott-Hopkins
on behalf of the European Conservative Group
to the Commission of the European Communi-
ties on milk production (Doc. 279176);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Bertrand and
Mr Martens on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group to the Commission of the
European Con-rmunities on the consequences
of the drought (Doc. 280/76);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Fellermaier,
Mr Corona, Mr Bermani, Mr Della Briotta, Mr
Concas, and Mr Ariosto on behalf of the
Socialist Group to the Commission of the Euro-
pcan Communities on dioxin pollution in
Scveso (Doc. Ztll/76);
- 
oral question with debate by Mr Durieux, Mr
Houdct, Mr Bourdellds, Mr Kofoed and Mr
Jozeau-Marign6 on behalf of the Liberal and
Allics Group to the Commission of the Euro-
pcan Communities on economic repercussions
oi the drought on the agricultural economy
ancl Community food sulplies (Doc.282176);
- 
oral qucstion with debate by Mr Fellermaier,
Mr Broeksz, Mr Coronq, Sir Geoffrey de
Frcitas, Mr Espersen, Mr Giraud, Mr Glinne
and Mr Hansen on behalf of the Socialist
Group to the Commission of the European
Conrnrunrties on consequences of the drought
arrcl protcction of the consumer (Doc.286/76);
- 
oral question by Mr Berkhouwer, Mr
Normanton, Mr Fletchlr, Mr Coust6, Mr
Nyborg, Mr Nolan, Mr Osborn, Mr Dalyell, Mr
Cointat, Mr Herbert, Mr Dondelinger, Mr
Hughes, Mr Kavanagh, Mr Evans, Mr Prescott,
Mr Hamilton, Lord Bethell, Mr Spicer, Lord
Bessborough, Mrs Ewing, Mr Lenihan, Mr
Bordu, Mrs Goutmannp Mr Marras, Mr
Fabbrini, and Mr Shaw, pursuant to Rule 47A
of the Rules of Procedurei, for Question Time
on l5 September 1976 ($oc. 28a176);
I
(f) from the Council of the Euro$ean Communities, a
lctter concerning a draft regulation amending the
Financial llcgulation of 2.5 April 1973 applicable to
tlrc llcncral btrdget of the European Communities(Doc. 245176\;
This doctrnrcrrt has been referred to the Conlmittee
on Buclgcts.
7. Autborization o.f ftPorts
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure, I have authorized various committees to
draw up reports on the following subiects :
- 
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion: a report on the First European Social Budget
(1970-te7 s)
- 
Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport: a report on the First Report on the
activities of the European Regional Development
Fund in 1975;
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
and the Committee on Budgets have been asked
for their opinions.
- 
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection : a report on the effects of the
use of asbestos on public health and the environment.
- 
Committee on External Economic Relations :
a report on the official visit of the President of the
European Parliament to Greece frcm 24 to 28
)une 1976;
the Political Affairs Committee and the Committee
on Agriculture have been asked for their opinions.
- 
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions :
a report on the general question of sub-committees.
8. Texts o.f trcatics 
.font'drdcd b.1' tfu Conncil
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council certi-
fied true copies of the following documents :
- 
agreement between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Government of Japan on trade rn
textiles;
- 
agreement ln the form of an exchange of letters
relatrng to Artrcle 20 of the Cooperation Agreement
and Article l-l of the Interim Agreement between the
European Economic Community and the Kingdom
of Morocco and concerning the import into the
community of frurt salads originating in Morocco ;
- 
agreement rn the form of an exchange of letters
relatrng to Artrcle 2.1 oi the Cooperation Agreement
and Article l5 of the Interrm Agreement between the
European Economrc Community and the Kingdom
of Morocco and concerning the import into the
Communrty of bran and sharps originating in
Morocco ;
- 
agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
relating to Article 19 of the Cooperation Agreement
and Article l2 of the Interrm Agreement between the
European Economic Communrty and the Republic of
Tunrsra and concerning the rmport into the Commu-
niry of frurt salads originating in Tunrsia;
- 
agreement in the form of an exchange of letters
relating to Article 22 of the Cooperation Agreenrent
and Artrcle 1.5 of the Interrm Agreement between the
European Economrc Community and the Republic of
Tunisia and concerning the import tnto the Commu-
nity of bran and sharps originating in Tunrsra ;
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- 
notice of the completion by the Community of the
procedures necessary for the entry into force of the
Commercial Cooperation Agreement between the
European Economic Community and the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan;
- 
minutes of the notification ol the completion of the
procedures necessary for the entry into force of the
Commercial Cooperation Agreement between the
European Economic Community and the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan;
- 
Framework Agreement for commercial and economic
cooperation between the European Communities and
Canada ; Protocol concerning commercial and
econonric cooperation between the European Coal
and Steel Community and Canada, together with final
act ;
- 
aSreement on cane sugar in the form of an exchange
of lcttcrs between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the Republic of India ;
- 
agreement on cane sugar in the form of an exchange
of letters between the European Economic Commu-
nity and Barbados;
- 
notice of the completion by the Communiry of the
procedures necessary for the entry into force of the
aSreement between,,the Europearl Economic Commu-
nity and the Government of Japan on trade in textiles
and of the exchange of letters relating thereto;
- 
convention between the European Economic Commu-
nity and the United Nations relief and works agency
for Palestine refugees (UNR!7A) concerning aid to
refugecs in the countries of the Near East;
- 
agreenrent in the form of an exchange of letters
anrcnding the convention between the European
Economic Community and the United Nations relief
and works agency for Palestine refugees (UNR\7A)
sigr:ed on l8 December 1972.
These documents will' be placed in the archives of the
Etrropc.an Parliament.
9. Pctition.t
President. 
- 
l) I have received a petition from the
Mondial Alternatief Foundation on the protection
of nrigratory birds.
Tlris petition has been entered under No 10176 in
thc gcncral register provided for in Rule aB Q) of
thc llulcs of Procedure and, pursuant to paragraph
.l of tlrat sanre Rule, rcferred to the Committee on
the li,ulcs of Procedure and Petitions.
2) At the rc.quest of the Committee on the Rules of
Proccdurc and Pctitions, Petition No l3/7.5 fronr
Mr Kurt Struppek and others on the protection of
thc furrdanrcntal rights of Turks living in thc
Fcdcral llepublic of Gcrmarry, Petition No l/76
fronr Mr 
_fohn Canrpbcll on a unifornr proccdure
in all Mcrrbcr Statcs for thc dircct clccticirt of tltc
European Parlianrent by universal suffragc ancl
Pctiton No .]/76 by Mr Volkcr Hcydt on Europcarr
Parlianrurt initiativcs to pronrotc' direct clcctions,
have been referred to the Political Affairs
Committee for an opinion, and Petition No 5/75
from Mr Giuseppe Gioia on the registration of
motor vehicles by foreigners in the Federal
Republic of Ggrmany has been referred to the
Legal Affairs Committee for an opinion.
3) The Committee on Rules of Procedure and Peti-
tions, pursuant to Rule a8 (3) of the Rules of Proce-
dure, has examined Petition No 15/75 from Mr
Stanislas Gawel on the reparation of iniustices
under the National Socialist regime and has
concluded that this Petition does not fall within
the sphere of activities of the Communities. The
Petition has consequently been filed without
further action.
10. Forwarding oJ'the 1977 draft budgct
President. 
- 
I have received the draft general budget
of the European Communities for the financial year
1977, established by the Council.
Pursuant to Rule 23 (2) of the Rules of Procedure, this
document has been referred to the Committee on
Budgets.
ll. Limit on rlreaking ti,r,e
President. 
- 
For the items on the agenda other than
the debates on direct elections and the draft general
budget, I propose that speaking time be limited as
follows:
Reports :
- 
l5 minutes for the rapporteur and one speaker for
each political group ;
- 
l0 minutes for other speakers;
- 
5 minutes for speakers on amendments.
0rdl quc.ttiotts tt'itb dtbate :
- 
l0 minutes for the author of the question;
- 
.5 minutes for other speakers.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
12. Organization o.f' tbc dtbatc on direct clcctions to
tbc Europctttr Parliamcnt by unircrsal tu.f.fntgt
President. 
- 
At its meeting of 2 September, and
pursuant to Rule 28 of the Rules of Procedure, the
enlarged Bureau decided to allocate speaking time as
follows for the debate on direct elections :
- 
raPPorteur : 20 miriutes
- 
Socialist Group : 40 minutes
- 
Christian-Dcmocratic Group : 3.i minutes
- 
Libcral arrcl Allies Group : 20 minutes
- 
Group o[ Europcarr Progressivc De nrocrats : 1.5
nr i n utcs
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European Conservative Group: l5 minutes
- 
Communist and Allies Group: l5 minutes
- 
Non-attached Members: 10 minutes at the most.
For the statement by the Council on the other results
of the European Council, I do not think the 20-min-
ute rule need be applied but, in view of the length of
\Tednesday's agenda, I would ask all those who wish
to speak on this subject'to be as brief as possible.
13. Organiztrtion of thc debatc M thc dra.t-t gcncral
budgct o.f tbc Comnunities 
.for 1977
President. 
- 
Pursuant to Rule 28 of the Rules of
Procedure, the Bureau has allocated speaking time as
follows for the debate following the presentation of
the draft general budget of the Communities for
1977 :
- 
general rapporteur : 20 minutes
- 
Political Broups: l0 minutes each
14. Ordo o.f business
President. 
- 
The next item is the order of business.
At its meeting of I September 1976 the enlarged
Bureau prepared the draft agenda which has been
distributed. Since then, a number of amendments
have been proposed:
Mr Fellermaier, on behalf of the Socialist Group, and
Mr Durieux, on behalf of the Liberal and Allies
Group, have tabled oral questions on the drought.
Normally these questions would be added to Thurs-
day's agenda to form the subject of a joint debate with
the question on the same subject tabled by the Chris-
tion-Democratic Group. However, on l7ednesday's
agenda there is a question on the same subject by Mr
Cointat to thc Commission and the Council, and the
latter have informed me that they cannot be present
on Thursday.
Thereforc, to save time and to avoid having a second
dcbatc on the sanrc subject, it would be better to
combinc all thcse questions on \iTednesday with Mr
Cointat's oral qucstiorr.
I call Mr Duricux.
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(D Mr President, your proposal to
group thcsc questions under thc same item of the
agcrrcla for Vedncsday is perfectly logical and one I
tun hcsitatingly crrdorsc.
President. 
- 
Thc Conrmittee on Budgets has 4sked
ior Mr Cointat's rcport on the second request for the
tunfrcczrng of appropriations for research qnd invest-
nrcnt activitics (Doc. 292176) to be included in the
agcnrla for this part-scssion.
As tlre rcport was not tablcd within thc time-linrit laid
rlovrn rn tlrc rulcs of ll May 1967, I must consult
Parlianrcrrt on the adoptiorr of ur1;cr-rt procedurc.
Are there any obiections ?
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed. I propose
that this report be placed at the end of Tuesday's
agenda.
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr A. Bertrand. 
- 
(NL)Mr President, the report by
Mrs \U7alz is down as the last item on Tuesday's
agenda but, owing to circumstances in her home
country, Mrs ltr(alz is unable to stay until Tuesday
evening and would like her report to be placed at the
beginning of the afternoon, before the reports by Mr
Bersani and Mr Meintz.
President. 
- 
\J7e shall do our best to comply with
Mrs lUflalz's request.
Mr Bertrand and others, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group, have asked for an oral question on
pollution and its consequences to be included on the
agenda. This question could be debated iointly with
the one on the same subject tabled by Mr Fellermaier
on behalf of the Socialist Group, which is on the
agenda for Thursday. !tr7e must first establish, however,
whether the Commission is in a position to reply to
the question by the Christian-Democratic Group
which was not tabled within the time-limits.
I call Sir Christopher Soames.
Sir Christopher Soames, Vict-Prc.tidtnt o.f tbc
Crtnni.tsion. 
- 
Certainly, we could answer this ques-
tion if that was what the House wished but, while we
are on this subject, Mr President, I should like to say
that it would be most convenient for the Commis-
sioner responsible if those two questions could be
taken between Mr Normanton's report and Mr Guld-
berg's. I agreed we would accept the two questions on
pollution, the one on the order paper plus the one
from the Christian Democrats, which would presu-
mably be taken together, for they are on tfre same
subject. rVe would like them to be taken between Mr
Normanton's report and Mr Guldberg's, if that would
be convenient for the House.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Houdet.
Mr Houdet, cbttirndn o.f tht Conntinu on Ag,riul-
ture. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in your draft agenda you
have put down the debate on'Mr Bourdellds' report for
Friday morning. I would remind the House that this
report was submitted to it on lli June and referred
back to the Committee on Agriculture. One of the
reasons given was that the attendance was too low for
discussing a report of this importance, and Commis-
sioner Lardinois shared the wish of the Members of
Parliantent that the debate should be held at a timc
when it could attract the utmost public attention.
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The Committee on Agriculture reconsidered this pro-
posal, which it has placed before you. I wrote to you
on 3 September to ask whether, in view of the reasons
why the report was referred back and of my commit-
tee's opinion, it could be debated on Thursday instead
of Friday. If I am correctly informed, Mr Lardinois
will not be able to attend on Friday, but will be
present on Thursday. I hope therefore, that Mr Bour-
dellds' report will be placed on Thursday's agenda, in
accordance with the wish expressed by my committee
in the letter you have received.
President. 
- 
Mr Houdet, things have been made
easier by the fact that we are conlbining all the ques-
tions on the drought under one iiem on \Tednesday's
agenda. \fle can therefore bring forward the debate on
Mr Bourdellds' report to Thursday.
I call Mr Springorum.
Mr Springorum, chairman of the Contmittee on
Energl' and Researcb. 
- 
(D) Mr President, please
forgive me for making a request. Mr Guldberg's report
on the effects of increased energy prices on Member
States' productivity and competitivity comes up for
discussion on Thursday afternoon. The House decided
in January to refer this report back to the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs because a rePort
by Mr Giraud and an opinion by Mr Burgbacher on
the basic price system, which are to be adopted simul-
taneously, were already scheduled for consideration by
Parliament. A number of contradictions have been
found in these two reports, and I feel that the commit-
tees' proposals should be clarified before the House
takes any decision.
I would therefore suggest that Mr Guldberg's report
on energy prices be dealt with at the same time as the
report by Mr Giraud and the opinion by Mr Burg-
bacher come up for discussion, probably in
November.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guldberg
Mr Guldberg, 
- 
(F) Mr President, I apologize for
speakirtg on a report I have drawn up myself, but I
would remind Parliament that it initiated the report
itself. This being the case, I see no reason, if Parlia-
ment cannot discuss the report on Thursday, why
consideration of it should not be held over.
Nevertheless, I do not think that Parliament ought to
refuse to discuss an own-initiative report on grounds
which arise from a misunderstanding ; for a misunder-
standing there certainly is, Mr Springorum. Although
my report is now shown on the agenda under its
correct title, a misunderstanding arose iu the process
of translation. My report is based on the fact that
energy prices have risen. The present French version
talks about the consequences of the increase in energy
prices, which has nothing to do with any ,policy on
fixing energy prices in the future. Parliament merely
wanted to know the effccts of thc sharp fluctuations in
cnergy priccs on the Communtties' industrial policy.
This, Mr President, is all I wanted to draw to your
attention.
President. 
- 
Mr Springorum, now that you have
heard Mr Guldberg's explanations, have you changed
your min{ or do you still maintain what you have lust
proposed ?
Mr Springo (D)Mr President, points 18 to
23 of the resolution deal almost exclusively with the
price of energy and reach conclusions that differ from
those which, in my opinion, will be reached by Mr
Giraud and Mr Burgbacher. I feel that, if the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
the Committee on Energy and Research want to be
taken seriously, they must be in agreement in resolu-
tions which are so closely related. If the rapporteur is
prepared to drop the ponts relating exclusively to
energy prices, I would be in agreement.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Guldberg.
Mr Guldberg. 
- 
(F) I do not agree with what Mr
Springorum has said beca,-tse, as I see it, what we are
concerned with is not the level of the energy price but
industrial policy.
On the other hpnd, there is nothing to stoP us tabling
amendments, in which case the report could be
discussed at the time suggested by Mr Springorum.
President. 
- 
We therefore agree that these reports,
which cover related topics, will form the subject of a
foint debate at a later date.
Thank you, Mr Guldberg, for your cooperation.
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, cbclinnrtn o-f tltt Contntittu on Bttlgcl.
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the draft
agenda contains a footnote to the item 'Presentation
of the draft general budget of the European Communi-
ties for the 1977 financial year'. This footnote, Mr Pres-
ident, informs qs that you have set
the time-lrmil tor tabling drait anrcnclments, proposed
modi{rcations, proposals for outright rcjcction arrtl
proposed modifrcations to tlrc nraxtnrttnt ratc of incrcasc
in expencliture to this draft btrtlget as l.l Octobcr 1976.
Moreover you intcnd
to set tlre samc tinrc-ltnttt tor rolllnlutlication to tlrc
Commrttce on Budgcts of arry opirrrorrs other conrmittcgs
might wish to dcltvcr.
In order to iamiliarizc oursclves with thc whole qtres-
tion, the Contntittcc orl lltrdgets wotrld likc to
consider the opinions of the political groug; and thc
committees flt its nrccting ot 7 and li Octobcr' which
will be attended by thc Prcsiclcnt of thc Cotrrrcil and
held 
- 
as is thc custom 
- 
at Thc Haguc, the scat of
the Presidcnt-in-Officc of thc Council. \iUc feel it
would bc inrpossiblc to put this off trntil thc wcck
bctwccrt tltc regular plcnary part-scssion antl thc
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extraordinary part-session. I would therefore ask you,
Mr President, to set the time-limit for tabling these
motions, to which both the committees and the polit-
ical groups attach great weight, for 6 October, that is,
one week earlier then planned. I should be grateful if
you could accept my suggestion. This was the first
point I wanted to raise.
Secondly, Mr President, there is a question on which
the House has yet to decide. You will recall the argu-
ment that took place on 22 July between us and ihe
Council over a minor revision of the Financial Regula-
tion. Th-e Council contended that it could not treat
the budget as it ought to do- that is, by entering
payment authorizations on one side and commitment
authorizations on the other, unless the Financial Regu-
lation made provision for commitment authorizations.
At its meeting of l0 September the Committee on
Budgets considered this minor revision proposed by
the Council and prepared a report. I do not know why
you have not been notified. You should have been
notified in connection with Mr Cointat's report on the
release of appropriations. I should like to see this revi-
sion of the Financial Regulation debated by urgent
procedure. Our colleague, Mr Shaw, is the rapporteur.
President. 
- 
The date of 13 October was chosen
because it was in the middie of a part-session and was
therefore most convenient for the political troups.However, the Bureau was not aware that the meeting
with the Council at The Hague was to be held on 6
October. This is an important new element as far as
the work of the Committee on Budgets is concerned.
I would therefore be completely in.agreement with 5
October as the new time-limit for tabling draft amend-
ments_and proposed modifications at this stage in the
procedure, since, in any case, there will be a second
reading and these amendments anh modifications can
still be tabled later.
As regards your second point, Mr Lange, we shall ask
the Council to let us know what decisions have been
taken. So far I have not heard anything about this
matter.
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, cbairnan ol' tbc Comntittce on Butlgct-t.
- 
Mr President, this minor revision has been dealt
with somewhat informally. The Council has a copy of
the proposal of 20 July, which it amended on 22' july
at, the request of the delegation from parliament,
which you headed. Although the Council did not
notify us in writing, Mr Grohnendahl, chairman of the
Council's Budget Committee, confirmed these amend-
ments during talks held on l0 September, and the
Council in its turn intended to notify us of the fact
immediately by telex. I suggest, thirefore, that we
simply assume that this has been done and include
the report by our colleague, Mr Shaw, on this week's
agenda.
President. 
- 
Provided Mr Shaw's report has been
. formally submitted by then, it could be included after
the- report by Mr Cointat on the draft supplementary
and-amending budget No 2 for 1976. Tlte agenda
would then read as follows :
Tuesdal, 14 Septernber t97d
3.00 p.m.:
' 
- 
Commission statement on action taken on the opin_
ions of Parliament
- 
Walz report on the multiannual research programme
of the JRC
- 
Bersani report on relations between the Community
and Canada
- 
Meintz report on the social situation in the Commu-
niry in 1975
- 
Cointat report on the release of appropriations for
research activities.
Wednesda.y, t5 Selttenber l97G
10.00 a.m., 3.00 f.m. and 1>o.r.tibl.f in tbe ewning:
* Question Time
- 
Joint debate on the Council Starement and the patiin
motion for a resolution on the election of the Euro-
pean Parliament by direct universal suffrage
- 
Council Statement on the outcome of the European
Council ot July 1976
- 
Presentation of and first debate on the draft budget of
tlre Communities lor 1977
- 
Presentation of and debate on the Cointat reporr on
draft supplementary and amending budget No 2 for
1976
- 
Shaw interim report on modification of the Financial
Regulation
- 
Oral question to the Conference of Foreign Ministers
on the appointment of the new Commission
-'Oral question with debate to the Conference ofForeign Ministers on d6tente in Europe
- 
Joint debate on
- 
the oral questions to the Council and Commis-
sion on the state of agriculture and
- 
three oral questions to the Commission on the
drought.
Tbursdal, 15 Se/>tcnber 1976
11.00 a.n. and 3.00 1t.m.:
- 
vote on the motion for a resolution contained in the
Cointat report on draft amending and supplementary
budget No 2 tor 197(t
- 
oral question with debate to the Commission on milk
production
- 
second Bourdellds report on the market in potatoes
- 
oral question with debate to the Commission on the
common agricultural policy and the Third rVorld
' 
- 
oral question with debate to the Commission on the
North/South dialogue
- 
Normanton report on competition policy
- 
joint debate on two oral questions to the Comntission
on pollution
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Friday, 17 Septenber 1975
9.30 a.m. to 12 noon:
- 
Bangemann report on the admission of securittes to
stock exchange quotation
- 
Schmidt report on customs debt
- 
Herbert report on harmonization of the laws relatrng
to vehicle driving licences
- 
Bethell report on the dumping of wastes at sea
- 
Della Briotta report on the wine sector (without
debate).
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
15. Tine-linit 
.for tctbling dntendntents to draft
.tul)Plcnent.tn' budget No 2 for 1975
President. 
- 
I have set the time-limit for tabling
draft amendments and proposed modifications to the
draft supplementary and amending budget No 2 for
the financial year 1976 at 5.00 p.m. on l5 September
1976.
16. Fi-ring o.f tbe timt'linit.for the comntitteu
conccrnctl ttt.tubntit tbcir opinions on tbe 1977 dra.ft
btdgct and tbc timt-limit 
.for tabling proltosed modi'
.f ication-t
President. 
- 
Having regard to the remarks made
just now by Mr Lange, I have set the time-limit for
tabling draft amendments, proposed modifications,
proposals for the reiection of the budget as a whole,
proposed modifications to the maximum rate of
increase in expenditure and the time-limit for the
committees concerned to communicate their opinions
to the Committee on Budgets as 5 October 1975.
17. Elcction o.f a Vice'President
President. 
- 
Following the resignation of Lord Bess-
borough from his position as Vice-President, I have
already expressed Parliament's sincere thanks, within
the Bureau, for the way in which he fulfilled his
duties. \7e now have to elect a new Vice-President.
The European Conservative Group has nominated Mr
Scott-Hopkins as candidatc.
Since there is only one candidate, I believe Parliament
will want to proceed with this election by acclama-
tion.
(Applattse)
I declare Mr Scott-Hopkins Vice-President of the Euro-
pean Parliament and congratulate him warmly on his
election.
18. Agcndd 
.for ntxt sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Tuesday 14 September 1976 at 3 p.m., with the
following agenda :
- 
Commrssion statement on action taken on the oprn-
ions of Parliament
- 
IWalz report on the multtannual research programme
of the JRC
- 
Bersani report on relations between the Communrty
and Canada
- 
Meintz report on the social sttuation in the Commu-
nity rn 197.5
- 
Cointat report on the release of appropnations for
research activitres.
Before closing the sitting, I must point out that to
allow the political groups more time for their meet-
ings the start of the loint meeting of the Members of
the European Parliament and the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe has been put back
half an hour. The joint meeting will therefore begin at
10 a.m.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbt .titting tl'Lti clotcd dt 7.40 ftn.)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE
Presidcnt
(Tbc sitting tuas oltened at 3.05 pm)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
1. Altproaal of the minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of the proceedings of
yesterday's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of the proceedingp are approved.
2. Translers ol' altpropriations witbin tbe 1976
budget
President. 
- 
I have informed the Council and
Commission of the European Communities that the
Committee on Budgets has delivered a favourable
opinion on the proposal for the transfer of appropria-
tions between chapters in Section ll 
- 
Council 
-Annex.lll. ECSC Auditor, of the general budget of
the European Communities for the financial year
1976 (Doc. 110176) and, despite several resinations,
on the proposal for the transfer of appropriations
between chapters in Section lll 
- 
Commission 
- 
ol
the general budget of the European Communities for
the financial yeat 1976 (Doc. 57176).
3, Action tahcn lry the Contnission on tbe opinions ol'
Parliantent
President. 
- 
The next item is the statement by the
Commission on the action taken on the opinions and
proposals of the European Parliament.
I call Sir Christopher Soames.
Sir Christopher Soames, Vice'President of tbe
Commission. 
- 
In the light of opinions recorded by
Parliament at recent Part-sessions' the Commission
has amerded a number of its proposals to the
Council. \U(e have sent forward an amended proposal
on the restructuring of the small-scale inland fisheries
sector, the subiect of the Hughes rePort. Ve have
informed the Council that we accePt the amendments
suggested in Mr Martens' two rePorts on statistical
surveys on cattle and pigs. rUfe have accepted an
amendment submitted by Mr Miiller to the proposal
for a directive on the limitation of noise from
subsonic aircraft. \7e have accepted an amendment
called for by Lady Fisher of Rednal in her report on a
cofimon procedure for the exchange of information
on the quality of fresh surface water'in the Commu-
nity. As recommended in Mr Jahn's report, we have
amended our proposal for a Council resolution on the
pursuit and implementation of a Communiry-policy
and action programme on the environment. At the
June part-session Parliament gave its opinion on our
proposal for the remodelling of regulation EEC
169617l concerning the organization of the hop
market. The Economic and Social Committee has
given its views, lnd there has been some discussion in
the Council. !fle have accordingly decided to amend
our original proposal and Parliament will be asked to
give its opinion on the proposals so amended. As
usuhl, Mr President,, Parliament will be given in
writing the details of all the amended proposals that I
have listed and I hope this list finds favour with the
House.
President. 
- 
I should like to thank the Compission
for having frequently amended its proposals in accor-
dance with Parliament's opinions.
4. lVelcome
President. 
- 
I am happy to welcome to the official
gallery the Right Honourable George Thomas, the
Speaker of the House of Commons, who has done us
the honour of accepting our invitation to pay an offi-
cial visit to the European Parliament here in Luxem-
bourg. His presence here is also the presence of all
that is best in British democracy.
(Applause)
5, iWulti-annual researcb lrrogr.ttttnre
of the JRC (1e77'1e80)
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
283176) drawn up on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Research by Mrs lValz on
the proposal ,from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for a multi-annual research
proSramme of the Joint Research Centre (1977-1980).
As the rapporteur is not yet Present, I call Mr Nod to
speak on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Noi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
in keeping with its attitude in the Committee on
Energy and Research, the Christian-Democratic
Group fully supports the report by Mrs lValz and, by '
the same token, the content and aims of the proposal
for a multi-annual research programme of the Joint
Research Centre for the period 1977-1980'
After the lean years between 1966 and 1972 in which
only annual programmes were put forward, this is the
second occasion on which the Commission has
submitted a multi-annual programme to the Council.
The fint multi-annual programme will run out at the
end of this year; it has been used as a basis in formu-
lating the new programme now under discussion' In
my view multi-annual programme of this kind were
absolutely essential because all of us have witnessed,
in previous years, the difficulties created by the annual
programmes for the ioint research establishments
t4 Debates of the European Parliament
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because of the tight time limits within which they had
to be drawn up. The joint research establishments are
certain to benefit from these multi-annual
programmes because we all know in this area of
human endeavour results cannot be measured over
twelve months but only over much longer periods.
Against this background, I wish to make three observa-
tions on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
The first concerns the thinking which underlies the
formulation of the programme. This is satisfactory in
that the Commission has clearly taken note of a great
many insistent requests made by the Committee on
Energy. Allow me to list them briefly.
Firstly, the ioint research establishments must provide
technical assistance to the Commission ; in certain
specific sec[ors, they must be capable of giving valid
information to it, thus allowing correct formulation of
the energy or industrial policies which are dependent
on research. Hence the existence of these establish-
ments within the Community is, in our view,
extremely important.
A further positive aspect is that closer links have been
established between direct and indirect actions. I do
not propose to polarize the discussion on direct or
indirect actions but rather to express a general judge-
ment of the importance of these actions in the
research sphere. The Commission has undeniably
made a noteworthy effort to achieve better coordina-
tion of the direct and indirect actions.
My colleague Mr Fliiming, who has served as rappor-
teur on this subject on several occasions, has always
stressed the need to define a limited number of obiec-
tives and .to work effectively towards their achieve-
ment. This view too has been accepted by the
Commission, to our great satisfaction. As regards the
environmental problemq arising in connection with
the industrial production of energy, I am also gratified
to note that the view that these problems must be
studied simultaneously with the energy problems has
prevailed.
It is also noteworthy that the public service function
of the research conducted by the joint research establ-
Iishments has been stressed. They will thus escape the
influence of industrial or national interests and be
able to deliver completely impartial opinions. No
valid decisions can be taken without such opinions.
Finally we must not forget the efforts made by the
Conrmission to define a statute for the research
workers which will both enable the social tensions
evinced in the research establishments to be elimi-
nated while at the same time ensuring mobility of the
researches; this is essential in such a sensitive aera
where forc.casts can never be entirely accurate and, to
make the. necessary corrections to the various research
programmes, a reasonable degree of mobility of staff
from one programme or establishment to another is
needed.
In previous years we have all criticized the fact that
staff costs represented too high a percentage of the
budget of the joint research establishments. Now on
the contrary the distribution of funds between
operating 
- 
in the sense of the acquisition of equip-
ment and materials 
- 
expenditure and staff posts is
such that the percentage is more acceptable.
Let me stress too that the Commission has taken
account of certain justified criticisms made by us
concerning the slowness in the supply of materials
and apparatus. Moreover the Commission has recog-
nized Parliament's right to control the results
achieved. There can be no doubt that in future years
the Parliament will wish to assess the results ; a system
allowing such an assessment to be made is therefore
required.
I shall not dwell on the subject of the mobility of the
programmes, to which I referred just now, because it
is impossible to be a prophet in this area. However,
we can and must work out plans and programmes and
adapt them during their implementation on the basis
of our experience and in the light of new discoveries
which may make minor or even radical changes neces-
sary.
I believe I have said enough about the principles
underlying the proposal now before Parliament. Let
me add briefly that of the ten programmes proposed
three relate to a matter of unusually great interest,
namely safety in the energy sector or more specifically
the safety of nuclear power stations, an area in which
the joint research establishments have always done
important work. !fle should like to see that work
stepped up in order to harmonize safety standards in
the individual Member States without which, Mr Presi-
dent, there can be no liberalization of the market eg.
for nuclear power stations. \U7ithout such harmoniza-
tion, a manufacturer in one Member State will never
be able to offer a power station on the market of
another Member State.
In addition to the reactor safety programme, the
Commission is proposing research activities relating
to plutonium and the actinides on which our
committee was able to obtain information during a
recent visit to the ioint research centre in Karlsruhe.
The committee was able to see for itself the sophisti-
cated work done on transuranium elements and the
brilliant ideas of the research workers at this centre.
Finally a programme is proposed for the management
of nuclear materials and radioactive waste products.
rVe already held an initial debate on this programme
last May and more rccently, only a few days ago, Mr
Mr Fliiming was appointed to draw up an own-initia-
tive report. \U7hen he has completed his report we
shall be able to consider this important topic in detail.
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I should like to stress the need for research into new
sources of energy. Reports published in recent rnonths
clearly show that the price of oil will be rising further.
The United States is continuing to increase the'scale
of its imports and this process can be expected to go
on, thus heightening the tension oh the price of oil.
Research into alternative sources is therefore particu-
larly important. The subiect'future sources of energy'
includes programmes dealing with. solar erlergy,
hydrogen i.e. the production of hydrogen by thermo-
chemical processes making use of the heat generated
by high temperature reactors, ind the design of ther-
mo-nuclear fusion reactors which are already the
object of important indirect research and direct
research proiects at IsPra; once more progress has
been made with the gerieral studies, these projects
may prove extremely vhluable.
This programme also includes itudies of high terirpera-
ture matirials which may be used for the proddction
of hydrogen and prove useful in thermo-nuclear
fusion.
Finally, let me mention briefly the programme for
protection of the environment dnd natural resources
which, thrgugh a system of remote detection at the
Ispra estiUtisfrment,'will be capable of providirlg valu-
able information to all the Member States and will
make a useful contribution to the agricultural and
regional policies of the individual member countries.
As we have already pointed out on numerous occa-
sions, Mr President, this system will also be useful to
certain third countries, eipecially in 'the Mediteira-
nean area.
As regards Mr Normanton's criticism of the direct
actions, I must say that in the past (l mean five or six
years ago) there may. have been an excessive ,tendency
to favour direct actions at the cost,of indirect proiects.
Be that as it may, the Commission hap ,recenfly
proposed to the Council 
- 
and gained, the latter's
approval 
- 
a programme for Plutoniu.m recycling, a
programme for the management and ,storage, 'of
radioactive waste and, finally, a programme" of research
and development in the sector of new energy sources.
I therefore believe that,the balance has been fully
restored and I see no need to continue the polemic
regarding these two different types of actipn, I,would
add that all the research into fusion, including the
small programme to which I'referred earlier, hap been
conducted through indirect actions. This subiect is
extremely important in that it concerns many o( our
countries and provides to some extent the key to a
long-term solution of the Community's energy
problems. I should 'point out, however, that the
smaller countries which do not have sucb. a strong
industrial potential, can only benefit from the advan'
tages of these programmes through direct action.
I believe that a satisfactory balance has now been
struck between indirect and direct research and that
en utgent effort must now be made to achieve
concrete results. The outlook is promising; Parlia-
ment awaits the results which it'will study closely.
(Apltlauv)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \U7alz.
Mrs Valz, ralrl)orteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I must first apologize for not being
present punctually but I had understood that I would
only be called later.
In document 283175 (PB 44.8841fin.) of l0 September
which you have in front of you, the Committee on
Energy and Research has drawn up an opinion on the
proposal from the Commission of the European
Communities .to the Council for a multi-anndal
reseat'ch' piogramme of the Joint Research Centre
(1977-1980).' At its meeting of 2 September the
' corhmittee responsible unanimousli approved ihe
'report, the motion for a reSolution which supplements
it on a number of specific points and the explanatory
statement. The committee accordingly requests you to
approve in its entirety the draft now before you and
cdlls upon the Commission to endorse the amend-
menB we have proposed Pursuant to Article l49 of
the EEC Treafy. The opinions of the Committee on
Budgets and of the Corrrmittee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection are attached
to the document.
The new research programme. .contained in the
Commission's proposal is to follow the previous
piogramme decided in 1973 and due to expire at the
qnd of the year, for the JRC at the four research
centres in Geel, Ispra, Karlsruhe and Petten. It covers
the period 1977-19&0.
The Conimission's proposals for a new multi-annual
research programme which our committee' has
'eiamined luttify ,t in hoping that the conditions'for
'd ievival of direct Community research as requested
by the European Parliament in its tesolution of I I
May have been largely satisfied. However, this research
cannot be successful unless our research policy is at
long last incorporated into a common industrial
policy. These demands and conditions for a revival of
direct Etirbpean Community research were based oh a
precise investigation and analysis of'the situation of
' diiect Community research during implementation,of
the multi-annpal research. ,programme for the years
1913:76 submiited' tiy'o.ii'.o,i-itt"" to Parliament'
pn the basis of this detailed study, which ipcludes
iome highly critical analysis, our corhmittee. drew the
' necessani consequences and set out its conclusions,in
,firur reports. ,,
,The latest, of these reports by 
-y cdlleague, Mr
Flhming,' on the conditions fot a l{resh I start in
Community at the,'Joint Resedrch Centre which is'in
certain r€spects highly critical of the Centre and'the
work done by it, sets out all the conditioris and possi-
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bilities which in the view of the European Parliament
must be respected if the common research policy is
- 
as it must be 
- 
to be encouraged ; these condi-
tions include a common industrial policy. Despite all
the criticisms and the praiseworthy clarity with which
Mr Fliiming drew attention in this report to the short-
comingp of the JRC 
- 
noting as he did the lack of
any clear-cut basic concept of Community research,
the lack of uniformity and flexibility on the
programme, the incompatibility between the
programme and staff qualifications, the excessive
bureaucracy, the unsuitable budget structure, the lack
of any corporate identity in the JRC and the lack of
confidence 
- 
our committee, together with the whole
of Parliament, has always been convinced of the need
to encourage joint research. But we have also felt that
this research must comply with certain conditions and
criteria snd be backed by staff with appropriate qualifi-
cations if it'is to be properly justified.
In examining, the Commission's proposal for a new
multi-annual research programme of the JRC we
must therefore take account of the principles and guid-
elines set out in the Commission's document entitled
'Objectives', priorities and resources for a common
research and development policy', on which Mr Krieg
reported earlier, and in particular in the abovemen-
tioned report by Mr Fliiming.
Under these conditions it is possible to note a iroad
measure of qoncordance between the concept recom-
mended by the European Parliament and the plan
now put forward by the Commission for a new multi-
annual research programme of the JRC. The
Committee on Energy and Research therefore notes
which satisfqction that the new research programme
of the JRC is, by the Commission's own intention, at
long last to be guided by the following principles, and
I quote :
- 
the role to be played by the Centre must be one in
which primary cqnsideration is given to Community
interests in the field of science and technotogy but
which also €nsures expert help and scientific and tecfr-
nical advice for the formulation and,implementation
of sectoral policies in the Community;
- 
there must be closer links bet*een research proiects
carried out by direct and indirect action in 'order.to
achieve greater h6mogeneity and improved rffi,
cienc| i
- 
there has to be a drastic concentration of activities on
a small number of programmes comprising ,sirecific
proiects with fixed objectives and deadlines;
- 
st(ess must be placed on research in the energy and
environment sectors, while at the same time encciur-
agement must be given to the JRC's public seri,ic6
role ;
- 
the implementation of a 5taff policy adapred .to
research requirements is of primary iniportance,
partly in order to facilitate the'mobility of research
staff ;
- 
a better balance (57 o/o: 43 o/o) must be achieved in
the ratio of payroll costs to scientific and technical
operating expenses in order to irnprove the efficiency
of the Centre and increase the opportunities for coop-
eration with European research organizations;
- 
the structure for the execution and management of
proiects must be strengthened and the procedure for
the assessment of work and results tightened up ;
- 
the 'rolling plan' must be evolved to enable thb
programme to be adapted to changing techniques and
needs.'
Bearing in mind the demands made by our
committee and the European Parliament, the Commis:
sion has primarily selected research projects which are
well-adapted to the special role of the Joint Research
Centre in the context of the Community's Scientiflc
and iesearch policy; these projects include research
activities and programmes which i
- 
are of central importance to the Community as a
whole,
- 
accord with the role of the JRC as a public service
undertaking of the Community in the sector of
reseerch and development policy, and
- 
meet the function assigned to the JRC of providing
the Commission with scientific and technical exper-
tise and support.
Having regard to these politically far-sighted limita-
tions 
- 
which are particularly well-founded in the
context of research policy 
- 
some 70 o/o of the new
multi-annual research programme is concentrated on
energy and environmental research, two areas which
in the view of the committee and of the European
Parliamer*t, are particularly urgent and important to
research and development policy in the Community.
Four of the ten individual programmes (solar energy,
hydrogen; conceptual studies on thermo-nuclear
fusion reactors, high temperature materials) will contri-
bute to the development of new energy sources in line
with 'the Community's strategy in the energy,sector.
However,. it must be noted that certain doubts arise in
connectioh with the design studies which have already
been carried out e.g. at Garching.
Close on 50 % of the programme as a whole with the
three indiviilual programrnes on reactor safety, pluto-
nium fuels and actinide rrsearch, nuclear metterials
and radio-aciive waste management, is intended ,for
activities in the sector of nuclear sefery. In view'of the
growing con'tribution, of 
.nuclear energy to ,theCommunity's energy supplies and the distinct,scepti-
cism'with which this development is being viewed in
the Commrjnity countrit:s, ih.t. progorLes are of
particular importance to research policy and policy in
general because the confidence of our,population can
only be'gained if provision is made for the safe
disposal of waste products.
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Ladies and gentlemen, in conclusipn I wish to stress
one point particularly strongly.'In the document to
which I referred earlier entitled 'Obiectives, Priorities
and. resources for a common research and develop-
ment policy', the Commission, in line with the views
of our committee and of Parliament, stressed the
importance of coordinating national research policies
at bommunity level. Advanced research has become
far too expensive for it to be conducted, on a irurely
national basis or at s€veral places simultaneously. The
airn of 'any common research and development policy
must be to promote.coordination. In my view, one of
the instruments by means of which this aim can be
achieved could and should be the JRC. In view of this
fact and having regard,to the conditions outlined
above I wish to stress t}re importance to the Commu-
nity's research and-energy policy, in the qonte;t of
this coordinating function, of having at its disPosal an
information or'documentation centre gir7ing the other
services and agencies of the European Comnipnity
access to data on research' Programmes currently
being conducted in Europe and in third countries and
enabling them to obtain information at any time on
the progress and results of these programmes. In the
cont€xt of the new multi-annual rgsearch Proiramme'
the rapporteur considers it perfecdy feasible and desir-
able for the JRC to successfully undertake this role or
at least become a principal agency of information.
The estimated costs of.37L4"m u'a. based on the value
of the unit of account'on I January 1977 seem
perfectly reasoqable to me' considering that the.staffin
of tne 
.;nC is to be maintained at the existing,leyel, I
have.heard of efforts in some, quarters of this Parlia-
ment to prevent any exact figure from Seing iaili-
cated. I cannot in any way share this vipw,hca,use if
we do not enter a precise figure and in ..so doing
commit ourselves to spending this amount, we should
soon encounter the same disastrous situation at the
joint research centre as in the'past. On the,contrary. it
is my view that the cost of 174,4 n u.a.'should' be
adapted to inflation, otherwise thpre is bound,tq rbe
some restriction of resea.rch activity. Allowing. also'for
the possibility open to the Community ,governmentq
to transfer parts of their,oq,n expensive Programmes
to the JRC in the areas where the latter in active, the
new multi-annual research Programrne for the JBC
should could, by its fundarnental concept, pentres of
interest and estimated costs' sgrve as a point of depar-
ture for closer coordination 
- 
essenqial in the
medium to long term 
- 
of.national ,research activities
and development policies qnd o[ the corresponding
Programmes. It is woth recaJling here with particular
imphasis the advantages wfrich would,.result in this
*ay for thq Ergopean Community as a r7[9lB and for
its individual Member States. Let us hope, that the
JRC will at long last flourish again as n9. phould all
iike ; the time has now come (or the Council to take
as a matter of urgency and after such long delays its
decision on the JET. No further delay can be
accepted.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell to Present the opinion
of the Committee on Budgets.
Mr Dalyell, draftsman of an opiniorr, 
- 
I shall
make a irybrid speech, part of which is on behalf of
the Committee on Budge,ts and part of which is on
behalf of the Socialist Group. It will be short, and I
shall stick to one thorny issue in each part.
From the point of view of the Committee on Budgets,
the report before us gives rise to a particularly serious
problem of a budgetary nature which concerns the
prerogatives of this Parliament. Article 2 of the draft
iecisi,on sets out a precise figure for the level of
commitment for expenditure for the four years and
also a precise maximum number of staff. In the
opinion of the Committee on Budgets, this. article
should be deleted so as to Preserve Parliament's rights
in the budgetary procedure. Such a deletion would be
in'line with the resolution of this House of l8 June
this year on the Cointat rePort on unfreezing appropri-
ations for the JRC, and I gather that Mr Cointat is in
agreement with this particular point. It would_also be
consistent with the resolution on the Howell report
on the marketing and processing of agricultural
pioducts, adopted at the July part-session. This matter
is iufficiently important to promPt several of my
colleagues to sign the dmendment which is bdfore
you. The figures, of course, remain in Annex II to the
decision, so that I need not weary the House by going
over them; in any case they are for illustrative
pi.rrposes. On this issue, I invite the comments of
Commissioner Brunner when he winds up.
Mr President, I should like to say, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, that we think there is an urgent
matter of really overriding importance for this House,
and that is the vexed question of the siting of the
ioint fusion proiect. The Socialist GrouP at our
rfieeting yesterday came to what I think was the unani-
inoUs view that the foint has now been reached where
really any decision is better than none at all. Procrasti-
n4tion makes for thg worst of all possible worlds, and
the.fact we have to face is that unless,we come to a
decision ttre teams at Garching and Culham will
break up. This situation will be of no service to Ispra
and something must be done quickly otherwise high-
li-skille'd'dnd valuable men will simply give us up and
gb tb'betier facilities in the United'States.
(Apltlause !'ront certain (lildrter.t on thc ltlt)
And it really would be an enormous irity if we in
Eurirpe wers to lobe our lead over the'Soviet Union
and the United States on this vital proiect.
Now it might be said,'\(ell, alright, tell us then what
site it will be'. I'teally 'do not think that we are
shirking the issue if we say that perhaps it is not up to
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politicians in our position to say that it should be side
X rather than site Y. !flhat we are entitled to'do, at
any rate morally, is to say that you must choose a site.
I therefore hope 
- 
and here I address myself to
Commission Brunner 
- 
that at this key meeting on
2l October you will convey that it is the opinion of
the Socialist Group 
- 
and I hope of the Parliament
- 
that you and the ministers really must reach a deci-
sion. Speaking frankly, what we expect of you is to go
into some kind of papal conclave and 
- 
even if it
takes hours and hours, even if you go on to 22 or 23
or 24 October 
- 
to go on until we get a decision,
because we shall be waiting until the white smoke
appears and you have reached some decision on
where Europe is to have its jet project. !7e expect that
of you.
(Applantc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier tb speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. (F) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, the 1977-1980 programme of the JRC
presented by the Commission is the result of experi-
ence and long consultation between the Parliament
and Commission; the reports by Mr Krieg and Mr
Fliimig were interesting stages in this.
Little by little the organization, management and role
of the Joint Research Centre have been defined and
taken shape. The outcome is this programme for
1977-1980 which amply complies with the crireria
defined by our Parliament and by the Commission in
terms'both of the guiding principles and of the imple-
mentation and management of the future programme.
As to the guiding principles, we are gratified to note
that the concept of the multi-annual research
programme submitted by the Commission coincides
with the concept we had ourselves defined, namely
that the Centre must above all have regard to the inter-
ests of the Community by providing expert assistance
and scientific and technical support for the formula-
tion and implementation of the Community's policies
in specific sectors.
The effectiveness of the Centre also depends on the
tightening of the links between direct and indirect
research activities with a view to greater homogeneiry,
and on the efficiency of the work done and concentra-
tion of research activities on a limited number of
actions.
The European Parliament had also hoped that the
research conducted at 'the JRC would be directed
more specifically at the areas of energy and the envi-
ronment. Finally as regards the structure and manage-
ment of the Centre we have constantly called for
better adaptation of the personnel policy to the
requirements of research and a better budgetary equili-
brium between salary costs and operating expenditure.
The Commission has complied with our wishes as
regards the definition of the role of the Centre and
the selection and concentration of research activities,
with priority going to energy and the environment.
I7e therefore give our support to the maior research
themes proposed in the future programme, i.e. nuclear
safety, new energy sources, the environment and
natural resources, standards and reference techniques,
service and supporting activities, because the Centre's
activities are effectively being confined to a number of
points which all respect the criterion of Community
interest.
Once again therefore we welcome the fruitful coopera-
tion established between the Parliament and Commis-
sion.
As to the implementation and management of the
future programme, substantial progress has already
been made since the previous programmes. A better
balance has been struck between appropriations for
salary costs and operating and investment credits.
Salary costs have fallen from 70 o/o to 57 % while
investment and operating costs have risen from 30 7o
to 43o/o, i.e. a reduction of 13 o/o in one case and an
increase ol 13 o/o in the other. In our view this budget
structure is a real step forwards. But if this progress 
-achieved as we well know only with great difficulty 
-is to be safeguarded, it will be essential to ensure that
any decision of the Council changing the initial level
of personnel remuneration is not reflected in the
appropriations earmarked for operating and invest-
ment purposes but is accompanied by an increase in
personnel appropriations; in other words the prin-
ciple of the annual adaptation of the budget to cost
trends must be scrupulously respected.
A programme covering four years but with a financial
endowment which is evaluated and fixed in the first
year is liable to be seriously affected by cost trends
and monetary erosion. The Group of European
Progressive Democrats therefore approves the sugges-
tion by our rapporteur that the financial assessment
serving as a basis for the future decision on the multi-
annual programme should not be included in the
programme decision itself ; we shall therefore vote in
favour of the amendment. by the Committee on
Budgets which proposes to'exclude the amount of the
appropriations from the programme decision.
As to the number of staff, we hope that, on the basis
of the modifications made in the staff regulations for
personnel of the JRC, a very great effort will be made
to ensure greater mobility of the scientific staff on
which the effectiveness of this research work depends.
The Group of European Progressive Democrats also
fully endorses the amendment to the last recital of the
Council decision and to Article 2 of that decision. It is
in fact much wiser to speak of the commitment for
expenditure 'earmarked' rather than 'necessary' for
carryirrg out the programme. Similarly the amount of
374 m u.a. is preferable to that proposed by the
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Commission which merely adds a few digits: that,
you will agree, is rather confusing when we are fixing
the appropriations for implementation of a long
programme over four years.
Our last observation relates to Article 2(2) concerning
the staff level. We naturally aPprove the deletion of
the word 'maximum' but the figure of 1705 persons
raises a number of questions.
The present staff establishment is 1888 persons. How
will the reduction be made ? And what budgetary prov-
ision is to be made for the 471 local staff who do not
appear in the establishment budget but must neverthe-
less be shown somewhere in the budget and should, if
the Council accepts the proposal on the conditions
applicable to JRC staff, be entered in the establish-
ment plan with contracts of indeterminate duration.
Are they to be excluded from this figure ol 1705 ?
The overriding consideration is o[ course that the
Centre should have outstanding research staff at its
disposal. Having put these questions, the Group of
European Progressive Democrats once again thanks
the rapporteur for the quality of the work done by her
and will therefore vote in favour of the excellent
report by Mrs ltrflalz.
In conclusion, Mr President, it only remains for me to
wish the JRC every possible success ; as we know it
has experienced difficulties and its health has not
been perfect but it now seems well on the way to
recovery.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn to sPeak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, with the Speaker of the
House of Commons here, may I say that I find it
much easier to catch your eye than to catch his in the
House of Commons, but, alas, so many of our fellow
countrymen and our constituents learn of our
speeches in the House of Commons but too
frequently do not hear about our contributions here.
Mr President and Mr Speaker, this debate is about very
important issues, because today mankind must use its
intelligence to survive against the changing balance of
nature which surrounds us. Science, and particularly
the pooling of international and national resources, is
vital, because the cost of research and development in
new fields is so great. We have an appreciation of this
in 'Europe * 30' but this debate today is about
research and development, applied research involving
public funds, European funds 
- 
primarily to secure
our energy resources, but secondarily to establish or
continue the industrial momentum which we enjoy.
The Conservative Group congratulate Mrs \trfalz on an
excellent report dealing with a very difficult subiect.
This report well reflects the views, which are not
entirely unanimous, of a committee, and I should like
to turn to the multi-annual research programme
discussed in this report. This programme is well docu-
mented. \7e have 
- 
at least the committee has had
- 
the 197311976 summary of the final report of the
programme. Ve have this huge document, l7l final
2, outlining the nature of the future programmes and
technical proposals and Dr Brunner and the Commis-
sion must be congratulated on their efforts to inform
all concerned about what they are aiming to achieve.
Dr Brunner can rest assured that already these propo-
sals have, bar one or two amendments, the support of
the Committee on Energy and Research and they will
have the support of the groups, including the Conser-
vative Group, and of this Assembly.
But what worries me in this field is what a committee
and an Assembly can do constructively to determine
the work of the four laboratories. Mr Nod referred to
the visit to Karlsruhe. I have been to Geel and we
shall have a meeting in Ispra and see what are the
chances of establishing the JET proiect successfully
there or elsewhere. What we can do in this Assembly
is to reassert and establish priorities 
- 
and these have
been well outlined by Mrs Valz in her report and in
her speech today. !7e have the expert advice of the
Scientific and Technical Committee, which is
annexed to the Commission document, and that of
the General Advisory Committee, and these two
committees view favourably the proposals before us.
But in the committee under the able chairmanshrp of
Mr Springorum, Mrs lValz had to face uP to a number
of amendments from Mr Normanton 
- 
who will
address us on these 
- 
which reflected the unease
which some of us felt.
Now what is this concern about future stategy ? First
of all 
- 
should this Parliament have to spend so
much time on the work of iust four laboratories ?
As Mrs Walz pointed out,374'4m u.a. is but 0'.i % of
the appropriations allocated to research by Member
States. Therefore I would like Dr Brunner to consider
whether it would not be better to let us study the
99'5 o/o expenditure in this field, rather than the work
of these four laboratories. I should say that in the
discussions on the budget we have noted the indirect
and direct programmes, which are now more or less
in balance, but this is only part of the whole.
How do Member States control their public expendi-
ture ? Dr Brunner will be coming to meet the Parlia-
mentary and Scientific Committee in the House of
Commons next month and, of course, in the House of
Commons we have been concerned, as any other parli-
ament in the Commurrity is, about expenditure in
government laboratories. In the 1974 Departnrcnt of
Industry report on research and development tllere
was an analysis of gross expenditure by main objcc-
tives, as in the Commission document and in Mrs
'!7alz's report, but there also was an analysis of
research and development expenditure by contractors.
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Therefore I very much hope that when Dr Brunner
comes to England he will assess what is happening in
terms of research on conEact, because someone has to
ddcide what needs to be done in applied research and
development and who is best able to do it and should
be paid for it. This idea is not prevalent enough in the
thinking of the Community at the present time. I
hope he will again meet Dr Marshall who has had
responsibility to Harwell. I hope he will learn how I
criticized the expenditure on Harwell some ten years
ago and how Harwell has now broadened out into
different fields and provides excellent contract facili-
ties for those who wish to use their skill there. IUThen
he comes to England, I hope he will tell us about R
and D in Europe 
- 
public, national and private,
including ioint proiecs with the USA, Canada, and
even the Soviet Union 
- 
and I hope his horizons will
extend beyond those of this somewhat too limited
debate. In the United States, industrial companies
manage large laboratories and the principle of doing
research contracts is well established.
But what sort of strategy must we look to for the
future ? This report admittedly concerns itself with
direct research programmes and, within the priorities
specified by Mr Krieg and Mr Fl6mig, the Conserva-
tive Group and the Conservatives on the Committee
on Energy and Research support what is proposed. It
is fundamental, however, to the future strategy of the
Community that European deficiencies in oil, food,
fertilizers and other raw materials should fall within
the competence of the R and D effort. Some reference
has been made to these priorities already.
I had the privilege of attending the Milan Conference
arranged by Dr Schuster where various scientists and
industrialists involved in European coordination came
together. Mr Nod and Mr Leonardi were there, but I
was the only non-ltalian representative from this
Assembly. There is now a need to understand the
extent to which research and development is going on
throughout the Community. There was reference to
I00 thousand million u.a. being spent in the Commu-
nity on public and private research and development.
There is a Coreper Committee working on this. And
that is where we in this Assembly should direct our
thoughts and attention. In this conference there were
.5 working groups on the long and medium-term
obiectives, the need for coordination between research,
the problems of innovation and exploitation. There-
fore I very much hope that Dr Brunner will relate his
comments on this request for money to the wider
concept. In our committee Mr Normanton put
through a number of amendments. He wanted to esta-
blish the importance of effective coordination and
effective working relationships between Member State
research establishments. rf7e also want to establish the
importance of liaison with other countries, particularly
the United States and Canada. But the fundamental
importance of research must lie in concerted action,
indirect rather than direct action, and I very much
hope that the next programme that Dr Brunner or his
successors put before us will be much wider in scope
and that they will report to us on the effectiveness of
the European research and development programme
- 
national, private, public as well as Community
programmes. With these reservations the Conservative
Group support these proposals and endorse them
generally. They also accept the amendment tabled by
Mr Dalyell calling for Article 2 to be deleted, because
the expenditure involved should be non-compulsory
rather than compulsory and therefore we shall support
the amendment.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Leonardi to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Leonardi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the motion for a resolution and report
submitted by Mrs !flalz can be considered from the
technical angle and in political terms. But since the
technical prospects have been looked at in our discus-
sions in committee and since we shall, I hope, have
occasion to return to them when the prqgramme is
being implemented, I wish to dwell above all on the
second aspect which seems to me to lend itself better
to debate in plenary session.
From the technical angle I shall confine myself to
repeating a point made by previous speakers, namely
that this second .multi-annual ,programme undoubt-
edly represents a step forward in terms of efficiency
and rationality from the disastrous situation of the
past. !7e have all already discussed and referred
several times to the basic criteria which should have
been 
- 
and in part were 
- 
taken into account by the
Commission when it drew up this programme; these
included concentration of the research potential on a
limited number of actions, the choice of corres-
ponding actions and precise objectives, the priority f<ir
environmental and energy problems and an increase
in the qualifications of the centre by a better distibu-
tion of staff.
The acceptance and application 
- 
if only partial 
-of these criteria have certainly enabled progress to be
achieved in technical and organizational terms ; at the
very least they represent an att€mpt. to escape from an
extremely serious situation for which the staff had
wrongly been held responsible but which was in
reality attributable to political failingp ar Community
Ievel. Some of the regrettable 'situations which have
been created at thes€ establishments in the past will
certainly remain because existing realities are simply
being papered over with new verbal 'exercises. But on
the whole, as I have said, from the technical and
organizational aspect, it would have been mistaken
not to recognize an attempt.at progress and ccrtairr
elements of real progress.
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From the political angle, however, the question which
in my opinion arises. is whether we are to move on
from an extremely serious situation to a situation of
survival which is more dignified than the one we have
known in the past or whether with this programme
we are proposing to create the conditions for a qualiti-
ative breakthrough.
The basic political question is therefore whether, after
the failure to meet the objectives of the Euratom
Treaty 
- 
and we all know how serious that failure has
been 
- 
this programme is capable of creating the
conditions for a new departure.
The draft Council decision now under consideration
gives a positive reply in that it states at one pont that
the multi-annual research programme is 'one of the
principal means whereby the European Atomic
Energy can contribute to the rapid and safe growth of
nuclear industries and also to the acquisition and
dissemination of knowledge in the nuclear field.'
However, if I may recall what I said earlier about the
better utilization of the available resources, I would
not make such an affirmation. The programme under
consideration cannot be presented as one of the prin-
cipal means opbn to the European Atomic Energy
Community. That is not true and an affirmation to
the contrary seems to me politically incorrect. More-
over the draft decision, after referring to the funda-
mental objectives of the Community treaties 
- 
the
harmonious development of economic activities
throughout the Community, continious and balanced
expansion, increased stability 
- 
states, in the third
recital, that the non-nuclear research projects forming
part of this decison appear necessary to achieve these
objectives in the energy sector and at a more general
level, we all know 
- 
while our assessments differ 
-that commort policies are needed which are capable of
dealing with these problems at a higher level and with
a far greater political decisiveness than we have so far
been able to achieve in the Community. In my view it
is politically inexact to claim that this programme has
a capacity of achieving or can contribute in any basic
way to the achievement of these objectives.
\7hen I speak of common policies, I am referring to
an industrial policy and an ecological policy which
are lacking at present : this shortcoming already
renders a Communiry research programme extremely
fragile because it makes it impossible to know where
to begin. I am not suggesting that the common poli-
cies should, once they have been worked out and esta-
blished, replace national policies, but I hope that a
serious effort will be made to coordinate the various
national policies. This argument has already been put
forward by other speakers, in particular Mrs \flalz. It is
not simply a matter of the paucity of resources,
although we know that the Community research
budget corresponds to only I 0/o or lYz o/o of. the
overall research budget of the Member States, in other
words a very modest amount. The relevant point is the
way in which these resources are used. Of course the
funds available' should be greater than this small
percentage but if national policies are to be coordi-
nated to avoid wastage and work towards common
objectives, the principal need is to establish the best
way of using the available funds.
Now it seems to us that this effort has not been made
in the present programme and that, instead of coordi-
nating national efforts, the programme tends rather to
serve national policies and naturally to serve the
national research policies of the stronger countries. I
do not wish to dwell on specific cases which must of
course be examined to determine whether this impres-
sion is correct, but this could be done later while the
programme is being implemented and with a more
thorough technical analysis than would be possible
here. It has also been said that much of the direct
research carried out within the Community and at its
expense does not serve to guide indirect research
conducted in the individual countries but has rather
the opposite effect. This is a general criticism which is
of course based on our own findings and warrants
further study. If is proves correct, then clearly the
praiseworthy proposals 
- 
such as that of greater
homogeneity 
- 
would be undermined in the course
of implementation of the programme and instead of
contributing to greater unity in the Community,
might make for a form af disintegration which we can
already observe in other sectores where Community
funds are used to help the strongest.
I7hat conclusions do we draw from this ? In my view
the draft decision is not satisfactory. !7hile it seeks in
part to overcome the dispersion of objectives and
resources, it does not succeed in breaking away from a
defensive position, a position of survival of the
existing situation instead of making a breakthrough
towards a qualitative change for which political deci-
sions at a higher level than a research programme will
be needed. The research programme cannot achieve
much. It is the political decisions at a higher level
i,hich can make use of Community research to
achieve their own ends.
!7e do not therefore reject this programme ; we
believe that it holds out the prospect of a step forward
which we shall try to consider during its implementa-
tion to ascertain whether it is possible to make the
necessary improvements which would justify the
proposed investment, with a view above all to
adapting the aims of the programme more satisfac-
torily and with greater balance to the real problems of
all, the EEC countries.
!7hile then our appraisal is positive from the tech-
nical and organizational angle, our political verdict is
lesd satisfactory. !7e shall look further at this research
programme while it is being implemented; my group
will therefore abstain.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Ellis.
Mr Ellis. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to offer my
warm congratulations Mrs \$Valz for her report and to
the Commission for their proposals. And I would
assure them that my congratulations are not iust fair
words but that they are very sincere, they come
straight from the heart, because what the report and
the proposals represent, it seems to me, is a very
serious attempt, a very creditable and praiseworthy
attempt to overcome some extremely difficult
problems.
Because many of the specific points which I would
have raised have already been dealt with very ably by a
number of speakers, I would 'like to deal in very
general terms with the fundamental problem, as it
appears to me, entailed in sponsoring research success-
fully from public funds. I put it down as an axiom
that there are very serious difficulties. Indeed, I would
go further and say that the difficulties increase as the
sponsoring body becomes more directly involved in
supervising the work in hand. Mr Leonardi spoke
about the difficulties being of two kinds 
- 
technical
and political 
- 
but I want to look at a third field of
difficulty, which I label the managerial side of the
matter. IUThile I do not disagree for one minute that
there are basic political problems entailed in some
aspects of research 
- 
and at the very end I should
like to deal with one of them in response to what my
good friend Mr Dalyell said 
- 
in principle it seems
to me that the work of the JRC, given a certain
budget, is from then on not really influenced by polit-
ical considerations. I agree that we have some very
real political difficulties, but they should never in prin-
ciple arise 
- 
leaving aside for the moment all the
arguments about the multinational situation that this
particular institution finds itself in.
Now, coming to this managerial question, the diffi-
culties arise from a bureaucratic element which is
seemingly inevitably associated with public accounta-
bility and which has as its philosophic basis the induc-
tive method 
- 
that is to say, it bases expectations on
past events. This presupposes a static situation which
can be catered for according the static nature of
basing expectations on past events 
- 
by whoever
happens to be at the top of the bureaucracy. Every
functionary confronted with a situation calling for a
decision then merely applies the rules appropriate to
his particular situation. This is the classic form, as we
all know, of the bureaucratic process, and, of course, it
works very well in all kinds of situations : we have had
over the last few hundred years very big organizations
such as the ecclesiastical bureaucracy, the military
bureaucracy and so on, which have all functioned
admirably in the control of large institutions. But
when we come to scientific research we are in a very
different situation, because the essence of scientific
research 
- 
is innovation 
- 
its very raison d'6tre is to
innovate, and here the inductive method is
completely useless. No longer can we anticipate on
the basis of past events if we are trying to create for
the first time events which there will have no rules, as
it were, to cater for, because they have not arisen previ-
ously. \7e are in an entirely different sort of ambiance,
and this is a very important thing for us to consider in
the light of this particular report and the proposals
but by the Commission, because it is an ambiance
which is completely inimical to bureaucracy 
- 
and, I
might add to politicians, especially those in a multina-
tional institution, who frequently have national inter-
ests at heart and very often allow these national inter-
ests to override their judgement in matters where they
should not in fact intervene.
These are the broad philosophical difficulties that the
Commission's proposals and Mrs lValz's report are
trying 
- 
as I say, very creditably 
- 
to overcome.
Having said that however I would point out that I am
a little worried 
- 
and I put it no more strongly than
that 
- 
by two of the paragraphs in the motion for a
resolution, which seem to me to suggest that this
supervisory power breathing down our neks, the dead
hand of bureaucracy, might still, as it were, be ready to
impose itself upon our Joint Research Centre 
- 
and
I am fully aware of the problems of public accounta-
biliry and all the rest of it. I am speaking now from a
desire for what one might almost call a technical-
entrepreneurial situation in the JRC.
Two particular paragraphs are paragraph 8, which calls
on the Council to obtain full information in future on
the Joint Research Centre 
- 
it's a kind of Orwellian
situation all over again, with big brother watching as it
were, every move made in the laboratory, with every-
thing having to be overseen and controlled by the
Council. 
-. 
And paragraph 15, which
Hopes that the machinery recommended by the Commis-
sion for the implementation and reorientation of the
programme will be supplemented by checks, and
possibly also as to the completion of the individual
sections of the programme
Here we are tending down a slope which, if we follow
it 
- 
as I suspect by the very nature of the bureau-
cratic process and public accountability we very well
might do 
- 
will result in our JRC once again not
producing the results that we are all anxiously looking
forward to seeing. Having said that as a cautionary
word, I certainly support very warmly Mrs !7alz's
report.
Finally, I would like to comment briefly on the poir.rt
Mr Dalyell made about the need for a decision on the
location of JET. I disagree with him on one point. I
think we all agree about the need for a decision. I
think if I were to go to any of the political groups in
this House I should be able to persuade them of the
need for a decision 
- 
any decision, whether it be
Ispra, Culham or Timbuctoo. But when one looks at
the nature of the decision that is called for, it is not a
technical one ; we are not competent to make a tech-
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nical decision, neither is the Council of Ministers ; as
far as I am aware, no one in the Council of Ministers
is really technically qualified. They are calling or
being asked 
- 
for what is essentially a political deci-
sion ; and we are urging them, as we are urging the
Commission, to insist, that they bring out this deci-
sion. However, if the Council are qualified to give a
political decision because they are politicians, so is
this House ; and I fail to see how we can insist that
the Council bringp out a political decision if we as a
Parliament refuse'to do likewise. To conclude there-
fore, Mr President, I hope that in the next part-session
of this Parliameng which will take place before the
meeting with the Council, there will be a resolution
so framed that we can debate the very issue of where
JET is to be sited, that the House will come to a deci-
sion and that that decision will be, as I suspect it
might well be, in support of the Commission. Jf in
fact this happens, then we shall have done more in
real terms towards getting a decision than all the fair
words spoken about the Council doing its duty.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton.
Mr Norrnanton 
- 
Mr President, may I join the
other honourable and right honourable.Members of
this House in offering my congratulations to Mrs
S7alz for the report we are debating here today. I am
particularly delighted to do so, because during the
preparation of her report there was a considerable
amount of discussion in which I personally was
involved and part of which may well suggest.a hyper-
critical attitude to the report itself. That is not indeed
the case, because on an occasion when Commissioner
Brunner was present at a committee meeting he
reminded the committee 
- 
and particularly myself
- 
that this document deals with a multiannual
research programme of the Joint Research Centre and
made no reference to indirect research as such.
It is in fact on this fundamental issue of whether the
Community should concentrate more on direct as
opposed to indirect research, or vice versa, that I
personally have the strongest critical comments to
make, as far as the work of the Community and the
work of the JRCs are concerned. I believe, quite
frankly, that the arguments in favour of an ever-
.increasing concentration on irtdirect research show,
when we have the evidence before us, absolutely
conclusive that it is in the field on indirect research
that there will invariably be the biggest and most effec-
tive investment of European Community public
funds.
Of course we are not talking about that in Mrs '$(alz's
report, so I am only going to make a few points in
connection wlth her teport. Firstly, I believe that we
should take into account the fact that the Community
and this Parliament are consistently representin! their
anxiety to help with the economic, social and tech-
nical developntents of third countries in general, and
the developing countries in particular. And it is, in my
opinion, in this area that there is a vast source of
expertise and capability in Community firms, in
Community industries, which are still not being
tapped by the Commission's policy and programme
for research. And I would earnestly hope that the
Commissioner will do all that he possibly can to iden-
tify these Community industrial undertakings, which
are themselves engaged in technological, research and
development, and are themselves involved in indus-
trial production or commercial activities with and in
the developing parts of the world. I think this is some-
thing which we as a Community have failed to apprec-
iate, and it is in this sense that I think that the multi-
annual research proSramme for the Joint Research
Centres does not represent the most productive, most
economic utilization of public funds.
Now let it be quite clear for the record that I am not
attempting, nor, I hope, will Honourable Members in
this House attempt, to cry disparagingly about the
work of those who are employed in the various JRCs
in general or the individual one at Ispra in particular.
If there is any inefficiency in their functioning, the
fault, in my opinion, lies here 
- 
with politicians 
-and not with the researcheri themselves. !fle should
never forget that the creation of the JRC as an institu-
'tion, a'Community institution, was decided by politi-
cians, and it is our failure to take an ongoing interest
and concern in their work which lies very much
behind many of the criticisms which have been made
against these bodies.
'May I offer iust two or three particular points in addi-
tion to those which I have made. I believe that the
Community, should not be afraid to fund, for indirect
investment, research proiects in third countries
wherever such countries may be. I7hether these be in
developing or in developed parts of the world is, as far
as I am concerned, irrelevant. The important principle
which the Commission and the Community should
concenrate on and keep in their minds is the need
for funding in cent;es of excellence wherever those
centres can be identified and and encouraged. And
ther,e are far more areas of such excellence than I
think the Commission and the Community have at
this date fully appreciated. I I hope therefore that the
Commission will give some serious and urgent consid-
eration to identifying those centres in all the maior
areas of expertise and technology which do qualify for
dgscription as centres of excellence.
I would also make another point, though briefly 
-
'that the Commission, I believe, should bear in mind
the relative importance of taking into account cost
effectiveness in choice of research projects in their
allodation to research establishments, whether these
be'JRCs or indirect research establisliments, and ask
the Comrnission to include in their annual report to
Parliament an assessment on this aspect of each and
every research proiect. Now I know immediately that
there will be honourable friends, honourable
'gehtlemen in this' House, who will say it can't be
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done; you can never relate and inter-relate costs of an
investment in research and link it directly to the value
which flows from it. I can be done, it is being done,
but I am not satisfied that it is being done in the
Community direct research establishments. That is
the point which I put to the Commissioner and I
hope he will give a reply at the end of this debate.
The last point I make arises out of Mr Lbonardi's
contribution to this Hguse. He referred to political
priorities ii researcfr. I can only make the most
eamest, passionate plea to this House that the less we
have politics coming into research the more produc-
tive many, of our investments will be.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, IWenrber of the Commission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, dpring this to my mind highly constructive
debate, the work of the Commission and of the Joint
Research Centre has come in for a great deal of praise.
That gives me real pleasure because I believe that the
officials who worked on the programme now before
you have done a good iob.
The fact that they have done so can be confirmed by
looking at past events. !flhat was the situation with
which we were faced ? The Joint Research Centre
experienced a crisis lasting until about 1972. During
that period there was little if any continuous research
work. There were only provisional programmes, the
research workes were discouraged, there were no pros-
pects and no overall approach to the Community's
research policy.
Things have changed now. You noy have before you a
programme concentrating on ten proiects and
providing for a stable personnel situation. You now
have before you a programme with a clearly defined
but flexible financial ceiling. I see this as a great step
forward. I believe we are now iustified in saying ttiat
this crisis of EURATOM is a thing of the past.'One
reason for our escaping from that crisis is that we have
defined an overall prospect for our research activities.
\7e have broken away from exclusive concentratibn
on nuclear research. lWe now have a broader base, an
environmental research programme and an energy
research programme. Tfris gives us more to work.on.lVe are determined to continue ; we qant tg see
progress in the areas ol social researbh and medical
research.
\7e believe that this programme meets the needs of
Community citizens. !7hat do those citizeqs want ?
They wani to know who will ensure that nuciiat
power stations are safe and what is being done to
protect them against radiation., They want to know
their water supplies are being kepl unpolluted and the
air they breathe clean. These are, things to which
research work in the European Community can contri-
bute.
But now the critics are saying why do you do this in
Community research establishments ? You would do
better to confine yourself to letting contracts and
having the work done in the Member States' own
research establishments. My reply to these critics is
that if we do not acquire a measure of experience in
Community research establishments there will be no
possibility of coordinating national research efforts
because a minimum of knowledge on our part is
needed to do so. If we want to achieve the aim
stressed by Mr Ellis and prevent research being
controlled by the bureaucracy, allowing instead the
research workers themselves to determine the extent
and direction of their work, then we need ioint
research establishments and tho programme now
before you diversifies the activities of those establish-
ments.
Ire have managed to concentrate on a number of
areas in these research establishments. I need only
mention to you the work being done on transuranium
elements 
- 
or nuclear fuels 
- 
in Karlsruhe. You
have seen for yourselves the work which is being done
there. I need only remind you o[ the work under way
in Geel and Ispra to develop cootrol mecfuanisms to
prevent the proliferation of nuclear weapons and
enable the fission cycle to be verified more easily. Ig
would be true to say that without ditect research work
and without the Joint Research Centre we as a
Community could not make the contribution
expected of us not only for scientific reasons but also
for a political purpose, to meet the desire of citizens
of the Community for security. I therefore believe that
some of the critical arguments put forward have no
foundation.
This programme which you have yourselves drawn up
- 
after all we discussed it in the committee 
- 
is a
considerable achievement. I believe it is correct to say
that if we now continue the efforts we have under-
taken to establish closer links between the Commu-
nity's industrial policy and research policy it will be
easier to coordinate our research efforts in Europe and
easier to prevent the taxpayer's money from being
wasted 
- 
easier too to achieve the control over perfor-
mance requested by Mr Normantori. \Ufe have said
that we shall try to introduce performance control
into the next programme. But I hope you will under-
stand that at this point on the road to recovery we
wish first to develop this modest beginning in a reaso-
nable manner. The ratio of indirect actions conducted
with the national centres and direct actions carried
out at the JRC is about 50 :50. \U7e believe this to be
reasonable. These 374 m u.a. represent about 0.5 o/o of
the amount spent on national research. \U7e must
spend these 0.5 o/o if we wish to play a coordinating
role in relation to the developing countries with
which we are cooperating. These efforts are insepar-
able from fusion research and the JET project which
we must now at long last adopt. If We manage to turn
all these projects into reality by.the end of the year
some 900 m u.a. will be available for European
research in the period up to 1980. I believe that this
can already be seen as a contribution by the Commu-
nity to the further consolidation of the basis for the
future of the citizens of Europe.
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I should like now to deal with a number of specific
points which were raised. On behalf of the Committee
on Budgets, Mr Dalyell suggested that Article 2
should be deleted. As the representative of the
Commission I am unable to go along with that prop-
osal. I cannot do so because in the past it has always
been the practice to indicate staff totals and a finan-
cial ceiling. I am also unable to do so because I
believe that the compromise which we worked out in
the Committee on Energy is reasonable. It creates a
flexible basis by assuming that certain price increases
may perhaps occur. In this way we are seeking to
ensure the long-term achievement of the aim of,this
new programme, namely a better ratio of material to
staff expenditure, a ratio of 57 o/o to 43 o/q as quoted
by Mrs \Uflalz. The Commission must be frank with
you : when we go to the Council we mu$t explain
with how many staff and how much money we wish
to work. Othenvise we shall not obtain a programme
decision from the Council.
Mr Dalyell raised the question of the JET, which was
taken up by other speakers. I can assure you that all
my efforts and the efforts of the scientists and direc-
tors of the various national establishments to reach
agreement on this are being pursued vigorously. !7e
shall not rest before a decision is taken. !7e can only
welcome any form of support from this Parliament. I
am certain that a solution will be found. It would be
grotesque for us to fail in a project of this kind which
is of such central importance to the future of the
Community, for which funds are available in the
budget and on which the preliminary work has
already been done, simply because we cannot agree on
a site. I cannot imagine that anybody would be
prepared to take that responsibility. I am therefore
extremely grateful to you for your willingness to
supPort us.
Mr Liogier put a specific question concerning the 471
local staff mentioned in footnote 3 to Annex II. These
47t persons are not included in the l'705 shown in
the table and are therefore additional to the latter.
Mr Osborn enquired when we should be in a position
to prepare a comprehensive general survey of national
research efforts. I must say we are already able to do
so if we have the time, but only as far as public expen-
diture is concerned. I cannot venture to giv,e you a
breakdown of expenditure by industry on qesearch
projects because I do not have sufficient,information,
and I fear that such information will never be avail:
able. This is a basic problem facing the Comr4ission's
efforts to establish coordination in the research sector.
The closer we get to industrial operations the more
difficult it is to obtain adequate information, the more
important becomes the role of economic competition
and the less we are able to ensure effective coordina-
tion.
The desire for frankness compels me to say this to
you. But to go on from this to say that we may,as well
give up because we have no need for a Joint Research
Centre would be a misguided conclusion: there are
superior public interests of citizens in the Community
and an interest of the Community itself in the deve-
lopment of policies in various sectors which is only
possible if we have a common reserch policy. I there-
fore welcome the fact that we have now emerged from
the doldrums and have a programme which is not
excessively ambitious, which has met understanding
in the Member States and also enjoys support here in
Parliament. I s'ee this as a great step forward and in
the next few years we shall be able to move on from
here.
The increase fuom 220 to 37+ m u.a. proposed by us is
considerable and in pointing this out I should like to
answer a question put by Mr Leonardi. I believe that
what we have said in this report about the Commu-
nity's research policy as a Community instrument is
not exaggerated. It is a modest instrument. !fle have a
Fiat 850 outside our front door and not a Ferrari 
-but the Fiat works and it is the vehicle which we
should, to my mind, use in the Community today. I
believe that this is justified not only for scientific and
technical reasons but also meets a political need ; I
therefore fail to understand why, after we had reached
broad agreement in the Committee on Energy, your
group now proposes to obstain. I believe that this
specific instance would have given you an opportunity
to show a readiness to support forsrard-looking
Community proiects which are important to our
ditizens, and I must say quite frankly that I am sorry
you do not intend to take this opportunity.
I have come to the end of my remarks. \U7e have a
streamlined programme and a flexible financial
ceiling. !7e are willing to undertake the work you
have asked for to achieve better coordination and
closer contacts with industrial policy. We think we
have now emerged from the crisis of the sixties which
lasted until 1972. In . adopting this research
programme we shall move one step closer to the aims
set by the Paris summit conference for research
poficy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs \i7alz.
Mrs Walz, ralrlrorteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlenten, Mr Brunner has made the most impor-
tant pdints and I want simply to comment briefly.
I believe that if we vote in favour of the amendment
riow before us there'is no point in considering the
report at' All. The Jbint Research Centre would then
be at the same point at which it was situated several
years ago ard the same old problems would arise
agriin so that no work could be done. I believe it is
vital io rejict this ambndment; failure to do so will to
all intents and purposes put an end to the Commu-
niiy's research policy. I should like to reply to several
observations made by my colleagues but time is short.
I shall therefore end by repeating explicitly that I
cannot suPport the arnendment.
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President. 
- 
Before we consider the motion for a
resolution a vote must be taken on Amendment No.
l, tabled by Mr Dalyell, Mr Lange, Mr Shaw and Lord
Bruce of Donington, which proposes deleting Article
2 of the proposal for a decision.
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, Annex 2 to the decision
would be preserved under the suggested amendment.
The deletion of Article 2 would be in harmony with
two recent resolutions which I quoted to this House
in my opening speech. !(e in the Committee on
Budgets are in no way questioning the multiannual
programme, we are adhering to a line held to by the
Committee on Budgets. The figures should not appear
in the text of Council decisions because that could
lead to serious inroads into Parliament's budgetary
Prerogatives.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) | am grateful to my colleagues for
waiting until the last minute to enable me to sign this
amendlment. Unfortunately my train arrived to'o late.
Mr Dalyell quoted one of my reports concerning
research appropriations and I should like now to say a
further word in favour of this amendment.
First, let me assure Mrs Walz that the members of the
Committee on Budgets are not against the JRC : they
welcome the multi-annual programme but adopt a
purely budgetary position to the effect that the budge-
tary powers of Parliament must not be called into
question by quoting figures which would leave ou(
members no room for manoeuvre.
Let me rhake two observations on this point. First,
there is a precedent. IUflhen we considered the regula-
tion on the processing of agricultural products we
asked for the deletion in its Article 18 of a figure of
400 m u.a. which we left in the recital. Here we have
exactly the same problem : we agree that the figures
regarding the number of personnel and units ef
account should appear in the explanatory memo-
randum but we do not wish them to be entered in the
basic regulation as such, so as not to diminish ttre
powers of this Parliament.
Let me remind you 
- 
I say this for the benefit of Mr
Brunner who will not I hope hold it against me 
-that Article 7 of the Euratom Treaty contains no obli-
gation to indicate or specify the amount of expendi-
ture in multiannual programmes. It simply stipulhtes
that a programme must be defined and the necessary
funds made available in the context of the annual
budget.
Mr President, I wanted to make those additional
remarks and I apologize for prolonging the debate
somewhat.
Mr Springorum. 
- 
(D) Mr. President, I havC the
following objections to ,put to the members of the
Committee on Budgets who are in favour of deletion.
Article 2 states that :
The commitment for expenditure earmarked for carrying
out this programme shall be 37,1 million units of
account.
!7hat would be the purpose of a reporr which indi-
cated no amount ? Every, reader would then ask : how
much is it going to cost ? !fle are simply saying that
the earmarked appropriations total 374 m u.a. !fle
made this change in committee on the advice of our
members who also belong to the Committee on
Budgets 
- 
one of those members is sitting here next
to me. They advised us to do this because it did not
prejudice the future in any way.
Let me repeat, this is non-compulsory expenditure, in
other words expenditure which can be fixed again
each year and on which Par{iament has the last word
each year. All we are saying is that the amount antici-
pated is 374 m u.a. Is that too much ?
!7hat 
- 
here I agree with the rapporteur 
- 
would be
the point of a document .srhich failed to indicate the
approximate cost of implementation of the
programme ? The cost is of interest to everyone in
this house and elsewhere. I therefore urge you to
reject the amendment.
President. 
- 
I put amendment No. I to the vote.
The amendment is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution so amended, is adopied.
S. tYo,troo,rrc
President. 
- 
I am happy to welcome to.the official
gallery a delegation from the Netherlahds Antilles led
by'the President of the Padiament of the Dutch Anti-
lles, Mr Nita and its forrner president, Mr Elhagt, and
a delegation from the Canadian Parliament, led by
Senator George van Roggen and"Mr'John Roberts,
Member'of the flouse of Commons. I wish them a
very warm welcome and thank them for the interest
thay have taken in our proceedings.
(A1tplarcc).
7; Relatiorls betuecn Canada'and tbc Coinntun'it1,
President. 
- 
The next item is the report '(Doc.
287176) drawn up by Mr Bersani on behalf of the
Committee on External Economic Relations on
the present state of economic ,and commercial pelations
between the Community and Canada and the framgwork
agreement for commercial arid economic cooperation
between Canada and the European Communities.
I call Mr Bersani.President. 
- 
I call Mr Springorum.
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Mr Bersani, ral)l)orteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, our debate today is being held not
long after the signature of the commercial and
economic cooperation agreement between the Euro-
pean Community and Canada on 5 July and it gives
me pleasure to note that it is taking place in the pres-
ence of an important delegation from the Canadian
Parliament. \U7e gave a cordial welcome to the
members of the delegation on their arrival, mindful as
we are of the courtesy extended to us in their
country ; I should like, however, to take this opportu-
nity to express again our especial appreciation and
sentiments of friendship and our satisfaction at the
excellent climate in which we have been working
together for the past two days, discussing with great
frankness the matters covered by this agreement and
the more general questions of our ioint responsibili-
ties in the world.
This agreement is a turning point in the life and
history of the Community. Mr President, this is the
first agreement between the Community and a maior
industrialized country. It is a country whose general
conditions of development are broadly similar to
those of the European Community, with a population
of whom 96 o/o are of European origin, with demo-
cratic structures similar to our own and economic
resources complementary to those of the Community :
this is a welcome partner for the start of a process of
broadening the fabric of relations between our
Community and the rest of the world. Our assembly
has stressed on many occasions the importance of the
organic agreements which we have gradually deve-
loped with so many countries. It seems Particularly
appropriate to recall here with deep understanding
and warm friendship the group of countries which
signed with us the Lom6 Convention after a long
process demonstrating the concrete political determi-
nation of the European Community to establish
authentic relations of partnership with large areas of
the Third Vorld.
Today, in full cooperation with a maior friendly
country, we are laying the first stone in a process of
consolidation of our policy of external relations. The
direction in which we are moving is of central impor-
tance, having regard to the economic and social struc-
ture of the Community, its fundamental interests and
the major objectives of our action. Europe, with a rela-
tively modest land area and limited natural resources
has a large population, a rich history and exceptional
capabilities in every area of human activity. Canada
with a much larger land area and a relatively small
population is evolving rapidly on the lines of a form
of economic development similar to that of the Euro-
pean Community. Quite apart from the free choice of
men, it is therefore only in the nature of things that
we should come together in an encounter where the
essential interests of the two Parties are naturally
destined to complement each other.
It was wise to recognize the need for this cooperation
and it will be our joint responsibiliry to ensure that it
is as close as possible. That will also benefit the polit-
ical personality of the EEC which has once again on
this occasion proved to be a creative and dynamic
element making for greater international under-
standing and closer cooperation. Over and above the
immediate content, limits and possible shortcomings
of this agreement, it is worth stressing the greater
understanding arrived at. on both the European and
Canadian sides of the natural complementarity of
interests and destinies, of a common interest in
constructing a pattern of relations which will not be
merely commercial 
- 
as had been intended at the
outset 
- 
but will extend to a vast range of economic
cooperation and a joint commitment of responsibility
to the rest of the world. During the meeting between
our two parliamentary delegations 
- 
yesterday and
today 
- 
our dialogue gradually extended to these
highly political themes. One of our Canadian
colleagues, Mr Proud'homme for example exhorted
the two sides with words of great nobility to show a
stronger commitment to the problems of the Third
!florld as a political objective towards which we must
work together, pool our resources and better define
our responsibilities. The agreement of 6 July and the
background to it, Mr President, represents for these
reasons a turning point opening a new horizon
because, while it is true that this framework agree-
ment does not set out or claim to be a model in the
normal sense of the word it nevertheless Paves the
way for future relations to be organized with other
important industrial areas of the world'
Mr President, the committees of this Parliament
concerned accordingly welcome with real conviction
the purport and content of the agreement of 5 July ;
they recognize too the spirit of goodwill in which the
negotiations were conducted by the Canadian govern-
'ment and by the Commission, or more specifically by
its Vice-President, Sir Christopher Soames, who
embarked with the ability and vigour with which we
are all familiar on negotiations fraught from the start
with particularly difficult problems.
On both sides, the negotiations were prepared by deci-
sions modifying previous policies. The Canadian
government, already confronted with a gigantic
economic power on its doorstep, was faced with a new
situation following Britain's accession to the European
Community and recognized the oblective need to
restructure its economic and commercial relations by
diversifying its fundamental options. The Community
for its part was also committed to a more open and
comprehensive approach to thc problems of thc
world.
This approach has led in a constructive manner to
significant events in the life of the Community in
recent years; it has led to a broadening of the existing
agreements with our former African Partners, guided
the EEC's global Mecliterranean policy, broadened our
objectives in many areas of international cooperation
and led to the improvement of our policy instru-
ments.
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The significance of this meeting and of this agree-
ment is therefore underlined by choices which came
before the actual instruments of the agreement as
such. This agreement, in line with the wishes of the
Commission, goes well beyond simple commercial
cooperation. It provides for the development of trade,for economic cooperation, promotion of certain
actions and measures which can be implemented
iointly. As a mixed agreement it complements rhe
existing bilateral agreements and possible future docu-
ments (which must obviously accord with a coherent
logic of development). Economic cooperation should
help to bring positive solutions to problems of ioint
interest, to win mutual concessions in commercial
transactions in which one partner or the other may be
interested and, more generally, to take account of the
respective interests as regards access to resources and
their subsequent exploitation. Its scope is therefore
very wide. It might even be said that some of its limis
have scarcely been sketched in. It will therefore be
necessary to define with a practical commitment the
.content of this agreement which opens the way to
particularly welcome developments.
t-
The specific content of the agreement is therefore
largely left to the responsible and dynamic appraisal
of the two partners. Both Canada and Europe achieve
a satisfactory balance of payments position through
the items in their commercial balance. Here we have
seen, most recently in our interparliamentary dialogue
of the past two days, new openings and various possi-
bilities for a better overall development of economic
relations which, in terms of both quantity and quality,
do not correspond to the importance of the two part-
ners.
In the report I drew attention for example to the
significant fact that such a highly industrialized
country as Federal Germany accounts for only I or
2 o/o of Canadian trade. A series of important
economic sectors must therefore be the object of
specific promotional action by the ioint cooperation
committee provided for in the agreement. This
committee and its operational structure have been
discussed in detail. Our Canadian colleagues agree
that it should be structured into sub-committees to
deal with each of the major sectors recognized,to be
of central ioint interest. rVe know that there a(e some
reservations on this point. In your committ0e's view it
is both urgent and important to clarify the matter.
The attention of the responsible committees of .the
European Parliament and of the inter-parliar4entary
meeting has been drawn in particular to the problems
of energy. Europe is faced with an exceptionally d,iffi-
cult situation in this respect. Canada for its part has
substantial natural resources : for example in the vital
sector of uranium it is the world's second largest
producer. There are also substantial resources of hydro-
carbons, oil and so on. Closer cooperation between
Europe and Canada in these sectors therefore appears
natural and fundamental. It is also possible to under-
stand the difficulties encountered during the negotia-
tions in the search for a specific clause which would
not imply discrimination in access and price in
respect of these Canadian resources, while at the same
time not threatening the energy resources of that
country, which are certainly not inexhaustible. The
European Community has done all it could to mhin-
tain the principle of non-discrimination in access to
raw materials and in the determination of their price.
Beyond the well-known declarations of intent,'the
Canadians also provided importaht docu'mentation on
the extent of the reserves pr<iven so far.
Our Canadian friends, and in particular those
colleagues present here, reiect the definition of the
measures adopted by the Canadian government and
called for in the agreement of 6 July as discrimina-
tory. In the inter-parliamentary dialogue particular
attention has been given to the recent declarations by
Canadian representatives in the International Epergy
Agency ; we too see that development as particularly
significant.
Your committee has felt concern about the question
of uranium because of the recent reports regarding a
uranium cartel between Canada and other countries,
partly because of the political implications of that
eventuality. !7e await with keen interest clarification
from Commissioner Soames.
Investments present a particular problem with a view
to broader economic cooperation. This applies in parti-
cular to industrial investments. A recent provision of
the Canadian government lays down discretionary
measures concerning thq admissibility of 'funher
foreign investments in Ciriadd, a'courltry which needs
substantial financial and technical cooperation. Let
me say again to our Canadian iolleagues that we
understand the reasons for this step. Canada is
certainly a country with some of the,highest concen-
trations of foreign capital in the world 
- 
much.of itin sectors which are strategically" important to its
economic development.'Hoilever, we believe that on
this point'the purpose of the agreement with the Euro-
pean Corhmunity and- the prospects opened by it
should lead to a particularly flexible interpretation
capable of allowing the development of consiructive
cooperation which both parties wish. to see.
A further problem 
- 
and this, Mr President, will be
my last remark 
- 
arises in conn'ection srith the
improvement of parliamentary cooperation between
our assembly and the Canadian parlihment. Pr.actical
implementation of the agreement has been ehtrusted
to the ioint cooperation committee which is respon-
sible for administering the operational development of
this framework agreement' rVe are convincEd of its
vital importance, especially'if it manages to set up at
an early'date sub-committees with responsibility for
specific sectors, thus acquiring an effective capacity to
define obiectives, procedures and action programmes.
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But in a sense a further element is needed ; a second
'motive' body, following the signature of the agteee-
ment, with political functions of guidance and
control r today that is represented by our ioint parlia-
mentary rneetings. From the phase of an extremely
fruitful and cordial dialogue which has been warmly
welcomed, some of us feel we should move on to a
more advanced phase. Our Canadian colleagues have
shown an open, if reserved position on this : their posi-
tion seems now to be marked by the conviction that it
is best to work pragmaticdly in the light of the
existing situation, improving the structure of our work
and arranging programme and joint commitments as
appropriate. At all events both parties are convinced
of the desirability of gradually strengthening this coop-
eration between the parliamentary delegations from
the two sides by introducing the possibility of political
cooperation, as Sir Peter Kirk hoped in one of his
proposals.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, those were the
main points which the Committee on External
Economic Relations, having regard also to the opin-
ions of the other committees, wanted to put to the
Assembly.
(Altltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Reay to present the opinion
of the Politichl Affairs Committee.
Lord Reay, draJtsman of an opinion. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, it gives me great pleasure to follow Mr Bersani,
whose full and helpful exposition we have iust
listened to. I agree emphatically with every word he
said and should like, in the presence o[ the annual
visit from the delegation of the Canadian Parliament,
to give the wholehearted support of myself and the
Political Affairs Committee, on whose behalf I am
speaking, to the report by Mr Bersani and to this agree-
ment between Canada and the EEC. This agreement
is unique for us in the Community. It is an economic
cooperation agreement, whereas hitherto our agree-
ments had only been commercial ; and it is with an
industrialized country, whereas hitherto our agree-
ments had only $een with non-industrialized coun-
tries. The credit for breaking this tradition certainly
belongs in the (irst instance to the Canadian authori-
ties who, in the wake of the foreign policy review
which they conduced themselves and which they
completed in 1970, decided to puriue in foreign
affairs what has been called the third option 
- 
that is
to say, a diversification away from the United States in
their foreign policy 
- 
so that they then made ap-
proaches to the Commission to see what possibilities
existed for establishing a contractual link ,with the
Community. It did not, however, take long for the
Community to make a favourable response, and once
negotiations were opened in February o[ this year,
they were completed in recond time.
The reasons why Canada should have sought out the
Community as a partner in the process of diversifying
her foreign policy, were, I think, the strong cultural
and historical links between the Community and
Canada, (96 o/o of the Canadian population is of Euro-
pean descent), the fact that the Community was
acquiring new importance as an economic and polit-
ical entiry in its own right, the fact that the United
Kingdom 
- 
which was and is, by far and away, the
largest European trading partner of Canada 
- 
was on
its way to becoming a member of the Communiry,
and because of the very large, indeed the surprisingly
large scope that exists for improving the volume of
trade between Canada and the Community; as far as
trade between industrialized nations goes, it is really
quite small at the present time.
The agreement is a framework aSreement: its value
will depend not least on the use which is made of it
by business both in the private and the public sectors.
For the Community, Canada is intensely interesting as
a major supplier of raw materials ; the Community's
imports from Canada are overwhelmingly in raw mate-
rials, including wheat, which the Community needs
but wholly or very largely lacks. As far as Canada is
concerned, the Community offers a market which can
be better exploited for high-technology products and
for semi-processed products and which has resources
of capital and technology which could be used in
ioint ventures or in ventures which are advantageous
to both parties.
But I think it is missing a dimension to view this
agreement only from the angle of economic advan-
tage. The agreement itself explicitly acknowledges a
political diniension. If I may quote it for a moment;
after announcing the parties to the agreeement, the
first recital reads as follows:
The Council of the European Communities, the
Commission of the European Communities, the Govem-
ment of Canada, inspired by the common heritage,
special affinity and shared aspirations which unite
Canada and the countries of the European Communi-
ties . . .'
In other words, it has been explicitly, acknowledged
by all parties from the very beginning that there is a
strong background of political common interests to
this agreement. Like most members of the Commu-
nity, Canada is a member of NATO, Canada has a
long and distinguished record in the field of pursuing
enlightened policies towards the Third World, which
is an attitude that the Community has been trying to
develop iself and which we in this Parliament have
been trying to seize if the Community succeeds in
developing. There, must be scope for us to .combine
and cooperate in these and in many other fields.
Finally of course, Canada, like the Member States of
the Community, is a democracy in a world whose
conditions have become increasingly unfriendly
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towards democracy. In many economic respects,
Canada and the Community are complementary to
each other. This is a point which Mr Bersani made in
his introduction. In other respects they have profound
similarities, not least, I think, in the very real degree
of affection for each other which exists among their
respective peoples. In a world as menacing as ours it
would be negligent for such allies not to bind them-
selves as closely as they could to each other, and I
have a feeling that this agreement may prove to be
much more important in the future than most people
now think.
Meanwhile, Mr President, I would like to end by
repeating the wholehearted support of the Political
Affairs Committee and also of the Conservative Group
for this agreement and to express our wish that this
Parliament will enthusiatically adopt the report.
(Altltluntc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schmidt to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Schmidt. 
- 
(D) W President, my group
welcomes the conclusion of this agreement and I wish
to thank Mr Bersani for the detailed and clear state-
ment he made to us.
It is interesting to consider what benefit the two part-
ners expect from this agreement. As I see it Canada's
interest is to become less dependent on the United
States. The fact that the Canadian economy is so
closely tied to the economy of the United States,
which accounts for some 55 0/o of its exports and
67 o/o of its imports, is certainly not favourable in the
long run from the strictly economic angle. In my view
there are also good political reasons for seeking to
loosen somewhat these close links between the two
economies.
In that sense my group is particularly gratified to note
that the Community quite clearly holds out the hope
of greater independence from large neighbours or
super-powers not only for third world countries but
also for highly developed industrial nations. This is
certainly one of the iinportant factors explaining the
Canadian interest in concluding an agreement with
the Community.
Another reason is the fact the Community would be
perfectly capable of offering a certain technical
know-how and investment capability. In the invest-
ment sector too the Canadian economy is highly
deperrdent on the United States. 80 o/o oL all foreign
investment in Canada comes from the United Stdtes.
\7e find it easy to understand why a country like
Canada faced with this preponderance of a foreign
investor should now take action in the form of a law
making foreign investments dependent on ccrtain
conditions and authorizations.
On the other hand, we wish to stress the importance
we attach to compliance with the declarations of
intent contained in the agreements to the effect that
the Canadian Government will make every effort to
allow access for European investment in Canada
without discrimination. In this connexion great impor-
tance attaches to the Joint Cooperation Committee
which we hope will do a good job.
A further point on which we view the agreement with
some teservation concerns access to natural resources.
'We are thinking in particular of uranium. \U7e under-
stand that every country wants to protect the resources
available to it to prevent them from being used up too
quickly and therefore imposes certain restrictions. On
the other hand we cannot understand why the pretext
of protecting resources should be used to exert pres-
sure and force others into a position of dependence 
-either a dependence on price or by withholding
resources which others urgently need.
But once again this agreement contains a number of
declarations of good intent. However, on behalf of my
group I wish to stress that we shall judge the success
of this agreement, which we are convinced represents
a new departure, by the way in which this particular
problem is solved. Excessive restrictions against the
European Community in this sector would in our
view be contrary to the spirit of this agreement and to
the declaration of intent. We hope that this first agree-
ment which is of central importance to relations
between the two sides will be implemented in full
both in spirit and in letter. !7e should not be able to
accept a situation in which national protective laws
undermined the real spirit and content of such an
agreement. We hope however that this will not be the
case and that the Canadian Government will allow the
Community access to Canadian natural resources
without discrimination.
I do not want to speak at length because we approve
of this agreement and because I also agree with what
Mr Bersani and Lord Reay have said. \U7e hope then
that this will prove a good and forward-looking agree-
ment. My group welcomes it and therefore also
approves Mr Bersani's report.
(Altplau.tc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of my group I too wish to thank
Mr Bersani for his excellent report and in particular
for the balanced motion for a resolution now before
us which I believe makes it easy for us all to support
this text, I wish too to thank.the committees asked for
their opinions and, in particular, Lord Reay for their
contributions. A special word of thanks should also go
to the Commission in the person of Sir Christopher
Soames because we have broken new ground with this
agreement in a manner which my group considers
highly successful.
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As I fully endorse Mr Bersani's report I shall confine
myself to a few observations ; in particular I want to
stress that we are dealing here with a partner which
has in large measure identical or similar structures to
the Community countries, a situation which is not
encountered with all our trade and cooperation agree-
ments. IUfe are pleased that a democratic constitu-
tional order and support for the principles of a market
economy have from the outset facilitated relations in
many respects. !fle also welcome the fact that close
contact between the Canadian Parliament and the
European Parliament is to be further developed in
future. This first bilateral non-preferential agreement
is of course an outline agreement capable of further
development and I readily understand why the prev-
ious speaker pointed out that a future evaluation must
depend largely on the spirit in which this agreement
is implemented. S7e believe that our approach should
be as positive as possible and that we should set
ourselves the highest aims regarding close cooperation
between Canada and the Community. Today we are
Canada's second largest trading partner and we shall
remain so in future, even though we hope to greatly
consolidate our position and relations.
Allow me however to draw your attention to one
point. 17e welcome the fact that bilateral cooperation
is not impaired by the conclusion of this framework
agreement. \7e believe that it will be for the private
sector of the economy in particular to contribute to
the implementation of this framework agreement,
particularly in the sector of cooperation, but we want
to stress that this must not encroach upon our
Community policy and Community interests vis-i-vis
Canada 
- 
in other words that the competences of the
Community must not be undermined. Finally I would
like to point out, as the previous speaker very rightly
did, that the natural complementarity of Canada and
the Community in many sectors must be promoted.
Here too the good spirit, the declaration of intent and
the outline agreements reached make us optimistic
that it will prove possible to transform the intentions
into a permanent link. My group sees in this agree-
ment a programme for a common future. It warmly
welcomes the agreement and we fully endorse the
motion for a resolution.
(Altltlansc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, dear colleagues, it
will be difficult to add anything to what has been said
by the rapporteur and the speakers froni the other
groups. I shall therefore be fairly brief.
On behalf of my group I wodld like to welcome this
report by Mr Bersani ; it emphasizes our pleasure at
cooperation with Canada which has now entered a
new phase. rtrflc know that Canada entertains the
desire to create a formal context for cooperation with
Europe; such cooperation should not only involve
trade; other areas such as research and the environ-
ment should be brought within the scope of closer
cooperation in the future. Vhat we are talking about
here is a quite different form of cooperation from the
cooperation we have with the associated countries.
Canada can of course not be included in the category
of developing countries, and it is a country which in
commercial, industrial and cultural terms is closer to
us than any other country outside Europe. We can
therefore not emphasize enough the importance of
this agreement between the Community and Canada,
at economic and at political level. As the rapporteur
pointed out, there is an unquestionable connection
between these two aspects. Canada, which is a highly
advanced industrialized country with enormous
natural resources, represents an extremely important
trading partner for the Community. On the other
hand, Canada is interested in the Community partly
as a market for its processed products and raw mat-
erials In political terms the agreement gives Canada
the opportunity to build up its relations with other
countries and this must be seen as a very positive
point.
But we have to congratulate the Commission and Sir
Christopher Soames particularly on the fact that they
have found a new path for Community action, in the
form of this new and original formula of a framework
aSreement for commercial and economic cooperation
adapted to the specific requirements of this industrial-
ized country. This flexible form of agreement allows
the prospect of future developments which we are
convinced will be fulfilled.
\(e would hope that in the near future a study group
could be set up in the Joint Cooperation Committee
to find a solution on access to natural resources, a
problem which has unfortunately not yet been solved.
I$7e would also like to know what conseuqneces the
Foreign Investments Review Act may have for the
European 'investor. Finally, we would join our
colleagues in requesting that the meetings between
Canadian and European parliamentarians which
began in 1973 should be continued and expanded.
(Altltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mitchell to present the
opinion of the Committee on Energy and Research.
Mr Mitchell , dra.ftsntctn ol an opinion, 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, the Committee on Energy and Research
welcomes this framework agreement. !U(/e recognize
that it is a new development for the EEC to have such
an agreement with an industrialized nation.,\fle hope
that it will create a precedent -and be the firpt of
several agreements with other major industralizcd
powers. \(e recognize that at the moment it is only a
framework or skeleton agreement, and that from the
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way it is worded it provides wide possibilities. As parli-
amentarians we shall be very interested to see what
flesh is put on the bones of the skeleton, and as an
energy committee we shall be particularly interested
in the development of the Joint Cooperation
Committee. \7e have suggested that, if this Joint
Cooperation Committee does in fact set up sub-com-
mittees or working-parties, one should be set up to
study energy policy and one to study research: this
you will find incorporated in paragraph I I of the
motion for a resolution.
\UUe believe that there is considerable scope for cooper-
ation in the fields of both energy policy and-research
which will be of mutual benefit to.Canada and to the
EEC.
Finally, Mr President, I hope that this European Parlia-
ment and the backbench members of the Canadian
Parliament will keep a very close eye on how this
agreement develops and will also put forward positive
suggestions of their own- I believe this is too impor-
tant a matter to be left entirely to governments.
(Altptdttsc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, before I show myself to
be something of a bad fairy at the feast and ask what I
know is a delicate question, I should like to say rhat,
like many Scots, I have relatives in Canada, that in
1967 I went to their nuclear pioneer station at Chalk
River, and in April 1975 went with colleagues in the
House of Commons to the great CANDU nuclear
power-stations at Pickering, near Toronto, and Chalk
River, and know the work of the Ontario hydro and
the Quebec hydro. But, Mr President, I think there is
a question that we ought to ask Sir Christopher
Soames at this point, because many people in industry
are a little concerned about it. It concerns the reports
that first appeared through Agence France in the
German press, the Franh.furttr Allgenreine, and were
subsequentely taken up at gteat length in the Sunday
Tinut, ol an alleged OPEC-like cartel operating for
some years on the sensitive issue of uranium prices.
Now my question is very simple: have the Commis-
sion formally been informed of this delicate issue ? If
they have been informed what are they going to do
about it ? If they have not been informed, why not ?
(Appluu.tc jrun ccrtuin qilttto.t on the lc.f't)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli.
Mr Cifarelli . 
- 
(I) Mr President, I wish to make
three observations of a personal nature.
'l'his important agreement whose significance has
been amply explained to the Parliament not only by
the spokesme;r for the various groups but above all by
the rapporteur, may be considered in historical terms
as an example of the changing pattern of world rela-
tions. Vhen Britain joined the Community, it aban-
doned (but not entirely of its own accord) the criterion
followed by it in the post-war years of permanently
transforming its old empire into a ,community of
dominions and free associated States. This decline,
this crisis, this transformation of the Commonwealth
led to a break with the past which was easier to accept
for those of us who had hoped for iq but clearly could
not take place without anxieties, doubts and perhaps
also risks. I believe we can objectively recognize and
welcome with satisfaction the fact that the historical,
economic and democratic links established in the
course of time are now being renewed, not solely with
one important member of the Community but with
the Community in its entirety.
I believe that ihis feature of the agreement, which
may be encountered again in the case of agreements
with other industrialized countries, is. very important
and deserves to be stressed. Canada is thus esta-
blishing democratic links with Europe in a manner
which contrasts or at least differs from previous rela-
tions with our continent which might have created an
element of crisis and conflict in that great country, in
that federation which in the past had. special ties with
another component of historical Europe, France. In
making this historical reference I am not adding some-
thihg new to what has already been said but simply
stressing the extent and importance of this agrEement.
My second remark, Mr President, concerns the
concluding section of the excellent report by Mr
Bersani and, more particularly, the fear expressed by
him that in view of the complerhentary and evolutive
nature of this agreement two difficulties might arise
for the further development of relations with the
Community. Firstly the difficulty that the agreement
might be overtaken by events and replaced by bilat-
eral agreements which individual States may still
corrclude with Canada and secondly, the difficulty that
siirce no precise definition has been given the
Comrtrission will not know what the limits of its
responsibilities and activities are to be.
I believe that we should avoid all facile optimism.
!7hile my assessment from the historical, ethical and
political angle is altogether optimistic, as regards this
other aspect, I ask myself certain questions which do
not imply a refusal by Parliament 
- 
God forbid 
-but the need for a special vigilance if we want our
Community to be well-ordered and if we want
Community agreements to take precedence over bilat-
eral agreements, respecting the fundamental rule that
all agreements between Member Countries and third
countries must be concluded with the approval of the
Commission, which must be informed in advance; at
all stages therefore when they are being drawn up, and
during their implementation, these agreements must
fit int<i the context of the Community's external rela-
tions.
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My third observation concerns the risk that the main
emphasis in this agreement may be placed solely on
raw materials and above all uranium. The previous
speaker gave an example of this. Referring to certain
agreements concluded with the Arab countries, the
French have a word lor it t 'ga sent le pitrole' or it all
smells of oil ; here I would say 'ga sent l'urdniurn'.
Human relations between peoples and states are of
course partly determined by economic factors. But for
that very reason a more strictly political evaluation
must be superimposed. Hence the hope expressed in
the conclusions of the rapporteur and Commission
that interparliamentary relations will be less incidental
and occasional and become instead permanent, even
with an institutional framework. To avoid creating
again a kind of special world determined by such an
important commodity as uranium, we hope that this
will be an agreement between a community of free
people and a great democracy which is developing
and progressing ; the Canadian democracy has the
support of all of us in Europe.
I therefore consider that the desire to institutionalize
relations between the Canadian Parliament and the
European Parliament is not simply a manifestation of
sympathy or the result of a meeting which has been
brought to a successful conclusion, but meets the
need for political equilibrium in regard to a treaty
characterized by certain requirements which must
certainly not be eliminated but on the other hand
cannot be given one-sided emphasis. I7here strong
unilateral interests are liable to prevail Parliament
must be present as the constant platform for restoring
the balance between all the economic and social
forces which assume a political colouring.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, I believe this is the
type of agreement that provides an excellent prece-
dent, and I am delighted that we have Canadian repre-
sentatives here. I speak as one of those English
Members of Parliament and industrialists who have
known Canada for over 25 years.
Vhat i5 obviously important is that we should look at
the trade situation and how it has changed. In discus-
sions with some of our Canadian friends this morning
I asked for their figures, but I see from our figures,
particularly from Annex V, that the indications are
that the Canadians are exporting more to the Commu-
nity than the Community is exporting to Canada. For
the United Kingdom this adverse figure is, from my
reading of the statistics, even more pronounced. There-
fore, although in the last discussions I had with Canad-
ians they expressed concern that the Community was
expanding, it is a fact that, in return for the raw mat-
erials and particularly the wheat they wish to supply
to us, they must accept something that we make and
they want. This is a problem that has faced all of us
dealing with trade between Canada and the United
Kingdom 
- 
and now between Canada and Europe 
-for some time. As far as the United Kingdom is
concerned, Canadian wheat, like United States wheat,
has provided a cheap source of bread for the ordinary
man and woman in the street. There is a new realiza-
tion that Europe is short on food and natural
resources and we want to achieve greater indepen-
dance if that is possible. The example of the energy
crisis and the oil crisis has brought that home.
I would like to refer to the motion for a resolution.
Point 5 deals with the availability of natural resources.
Mr Dalyell and I have seen references in the press to a
uranium cartel. Uranium is, of course, a raw material
that we want throughout the !7est, throughout the
world, to develop atomic energy in the future, and this
question of access is one, I hope, which will be treated
with reasonableness on both sides. Point 7 deals with
cooperation in the reactor field. I have discussed this,
because I was a member of the Select Committee in
Britain, and perhaps I went against the Conservative
view at the time. It was right to develop a heavy water
reactor, not only for Britain but for Europe. Each type
of reactor has its limitations. I and those in the
committee with me fully realized that the pressurized
water and boiling water reactor developed by
Westinghouse and General Electric in particular, but
also by Framatome and Kraftwerk Union in Germany,
looked like being the future reactor. But it was not
certain and an alternative type should be developed. I
am not quite certain what is happening about coopera-
tion between 'Euratom and the appropriate commit-
tees in the Commission and Canada on the develop-
ment of heavy water reacto$, but I very much hope
that this will be a Canadian/European development
and not a unilateral venture.
There are fields where international cooperation is
vital. I have been interested by future proiects in
Canada for producing fast-growing trees and pulping
on-site rather than bringing timber to timber mills,
and by the impact that might have on the availability
of pulp and wood-based materials in Europe. We are
interested in the development of protein from a
number of vegetable sources and, of course, it was
Canada who pioneered with Sweden the development
of protein from wood. This is another field for cooper-
ation. Therefore in winding up my remarks and
welcoming this agreement, I very much hope that the
Commission will indicate the fields where coopera-
tion is likely to be most fruitful in the immediate
future.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Sir Christopher Soames.
Sir Christopher Soemes, Vice-President of tbe
Commission. 
- 
Mr President, the debate that we have
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had today on the Cominunity's relations with Canada
and the Agreement .for Commercial and Economic
Cooperation we have recently negotiated with her has
shown the importance which all quarters of the House
attach to this relationship. It iq as many have said,
panicularly opportune that we should be holding this
debate in the presence of . a delegation ,from the
Canadian Parliament and that they should be here .to
see this House set the seal of approval on our new
agreement. I hope that the somewhat extreme good
manners of this House'db not lead the delegation to
disbelieve that they are in fact in the Parliament. I
think we all owe a debt of gratitude to Mr Bersani for
his really excellent report which has been the basis of
the discussion, and for his most clear explanation of it
in his excellent speech today, followed also by Lord
Reiy on betralf of thi'Political Affairs Committee.
Mahy speakers have stres5ed, and rightly so, the innov-
atofy nature.of this eSfeernenti but we must not fall
into thb thap oI exagg6rating this. From the point of
rliew of 'our Canadian pertners, I think its significance
lies not only in the' benefits in terms ,of economic
expansion, the growth of trade and reciprocal invest-
ment and tichnological exchanges which it should
bring in its train, but also in the opportunities'which
it will providb for thb diversification of their external
ecoiornit relations. In just the same way, from the
Colnmuriity'3, point of view, this agreement is signifi-
cant fiot only in ecohomic teims but also in'terms of
what it rrlAq for the growth of our distinctive Euro-
pean inteiirhtional pbtsonality. This is the first time
that' the' Cornmunity has signed an agreement for
ecoh'omib"cooperatibn 
- 
a point made by many
hohorable'Meinbers 
- 
with a'country'of a similar
ryqe ?f ecoribmic development to oursllves.
This was a step irhiOh wAs ilot taken widhout consider-
able hesitation by some of our Member States, but
taken it was. The case which, though I say it myself (I
think thej Committee on Exterhal Economic Reiations
is ccignisant"tif this),'was'propunded by the Commis-
sign for neiotiating sometHing more than a simple
trade agreenl'dnt, was eventually' accepted both by the
Canadiarr'Goltrnment and by the Meinber Statesi''As
a reiult, i he\x, instrument of gteat long-term potential
importance'ha's'been added iti'the currency of the
CommuiiiflS external relations. This agreement rbpre-
serits a recdghition on the pah of all our Merhbbr
States th'at'Cdrlada is a couhir|'which baulks large'-oir
the Corhrhunity's horizon, h cbuhtry vlith which de in
the Commuhiry have innumerCble economic; cuhural
and historicdl link5 and ttus a country with which it
makes every sort of senie to Work out a framei/otk
designrid t6'lbed to a high degiee of what one might
call economic intimacy.
The polnt 'wds raised 'in Mr 'Bersani's report as 'io
whether it was wise to providb explicity for comple-
mentarity 'ih the field of economic cooperition
berween the activities of the Communiry on the one
hand and those of the Member States on thi other.
This point was touched upon by Mr Klepsch, who
ggve it as his view thit thii was indeed wise. Vell, I
believe it was wise, but I am sure that.it was necessary
It was politically necessary because we have to get
away from the theological ergument that we had
among ourselves within the Community, between
those who said that Community cooperation must
subsume Member State cooperation on the one hand,
and on the other, those who refused to hear of the
Cornmunity getting into the economic cooperation
business for Lear that it would result in a subordina-
tion of the Member States' relationships. It was
economically necessary, I think, because it does reflect
the economic realities of our Community as it sands
today and as it is likely to stand for some time to
come. For the plain fact is that the Communify is
simply not the focus of all economic activity in the
Member States. That is why there is much that can
continue to be, done in the field of cooperation
between the Member $tates and Canada, so long 
-and this point was well made, I thought, by Mr
Klepsch 
- 
as it be clearly accepted that this must not
cut across or impede cooperation between Canada and
the Comrnunity as such. ,
'"i
But having said that" I think it is important to recog-
nize that the cooperatien we would like to see deve-
loping under the 4egis of this agreement 
-, 
what I
think Mr Mitchell , described as the putting of flesh
and blood on the skeleton of our agreement 
- 
is not
primarily, a. matter .for governments. On the other
hand, it is perhaps a not unhappy conjuncture that
this agreement should have,been signed just at at time
when the Qommunity and Canada will need to enter
into discussion on important fishery matters following
on the decision which has been taken in principle by
both to extend territorial waters to 200 miles. !7e
must have discussions between Canada and 'the
Community on this and we hope that the spirit of this
agreement will be reflected in these discussions.
Generally speaking, though, tfris is an igreemerit
between'two societies committed to mixed economies
in interndtional trade and cooperation, and for this
reason ecbnomic cooperation will only take'place if
we cah engage the interest and commitment of the
corhmercial operators therhselves, of bur'businbssmen,
of oui'cbmpanies 
- 
public and private 
- 
and of our
bahksi On both sides our htrthorities can hope to act
a$ th'e midwives of cooperition between oul rispective
econoinies, and indeed musr do so. But the role of the
privatd sector ih the success or 'failirri of this is
certainly felt on the Cinadian side. That is why it will
take some time, I think, to show whether worthwhile
amounts of cooperation can be achieved. !flill thi's
framework agreement prove to have been something
really worthwhile, in tangible terms, in our relations
with Canada and Canada's relations with the Commu-
riity or"not ? This remairis to be seen. Iy'6 Cte not
engaged here in an exercise'of instant diplcimircy anii
I don't think our agreement should be judged merely
by the speed with which it 'produces resUlts.
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Now a couple of points I would like to touch upon
that were raised in the debate. Firstly, the point that
Mr Dalyell raised. !fle have seen the reports to which
he referred and we are obtaining the testimony given
in the US before a Grand Jury. But further than that I
cannot yet go until this has been studied.
As to the question by Mr Osborn on the Euratom
agreement with Canada, we have obtained an interim
extension of the old agreement 
- 
a second extension,
to last us until the end of the year. \7e badly need a
new mandate to neSotiate, between now and the end
of the year, a new Euratom aSreement between the
Community and Canada to carry on from there. !7e
are engaged in what is, I think, called 'discussions
among ourselves' on this matter, and I sincerely hope
we can get a bit of steam behind it because we need it.
So, Mr President, let me stress that from the Commu-
nity's point of view, this agreement should be valued
not only for itself, not only for what it could mean for
our relationships with Canada, not only for what it
might mean for our economic progress, but also for
the contribution it will make to the development of
the overall pattern of the Community's extemal rela-
tions. I must confess that this is an agreement which I
personally have been much looking forward to since
I've been doing this job, because I felt it was an impor-
tant addition to the armoury, as it were, to the total
collection of agreements that we have been making.
This agreement is in fact yet one more example of the
extent to which our Community as such is seen by
other countries, great as well as small, developed as
well as developing, as being a pole of attraction in
world affairs.
It is surely right that we should not concentrate all
our efforts in the external field to building up linksjust with other European countries outside the
Community, or solely with developing countries. It is
surely important that we seek closer ties with Canada
- 
a country which shares our democratic ideals and
institutions, which stands with us as an ally in NATO,
whose origins go back to two of our Member States
and whose economic interdependence with us is a
factor of our daily life. Above all, we both share,
together with the other major industrialized countries,
the United States and Japan, a heavy and continuing
responsibility for the way in which the world
economy develops. Closer cooperation between us,
which is directed against no-one, must, I believe,
prove to be in both our interests.
(Loud altltlausc)
President. 
- 
As no one else wishes to speak, I put
the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
8. Deaeloptnent of tbe social situation in tbe Comntu'
nity in 1975
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
164176\ drawn up by Mr Meintz on behalf of the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion on
the report from the Commission of the European
Communities on the development of the social situation
in the Communities in 1975.
I call Mr Meintz.
Mr Meintz, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, it is with some embarrassment that I
am presenting to you today the report of the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion on the lengthy statement by the Commission of
the European Communities on the development of
the social situation in the Communities in 1975.
The rapid and elusive development of social and
economic phenomena in a time of crisis makes any
detailed study of the data for a previous period practi-
cally irrelevant. The tripartite conference held in this
chamber on 24 June 1976 analysed the present situa-
tion, tried to draw certain conclusions from it and
defined the action to be taken. Our debate today is in
short solely of analytical and historical inJerest and
the way in which we view it depends on the impor-
tanie we attach to an exercise of this kind. It is regret-
table that the debate should only be held today
despite the fact that the Committee on Social Affairs
adopted its report on 3 June at a time when the
debate would have been more topical.
\(ith those two reservations, I should like to congratu-
late the Commission on its extremely comprehensive
and well-documented report. This annual report is
necessary because it is a yardstick by which social
progress in the Community can be measured. Of
course we must not fall into the trap o[ building up
impressive arrays of essentially barren statistics and of
treating an enumeration of decisions of principle as a
concrete activity. The Commission's report clearly
cannot throw light on the political reality hidden
behind the assertions and figures. It is therefore up to
us to interpret and assess the latter at their true value.
Be that as it may the report clearly showq 
- 
and the
Committee on Social Affairs has stressed 
- 
that the
Commission has made a sustained and serious effort
to ensure progress for the Community social policy, in
particular through the social action programme.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this,report raises
many problems, quotes many figures, proposes many
measures and describes many national and Commu-
nity situations. I shall simply draw your attention to a
few points.
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One aspect which troubled the Members of the
Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion 
- 
and this proves the somewhat historical
interest of our debate today 
- 
is the fact that the
present economic crisis is structural rather than
conjunctural and that the disequilibria between the
sectors and social categories affected by it show it in a
particularly disturbing light.
In addition, it is becoming increasingly difficult to
define short- and medium-term solutions.
Even more disturbing is the fact that the signs of an
economic upturn which lead us to hope for a fall in
unemployment are liable to cause the structural and
sectorial nature. of the crisis to be forgotten. !7e must
therefore reamain vigilant.
The second factor which worried the committee was
the complex of problems associated with the increase
in unemployment in 1975.ln that year there wei6 5.5
million unemployed and only 500 000 vacancies. As
you know, unemployment affects above all the
following groups : young people especially those who
lack qualifications or at the other extreme are overqua-
lified; women, and especially older women, and
finally migr4nt workers in general. In the explanatory
statement I have analysed in detail the impact of
unemployment on these three groups so that I can'
confine myself here to enumerating certain conclu-
sions reached by the committee which are set out in
the motion for a resolution. They can summarized
briefly under six headinp.
Firstly the economic situation and above all the
steadily worsening labour market situation requires
the implementation of all the proposals put forward
by the Community institutions, and in particular by
the Council of Ministers in April 1975, with a view to
closer coordination of employment policy in the
Member States of the EEC.
Secondly 
- 
and here we subscribe to the Commis-
sion's views 
- 
there is a need for a coordination of
the exchange of information on unemployment
problems and the prospects and priorities fixed in
each of our countries. This exchange should ulti-
mately lead to a common or Community analysis of
these problems. In concrete terms, it will be necessary
to begin by improving cooper^tion between national
employment authorities as to crsure the transparency
of the employment market through the Europehn
system for circularizing vacancies and jobs wanted
under international clearance.
Thirdly, there is an increasingly close interdepen-
dence between the economic world on the one hand
and 'the world of education on the other. For this
reason, a concerted policy not only of vocational
training but also of general education must be set up.
Fourthly a preponderant role must be given to career
guidance at school and at the place of work; the
quality and effectiveness of this guidance rnust be
improved by cooperation between the national admin-
istrations responsible for it. The role of such guidance
in the effort to control unemployment among young
people may be decisive at the level of transfronrier
exchanges.
Fifthly, with a view to taking, all the , necessary
measures in the above areas, the appropriations
provided for this purpose in the Social Fund must not
be reduced as was done in 1976; on the contrary, a
sufficient endowment must be provided.
Sixthly, the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment
and Education going bpyond the problem of unem-
ployment, emphasizes the need to?ssert the quality of
rights of men and women at work and to ensure for
migrant workers the treatment to which they are legiti-
mately entitled in human and economic terms. Of
course, these two points could be developed at greater
length but that will be done in other reports ; the
tripartite conference gave very precise indications on
this subiect. Our committee is convinced that to over-
come the unemployment problem concerted action
will be essential in all these areas. Thd committee
noted in section 183 of the Commission's report an
observation concerning policy on families. ITithout
placing too much emphasis on this obsewation it sees
a need to prevent any deterioration in the situati6n of
families faced with the declining population of some
of our countries and the constant reduction in family
purchasing power. After expressing its fears on the
unfavourable trend in the social situation in the
Community, the Committee on Social Affairs is unfor-
tunately compelled to express its strongest regret at
the hesitations by the Council to take a decision in
this sector 
- 
as indeed in so many others. An
analysis of the situation shows that only Community
solutions will enable the present difficulties which are
of a structural, sectoral and regional nature to be
resolved. That is why, instead of launching an attack
on the Council and to a lesser degree on the Commis-
sion, I should like to invite the Council to move on
from simple declarations of intent and adopt a
Community social policy backed by a genuine polit-
ical resolve. A minimalist policy is not the answer. In
conclusion, Mr President, I invite Parliament to vote
in favour of the motion for a resolution.
(Altplause)
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President. 
- 
Honourable Members, we are privi-
leged to have with us Mr Boersma, the Minister for
Social Security of the Netherlands and President-in-
Office of the Council. I wish to extend to him a very
cordial welcome and to thank him very sincerely for
his willingness to take part in this important debate
this afternoon.
(Applause)
I call Mr Van der Gun.
Mr Van der Gun, Chainnan of tbe Comntittee on
Social Affairs, Ernploynent and Education. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I shall begin by thanking Mr Meintz for
this report which he drew up under difficult circum-
stances. I have already said this in committee but I
wanted to make the point again before the assembly.
This report clearly shows our committee's great
concern at developments in the employment situa-
tion.
I must point out first of all that we have not managed
to draw up an employment policy at Community level
since 1972. In the past this has been a difficult
problem and in my view the difficulties have become
even greater today. !(e are having to contend with
very frigh levels of unemployment and there is
nothing whatever to suggest that this unemployment
is only temporary. I think we are deluding ourselves if
we suppose that the problem now confronting us in
Europe can be solved by coniunctural measures. The
structural problems on the labour market are in fact
far too extensive for that to be possible. This means
that we must expect employment problems to
continue to be a focus of attention for several years in
Europe. I use the worfl'Europe'advisedly because the
Member States are doing the best they can individu-
ally but there is practically no coordination at Euro-
pean level.
However, there can also be no doubt that the indi-
vidual Member States will not be able t6 solve their
problems on their own because in practice the degree
of interpenetration of the national and intemational
economies is already too great. This makes it neces-
sary for us to launch a European employment
programme. I fully realize that such a programme
cannot lre very detailed and must be general in nature
and also that a distinction must be made' between
short- and long-term meabures, but I believe that in
the present situation a nu'mber of structural problems
arise which we cannot yet circumscribe completely at
, 
present..'
For instance we do not know what the long-term
demand on ,the labour market will be in Europe. This
is a fundamental point because the demand (or lSbour
has a direct bearing on the problem of vocational
training and education in general; the question thus
arises of the relationship which must exist at any
given moment between education and the labour
market. On this subiect, Mr Hillery stated on 23
March 1976 in Dublin that there were still 400 000
unfilled jobs in Europe.
The lack of balance between supply and demand on
the labour market is an international phenomenon
with which each of the Member States has to contend.
!7e therefore need more information in a number of
areas and in 'my view consultation between the
Commission and organized representatives of both
sides of industry is vital. The tripartite conference
made a contribution but the question arises as to what
should be done now. If in Europe we now simply go
on as before, it seems to me that the tripartite confer-
ence will not have achieved its aims.
A second requirement which must be met to obtain
insight into the true state of affairs is intensive consul-
tation between the Commission and the employers'
organizations and unions in each branch of industry.
Consultation of that kind is the best starting point for
deeper understanding of the development of the
labour market and the prospects for the future. I
urgently appeal to the Commission to arrange for the
Joint Committee to develop the widest possible action
for this sectoral consultation, Moreover, rePorts on
that action must be made public even if the unions or
employers do not want that at a particular time. Then
we shall at least know who is responsible. In this
connexion I should like too to draw attention to the
problems still facing the textile industry at Present.
Once again, there are several large enterprises which
are likely to face difficulties because of the enormous
.overcapacity.
Several years ago, Mr Copp6, on behalf of the Commis-
sion, contacted the employers' organizations and
unions in this matter as well as certain enterprises, but
this unfortunately did not lead to an adequate Euro-
pean policy.
I consider this programme so important because it
would provide us at the same time with a kind of yard-
stick to assess national applications for support from
the European Social Fund and European Regional
Fund in terms of their importance and valtle to
employment policy at European level ; in this connex-
tion, I should like to ask what the position is irr regard
to the review of the European Social Fund which is
reviewed at five-year intervals and seems to tts to be
the sole Community instrument to play a particularly
. important rolq.
Finally a word about our procedure. We are debating
this subiect in September 1976 and it is my own fault
that this debate was postponed for one or two months
partly at the request of Mr Hillery. However, it is by
no means satisfactory that we should be discussing a
report on the social situation in 1975 in SePtenlber
1975.
There will soon be a new Commission, and a new
Council and I urge both those bodies to re-exantitre
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this procedure and ensure that we obtain provisional
information on trends in 1976 at the beginning of
next year 
- 
the report does not need to be as exten-
sive as on this occasion ; it would then be possible to
assess at this time of the year in 1977 what has been
done in 1977, thus giving an opportunity to take
corrective measures if necessary. I believe this would
be more effective and useful than the procedure we
have followed up to now, however important the
Commission's work and annual report may be.
(Appluust)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albers to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, following the pre-
vious speaker I wish on behalf of my group to express
our appreciation of the form and content of the report
on the social situation. It is an important document
which gives a clear summary of the development of
the specific legislation in the Member States and it
acquires greater significance each year through the
completeness of its coverage.
The report draws clear attention to the shortcomings
in Community policy which the rapporteur, Mr
Meintz, has rightly noted. I wish to congratulate him
on his excellent report which accurately reflects the
views of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employ-
ment and Education on the Commission's report. It is
regrettable that this report, which was complete in
manuscript form at the end of January and was
already published in April, has not been debated in
Parliament until September. It should be made a firm
rule to discuss the social policy on the basis of the
report on the previous year at the May or June part-
session each year. That would enable the policy to be
exan.rined in all its aspects. Parliament could then also
express its wishes regarding the social policy to be
pursued. If a debate of that kind is not held until later
in the year, there is a risk that the report will be rele-
gated to the background and that attention will centre
on new developments instead. The main function of
the rcport, namely to stimulate discussion on responsi-
bility for wl.rat has been done or left undone, would
then be [ost. Having said that I should like now to
look in more detail at a number of aspects of policy
discusscd irr the report.
As rcgards employment, the Commission notes that
tl.re solution to the problem resulting from employ-
nrent and inflation must be sought first and foremost
in mcasurcs by the Member States themselves. Insofar
as it is a guestion of combating temporary unemploy-
merrt that ls correct. By stimulating construction activi-
ties through public contracts, by allocating large sums
in the budgets, the Member States have tried with
varying dcgrees of success to absorb the temporary fall
in cn.rploymcnt opportunities. The consultation in the
Community about measures of this kind has certainly
borne fruit. Cooperation between the countries has
prevented the disaster of unemployment from
assuming even more serious proportions. If the
Community had not acted here and if each country
had resorted instead to protectionist measures as a
desperate solution, unemployment would certainly
have had far more serious consequences.
But the central problem of structural unemployment
remains : it can be seen even more clearly against the
background of the slight conjunctural improvement
which has now occurred. The search for a solution to
this problem must be the central feature of the social
and economic policy of the European Community.
All important contributions made by the Community
to social progress such as equal rights for men and
women, measures to assist young people and handi-
capped workers, action for the benefit of migrant
workers and the promotion of the free movement of
workers 
- 
all these measures are liable to fail
completely if no solution is found to the problem of
structural unemployment.
Article a9 (d) of the EEC Treaty speaks of 'setting up
appropriate machinery to bring offers of employment
into touch with applications for employment and to
facilitate the achievement of a balance between supply
and demand in the employment market in such a way
as to avoid serious threats to the standard of living and
level of employment in the various regions and indus-
tries.'
There is no indication in the 1975 report of any
vigorous effort to meet these aims. Admittedly impor-
tant activities are taking place in the labour market
sector and the fact that cooperation between the
labour services is being extended in this way is to be
welcomed. The information that a group of inde-
pendent experts will be compiling a report on labour
market problems also has our full approval. Measures
undertaken in the area of occupational training, educa-
tion and retraining can also make for a better
matching of supply and demand. All these are useful
measures but what we lack is a structural approach, a
better distribution of the fewer job opportunities. A
study should be made to determine how, in agreement
with the action programme of the European TradC
Union Association, employment possibilitics can be
adapted in the long-term perspective. I am thinking
here, in particular of a further shortening of working
hours, a lengthening of compulsory schooling, early
retirement and a more structural approach to the
problem of the flow of migrant workers from the
countries of the Mediterranean basin. In my group's
view consultation witl.r industrial interests n'rust be
intensified on this matter.
The organization of one or more tripartite conferences
each year is not errough. The real need is for a
Comn.runity policy designed to achieve a better distri-
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bution of the available number of iobs between the
active members of the population. The fact that some
ofle and a half million young people are unable to
find work emphasizes the need for vigorous action. In
recent years it has become increasingly clear that we
are faced here with a difficult problem that is
constantly growing despite all support from the Social
Fund. \Ufle also agree with Mr Hillery that the Social
Fund is growing too slowly and that if the Commu-
nity budget is to be cut there must certainly be no
cuts in the Social Fund. The larger the Fund the more
vigorous can be the action to overcome the problem
of unemployment among the young. However, this
action can only help to ease the greatest difficulties
without curing the underlying causes.
In the forthcoming discussion of the budget, my
group will strongly advocate an increase in the Social
Fund, convinced as it is that this is an important
instrument for the common social policy. My group
also favours common action on employment as advo-
cated in point 2 of Mr Meintz's motion for a resolu-
tion. My group has given special attention to the ques-
tion whether the work now being done by the Euro-
pean Community to bring about social progress is
sufficiently recognized by the public at large. In the
light df our experience contacts and meetings we are
inclined to think that it is not. Greater publicity
should be given to the fact that the Community insti-
tutions are giving close attention to the free move-
ment of workers, the humanization of work, the
increase in safety at the workplace, equal payrnent for
men and women, improvement of employr:rent agen-
cies, support for weak sectors of industry aird improve-
ment of the living conditions of migrant workers. This
must be brought to the attention of the man in the
street. Our impression is that much of what is
achieved through ioint action is hidden behind
measures taken by the governments of the Member
States. There is litde willingness to show clearly that
measures to stimulate social progress are part of a
Community policy.
rVe are convinced that this situation must be changed
with a view to the forthcoming direct elections to the
European Parliament. !7e piopose that means of
bringing about the.necessary change should be sought
in consultation and in cooperation with the European
trade unions. A short readable extract from the annual
report might be reprinted in the union iournals to
ensure that the work of the Community in the social
sector is ,brought to the attention o[ a wider public.
This would help to create a better awareness of what
the European Community means to the population of
the Member States.
The decisions taken by the Council in the social
sector in 197.5 did not amount to rnuch. The report
mentioned six decisions. Is this lean result the
consequence of a lack of proposals submitted by the
Commission ? Did the Council find it impossible to
reach agreement ? Or were both factors involved ?
My group greatly regrets the fact that progress in the
social sector is being inhibited by the lack of readi-
ness to take decisions. The definition and approval of
extensive social action programmes arouses expecta-
tions. The failure to take decisions on the basis of
those programmes then has a highly detrimental
effect. The action programme for migrant workers and
their families is a clear example of this. Some priority
items in this programme, a uniform system of
payments of family allowances for migrant workers in
the Member States of the Community and a proposal
to improve education of the children of migrant
workers were not dealt with by the Council in 1975.
This is an unsatisfactory state of affairs, especially in
view of the unfavourable situation created by massive
unemployment. In the light of the lack of action by
the Council, we fully agree with point 15 of the
motion for a resolution accompaning the Meintz
report to the effect that the patience of European
citizens is being tried to the limit by the lack of polit-
ical results. Let this be an appeal to the responsible
statesmen to transform their words into action. In
conclusion my group fully endorses the motion for a
resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vandewiele to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Vandewiele. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of
my Group I would iust like to draw attention to the
points in the resolution which mention employnrent
problems and family policy.
In reading the report by our colleague, Mr Meintz, I
am struck by the strong tone of the introduction. Mr
Albers also drew attention to this fact. The Committee
on Social Affairs, Employment and Education says
literally that it
'feels compelled to break with custom and, instead of
praising what has been achieved, to ask what has actually
happened at national and Community level.'
It calls for
'careful analysis of the ideological substructure and prac-
tical coherence of the Community as it now stands,
instead of presenting reams of papers produced in a
vacuum as an actual political result.'
These are hard words but partially lustified since the
social policy does in fact raise some very tricky ques-
tions.
This September part-session in Luxembourg will be
mainly marked by agricultural policy, and rightly so.
The problem of the drotrght compels the Community
to take rapid and adequate measures and none of us
will dispute this necessity. But in a case where opin-
ions are expressed so dramatically I hope that it is
clear to us all that the question of unemployment is
also a disaster for the Community.
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At our part-session of April numerous speakers
pointed out that absolute priority should be given to
the European employment policy. I have just received
the most recent figures on unemployment.
At the present time there are more than 5 million
unemployed in the EEC despite the fact that the reces-
sion is abating and that export figures show an opti-
mistic trend. In all the Member States heavy sacrifices
have been demanded in order to increase investments,
but the number of new iobs is still inadequate. These
are the facts. And it is increasingly clear that we are
faced here with a structural employment problem. In
certain countries half of those unemployed are under
2.5 years old. Denmark has 25 200 unemployed under
2.5 years ; Belgium (these are the June figures) 127 000
unemployed under 25; Germany (Muy figures)
244000 under 25; Britain 123 000 unemployed under
18. These are people who have never had a job and
who are still looking for their first employment. The
figures for Britain are from last June. After years of
debate outside and inside our national parliaments it
can no longer be disputed that we are, in the words of
the resolution.
'overtaxing the patience of the people of Europe, given
the paucity of tangible political results so far achieved.'
It is not for me to say who is responsible, particularly
as we all share some of the responsibility.
The issue however is whether we realize that we can
no longer continue to pursue an ostrich-like policy.
National measures alone are not adequate. The mass
production and specialization stimulated by the
Common Market and the danger that the problems
may be shuffled off on to the partner countries may
lead to the disintegration of the Community. There is
a need for a clear Community policy. We are looking
in this debate for a clear answer from the Commission
on the real objective of the European Social Fund and
the Regional Fund. How far have these funds already
influenced the development of the labour markets and
not only the development of the economy ? Is it
acceptable that the Council should so drastically have
cut back appropriations for these funds in the
Community's budget this year ? Is it going to do the
same next year ?
The moment has come to take bold new action in all
our Member States on vocational training and
retraining. At the same time the European funds must
also undcrtake independent action and provide
support for all national measures which conform with
the Community policy. The,problem of occupational
training and retraining requires a completely new
approach. We have witnessed 
- 
and here I mean wein Belgium 
- 
that even the most highly educared
people, the academics, and very many graduates from
advanced technical colleges have sought work in vain.
They have had their training but cannot find a job.
\U7e do not have enough information on the supply
and demand factors in the labour market. We in
Europe have democratized secondary and tertiary
education. We have raised in hundreds and thousands
of young men and women great expectations for their
future professional careers. The question now is
whether their training was not too one-sidedly
directed towards an elitist career. \Uflas their training
broad enough ? Do their expectations fit in with hard
reality ? It is clear that careers guidance is becoming
increasingly important.
One final observation about family policy. The
Commission's report indicates an inclination to cut
Cown family allowances or even abolish them in a
number of Member States. Our group emphatically
supports the relevant point of the resolution.
Personally I find the wording is much too weak. IUTe
urge the Council and Commission to
'ensure that in the event of any amendments to national
regulations on family allowances the purchasing power of
lower income groups is not affected'.
I7e believe that for demographic reasons alone a posi-
tive social policy in the family sector is imperative.
The figures do not lie. If the present drop in the birth-
rate in the EEC is not halted we shall face in a few
years' time the collapse of our system of social
services.
It is impossible for us to discuss today all the aspects
of the social policy. I will therefore conclude by
appealing to the Commissioner and the Council to
conduct a broader debate on this queston in the
coming months on the basis of the most recent statis-
tics and after consultation with the Economic and
Social Committee 
- 
since the social partners must
also take on responsibilities which will be heavy ones.
It is our ardent hope that it will then be possible to
.flisclose more optimistic and positive results.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laudrin to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Laudrin, 
- 
(F) Mr President, as each of the
speakers has pointed out, this debate has obviously
lost a lot of its relevance. We are considering the
balance sheet for 1975 in order to prepare the 1976
phase, which is already nearly over. It is rather a waste
of time to try to define a programme which is already
well underway. On behalf of, my group and, I believe,
on behalf of the House as a whole and the rapporteur,
I would ask you, Mr President, to take the necessary
steps to ensure that in the future we shall be able to
study the social report at the beginning of the year.
The social problem is after all a cornerstone of our
Community.
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However, I turn now to the ieport itself. Certain
speakers have shown a passionate concern for the
serious problems which arise in our modern society. I
shall confine myself to emphasizing two aspects. As
we all know, our economies have been for some time
suffering from two evils : inflation and unemploy-
ment. I leave aside inflation, as it does not concern us
directly here, to concentrate on the problem of unem-
ployment. Though unemployment has undeniably
started to fall since last year one of the Members here
pointed out that there were still 5'5 million people
seeking jobs this year. Not one of our countries has
remained immune from this disease, not even those
which in some respects seem to have come to grips
with the serious problem of inflation. This disease has
two main features which I should like to highlight: it
affects mainly young people and migrant workers. I
know how much attention the Commission has paid
to these two problems. It is estimated that l'5 million
young people having left college or university are
unemplbyed and are thus unable to exercise a funda-
mental right, the right to work, which will no doubt
eventually be enshrined in our laws. I hope the
Commission will one day give some thought to this
undeniable fact which our civilization will eventually
have fo accept. Any l8-year-old has the right to work
and it is the responsibiliry of our society to provide
him with a job for which he is qualified.
As for migrant workers, those foreigners who are often
forced to leave their far-off countries of origin in order
to earn a living for themselves and their families, we
push them off our iob markets from time to time, out
of some selfish, defensive instinct, in order to make
room for our own workers. Many of them have
returned to their countries of origin without making
any money or even becoming qualified in the trades
they have carried on in 
. 
our countries. Nevertheless,
this emigration, which, prompted by understandable
caution, we have been limiting fairly strictly for some
time now, has not contributed to curbing unemploy-
ment as much as might have been hoped. To date no
satisfactory solution has really been found to the
problems of young people and migrant workers. The
series of measures proposed by the Commission for
the year 1976, which is already so far advanced, is
therefore to be welcomed : they include retraining, iob
prospection for migrant workers, imProvements in
reception facilities, accommodation and schooling.
\fhat a lot of work remains to be done in these areas :
the vital need to coordinate the 'migration' poliqies in
our Member States, the participation of migrant
workers in local and union life in the host country 
-this is still in its infancy to Promote the
training and mobility of these workers, the extension
of social security cover to inadequately protected cate-
gories, family allowances 
- 
which are becoming
increasingly more important, as Mr Vandewiele said a
few moments ago 
-, 
a closer scrutiny of individual
and mass dismissals 
- 
migrant workers are often
victims of this practice and do not have sufficient
means to defend themselves 
- 
and also a long-term
programme for the occuPational rehabilitation of
those of them who are handicapped.
Better technical or vocational training is also neces-
sary for young people to facilitate the transition to
working life. !7e all know that a certain amount of
selection 
- 
though I know this is a dirty word 
- 
in
education will be inevitable to avoid a glut of iob
applications. In the meantime young people must be
granted unemployment benefit allowing them to
remain above the breadline. The experience of 1974
and 1975 clearly shows that the member countries can
solve their employment difficulties, not only by indi-
vidual effort but, as everyone in this House has
stressed, by concerted effort at Community level and I
would even say within the international framework of
the North/South Confefence, whose success is vital
since it will have consequences on the economy in
general and hence on that of our Community ; it will
frovide work for certain migrant workers who will be
able to return home to a iob suited to their qualifica-
tions.
The Group of European Progressive Democrats
congrutulates Mr Meintz on his excellent rePort. IUfe
share the reservations and criticisms it contains and
also approve of its conclusions and recommendations'
It is vital, ladies and gentlemen, for the rWest to solve
the problems of the right to work of all within the
shortest possible time. The ideal solution would unde-
niably be to provide these workers with jobs in their
countries of origin by developing their industries.
The Lom6 Agreement constitutes Europe's first contri-
bution to tliis trend ; the North/South Conference
should also promote this policy. This is a ttemendous
human problem to which we must respond. As in the
past we place our trust in the Commission and also in
Parliament and its Committee on Social Affairs, which
will keeep a close eye on developments.
IN THE CHAIR: MR BERSANI
Vicc-President
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, whilst I
appreciate both the Ninth Report and Mr Meintz's
own report on it, I too must protest in the strongest
possible terms that we have not been able to debate
the social situation in the Community in 1975 until
1976 is well-nigh over. It is, in my opinion, quite
outrageous that we can discuss minor matters for
hours on end and yet, when it comes to those things
which are of vital importance to the individual citizen
and to families of the Community 
- 
our jobs, our
homes and general social provisions 
- 
we have to
wait until the last quarter of the year. How can we, Mr
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President, expect the ordinary men and women in the
Community to appreciate to the full the European
idea if we are so dilatory in discussing these things
that touch them so nearly ? It is because I feel so
strongly on this matter that I welcome the very robust
tone of Mr Meintz's report. The EEC is not a mutual
admiration society, it is an organization for promoting
the wellbeing of all its citizens, and there are times
when it needs a sharp reminder of that fact. Mr
Meintz has given that reminder.
There is no doubt that the EEC faced a very difficult
situation in 1975 in which there were no precedents
to guide us. Ve had all hoped that 1976 would be
better, but, alas, in many countries, my own included,
the situation has continued to deteriorate alarmingly,
especially on the unemployment front, where we
ourselves are faced with the worst long-term figures in
living memory. Even the social reform described on
pages 140 and 164 of the report as of gqeat impor-
tance 
- 
namely, the replacement of family allo-
wances and tax relief by new child benefits similar to
the tax credits advocated by the previous Conservative
government 
- 
has been abandoned and no date set
for its implementation. I wonder if the rapporteur,
who referred to this paragraph in his speech, is aware
of this fact.
But it is no use merely criticizing, Mr President; we
must make positive suggestions, as many have done
today. As far back as 1974, the Council was consid-
ering whether or not it was necessary to increase the
resources of the Social Fund. The prolongation of the
crisis has given this matter even gredter urgency. !7e
in the Conservative Group consider that the work of
the European Social Fund should, and could, be both
expanded and better directed. At present the fund is
spread too thinly to do justice to the areas it hopes to
serve. In view, however, of the continuation of infla-
tion in greater or lesser degree in all Member States, it
is essential that the increase in the Social Fund, which
is necessary if effective policies are to be pursued,
should not increase that inflation. Moreover, the
increased resources should be of such a kind that the
fund should be enabled to intervene on its own, where
appropriate, without having to wait for an approach
from national governments or being confined merely
to matching national contributions. I have been
concerned for some time that the Social Fund contri-
bution, like the Regional Fund contribution in some
countries, simply gets swallowed up in the general
budget deficit. My worst suspicions were cor^firmed as
regards the United Kingdom when I was informed in
a written reply from the Department of Employment
on 19 July that 
- 
and I quote 
-,'There was noproiect undertaken by the Department of Employ-
ment or the Manpower Services Commission in 1975,
the introduction of which depended upon receiving
an allocation from the European social Fund.' In
other words, Mr President, not one single extra unem-
ployed person was helped to find a iob because of the
existence of the fund in my country.
Clearly it is essential for the Social Fund, if it is to be
effective, to have an independent source of finance as
the very highly effective European Coal and Steel
Community has. I believe that a levy on every
employed person might form the basis of a highly
effective social employment policy. IThat man in
employment would begrudge a less fortunate unem-
ployed comrade a small contribution from his wage
packet of I or 2 pence per week ? This would amount
to about 50 million or 100 million per annum and
could be used to good effect in a number of direc-
tions.
Firstly, although it is highly desirable, as Mr Laudrin
said, for employment to be brought to the regions
rather than for regions to be robbed of their vitaliry by
the exodus of their more vigorous workers, neverthe-
less there are certain valuable specialized skills which
may cease to be required in one region but which are
still needed elsewhere. For example, the cutting down
of railway services in the United Kingdom means that
men in some areas, for example in my own town of
Carnforth, can no longer find work in their own area,
yet are unable to move to other areas where their
skills are still required, because of the high cost of
housing in those areas. If the Social Fund could offer
cheap mortgages to redundant railway workers, as the
ECSC does for redundant miners and steel workers,
they could afford to move to places whpre their skill
was 'still required.
Secondly, at this vital stage in the Community's deve-
lopment just before we come to direct elections,
nothing is more important than that it should inspire
the young with a European ideal. rUflhat better way
than for the Social Fund to provide a certain number
of EEC apprenticeships which could be taken up by
any firm offering recognized training ? This would, at
one and the same time, mean teaching young people,
many of whom are now unemployed, basic skills
useful to them and to the Community, while bringing
home to them in a practical way the fact the EEC
really does care about their problems. Thus I[r
Meintz's objective in paragraph I I would be achieved
and the anxiety expressed in paragraph 3 of the
explanatory statement would be allayed. But within
the overall total of unemployment there is another
category of particular difficulty 
- 
the disabled. Some
- 
with appropriate training and given suitable open-
ings 
- 
can take their place fully alongside their
colleagues in 'open employment. Others, however
cannot. These people can still make a very worthwhile
contribution to society and preserve their self-respect
but not in conditions of general employment. The
fund, therefore, should be extended to give assistance
both in capital and running costs to sheltered work-
shops.
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Finally, housing. The report beginning at page l18 is
bleak ; but since then the picture has become bleaker
still, particularly in my country, where we have the
double problem of an actual shortage of housing and
dereliction. On page 118, the report states that in
1975 the emphasis on housing improvement and
modernization continued. This process, alas, has now
gone into reverse, at least in my country. !7e have
many, many older homes which urgently need
bringing up to date, in both the public and the private
sector, and this vital work has been brought virtually
to a standstill in both sectors. Moreover, these are the
very sort of houses on which building societies will
not normally allow mortgages and where local
authority mortgages are vital, Particularly to first-time
buyers : these have now become almost unobtainable,
thus bringing the housing market to a standstill. All
in all, as far as we are concerned, a very dismal picture
on the housing front.
Now there are many other aspects of the social situa-
tion which I should like to discuss, but time does not
permit. May I conclude by congratulating Mr Meintz
on his very, very excellent rePort, on which we
support him up to the hilt, and express the hope that
next year we may debate this year's social situation in
the first quarter of the year.
(Appldusc)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MARTENS
Vicc-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Albertsen to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mr Albertsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, on behalf of
my Group I would like to make a few observations
particularly in connection with the widespread unem-
ployment amongst our young fellow-citizens, which
has been an excessively great problem for us all not
only in 1975 but also unfortunately in 1975; not least
in connection with this debate, a few specific remarks
on this issue are called for. The Commission also
refers to this problem as a serious matter and the
Standing Committee on employment has also
declared that it will concentrate its attention on the
problem of unemployment amongst young people.
A resolution by the Ministers of Education of the
Community promised measures in education to
increase young people's prospects of finding employ-
ment and the fine speeches at the tripartite confer-
ence gave special attention to the unemployed young.
There is therefore no lack of good will. The only
thing missing is results 
- 
and this could lead us to
the unreasonable assumption that practical efforts are
not entirely on a par with glittering intentions. The
latest f igures tell their own story. Unemployment,
which dropped slightly in the first half of the present
year, is once again increasing. More that 100 000 new
unemployed in the Communities in iust one month.
Any reference to seasonal tendencies is pointless.
Among the young unemployed, the proportion of
which to the total of unemployed remains unchanged
in relation to the same month of last year, a further
increase must be expected after the summer holidays.
The actual increase in the EEC will to a large extent
depend on the measures which the EEC and the
Member States will take to prevent new streams of
young people from leaving school and other educa-
tional institutions only to start an unenviable exist-
ence as unemployed citizens.
In this bleak picture there then appears a group of
experts, set up by the Commission itself, coming to
the rescue, in a manner of speaking, by putting
forward concrete proposals which are only a few days
old but which in our opinion show that the experts
have put their finger on the right problem. It is
pointed out for example, in the introduction, that
future developments will be characterized by a consid-
erable increase in the productive proPortion of the
population. In other words the number of young
workers looking for a iob will form an ever-increasing
proportion of the total unemployed. So the prevailing
view, which the Commission also supported, that a
policy of economic growth was decisive for the crea-
tion of new jobs is put in doubt at last by a comPetent
group of experts. This is entirely in keeping with the
repeated call for a completely new employment policy
which our group has advocated on earlier occasions.
Economic growth at any price does not solve
problems but helps to create new development and
environment problems in our already overheated,
hectic industrial society. Completely new thinking
and planning is needed if our society is to Progress
towards harmonious, balanced development with man,
rather than machines and their productivity, as the
central concern. This rnay sound like futuristic
thinking but the future must be prepared for and we
can lay the first stone here todaY.
'We are all aware of the dangers of inflation and to
what extent they are created by the hectic pace of
production. Measures which the Socialist Group would
like to put forward to combat youth unemployment
without heaping coals on the fire of inflation therefore
concern investment I investment in education, invest-
ment in retraining and investment in conversion. At
the present time an enormous amount is being paid
to support unemployment. \7e do not believe that
this can be changed but we wish to see the amount
redistributed in the interests of society and of the
unemployed. There already exist proposals on this
mattei. The Commission itself has drawn up several
but the concrete results of these are not very evident.
'We no longer live each in our own little nation state
but in a community where the individual citizens
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must be concerned with each other in a quite
different way. It is therefore imperative in the
cohstruction of Europe that these unemployed young
people should be enabled to use the time lost waiting
for a job to attend language courses and cultural and
educational meetings between unemployed youth in
the whole of Europe.
The Commission will no doubt reply that much has
been attempted and that many proposals are having to
waint for adoption. I would like to say in reply that
the public in our countries is badly informed on such
matters 
- 
and here I support the views which havejust been put forward by nry colleague, Mr Albers.
This fact is made all the more serious since popular
backing will be necessary if our efferts to create new
jobs and alleviate the plight of the unemployed are to
bear fruit.
Our call to the Commission today, against the back-
ground of this report on the social development in
1975, is therefore that it should make every effort to
implement the many proposals in respect of the social
situation and, by undertaking a far-reaching and
intense campaign to publicize the situation, to launch
a dialogue with the unemployed masses. The Brussels
bureaucracy can still appear human if it climbs down
from its Eurocrat stronghold and seeks solutions in a
spirit of cooperation and co-participation.
(Altltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rosati.
Mr Rosati. 
- 
(I)Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the presence in our midst today of the Minister who is
President-in-Office of the Council of the European
Communities gives our debate all the importance that
it deserves. I thank him for his presence here, indi-
cating as it does the Council of Ministers' desire to
play an active part, and I hope that the traditions esta-
blished today will be continued.
(Altltluusc)
Having said this, I share fully the view expressed by
previous speakers that the present crisis in Europe and
throughout the world is an exceptionally severe one,
all the more so in that the situation has deteriorated
further in 1975, as was pointed out both in Mr
Meintz's report and, although on a somewhat more
optimistic note, in the report on the development of
the social situation in the Community. rlnemploy-
ment and inflation are still rampant, notwirhstanding
some slight signs of improvement that did not,
however, in practice amount to anything very n'iuch.
'!7e, 
as a Eurofean Parliament, must, together wiih the
national governments, try to combat unemployment
and inflation, by cutting at their very roots, and this
struggle must be waged mainly at community level
and within the framework of national programines
that are flexible but well-coordinated.
As other colleagues have pointed out, there is a special
need'today for Community coor{ination, since action
by the national governments is no longer adequate ro
combat inflation and unemployment. It is the weaker
classes in society that are mainly affected by these
twin scourges, as indeed by all other social evels 
- 
in
particular the migrant workers, women, young people,
the handicapped, poorly trained workers and retired
people.
It would take too long iust now to go into the causes
of the present crisis 
- 
they are many and their roots
run very deep 
-, 
bpt it is clear that up to 1972, when
the crisis began, there was no such thing as a suprana-
tional European social policy. It was only in 1972 that
the EEC began to interest itself in these problems,
and one of the reasons for this was that up to that
time the trade unions had, to a certain extent, stood
aside from these problems and taken no active part in
solving them. Today we have a European trade union
movement which does take an active part in solving
these problems and provides advice and encourage-
ment. Three tripartite conferences have been
convened, the most recent one on 24 June 1976. I am
obviously not criticising these conferences, indeed I
support them and I maintain that they must be conti-
nued, if for no other reason than that they provide a
public forum in which both social partners, workers
and employers, can state their respectives cases. The
first two were, however, a complete failure and the
third, though heralded at that time with much enthu-
siasm and confidenie, achieved nothing more in the
end than agreement along purely general lines,
leaving untouched the existing disagreements on the
resources and the machinery needed to attain the
hoped-for objectives. Hearings were also organized
with workers taking part. The Social Affiairs
Committee met in various European cities to take part
in these hearings, which must be continued, since
they afford us a possibility of hearing directly from
the mouths of the workers what their problems are.
Today we have an enormous number of unemployed
people in Europe ; we have almost reached the 5
million mark. Unemployment affects mainly young
men under 25 years of age, who number I 500 000 ;
indeed, even as we stand here discussing the pioblem,
the figure may have gone even higher. These are
young people that have left primary or secondary
schools or that may even have higher studies behind
them, depending on the various countries. In my own
country, Italy, for example, most of the unemployed
young people are in the last category. So many
speakers, however, have already outlined the problem
of young people that I shall not say anything further
about it, since nothing further remains to be said.
Nevertheless, one of the basic aims of the present
Italian government is to solve this prgblem of young
people. tUTithin the next fgw wecks, in fact, the
Andreotti,government will submit to rhe.Italian Parlia-
ment dfaft laws designed to cope with the problem of
unemployed young people. But even ,this, is not
enough ; we must coordinate,national programmes by
means of ,Community dirgctives, sq as te .solve the
problem on a truly European scale.
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All the previous speakers have referred to the problem
of migrant workers, but there is something further
that I should like to say on that subiect. There are
now 9 million migrant workers in Europe, and, if we
take their families into account, the number rises to
14 million. \U7e might say that they are the tenth
Member State of the European Community, but their
situation has become even more difficult today as a
result of the increasing unemployment in their host
countries, which has forced them to retum to their
homelands. In Italy alone we have seen a great wave
of returned migrants who have been unsuccessful in
finding work in their own homes.
\flhat has been done for the migrant workers ? Above
all, what has become of the famous 'Statute' for
migrant workers ? This Statute was drawn up two years
ago and discussed over and over again in the Social
Affairs Committee. Ve were promised that it would
be adopted as soon as possible, but instead of that it
was rejected by the Council of Ministers. It might
have solved so many of the problems that we are
debating today and succeeded in doing away with
most of the discriminations still existing amonSst the
various classes of workers. In our committee, for
example, we drew up a resolution on this subject that
was adopted by Parliamen! though, unfortunately,
with members from a single Member State abstaining.
Much time was spent in this House talking about
family allowances, but in practice nothing was ever
done about them, because the Council of Ministen
could not even reach agreement on this proiect which
might have led to fairer treatment for the workers and
done away with intolerable discrimination, but even
this was scrapped.
I am not saying that the Commission has not
submitted serious and practical proposals in favour of
the migrant workers, and indeed we are grateful to it
for this. The Council has adopted its proposals, but in
practice the relevant provisions are not being carried
out in various countries of the European Community.
\7hat then is to be done ? The Community can take
action to see to it that the regulations adopted by the
Council are actually carried out, but nothing has been
done in this regard.
There are other things that I ought to say, but my
time has run out. I shall confine myself to making
one ptoposal along the lines suggested by the previous
speaker as well as by other speakers, and it is this, that
debates on this subiect should be held more
frequently and that the Commission should come
here at least twice a year 
- 
not once, therefore; but
twice a year 
- 
and discuss with us what one might
call a preventative plan in this very important social
sector. I do not want to claim that it should be given
absolute priority, but it is a sector that reservbs a
certain priority alongside other sectors, of whose
importance we are all fully aware. Furthermore, I
think it would be a good thing if we were to have a
report at the beginning of every year on what had
been accomplished in the previou's year.
!fle are accustomed to speaking and hearing fine
phrases in our debates in committee and in this
House and to reading glowing accounts in the
numerous reports, but my dearest wish would be to be
able to note before very long that some practical steps
forc/ard had been taken in regard to these problems.
They are such serious problems, Commissioner, that
they call for a special effort on your part to bring
persuasive arguments to bear on the Council of Minis-
ters so as to induce them to be more prompt in
lending an ear to the Commission's proposals that
have been supported by Parliament. If you are
successful in this, you may rest assured that Parlia-
ment will be squarely behind you.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Brandon Rhys \Ufilliams.
Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. 
- 
Mr President, the
European Parliament is right tonight to give voice to
its exasperation with the slow rate of progtess in
solving Europe's social problems. This anger and
disappointment is reflected in our rapporteur's excel-
lent report and also in speeches that we have heard
from all sides of the Chamber 
- 
I would refer particu-
larly to Mr Vandewiele, Mr Rosati and Mrs Kellett-
Bowman. Everyone who has spoken has given voice to
this sense of exasperation and despair at our lack of
will and of course the lack of funds 
- 
but particularly
the lack of vision 
- 
in dealing with social problems.
S7e know that in making no progress, we are not iust
creating a problem for today, but that the price will be
paid later. We shall pay for our failure over a period
which will carry us well into the 2lst'century, as the
evils flowing from child poverty, unstructured educa-
tion, juvenile joblessness and the bitterness of aliena-
tion and a sense of personal failure work their way
through the age-groups, bringing economic inade-
quacy, broken homes, mental illness, disrespect for
the law and a steady trend to anarchy.
Inner city areas show our current social problems in
especially acute form. In London we are witnessing
the social tensions associated with differences of
colour and race, as well as the squalor associated with
joblessness, homelessness and the sharpening
contrasts between rich and poor. These factors are all
helping to lead to social disintegration of a kind
which has already led to violence in the maior cities
of the United States. In Kensington a fortnight ago, a
holiday carnival led to riots which resulted in iniuries
to, 30 police. Many young unemployed people were
arrested. The Secretary of State for Social Services
rightly pointed to housing and employment diffi-
culties, which create the situation in which this kind
of social disorder is generated ; but we must go further
and-point to the general economic stagnation and
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lack of industrial confidence which are besetting the
Community and so much of the Western world. In
Britain the government could transform the housing
situation by minor changes in the law which would
encourage the owners of empty and often decaying
urban property to offer their spare accommodation for
short-term letting instead of leaving their properties to
be taken over by squatters, many of whom would be
ready to pay a reasonable rent if they had the chance
of taking on an orthodox short lease. rU(e must also
recollect that the obiect of education is to prepare our
children for useful and happy lives and careers,
instead of using them 
- 
as is all too often done 
-for experiments in social engineering. And we must
end the vendetta against small business and the self-
employed normally associated with extreme Marxist
economic policies.
But apart from purely British difficulties, which we
have brought on ourselves, we have to see the Euro-
pean social situation as a problem to be tackled at
Community level, not simply a matter for solution by
national governments. The provision of suitable and
purposeful employment must follow initiatives to
restore the momentum of convergence in the Commu-
nity's economies as a whole. The vocational training
that we introduce must rise to the challenge of rapid
technical change. \7e have to remember that we need
to prepare people again for their careers in middle
life, as well as before they take their first job. Family
support must give back self-respect to fathers and
mothers of children facing the sharp rises in their
living costs associated with inflation in the prices of
essential personal items of food, clothing and heating.
The provision of a personal minimum income
guarantee must be accepted as the responsibility of
the Community as a whole, not iust of national
governments. I feel that we must learn to bring about
a redistribution of incomes based on citizenship 
-European citizenship 
- 
so that membership of the
European Community has a real meaning, building
self-respect and certainty of one's role and status in a
purposeful, compassionate, civilized society. The aims
of the Marxist states of Eastern Europe must be trans-
lated into practice in the \flest, in the free democra-
cies of the European Community 
- 
but on our own
terms. This, I feel, is the real nature of the historic
compromise.'ufle must achieve the social objectives of
the Socialist countries without forfeiting our tradi-
tional freedom and power of personal choice. I believe
that one of Chairman Mao's sayings is worth remem-
bering this evening. He said that to investigate a
problem is to solve it. Poverty in the midst of our
highly developed industrial societies, capable of the
creation of almost unlimited wealth if we organize
ourselves to that purpose, is a crime of which we are
all guilty. It can be solved. The European Parliament
is right to show its exasperation tonight, and Mr
Meintz has done valuable work with his report, which
we warmly suuport.
(Altpatt.tc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I rise to express a
purely personal point of view. I should like to say
straightaway that if this debate is intended to sound
the alarm, I have no objections to that, but if we think
that we are going to solve the problems by these
denunciations and argurnents, then I must tell you
quite frankly that by doing this not only will we not
move mountains but we will not move even the
tiniest pebble.
My devotion to the idea of Europe and the great
respect I have for this Parliament, of which I have the
honour to be a Member, prompt me to make a few
points at this stage. First of all, I feel rhat we must
realize that this problem of unemployment is a struc-
tural one and that it is absurd, therefore, to tackle it as
if it stood all on its own. Instead, what we need is an
entire economic renewal, a battle along structural lines
against inflation, a re-ordering of the entire interna-
tional monetary system and a division of labour on a
new universal scale, as was advocated by the great
Italian thinker, Mazzini, more than a century ago.
'When new peoples gain their freedom and make their
entrance on the world scene, when countries such as
Italy, France and the United Kingdom, amongst
others, can no longer pass on the benefits of their own
economic and social development to countries that
were formerly their colonies, it is obvious thar we are
faced with an entirely new set of dimensions. And
here I must commend the Commission of the
Communities for having faced up in good time to this
whole problem of new dimensions and of revising our
industrial systems so as to give room for expansion to
the industries of other countries, particularly those of
the Third !7orld.
!7hat progress would have been made, if all that were
needed for progress were our good intentions and our
words, our millions of words ! But what hopes have
been dashed, when it was a question of taking prac-
tical action, of playing down certain sectors and recog-
nizing the importance of others !
This excellent report speaks of voluntary early retire-
ment. I welcome this, but only on condition that the
person that goes into retirement does not take up
another activity and thus take a job away from other
people. In Italy there was a regulation forbidding the
aggregation of pensions with other income, but the
Constitutional Court handed down a judgment 
- 
I
do not know how valid the arguments behind this
were 
- 
to the effect that such aggregation was
perfectly legal. In this case, early retirement only
means that experience gained in a particular job goes
for nought and that an already swollen labour market
is obliged to cope with another job application.
This document tells us that we have to give serious
thought to youth unemployment, and I am well aware
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that this is an extremely important problem. On the
other hand, we must also recognize that the educa-
tional system cannot be used as a sort of holding area,
so that by keeping young people longelat their
studies, they may arrive later on the labour market.
Vocational training must also face up to the entire
subject of different kinds of work. In my own country,
for example, there are many young people who are
distressed because they can find no work, but if you
were to tell them to go fruit-picking in the large fruit
farms of Emilia Romagna, if you were to tell them to
enSage in occupations outside the so called 'liberal
professions' and the public services, Particularly the
highly paid jobs in the goverment service and banking
sectors, these young people would simply refuse.
!7hen I read in this document of the need to clarify
the situation on the labour market, I am in complete
agreefnent. HoVever, we must .examine these
problems with the utmost seriousness ;. otherwise we
are in danger of indulging in mere rhetoric, whjch
will certainly nol help solve the problems.
!(hen we speak of vocational training, we always have
to keep in mind the realities of every situation. In
Sicily, for example, the teacher training colleges tum
out between 5 000 and 7 000 new teachers every year
who cannot find work. \flith the reform of the ltalian
educational system we have hundreds of rhousands of
teachers in the primary schools, the secondary schools
and the universities, not all of them unfortunately
adequately trained : 'oves et boves'. However, these
posts are already filled, and it is obvious that, barring
severe epitlemics or atomic devastition,-a good deal of
water will have to flow under the bridge before replace-
ments are called for.
Paragraphs 9, I0 and I I of the motion for a resolu-
tlon, which call for a serious and thoughtful'approach,
are perfectly in line with all that I have been saying. I
do not claim that by stating the problems in this way
we can hope to solve them straightaway, neiqher do I
believe'that the Commun,ity has a panacea for,all ills.
Every country has its own unemployment problems'
For migrant workers obviously the problem is a parti-
cularly ,critical one, and the Community has a duty
towards them, but this is a special problem. As far as
all other workers are concerned, the problems are
more of a structural nature. Vocational traihing criteria
must be revised, and above all there must'be a basic
rule that all work must be-respected and adequately
paid. It is all very well to have specific provisions for
the slaughter of cattle,'but you must albo'haie general
provisions to ensure that farmers are guaranteed an
adequate income. It is .only by giving thern a' fair
return for their work in this way that yourwill keep
In makiig these few poinb, Mr President, I'do not
claini to have discussed this report fully.' 'I have
confined myself to dealing frankly and to tothU'b*t.nt
criticdlly with certain poirits that it would not be to
this Parliagnent's credit to, ignore.
(Appldnv) I
.Fresident. 
- 
I cau Mr Pisoni.
Mr Pisoni. 
- 
(I)Mr President,,I should merely like
to deal with two points that have been referred. to
already but to which I would like to draw more parti-
cular attention.
One concerns the Statute for the migrant worker, to
which Mr Rosati has. already referred. We feel that
more adequate machinery must be proVided for safe-
guarding the rights of the migrant worker.'Failure to
gain more widespread rccognition for the rights of'dll
workers at this time of recessiorl snd extreme
economic difficulties has had an eveR more serious
effect on migrant workers, many of whom,have had to
return to their own countries. Ifle feel that any sufvey
of the social action programme, should have devoted
some words to this matter, since the.protection
afforded to migrant workers up,to now has no1,[eeh
adequate and these citizens 
.have . not ygt been
Suaranteed the full exercise of their rights. !(/e have
foudly proclaimed these riShts, but we have done
nothing tq ensurF that they could, in,faci, be'exer-
cised. Thus it is that we are addressing ourpglvcs gnce
.g.in 1o thip subiect that, has been raisid alieidy many
times in this House, even though we ar'e aq{are that we
are now,dealing with the suvey of thi events of. 1975,
while that lor 1975 has yet to be coinpleted,and, no
dbubt, we shall be speaking on this mattar abaii io
There was .no,h., question that I wantei to ,.ir.,
which is'of a more general import but even more
seious in its implications. It seems to me that social
poliry is not viewed in close cortjuctioh with
economic policy, as should be the tase: Obviortsly
social policy is only one facet of an overlall policy. lUfle
are perhaps remaining too much within the cloied
circle of social policy, even though we rhust be hi,rare
that while we femain within this circle ttie problems
I have before me the 5/7 September iliue of Agence
Europe, which gives'car6in inform"tioir ihat I sf,ould
like to tie up with cartain parts of the pport. On page
7 of No. 2045 of Agence Eurcipe a 'slight increase in
. the, number of unemployed in the C. ommunity in
July' is mentioned. in lts 4 Sgptember'i(sp6 the same
Aqence 
. 
Europe publishes. the 'fouith medium-term
ecbnomic programme of the Community', which
igerirs to me a really praiseworthy atti:mpt to study
this kind of problem in detail. Now'*hat emerges
from this outline of'economic policy ?'the conclusion
that emerges is that we should attain"certain objec-
iives, *hicl, however, when gone into'in iletail, ptove
to pe contradictory in ihe sense that th'e attainment of
'oiie 
exciudes the aniinment of the other. By t9b0 we
must reduce the rate of inflation to around 5 %, hold
growth at an average expansion rate for the EEC of
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4.5 to 5 o/o each year and eliminate unemployment,
even though we are well aware that in the years up to
1985 we shall have a larger labour force, since demo-
graphic trends point to an increase in the number of
workers, whereas after 1985 the available labour force
will be going down because of a demographic trend in
the opposite direction. At the same time this
programme concedes that to achieve an average
growth rate of 4.5 to 5 0/o in these years will not in
itself eliminate the problem of unemployment. This
seems to me to be a really pathetic admission.
If in the course of shaping future economic policy
rates of economic development are set that allow this
kind of mass unemployment to continue to prevail,
then we are really faced with enormous difficulties.
This study makes certain proposals which do not
seem to us satisfactory, because their thinking is still
along the same lines as that of the proposals that have
been made so far. They centre around such things as
deployment of the Social Fund, extending the range
of vocational training, more extensive retraining and
such things. Such measures as these may help some
tens o[ thousands of workers, but they will not help us
to cope with the hordes of unemployed, who, indeed,
willl be increasing in number unless we succeed in
curbing inflation.
In my opinion, we are really faced with the necessity
of adopting an overall approach to this subiect and of
seeinS to it that economic policy is dictated by the
social problems and not vice versa. This is the very
least we must do in order to integrate the two policies
and enable us to attain our obiectives. If these objec-
tives can be tackled separately, it seems to me that
they can be achieved one by one. It is for Commis-
sioner Hillery then to propose certain measures,
which might seem to be contradictory, such as
lowering the minimum age limit and reducing
working hours. It is true that this would entail a
lowering of wage-levels, but it would also maintain the
rate of expansion within the fixed limits and thus
increase the number of employed workers.
It is obvious that there are certain risks in this course
of action. There is the danger referred to by Mr Cifa-
relli of dual employment and the re-employment of
retired persons, thus aggravating the shortage of avail-
able jobs. Shorter working hours will mean more
leisure time, the use of which will lead to further
social expenditures. This could also lead to a demand
for higher wages, since those who have leisure time
must be in a,position to use it constructively and this
will sometimes mean having more money to spend.
These are points that we must not overlook. I think,
however, that we cannot invest very much more
money, because if we were to increase our investments
by very much more we should indeed see an increase
in the number of iobs, but we would also be pushing
up the average expansion rate of 4.5 to 5 7o and thus
falling further back into the trough of inflation.
Faced as we are with this kind of Hobson's choice, we
shall inevitably be forced to try other avenues of
approach. !7e shall just have to try to create employ-
ment, even though we would only be fooling ourselves
if we thought that we could create in the near future
the 3 million jobs that would be needed to reduce the
unemployment problem to manageable proportions
None of us can succeed in doing this. The report, in
fact, deplores the fact that it cannot be done and asks
some searching questions.
These then were the concerns that I wished to voice
in relation to the social action programme. I should
like to see various kinds of policies closely linked in a
relationship of interdependance, particularly
economic policy and social policy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Boersma.
Mr Boersma, President-in-0ffice ol' thc Council. 
-(NL) Mr President, I would like to start by thanking
you sincerely for your kind words of welcome. I am
also grateful for the words of welcome expressed by
those who have participated in this rather belated
debate on the social report for 1975.lt is again over
four years since I had the privilege of being with you
at a meeting of the European Parliament, albeit not
here in Luxembourg. On the agenda then was the
report of the then Member of this Parliament, Mr
Vredeling, on the blueprint for a Community social
programme and Mr van der Gun's report on certain
questions relating to a coordinated wages and incomes
policy. Although the economic circumstances under
which that debate was held were somewhat different
than those under which we are now exchanging views
there is some point in referring back to them since
today we are one again having to speak of coordinated
policy. In this case, we are concerned with combattinp
the dreadful phenomenon of unemployment in
general and the dreadful phenomenon of youth unem.
ployment in particular.
The reports put forward by Mr Vredeling and Mr van
der Gun demonstrated at the time an ambitious polit-
ical vision, that of bringing the Communiry's social
policy and the national policies of the Member States
in this sector in particular under one roof. I have
listened to the various interesting contributions to this
debate on the basis of the substantial working docu.
ment submitted by the Commission and the excellenr
report by Mr Meintz. tUflith your permission, Mr Presi.
dent, I would like to put aside my prepared notes and
make a number of observations on the points which
have been made here this afternoon. I shall of course
keep them brief, in order not to take up too much ol
your time. And I shall follow the order in which the
speakers in this debate spoke.
I would like to begin with a brief observation to Mr
Meintz. Both in his report and in this explanation he
put special emphasis on the structural character ol
present unemployment. He also made a number ol
other observations. He urged the Council not to be
content with declarations of intent but to get down tc
real work on the social policy.
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I assure you that there is nothing I would rather do
than get down to a concrete social policy for the
citizens of our various Member States. However, blood
is thicker than water. I was also a member of this Parli-
ament for four years. So the only thing to do is to
look beyond the bounds of social policy. If this is
what really all desire, one of the first requirements for
the creation of such a social policy is a European
Commission which has some power. It is up to you to
see that it gets it. It also requires the political backing
of the Member States. Oratory alone will not take us
anywhere, as Mr Cifarelli has rightly said, since it will
not solve any problems. Real political volition is also
needed. And also naturally a European Parliament
which is also vested with powers. Only then will it be
possible to tackle the problems facing Europe today.
The starting point is not the Council but the Commis-
sion and the European Parliament.
I have an observation to make to Mr van der Gun. He
said that he was very concerned, and rightly so, about
developments and prospects. The prospects are indeed
pessimistic despite the appearance of a temporary or
perhaps somewhat more long-term coniunctural
revival of the economy. The prospects of unemploy-
ment in the Member States remain bad for next year.
Mr van der Gun said that the problem was a structural
one.
He also regretted that the debate on the 1975 report
was only taking place now. I fully agree with him
although I do not wish to dwell on the matter, now
that the social problem is important enough to be
discussed at least twice a year here in the presence of
the Commission and in the presence of the Council.
I was struck in that connection with Mr Albers' state-
ment that the Member States themselves should
combat cyclical unemployment but that the fight
against structural unemployment should be waged on
a more cobrdinated basis by the Community. In itself
this is a view which I would personally subscribe to in
general.
However, Mr Laudrin said that inflation, this is the
term he used at one point, was a subject which was
not relevant in the present debate on the social report.
That is a pity since any discussion of a coordinated
European approach to the problem of this dreadful
structural unemployment must also include inflation.
And it must also include wages and.the incomes of
those in the professions and the incomes of all the
others who do not come within the employees cate-
gory. Then you also have to discuss prices, tariffs and
all that kind of thing. Then you have to consider
investments, and who is going to decide in Europe
today whether there should be investment and if so,
how much should be invested and where it should be
invested. This is the basic question in the society in
which we live today. The matter concerns many more
aspects than those which are understanably raised in
the Commission's social report. Another question is
whether the European Parliament believes that such a
broad approach is necessary. It then has to decide
what should happen about the power of decision on
investments, what should happen in the area of wages
and prices and all these matters which are compo-
nents of a general structural approach to the problem
of unemployment. My question then is once again : is
Europe politically prepared to give the European
Commission for instance the necessary powers ?
Mr Vandewiele also elaborated on the central theme
of this debate. Unemployment, he said, is a disaster,
and this applies particularly to youth unemployment.
I fully agree.
It has been asked in several quarters, in response to
this report of the Commission and also in response to
the activities of the Council in recent times, what the
policy should be. That is naturally by far the most
difficult question, a question to which no answer can
be given, except in some particulars.
Mr Vandewiele and also Mr Laudrin noted that there
is an enormous task in a number of sectors : young
people, migrant workers, the handicapped, unem-
ployed women and unemployed old people. !7e can
distinguish a number of categories in this terrible
unemployment situation and then ascertain that we
have an enormous task before us. The extent to which
our society has become incredibly complex may be
clear from the following simple example. It is said
that the young people should be better trained. I agree
fully with this idea per se. It means in our society that
they must be trained for more skilled professions. The
automatic consequence in our technological society
will then be a shortage of untrained workers. lUhat are
we going to do then ? For economic reasons we shall
take untrained labour from abroad !
Several speakers have rightly pointed to the problem
of migrant workers and the problem of their rights in
the various states where they work. But that is what is
going to happen. And is that a solution ? I believe that
the great trek of foreign workers to our industrial
society is a social phenomenon and although we
cannot solve it immediately, we must solve it sooner
or later. People should not have to travel to where the
work is ; the work should be sited where the people
are. This maior problem is something which will
occupy us completely if we say that young people
should receive a better training. So that is simply one
example of the complex problems involved.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman said that the ordinary man
wonders what today's Europe has to offer him. The
answer is very little, Mr President, too little at all
events. But I believe I can say that after centuries of
European history so totally different from that which
we are now trying to accomplish we cannot expect,
even after the accession of Britain to the Communiry
that Europe will suddenly become a large unit in a
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matter of a few years. !7e have all progressed in a
kind of splended isolation here on the continent too.
There is every ground for pessimism if you only look
at what Europe has not been successful in doing. If
you shut your eyes to the other things then the only
course open to you is to be pessimistic. But you can
also look at what has been successful despite every-
thing in the many years of wearisome effort. One
thing is that we are able to have this debate here
today. Although it does not offer a solution to the
problem it is indicative of an increase in political voli-
tion to try to come to a solution together. And this I
believe to be the great advantage of the tripartite
conference. Not even the tripartite conference can
solve the social problems immediately. I agree with
Mr van der Gun and others who have said that there
must be a follow up resulting in a further coordinated
approach. But in my view the great advantage of the
tripartite conference is that there was almost unani-
mous agreement not to leave the problem to the
authorities alone and not to place the blame solely on
the employers and not simply to criticise the
employees' organizations. The conclusion was that
there must be a joint policy and that the three parties
must try to find joint solutions.
Mr President, I also listened with interest to the
remarks made by Mr Albertsen who rightly concluded
by calling for concrete measures. In recent years a
number of tt e measures proposed in the Social
Action Programme have been cirried out and if there
is not too much in the way, the remaining parts of the
programme should be settled in the second half of
this year. This is better than nothing, but I qdmit thatit could have been more. I agree there should be
concrete measures but what measures do you want
precisely 7 I agree with Mr Pisoni who says that we
can naturally take a number of measures and we can
seek a solution to a number of separate problems but
this will not solve the overall problem. Here I
completely agree with him but nevertheless the
separate measures are useful. However we shall
continue with an integrated approach to the problem.
This brings me back to Brussels and the Commission
although I do not wish to shuffle off responsibiliry.
And it brings me to the question of what ways the
Member States will accept to provide the Commission
with the powers to make proposals. This also brings
us to the general political point of what financial
resources will be made available in Brussels for us to
pursue a policy.
I would like to say to Mr Rosati following on what I
said in answer to Mr Laudrin's observations that infla-
tion and unemployment are two inter-related
problems and that you cannot disregard one if you
wish to solve the other. They are like Siamese twins.
Mr Rosati also pointed out the problem of migrant
workers. Here too I hope that we shall record some
progress this year. I.agree with him that this is one of
the most fundamental human problems facing us.
Sir Brandon Rhys ITilliams said that we should really
be indignant at the lack of progress made in Europe.
The question of course is always to whom one should
address one's indignation. With whom should one be
angry ? If there is any reason to be angry then I
believe we should be angry with ourselves since we
have not yet succeeded in creating a really integrated
Europe for international gold and capital transactions,
for the monetary and economic union and for a social
policy since we have not yet really created a genuine
united Europe.
As I told Mr Cifarelli this is not just a matter of
playing with words. It is not just a matter of analytical
reasoning but of whether our minds can conceive
synthetic solutions. In that connection he mentioned
an interesting point which is also relevant to my
country, the extension of leisure time as a contribu-
tion to a fairer distribution of work available ; a point
that is very topical in Belgium I know and perhaps
also in other countries. One possibility here is early
retirement.
It is indeed an interesting subiect. But as I have told
Mr Pisoni it will not help to solve the problem as a
whole. It can however make a contribution as one
piece in the puzzle but it shows us once again how
complex our society is. If we allow people to retire
early this means that the number of employed who
have to pay for the non-employed persons will drop
even further. And this brings us back to economic
growth, environmental problems, and the question of
raw materials. I will not dwell on this point but it will
be clear to you that even when we try to tackle one
aspect of this very complex society of ours, of which
we are supposed to be so proud, then we have to take
the whole complicated structure in hand. This is some-
thing which occasionally 
- 
and I am not afraid to
tell you this 
- 
causes me particular corlcern since it
is an obstruction to measures which are socially neces-
sary.
The speeches made in this debate by the Honourable
Representatives have inspired me to comment on
some of their observations. This has made my speech
somewhat fragmentary. I would like to finish by
saying that in my opinion, looking back over recent
events, a common solution to the problem which has
so fustifiably been at the centre of our discussion has
been helped by the declaration of the tripartite confer-
ence on employment and stability in the Community.
Now we have to continue the dialogue in order to
keep up with developments. And not only that. The
developments must as far'as possible be furthered
within the framework of the Community. I would like
to assure you that insofar as this lies within my
powers I shall do everything possible to see that this is
so.
(Altltlause)
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President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Boersma, for your
contribution to this debate. I am sure all honourable
Members will agree that it was interesting and stimu-
lating.
I call Mr Hillery.
Mr Hillery, Vice-President of tbe Comm.ission, 
- 
Mr.
President, ladies and gentleman, during the part-ses-
sion in April I presented to Parliament the annual
report of the Commission on the development of the
social situation in 1975. At the time, in the introduc-
tory statdment which I made, most of my attention
was directed to the 1976 situation in the Community
and I am happy to see that Parliament has taken that
up and continued to deal mainly with the pressing
problems which face us now. To those who are upset
that the arrangements of Parliament have not made it
possible to discuss the 1975 report before now, I
would say that we have had two very useful discus-
sions in Parliament and at the initiative of Parliament
on the social and economic situation, both of which
were very useful preparatory discussions before the
Tripartite Conferences.
During the April part-session I asked for what I called
a full-hearted commitment to a slow miracle, and
people have asked me what I meant by a slow miracle.
I would like to explain it now, because up to that time
many speakers in various fora in Europa spoke as if
the crisis in employment and the problem of inflation
could be solved by one immediate decision of some
all-powerful body somewhere. Many people spoke as
if there was neglect by somebody and it was that
neglect by that one person that was the cause of all
the trouble.
Now, it does no service to the workers of Europe or to
the problems we are trying to solve if we think that,
by a sudden miracle, we can restore Europe to what it
was at the time when nobody expected unemploy-
ment, when we were drawing migrant workers in at a
rate fast enough, as somebody said, to create a migrant
population of l0 million 
- 
a period in which Europe
expected growth year after year. If we continue to
think that a simple decision by a relatively impotent
body 
- 
as the Minister has said 
- 
could change all
that in one sweep, we would make no progress. That
would be a miracle and we are not in the miracle busi-
ness. The slow miracle that I envisaged was that of
cooperatign between the social partners, between
regional and central governments, between the institu-
tions of the Community, the coordination of the
efforts of everybody who could make a contribution,
and also the miracle of acceptance in the public mind,
in the individual minds of people with various vested
interests, of a new social and economic equilibrium.
And if that happens it will be a miracle, but it will
solve the problems of Europe 
- 
in the terms which
Sir Brandon Rhys'Williams put them 
- 
the problems
which will arise out of not solving that economic and
social problems now. So, as I say, I would like to refer
back again to the slow miracle of the changes neces-
sary in our society, in our attitudes, and in the way we
cooperate with one another. And again I would'make
a plea for no more wishful thinking. We are not in
the miracle business. No one person can solve this
problem. !7e all have to contribute to the solution.
It is in that context that I would like to thank Mr
Meintz for his excellent report which the Commission
has read with great interest. I would like to say too
that Miss Boothroyd's report, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, is also both interesting and
encouraging. This debate has been about employment,
and I would like to say that while the improvement in
the economy has already led to a drop in the number
of unemployment by more than 800 000 
- 
during
recent months 
- 
that is from the peak of 5'7 million
in January 1975 
- 
the employment situation is still
very disturbing and is likely to continue to be
disturbing. The same holds for price increases. The
upward trend has slowed down somewhat compared
to last year and compared ro 1974, but the inflation
rate in three countries still exceeds l0 0/0, and in
nearly all the other Member countries of the Commu-
nity it is not much below l0 o/0.
There is a real risk that the process of recovery may
lead to a new acceleration in price increases, and that
is why the main focus of the Second Tripartite Confer-
ence in Luxembourg between the representatives of
both sides of industry, the Ministers for Labour and
for Economic and Financial Affairs, was on how to to
develop a Communiry strategy for the reestablishment
of full employment with stability.
As the outcome of that conference has already been
discussed in Parliament I do not intend to go further
into detail on it, but I would like to draw your atten-
tion to some of the activities the Commission has
undertaken in the last two years in order to reach a
Community employment policy. In April 1975 we
made a proposal for the coordination of employment
policies in the Member States. Since then, cooperation
between the employment services has been developed
and the directors-general responsible for employment
have met on several occasions, and during these meet-
ings they have discussed in detail the various measures
taken in the individual Member States to combat the
problems of unemployment, and especially state inter-
vention, such as premiums, tax incentives, and so on.
Long discussions have been devoted by those people
reponsible for employment in the Member States to
the problems of young people and the employment of
young people. A final point dealt with by the same
officials was the question of future employment projec-
tions. In addition, another group of highly qualified
independent experts has been examining the
problems of forecasting on the labour market and this
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group has recently submitted a report on the first
results of the work which will strengthen the working
basis of the coordination group of the directors-gen-
eral responsible for employment. Sometimes when we
deal with these studies in the Commission or in the
Council, people say it is nothing but paper, but you
cannot solve problems without knowing the facts and
you cannot solve problems without bringing those
who are most expert and most experienced together,
and this is what we have been doing.
I would like finally to say that the first results of the
various studies undertaken in the national labour
market will be available before the end of this year
and give us a better understanding of the problems
arising in the individual countries, as asked for in the
motion for a resolution. Paragraph 9 of the motion
urges that immediate steps be taken to provide Social
Fund aid for the training and employment of unem-
ployed youths. In 1975, we had at our disposal within
the framework of the Social Fund a little more than
50 million units of account to give financial help for
the training and retraining of young people. In the
1975 budget we succeeded in increasing this to 56
million by transferring some of the former anti-crisis
fund to the special article for young unemployed. But
it is clear that the 65 million units of account are
quite inadequate to satisfy the demands for financial
assistance arising from the Member States' proiects
connected with the Social Fund, and for that reason
the Commission has this year introduced an amount
of 150 million units of account for the 1977 budget.
Given the age structure of our population, it has to be
anticipated that unemployment among young people
will continue to be one of the key problems in the
field of employment.
I can fully accept paragraph l0 of the resolution,
which recognizes that SEDOC 
- 
the European sytem
for ciruclating vacancy notices and providing other
clearance services 
- 
may considerably improve the
cooperation between national employment authorities.
The Commission has already undertaken the neces-
sary steps to make national officials familiar with this
system so that it can be applied by all national agen-
cies ; but there are still hesitations in two Member
States, and we hope to be able to overcome these in
the coming months so that the SEDOC system can be
introduced throughout the Community in the coqrse
of 1977.
I must say how important I consider vocational
training with regard to the employment of young
people, because, as has been pointed out here, the
educational system in every single Member State is
wrongly geared to the employment opportunities avail-
able, to the society into which young people are
coming. rU7ith regard to vocational training, I would
remind Parliament of the creation of the European
Centre for Vocational Training, which is now. begin-
ning to function in Berlin. The management board
has already met on several occasions and has laid
down, among other thingp, the duties and priority
actions of the Centre. I am convinced that this new
institution will play a dominant role in a more highly
concerted vocational training policy in Europe. The
Commission, too, is engaged in framing further propo-
sals on vocational training. A draft recommendation
on the training of young people has already been
made and will be laid before Parliament shortly. Work
is also in hand on a new proposal regarding vocational
training for women workers, and I hope that this may
be ready for the Commission towards the end of the
year.
Mr Pesident, we have concentrated on the employ-
ment aspects of Mr Meintz's report, because I think
that is the area of most pressing concern to all of us.
Indeed, I am grateful that the work of Mr Meintz and
Miss Boothroyd in a sense facilitated this approach in
that their review of other aspects of the Commission's
work 
- 
on questions of equal opportunity, public
health and the environment 
- 
is by and large both
positive and encouraging. If there is any issue between
Parliament, Council and Commission where employ-
ment is concerned, I think it is basically a matter of
appreciation, of tolerance and of confidence. Mr
Meintz put it well, as somebody has said, in
expressing the fear that discussions held in 1974 and
1975 cannot be continued indefinitely in the same
way without overtaxing the patience of the people of
Europe. I should like to emphasize that when
preaching that the fundamental problems of employ-
ment are structural we must remember that the struc-
ture to which we refer is the whole complex fabric of
economic and social organization which makes up
this Community and in an extraordinary tangle of rela-
tionships at local, at regional and national level and in
Community and international mechanisms. These
structures will not be changed without the willing
contribution of everyone concerned 
- 
as I said, the
social partners, public authorities and so on. There is
no short cut, there is no easy way towards this volun-
tary commitment and it is no good losing patience or
losing our nerve. No one can yet clairn that the
messaSe of the importance of structural change and of
the essential intertwining of economic and social
factors in achieving any breakthrough in the employ-
ment field has won a substantial acceptance in our
Community. The slow miracle of which I have
spoken time and again is not iust a dream 
- 
it is no
dream 
- 
it is a painstaking search for a new social
and economic equilibrium, and we are constant parti-
cipants in that. I certainly think we made valuable
proSress towards this at the Tripartite Conference.
Our frustrations along the road must not deter us
from new efforts, nor should we allow our contribu-
tions to turn into the negative business of reproach
and recrimination. I can assure you that the Commis-
sion's contribution will continue to be an energetic
one in which the strenuous stimulus of this Parlia-
ment is always welcome.
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I would like to thank Parliament and, il I may, just
refer to the statute for migrant workers. Ifle have
discussed this problem before, and I explained to Parli-
ament that the programme for migrant workers
brought forward by the Commission was such as to
cover the various needs, as we saw them, of the
migrant workers, and that I thought it unwise to bring
forward a statute for migrant workers as well and so
have before the Council two documents for study.
Since then, the Council has, by resolution, adopted
the programme for the migrant workers and we
should soon be able to present various items in that
programme to Parliament.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
fu no one else wishes to speak I put
the motion for a resolution with the corrigendum
concerning the new paragraph 17 to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
9. Un.freezing o.f apltropriations for
research actiaities
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
2921751 drawn up by Mr Cointat on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on
the second request for the unfreezing of appropriations
. entered under certain chapters of the statement of expen-
diture relating to research and investment activities of the
budget of the European Communities for thq financial
year 1976.
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat, ra?lrorteilr 
- 
(F) Mr President, in view
of the lateness of the hour I shall be particularly brief.
It is with great sadness, however, that I present this
report on the partial unfreezing of appropriations for
research.
If 30 million u.a. have been earmarked in the 1975
budget for research, this is thanks to the European
Parliament, as the Council had adopted neither an
opinion nor a decision on this matter. You doubtless
remember that a few months ago we unfroze some 20
million u.a. from this appropriation of 30 million (in
payment approppiations). Today the Commission is
asking us to unfreeze a second tranche of I 800 000
u.a. in payment appropriations and 4 million u.a. in
commitment appropriations, the purpose of this being
to begin implementing the JET project. This is,
however, no more than a conservation measure. The
Council has still not taken action on this matter, it
has still not chosen the site, but if these appropria-
tions are not unfrozen the research team may be
dispanded and the cost,of the JET proiect might once
more exceed forecasts.
The Cornmittee on Budgets therefore proposes that
you agree to this partial unfreezing operation. But it
has also asked me to convey two comments to you :
the first concerns the Council's deplorable negligence.
Ve hope that on 20 October next all the relevant deci-
sions will be taken. The second comment relates to
the amount of time which is lost as a result of this
dribble-by-dribble unfreezing of the 30 million u.a.
entered in the budget by Parliament. These paltry 30
million u.a. are being chopped into thin slices. That
too is unacceptable.
(Applause)
Having made these two reservations, Mr President, I
propose that Parliament unfreeze I 800 000 u.a. in
payment appropriations and 4 million u.a. in commit-
ment appropriations.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bessborough to speak on
behalf of the European. Conservative Group.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
suppott M. Cointat very warmly in what he has said,
particularly insofar as it concerns the Joint European
Torus, the JET machine, which I think has already
been discussed earlier this afternoon in connection
with the !flalz report, when, unfortunately, owing to
other engagements, I was not able to be present. The
Joint European Torus concerns the next generation of
nuclear power 
- 
fusion rather than fission 
- 
and I
would like to emphasize that small-scale pilot opera-
tions do indicate great promise for this virtually unlim-
ited alternative energy source, hydrogen from the sea.
The JET programme seems to me to be fundamentalto the development of a long-term Community
energy policy, an important part of which is the
urgent commencement of research and development
in materials for the JET machine
I would like particularly to draw attention to para-
graphs 8 and 9 of Mr Cointat's report where he
expresses a fear that the research team set up for this
purpose might disband. It seems me to be absolutely
essential that it should be retained, and'the way to do
it is by unfreezing these funds. I was glad to see from
paragraph 9 that in what we are doing, we are not in
any way pre-iudging a decision regarding the site,
which again I think has already been discussed today.
It seems to me that we should go ahead with this
unfreezing of funds regardless of what decisions may
ultimately be taken by the Council of Ministers.
It is high time that the Council took a declsion on the
site if we are not to fall behind the United States and
the Soviet Union in this area of research in which, I
think, we have hitherto been in the lead.
More importantly, we must attempt to guarantee the
availability of energy supplies in the 2lst century.
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It has taken us a decade and a half to develop the
Concorde aircraft. It will no doubt take longer to
develop this particular new energy source. But all I
would like to say is that I fully support Mr Cointat
and also the remarks which Mr Springorum has made
in the letter attached to the report.
(Applaulse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Mr President, I will not burden the
House with the content of a speech I made earlier this
afternoon on behalf of the Socialist Group on the
siting of JET, but I would wish to repeat a question I
put during the Energy Committee hearings to Prof-
essor Villani 
- 
namely: in this whole business of the
JET saga, could the Commission make some kind of
estimate of the costs of indecision, the cost of not
making up our minds one way or the other at the first
go?
Now quite frankly it doesn't lie in the mouth of a
British Member of the Parliament to lecture anybody
else on this matter, because the truth is that the
British 
- 
perhaps of all people of the world 
-through cancellation of projects, through not coming
.to a decision, both in the nuclear field and in the mili-
tary aircraft field, have behaved in a sillier manner
than any other advanced technical nation. So I'm not
lecturing anybody else: I simply think that the time
has come, for pity's sake, to avoid these mistakes,
because Mr Cointat was quite right in saying that it
was dribble by dribble. It's unsatisfactory from the
point of view of the Committee on Budgets, it's un-
satisfactory from the point of view of industry, which
cannot plan its forward production lines or prepare its
forward design plans. Therefore I ask Commissionner
Brunner, who is present, whether this could not be
looked at as a test case. I realize it is not altogether
easy to determine costs, but I understand from some
of his colleagues 
- 
Dr Schuster and others 
- 
that
some estimate could be made in this proiect of the
cost of not making up our minds at an early time.
National Governments ought then to be confronted
with what they have done by not making up their
minds and coming to an aggreement, in the hope that
some time in the future we in Europe can learn and,
once having made a decision, make a more serious
attempt to stick to it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brunner.
Mr Brunner, .fuIember of tbe Conntission. 
- 
(D)Mr
President, I have been asked a concrete question. It is
not easy to make such an assessment. One thing is
certain however : the longer we wait, the greater is the
danger that we shall lose impetus and that this project
will not be implemented. I am therefore particularly
grateful to Parliament that we are getting these appro-
priations. !7e shall exert constant pressure. \U7e shall
not tire of repeating in Europe's capitals what you
think about the pro.iect and the delay in its implemen-
tation. You may rest assured that if we do not succeed
in October we shall come before Parliament again and
ask for your support. In that way responsibility will be
clearly apportioned in the public eye.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
As no one else wishes to speak I put
the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
10, Agenda for next sining
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
I7ednesday, l5 September at 10.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m.
and, possibly, in the evening, with the following
agenda :
- 
Question Time;
- 
Joint debate on the Council statement and the
Patijn motion for a resolution on the election of
the European Parliament by direct universal
suffrage ;
.- Council statement on the outcome of the Euro-
pean Council of 12 and 13 July 1976;
- 
Presentation of and first debate on the draft
general budget;
- 
Cointat report on the draft supplementary
amending budget;
- 
Shaw iterim report on the amendment of
Financial Regulation ;
and
the
- 
Oral question on the appointment of the Commis-
sion of the European Communities ;
- 
Oral question on d6tente in Europe ;
- 
Joint debate on oral questions on the drought.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 8,50 p.m)
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IN THE CHAIR ! MR SPENALE
President
(The sitting was opened at 10.05 arn")
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approaal of minutcs
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's siuing have been distributed.,
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- 
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Prcsident
amending the Financial Regulation of 25 April
1973 applicable to the general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities (Doc. 29617q.
3. Qucstion Time
President. 
- 
The next item is questions addressed to
the Council and the Cbmmission of the European
Communities (Doc. 284176), in accordance with the
provisions of Rule 47A, parz,graph l, of the Rules of
Procedure.
I would ask Members to put their questions in strict
conformity with these rules. Ve shall start with the
questions addressed to the Council. Mr Brinkhorst is
requested to answer these questions and any supple-
mentary questions.
I call Question No I by Mr Berkhouwer:
Vhat truth is there in the reports that at the Puerto Rico
Summit an agrcemcnt was reached between certain
Member States and the United States of America to with-
hold financial aid and assisrance from, one of the
Member States in the event of Communist participation
in its new govemment ?
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council,
- 
(NL) As the honourable Member is aware, the
Community as such did not attend the Puerto Rico
conference, as no agreement could be reached on the
manner of its participation.
Accordingly, whatever attitude mlght \ave been
adopted there by certain participants did not in any
way involve the Community or its institutions in any
commitments.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL) I did not ask whether the
Community institutions were bound by an agreement
such as the one I mentioned. I asked whether such an
agreement was reached, and that, is something which
the President of the Council must know. He can there-
fore answer'yes' gr 'no'. I did not ask whetfrer such an
aSreement is binding on the institutions. I therefgre
repeat my question as to whethel or not the agree-
ment I referred to was reached, And I would also.ask
whether the current President of the Council will hke
steps to ensure that, whenever further meetings 
,suci
as those at Rambouillet or Puerto Rico are held, the
Community is represented at them as such.
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) I can.merely state thht, in
my capacity as President-in-Office of the Couneil of
the European Communities, I cannot answer the first
question, since the Council was not preserlt and the
Community was not represented. My answer to the
second question is that, at the European Council
meeting held on 12 and 13 June this year, the pre-
sence of the Community at possibli future confer-
ences was discussed, and that this question will iratur-
ally be raised whenever another conference is due to
be held.
Mr Broeksz. 
- 
(NL) Can we ascume that the non-in-
vited countries objected strongly in the Council to
such conferences, and can the President-in-Office of
the Council tell us what effect this had on those coun-
tries which did take part irt the talks ? '
Mr Brinkhortt. 
- 
(NL) Of coune Member States
who did not attend meetingp at which their interests
were also discussed cannot be pleased by the fact that
they were not invited to..these conferences. You can.
regard that as the basic reaction of a Dutch minisrcr.
ITith regard to the question on the procedure to be
adopted if another confer€nce is held, I can only refer
you to the reply which I have iust given to Mr Berk-
houwer. At the European.,Council meeting on 12 and
13 July the Community, discussed this problem and
holds the view that in suclt cases procedures must be
chosen which ensure the.best possible protection of
the Community's interests.
Prcsident. I call Question, No 2 by Mr
Normanton:
!7ill the Council give urgent consideration to the with-
drawal by the EEC of all relations with the Statc o(
Uganda in view of the persistent anti-racial policiei bcing
pursued there, and support for intemational terrorism ?
Mr Brinkhorrt, President-in-Office of tbe Council
- 
(NL) The Council has followed particularly closbly
the events which have taken place in Uganda and
developments in the situation there. Although it is
particularly difficult to make ,an obiective judgment
on the policy of the Ugandan Governmeng it is
nonetheless true that this policy is giving rise to
serious anxiety in the Member States of the Commu-
nity. The Coungil will not fail to foltow most atten-
tively the evolution of relations b'efween our countries
and Uganda.
Mr Normanton. 
- 
I am grateful for the anscrcr,
since thie very clearly, at first sight, suggests that the
Council is prepared or is preparing to go somewhat
further than some of us had expected, bearing in
mind tliai the Community stili duiks the major Ieci-
sion tb adopt and pursue a Cohrnunity foreigrl policy
in all relAtions with third countries and particularly as
!flould .the President-in-Office not iagrce thaq until
this nettle.is grasped and we do act afld, we do-speak,
in the world with one voice 
- 
and itwould bc,a very.
powerful voice 
- 
all political initiatives in the world
will continue to be taken by other countries.than the.
Community: by'the United States in the Ihternhtibnal
Energy Agency, by Israel 'in dealing witfr' hiildking
and ifierrtational banditry'and displays of toal disre-
gard for htrinan rights arrd internatidnal law irid order,
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which is epitomized in the case of President Idi
Amin's behaviour in Uganda ? And will, therefore, the
Commission regard this as a matter of urgency and
undertake further progress towards a commitment in
this intemational field ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL) I can assure Mr Normanton
that everything is being done in the Communities to
achieve more of a Community position in the field of
foreign policy. For this reason the Community is still
very actively studlng the Tindemans Report. I am
afraid I cannot fully agree with what Mr Normanton
says about a Community policy. This remains an
abstract concept unless reference is made to specific
situations which ultimately also depend on situations
elsewhere in the world. I would have thought that
there were plenty of occasions in recent times where
the Community as such has been able to exert no
uncertain influence in the world, and I would have
thought that the answer I have just given in my initial
reply is a clear indication of a positive trend in
Community action, also with regard to the country
which was the object of the first question.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 3 by Mr Fletcher:
!7ill the Council now publish officially the Rules of
Procedure governing Council meetings ?
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office. 
- 
(NL) This
question concerns the publication of the Council's
provisional Rules of Procedure. Pending the formal
adoption of new Rules of Procedure in accordance
with Article 5 of the Treaty establishing a Single
Council and a Single Commission of the European
Communities and with Article 140 (2) of the Act of
Accession, the Council is -'currently applying at its
meetings the terms of the provisional Rules of Proce-
dure of the former Councils of the European
Economic Community, the European Coal and Steel
Community and the European Atomic Energy
Community. The Treaty does not provide for the
publication of the Rules of Procedure of the Council ;
however, when it adopts them the Council will
examine whether or not the wish expressed by the
honourable Member should be complied with.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
IThy has it taken the Council more
than ten years to adopt and publish something as
innocuous as its Rules of Procedure ? Does the Presi-
dent-in-Office appreciate that secrecy is no friend of
democracy and that a secretive legislature 
- 
and that
is what the Council is when it meets as a legislative
body 
- 
is not a good example to the world of Euro-
pean democracy ?
Mr Brihkhorst. 
- 
(NL) As a Minister and as Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, I should like to endorse
fully wlrat the honourable Member has stated, namely
that secrecy is often the enemy of democracy. I
should like to make it very clear that I do not argue
with that statement. But the problem he raised has
more to. do with the general structure of the Commu-
nity, with the system of decision making as a whole.
Any changes that may be made to it do not depend
solely on the Council, but also on the European Parlia-
ment and ultimately on whether a greater measure of
agreement can be achieved between the Member
States on the further development of the Community.
I feel that this must be stated quite plainly here.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Can the President.in-Office of
the Council give us his own personal view on this
question, since in a former capacity, namely that of
Professor of European Law, he was responsible in the
Netherlands for a learned publication in which the
Council's Rules of Procedure were set out in detail ?
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
(NL)Mr Patiin is only indicating
that there is a connection between my statements
today and my activity in a former capacity to which
he kindly drew attention. I would have thought that
consistency was an important virtue in both policies
and learning.
President. 
- 
!7e now tum to the questions to the
Commission. I would ask the Commission represen(a-
tive responsible for the subject involved to answer
these and any supplementary questions.
I call Question No 4 by Mr Coust6:
Can the Commission give a brief account of the situation
in the data-processing sector as regards technical and
commercial rationalization agreements recently
concluded between European firms on the one hand and
between European and non-European {irms on .the
other ?
Mr Guazzaroni, Jllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
@
Mr President, the most significant events as regards
the technical and commercial rationalization of the
data-processing sector result from the negotiations
between the French Government and the American
Honeywell concern. These negotiations led to the
founding of CIIHB - Compagnie Internationale de
I'Information Honeywell-Bull 
- 
in which France has
a 53 o/o controlling interest, and to the setting-up of
SEMIS 
- 
Soci6t6 Europ6enne de Moyens d'Informa-
tion et de Systlmes.
The French move led to the break-up of Unidata and
has had the following consequences for two other
associates of CII 
- 
Philips and Siemens : Philips have
decided to concentrate on management information
systems and have announced a reduction in the work-
force, while Siemens are sceptical about any large-s-
cale moves and regard CIIHB as a competitor and not
as a possible partner. ICL 
- 
International Computers
Ltd. 
- 
has now taken over the activities of the
American company Singer outside the United States
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in the field of mini-computers and intelligent termi-
nals. Ve do not feel that there can be ariy major
rationalization among medium and large-scale Euro-
pean data-processing companies in the immediate
fuhrre, but we cannot exclude the possibility of agree-
ments between European, American and Japanese
cgmpanies on specific products.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(D I have noted with interest the
reply I have just received. However, my question dealt
with a fundamental line of policy. I should therefore
like to know whether the Commission still intends to
create a European-based data processing industry as a
counterbalance to the power of the dominant
American company. Here lies the basic problem, and
I think that it is good fof us to be told that new possi-
bilities for rationalization between European firms are
now in the offing. That is the point on which I should
like to have a further reply.
Mr Guezzaioni. 
- 
(I) ts the questioner is aware,
the Commission has already submitted two proposals
concerning a series of profects to be implemented on
a European scale. Three of these projects have already
been approved by the Council and others are under
discussion. Furthermore, the Commission is drawing
up a draft four-year pl."n 
- 
to run from 1978 to l98l
- 
for the development of data processing in the
Community. This plan takes account of the situation I
have just described, as well as of foreseeable develop-
ments in the market and in technology, and proposes
two principal,lines of action: the aim of the first is to
create fqvourable overall conditions through standardi-
zation and by way of the public markets, while the
second is aimed more directly at helping European
users and producers through the support and ioint
development of new applications and produets,
notably in the field of distributed computing.
Mr Dalyelt. 
- 
Does the Commissioner recollect that
Mr Spinelli came along to the Committee on Budgets
and solemnly told us that for a few million u.a. we
could set up a data-processing industry'to rival IBM ?
Has thip (airyland suggestion been propedy forgotten,
and can we have the assurance thag in the light of Mr
Spinelli's departure, we will haye more realism in the
industrial qector ?
(Iaugbhr)
Mr Guozzaroni. 
- 
(I) I can only repeat what I said
before about the Commission's intention to draw up a
four-year ptan which is realistic and which takes
account of current developments in the European
data-processing industry.
Mr Flctcher. 
- 
Can the Commissioner define a
European data-processing company and a non-Euro-
pean data-processing company ? In view of the fact
that IBM employs more people in Europe in data-pro-
cessing than all the European data-processing
companies, is IBM a European data-processing
company or is it not ?
(Izugbnr)
Mr Guezzerofi. 
- 
g) ICL i; undoubtedly a Euro-
pean company. IBM has offthoob in Europe, but the
decisions are taken in the United States.
Mr Fellermaicr. 
- 
(D) May I ask the new Member
of the Commission whether Mr Spinelli's statement in
the Committee on Budgets was the personal state-
ment of a Commissioner or that of the Commission,
and may I in this context request 
- 
and I address
this to the President of the Commission himself 
-that the House be given an explanation of what a four-
year plan means. I feel that, if the C,ommission talks
of a four-year plan for data.processing, it should tell
the House more than that it covers the period 1978-
1981. Ve should like to hear something about the
strategy of this plan as well as something about the
funds allocated to it, and also'to know to what extent
it has been agteed with the Governments of the
Member States.
(Scattered applause from tbe lcft)
Mr Guazzoroni. 
- 
(I) A detailed communication on
this plan 
- 
which, as I said, the Commission is still
in the process of drawing up 
- 
was submitted to
Parliament at the time the second prctramme was
presented.
Once the Commission has agreed on the new propo-
sals, these will naturally be submitted to Parliament in
the customary way for its perusal and opinion.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) There is no doubt that rationali-
zation in the sector concerned affects employment. I
should like the Commissioner to tell me whether this
is being taken into account, whether the employees
are involved in these talkg through their trade unions,
and if nog whother the Commission intends to
attempt to bring this about.'
Mr Guezzeroni. 
- 
(p Rationalizatign undciubtedly
has an effect on iobs, aid as I pointed out in my
initial reply, the rationalization at Philips has leil to a
reduction of about 2 000 in the workforce. The
problem of employment in all sectort is regarded as a
fundamental and major problem in the general direc-
tive on the Commission's activities, and we shall natur.
ally also take account of the opinions of the trade
unions when drafting the various proposals.
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President. 
- 
I call Question No 5 by Mr Nyborg:
Seeing that the extraction of energy materials from the
ocean bed has an adverse affect on fishing, has the
Commission contemplated giving it prioiity to the detri-
ment of fishing in the areas concemed ?
Mr Lerdinois, lllember of tbe Commksiot 
- 
(NL)
The answer is no. I can add that the Commission
hopes to be able to demonstmte this as soon as it has
greater responsibility through, among other thinp,
the extension of the Community zone to 200 miles.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) May I thank the Commissioner
for his answer which was as straightforward as we
could perhaps have expected. However, I should like
to stress two points in connection with my supplemen-
tary question. The ,first point is that 
- 
and this was
debated et the last part-session 
- 
we have what is
called thc involuntary discharge of oil and other mate-
rials into the sea. According to a United Nations
study, the figure is 7 million tonnes per year in the
case of oil. That is one side'of the matter.The second
point is that experience has shown that, where there is
sea-bed extraction, waste metter can destroy nets and
trawls and can thus have a'very damaging effect on
fishing. \flould the Commission therefore be so good
as to take account of these two points, to follow deve-
lopments and to intervene whenever necessary.
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) If the Commission obtains
real powers in this field 
- 
and I see that coming
about mainly through the extension of the Commu-
nity zone to 200 miles 
- 
we can expect it to demon-
strate what I said in my first reply. Of course a
balance will have to be found between oil and natural
gas production on the one hand, and the fishing
industry on the other. The fishing industry is not only
of great economic importancc 
- 
it also has the
environmental protectionists'as a very important ally
in this matter because of the whole range of ecological
problems involved. On this point I should like to tell ,
the honourable Member that the Commission will
indeed do what I said in my first reply.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
!/hile this sounds a very dramatic
problem for the fishing industry in those rich waters
round the British Isles, the real problem is not the
fouling of fishermen's nets by material from the oil
industry. There have been very few reported incidents,
and I keep abreast of this matter. The real problem is
that an exclusive fifty-mile limit is needed for the
survival of the fishing industry of the British Isles ;
they alone have had the decency to preserve fishing
grounds, for tomorrow, unlike the rest of Europe
which has fished the waters dry without respect for
tomorroy. The exclusive fifty-mile limit is the ques-
tion, not the oil industry.
(Illixed 'rcdctions)
Mr Lerdinois. 
- 
(NL) I have taken note of this state-
ment.
Mr Not. 
- 
(I) Does the Commission not think that
one way of reconciling these two activities even at
considerable distances from the coast would be to
promote research into ways of preventing escapes of
oil from exploration and production drilling at great
depths ? The aim of this research would be to develop
new techniques for operating at depths of 200 to
I 000 metres, and I feel that considerable priority
should be given to such a research programme so as
to allow these two activities to exist side by side
without causing damage to each other.
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) I think that this temark by
Mr Nod is very much to the point. He can rest assured
that this matter, too, will receive the closest attention.
Mr Normonton. 
- 
Can the Commission, if not
necessarily Commissioner Lardinois, assure the House
that it is aware of the potential dangers of our reli-
ance, in obtaining oil and gas from ocean sites, on
means that are extremely vulnerable to accidental or
intentional severance, since in the event of such an
accident this House might well be bewailling the fate,
not of the poor fish in the North Sea, but the fate of
250 million 'poor fish' on the dry land of the Commu-
nity ?
(La.ugbter)
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) Indeed, the Commission is
only too aware of the problems relating to energy.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
Commissioner Lardinois is being'far
too polite when he says he will take note of the state-
ment. Surely one takes note, Commissioner, of serious
statements. Is it not better for the Commission to call
a spade a spade and say when a Member of Parliament
is talking drivel ?
(Laugbter)
Mr Lerdinois. 
- 
(NL) I think that Parliament can
expect a Commissioner to be polite, and to be espe-
cially polite where a lady is concerned.
(Laugbter and Protests)
Mr Osborn. 
- 
The eitraction of oil and natural gas
from continental plateau has extended throi-rghout the
world and is not confined to the North Sea. Does the
Commission not consider that it should have deve-
loped its own procedures for ensuring safety precau-
tions ? To what extent are these now left to the oil
companies, to what extent is this the concern of the
OECD, the United Nations and other intemational
bodies, and what coordination has there been in this
field, as distinct from leaving it to the oil companies ?
Mr Lardino is, 
- 
(NL) As far as Community waters
are concerned, these safety precautions are at Present
usually imposed on the cornpanies concerned when
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Lardinois
concessions are granted. But of course a good deal of
coordinating work is also already being carried out
within the United Nations. I am of the opinion,
however, that, certainly once the Community zone is
extended to 200 miles, the responsibility of the
Community as such will undergo a fundamental
change.
President. 
- 
Since its author is absent, Question No
5 by Mr Nolan will receive a written reply. I
I call Question No 7 by Mr Osborn:
Vhat are the Commission's views on the future of the
world sugar market and the associated international agree-
ments and Institutions ?
Mr Lardinois, .hlember of tbe Cornmission. 
- 
(NL) I
can answer this question briefly. The Commission
holds the view that we must aim at a new interna-
tional agreement on sugar. On this point the Commis-
sion has also obtained the agreement in principle of
the Council. In the forthcoming talks on an interna-
tional sugar agreement we shall therefore endeavour to
achieve a better agreement in which the Community
as such can participate.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Following the entry of the United
Kingdom into the Community, Great Britain acted as
a catalyst, bringing sugar consumers and sugar
producers together. Bearing in mind the unpopularity
of the quota system for sugar, the need to make the
best use of cane refining capacity, the cut-back of
three quarters of a million tons in Britain and the
impact of the drought on sugar beet production, will
the Commission now assess a desirable level for the
production of sugar beet, and possibly maize substi-
utes, in relation to other crops, while at the same time
undertaking an active as distinct from a passive part in
the forthcoming international sugar negotiations ?
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) The Community must
certainly play an active role in this matter. I hope to
have time this evening, if we are to hold a special
debate, to speak about the effect of the drought on the
sugar harvest. !7e really must use refinery capacity to
the full as far as is necessary and economically justifi-
able. Very broadly, it can be said that sugar-producing
undertakings which specialize only in refining find it
extremely difficult to compete with integrated sugar-
producing companies where refining is done more
cheaply.
Mr Evans. 
- 
Is the Commissioner satisfied, in view
of the drought that there will be sufficient beet sugar
produced in 197611977 to satisfy the Community's
needs ? Is he also satisfied, and will he in fact tell the
House, that we will not need to import further cane
sugar from the ACP countries for 197611977 ?
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL)At present it looks as if sugar
production in the Community will be equal 
- 
to
within about 100 000 to 200 000 tonnes 
- 
to the
quantity which we in the Community will consume
during the coming marketing year. Those are the
latest estimates. So this means that in the course of
next year we will probably have to sell on the world
market a quantity equivalent to our imports under the
ACP agreements. In other words, there is at present
no risk of having to import sugar outside these
existing obligations.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Could Mr Lardinois say
whether the ACP countries will be fulfilling their
quotas for imports of cane sugar during the 1976177
campaign year, and could he comment on the current
low level of the world price of sugar ?
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) I do not think the ACP coun-
tries will need any encouragemenl 
- 
unlss5 there is a
disaster in one region or an other 
- 
to supply the full
amount to the EEC. At present the EEC price is
considerably higher than the world market price, and
the price which can be obtained for sugar in Great
Britain, in particular, is now approximately
40 
- 
45 % higher than the world market price, since
it is guaranteed in units of account.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) Even though the Commission
is just as aware as we are that the sugar-beet producers
would like to enlarge the brea under cultivation, and
that the producers feel that there is more than enough
capacity to expand production, I should like to ask
the Commission whether there is any intention of
expanding sugar production in the Community at
present or within the next three to four years.
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) In view of the balance
between supply and demand, in view of the competi-
tion from other products containing sugar and also in
view of developments on the world market, I expect
that in the next few years we shall have to pursue a
policy designed not to increase production but rather
to limit it.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 8 by Mr Dalyell :
Is the Commission aware of the separate nature of Scots
law and the Scots legal system ?
Mr Ortoli, President of the Cornmission. 
- 
(F) The
Commission is fully aware of the existence of three
separate legal systems in the United Kingdom, and it
is also familiar with the special nature of Scots law
and of the Scots legal system; this has also been the
subject of discussions between our legal service and
the Lord Advocate and of contacts with the Perma-
nent Representation of the United Kingdom.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
!7hat'.good has come out,of the
discussions with Mr Ronald King-Murray, the Lord
Advocate, over what, I gather, is an l8-month period ?I See Annex
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Mr Ortoli. (F) Our position is perfectly clear-cut.
There is a legal system in the United Kingdom which
we cannot ignore and about which,we have been fully
informed, particularly with regprd to the aspecs pecu-
liar to Scots law. I7e shall of course take account of
these when we come to tackle problems which may
concern the Community as a whole and hence the
United Kingdom. As for our departments, they are
fully informed, and I think I can say that, since we
have specialists in Scots law in the legal service 
-quite apart from the regrrlar contacts, the full details
of which I am prepared to give to the honourable
Member 
- 
the position is clear with regard to our
information and to our capacity to take account of the
pecularities of Scots law in our deliberations.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
How does the Commission take
account of national differences within Member States,
such as the separate Scottish legal system, when it is
preparing Community legislation ? Does it depend
entirely on the views of national governments, or does
it also attempt to take direct account of regional opin-
ions ?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(D Ve have to take account of manyjifferent legal systems : that of each Member State 
-lhat means at least nine 
- 
plus other legal systems
which exist in certain of these countries, as in the
United Kingdom for example. Consequently, when
re make proposals, either these apply equally to all
:he Member States 
- 
and we are thereby witnessing
:he creation of a full-scale Community legal system in
rhich we obviously take account of the special charac-
:eristics of all the Community countries, and not just
>f the various parts of one Member State 
- 
or it
lappens that, when more narowly defined provisions
rave to be laid down, we take account of either special
egal situations or special economic situations. As you
lre aw4re, however, in certain cases it is not up to the
3ommunity as such to pass the implementing legisla-
ion. I7hen we adopt a directive under which the prov-
sions adopted at Community level are subsequently
mplemented, it is in the individual countries and in
rccordance with the different legal systehs
rlthough naturalty in cooperation with the Commu-
rity 
- 
that the implementing legislation is passed. I
hink that, both as regards information when a general
>rovision is adopted and as regards implementation
- 
general implementation or implementation by
neans of a directive 
-, 
this proi,ides every guarantee
hat can. reasonably be expected.
VIrs Ewing. 
- 
M.y I reassure Mr Dalyell that this
)ommunity is very well aware of the separate riature
rf Scots law because I am on the Legal Affairs
lommittee. I can assure him that the commiqtee, that
s to say the Members from all the Member States,
reat Scots law with great respect. Is this question also
not iust a little insulting to Lord Mackenzie Stuart's
existence as a most distinguished judge across the
road ? Could I just add that never has there been 
-apart from perhaps 200 years ago when the universi-
ties' legal faculties exchanged ideas which have made
the European systems of law, including Scots law, so
rich 
- 
never has there been such a good opportunity
for the legal systems to borrow from each other. This
is happening before our very eyes and it is a pity Mr
Dalyell is so ignorant of this.
(I^a.ughter)
President. 
- 
I call Question No 9 by Mr Cointat:
!?hat aid is the Community giving or planning to give to
marine aquiculture ?
Mr Lordinois, lllember of the Comrnission. 
- 
(NL)
The Community grants structural aid as part of the
financing of projects by the Guidance Section of the
EAGGF, including aid to marine aquiculture. The
Commission has also forwarded proposals to the
Council for the restructuring of the inshore fishing
industry, and these proposals include provisions for
Community aid to this form of fish farming.
Mr Cointst. 
- 
(F) The exploiution of the conti-
nental shelf is a maior problem and should come
under regional. planning. In my view the sea should
be cultivated like a field of peas or a field of tomatoes.I therefore think it would be a good idea to have a
wide-ranging debate in this House on this major
problem of exploiting the continental shelf, as regaids
both marine aquiculture and developments on and
under the sea bed. I should like to know whether the
Commission is prepared to enter into such a debate;
if so, I shall put an oral question.to that effect.
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) I should especially like to
thank Mr Cointat for his very constructive approach to
this problem. I can tell ,him that the Commission is
ready and able, provided it is given due notice, to take
part in a full debate on this important matter.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Ifill'the Cdmmissioner bear in mind
that there' has been consitlerable research. in Britain
on the possibilities of fish farming ? To what extent,
bearing in mind that the cost of fish is likely to
incrcase, will fish farming now become'Commercial
and will studies be undertaken with governments on
the possibility of commercial fish farming both inland
and in the sea
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) I can reply that we are also
contributing actively to this in a number of studies,
through financial aid to certain national projects
aimed ,at improving and finding out more about the
economics and methods of fish farming.
Indeed, in the medium term I see real possibilities of
achieving further progress in this field.
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Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware
that one of the unhappy effects of the drought is that
many fish farms have suffered a most serious deple-
tion of their stocks ? Is the Commission thinking of
giving any help towards that as well as towards agricul-
ture ?
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) We are aware that the
drought, too, did not leave this sector unscathed. Fortu-
nately, however, it did not only have negative
consequences, but also positive ones. One example is
oyster farming, where in a number of regions of the
Community the quality has been much better than in
normal years.
(Laughter)
Mr Bersani. 
- 
(I) | should like further details of the
EAGGF and other Community institutions' help in
this sector.
Mr Lerdinois. 
- 
(NL) !7e have financed projects in
France and the United Kingdom. In France mainly
projects involving oysters and molluscs, in the United
Kingdom salmon and trout raising in Scotland, and in
Ireland facilities for a study on salmon. If the
honourable Member wishes, I can have detailed study
carried out and the results sent to him.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
O I should like to know whether
the environmental aspect 
- 
e.g. the safeguarding of
natural conditions and humid zones etc. 
- 
is taken
into account when considering these problems, and
whether there is thus close contact with the director-
ate-general responsible for environmental questions,
so that nothing is built up which subsequently has to
be dismantled because of differing principles.
Mr Lerdinois. 
- 
(NL) I fully agree with the
honourable Member that it is pointless, even
extremely dangerous, to become involved in such culti-
vation unless the highest environmental standards are
demanded. I can also tell him that strict conditions
are laid down for every proiect which we finance in
this field, since otherwise this type of cultivation is
pointless and even dangerous to human health.
President. 
- 
At its author's request, Question No l0
by Mr Herbert is carried forward to the next Question
Time.
I call Question No 11 by Mr Dondelinger:
Is there any truth in the persistent rumou$ reported by
Agencc Europe, that certain Member States are contin-
uing to limit as far as possible the publicity given ro infor-
mation on the work of the Regional Fund ? Vhich
governments are involved and what steps does the
Commission intend to take in their regand ?
Mr fhomson, ll4ember of tbe'Commission 
- 
Mt
President, it is certainly true that there have been
delays and difficulties in settling the detailed amange-
ments for making information about Regional Fund
grants available to the public .and to the investors
concerned. They were primarily due to differences in
national practices relating to commercial secrecy and
in the administrative structures of the Member States.
I am, however, happy to be able to tell the House that
arrangements have recently been agreed with all
Member States. In consequence, a full list of the
projects for which the fund has so far made grants will
be published in the Official Journal not later than
next inonth. In future we will also be making avail-
able to the press full lists of proiects in all countries as
each new batch of fund grants is decided.
Mr Dondelinger. 
- 
(fl I know that the Commis-
sion is responsible for administering the Regional
Fund ; it works on the regional policy committees and
even holds the chairmanship of the Fund's Manage-
ment Committee. Commissioner Thomson's reply
indicates that thingp will be changing in the future.
But I should like to know whether, in the event of
certain Member States not fulfilling their obligations,
the Commission would publicize the facg listing the
countries concerned by name, in its regional policy
rePort.
Mr Thomson. 
- 
I am grateful to Mr Dondelinger
for putting down this question because he is right; it
does raise an important issue both of principle and
practice in relation to the Commqnity. But we now
have agreement amongst all the Member States about
how action should be taken. I think I can claim that
we have that agreement because the Commission
throughout has remained determined to fulfil its
responsibilities and it regards the Regional Fund, the
Social Fund and the Agricultural Fund, the various
funds which make grants on a local and regional
basis, as being one of the best ways of selling the Euro-
pean Community to the ordinary citizen as something
that means something in their ordinary lives.
Mr Gireud. 
- 
(F) Should a Member State fail to
meet its obligations, has the Commission the right to
take that State's place ?
Mr Thomson. 
- 
I have just reported that an agree-
ment has been concluded between the Member States
concemed and I think that is the best way to resolve
this problem, but the Commission's rights and obliga-
tions in this matter are laid down in the various regula-
tions relating to the Regional Development Fund and
we have always been determined to fulfil our obliga-
tions.I Agence Europe, 1.7. 1976, p. l.
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Mrs Dunwoody. 
- 
!fle very much welcome that
reply but is the Commissioner aware that it is tremen-
dously important for these lists to be published every
six months, because it is only by getting publicity for
the Community's constructive achievements, that we
shall get the support necessary to increase the size of
the Regional Fund. And I would point out that, since
men and women are equal in my Parliament, he
should not hesitate to express himself plainly in his
reply.
(Laugbter)
Mr Thomson. 
- 
The grants from the Regional
Fund will now be published regularly in the Official
Journal, but, with all respect to that publication, I
think what is even more important is that news about
the individupl .grants and their location throughout
the Community, will be made directly available to the
press of the Community as and when the decisions
are taken.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
- 
\(iill the Commission
particularly publicize the Regional Fund when it is
available for reservoirs and other water supply
schemes in those regions which are regularly short of
water ?
Mr Thomson. 
- 
I ttrink it is perhaps of topical
interest that one of the major ways in which the
Community has contributed to regional development
in the Member State of the Community that I know
best, is in regard to water. This has not only been
through the Regional Development Fund but through
cooperation between various Community Institutions
including the European Investment Bank. The
Northumbrian '!flater Authority, which has made intel-
ligent trse of the Regional Fund, the Agricultural
Fund and the European Investment Bank, is, I think,
able to face whatever droughts may occur in the future
and guarantee the water that means work in the north
of England for the rest of this century.
(Applaute)
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. I would agree very
strongly with the Commissioner that the funds are
indeed the best way of selling the Community to the
ordinary citizen. But would he not agree that he can
sell only an adequate fund ? Although publicity is
imporrant in building up public interest among the
citizens in the Community in what is currently being
done, would he not agree that the present rules of the
fund, which are nothing like as good as those which
the Commission originally proposed, and the miser-
able amount of money available, which is shrinking
hourly because of inflation, make an adequate
regional policy at the present time quite impossible ?
lUflould he not further agree that improvements, both
in the rules of the fund and in the money available,
which we hope will be agreed in the comingyeu,arc
vital if the Community is to become a living reality to
its citizens ?
Mr Thomson. 
- 
I agree that, in order to persuade
the citizens of the Community that Community opera-
tions are worth while, its redources must be deployed
on an adequate scale. I think it is therefore very impor-
tant that the next stage of the regional development
operations of the Community should be on an
adequate scale. The present Regional Fund comes to
an end at the end of next year, and the new Commis-
sion and this Parliament will have an early opportu-
nity next year to go into the very questions that the
honourable lady has raised.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
I7ill Commissioner Thomson now
take this opportunity of confirming that the total
Community aid committed to Scotland up to July
1976 was, excluding the Agricultural Fund, i l7l
million in loans and i 33 million in grants, but that
the size of this fund should nevertheless be indexed so
that is grows adequately as inflation continues ? As
has been pointed out already, the real value of the
fund set up in 1975 has been reduced by 50 %
because there is no such provision for indexing it.
Mr Thomson. 
- 
It will be important in determining
the future size, not only of the Regional Fund but of
other comparable Community frrnds, for due account
to be taken of the erosion of their value by inflation.
Apart from that, I am happy to confirm the figures in
relation to the total Community aid of one kind or
another to Scotland, which I think confirms the fact
that the European Commission takes not only a
proper account of the problems of Scottish laws, as
the President has said, but a'proper account of thq
development needs of Scotland.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
Mr President, may I ask Commis-
sioner George Thomson when he might be in a posi-
tion to indicate what representations he may be
making about the manner in which successive British
governments have failed to treat the Greater London
area as a region of the United Kingdom, leaving it
almost bereft of any industry ? Commissioner
Thomson was aware of this situation at the last part-
session and I know that he understands the situation.
Could he indicate when he might be making represen-
tations on behalf of millions of Londoners to the
British Government ?
Mr Thomson. 
- 
There is a later question on the
agenda that deals with this subject, and I think all I
would want to say at the moment is that, ,to have a
proper balanced Community policy, it is necessary to
take account of the problems of the great conurba-
tions as well as the problems of the less developed
areas. I think this will be one of the imPortant asPects
that will be debated, and for which proposals will be
put forward in the coming review of Community
regional policy.
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Prcsident.' 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, although
slightly more than rwo-thirds of'the time set aside for
Question Tiine has elapsed, we have only dealt with
half the iluestions. I should like to stress that speeches
- 
including'replies by the Commission 
- 
should be
as short as possible.
I call Questig+ No 12 by Mr Hughes:
In view of the imbalance of nationalities of its staff
revealed in niy written question No 75ll'16 r, will the
Commission undertake public advertising for new staff in
countries 
' 
whose nationafity are at present underrepre-
sented? 
.r ir
Mr Ortoli, President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(O
Cotnmission officials are. mainly recruited though
open competitions in thc basic career brackets. It is
therefore nd possible to,recruit by nationality.
However, any'irhbalanbes which may occur ought to
be corrected,'as in-the past, by improving publicity for
the Commission competitions and our civil service
careers in those countries with insufficient apflicants.
Thu prrr.nt'ritqation is'partiy duq to the enlargement
of-the Corrlrnuai.gy, apd I think it should imprgvg in
due coursq, ,,
Mr Hughes..'- M"y I first point out that I was disap-
pointed by the original answer to my written question
earlier this year because no information was given on
Community Institutions other than the Comniission
itself, rnd chady the imbalance in'the other Commu-
nity, Institutions.is no less grave. Can the President of
the Commission indicate any good reason why
Belgium, withr;a population of approximately ,10
mlllion, should -provide 844 stalf in grades A and B,
while the Unit€d Kingdom, with a populafion.of over
50 million, carl provide onbl 444.? 'Surely it is not just
the problems of accession but also the far grawr
problems of laoh of publicity,' inadequate' provision, of
press advertising for recruitment, and so forth, which
lie at the base of this severe imbalance, which must be
corrected.
Mr Ortoli. 
.iFlThere are rwo,points I must maki.
Firstly, we [rarie p recruiting systei'n and we must abide
by it. As yog riib a*are, wi d-epaited from it cotrsidir'-
ably when the Community wii bnlarged, since *e did
not follow the procedures for normal recruitmeqt in
the Community. There were cases of officials beilrg
asked to accept early retirement and of appointments
being made outside these procedUh:s. -
Secondly, there is undoubtedly. a cerain imbalance.
First of all I. must say that therc will always be ir4bat-
ances, because lve cannot. go so far as to impose an
absolutely. proportional s),stem. put these irabalancqs
are due to th€ fact that, in the. case of some of .the
gxecutive gtpff..and even of a considerable number,of
the staff concerned with administrative matters or
equipment our institutions have a natural tendency to
recruit people from,the country in which they are situ-
ated.
This having being said, you are nevertheless right.
There is a problem. And, for my part, I believe that
there is only one way to solve i1, and that is to
organize corhpetitions which take mgre account of the
silecial features of each of our educational systems;
with these competitions being far better publicised in
the various countries so that we have more candidates.
I consider this matter to be so important that I have
been personally involved in it, my belief being that
one of the ptoblems with which we are faced is that
our competitions were devised a very long time ago,
wheh the Community was first set up.
SIe trust gradually adapt the structure of our competi-
tibns to offer more scope for recruiting people who do
not have exactly the same educational background as
the candidates of the past and who, consequently,
might be put off by this type of competition. On the
other hand, you are right in saying that these matters
must be regularly and well pub[icized in order to
correct this imbalarice.
Mr Lagorce. 
- 
(F) I think that our colleague, Mr
Hughes, is referring in his question not only to the
quantitative, but also to the qualitative imbalance of
rlationalities, since it is not enough to have a number
of officials from each Member State in proportion to
itt size ; there must also be fair proportions not only
of officiali in grades of high responsibility, but also of
fower-grade executive officials. Therefore, in the
recruitment system requested by Mr Hughes, will this
suggestiqn be taken into account so that the balance
ryhich Mr Hughes is asking for is truly maintained ? I
should like some reassurance on this point.
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(F) The recruirment referred to by Mr
Hugheq mainly concerns our competitions, ie. entry
to what is termed the European Civil Service. The
balance,to which you refer.is another sort of balance;
it is the natural overall balance which may develop at
op a{ministrative level, not because Le praitise
nationali,sm 
- 
I woulfloint out straight away that in
the Commission we could not accept a situation in
whicfu r,ve had to appoint someone io a post on ,the
g^rounds of his nationality 
- 
but because Vg are a
Comm,unity whose rich variety must be reflected at
the different levels of responsibility. This. is one,of our
concems; it should not be our 'concem to achieve
absolute rigidiry which would ultimately destroy our
civil service by laying down unacceptable quotas. I
can-assure you despite eveffiing that we are taking
the greatest care to ensur€ .that a balance is, mainl
tained which is,in keeping with,the interests of
Europe and with that,rich, variety with whioh it is
bound to be endowed by the different nationalities.I OJ C tt9 ot 29. 5.1976, p. ll. ,'-
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Mr Noi. 
- 
(I)Does the Commission not feel that, if
the quality of Community officials is to be increased
still further, it would be important to give greater pref-
erence in future to candidates from particular schools
- 
e.g the 'lnstitut Europ6en d'administration des
Affaires' in Fontainebleau ?
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(F) Mr Nod will appreciate that it is
difficult for us, in a Community such as ours, to
attempt to select the schools from which we wish to
take our officials. I7hat we can and must do, and what
we are in fact doing, is to organize high-level competi-
tions and competitions which take account of the
different types of education in our countries. I do not
consider it necessary at present to raise the standprd of
recruitment; we have a very good civil service, irres-
pective of where those recruited have come from ; you
can see them in the Council, we can see them in the
Commission, you can see them in Parliament; we are
on the whole satisfied with both their quality and
their work, and I might add that I hear the same views
expressed in the Member States.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 13 by Mr Kava-
nagh, for whom Mr Albers is deputizing:
Can the Commission give an account of the progress
made to date on the Community programme of pilot
schemes and studies to combat poverty ?
Mr Hillery, Vice-President of the Commission. 
- 
Mr
President, the Council decision authorizing the
Commission to approve projects for the programme of
pilot schemes and studies to combat poverty was
adopted on 22 July 1975. Consultations were opened
immediately with the Member States to finalize their
proposals, and on 27 November 1975 a series of 23
proiects was approved involving a total expenditure of
approximately 5'3 million u.a. over 2 years. Contracts
were signed on I December Two of the projects in
the programme are cross-national studies of poverty,
financed 100 % by the Community. The others were
to be funded 50 % by the Community and 50 %
from other sources. Consultations are in progress at
the moment to consider proposals for the small
margin of available funds not engaged for the
November series of proiects. A first meeting of
personnel from all the projects was held in Brussels
from 28-30 June 1976 for an gxchange of experiences
and a discussion on future action. The Comission has
asked for a full report on each project to be submitted
by I October so that the Commission can prepare an
overall report for submission to the Council before
the end of the year.
Mr Albers. 
- 
(NL) Are the amounts which were
made available in 1975 and 1976 for pilot proiects and
pilot studies sufficient for all the applications ? And
what proportion of the social budget is to be allocated
to these projects over the next few years ?
Mr Hillery. 
- 
The amount is adequate to meet the
projects. Indeed, some two projects were dropped alto-
gether and one was dropped but an alternative
supplied which left a margin of money available to be
redistributed, and the line appears in the social
budget.
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(I) I have two questions.
Are these projects drawn up by the authorities of the
Member States or by private organizations as well ?
Secondly, does the money for these proiects include
not only the studies but also the implementation, and
hence the funds required for the planned aid ?
Mr Hillery. 
- 
There are studies and schemes and, of
course, the schemes will require implementation and
may indeed require continuation after the two-year
period, and so the money made available is for studies
and for implementation as the case arises.
Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. 
- 
\7hen is the
Commission going to get beyond these piffling pilot
studies and recognize poverty as a major Community
problem ? Why, for instance, in answetrto a written
parliamentary question, was the Commission unable
even to publish the scales of basic national family
benefits expressed in terms of the current purchasing-
power of the national currencies ?
Mr Hillery. 
- 
The Commission, when dealing with
the poverty projects and pilot studies attempted to
convince, and for a long period had 
' 
difficulty in
convincing, other institutions of the Community that
poverty as such did exist outside the national schemes
for social aid. And it was after som,e activity by the
Commission that it was accepted in the Council that
such studies be made to demonstrate that poverty did
exist and could be dealt with in an original way. I
cannot at all accept the description of,this activity as
'piffling'. The social care of the poor and the unem-
ployed and the sick is at the moment in the compe-
tence of the Member States, and there is nothing to
convince me that taking it over by the Community
would improve their condition greatly; but certainly
these studies by the Community have advanced
griatly our knowledge of poverty within the Commu-
nity, and I am sure the honourable Member on reflec-
tion would like to withdraw the description of
'piffling'.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) I have noted with interest the
statement by the Commissioner that the first reports
on these pilot projects are to be submitted on I
October. I assume that they are to be submitted by
the various Member States. In this cbnnection I
should like to ask to what extent it is possible for the
Commissioner to assess the proiects so obiectively that
we can be assured that the objective of these projects
as seen by the Council, Parliament and-Commission
are in fact being achieved ?
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Mr Hillery. 
- 
I should have 
.answered already that
most of 'these schemes 
- 
all of these schemes 
- 
are
brought forward by private groups already in the field
of dealing with the underprivileged, but they have to
have confirmation by their national govemment to
present them for help under the ichemes. The
schemes themselves are studies, and we do not know
what we shall find out, but we certainly expect to find
methods of discoveririg poverty in our industrial
society and new ways of dealing with it. $7e cannot at
this time say that'we are searching to prove anything
preconceived in our own minds : we are seeking infor-
mation and the pilot schemes should bring this infor-
mation forward.
President. 
- 
I call Question No 14 by Mr Evans :
!7hat plans do the Commission have to prevent a further
concentraiion of wealth in the most prosperous regions
of the Community ? \Uill the Commission propose rules
requiring special permission for big investments in these
regions ?
Mr Thomson, hlember of the Commrssloa. 
- 
The
honourable, Member is justified in his concem. In
1970 the richest regions in the Community were five
times as wealthy per head as the poorest, and by 1975
the gap had widened to six times. A recent Commis-
sion analysis shows that the long-term trend towards a
concentration of wealth in a minority of millionaire
cities within the Community is in fact continuing. A
real Community regional policy, therefore, will
require action in the richer areas to deal with their
problems arising from congestion as well as incentives
in the underdeveloped areas. This is recognized in the
fact that the'Regional Policy'Committee is required
by statute to study disincentive measures in regions
with a heavy coucentration of economic activity.
These are, needless to say, difficult and extremely deli-
cate matters and Commission proposals will require
careful preparation. This is at present under way in a
series of studies on the problems of excessive
economic .concentration.
Mr Evans. 
- 
Certainly I consider paragraph 8 of the
report on the first year's operation of the Regional
Fund, which draws attention to the widening gap
between the member countri.es, to be one of the most
disturbing thipgs in it. I wonder if the Commissiofter
would accept that the Regional Fund as it is at present
constituted is only a very very small step in the right
direction and that, to be of any truly maior signifi-
cance, the riext fund must not only be a great deal
larger than it is at present but it must also be accompa-
nied by a Community policy involving a major
element of practical discouragement to the over-
concentration of wealth and investment in certain
regions of this Community. 
, . ,
(Apptause) '
Mr Thomson. 
- 
I agree that in connection with the
next stage of development of Community regional
policy the kind of issues raised by the honourable
Member are certainly as important as and probably
more important than, the decisions about the size of
the next phase of the fund. I do not think one should
underestimate the difficulties of getting agreement at
Community level berween member govemments for
the kind of strategy that the honourable Member has
in mind; but I personally very much hope that in the
debate about the irext stage of Community regional
policy this aspect will play a very prominent part.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
I am glad to hear that the
Commission is making efforts in this direction, but
will the Commission take its courage in both hands
and bring forward positive proposals at an early date,
not merely to make special permission necessary for
extra investment in the over-prosperous regions, but
actua)ly to prohibit such investment ? Vill they also
take steps to persuade national 
.govemments to
remove priority status from any regions within their
Community which no longer require help ? France
has already done this with regard to one region, but it
is important that regions which no longer need help
for any reason whatsoever 
- 
be it the discovery of oil
or anything else 
- 
should no longer be considered
eligible for any aid the Community is offering; other-
wise, there is no hope whatsoever of those regions
referred to in paragtaph 8 of the report ever catching
up, eyer narrowing the gap between themselves and
the more prosperous ones.
Mr Thomson. 
- 
This is one of the matters for
discussion in connection with the next phase of
Community regional policy. At present it is not open
to the Commission to nrake proposals ; we are bound
by the operating regulations of the present fund,
which carries on until the end of next year, and that is
why I laid the emphasis I dod on the need for positive
and careful preparation in order to tackle some of the
very difficult problems that the honourable lady raises.
As she knows, and as every Member of this House
knows from their own constituencies, these are diffi-
cult within a national framework, but they are many
timec more difficult if you try to get Community
agreement to a slowing down of development in one
part of the Community in order to encourage develop-
ment in quite a different Member State of the
,Community.
Mr Fletcher. 
- 
!(iould the Commissioner agree that
the most successful instrument of regional policy in
the United Kingdom over the years didn't cost the
taxpayer a penny ? I am referring to the industrial
development certificate, which restricted development
in prosperous areas in favour of development areas. Is
there any prospect of somq kind qf European indus-
trial development certificate being introduced ?
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Mr Thomson. 
- 
This is exactly the kind of concept
that one naturally has in mind when drawing on the
experience from the practice of a number of different
Member States. There is the industrial development
certificate system in the United Kingdom ; there is
the direct action that the Government of France takes
to discourage development in the Paris region and in
the Lyons region; there is the action that I think the
Government of the Netherlands has taken in the
same context. There are a number of different exam-
ples, and out of them all one has got to try and forge
some kind of Community consensus.
Preiident. 
- 
I call Question No 15 by Mr Prescott :
Vhat representation has the Cor(mission made to the
Swiss Government about the conviction of Mr Adams for
supplying it with evidence conceming the activities of
the mulinational Hoffmann-La Roche and will it now
recommend that the Association Agreement between
Switzerland and the Community be suspended until its
obligations are clearly understood by both parties ?
Sir Christopher Soames, Vice-President of the
Commission. 
- 
The Commission will continue to
give Mr Adams all the help he needs to conduct an
appeal, if the decides to make one, against his convic-
tion by the Basle Court for the violation of commer-
cial secrecy and for economic espionage. Mr Adams
has not yet decided whether to appeal, but I can
confirm that the Commission has made known to
him its willingness to help with funds and to provide
all possible and useful assistance. Clearly, interpreta-
tions of Swiss law, such as that given by the Basle
Court, could affect the Commission's ebility to investi-
gate the business practices in the Community of firms
established in Switzgrland. Wg need to apply the
competition provisions of the EEC Treaties and of the
free-trade agreement between the Community and
Switzerland. Should the present interpretation be
confirmed, the Commission would be obliged to
make the appropriate approaches to the Swiss Govern-
ment.
In answer to the second part of Mr Prescott's question,
let me assure the House that the Commission has no
intention of recommending the suspension of the free-
trade agreement with Switzerland. This agreement has
now been in force for nearly four years. It has been to
the greht benefit both of the Community and of Swit-
zerland, and apart from the problem which is the
subject of this question, no difficulties have yet arisen
in its application.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
This House will note that a Commu-
nity iubject who has provided information to the
Comrnission, which has imposed a miserable .fine on
a multinational company, has been iailed, bailed.
finedi',further sentenced,' hounded from Switzerland
and has lost his wife by suicide ; that the Community
has financed the legal appeal of this mln and his
costs, fines and jails to over BF 100 000; that it is not
a tolerable answer that was received from the Commis-
sioner. It is possible, and will he confirm to this
House that he can, under the ioint agreement between
the Community and Switzerland, discuss party call for
its suspension as the Swiss Government have not
offered any repentance in this matter ?
Sir Christopher Soames. 
- 
As I have said, the
Commission has given its full support to the indi-
vidual concerned and has taken a decision on the busi-
ness practices in question and imposed a fine, which
the honourable gentleman chose to say was of too
small an order, but that has been done. Now, on the
first point an appeal may be made to the Higher
Court and that therefore remains in my view sub
judiee. On the second, an 
. 
appeal to the European
Court has been lodged by the firm concerned. The
Commission is aware that thii case may well be an
instance of a wider issue. !7e will certainly watch the
situation, and we will take such steps as prove to be
necessary with the Swiss authorities, if this should
indeed turn out to be the case. But with the ttwo cases
pending, I cannot say more than that at present.
Mr Coust6. 
- 
(Dl arn satisfied with Sir Christopher
Soames' reply, which is both moderate and practical,
but I should like to point out to him that this associa-
tion between Switzerland and the Community ought
not to be suspended but rather reinforced, even if only
on monetary and economic grounds- it is obviously
in the Community's interest. But I would add that one
fact must be borne in mind : the Swiss judges, inde-
pendent of political power, have passed judgment. I/e
cannot interfere with the judges' decisions 
- 
we who
respect and must continue to respect their indepen-
dence if we want a democratic Europe !
(Applause from certain quarters) \
Mr Cifarelli. 
- 
(F) That is obvious !
President. 
- 
Mr Coust6, we were expecting you to
ask a question and not to give a reply !
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) May I ask ybu, Sir Chris-
topher, whether you do not think, sihce you gave a
negative reply to Mr Prescott's quistion about a
pcissible suspension of the Agreement, that the Agrbe-
ment needs to be supplemented by a legal document
between the Swiss Government and the Community,
to ehsure that, in futirie, citizens who help to combat
practices which are contrary to the rules of competi-
tion and detrimental to millions 'of consumers
throughout Europe no longer suffer disadvantages in
Switzerland either ?
Sir Christopher Soames. 
- 
This question will
certainly arise if there is an appeal and depending on
what the High Court says. Equally if there is not an
appeal, we will have to consider. I agree with the
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point which the honourable gentlemen has made, but
the time has not yet come to know whether or not Mr
Adams is going to appeal, and it would not be for me
therefore to reach any decision on this until the time
when he can no longer appeal has arrived.
President. I call Question No 16 by Mr
Hamilton:
!flhat proteste have been received on the imposition of a
tax on vegetable oil ? Does the Commission agree that
this is a tax on the consumer and therefore a blow against
the fight to beat inflation, that the tax is likely to increase
the sale of dairy products which are a health hazard, and
that the tax will discourage the import of vegetable oil
from developing countries ?
Mr Lardinois, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Protests about the proposed tax on vegetable oil have
been made to us by the United States 
- 
at least a
formal protest 
- 
as well as by the Netherlands
marketing board for margarine, oils and fats. !7e have
also received a number of letters and protests from
vegetable oil processing iridustries and a number of
undertakings in the margarine and related food
sectors.
As for the second part of this question, I do not agree
that the proposed tax is a blow against the fight to
beat inflation, since it must be seen as part of a broad
programme aimed at controlling Community expendi-
ture. That includes expenditure on the dairy sector.
Well, better control of the relevant government expen-
diture is in itself far more anti-inflationary than a
fairly small tax on margarine, oils and fats, consump-
tion of which by the average citizen in !tr7estern
Europe is in any case excessive.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
Is the Commissioner aware that
many of us were astounded by that kind of reply ? Is
he aware that this tax has been described by respon-
sible organs of the British press as preposterous
lunacy 
- 
an outrage against common sense and
against the interests of the consumer ? \Uflhat sense
does it make, in health terms or any other terms, to
seek to reduce the butter mountain, not by reducing
the price of butter but by increasing the price of
margarine ? Doesn't this episode show, once again, the
expensive absurdities of the common agricultural
policy ?
(Altltlause fronr certain quarters on tbe left)
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) The Commission put forward
a proposal in the fourth year of its existence, and the
present Commission had in fact come to the same
conclusion as its predecessor. The proposal has been
under discussion since 1963, but the Council has
never been able to reach any decision, partly because
of the disagreements on this point between the
northern and southern Member States. Of course the
enlargement of the Community has meant an increase
in the difficulties to be expected in the north. I have
been able to follow this matter since 1953 in Parlia-
ment, the Council and the Commission and I am sure
that, when Great Britain has been a member of the
Community for thirteen instead of three years, a
British Member will no longer use such language
when speaking of this matter.
Mrs Dunwoody.- The Commissioner is a man of
good sense and he must know that what he is saying
this morning is absolute nonsense. If there is too
much butter in the Community, you do not get rid of
it by putting up the price of margarine, you lower the
price of the butter. Housewives in all of the Commu-
nity countries will know that in its absurdity this prop-
osal runs a very close second to Alice in I7onderland.
It is criminal irresponsibility. If you get a bad idea it
does not become a good idea because you repeat it(our times over a number of years. Let us be realistic,
let us stop talking nonsense and let us for God's sake
get rid of some of the dairy produce to the people
who want to buy it at reasonable prices inside the
Community.
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) Don't act so surprised. I can
tell you that we have proposed on numerous bccasions
to allocate more money for butter precisely in order to
make butter cheaper for our consumers. I have
enough experience, almost four years now, to tell you
that one Member State after the other, including Great
Britain 
- 
where the Labour Government is currently
in charge 
- 
refuses to spend more money to reduce
the price of butter to the consumer. This door is now
closed. If we want to achieve a balance, I am afraid we
must resort to other methods which in my view too
are anything but the best.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
tU(hilst I accept the need for
a policy to deal with the surplus in the milk market, isit not a fact that the policies the Commissioner is
putting forward will raise the price of butter to the
consumer and this makes it necessary, therefore, to
raise the price of vegetable oils so as not to change the
balance between butter anri margarine and vegetable
oils ? This must be inflationary because both elements
are going to go up in order to deal with the milk
surplus. \Would it not be a better idea for the Commis-
sioner to consider once again whether there needs to
be any increase at the retail end, whether he cannot
confine the levies to the whole-sale side and the
producer end, which is where the surplus has arisen ?
Would that be a better way of dealing with it rather
than applying the levy at the retail end ?
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) I cannot believe you want
Parliament now to hold a full debate on this matter,
for which a whole day is to be set aside in October.
But I did not want to refuse to answer a single ques-
tion, since this matter is being studied in three Parlia-
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mentary committees and reports are being drawn up
on it. However, I do not think that I would be helping
Parliament by devoting a full debate to this matter.
Therefore, I should merely like to say that it is not our
intention to bring about a greater increase in the price
of margarine than is actually necessary.
Mr Frehsee. 
- 
(D) If the Commission proposed a
margarine tax in 1963, thank goodness its proposal
did not get through. I should like to ask the Commis-
sion, Mr President, whether it is aware that this prop-
osal, if put into effect, would further detract from the
Common Agricultural Policy in the eyes of the
maiority of the population the nine Member States,
and whether the Commission is aware that this is
detrimental to the Community concept in Europe.
(Applause from tbe left)
Mr Lardinois. 
- 
(NL) If we can only keep the Euro-
pean Community together by playing Father
Christmas and being nice to everyone, then I do not
share your concept of the European Community.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Shame, Mr Lardinois,
shame !
President. 
- 
I call Question No 17 by Lord Bethell:
In the light of the lforld Health Organization report on
'smoking and its Effects on Health' (1975), will the
Commission state whether it is contemplating a
programme to discourage tobacco consumption and to
limit cigarette advertising in the interests of protecting
public health in the Member States ?
Mr Hillery, Via-Pruid.ent of tbe Commission. 
-Vhile the Commission's role in the public health
field has considerable potential, at the Present time
the responsibility for protecting public health is
primarily one of national competence and a Commis-
sion initiative on smoking and its effects on health, of
the kind suggested by the honourable Member, is not
envisaged at the moment. The Commission is,
however, following with interest the work of the
!florld Health Organization on the effects of smoking
on health and has also noted the work being done in
this field by the Council of Europe. I7e are also
closely in touch with a wide range of scientific
research in the same field. The possibility of future
action by the Commission will be considered if it
appears appropriate and in this regard I might say that
in ;uly last, the Commission asked the Consumers'
Advisory Committee for its opinion on the possible
limitation of cigarette advertising.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
The Commissioner's reply is
slightly disappointing, particularly in the light of the
recent report on smoking and its effects on health,
which demonstrates that this habit is not only obnox-
ious socially but extremely addictive and dangerous to
health. \fill he consider bringing in measures, first of
all to rationalize and harmonize wamings on cigarette
packets, perhaps in more than one Community
language, which would give a more telling message to
the consumer about what the effects of ciSarette
consumption may be, end will he also consider
harmonizing the rules about cigarette advertising in
the Community ? Does he not agree that such
measures would not only help the health of the
Community as a whole but also eliminate certain
distortions of trade which. exist under the present
uncooidinated system
Mr Hillery. 
- 
Mr President, the Commission is not
convinced at this time that the matter would be better
dealt with at Community level if the Commission
took such an initative, but I do not want to exclude a
possible initiative in the future. As I say, an opinion
has been asked of the Consumers' Advisory
Committee about the advertising question, but if such
an initiative is taken it would require both legal and
material resources and, as I say, the Commission is
not convinced that such action would be more effec-
tively taken at Community level than at national level
at this time. I accept, and the relevant Commission
services accept, all that the honourable Member says
about the habit of smoking and its bad effects.
Mr Espersen. (DK) The Council recently
approved several directives on cosmetics. These
substances contain poisons which may be detrimental
to health. The Commission put considerable Pressure
on various Member States to get them io accept these
poisonous substances.'We now find that the Commis-
sion is competent when it comes to spreading
poisons, but that it is not competent when it comes to
restricting poisons. Does the Member of the Commis-
sion share my regret that this is so ?
Mr Hillery. 
- 
I think the honourable Member will
accept that Member States are conscious of this and
have taken action in relation to tobacco. The point I
am making at this time is that I can see no Commu-
nity action which would improve the effect of
national action, but I do not exclude a future initia-
tive.
President. 
- 
The time set aside for Question Time
is over. I call Sir Geoffrey de Freitas on a point of
order.
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. 
- 
Mr President, at 11
o'clock you took stock of the number of questions
that we had covered at that time and you drew atten-
tion to the increasing length of the supplementary
questions being put and the answers received.
Now the length of the answers is not a matter for me
but for the Commission and the Council' The length
of the questions is a matter for Members of Parlia-
ment and I suggest, Mr President, that there are many
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Members who would support you fully if you inter-
rupted questions which become excessively lengthy,
since many of them are in fact speeches and not ques-
tions. Mr President, would you please consider this. I
am sure you will get the support of the House,
because otherwise all sparkle and thrust will disappear
from our Question Time.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer.
Spicer. 
- 
I should like to give my fullest possible
support to the suggestion made by Sir Geoffrey de
Freitas. It was made quite clear, for instance, on Ques-
tion No 9 that there might be an oral question with
debate and that would be welcomed by the Commis-
sion but thereafter we had four or five supplement-
aries. I think we are having far too many supplemen-
tary questions and we would give you the fullest
possible support if you would cut down the number of
supplementaries, thereby giving those people who
have taken the trouble to put questions down the
opportunity to get an answer to their questions.
President. 
- 
I thank Sir Geoffrey de Freitas and Mr
Spicer for their support for the Chair. I must point
out to you that the role of President in this respect is
more difficult than in a national parliament, since he
must maintain a balance between the political groups
in the speeches, and even between the nationalities.
You will also have noticed that, on several occasions, I
did not allow certain Members to speak.
I thank all those who help to keep Question Time
within its allotted limits, and I would ask all Members
and the representatives of the Council and the
Commission, who 
- 
and we do appreciate this 
-always try to give detailed replies, to make their
answers in future as brief as possible.
I call Lord Bessborough.
Lord Bessborough. 
- 
Mr President, could we be
assured that the questions which have not been taken
this morning will either be given an oral answer at the
next part-session or, if the speaker would prefer it, a
written answer as soon as possible.
President. 
- 
That is indeed the rule, Lord Bess-
borough.
I call Mr Fellermaier on a further question of proce-
dure. t '
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, on behalf of
my Group and in accordance with the Rules of Proce-
dure, I should like to request a topical debate on Ques-
tion 15 concerning the tax on vegetable oil. I should
like to state the reasons for this. I consider that the
tone in which the Commissioner replied to some
Members of this House was out of place.
Secondly, his answers regarding this proposal to regu-
late the market by introducing a further burden on
consumers throughout the Community were not very
convincing.
Thirdly, the Commission could announce tomorrow
that it was introducing a tax on fruit juice in order to
regulate the wine market. That would be exactly the
same thing as introducing this tax on margarine in
order to regulate the butter market. No, this is where
the Commission must come clean. It has not done so
sufficiently on this question, and I therefore request a
topical debate.
President. 
- 
Question Time is closed. I thank the
representatives of the Council and Commission for
their statements.
Questions Nos 20, 23, 24 and 25 will receive written
replies, t and Questions Nos 19, 21, 22 and 26 are
carried forward to the beginning of the next Question
Time.
4. lVelcome
President. 
- 
Before we begin the topical debate
requested by the Socialist Group, I should like to
extend a welcome to the new Members of the
Commission, Mr Guazzaroni and Mr Vouel. The
baptism of fire to which Mr Guazzaroni was immedi-
ately subjected this morning did not prevent him
from replying to our questions.smilingly and with the
utmost competence, for which he has earned our most
sincere congratulations. As for Mr Vouel, we had the
opportunity on several previous occasions to apprec-
iate his qualities during his period of office as a
Minister in the Luxembourg Government. We wish
them both success. I call Mr Guazzaroni.
Mr Guazzaroni, Llember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(I)
Mr President, I should like to thank you warmly for
your kind words and for the welcome which Parlia-
ment has been so kind as to give me on my first
appearance here. I regard it as an honour to partici-
pate in the work of this Parliament as a Member of
the Commission of the European Communities, and I
should like to take this opportunity of paying tribute
to this House's constant efforts, which are of funda-
mental importance for the development of a democ-
ratic Community. I, for my part, can assure you tha!
in the exercise of my functions, I shall make it my
duty to pay the closest attention to the work and opin-
ions of this Parliament and its committees.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vouel.
Mr Vouel, lWenber of the Commission. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, I also thank you most sincerely for the kind
words which you have addressed to me in this House.
.{
I See Annex.
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Vouel
They are a very Sreat encouragement to me. May I add
that I shall do everything in my power within the
Commission, in carrying out my duties and responsi-
bilities and in cooperation with you and this Parlia-
ment, to contribute to the attainment of our common
goal: the construction of an economically and politi-
cally strong Europe where the quality of life is even
better.
(Applause)
5. Debate on reqilest : Tax on aegetable oil
President. 
- 
The next item is the topical debate
requested by the Socialist Group on the tax on vege-
table oils and fats.
Ladies and'gentlemen, I urge you once again to be
brief, since Mr Brinkhorst, the President-in-Office of
the Council, has to leave at 9 p.m.
I call Mr Laban to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President I am sorry that we
have to have a debate on the tax on vegetable oils and
fats proposed by the Commission at such an early
stage. I too am of the opinion that this matter should
be dealt with in a broader context when the proposals
come up for proper consideration' Nonetheless I
think that Mr Hamilton is perfectly entitled as a
Member of this Parliament to ask Mr Lardinois a civil
question, which Mr Lardinois has in fact answered.
Moreover, Mr Lardinois has said this morning that he
always tries to give a polite and civil answer, and he
added that this applied particularly when a lady was
concerned, which we must of course not take too seri-
ously and certainly not as a form of discrimination' I
also believe that a politician who does not show his
emotions and feelings lacks a proper human dimen-
sion in his politics and I thus find it thoroughly
normal for emotions to come to the fore in debate.
But I cannot help saying 
- 
and I am sorry to have to
- 
that the way in which Mr Lardinois thought it
necessary to cut down Mr Frehsee did seem to me to
be going rather too far, considering that Mr Frehsee,
and in general all members of my Group, are politi-
cians with a constructive attitude, particularly with
regard to the agricultural policy. It seems to me that
in this case the answer Siven to Mr Frehsee was not
right. rUfe still have the whole debate before us, but as
our Group has been pointing out the various Member
States are worried about the effects which the possible
introduction of a levy on vegetable oils and fats would
have on the price index, since I imagine that even Mr
Lardinois does not exPect although certain
published figures in the Member States for the price
. 
of a packet of margarine are certainly exaggerated 
-that the multinationals will absorb the tax themselves
and not pass it on to the consumer. Moreover, we have
always oLjected to the practice of offloading problems
from one particular sector of agriculture and solving
them with the help of money from another sector.'We
have in particular spoken at length in this Parliament
abour Mr Lardinois' proposal with regard to the obliga-
tory mixing of skimmed milk powder into animal
feed, which was adopted in an amended form. In that
case Mr Lardinois agreed that the transferring of diffi-
culties from one sector to another 
- 
and he was less
dogmatic about it than most Members of this Parlia-
ment 
- 
was to remain an excePtion, but in fact more
or less the same thing is happening here.
This question will be discussed in Parliament after
being dealt with by the Committee on Agriculture,
and I can assure Mr Lardinois that my Group at least
is concerned 
- 
and practically all the other Groups
in the Committee shared this opinion 
- 
that the
possible effects of the drought on mild production
should not be used as an excuse, as the Council has
been doing so far. !fle think it is absolutely essential
that the Council and Parliament should now at last
give the Commission suitable Powers for tackling
effectively the structural problem of milk production.
The doubt as to whether a levy is a proper way of
going about it is something we shall have to argue out
together here. But I insist on my Group's right to
draw attention to certain reports in the press on the
milk surplus and the butter mountain which is slowly
building up again. And since public opinion 
-
wrongly in Mr Lardinois' opinion but quite rightly in
my view and in that of many members of the Socialist
Group 
- 
seizes on that, the result is that the
common agricultural policy, and we all wish to
acknowledge its great merits, in fact suffers in public
esteem because of such proposals. That is what my
colleague Mr Frehsee wanted to emphasize. The
British Members have rightly pointed out that the
fight against inflation, with which we are all
concerned, will be hampered by a levy. And in view of
remarks like this it seems to me that Mr Lardinois has
not paid sufficient attention today to the concern
expressed by *y Group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand to speak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Alfred Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I merely
wish to declare on behalf of my Group that we cannot
take part in this debate at the moment, because it
seems to us to be irresponsible to hold a debate today
on a subject that is at present being dealt with in
detail in the Committee on Agriculture and on which
a motion for a resolution is to be submitted without
the slightest preparation, just because of an ill-
humoured reaction to what was perhaps a rather ill-
humoured reply by Mr Lardinois. \U7e shall therefore
not take part in this debate and shall reserve a full
statement of our position until the debate on the
Committee's proposal at the October part-session in
Strasbourg.
(Altplause from tbe centre and the rigbt)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, I too, regret
that this debate has been asked for by the Socialist
Group, and I support what Mr Bertrand has said.
There are so many facts which are unknown as yet;
we don't know what the proposals are, yet the matter
is going through the Committee on Agriculture with a
deep and far- ieaching debate. I think it would be
much better if this House left it to that committee to
come to the next part-session with a fully prepared
report. I7e should then have all the facts at our finger-
tips, as would the Commission. This is the wrong
tirne to do it, and I regret that we shall take no furthei
part in this debate.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Houdet.
Mr Houdet, cbairman of tbe Committec on Agricul-
turc. 
- 
(F) W President, I just want to say a few
words on the real subject of this debate and not on
the questions raised by Mr Laban.
For two months now our Committee on Agriculture
has had before it a proposal for the stabilization of the
market in milk products as a whole. S(e have heard
Commissioner Lardinois on two occasions, our rappor-
teur has already made a lengthy report and he is to
submit a motion for a resolution at the next meeting,
and the Committee on Agriculture is ready to submit
a text to Parliament at the next part-session in
October. I think therefore, without wishing to get
involved in the debate, that as regards the real subiict
today's discussion is thoroughly misplaced. I am not,
as Mr Laban has done, prejudging the decision of this
or that member of the Committee on Agriculture or
of this or that Group : we shall see about that when
we submit the motion for a resolution. !fle thus wish
to await the much more thorough debate which is to
be held in October on the stabilization of the market
in milk products, for that forms a unified whole with
the question we are discussing today.
(Applause from tbe centre and $e ight)
President. I call Mr Frehsee.
Mr Frehsee. 
- 
(D) Mr President, although my
esteemed colleague Mr Bertrand says that Mr Lardi-
nois was trying to be humorous in his reply, I am
afraid that I did not get that impression. I iegret the
way in which he chose to point out that his ideas on
agricultural policy are different from mine and those
of my political friends. I regret the manner of his
remark. The remark itself I do not regret at all, since
we have made it clear in many previous debates that
we are critical of the operation of common agricul-
tural policy. \U7e think this policy is wrong and I say
that, I am sure, on behalf of the largest Group in thii
European Parliament.
This common agricultural policy, the main defect of
which is that it aims to regulate agricultural incomes
almost exclusively via prices, is a policy of artificially
inflated agricultural prices, resulting in surpluses in
many sectors which we then have to dispose of by
means of enormous contributions from the taxpayers
in all the Member States of the European Community.
That is the main fearure of this agricultural policy. I
am surprised, Mr Lardinois, that you wish to depart
with this tax on margarine as your swan song.
Although I am quite sure you have been of service to
agriculture in the Nine, in this case our opinions
differ. Ve shall continue in the future to advocate a
different agricultural policy, as we have often indi-
cated.
To spell it out quite clearly, Mr President, the
Commission prides itself on the fact that the cost of
the common agricultural poliqy 6meunts to only
0.4 o/o of. the GNP of the nine Member States of thi
European Community. IThat does that actually
mean ?
Let me just give some figrrres that are being discussed
at the moment in my own country. ln 1975lZ6
proceeds from the sale of agricultural produce rose to
DM 46 000 million, but to this must be added :
according to a public statement by leading politiciansin my country and representatives of the German
ITholesalers' and Exporters' Association DM
31 000 million in taxes and in the prices that
consumers have to pay for agricultural produce of (i.e.
for food), of which DM 19 000 million was simply due
to increases in food prices under the import levy
'system of the common agricultural poliry, a further
DM 7 000 million was paid through the EAGGF, a
very considerable contribution was made via the
national budgets. That is what people in my country
see and I am quite sure that consumers in the other
Member States of the European Community see the
same thing. Numerous experts have calculated that if
all__the money spent on the common agricultural
policy were used to benefit farmers directly we could
perhaps even save a considerable amount.
I am convinced, Mr Lardinois, that you have only put
forward this tax on margarine because you want to
introduce the producer levy, this'shared responsibility
tax', and wanted to make it psychologically palatable
to the farmers of Europe by telling them : look, we are
imposing a tax on the consumers as well. In doing
this you forget how much the consumers have Alread!
been asked to pay. These sizable contributioni
demanded of the consumer and the taxpayer amount,
according to the figures quoted by Mr Tupfer 
- 
I
have not checked them, I merely quote 
- 
to, DM
60 000 per year for each farm run on a completely
commercial basis and an average of DM 2S ObO for
each agricultural holding in the Federal Republic. If
we used part of this money, in accordance with. the
proposals that we have repeatedly made in this House,
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to give direct assistance where it is necessaY, w€
would spend less overall and such a common agricul-
tural policy would surely be more popular with
consumers.
(Applause from the left)
Furthermore, it has been calculated that this tax on
margarine will amount to 50 cents per kilo. Mr Lardi-
nois told us that he wanted to keep it equivalent to
the pruducer levy paid by farmers, which would mean
140 million u.a. for a Producer levy of I o/0, and it
could be that the rate will be 5 %, thus giving a total
of 700 million u.a. from the producer levy.
The same amount of 700 million u.a. would thus have
to be raised from the tax on margarine, which, as the
Dutch margarine dealers have calculated, would cost
50 cents per kilo.
That, ladies and gentlemen, is how it starts. I am
taking no bets on these 50 cents not becoming 90
rrext year and 120 the year after if we continue with
this policy. this is, not a policy, it is a downright absur-
dity.-I stand by my observation that a policy like this
bound to bring the common agricultural policy more
and more into disrepute, and I would like to change
this. For the sake of the European Community and of
the European idea, my political colleagues want to Put
a stop. to such policies, which bring the European
Community into disrepute.
(Applause from the left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hamilton'
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
Mr President, I think I can speak
for all the Socialist Group when I say that we make
no apology whatever for initiating this debate on
behalf of the consumers in the whole of Europe. Let
me say at the outset that for my Part, and I think I
speak also for Mrs Dunwoody, that we have no obiec-
tion to the frank speaking by Mr Lardinois or anybody
else on that front bench. Indeed, the blunter, the
more brutal, the more frank, the better it will be for
the health of this institution' But we raise this debate
because we feel that this is another indication that the
common agricultural policy exists predominantly in
the interest of the producer and not the consumer.
Let me just quote to Mr Lardinois one or two oPin-
ions which have appeared not only in the British
press but elsewhere. Let me quote from Tbe Guar'
-dian 
of. 10 July on this matter. Tbe Guardian is not
of our political affiliation at all. This is what it says :
Nothing so ill becomes the Common Market as its butter-
mountain. Except, perhaps, the methods proposed to get
rid of it. The EEC Commission's scheme to have the
nine Member States tax margarine until people stop
buying it (for that is the intention) is yet another outrage
against common-sense and the interest of consumers'
fhe last time the Commission faced up to its butter
mountain the decision was to sell it off cheap to the
Russians. !flhich was outrageous but not Preposterous.
The latest proposal is both.
It is preposterous because 
- 
as the Commission said last
week- Europe's highest priority must be to beat infla'
tion. This week the Commission says that the Nine must
increase (by over 100 per cent in the British case) the
price of a basic food eaten mainly by the poor' The
ieason given is that people are not buying enough butter
to reduie the mountain so they must be compelled to
buy it for the sake of the Common Agricultural Policy,
thC harmonization of eating habits and Commission
Lardinois' peace of mind.
He is not Soing to get Peace of mind so long as he
pursues this kind of policy. The article went on:
The proposal is outrageous because it runs counter to all
responsible medical advice on the dangers of eating too
much butter and the comParative safety 
- 
from the
point of view of heart disease 
- 
of eating Polyunsatur-
ated fats instead. Which means margarine. Vhich is what
the Commission wants us not to eat. The proposal is that
a safe, cheap food should be taxed to the extent that
people turn to an unsafe expensive alternative.
Now that's The Guardiaa. The representatives of the
British food manufacturing industry also made repres-
entations on the same matter, opposing this tax. I
hope I am in order in referring to comments or opin-
ions alleged to have been made on this issue by
Commissloner Soames himself. It is reported iri
Agence Europq dated 15 July that,
while not dissociating himself from the decision taken by
the College, Sir Christopher Soames may have formulated
three precise obiections to the taxation of fats of vege-
table origin :
(a) It is not appropriate to impose a price increase on the
conru-.t simply because a sector is in a state of imbal-
ance and this at a time when the Community says it
wishes to combat inflation.
(b) It is bad to press the consumer into consuming
certain products (which are sometimes unadvisable for
health reasons).
(c) From the point of view of external relations, whilst
iegarding the American position as excessive and unac-
ceptable-Sir Christopher considers that the Community
m;st not obstruct access to certain products, the develop-
ment of which has been encouraged in the developing
countries whether associated or not. Granting aids to the
States does not rePresent an appropriate counterPart'
Before the Commission's proposals are formalized in
September, Sir Christopher will try to convince his
colleagues of the grounds for his obiections.
So there are divisions in the Commission on this
proposition. \fle in this group 
- 
in the Socialist
brorp 
- 
are completely united in the interest of the
conr.r-.t. This is a damnable, indefensible tax which
ought to be removed and Mr Lardinois ought to think
again about it.
(Applause from the left)
President. 
- 
I call Lord ReaY.
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Lord Reay. 
- 
Mr Presiden! I agree with those who
regret that this debate should be taking place without
giving us a proper opportunity to prepare (or it. But
since it is taking place, there is one matter I would
like to say something about, which was touched on at
the end of his speech by Mr Hamilton, and that is to
do with the developing countries' interests. Mr Lardi-
nois in his remarks during Question Time referred to
the fact that we import from the United States substan-
tial quantities of the oils on which the taxes are to be
imposed, but he did not make a reference to the deve-
loping countries.
It is plain that the developing countries export to the
Community very substantial quantities of ihese oils :
coconut oil, groundnut oil, palm oil and so forth; andI would like to ask the Commissioner if he can state
' in his reply what percentage of the imports into the
Community of these oils come from devlloping coun-
tries, what the quantities are that we import from the
developing countries and what he expects the fall-off
in the quantity of their imports into the Communify
to be as a consequence of the imposition of these
taxes.
But don't let us have any doubt about it, the deve-
loping countries which export these products to the
CommunitT are likely to suffer from the imposition of
these taxes; indeed, it must be the putposi of these
taxes to reduce the quantities that are consumed
within the Community. Commissioner Lardinois in
his introduction didn't mention whether any deve-
loping country had complained to the Commission
with respect to the imposition of these taxes. Indeed,
the very list he gave suggested that he had received no
such complaint. If he is to use that as an argument in
his reply, I do think that we need to take it with some
caution. It is, after all, one of the symptoms of under-
development that countries are not nicessarily organ-
ized to make complaints with respect to the introduc-
tion of measures by third countries which may be to
their disadvantage.
I think that it is very difficult for us as a Community
to enter into international fora, for example in thi
context of GAfi, with an attitude of cliiming to be
extremely open to rhe imports into the Cgmmunity of
products from 
.developing countries and impose, at
the same time, taxes of this kind on products from
those countries. I hope very much that the Commis-
sioner, when hF comes to rcply in this debate, will
take this matter seriously and tell us what his attitude
is.
(Applause)
President. 
-.I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) lvlr president, I think the
most significant somment in this debate hp been that
made by my colleague, Mr Hamilton, and it by itself
makes this debate worthwhile. It woutd have been
better if the Christian Democrats had shared the
concern expressed iust now by Lord Reay and my
colleague Mr Hamilton to the extent of taking part i;
this debate, for we can see here how far the conlradic-
tions within this Commission go, and as we know,
this is a Commission that is coming to the end of its
period of office in just a few months. I ask you: Is
this the parting gift from Mr Lardinois 
- 
the disillu-
sioned Commissioner for Agriculture 
- 
to try and
introduce the tax on margarine though he knows that
he is still far from getting the mill producer levy ?
Mr President" I would really.have appreciated it 
-since this debate is not primarily a question of agricul-
tural pglicy but of ferming and foreign trade policy 
-if the President of the Commission and the bommis-
sioner responsible for external relations had remained
on their bench. If we are to be told here that outside
this Chamber two members of the Commission are
saying different things in their speeches and press
conferences, then the only solution is to demand that
Mr Ortoli should take his place at this table.
(Applause from tbe left)
He, as President of the Commission, must say who is
actually speaking on behalf of whom : Mr Lardinois or
Sir Christopher Soames, or are there any other possibil-
ities in this matter ?
This is after all also a questioi of how this partiament
should be treated, in that it is not right for Sir Chris-
topher Soames to voice different opinions outside in
the lobby or at home in Britain - and then fail to
appear here in person to take part in this debate. I
think this needs to be said wittr regard to the proper
conduct of such a debate.
(Apptause from tbe lcft)
And now two specific questions, Mr Lardinois !
Firstly: Are you in a position to give us exact figures
on how the tax on margarirle will increase the price to
the consumer if margarine producers pass it on in
full ? Secondly, Mr Lardinois, do you seriously believe
that you.will find any support,for this tax on marga-
rine in the Council of Ministers ? Is it not more likily
that you will have left the Commission before thii
farce of a margarine tax can be introduced ? Are you
1ot to9 realistic a politician 
- 
and in your time as
Commissioner for Agriculture I have in iact come to
know you as a prudent realist who often has to wats a
hard and frequently unsuccessful battle in the Council
of Ministers 
- 
to stake everything on a card that,has
no hope of winning ? I hope you will have the
courage to bury this idea of a tax on margarine b.dfore
it goes too far. It is not a suitable way-of trying to
solve the problems of the market in milk. 
.' ..' 
.
(Applausc from tbc left)
Presidene 
- 
I call Mr De Koning. 'r'
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Mr de Koning. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presideng in view of the
attitude of the Socialist Group in this debate, I feel the
need, on behalf of the Christian Democratic Group, to
express my appreciation in general of Mr Lardinois'
handtlng of this matter and assure him of our Group's
support in his attempts to face uP to the problems of
the market in agricultural produce.
(Loud laugbter from tbe left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois..
Mr Lerdinois, IWember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I must say that frankly I like debates
like this and I am afraid I shall miss them in future.
(Applause from the left)
First of all I should like to reply to Mr Laban, who
opened this debate on behalf of the Socialist Group. I
am very grateful to him for the tone of his speech.
After Mr Fellermaier's remarks it could have been
rather different.
In view of the tone in which he iustified this debate,
and of the very constructive way in which we have
been able to work together over the past four years, I
in turn should like to say that I am sorry I used an
expression which, no doubt in part because of the
translation into German, was taken to mean some-
thing rather different from what I intended. You see,
when I talked about playing Father Christmas the
expression I used in Dutch meant something quite
different from what you have understood from the
German. Indeed, Mr Frehsee, I noticed exactly the
same thing when you quoted Mr Bertrand's words. Mr
Bertrand Jid not iay anything about the debate being
'humorous'. He described it as 'bumeurlg'which in
Dutch means 'ill-humoured', precisely the opposite of
humorous ! I am grateful to Mr Bertrand for using this
word, for my reaction was indeed ill-humoured and it
was ill-humoured because of the language used, not
by you but by the gentleman who opened the debate,
Mr Hamilton
I suggest you look up in the report of proceedings
what he originally said, which was addressed not iust
to me but to the whole Commission. I could, in fact,
justifiably have reacted quite differently. However, I
am sorry to say that mine was a delayed reaction,
coming at the end of the first speech and not at the
beginning, which would perhaps have been better. Mr
President, after these general comments on the debate
I should like to take up a number of specific ques-
tions.
In the first place I basically agree both with Mr
Bertrand's proposal and with that of Mr Scott-
Hopkins. It is indeed rather unfortunate that we
should today be discussing this problem, which is
being considered by three committees and for which
ample. time is to be set aside in October. However,
Parliament is master of its own time and also our time
as far as parliamentary debates are conoemed, so
although I am perhaps a somewhat unwilling servant
in this matter, I am nonetheless your servant.
To begin with, I should like to rePly to some of the
remarks made by Mr Frehsee. He quoted some very
interesting figures which show that the subsidies
granted, particularly in Germany, are rather on the
high side and also that a rather high degree of protec-
tion is given. That is no news to me. You know, and
Mr Frehsee knovs better than I, that ever since I took
up this office I have sought reductions, particularly in
the monetary compensatory amounts and the amounts
paid in respect of the 1969 revaluation. In my opinion
the monetary compensatory amounts have a laison
d'6ne, but this ceases to aPPly after two or three years.
They should then, if need (or them arose before such
period, disappear completely. Yet here s/e are at the
end of 1975 still taking account in the farm prices
and in the compensatory amounts for Germdn fariners
of the revaluations of 1969 and 1971.
In my opinion this means that German prices are in
fact l0 % too high, and the whole common agricul-
tural policy is increasingly being undermined. Neither
I nor the Commission can be accused of not making
repeated and persistent efforts to cut this down. In
these four years we have managed to cut back some
5 %. But l0 % is still there. And in my opinion that
is exactly the level of excessive Payments in various
forms that the present German Government in parti-
cular has allowed to continue. If the finger is pointed
at the Commission and the Commurtity I would
answer that the prime responsibility lies not in Brus-
sels but elsewhere.
Then Mr Frehsee talked about a levy on margarine of
50 pfennigs per kilo. These statements remind me of
the 
- 
Americans' objections. During the monlh of
August I had the opportunity of staying in California
among the soya farmers and there I discovered that in
fact their obiections came down to this : first you erag-
gerate the whole thing, you make a big thing of it and
then you let fire.
I have the impression that this also applies to those
newspapers or Members of Parliament who put the
levy on margarine at 50 pfennigs, then at 90 pfennigs
and then probably at more than I DM.
The Commission has yet to formulate a proposal for
the levy on vegetable oils and fats. This will be done
before the debate in Parliament is held in October. I
can thus not yet say 
- 
and this remark is also
addressed to Mr Fellermaier 
- 
what the figure will
be. I can, however, give my own impression, which is
that we are not going to put forward a proposal Ior 50
pfennigp per kilo.
I think it will be less, less' than one-third of that
amount. This is only an indication. I cannot say any
more since this is a question which ultimately has to
be settled by the Commission. I also think therefore
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that the way in which the Socialist Group is
presenting this matter is 
- 
to use an English under-
statement 
- 
just a little overdone.
I too have read the article in The Guardian. It is an
interesting article, but I attach no more importance to
it than to the views of Mr Hamilton, for example, who
said the same thing in his own way. IThy should I
invoke a journalist of The Guardian as an oracle whenI myself have in fact already rejected Mr Hamilton's
views ? In my opinion even iournalists 
- 
for news-
papers are made by journalists and not vice-versa 
-do not always have the requisite knowledge to be able
to iudge a matter in its overall context. So much for
the article in The Guardian.
As for Sir Christopher Soames' obiections, I cannot
reply on his behalf. I can only answer for the Commis-
sion, and that is what I am doing.
At the moment I can unfortunately not provide Lord
Reay with precise figures, since this debate has caught
me rather unawares. I can, however, assure him that
we shall pass on the precise figures he asked for to the
Committee on Agriculture, and to the Committee on
Budgets and the Committee on Development and
Cooperation, so that he will have available before the
debate in October all the data on imports of oil seed
and vegetable oils. At the moment I can only give a
few pointers. Vegetable oils and fats are imported
from North America, from the developing countries
and from Eastern Europe, in that order. As the years
go by, imports from the developing countries are in
general decreasing somewhat, while imports from the
highly developed areas, particularly from North
America, show an upward trend. Before the lVar
approximately rwo-thirds of the vegetable oils
consumed in 'Western Europe came from the deve-
Ioping ibuntries, the then colonies. That proportion
has now been almost halved, while on the othCr hand
impoits from Eastern Europe in particular have
recently greatly increased and those from North
America have grown even more.
Let there be no misunderstanding on this point. you
will have gathered where I stand from what I said to
start with about the scope of this proposed tax. In the
first place it is not intended that the consumption of
margarine and related raw materials should be
reduced as a result of this measure. That is not our
intention at all ! But we do not wish to have butter
alone carry the handicap of an additional tax at sourcein relation. to its competitors. !(e do not wish, by
means of this tax, to further undermine consumption
or above all competitiveness. In other words, we want
these levies 
- 
if they are approved 
- 
to have a
neutralizing effect on the relationship between butter
and margarine. No more and no less.
Secondly, it is definitely nor our intention to damage
the position of the developing countries in our markitin any respect whatsoever as a result of these
measures. And so we are also proposing, insofar as any
tax revenue arises from these oils and fats, to make
this revenue available to the developing countries.
There are all sorts of ways of doing this. This revenue
is thus not intended to swell national exchequers or
Community funds.
Lord Reay quoted me as saying: 'No claims from the
third countries' and he gave an explanation for this. I
wish to say quite frankly that I made a mistake on this
point when I first spoke, since I merely said, with
regard to third countries, that we had received protests
from the United States. I should have added 
- 
but
that was not down in my notes 
- 
also from a number
of countries in Sout-East Asia which are in fact expor-
ters, particularly of coconut oil, to the Community.
Now I come to Mr Fellermaier's remarks. Let there be
no misunderstanding with regard to this either. I
would obviously regard it as unacceptable if we were
to have a levy on margarine without at the same time
introducing a tax on milk to help finance the dairy
policy. There is thus no question of first taking one
decision and the other one afterwards, thereby litting
the measures run separately. These measures are
linked together in the Commission's proposal. Also,
insofar as it is my responsibility, I undertake to see toit that discussions on both subjects are held at the
same time and that as far as possible any decisions are
also taken together. The question was raised of how
much margarine will increase in price when the full
effects of the measures are felt. The answer is about 2
to 4 pfennigs for a 250-gramme packet.
I now iust want to make one general remark. Here
' and in the press it has been said that it is idiotic to tie
a tax on one product to a tax on another product. May
I once again remind you of the discussion we had six
months ago. Then we were not talking about a tax of
a few percent on one product but about excise duties
of 5O0 or 600 0/o of producer prices on Community
products. I am referring here to table wine. Now thl
reason why the United Kingdom, Ireland and Benelux
had recently increased excise duties to the EEC was
that they had decided that the excise duties on beer
would have to be raised. And because they were raised,
excise duties on wine also had to go up from 500 to
600 o/o. It was not I who originated the idea of a
certain balance in the taxation of products !
(Applause from tbe centre and tbe right)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Frehsee.
Mr,Frehsee. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I have only a few
further remarks to make, so as not to keep this House
from its other tasks any longer. I of courie accept Mr
Lardinois' apology. But I am sorry he subsequently
cast doubt on the figures that I quoted, with ipecial
knowledge of conditions in my own country, in order
to show 
-how questionable and, to put it miidly, prob-Iematical the common agricultural policy of the Euro-
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pean Community is. I do not think that is permiss-
ible, and to turn it into a national and perhaps even a
party political question seems to me to be quite unac-
ceptable. This problem cannot be shunted off onto
the Germans as you did just now, Mr Laidinois. The
problem of surpluses plagues us all: the French,
Germans, British, Danes and others in the milk sector,
the Italians and French in the wine sector 
- 
everyone
is involved. The problem of surpluses arises from this
misconceived and ill-designed common agricultural
policy which you are defending and'which needs to
be changed, as we have frequently said. It is also not
fair to keep on pointing to the compensatory amounts
for the German revaluation in order to find some sort
of alibi. You know, and everyonc else knows, that
these compensatory amounts are to be abolished or
are in the process of being abolished. At the same
time, however, as we are abolishing these iompensa-
tory amounts, 650 million u.a. ane being paid in other
countries as monetary compensatory anlounts and
accession compensatory amounts' The reason for this
is that we have not got a coordinated and unified
economic policy. I do not want, therefore, to blame
you, but in view of the most unfortunate way in which
the question of monetary compensatory 
.amounts ih
general has developed, it is'rather irresponsible of you,
Mr Lardinois, to base your arguments on this old
compensatory amount for the German revaluation of
1969.'This week we are going to have to consider a
supplementary budget which will cost the EAGGF
alone 717 million ua., most of which is for thesb
monetary compensatory amounts 
- 
and not for my
country either !
Two further remarks. To avoid being accused of
seeing only the interests of the consumer, we wish
also to make the point that this levy on imported oils
and fats is also bad for agriculture and for dgricultural
production, since it will make farm products dearer as
well. I just want to say that in passing. Now them:
you talk about the tax on margarine having a n'eutral
affect. This is characteristic of a 
.certain political posi-
tion, for this neutral affect is to be paid for exclusively
by the consumer, and you want to neutraliie 
- 
let us
call a spade a spade 
- 
you want to eliminate the
competition froni margarine because you have too
much butter and too much skimmed milk and quite
simply too much milk. This neutralizing affect is to
Ue paid for by the consumer, and we regret this; we
regret that such unsuitable atterrlpts are to be made to
save a bankrupt policy. This policy is past saving, it
must be changed.
(Applause from the left)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laban.
Mr Labon. 
- 
(NL)Just a very brief ieabtion to that,
Mr President, I think this,debate should be held in
Octpber in a broader context,than that in which the
committees are working with a. view .to gubmitting a
motion for a resolution to this Parliamqnt. However, I
should still like to say to Mr Lardinois 
- 
Mr Frehsee
has already more or liss referred to this as well 
- 
that
I cannot accept this argument that this levy on maiga-
r rine is necessqry in conjunction with the levy on milk.
$7e are all agreed, at any rate my Gropp is agreed, that
a programme will be needed for the years to come,
firstly to combat the current structural surpluses in the
milk sector by containing the milk lake, and secondly
to be able to use the ,proceeds from the levy to
improve 
, 
our marketing techniques and- publicity in
our os/n countries. Af the same time we,should investi-
gate the possilillry of increasing, production still
further without creating surpluses once increased
outlets liave again been found. And we fully agree that
in cases like this the best thing, if it is a matter of
reducing stocks of butter ot milk in the qhort ter1n, it
to consider giving food aid provide{ fiere are certain
guarantees. Ve are also in favour o{ maki4g stock-
piled butter available to a greater extent at low prices
for social purposes. But in tlre long term other rneans
Bust be found. !7hfn Mr Lardinois says : 'Look, the
levy,on margarine is not to be paid,to,.the Member
States, it is not to be paid to the Community, but is to
be used to finance the developrnent policy', this
strikes me:as the sort of .ad hoc solution that I must
utterly reject. I believe that a.ll the'countries of the
Community should together do all they can.to make
each Mernber State,at'long last set aside an amount
equal initially to 0'7 o/o of the gross national ,product
for cooperation' with the developi+g,rountries, but
that it is no use carrying on a semblance of .d.evelop-
ment policy with this sort of stop-gap fiteasure, which
moreover 
- 
I must insist on this,-.hampen the
fight against inflation and puts the consumer at a
disadvantage.
'(Applause from tbie left) ::,,
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois
Mr Lardinois, Illembcr of tfie Cgnmission, 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I do not wish to go any further now into
the question of mon€tary amounts. ,I only mentioned
it hecause I had seen certain .figures in Mr Tdpfer's
hguse mqgazine, which I read regularl,y.
Mr Frehsee also {uoted this source :'l.l.eprnea from it
that the subsidy to German farmers ,that Mr Frehsee
*.j t.lking ab'qut. is lased on C.i"i"" prices and
malies no allowanpe for the monetary amounts which
it''cbntains. If they include them, then I have. a right
to inplude them, in fact I must include them and I
nust also point oui where the responsibility lies in
this matter. It is ryue that the morietary amounts in
Germany have no direct effect on our budget. But that
is irot *hat we were talking about. I(e find this budgq-
tary effect particularly in the devaluing countries, but
on the other hand the farmers there,receive less for
thgir products.in real money terms tfian i,n the coun-
tries. which have got devalugd or have ,revalued.
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I take it that Mr Laban is not yet convinced by *y
arguments. I too took a long time to be convinced
that this was a course that the Community must
follow sooner or later. I was against it as a member of
Parliament, I was against it during the six years that I
spent as Minister of S,griculture, but in my present
capacity I have found it necessary to put forward this
proposal. You see how long it sometimes takes for a
politician to recognize the truth.
Mr Laban. 
- 
If it is the truth !
President. 
- 
I call Mr Carpentier.
Mr Cerpenticr. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the problem we
are talking about today is not new. There has always
been talk of butter mountains, milk lakes and so on.
I would like first of all to know where these milk
surpluses come from. As to the problem of the 'butter-
margarine conflict', my euestion is as follows : should
we not, in the interests of the producer, try to absorb
the butter surpluses before dealing with the problems
of margarine, which as far as I know contains no
products originating in the Community ?
In spite of the Agreements and contracts entered into
by industry in respect of these imported products,
should we not arrange 
- 
perhaps this a rather a
selfish attitude 
- 
in view of the current crisis and of
the drought we are suffering from, and in order to
improve the market situation in the Community, for
Community products to take precedence, at least
during a transiqional period, over products that we do
not produce ourselves or which are manufactured
from elements that we do not produce ourselves ?
This, surely, is the whole crux of the matter.
President. 
- 
I cell Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois, frIembcr of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, it gives me great pleasure to see that Mr
Carpentier is slightly less dogmatic on this question
than Mr Fellermaier with the whole of his Group.
Indeed, that is hardly surprising, since the actual prop-
osal that I have put forward is in principle the same as
the proposal that was made by my predscessor as
Commissioner for Agriculture, a doughty fighter for
the European cause in the Socialist ranks.
And now to reply to Mr Carpentier. I do not expect
there to be any surpluses of butter until April or May
next year. Our proposals thus have no bearing on the
immediate problem. I think we shall be in urgent
need of the butter stocks that we have at the moment
to ensure normal supplies in the coming winter,
partly as a result of the exceptional drought that we
have suffered. There is thus no acute problem, but we
must hope and assume that the weather will return to
normal again next year. Our whole proposal is
intended for normal time. It is conceived as part of a
broad prograrnme. I expect that for the same reasons
the problem of skimmed milk powder will also be less
urgent next spring than in April this year. But that
will still not mean that the problem is solved.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(T'be sitting was suspended at 12,55'p.m. and resumed
at 3.05 p.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
6. Tibute to lllr Debousse
President. 
- 
I have waited until we are all present
before paying tribute to the memory of Mr Flrnand
Dehousse, who died in Liege on I I August. He was a
great fighter for Europe and his name will always be
remembered, by us and by future generations, for his
enduring efforts towards achieving stronger Commu-
nity institutions.
From the time of the House Conference in 1948, Mr
Dehousse was among those who suppotted the idea of
a European Constituent Assembly, elected by direct
universal suffrage. On l0 August this year, on the eve
of his death, he wrote to me expressing his joy at the
decision which had at last been taken on the direct
election of this Parliament, and sent me a copy of his
last report on the 'Future of the European Parliament'.
This document is his intellectual and political l.g.cy.
For almost three decades, betwien these two dates, he
was unswerving in his devotion to one ideal ; he died
as he lived, dedicated to Europe.
Fernand Dehousse was born in Liege, a French-
speaking city at a linguistic crossroads where Flemish
and German also meet. He was born near places
heavy with the memories of the great fratricidal
battles of our common past. He knew that solidarity is
the greatest form of hr.rmanism, that the only way to
survive is to survive together, and that sometimes the
greatest service to one's country is to transcend it. The
words of Jaurds were dear to him : 'A little internation-
alism separates a man from his country, a great sense
of internationalism draws him closer to it.' It was this
conviction which shaped his life.
In 1948 he was a member of the committee which
drew up the statute of the Council of Europe, the first
official step towards the creation of European institu-
tions. In 1954 he entered the Council of Europe and
was its president for three years, from 1955 to 1959.
At the same time he was a member of the ECSC
Common Assembly and rapporteur lor the ad boc
committee which prepared, so many years ago, the
draft treaty establishing the European political
Community.
He entered the European Parliament in 1958, and it
was only natural that he should become chairman and
rapporteur of the lTorking Party on elections by
direct universal suffrage. The result was the famous
Dehousse report, which the Council was to shelve
indefinitely but which would remain one of the basic
tests of our Community.
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Frcm 1967 until 1970, when he retired, Mr Dehousse
was First Vice-President of this House.
But he was unable to take his leave of us, and when
we debated the Patijn report he was present in the
gallery, experiencing once again the atmosphere of
Parliament, following its debates and endorsing its
hopes for the future.
Mr Dehousse was also active in other political spheres.
He was chairman of the European Commission for
the Saar Referendum in 1955; he was president of the
ITEU Assembly; in 1957 he was co-president of the
Franco-German Arbitration Tribunal; he became the
Belgian Minister for Community Questions and Consi-
tutional Reform in l97l ; in Liige, in 1962, he
founded the Institute of European Legal Studies where
he passed on his beliefs to the youth of Europe.
Mr Dehousse was teacher and parliamentarian,
minister and mediator, and he fulfilled all these roles
with an equal degree of enthusiasm, developing his
ideas with roughhewn logic and radiant vitality: he
hated compromise and respected parliamentary
democracy.
On 25 March this year I had the honour of presenting
him, on your behalf, with the Gold Medal of the Euro-
pean Parliament in recognition of our esteem. The
memory of Fernand Dehousse will remain with us as
we endeavour to strengthen Europe's institutions, and
especially when we discuss the election of this Parlia-
ment by direct universal suffrage, as we shall shortly
do.
Ladies and gentlemen, I ask you to stand an observe a
minute's silence in tribute to the memory of Mr
Fernand Dehousse.
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, President of the Commission. 
- 
(F) Mr
President, I should like to associate the Commission
with the tribute which you have just paid to the
memory of Mr Dehousse. !7ith sadness we learned of
his demise, but we are confident that the future will
witness the coming to pass of what he so rightly
struggled for.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council,
- 
(NL) Mr President, on behalf of the Council I
should like to endorse the sentiments you have just
expressed as President of the European Parliament on
the otcasion of the death of Mr Fernand Dehousse, a
distinguished former Member of this House. He was a
fount of inspiration for a younger generation which
novz carries responsibility at European level. It is diffi-
cult to exaggerate the role which Mr Dehousse played
in the efforts to achieve direct elections, a subject
which we shall be discussing shortly. He was a Euro-
pean and a true democrat.
It is only fitting that a posthumous tribute should be
paid to him at this moment, shortly before the
signing of the draft convention on direct elections. No
greater compliment could be paid to this great Euro-
Pean.
7. Election ,f Parliarnent b1 d.irect unioersal
suffrage
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debate on
- 
the statement by the President-in-Office of the
Council of the European Communities and
- 
the motion for a resolution (Doc 288176) tabled by
Mr Patiin on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee
on the election of the European Parliament by direct
universal suffrage following the outcome of the Euro-
pean Council of 12 and 13 July 1975 and of the
meeting of the Council of the European Communi-
ties ot 27 and 28 )uly 1976.
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, my statement on the election
of the European Parliament by direct universal
suffrage can be brief. The Council is fully aware of its
political commitment to sign the Convention and the
decision on 20 September of this year. The positive
developments at the July meeting of the last Euro-
pean Council and subsequently at the meeting of the
Council of Foreign Ministers undoubtedly played
their part in influencing the course of events at the
recent meeting of the Foreign Ministers at Beetsterz-
waag in the north of the Netherlands. The readiness
on the part of the governments to proceed to the final
signing of the Convention has in the meantime not
abated. I should like to make this quite clear. All the
preparations necessary for the Council to take a deci-
sion to sign the Convention have been made, and 20
September should be a red-letter day in the history of
Europe. Perhaps the long road which Europe has
travelled in this respect is a less heroic one than that
travelled by the statesman who has just passed away,
but it is of no less importance for European democ-
racy. It is clear that Europe wishes to give European
integration and hence the role of Europe in the world
an identity of its own. It is first and foremost a
triumph for democracy, a social form in which we all
believe. At the same time it should be a real break-
through towards increased cooperation at European
level and a deepening of the concept of European inte-
gration with which all of us in the various Institutions
and at different levels of responsibility are concerned.
!flhen this day comes, it will become clear that the
political impulses of the EEC Treaty and the Euratom
Treaty of I 8 years ago have not in fact been
exhausted, as has sometimes been claimed.
I should like to take this opportunity to express my
admiration and respect for your institution, the Euro-
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pean Parliameng which has cgnstantly struggled for
direct representation and hence a greater degree of
legitimacy. Several generations of Members of Parlia-
ment have with great imagination and tenacity drawn
attention to this vital element in European coopera-
tion. I should therefore like on this occasion to invite
you, Mr President, to be present in an official capacity
at the signing of these important documents on 20
September. You will then be able to see for yourself
that they really have been signed.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr President of the Council, we are
pleased to learrt that the documents will definitely be
signed on 20 September next.
I should like to thank you on behalf of Parliament as
a whole for officially inviting me to be present at thi,r
ceremony to which we attach a truly historical signifi-
cance. I am sure that the House will confirm that it
indeed wishes me to represent it amongst you on that
d.y.
(Applause)
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I must return
briefly to what you said regarding Mr Dehousse, since
over the past few years I have not only constantly
been aware of his influence but I have also frequently
had personal derilings with him. He wrote regularly to
me, as rapporteur, with useful suggestions. He continu-
ally helped me, and encouraged me to continue where
he left off in the European Parliament. I considered it
a great honour to be present in March of this year in
Liige when you awarded him the medal of this Parlia-
ment at a congress which he himself organized. It was
not for nothing that I called him the father of the
European elections when we discussed this Conven-
tion here in Jahuary 1975, in the hope that I might,
as it were, be his son in this respect. It has turned out
that the son has been permitted to finish the work
begun by the father, and I am therefore particularly
grateful for all the support Mr Dehousse gave me.
I shall not speak for long, Mr President, as I hope that
will not be necessary. I have tabled, on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, as unambiguous a motion
for a resolution as one could wish for. We are grateful
that the matter has now been settled and that we will
no longer have to return every month, as we have
been doing for the past year, to matters with which we
feel the Council should be dealing. I7e had fully
expected the matter to be over and done with by July,
but were disappointed. However, what are two months
in the eternity of European integration ? !7e realize
that Monday 20 September will mark the end of an
initial phase, the phase in which the European Parlia-
ment has struggled with the Council and the Commis-
sion to reach a decision on European elections 
- 
an
extremely difficult initial phase, but one in which the
political resolve, which we all shared, to achieve a
specific result was dominant. We now have a much
more difficult phase before us. We have one and a
half yean to make t}re necessary preparations for the
European elections 
- 
and that is an extremely short
time.
I should iust like to remind you why it will be
possible for the Convention to be signed on 20
September. Two sets of obfections had remained unre-
solved. A solution to the first, that of the Government
of the United Kingdom, was found relatively swiftly.
The Cabinet then had to discuss the matter again.
This discussion subsequently took place, and the
British Government announced that it too would sign
on 20 September. There were also objections from the
Danish Governmen! in connection with the fact that
the elections for the European Parliament would have
to be held on the same day as those for the Folketing.
As you know, Padiament discussed this problem at
great length. !(e also had extensive discussions in the
Political Affairs Committee and I know that the
Council, too, devoted a gteat deal of attention to this
matter. I am gratified that the Danish Parliament and
the Danish Government together have now found a
solution 'whereby it will be possible for the Danish
Member of the Council to join the others in signing
the Convention on Monday. I do not need to go into
the details. The Danish Govemment's objections in
principle to the situation arising from the European
elections still stand. In practice, however, a sensible
solution has been found. I should like to say quite
explicitly, in my capacity as rapporteur, that the
events in Denmark over the past few weeks, which led
to the statement on the part of the Danish Govern-
ment, that they were willing to sign on Monday, do
not, in my opinion, give rise to any objections
whatsoever which would prevent the other eight
Member States from signing. The Member States
requested that the principle of reciprocity should be
applied, a reciprocity which we all speak about, i.e.
either everyofle takes part in the elections or no-one
does. The compromise which the Danish Government
and the Danish Padiament have found is, in my view,
a guarantee that this principle will be observed. I am
grateful for this, and as rapporteur I feel that there can
consequently be no obiections on the part of the other
Member States.
I7e mus! of course, be quite clear about one thing.
There are two possibilities open to us today : we can
make celebratory speeches and drink toasts to our
success, or we can draw attention to a number of
further considerations. I prefer to do thg latter, and
wish to mention one point in particular. June 1978
was explicitly mentioned as target date in one article
of our proposal of January 1975, in order to ensure
that the Convention vould specify that the elections
would in fact take place. Together with the Political
Affairs Committee, which had copies of the provi-
sional texts to be signed on Monday, I have observed
that this date has been omitted from the draft Crcnven-
tion and included in the preamble.
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This could lead to hesitation since it appears to reduce
the force of the undertaking by the governments that
elections will actually be held in 1978.I should like to
point out, however, that at last July's Summit, as at
earlier Summits, the nine Heads of State and Govern-
ment explicitly stated that the target date of May
1978, would be maintained. This amendment to the
text in no way diminishes the obligation rhey have
taken upon themselves. !7e, the European Parliament,
stand firmly by the deadline of May/June 1978. No
reason has yet been put forward as to why any
Member State should not be able to keep to this dead-
line, provided the States have the necessary political
resolve to make a real effort to approve the necessary
legislation and implementation procedures.
If the Member States do not want to do this, they will
of course be able to slow things down at the level of
the national legislation. But the political will to which
the signatures next Monday will bear witness will
surely make it possible to hold the elections in 1978.
The governments have known for two years that 99 o/o
of the legislation they must introduce would not be
determined by this Convention, but by municipal law,
and preparations began some time ago in most coun-
tries. lVe are not starting from scratch qn 20
September. The implementing legislation is under
way and is in the course of being finalized. This is
how matters stand at the moment, and if we are aware
of this we can be ready by May 1978 if we so wish.
That is one point. Parliament must insist on this date.
The people of Europe are looking forward to Euro-
pean elections in 1978 and not to another vague date
some time in the future. There is a commitment to a
date 18 months from now.
Now to the second point. The distribution of seats
adopted by the European Council in July is not
completely in accordance with the proposals made by
the European Parliament in January 1975. ln parti-
cular, the proportional character has been somewhat
reduced by the fact that the four large Member States
have been allocated the same number of seats. I
personally think that Parliament took a more rprogres-
sive line than the governments in this respect. !7e
allowed differences in population 
- 
differences of up
to seven or eight million 
- 
to be reflected in the allo-
cation of different numbers of seats to the various
Member States. The European ministers were not
prepared to accept this. They have allocated the same
number of seats to each of the four large countries. I
think this is a pity. I regret that they did not have the
courage to accept this responsibility and thereby make
it clear, not only that Europe consists of small,
medium and large Member States, but that there are
differences between the various large Member States
themselves. The Puerto Rico group motched them-
selves off nicely, but that's about all. Nevertheless, the
final result is acceptable. We were thinking in terms
of 350 to 400 seats, but OK, the figure decided upon
'was 410. \fle'll go along with that.
Now to the implementation of the decisiort. I feel it is
important that we in this Parliament should, in the
first place, consider the final text of the Convention
which is to be signed next week as soon as possible
and decide on which points we have questions to put
or observations to make with a view to establishing
clearly what texts we must uphold in the national
parliaments.
Secondly, the European Parliament must not delay in
drawing up the rules relatings to the statute of the
European Parliament in 1978. I7hat measures must be
taken if a parliament of 410 members is to operate in
a year and a halfs time ? !7e ourselves have a serious
responsibility in this respect. The Council, too, is
faced with a difficult task, that of abiding by the
commitment it has entered into, since it was the
Heads of State and Government who decided upon
1978 as the target date, not the European Parliament.
I am convinced that through their national parlia-
ments the Members of the European Parliament will
ensure that this deadline is indeed adhered to. The
task of this Parliament is therefore to keep a close eye
on the implementation of the decision in the Member
States and see to it that qothing goes wrong en route,
Thirdly, it is, I think, our job 
- 
and this is a matter
we must discuss in great detail in the near future 
- 
to
decide how we are now going to prepare the people of
Europe. One and a half years is a short time for this
too.
Many European nations as yet know practically
nothing about the European elections. It is still all
unfamiliar territory 
- 
and I speak now as a
Dutchman. I am sometimes jealous of countries such
as Denmark, the United Kingdom and Ireland which
have held a referendum on Europe and where, at any
rate, the question of European integration has been
thoroughly aired, so that we can continue to preach
the European gospel to receptive or unreceptive ears,
as the case may be. This has never been the situation
in the Netherlands. \7e drifted into Europe, in 1957
as if we were merely going to buy a sack of potatoes.
Mr President, all these matters are still ahead of us.
The European Parliament must continue with its
normal work, but at the same time we must prepare
ourselves for this top priority 
- 
a matter which is of
the utmost importance for the development of our
Parliament and hence, I hope, for European democ-
racy. Over the last year and a half, following Parlia-
ment's decision, I have tried, in my capacity as your
rapporteur, to direct and correct the decisions made in
the Council 
- 
where possible in close consultation
with the Political Affairs Committee, which has regu-
larly discussed the progress made. I should like to
thank the Political Affairs Committee for the confi-
dence it has placed in me as rapporteur. I must
honestly say that the Political Affairs Committee did
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not breathe down my neck too much and frequently
gave the Chairman, Mr Sp6nale, and myself the
go-ahead. I should also like to express my particular
thanks to the Commission and the Council for their
extremely fruitful cooperation in preparing the texts,
which we shall discuss in due course. On Monday we
shall celebrate, and on Tuesday 2l September the
European Parliament will get down to work.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Patijn, the applause from all parts
of this House show how much we are all aware of the
way that you have taken over where that great fighter
for Europe, Fernand Dehousse left ofl and of the
considerable personal efforts you have made to
achieve the result which Mr Brinkhorst has just
announced to us. lfe thank you.
I call Mr Stewart to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Stewart. 
- 
Mr President, it is certainly right for
me to begin what I have to say be congratulating my
colleague Mr Patiin on his report and indeed, as you
have suggested, Mr President, on the months and
years of work that have preceded this report.
And it must be a great gratification to him to find that
we are now so near the realization of what has been
worked for for so long. But I do not think one need
speak at great length on the resolution. After all, its
essential purpose is to urge ministers to make quite
certain that there is no slip-up this time and that they
firmly sign the act on, 20 September. And it was very
gratifying to hear from Mr Brinkhorst that that in his
judgment is exactly what they will do.
Now I will mention, though, as I have suggested, I do
not think it is necessary now, after all these years, to
elaborate them, the basic arguments for direct elec-
tions. First, that it is the fulfilment of a treary oblig-
tion. It is true the Treaty required that agreement on
how the direct elections'"reri to be orgaiized had to
be unanimous. Now that certainly meant, of course,
that no country was under an obligation to agree to
the first scheme of direct elections that any one might
put up ; but it was equally true that no country had a
right to go on indefinitely producing this, that and the
other objection in order to prevent any scheme being
adopted at all. I believe we have now, after so much
argument, a scheme which could not reasonably be
objected to by any except those who do hot want to
have direct elections at all. And if one did not want to
have them at all, one would be clearly opposed to an
obligation that all our countries have accepted in the
Treaty of Rome.
A second argument, which, I must say, has always
weighed with me a good deal is that once we have
direct elections what is called the dual mandate is no
longer obligatory on all of us. I[e do n-ot know when
the direct elections are held how many of the people
so elected will in fact be members of their national
parliaments as well. My own feeling is that in my own
country there will be very few, if any, like that, but
, this, of course, is a thing that varies from one country
to another and in the end, of course, it will be for the
voteni to decide who they will elect. But at any rate it
will no longer be obligatory on a Member of the Euro-
pean Parliament that he should be a member of this
national padiament as well and we can be sure, I
think, that a considerable number of the members of
the directly-elected Parliament will not carry that
double burden. Now I believe it to be an advantage,
not necessarily that none of them should have the
dual mandate, but that there will be a good many of
them who have not got that double burden and can
give their full time and energy to what will be a
growing task. It is true the Com,munity has put up
with the dual mandate system for a good many years,
but the work of the Parliament and the claims that
the Parliament makes are steadily growing and we are
finding I think, that the task of being a Member of
both the European Parliament and one's national parli-
ament and having in nearly all, though not quite all,
cases constituents at home making demands on one's
time and energy is now something that hao become
out of date. IIe shall bring into European public life
people who will give their whole attention to the
Parliament.
The third argument is that not only will the Parlia-
ment, for that reason among others, be able to give
greater attention to its work, its authority for claiming
more work to do and more powers will be so much
the greater. !7hen ministers from national govem-
ments come here and answer questions, I think
perhaps sometimes the thought occurs to them when
one of their compatrios gets up: 'Vell, it's only
so-and-so at it again just as he is at home.' In a
directly elected parliament they will be facing some-
what of an unknown quantity, somebody who speaks
to them from a new platform and with new authority.
I am quite certain that a parliament so elected will
both demand and get more powers. It is true there is
nothing in the treaties that causes an automatic exten-
sion of the Parliament's powers when it is directly
elected, but I am quite certain that in practice that is
what will happen. On that I would add this point: I
do not think the growth of the Parliament's powers
will be necessarily at the expense of the national parli-
aments, because the comparative power within the
Community of the Community itself and of each of
the nine netions within it will depend on how the
Community develops, on what action, for example, is
taken on the Tindemans report; but the grofih of the
powen of Parliament will be to some extent, and I
think rightly, at the expense of the Council of Minis-
ters and of the Commission. Things which at present
the Parliament asks to be allowed to do, it will be in
the position to require that it should be able to do and
that seems to me, whatever one's view of the Commu-
nity, to be a move in the direction of greater
democracy.
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So much, Mr President, for what I have called the
basic arguments. On details, I would only mention
two. First, in the motion for a resolution, approval is
expressed of the allocation of seats. My colleague Mr
Patiin told us that it was not what he regarded as the
ideal allocation of seats, but I would venture this state-
ment. No two governments, no two people even, will
agree on what they regard as the ideal allocation of
seats. I7hat we have got to ask of any scheme put
forward for us is this : is it at any rate reasonable, and
is there any likelihood that if we went on arguing ri,e
should get anything better ? Iflell, I think the answer
is quite plain here. This is, if not to all of us ideal, reas-
onable, and it is unlikely beyond belief that if the
Ministers went on arguing they would come out with
anything that would be generally regarded as better.
Broadly speaking, the allocation is based, first, in the
principle of proportionaliry to populatiop and, second,
that principle is modified by giving some advantage to
the smaller nations in the Community. Now that is a
universal ruie. !flhenever units join together to form a
larger whole, you give some protection to the smaller
units in it. That is reasonable ; it is done here only to
quite a moderate degree, but since agreement now has
been reached, I am sure we should be wrong in the
Parliament to go in a mood of perfectionism,
wondering whether we could not come up with yet
another allocation. Let us seize on what is now before
us!
The other point of detail I would mention is that it is
clearly understood that the elections in each country
are to be held according to the laws of that country.
This is admittedly a temporary arrangement until
agreement shall be reached on a uniform method. In
view of the time it has taken us to agree on this, I do
not know quite when agreement will be reached on
that. But, again, I am quite certain: let us seize on
what we've got; to try to impose uniformity of
method at this stage would be to postpone the direct
elections indefinitely.
(Applause)
Now the governments are asked to go ahead with the
ratifications and necessary procedures. Govemments
have two things to do to carry through the necessary
legislation, and I believe also 
- 
I think it is not
mentioned in the resolution 
- 
that they do have a
iob of information, doing whatever it is proper for
governments to do to let their citizens know what is
going to happen and what all this is about. I think we
shall find that the electorate will take to this, that
indeed one of the arguments for direct elections is
that it will have an educative and informative effect
on tle public as a whole. It will make them aware that
they have a hand in this business of the architecture
of thi: Community.
Mr Prdsident, although I am speaking on behalf of the
Socialist Group, I think it might be regarded as an
unsuitable omission if I said nothing at all about the
position of the British Govemment, since there has
been much argument about this. Like everyone else
here, I am not a spokesman for a government. I can
merely record what our government is clearly on
record as saying 
- 
namely, that it is their firm desire
and intent to carry through the legislation for direct
elections.
(ApplausQ
They have stated consistently throughout the argu-
ment that they might run into practical difficulties
which will prevent them realizing the date of May 
-June 1978. But, may I say this ? I do not think that
we are the only country with practical difficulties.
Perhaps we have talked about them a little more
candidly than some ; but this reference to practical
difficulties is nog and never has been, meant by the
British Government as a method of getting out of the
clear obligation. Now, it seems to me that there is
now no future for attempts to oppose the holding of
direct elections, any more than there was a future iir
our cguntry for attempts to keep Great Briuin out of
the Community.
(Applause)
I think that, whatever anyone's views have been in the
past, we must now accept British membership of the
Community as a lact and the desirability of
increasing the democratic element in that Commu-
nity by going ahead with direct elections.
So, for these reasons, Mr President, I commend the
resolution to the House.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand to ipeak on behalf
of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Alfred Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, first of
all I should like, on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group, to thank the President-in-Office
of the Council, Mr Brinkhorst, for his brief but impor-
tant statement in which he let Parliament be the first
to know about the decisions which were made over
the weekend at the informal meeting in the Nether-
lands. It is not often that Parliament is so honoured,
but it is indeed the caSe today and I should not like to
miss this opportunity of thanking you.
In addition to expressing our thanks I should also, of
course, like to say how pleased we are that a fifteen-
year struggle has finally come to an end. !7e have just
paid tribute to one of the great protagonists of a
democratic Europe, \,Ir Fernand Dehousse. I am one
of the few remaining Memben of this Assembly who
were present when the Dehousse report was adopted
in 1960 and who supported his ad bocreport on the
European Political Community. I discussed all these
matters with him, and now his work, the work of a
socialist European, will be continued by his young
colleague Mr Patiin. Your statement has assured us
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that this tense struggle is now behind us and that, as
from next Monday, we can be sure that the Conven-
tion on European elections will be a reality, repre-
senting a step forward on the road towards greater
democracy in the European Institutions and in Euro-
pean cooperation. This decision is of such great histor-
ical significance that we Christian-Democrats do not
wish to let the opportunity pass without stressing how,
throughout the entire process of European develop-
ment and construction, we have always insisted that
Europe should be given the human face which it has
not hitherto had, but which now becomes possible by
virtue of the direct elections to the European Parlia-
ment. These will enable the citizens of Europe to play
their part in determining the course Europe will take
in the future and the demands it will have to meet.
The European Christian-Democratic Party will start
its campaign at European level next Tuesday with a
view to giving the people of Europe a picture of the
society which they can look forward to in the future,
and we hope that the Socialists, Liberals and others
will do likewise. !7e are therefore very grateful to you
and do not need to add very much to your brief but
meaningful statement. After the innumerable long
and non-committal statements made in this House by
Presidents of the,Council in the past, your statement
today very much represents a step in the right direc-
tion, which we wholeheartedly welcome. I do not
intend to go into details today since there will be an
opportuniry to do so in October once the signed
Convention has been made public. I hope that this
Parliament will then be able to express its views on
this Convention and offers its advice, since at the
present moment the Convention is still being dealt
with by the national governments and parliaments.
\flhen they have finished discussing it, we shall then
be faced with a new struggle which will require great
efforts if we are to be ready in time for the elections
in 1978.
The ratification procedures will demand our full atten-
tion, and we shall all have to do what we can in our
national parliaments to ensure that they can be
concluded as soon as possible. In addition, we in our
national parliaments shall have to press for the intro-
duction of the necessary adjustments to the national
electoral laws, and I should like ts stress on behalf of
the Christian-Democrats that we expect the national
parliaments themselves to make an effort to introduce
a European element into the national electoral laws,
so that the citizens of Europe, whatever country they
happen to be in at the time of these elections, will be
able to use their votes and that this right will not be
restricted to the nationals of the country in question.
That would be the first manifestation of a genuine
European conviction on the part of the various
national parliaments.
Finally, I should like to add that I am pleased that the
number of seats finally decided upon is 410, since I
think this number makes it possible for all the polit-
ical viewpoints, minorities, parties and regions of
Europe to be genuinely represented in this Parlia-
ment. The figure of 410 seats will allow each Member
State to be represented in the European Parliament by
the various political parties and tendencies, so that all
the various poins of view of the European peoples
may be reflected there, thus making this Parliament
geniunely representative. !7e therefore endorse what
is stated in Mr Patijn's motion for a resolution, i.e. that
we agree with the number of seats allocated. After
Monday, 20 September we shall know that the
Members of the European Parliament will probably be
elected for a period of five years. !7e shall then be
certain that the elections will take place simultane-
ously in all the Member States on one particular day
or couple of days. After the signature of the Conven-
tion it will be officially established that the period
Mry 
- 
June 1978 has been accepted as the target
date for the elections, which is something we should
like to stress and hope to see formally confirmed in
the Convention 
- 
if not actually in the articles them-
selves, then in the preamble. !7e should like to
request the particular attention of the President-in-
Office of the Council on this point.
!7e know that the dual mandate, as Mr Stewart has
already pointed out 
- 
and I am grateful to him for
doing so 
- 
will no longer be obligatory 
- 
and that
some of the Members of this European Parliament
will consequently be able to devote their whole atten-
tion to their European mandate, which means that
they will be in a better position to do useful work in
Ihis Parliament.
I should not like to conclude my remarks without
saying a special word of thanks to Mr Sp6nale. On 27
July you sacrificed part of your holiday because of the
hesitation on the part of the Council which, according
to the decisions of the European Council of 12 July,
should have reached a decision on that date.
On that occasion you, in your capacity as President of
the European Parliament, showed that you had so
much influence and drive that you were indeed able
to bring considerable pressure to bear on the Council
on 27 July. The fact that it has been possible today for
the President of the Council to confirm formally that
all the documents will be signed on 20 September is
largely due to your efforts, Mr Sp6nale, and I should
like to thank you on behalf of the Christian-
Democratic Group.
Nor should I like to miss the opportunity of thanking
the rapporteur, Mr Patijn, on behalf on the Christian-
Democratic Group. As a young Member of Parliament
he probably has less experience than his predecessor,
Mr Dehousse, but he nevertheless used such skill and
dexterity in drawing up his draft Convention in such a
simple form that he managed to win the approval of
this Parliament for a Convention which the nine
governments can no longer reject. This is the great
merit of Mr Patiin's work 
- 
the fact that he has
expressed a minimum requirement so simply in a few
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articles that the governments can hardly refuse to
accept it, thereby ensuring that the elections will now
definitely become a reality.
I should like to thank you, Mr Patijn, on behalf of the
Christian-Democratic Grouir, for this too. After the
elections we will continue to work on the basis of the
Tindemans Report for the further integration of
Europe with the support of a directly elected parlia-
ment which will represent a f,ar greater section of the
Community than it does at present.
Since Mr Stewart mentioned the British Government,.
may I take this opportunity to add a few words
regarding the govemment of my own country which,
on 12 July, made it possible for an agreement to be
reached, by withdrawing its demand for an equal
number of seats for the Netherlands and Belgium,
thereby enabling the Danish minister to be party to
the agreement reached in the European Council. This
was a further illustration of Mr Tindemans' European
conviction. I wanted to stress this once more today in
order to demonstrate how strong this European convic-
tion is in the small countries and how it brings such
pressure to bear on some of the big countries to go
along with them 
- 
albeit somewhat reluctantly on
occasion, since they feel that they are big enough and
can do many things on their own. However, that is all
in the past. Tomorrow we shall set off together, and
the Christian-Democrats will cooperate with all the
other .parties in the organization of these European
elections and the further' construction of Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Thank you, Mr Bertrand, for the tone
of your speech, for the well-deserved thanks which
you gave to our rapporteur, and for the rather flat-
tering words which you addressed to me.
I call Mr Durieux to speak on behalf of the Liberal
and Allies Group.
Mr Durieux, 
- 
(F) Mr President, like those who
have spoken before me, I should like first of all to
thank the President-in-Office of the Council for
giving us so soon ahd so clearly the first news of the
decision to be taken by the Council. Naturally, I also
wish to thank our rapporteur, Mr Patijn, who has
achieved so much in the last 18 months. And finally
of course, I should like to thank you, Mr President, for
your help in promoting this matter and for the careful
atteqligT which you have paid to the Council deci-
slons.
!7hen agreement was reached in July on the number
and distribution of the seats in the European Parlia-
menL the heads of state and governr,nent overcame 
-we realize this now 
- 
the last major obstacle to the
election.of this House by direct universal suf{rage in
May or June 1978. That will certainly be a date to
remember in political history, since this ballot will be
the first of its kind and will enable our present Europe
of national dtates to develop into a Community of
European peoples 
- 
into a Europe of 150 million
voters going to the polls to elect their members for a
common parliament.
There have been problems, I know and there will be
more yet, but the essential thing is that these elections
will be held and that the people of Europe will be
able to express their opinion on European union.
Next Monday, 20 September, we shall have further
proof that Europe is working towards unity, in spite of
all the hindrances. Considering the profound implica-
tions of these elections, I feel that perseverence will
undoubtedly have proved more effective than any sign
of impatience. The decision on the distribution of
seats and the decision to be taken in the next few days
on the text of the Convention mark the end of the
first stage. But we all know, and this was pointed out
by the previous speakers, that another struggle now
begins, basically within the varidus Member States. It
is now up to the national parliaments to initate as
soon as possible the procedure for ratifying the
Convention so that the elections can go ahead, as
planned, in 1978. In one or two Member States the
ratification procedure is scheduled for the very near
future. This legislation musr be passed very quickly. It
was only recently, indeed just last week, that the
Dutch parliament ratified the convention on the new
budgetary procedure which goes back to the end of
Mr Berkhouwer's term of office as President. And the
Dutch parliament is not the last to ratify this treaty.
The alternatives before us regarding the electoral
procedure will be the subject of heated debate within
each Member State. I7e are going to witness some rear-
guard actions, you can be sure of that, and old argu-
ments will be trotted out again : the sacrifice of
national sovereignty, a semblance of democracy, and
so on. My country will undoubtedly not be spared
arguments of this kind, but this discussion should
take place everywhere. Ultimaltely, the essential thing
is this : the future European union must be based on a
democratic system, i.e. on the enlightened participa-
tion pf our citizens, This means that we must keep
them informed and we must have a thorough know-
ledge of their hopes and aspirations. This will be a
major factor in this new struggle, and we must be
thankful that the motion for a resolution devotes
several paragraphs to this. These electiens call for a
truly visionary effort'from all the political parties in
the Community and from each of us individually. Ifle
must draw up clearly formulated European manifestos
and we must defend these. The Liberals have already
begun this work and we shall continue it within the
EEC Liberal and Democratic Federation which we set
up in Stuttgart last March and which will be holding
its first congress in The Hague at the begining of
November, soon after the Council decision. The
Liberals will thus be,among the first of the major poli-
ticla, groupings in Europe to get together to work out
not only a manifesto, but also an action programme
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for the direct elections to the European Parliament.
Furthermore, the statutes of our Federation lay down
that the member parties will aPProve these. \fle want
to arrive at a clear definition of what we mean by
European union and to find the means of achieving it.
Our efforts must be doubled in future if they are to be
effective. Fine ideas can be dangerous if not put into
practice. This new stage in European integration must
bbtain the consensus and the cooperation of the
citizens of Europe, and must get a clearer picture of
their aspirations and exPectations. This is essential for
a credible Europe and it will be the task of all polit-
ical, economic and trade union forces of Europe. I
should like to close by mentioning again one of the
major effects of these elections which has already
aroused fierce opposition in some quarters. If there is
going to be a latent conflict between national sover-
-ignty 
and the democratic legitimacy of the future
Parliament, this conflict, this tension must produce an
impetus towards a new distribution of power at
national and Community levels.
But does this mean that the forthcoming elections
will be the starting point of a gradual but total erosion
of all national power in favour of centralized Commu-
nity govemment ? This would be an absurd and
dangerous development. Such reasoning would ignore
totaily those national 
,institutions which exist within
each Member State. They do exist, and they will not
let us forget it, thank goodness. The Liberals believe
that varous tasks must remain the responsibility of
Member States of their regions. \7e favour decentrali-
zation where centralization has gone too far, whether
in human terins or in economic and practical terms.
The period before us is thus one for thought and for
the assimilation of new ideas. There will be two more
speakers on behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group in
this debate 
- 
Mr Berkhouwer, who will be tabling an
amendment which I strongly urge the House to
suPPort.
The Liberals will naturally give their total support to
this motion for a resolution which Mr Patiin has
presented on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee.
Altltlause)
President. + I call Sir Peter Kirk to speak on behalf
of the European Conservative Group.
Sir Peter Kirk. 
- 
Mr President, little really remains
to be said. This is, I think, the fifth debate on direct
elections that we have had since Schelto Patijn
presented this original report in January 1975 and I
do not think that the Council of Ministers nor the
Commission can be in any doubt of the opinion of
the European Parliament on this matter nor indeed
can the European Parliament be in any doubt of the
opinion of the Conservative GrouP on this matter and
I do not wish to labour it again today.
The President-in-Office of the Council has told us
that next Monday the convention will be signed and I
have no doubt that when he says that he means it and
that this will happen. He will, I am sure, permit me to
have sufficient doubt about the workings of the
Council, from bitter experience over the last four
years, to say that I will not be uncorking the cham-
pagne until it happens, but I have sufficient trust in
itrJ putctr Presidency to get the champagne out of the
cellar and put it on ice so that it will be ready when
this does happen.
(Applauw)
Of course, nobody could produce a convention which
would satisfy everyone and, as both Mr Patiin and Mr
Stewart, and indeed Mr Bertrand have said, the
numbers proposed for the seats and the distribution
among the various contries are not those that we in
this Parliament wanted. They are not even those that
were canvassed by Members of this Parliament.
Indeed, if I may be impertinent enough to say so, they
are, I think, less logical than any of the various
formulas that were suSSested by this Parliament.
Nevertheless they are there, and we would be foolish
to reject them simply because t[ey were not ours.
Certainly I would hope that every Member of this
Parliament will be prepared to work on those
numbers.
Although we understand that ttrc draft convention will
have no date attached to it, we rely upon the declara-
tion of the Heads of State and Government that the
date will be May or June of. 1978. One that basis the
Conservative Group will do all it can to ensure that
the declaration which the President has made today,
and the convention, which we confidently expect will
be signed on Monday, is carried into effect on the due
date at the right time and in the right way. !7e believe
that this imposes a particular duty on every Member
of this Parliament who votes for this resolution today,
to see that the resolution is carried through in out
own national Parliaments and is effectively supported
by our own national governments. That, too, the
Conservative Group will do in the countries which we
represent and I feel certain the other grouPs will do in
the countries that they rePresent.
As Mr Patijn rightly said, and Mr Bertrand repeated,
one chapter and a very long chapter comes to an end
next Monday and a new chapter, and I hope a slightly
shorter chapter, but a very exciting one, begins on
Tuesday, and there is an enormous amount of work to
be done. I am quite confident that in the vanguard of
the march towards the rendez-vous that we havd with
the electorate in May 1978, our raPPorteur, who has
done so much to get through this great proiect, will be
leading us.'I can assure him that modestly as always,
but I hope effectively as always, the Conservative
Group will be right behind him.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Boano to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Boano. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I personally agree
with those who feel that today is perhaps not the right
time to go deeply into this matter, especially after the
brief but very explicit pledge we have heard from the
Presidnet-in-Office of the Council. I7e should be
running the risk of either of stating the obvious, or, in
an attempt to be more specific, of introducing new
problems and new misgivingp. Nevertheless, we must
avoid facile enthusiasm, not only because we are
mindful of numerous past disappointments, but also
because the decision which will be taken on 20
September is only the first step on a long and difficult
road.
Our first task is to educate public opinion in Europe
so that there is no risk of a low turnout at the polls
robbing thefe elections of their meaning and their
political significance. It is our duty to ask ourselves
whether the voters are sufficiently aware, except in the
vaguest and most general terms, of the need to align
the destinies of our nations; we have to ask ourselves
if there exists a popular and widespread feeling that
something new and momentous is about to emerge,
something which on the one hand will open up vast
new political horizons while on the other hand
bringing with it difficulties and sacrifices of equal
magnitude. Alas, public opinion in Europe does not
yet 6eem capable of rising above the legacy of its
recent history, of transcending national, or indeed
regional, local and sectoral interests. Indeed, public
opinion seems to hve little faith the future of Europe.
Even the present party groupings largely reflect
internal struggles and traditions, when their role
should be to develop wider-ranging and more
distinctly 'European' policies. There is a danger, then,
that the European electorate will show a relative lack
of interest in the election of this Parliament, which
until now has been bereft of power and barely known
to the general public.
Consequently, I call on the leading politicians in the
various Member States to play a maior role in awak-
ening and encouraging public awareness, not only
within the confines of their own countries but
throughout the Community; and not only in the
limited arena of political assemblies, but through the
most popular and persuasive medium of our age : In
this way a clear picture of the great democratic
process which will be launched on 20 September can
be brought to the people.
It goes without saying that the election by direct
universal suffrage is only a first step, albeit a signifi-
cant and momentous one. Once the legitimacy of this
House has been established by popular vote the newly-
elected Parliament must find its rightful place within
the framework of the European institutions, a frame-
work which over the last 15 years has developed its
own system of balances, and its own limits, on a
different basis,
And so a new and difficult chapter is about to open in
the life of this Institution. The road to our goal will be
long and arduous. And this explains why our reaction
to today's statement by Mr Brinkhorst, although
emphatic in its support, is also one of reflection and
responsibility; for we realize that the task of forging a
new Europe for the Europeans has barely begun and
must not be made more difficult by bouts of short-
lived enthusiasm. Instead, our efforts must be marked
by patient determination, flexibility and resilience
over a period of time commensurate with the momen-
tous significance and the difficulties of the task which
lies before us.
In closing, Mr President, I .should like to offer my
sincere thanks, not only to our distinguished rappor-
teur, but also to you yourself. Two days ago, when we
spoke briefly together, you told me that you felt like a
fonctionnaire, a bureaucrat who quite by chance
found himself in the world of politics. The President-
in-Office of the Council has invited you to be present
next Monday at a ceremony which has a formal
bureaucratic aspect, but which will mark the end of a
campaign which you have admirably led. \7e all envy
you, Mr President, the emotion you are bound to feel
this coming Monday. It will be as if Giuseppe Mazzini
had been there to witness the unification of ltaly, as if
Tadeusz K6sciuszko had seen the reunification of his
partitioned Poland, or 
- 
if I may use a more recent
and moving example 
- 
as if Fernand Dehousse
himself were there.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hamilton.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
Mr President, I too would like to
congratulate Mr Patijn on his motion and will go
along with a very large majority 
- 
though not a
unanimous group 
- 
of socialists in this Parliament in
supporting the principle of direct elections to the
European Assembly. It will be an historic vote and
will represent a major step along the road towards the
establishment of European democratic institutions.
Now, I know that there are some Members of the
Socialist Group here and in the United Kingdom Parli-
ament who have never believed in the principle of
European integration anyway and they, no doubt, will
either abstain or vote against this proposition tonight,
and I hope that nobody here will question their since-
rity in doing that. But I myself believe that the future
of our people, whether they be Belgians or Germans
or British or whatever, can only be determined within
a much bigger political context than national parlia-
ments can provide, and I desperately hope and pray,
and will give unequivocally a very firm undertaking,
that I will do nothing to stop or prevent our Labour
government, our Socialist Government in Britain,
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from fulfilling a clearly undertaken pledge to get these
direct elections by the stated target date of the early
summer of 1978.
But I must tell this Parliament that one's idealism in
these matters must be tempered by a certain degree of
realism ahd the fact is that in my opinion there is
very little hope of getting the necessary legislation on
this matter through our House of Commons in
London by May or June 1978, and I will say vhy.
And there's no good, 
- 
the hysteria of the feminine
voice behind me shouting 'rubbish' 
- 
no good in
that kind of interruption. It makes no contribution
whatever to the debate which we are now undergoing.
I7e shall have in front of our United Kingdom Parlia-
ment other legislation which will be highly controver-
sial, cutting across all parties, on which the present
government has got no mandate, oq which there is no
majority in the House of Commons and which will
take at least twelve months to get through, if it ever
gets through. And twelve months, if you look at the
timetable, ladies and gentlemen, will take us to this
time next year, and the legislation will probably not
get through at all; and then we shall be faced, in all
probability, with a general election in the United
Kingdom, in the same way as the Germans are having
an election in a fortnight or so, and one of the people
who will lose that election will be the lady who is
hysterically calling out behind me. She has got a
vested interest in not having this election. I want to
say to this Assembly that she has got a vested interest
in sustaining this place because she has got part o( her
family fully employed here at the European Parlia-
ment's or somebody's expense in Europe, so she has
got a vested interest in maintaining her position and
her party's position as a Member of the elected
Assembly here.
(Protuts)
Now, I want this Parliament to be very clear about
what it's about. !7e as Europeans in this Parliament
very much want to have a democratically elected
assembly here because we believe that democracy, iI it
means anything, must mean an elected Parliament
answerable to our people and we haven's got that at
this moment. !7e are here representing nobody as
Europeans, and unless and until we are directly
elected here .we have no right to seek increased
powers for this Assembly. Increased power must
follow rather than precede direct elections to it. And,
therefore, I very much welcome the propositions
being put forcrard by Mr Patijn, but I hope the
Assembly will understand the difficulties and the
dilemmas which face some of us, though not all, in
our UK Parliament at home.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer on a procedural
motion.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Mr President, it is not for me to apolo-
gize in this House, but I do really believe that we are
beginning to see the arrival of some of the less
fortunate aspects of our own parliament at home here.
And I personally hope that you, Sir, would draw the
attention of this House to the undesirability of the
sort of personal attack that has been made upon
another member of this House.
I deplore it intensely.
(Applause from seaeral quarters)
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
There was no such attack on any
member of this House. There was no such attack 
- 
it
was a statement of fact 
- 
I stand by it, there was no
attack at all.
President. 
- 
Mr Harhilton, I note Mr Spicer's
remark, which I feel is to some extent justified.
Quanels or conflicts of internal politics are best dealt
with in the national parliaments. In this House we
should try to find what unites us and not what divides
us.
(Applause)
I call Mr de la Maldne'to"speak ori behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr de la Meline. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like
some clarification on the legal status of the document
which is to be signed on 20 September. This is to be
done pursuant to the third paragraph of Article 138 of
the Treaty of Rome 
- 
which, however, also states
that, if Article 138 is to be implemented, this must be
done in accordance with the respective constitutional
requirements of each Member State. As I see it, this
constitutes either a new treaty, an amendment to the
existing Treaty, an addition to the Treaty, or else a
modification of the Treaty.
Furthermore, in this particular case we have a decision
taken by the European Council, a body not provided
for in the Treaty, although the decision was neverthe-
less confirmed by the Council of Ministers. Does this
therefore come under Article 236 ?
I should therefore like an explanation of the legal
status of this document which is to be signed next
Monday. It was successively referred to as a 'treaty', a
'convention'and a'decision'. What is involved here 
-internal application of the treaties, a new international
treaty, or the implementatign of Article 236? I teel
that the answer to this question is of some impottance
to various'people in my country.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Dunwoody.
Mrs Dunwoody.- Mr President, I hesitate tb iniro-
duce a 'slight nbte of dissent into our pailiamLntary
proceedings this afternoon, but I think I should 
-make
it quite clear that I am speaking for a small minority
of my colleagues, when I. say that we will not feel able
to vote for this motion for a resolution worded as'it is.
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I do not, of course, mean in any way to imply that we
do not find in it the normal clarity and fluency which
we associate with the name Schelto Patijn, but I think
I should explain that there are many of us who feel
very strongly about the question of direct elections
and I hope it will be accepted that what I have to say
this afternoon stems not from any lack of appreciation
of the problems of democracy, but from a very strong
and lifelong commitment to precisely that ideal and,
if I may, I will explain why I think it is so important
not to rush into the whole question of direct elections.
Michael Stewart in his speech mentioned the fact that
it was going to be exceedingly difficult for Members
of this Parliament, once direct elections had taken
place, to hold a dual mandate. I must say to him, just
as I must say to my colleague lfilliam Hamilton, that
it is precisely my commitment to the dual mandate
which, I believe, fits me to sit in this Parliament. I do
not underestimate the physical or political difficulties,
but I say to you that democracy is far more than the
setting up of a date. It is far more than the declaration
of a time at which the machinery will work. It is far
more than the printing of pamphlets and the creation
of a number of platforms which have only one thing
in common, and that is their refusal to accept the fact
that there are very great differences not only of history
but of political thought between the countries of the
Nine, not differences that we should in any way
regret, but differences that have to be dealt with if this
Parliament is to mean anything. And I stand here
because I believe most fundamentally that there is a
very great danger in creating merely the semblance of
democracy.
May I explain to you precisely what direct elections
would mean to many of us in my country ? Ife
should be asked to represent ten times our existing
electorate. !(e should, and I believe if we are to do the
job efficiently, we must transmit not just their ideas to
you, but your ideas to them. And I say to you that at
the present time many of us find it exceedingly diffi-
cult 
- 
spending, as we do, large parts of every month
in most constituencies, dealing with the problems of
those people from day to day, talking to them in our
surgeries 
- 
we find it exceedingly difficult to
convince them that the EEC has any direct relevance
to their lives. And, if you are really seriously to say
that it is only when we have direct elections that we
shall be able to ask for powers, I say to you: !7hat
powers will you ask for ? \7hat will you have after
direct elections that you do not have today ? You have
the right in this Parliament to question the Commis-
sion and to question them more closely than you do.
You have the right to sit in committees, although you
do not admit the world's press so that they will know
what is going on. You have the right to cast votes in
this Assembly which are based upon your political
views, and yet those votes are not recorded and the
results are not fully handed out to the people of
Europe to understand exactly how you think and why
you have reached certain conclusions. You can do all
this now. You can do this in the next two years.
Believe me, parliaments which are effective, and those
which have been effective through the ages, are the
ones where there has been an upsurge of involvement
from the peoples of the countries concerned who
wanted to participate. I say to you that two-thirds of
the people of Europe are not concerned with the Euro-
pean Parliament. If you want me to be vulgar I would
say they don't give a damm ! And I will tell you why.
Because they are not yet convinced that we here are
capable of taking decisions which are based on their
fundamental rights and their fundamental needs. We
have all sorts of practical difficulties to face. I leave
aside the fact tha,t many of us believe that my own
country is misinterpreting a treaty obligation ; they
have given this undertaking, but it still has to go
through my parliament. My people have to be
convinced as to the efficacy of, as to the reason for the
sort of machinery that is being suggested. \7e will
have to work hard because of the timing of an elec-
tion which many of us believe to be not only miscon-
ceived, but far too soon to be of any practical use to
anybody.
May I say this to you 2 !7e cannot exist in Europe by
creating goals in the future, by aiming for those goals,
and then, when we get there, saying how dreadful it is
that the majority of the people of Europe are not
involved in what we are doing, unless we explain to
them the reasons behind our future plans. Direct elec-
tions will give us a semblance of democracy but not
democracy. They will destroy this existing Chamber
and put in its place something larger, something
which will not be any more involved and, indeed, may
be dangrously less involved with the electorate of the
Nine than it is at the present time. I shall vote against
the wording of this motion for a resolution sadly, but
from a very deep conviction that Europe must be built
on practicalities, and reality does not lie in semantics.
!7e have heard today that South Africa is capable of
disguising its particular policies as a 'multilateral
approach'. That is semantics. Politics is not semantics.
Politics is what you and I and the lady next door and
that famous man on the Clapham omnibus care
about. And when that man is anxious that we should
have an elected parliament with real powers he will
say so, and he will say so in unmistakable terms that
will be heard throughout the nine countries of the
EEC.
(Applause from certain quarters)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Mr President, I very much support Mr
Patiln and his excellent work on the question of direct
elections.
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My party 
- 
and this of course, may seem odd to
some of you 
- 
is aiming at the independence of
Scotland and the entry of Scotland into Europe on its
own steam with.your welcome. Now that may be or it
may not be, I do not know the result of the next elec-
tion, but that is my position here. I have always found
that I was treated on the whole with considerable cour-
tesy by this House until today and I think, having
been personally attacked on a domestic level, I really
must make a statement to this House.
As a non-attached Member, I have an allowance, as
you all have, for a secretary. I never claimed it until I
had one. I had one when my son failed to get into
Cambridge Universiry which for some reason, which
I cannot explain, he wanted to do. He became my
secretary in January and I claimed this pittance of an
allowance for my son. I said, 'if you can live on this in
Luxembourg, it's all yours 
- 
get on with it'. And
that's what he did. I can say with my hand on my
heart that no one could have a more efficient secre-
tary, as is known to many people in this group, and I
make no apology about having m/ son as my secre-
tary on a pittance allowance. Can I therefore say that
the innuendos of the Member for Central Fife against
me today have been nothing short of disgraceful. If
that is the way, this Parliament is going to conduct
itself. Mr Presidgnt, my party,will have to consider
very carefully if they wish to send me back here. That
is the position, and I have come here as a reasonable
person to speak on ever so many subiects, subjects
that sometimes have nothing to do with Scotland. I
have come here to do my best as a Member of this
forum, which I've'ry much respect, and I just think it
is very odd that this forum should watch me being so
personally attacked as I have been today.
(Altplause)
So much for that.
I want to speak about {irect elections. From the begin-
ning, my party has supported the idea, because, if this
Parliament is going to be democratic, it must control
the two exec+rtive arms that we see here today, the
Commission and the Council. !7e must have some
control and we must therefore be directly elected ; it
goes without saying 
- 
indeed, there is no argument
left.
\U7hat I would like to say on behalf of my party is very
simple. The Foreign Office of the British Government
are going to try and use my party as an excuse for a
delay, because, of course, eight or ten seats are not
enough for Scotland when we have the same popula-
tion as Denmark. But my party sa),s to this House: we
don't mind, we, will take the number of seats you give
us at the moment and only if we prove thet we are
right will we then come back to you and ask you for
more seats. At the moment it does not matter to us
very much if we get eight or ten seats, so that if the
British Government tries to hold'up direct elections
by blaming the Scottish National Party this will
simply not do. 'Ve are on record here, through me,
and on record in the House of Commons as saying
that we trust the good will of the Member States
towards Scotland. If it's eight seats 
- 
OK, it's eight;
if it's ten 
- 
OK it is ten ; but we are in favour of
direct elections and unless we have them the citizens,
as many speakers have said today, are going to lose
interest. Mr President, in this institution the press
does not always get through to the local papers. I am
sure that is true in every Member State, it is certainly
true in my country, and it is a pity, because what
happens here is important but we don't get through
and one way we shall get through is by direct elec-
tions. It's so simple, it is so obvious, there is no argu-
ment. The only thing I can say to you, Mr President,
is, for what it is worth 
- 
and this House has people,
as you have seen, who will laugh 
- 
that we have 30
per cent of the votes of the people of Scotland, and we
give you our pledge that we are only interested in this
House if it is directly elected. There is no possible
excuse for the British Government to delay a single
instant. All the problems 
- 
the dual mandatei and so
on 
- 
can be worked out, all these thingp can be left
for a period of time, surely, with good will amongst us
all. There is no reason" for these elections to be
delayed beyond May 1978, and for my party I put my
hand on the desk and say, let's have them as soon as
possible !
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bordu.
Mr Bordu. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the position of the
Communist Party in France with regard to democracy
and the election of parliamentary assemblies by
universal suffrage is perfectly clear. !7e believe that
democracy and its advance are the result of continu-
ally expanding the powers of all elected assemblies
and that these alone have the sovereign right to direct
the affairs of France.
Our policies are based on democrary, national
sovereignity and the independence of France. For
these reasons we oppose, from the outset, any plan for
direct elections to the European Parliament. !(e
regard these elections as pseudo-democracy for a
Communiry marked by technocracy, as an anti-
d€mocratic tool for the political purposes of the great
financial and industrial concerns. This is the smoke-
screen behind which the multinationals intend to
pursue a policy of exclusive benefit to themeelves,
while the workers have to make all the sacrifies.
This policy pulls the Community further down the
slope of crisis with each passing year. Our Commu-
nity is struggling with serious problems 
- 
monetary
chaos, inflation, unemployment 
- 
without being able
to find any solution. It would appear that a pool of 5
million unemployed has become an accepted factor in
the Community's crisis; it would seem that mass
unemployment, affecting young people in pirticular,
has become a concomitant of capitalist society.
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Indeed, the decision taken in Brussels on 26 July by
the EEC Council of Ministers reveals the reniwed
determination of the governments of the Member
States to impose on the workers a new dose of auste-
rity, an added rwist in the policy of sacrifice, the
immediate result of which will be to increase unem-
ployment and cause more bankruptcies among
farmers and small and medium-sized business.
This is no debate on the technicalities of democracy
but rather a discussion of much deeper issues. Somi
questions must be answered: will the Community be
more democratic, a fairer society, after the election of
the European Parliament by universal suffrage ? Or
will the Community then have a screen behind which
it can hide as it intensifies the burden on the workers
with its policy of sacrifices, with its poliry of eroding
power at national level ? Although there is an element
of consent, the workers are rebelling increasingly
against thig, if I am to go by the demonstrations
taking place throughout the Community.
How can one ignore the fact that the Community is
dominated by the economic and financial power of
West Germany, which even dictates 
- 
or tries to 
-how certain Member States should form their govern-
ments ? Such interference, even if it was only done to
catch votes, is part of the Puerto Rico conspiracy, a
barrier to the people's freedom of expression, even if
in the end the people do accept their responsabilities.
'We are convinced that if 'supranational' powers are
given to the European Parliament, we are only paving
the way for the political and economic domination of
the Community by Germany. Behind the facade of
democracy, this Parliament would simply provide a
political guarantee for the capitalist policies of Europe
and America.
Our position with regard to the Communiry is well
known. !fle favour a democratic Europe sewing the
workers ; we favour economic and social progress. !7e
feel that cooperation between the countries of Europe
and the world must not be achieved at the price of
lost national sovereignty and independence. Europe
must be built with countries which are strong because
they are independent and sovereign nations.
Our fears have just been confirmed by the call from
the Lower House of the Netherlands Parliament that
the European Parliament should have all the powers
of a national parliament. This means that the afiairs of
France, for example, would be decided outside the
country. May I remind the House that we have always
stated that French affairs must not be decided in
\Uflashington, or London, or Moscow, or Bonn, but in
Paris. It is ironical that, after our having been accused
for so long of receiving our orders from abroad, this
accusation should now rebound on those who levelled
il,
It is our,desire to occupy our rightful place in this
House. And we shall strive to achieve the fair represen-
tation which is our right.
Consequently, we shall advocate and support any
move which furthers the cause of a Europe of the
workers, a Europe which is democratic, independent
and peace-loving.
As Members of this Parliament 
- 
and even though
our numerical strength is an insult to the concept of
proportional representation 
- 
we shall continue to
champion the cause of the workers of France,
defending their interests'and those of our country. In
the same way, the French Communist Party will
continue to oppose any attempt to undermine
national sovereignty. !fle therefore believe that the
resolution before us is not only a threat to the sover-
eignry of our country but is also riddled with ambi-
guities. The veil of silence that has been drawn over
the basic issues is too great to allow us to sign a.blank
cheque mortgaging the future of our country and our
people.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sandri.
Mr Sandri. 
- 
(I)Mr President, it is certainly not our
intention to question the sincerity of Mr Brinkhorst's
words or to deny the resolute efforts of Mr Patiin in
this matter; indeed, we truly appreciate all he has
achieved. However, we feel that this motion for a reso-
lution is simply performing a ritual in deploring the
Council decision to postpone the signing of the
Convention, and that its calls for future action only
hide the true nature of the obstacles which have
emerged and which still encumber the road ahead.
!fle want to take the opportunity which this debate
offers of avoiding the usual stereotyped phrases and
attempting a more thorough, albeit brief, analysis,
going beyond purely defensive arguments. If we take a
wider look at the problem, outside the strict Commu-
nity framework, we see that in the wake of the serious
crisis of these last few years 
- 
a crisis, by the way
which is far from being over 
- 
the Iflest is expe-
riencing a steady polarization and concentration of
political and economic power in the stronger nations.
This is tending, of course, to leave the smaller and
weaker nations further and further behind. S7e saw
this during the Puerto Rico summit 
- 
l am sorry, but
it,has to be said 
- 
when it was clear not only from
the warning handed out to ltaly, but'also from the
criteria by which nations were invited or excluded.
This was one of many damaging blows to what is
claimed to be Communiry spirit of the Nine.
I am not digressing here, Mr President, because even
the European Council meeting of l2 and 13 July was
preceded by bilateral meetings berween the leaders of
certain Member States. These meetings, where in the
main Community problems were discussed, more or
less determined the Council decision which followed.
It was then that the press, and not only the press,
spoke of the emergence within the European
Economic Community of a genuine directorate of the
major Community powers, a directorate entrusted
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with and productive of decision-making power. It is
our opinion 
- 
and this is what we want to bring to
Parliament's attention 
- 
that the balance of political
and institutional power is again being altered within
the Community, and that'a hierarchical system is in
line with the general trend in the \flest 
- 
as I
mentioned earlier 
- 
and with the political, economic
and social disparities which are increasing within the
Nine.
Ifle therefore feel obliged to point out the danger that
these European elections, far from achieving their
avowed purpose, may simply provide the pretext for a
concentration of power irt the hands of a few domi-
nant nations. This would gravely hinder the construc-
tion of a truly democratic Europe, which depends on
the equal participation of the peoples of each Member
State. To be sure, the election of the European Parlia-
ment may lead to something quite different from the
unpleasant prospect I have painted, and we in the
Italian Communist Party should like to stress our
belief in this. On this point 
- 
and it would be both
pointless and hypocritical to deny it 
- 
there is a
difference of opinion between us and our French
comrades, but I do not feel that it should be exagger-
ated, nor give rise to unwarranted speculation. It is
merely proof of the fact that the workers of our conti-
nent are developing different viwpoints which every
one of us must attempt to reconcile even using the
method of dialectical confrontation.
\7e Italian Communists do not believe that the elec-
tion of a European Parliament will provide a magic
solution to 
.our problems, but we do believe that it
may be 
- 
notice that I say 'may' not 'will', there is
nothing automatic or inevitable about it 
- 
the first
step along the rocky road to European union. !7e do
feel, however, that the election of a European Parlia-
ment can be a very important step if the electoral
campaign permits a civilized contest between the
ideologies and policies of the various political and
social movements at work in Europe ; it can be a very
important step especially if the national electoral laws
allow effective proportional representation accepted by
all, and if the new Parliament becomes, as has been
said, a focus for the reinlorcement and not the erosion
of national sovereignty. It is our belief, therefore, that
the election of a European Parliament will provi{e a
new forum for the democratic struggle, and that this is
a challenge which must be met, since it will give the
workers of Europe the opportunity for making their
voices heard.
\7e agree with the principles enunciated in the
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Patijn but, ladies
and gentlemen, we shall abstain from voting on the
document as a whole. Even if the resolution is clear
enough, there is still too much ambiguity about the
basic issues, i.e. the practical application of the deci-
sion and the political thinking which produced and
still pervades it.
(Altplausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Sanctis.
Mr De Sanctis. 
- 
(I) Mr President, you will excuse
me if I am unable to remain calm and impassive this
afternoon. Lack of time prevents me from speaking at
any length, but there is also a very personal reason
why I should feel as I do. There will soon be a new
Italian delegation to this Parliament and I already
know I shall not be among its members. But I also
know that my party is to appoint me as its spokesman
on Community affairs in ltaly, and I feel this entitles
me to tell both you and the Members of this House
this afternoon that I do not so much wish to make a
speech as a declaration of political faith and personal
commitment.
I said political faith. After having shared with this
House the tribulations of Europe in recent years, and
having realized that a new Europe is emerging,
however slowly, I must thank the President-in-Office
of the Council for what is to.happen on 20
September, and I must also thank him 
- 
perhaps
rather more warmly than others 
- 
for the direct and
instant action he took during his Presidency. I should
also like to thank the President of this Parliament 
-to which I must shortly bid farewell 
- 
for the cordi-
ality and cooperation which has enabled us to get on
together over the years, and the last two in particular,
and has helped me in my political work and that of
my two colleagues, Mr Romualdi and Mr Covelli, who
were unable to attend this afternoon. Unfortunately
this work was rendered more difficult by the fact that
several important steps have been ommitted, possibly
owing to the lack of a genuinely democratic atmos-
phere and the inability of some Parliament Members
to take part in its work to the same extant.
I have to say this as I am deeply convinced that we all
want to take up arms together, both inside and outside
this Parliament, in the hope of finding a true political
identity for Europe, a Europe which is far more impor-
tant than my own person or party, to find the means
of tackling and overcoming the great social and polit-
ical problems which await us along the road to Europe
after next Monday. One of the parties represented in
this House has clearly anticipated some of these
problems here this afternoon. And although it is their
stated intention to abstain from voting on this docu-
ment 
- 
and I agree that it is incomplete in that it
remains silent on certain issues, nevertheless it is a
significant and genuine step forward along the road to
Europe 
- 
it is precisely this party which has stated
other intentions which I totally reject, just as I have
rejected them in the past. And I do this not from any
mere party political viewpoint, but because ig is my
heartfelt conviction that Europe will be built without
regard to, perhaps even in spite of, certain'factors and
certain attitudes.
So much for the state of permanent conflict on the
political stage of Europe.
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As regards the problem of genuine participation and
the forging of harmonious relations between those
involved in social conflicts, I am politically
committed to support such a notion, just as I have
always supported such ideas. I realize that if the
concept of Europe is to be advanced outside Parlia-
ment, even as far as I am concemed, this means
making proper contact with the vast body of public
opinion throughout the Community which is still
unaware of Europe and its institutions.
Mr Boano and those who spoke before him were quite
right in stressing how much there is to be done, not
only to win over our citizens to the idea of Europe,
but also to inform them of the Community institu-
tions and what they can achieve.
Speaking now without any false pride but with a true
sense of responsibility, I should like to stress the need
of a campaign to inform our fellow citizens. The
concept of Europe must be brought home to them, as
this will encourage the process of unification, at least
at an individual and political level.
In the light of what I have said, Mr Presiden!
Members of the House, I shall vote this aftemoon in
favour of the rnotion for a resolution. I shall do so
with enthusiasm, but without any rhetorical flights.
Nor, like an earlier speaker, shall I quibble over the
precise legal meaning 
- 
which is clear to me as a
lawyer 
- 
of the document to be signed next Monday
by the leaders of the Member States. I do,not wish to
dwell on a problem of this nature, even though it is
one which has to be brought to the attention of the
President-in-Office of the Council and must not be
ignored by the parliamentary institutions of the
Community if we are to guide Europe on the right
path. If this is not done, those who speak of meaning-
less ritual and empty ceremony would be right,
whereas the real work shead is of supreme impor-
tance. It must not be watered down by trite observa-
tions devoid of any real meaning or regard for the
future.
I7ith these words, Mr President, and thanking you for
the time you have allowed me, I come to the end of
what I have to say. Speaking also on behalf of Mr
Romualdi and Mr Covelli, who are unable to be
present, I should finally like to say that we are in
favour of the motion for a resolution which has been
tabled.
(Altltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Espersen.
Mr Espersen. 
- 
(DK) Denmark is the only country
with some reservations about the agreement or
Convention to be signed on 20 September, and this is
perhaps surprising in view of all that has been said
about the impending expansion and strengthening of
democracy. Let me explain briefly the reasons for
these reservations 
- 
although not from any desire to
put a spanner in the works or to hold up progress
which others welcome.
The fact is that we regard the creation of a new,
directly elected Parliament as an extremely serious
matter. As Mr Bertrand said, it is not every day that an
historic decision is reached. This is an historic deci-
sion because a Parliament such as this will be
operating to some extent in competition with the
national parliaments, and we must therefore naturally
proceed with caution. Ve see many advantages in this
new parliament, but we also see some risks which I
should like to deal with briefly in order to explain the
Danish government's attitude.
One risk is that there will not be sufficient, interest in
this new Parliament, in electing members to it, and a
Parliament in which the electorate is not interested
risks remaining moribund. The second risk we see is
that the European Parliament and the national parlia-
m,ents will proceed in different directions, that they
will have different political blueprints for the develop-
ment of Europe, and i( they come into conflict with
each other, if disputes arise between them, this will be
an extremely serious matter which could have an
effect on the vital nerve of our democracy 
- 
the func-
tion of Parliament. These are the rwo risks which we
feel cannot simply be ignored completely, and this is
the reason for our reservations.
In spite of this uncertainty and these risks,,the Danish
Govemment and the majority of the Danish Social-De-
mocrats 
- 
the government party 
- 
have decided to
approve the direct elections. T7e have accepted that
there is an obligation under the Treaty of Rome, and
we do not want to be the ones to stand in the way of a
development which the other eight countries favour.
This is why we have accepted the obligation with the
reservations I have just mentioned. It is obvious that,if these risks can be contained some other way, if
some other way can be found of avoiding excessive
disagreement between the national parliaments and
the European Parliament, the Danish Government
and my party will be only too willing to investigate
whether these methods can be applied instead 
-perhaps we can avoid'the dual mandate, for instance
- 
but until such methods have been found, we felt it
was best to make these resewations known.
I would point out that, for the moment, the aim is
only to ensure that the Danish Folketing has freedom
of action. No decision has yet been taken on whether
or not to uphold these reservations in practice 
- 
that
is something for the rpaio,rity in the Folketing at the
relevant time. !7e do not know whether it will want to
uphold these reservations, but we wanted to ensure
that it had this possibiliry. These, briefly, are the
considerations underlying the Danish proviso. I
should like to take this opportunity of , thanking
Schelto Patijn and the Political Affairs Commitree for
their appreciation of the Danish attitude, and I should
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also like to thank the President of the Council, as
representative of the eight other countries, for the
friendly and positive attitude of the governments of
these eight countries towards the two Danish reserya-
tions.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Gordon I7alker.
Lord Gordon Valker. 
- 
Mr President" I would like
to say, as briefly as I can, that I support the motion for
a resolution before us and the declared attitude of the
British Government. I do not go so far as my friend
and colleague, Mr Hamilton, in his pessimism about
the passage through the British Parliament of the bill
on direct elections, but I think I should point out to
Members of this House, that there is some possibility
of delay in our parliament in spite of the attitude of
the Prime Minister and the British Government.
The reason for this is that a convinced minority can
hold up what we call in constitutional bill, which this
would be, for longer than they could hold up the ordi-
nary type of bill which is passed in parliaments.
Nontheless, I am convinced that when a government
and a majority of parliament 
- 
because there is
clearly a great majority in parliament in favour of
carrying this bill for direct elections 
- 
when a govern-
ment and the majority of parliament agree, a bill does
get through somehow or other and I am convinced
that this will happen by the necessary date. It is most
important that it does get through by the necessary
date, otherwise the whole procedure will be held up in
Europe. According to my reading of Mr Patiin's
motion for a resolution, it is not possible for one
Member State to stand out whilst the others want to
go on. If one stands out, for whatever reason, that
brings the whole thing to a stop and one has to set
new dates and times.
Now direct elections will not work miracles as some
people seem to think they will. The relations between
and status of. the institutions of this Community are
set out and fixed in the Treaty of Rome and that
Treaty will not be altered by direct elections. Nonethe-
less, institutions do change gredually, almost impercep-
tibly very often, if there is a consensus and if there is
real popular support in the constituencies for changes.
There is one historical analogy that is singularly appro-
priate to the problems that we have been discussing
but which I think has never been mentioned. It
concerns the United States Senate. It is not generally
recognized that until about a century ago- the
members of the United States Senate were elected by
state congresses in exactly the same way as we are
elected here by our national parliaments, and for all
that time the Senate was a body of very little impor-
tance. The House of Representatives was much more
important. Then when, about a century ago, direct
elections were introduced for the Senate, the Senate
suddenly began to rise in importance and power and
indeed the House of Representatives to fall so that
today, after a century of direct elections, the United
States Senate is far the more important of the two
chambers and I am convinced that the effective impor-
tance of this Parliament will rise in the same way and
for similar reasons.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR SANTER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-}ffice of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to make a few
more brief remarks following this stimulating debate
on direct elections. This President of the Council has
let the European Parliament be the first to know qrhat
has been decided. May I sum it up briefly once more.
I said that at its July meeting the Council clearly took
on a political undertaking. I toid you that the Coun-
cil's commitment had by no means diminished at the
recent meeting in Beesterzwaag in Friesland. I should
like to leave it at that for the moment since, like Sir
Peter Kirk, I too have had almost four years experi-
ence of the Council 
- 
but as a member in my case
- 
and am only too aware that nothing is sacred in
the Community. I think we should therefore take due
note of what he said about only uncorkinS the cham-
pagne when the last Member State has put its signa-
ture to the document and not a moment earlier ! I
fully agree with him on that. He can rest assured that
the Netherlands Presidency will do everything in its
power to see to it that the champagne can indeed flow
next week and that the first step on the road to direct
elections is taken. I said'the first step'because I agree
with all those who have spoken here today that it will
still be necessary for the various national parliaments
to hold stimulating and difficult debates if this target
date is in fact to be adhered to. At the present
moment, all I can say is that the nine Member States
have taken upon themselves the political obligation to
sign the Convention.
And now two brief comments. I will answer Mr de la
Maldne's question regarding the character of the deci-
sion as frankly as possible. I can say with my hand on
my heart that it deals exclusively with the implementa-
tion of the Convention and with nothing else. It
concerns the implementation of the Convention 
-which is binding on all the governments and bears
the signatures of all the govemments.
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Finally, I should like to address one further remark to
certain Members of this House who feel strongly and,
I think, for excellent reasons, that direct elections
should not be held. It is the right of every Member of
Parliament, it is the right of every democrat to speak
his mind and I personally have great admiration for
the outspoken way in which some Members have
explained why they are not in favour of direct elec-
tions. One argument, however, does not convince me,
namely the argument to the effect that the current
state of affairs renders direct elections impossible. A
former, and by no means the least eminent, President
of the European Commission 
- 
and in so saying I
am not detracting from the merits of the current Presi-
dent 
- 
said once 'There are realities in the world
which can be changed.' It is, I feel, in this spirit that
the vast maiority of this House feel that the realities
must be changed if we are to build a united Europe.
This is the'precondition of progress. The President-in-
Office of the Council before you now shares the view
of the former President of the European Commission.
President. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
!fle shall now consider the motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Patiin.
I put the preamble and paragraph I to the vote.
The preamble and paragraph I are adopted.
On paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 3 tabled by
Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats :
- 
this paragraph to read as follows:
'2. Insists that the European Council's decision of 2
December 1975 in Rome that the election will take place
in May/June 1978 in all lVember &ale.r should be
respected ;'.
I call Mr de la Maldne.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) As this amendment is self-
explanatory, there is no need for me to comment on it
at length. Its purpose is simply to remove any trace of
ambiguity from the Council decision. Let me just add,
in this respect, that the answer supplied to me by the
President-in-Office of the Council is no answer at all ;
that is the least one can say about it. At most it is no
more than an assertion, and yet for one or two
Member States this is a relatively serious problem
from the constitutional point of view.
Coming back to the amendment, however, I do not
believe that any ambiguity which might appear in a
Council decision would be a good thing, nor would it
be conducive to approval by the Member States. On
the contrary, it is my belief that there should be no
ambiguity at all in the text if the Member States are to
make their decision without difficulty. In other words, I
each parliament giving its undertaking must know
that the others are committed at the same time. This
is the purpose o[ my amendment, and I hope that
Parliament will adopt it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F)W President, I should like to ask
Mr de la Maldne a question since he'has just said that
there should be no ambiguity. As he introduced this
term, I should first of all like to say that I interpret his
amendment as follows : if the House adopts this
amendment, it is tantamount to making a firm recom-
mendation to all the Member States to go ahead with
these elections. Secondly, I should like to ask him
whether if for any organizational or practical reason,
for some political or diplomatic reason which cannot
be anticipated, in other words if anything unforeseen
occurs to prevent a Member State from holding the
election, he would support the holding of direct elec-
tions in the other Member States ?
If my interpretation is incorrect, I ask the House to
reject the amendment tabled by Mr de la Maline.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de la Maline.
Mr de la Maline. 
- 
(F) IThat is my intention, my
aim ? Quite simply that the parliaments which have to
take a decision on this document 
- 
the nature of
which is still unknown to me 
- 
take one that is clear,
so that any commitment they enter into is equally
binding on the others. In other words, they must feel
sure that their commitment will not be unilateral.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patiin.
Mr Patifn. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, we are indulging in
a fairly complex play of shadows here, since in
signing the Convention next Monday all nine
Member States are taking on this obligation. That is
correct. The Danish annex, to which the nine
Member States agree, is an integral part of the agree-
ment which has been reached and which will be
signed by, among others, the French Foreign Minister.
Mr Espersen said that a solution will perhaps be found
to the problems in Denmark in connection with the
proviso which will form part of the document signed
on Monday. I am grateful to him for this answer, but
as matters stand at the moment, the Danish proviso
forms an integral part of the provisions as a whole. If
Mr de la Maldne takes the same view of this matter as
I do I have no obiections to the amendment.
However, if he has another interpretation, I should be
grateful to hear his opinion. Otherwise, it makes no
difference to me whether this amendment is adopted
or not.
President. 
- 
Call Mr de la Maldne.
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- 
(I) I should like to reply imme-
diately to Mr Patijn. As far as the 'Danish annex is
corlcerned, he has just given us a sornewhat cryptic
explanation nhich is no doubt clear to those with a
knowledge of'domestic politics in Denmark. Deciph-
ering"the situation, we believe. that the problem will
disappear c,ith the' ratification of the Convention.
Consequentln d agree with the raP7orteur as regards
the acceptance, of the Danish proviso.
On th! othei han4 I should be most put out if my
amen(lmerit were not adopted because, conversely,
this could mean that the commitments were not reci-
pro.ll io ilnain parliaments. I therefore hope that the
Couircil.' decision will incorporate Parliament's resolu-
tion, in order. to avoid any feeling among the parlia--
menti that the commitments are not reciprocal.
a
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Prtiin" 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I shall say it once
more in order'to make it clear. As I said two weeks
ago ,in the ,P,olitical Affairs Committee, election will
be held in Jpne 1978 in nine Member States in accor.
dance wittr, this agreement. And if it so happens,'that
tso or,,three Member States have not managed to
complete the implemrntation.procedures by that date
becausi of difficulties such as those facting Britain, as
mentiond by Mr Hamiltgn 
- 
although Britain is not
the only aountry faced with such problems 
- 
it will
not be possible to hsld the elections. This is obvious,
sinc'e thgse elections are not to be held in only six,
five, four, thrde or two Member States, but in al{ nine
- 
,and, I .say this in full aqrareness of the Danish
prqyiso.
if thi, i, what Mr de la Mallne is trying to say, them I
agee' wlth' him. But surely thit is quite clear, qince
Article 9'of the Convention wtrich is'to be signed on
Monday stites explicitly that the elecdons for the
Eu?opean Padiament will take place on a date fixed
by each Member State falling within a period 
- 
begin-
ning-on Thursday and ending on Monday 
- 
which is
the same for every State. This means that the elections
must be held at some'time during the same period of
four days in all the Member States. Ve are aware of
thi Danislr'-proviso but all ,the. other Member States
have entered into this obligation and if rwo or three of
them are unible to fulfil this obligation, it will irot be
pospible tp hold the election6 at-the time specified.
Ttris is ihplicit in the Convention and does not need
to be statCd'explicitly in thi 'resolution. If Mr de' la
Maldne, however, feels that it ,should be, I have no
objections.,But I've given my own views.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ber,tiairfl.
Mr Alfred'Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President" I should
just like to.say on behalf of the Christian-Demprr|tic
Group that, for reasons of , expediency,,.wo_ have
decided to,'reject all amendments to Mr. Patijn's
motion for a resolution. Adding something or taking
something away does not affect the value of what we
want to say, and we have.not yet seen the text of the
draft Convention. It was decided not to submit it to
us, we do not know exactly what it, contains and we
cannot pass judgement on something of which we
havc no knowledge. For this reason,.therefore, I urge
Parliament to rejett ,Mr de la Maline's amendment
and all the othelamendments and to adopt Mr
Patiins text as it stands. This is the viesr'of my Group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Espersen.
Mr Espersen. 
- 
(DK) I understood Mr de la Maldne
to say that it was not the Danish resepations that he
was worried abotrg but other things. The fact is,
however, as Mr Patiin pointed out, that the, draft
Convention, which will bd signed on Monday, is
completdly reciprocal in all aspects, in that it states
that the date shlll be fixed by unanimous agreement
on the part of all countries involved. $ince it is clear
that thii principle of reciprdcity is,100 % present in
the draft Convention, I suggest that the amendment
should be ,withdrawn so ,that we can avoid over-long
debates and difficultieb ,- arid I hope Mr de la
Ir{aldne can accept' this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(h)Mr President, I should like Mr de
la Maldne,to reply to Mr Espersen. The rnatter is still
unclear to me.
Pr.esideot. 
- 
I call Mr Stewart to speak on'behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Stewart. 
- 
lvlr President, I would like to say,
speaking for the So,:ialist Group, that we.also take the
view. that it would be best, as a matter of prinqiple, to
take the Patijq,resolution as. i! is and rejecf 6ll amend.
ments.
(Applaurl
President; 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
I-put paragraph 2 to the vote. I t
Paragrapt-r '2 is adopted
I put. paragaphs 3 and 4 tro the votc.
Paragraphi 3 and 4 are adopted.
After'pay4graph 4,-I have ini-endment No t 
.tditea Uy
After,paragraph 4,.rdd a sew paragraph 4 a,,.*orded m
,folloqrs; | ,
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- 
(I) Mr President, in accordance with
opinion adopted by such a large majority of the
House, i.e. to reiect any amendment aimed at giving
way on the decision which the Council of Ministers is
to take next Monday, I hereby withdraw the amend-
ment, notwithstanding the fact that the basic problem,
the reasons which are at the root of it and which
concern more than I 500 000 particularly deserving
citizens, must be borne in mind by all those who, be
it at national or European level, will have to take the
appropriate decisions when the time comes.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Amendment No 1 is thus withdrawn.
Also after paragraph 4, I have Amendment No 2
tabled by Lord Gladwyn:
After paragraph 4, insert the following new paragraph:
'4 a. lnvites the govemments and the parliaments of alt
Member States in this context to decide to hold the
elections on terms so far as possible permitting in
principle adequate and fair representation of all
recognized political parties, thus reflecting the
overall pattem of popular opinion both regional and
national ;'.
I call Lord Gladwyn.
Lord Glodwyn. 
- 
Mr President, the amendment
which the House now has before it was rejected by a
majority of one in the Political Affairs Committee
with a number of abstentions, so I naturally hope that
this decision will now be reversed in plenary session.
But let me say straight at the outset that of course
everf national parliament has the right to adopt any
procedure that seems good to it for the first election
of its national quota to the European Parliament. That
is undisputed. So, if the British Parliament, for
instance, insists on adopting a system which, among
other things, would produce an unrepresentative dele-
gation, it is completely at liberty to do so. S7e Liberals
may protest, but we can only appeal to good sense and
fair play. !fle have no power, nor has this Parliament
any power, to ensure that a fair and reasonable elec-
toral procedure is adopted.
At the same time, there may well be 
- 
and in the
United Kingdom there certainly is 
- 
an electoral
system which, while possibly suited to local condi-
tions, can have a most unfortunate effect i( applied in
a European context. If, as I shall hope to demonstrate,
this is the case, then this Parliament also has the
undoubted right at least to express, by inference and
without pointing a finger, a wish, a l)oeu, that no such
systems should be employed for the election of a
section of its own membership. The so-called 'first-
past-the-post' system, still used in the election of the
!flestminster Parliament, may, as I say, have had an
advantage in the past in that it tended to produce a
workable maiority for a single party, often resulting in
strong and stable government. !flith the recent Liberal
revival and the emergence of a number of smaller
parties . .. (laugbter) ... this alleged advantage has
become increasingly questionable. I7hat cannot be
denied in any case is that it operates largely on the
basis of the so called 'swing', whereby, a relatively
small change of public opinion in favour of a certain
party can, provided of course that that party represents
more than about a third of the electorate, produce a
considerable, or even a large majoriry in the House of
Commons. It is not too much, indeed, to say that the
'swing' is essential to the operation of the system,
which results, among other things, in the grave under-
representation of any smaller party unless it happens
to be very strong in a particular region or area. This,
as everybody knows, has meant that the British
Liberal Party, with about 18 0/o ol the votes, has only
2oh of the membership of the House of Commons.
Now, if this system were, adopted for direct elections
to the European Parliament, it would mean 
- 
and
here, I think, no qualified expert would disagree 
-that not only in all probability no British Liberals
would be elected, even if they polled up to 7 or 8
million votes 
- 
which is unlikely, but conCeivable 
-but also that there would be a heavy distortion of the
representation of the two larger parties. It does not
require much intelligence to see that if the 'swing' has
such a powerful effect on the election of 635 persons,
it will have much more influence on the election of
81. Indeed, there is good reason to suppose that it
might even be magnified by a factor of 8. Thus, given
a 'swing' of, say, 10 % in favour of the Tories in 1978
- 
which is not impossible 
- 
and supposing the Scot-
tish Nationalists collect more than a third of the Scot-
tish votes 
- 
again not impossible, more especially if
Devolution goes wrong 
- 
you might very well see Sir
Peter, still in opposition, arriving at the head of a
team of 5C Conservatives, Mrs Ewing leading a Scot-
tish National delegation of 8 or even 10, perhaps one
or two \7elsh nationalists . . .
(Cies of protut)
. .. three Northern lrish 
- 
but, of course, no Catho-
lics 
- 
a Labour representation of only 17 to 20, and
no Liberals at all ! Equally, if the swing went in favour
of Labour, you might get up to 50 British Socialists,
very few Tories, the Scottish Nationalist representa-
tion, on the same assumption, ending up much the
same.
Now, even if the two major political parties in Britain
are prepared to indulge in a gamble of this sort,
whether out of a desiie to crush the Liberals, or
because they iust like a gamble, or because they
simply cannot face 
^ny change, I do ask mycolleagues here to consider its likely effect on the
balance of power in this Parliament when it is directly
elected. A heavy reinforcement of the Right or alterna-
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tively of the Left and a grave weakening of the Centre,
- 
which for some stranSe reason is situated in this
Parliament on the extreme right 
-
(Laugbter)
might falsify the entire system and give the Ministers
some excuse for saying that the Parliament was unre-
presentative and that there was therefore no obligation
on their part to give it further powers or indeed to pay
any particular attention to its deliberations.
Now, I would not deny that to those in Britain, and
on the other side of this House, who don't care much
what happens here and who in any case would be
opposed on nationalistic grounds to a European Parlia-
ment which possesses any real poweni or is designed
to play any, significant r6le ih the slow formation of a
Union, that might seem to be a desirable result. But if
the British Parliament is going to ratify the Conven-
tion, which, most of us here must hope, will be put
forward for ratification shortly after the Ministers have
taken their fateful decision only five days from now,
then it mus! by the force of things, take the 1978 elec-
tion very seriously. And if it takes it seriously it must
provide the necessary funds, interest the media,
arange for good candidates from all parties and gener-
ally behave as a responsible Parliament of the Commu-
nity. As for the argument that we can't do it now
because if it's changed you will have to change it
again in five years' time, that is not really serious, it is
only an excuse.
I hope in any case that I have now said enough to
convince my colleagues of the desirability of
approving my proposed new paragraph in the draft
resolution, which incidentally, has been slightly modi-
fied, notably by the insertion of the words 'so far as
possible' for obviously, apart from anything else, if
there are more parties than members in any given
state not all can be represented. It is couched, of
counie, in most general terms, and as such I like to
think that no convinced European democrat will ques-
tion its basic validity. If indeed, for whatever reason, it
is rejected, it would presumably mean that this House
was quite prepared to welcome in its midst a delega-
tion which clearly does not represent the country
from which it originates.
(Altltlause from certain quctrters)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brugger.
Mr Brugger. 
- 
(D) MlPresident, ladies and
gentlemen, we gather from what Lord Gladwyn has
iust said that his proposed,amendment has a quite
specific end in view, namely to r.nsure that the smaller
political parties in the individual Member States are
given a falr chance, and I fully sympathize. with him
on this point. However, it is an unfortunate fact of
parliamentary and political life that saying the right
things at the wrong time does not yield the desired
results. The previous speakers have told us that, we
must do everything in our power to ensure that,
whatever happens, the Convention on direct elections
is in fact signed on 20 September. Ve have also heard
that there are certain forces within the Council who
still might try to find a loophole to escape through if
they can. In the fear that this might happen, many of
the previous speakers have argued that we should
adopt this motion for a resolution as it stands without
tabling any amendments. I too would be very inclined
to table an amendmen! but I have refrained from
doing so for thr:se reasons in case I endanger the
srgning of this Convention on direct elections.
My amendment would have been every bit as justified
as yours, Lord Gladwyn. It deals with more or less the
same subject. I too wanted to ensure that the national
minorities would be suitably represented in the Euro-
pean Parliament since I think the national minorities
have a special role to play in the process of European
integration.
Let us bear in mind what'Lord Gladwyn said on
behalf of his Group. !7hat we are aiming at is to
replace the Europe of states by a Europe of peoples
and it is the national minorities in the border regions
who are particular:ly suited to thc task of compen-
sating to some extent for the flct that the interests of
the Member States usually take precedence over the
interest of the peoples, since in the frontier areas the
cultures of differernt peoples are very closely inter-
woven. Certain considerations and actions are thus
necessary if we are to achieve the aim for which Lord
Gladwyn is working and which I wholeheartedly
suPPort.
The position, however, with this agreement which is
about to be signed is that on this occasion the elec-
tions'are to be organized by the Member States and in
accordance with their laws. Do you not think, Lord
Gladwyn, that we will have plenty of time to discuss
the recommendations we have put forward once the
Convention has been signed ? Ve will have further
opportunities to disr:uss this Convention in the Euro-
pean Parliament and it would be better, I think, to
recommend the actions, which you and I advocate, to
the Member States when we come to do so. For this
reeson, may I ask you 
- 
I repeag I have every
sympathy with your wishes 
- 
to withdraw your
amendment so that we will not be put in the unfor-
tunate position of having to reiect it in spite of the
hct that we have the greatest understanding for the
recommendation contained in this amendment.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Valtmans.
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- 
(NL)The fact that the signing of a
Convention is particularly expedient at a given time
can, of course, never be a reason for refraining from
expressing a principle. One of the issues involved in
the European elections is political representativeness,
and it is therefore inadmissible that in a genuinely
European Community one-third of the population of
a particular country should not be represented in the
European Parliament, or that only the majority should
be represented in the European Parliament and that
the minorities should be pushed to one side. After all,
the struggle for Europe has from the outset been a
struggle against the individual States,and against an
exaggerated sense of sovereignty. It has been a
struggle for all the minorities, since in the European
Communiry as we see ig all the national groups are
minorities, the French as well as the Germans, the Ital-
ians just as much as the Danes or anyone else. If the
elimination of the regions should ever become the
aim of the European Community, as has always been
the case in centralist states such as France, my party
witl say: no, thank you very much. I7e don't need the
European Community for this, and that is why, right
from the outset, we have always argued in favour of a
bicameral system, i.q, a senate for the regions in addi-
,tion to the directly elected European Parliament,
:lected according to the principles this European Parli-
rment has rightly laid down. I do not know if Lord
3ladyryn has chosen the right moment to table his
rmendment but if he maintains it, I will gladly give it
ny suPPort.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cifarelli.
Ur Cifarelli . 
- 
(I)'Mr President, as I have already
nade clear to the other members of my Group, I will
rote in favour of Lord Gladwyn's amendment if he
naintains it. My reasons are rwofold. First of all, the
lirectly elected European Parliament will have a
nainly constituent function, in view of its powers and
he present stage of political development. It is there-
bre important that the political opinions and major
:urrents <if European thought should be represented
n this European Parliament, otherwise Europe will
;eem blind and deaf in certain respects, and be
trarked by unacceptable limitations and omissions.
fhe second reason is this j I am a member of a party
rith a long history, Italy's oldest party, but one which
loes not have the support necessary for a maiority
party. Italy has a system of proportional representa-
tion, and w€ therefore run ho immediate risks of disap-
pearing as a party. However, we want to avoid a situa-
tion whereby, through the re-drawing of the'electoral
boundaries, and even with the proportional representa.
tion system, we end up with the larger parties
increasing the advantage they already have ,at the
expense of the smaller parties, such as the Republican
party, the Liberal party, the Social Democratic party,
the Radical party, and so on.
I shall therefore vote for this amendment; on the one
hand, to show my support for the general statement of
principle it embodies, and on the other, to warn
against the dangers that could face those Italian
parties which win less votes.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, this amendment
places some of us in a certain dilemma. I7e all, I
think, have paramount in our minds the necessity to
come to a quick decision on this matter and are cons-
cious of the fact that the Council of Ministers will
very soon be legislating about it. On the other hand, I
think that the Liberal Party and Lord Gladwyn have
made out a case for the argument that the system to
be applied in the United Kingdont will produce an
unfair result. I suspect and very much hope that after
the first elections take place, some change will be
brought into effect to permit a different system of elec-
tion to the European Parliament and I am confident
both that this will happen and that this legislation
will take effect on Monday and that there will be no
delay in bringing direct elections about in 1978. But I
propose personally to vote in favour of Lord Glad-
wyn's amendment. I must say that if I thought for one
minute that by voting in favour I was going to cause
any delay in the 1978 date I would not support this
amendment. But being confident of the fact that this
will not cause any delay I will support it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer.
Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 
(NL)MI President, if Mr Feller-
maier has no objection to me speaking for a moment,
I should like to say that, in my view, we need have no
fears such as those Lord Bethell has iust expressed,
namely that if we adopt Lord Gladwyn's amendment
this could stand in the way of the decision which is to
be taken on the 20th of this month. Mr Bertrand has
already said this. !(e are not discussing the system to
be applied in each country. $7hat we are discussing is
the date, the number of seats and the decision to hold
general elections in the spring of.1978. The system to
be applied will be left to the individual countries.
Mr Bertrand said that his Group would vote against
this amendment because they are not familiar with
the content of the agreement. This is, however, not a
valid argument for voting against this amendment,
since the Convention will not contain anything
regarding the system to be used in each country. Thai
will be left to the countries themselves. For this
reason 
- 
and I say this with all respect.to you, Mr
Bertrand 
- 
this argrnnent does not justify your Group
- 
which includes members from Germany, the
Netherlands, Belgium; i.e. countries with complete, or
almsst complete, proportional represontation
voting ageinst proportional representation. I find it an
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amazing argument. I cannot understand it. It does not
hold water.
My final argument in favour of supporting Lord Glad-
wyn's amendment is that we in this Parliament never
stop talking about the citizen's Europe. I7ell then, if
the various counries were to apply all sorts of systems
involving constituencies with simple majorities etc. 
-I am thinking, for example, of the British system and
others 
- 
we would end up with a situation whereby
millions and millions of European citizens would not
be represented in this Parliament. I therefore feel that
this Parliament has a right to speak out. It is, in my
view, a most fundamental right, and moreover, the
duty of this Parliament to say what it feels regarding
the system it advocates for the election of its
Members. If this is true, this is the right occasion on
which to do so. This is a completely different matter
from that which the ministers, we hope, will decide
on the 20th of this month, and these are the reasons
why I will give Lord Gladwyn's amendment my full
suPPort.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, after what Mr Berkhouwer has said some
things must be made clear. In our principal debate on
the approval of this Convention there were two
extremely opposed and hotly disputed views 
- 
I have
Mr Klepsch in mind here 
- 
regarding the number of
Members which Parliament should have but there was
no disagreement on the fact that the first election
would be conducted in accordance with national legis-
lation in order to ensure that direct elections would in
fact become a reality...
(Interjection b1 .fuIr Berkbouwer)
... No, listen to me, Mr Berkhouwer ! Even if it is late
in the afternoon you could at least listen. After all, we
always listen to your lively perorations, even if we feel
like interrupting sometimes ...
(Interjection by lllr Bangemann)
. .. As regards logic, Mr Bangemann, I'll have a word
to say on the peculiar logic of the Liberals in a
moment.
!fle said on that occasion, "This, then, will be the
directly elected Parliament which, as constituent
assembly, will have the task of evolving an electoral
law which will take greater account of regional and
party-political differences than is possible at the
present time.' Anyone who wishes to put an extra
burden on the Convention which is to be signed next
week by insisting that it should demand adequate and
fitting representation for all the recognized political
parties, so that all the various shades of opinion at
regional and national level are reflected in this Parlia-
ment 
- 
anyone who specifically demands this at the
present stage, runs the risk of possibly delaying the
direct elections by playing into the hands of those
who would be only too glad of additional demands
when the direct elections are actually held. The
Liberals could, after all, have thought of this earlier
and not made this demand at the last moment.
(Protes*)
The Liberals are making this demand at the last
moment even though they gave no indication of the
fact that they held this view during the discussions in
the Political Affairs Committee.
One further remark regarding logic, Mr Bangemann.
The logical thing for this Parliament to do on the eve
of the Foreign Ministers' decision of 20 September 
-which is not yet quite definite 
- 
would be quite
simply to demonstrate formally with a great, indeed
an overwhelming majoriry, that it wishes above all for
direct elections to be held, leaving the national parlia-
ments to decide on the choice of the system for the
elections. Then the fight can begin in Great Britain as
to whether the 'first-past-the-post' system will be
applied or not. Then, Mr Bangemann, 
- 
and I am
sure you will agree with me on this 
- 
the battle will
begin in the Federal Republic as to whether there
should be a single central Federal list or lists for each
of the eleven Federal Llnder. In the latter case, each
Land will have to evolve its own electoral system.
However, we cannot take the second step before the
first, since the second step will require us, as constit-
uent assembly, to ensure after 1978 that the multifari-
ousness of European political life, which arises from
the many regions and political groups, is reflected in
the Second Parliament. I agree that it will be rather
less obvious in the First Parliament, unless the
maximum can be achieved in all nine Member States
by means of parliamentary decisions, which should, of
course, be made in those States. This is where the
fight must take place, not here.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patijn.
Mr Patiin. 
- 
(Nt1Mr President, I should iust like to
add two points. Firstly, it is a good habit to ask the
opinion of the rapporteur immediately after an amend-
ment has been tabled and before the House votes on
it. It is not, however, the intention that an entirely
new debate should arise. None of the people who
have just spoken took part in the debate and they are
now using the amendment as an excuse to start a
debate of their own. I think this is wrong. Lord
Gladwyn moves his amendment, the rapporteur states
his opinion and then we vote. Here we are in the
middle of voting and everybody is walking out
because we are starting up a new debate.
Secondly, as rapporteur, I should strongly advise
against adopting this amendment. S7e stated explicitly
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in January 1975 that the electoral law would be that
of the Member States. I7e must not try to revise our
views on this. The rapporteur urges Parliament to
reject this amendment.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Sir Peter'Kirk.
Sir Peter Kfrk. 
- 
Mr President, I should make it
plain at the outset that the Conservative Group, like, I
think, every other group in this house, has a division
of opinion on this particular subject 
- 
one that is
quite understandable, because it is a matter on which,
naturally, everybody feels very deeply. Certainly, as I
have rnade plain in the group and I can make plain
publicly, I am not advising my friends as to which
way they should vote. But I think it is only right that
I should express an opinion in the light of what has
been said in the course of this short debate.
The first point I would like to make 
- 
which is the
principal point I think 
- 
is the point just made by
the rapporteur : there isn't the slightest doubt that if
we pass this amendment, wp will be going in direct
conflict with the convention that we passed in
January 1975. I have no doubt about that, whatever
Lord Gladwyn says.
(App.lause)
!7e made it quite plain then that we were leaving it to
the parliamerits of the Member States. If we nory start
telling them what to do, we are in. fact going back on
the position we took at that time. And that's certainly
not somqthing I am prepared to do.
The second arSumerlt'I would put to my honourable
friends and to the House is that I know from, if I may
say so, 2l years' experience as a member of the House
of Commons, that if you start introducing these
considerations at this stage, we shall never get the
legislation through in time for the election. I want
elections in May 1978 and for that reason I shall vote
against this amendment.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bengemenn. 
- 
(D) First of all, Mr President, I
would .like to make it clear that it is not Lord Glad-
wyn's intention, nor is it the intention of my Group,
to obstruct in any way a decision to which we are
looking forward as keenly as any other Group. The
Liberal ,Group, like every'other Group in this Parlia-
ment, has always been in favour of direct elections ;
we have, given so many indications of this that no
such intention can possibly be ascribed to us. Quite
apart from any intention, there is no way such an
obstruction could occur, for this motion for a resolu-
tion does not form part of the Convention at all. It is
not eveir necessary that it should lead to amendments
being made to the Convention at the meeting on 20
September. This is exactly what I meant, Mr Feller-
maiei, when I interjected a few minutes ago that fie
objections you .are, raising are based on an illogical
premise. I think, by the way, that in simply saying
'\7e are against any amendment, even if it is a sens-
ible one, because we think that the resolution as a
whole should not be amended' the two large Groups
are abdicating in a quite dangerous way the political
responsibility which is theirs at this time. The amend-
ment:
'invites the governments and the parliaments of all
Member States in this context to decide to hold the elec-
tions on terms so far as possible permitting in principle
adequate and fair representation of all recognized polit-
ical parties, thus reflecting the overall pattern of popular
opinion both regional and national.'
That, ladies and gentlemen, is a declaration of polit-
ical intent, nothing more, and in no way contradicts
what we decided in January or at any other time,
because it has no direct relationship to the legally
binding decisions which the Convention must
embody. That is my first observation.
My second is this : Mr Brugger's statement, in my
opinion, illustrates the point of view which should be
adopted by Parliament as a whole. If we want to create
Europe, ladies and gentlemen, it will be a Europe of
minorities. A Europe of majorities cannot exist,
because we have national minorities and regional
minorities, and also political tendencies in Europe
which will probably never be in a position to
command ibsolute majorities.
Thirdly, what disturbed me most during this debate
was not the arguments, for people ian always
exchange views. It was the laughter which greeted
several statements made by my colleague Lord
Gladwyn, and rihich came particularly from- your
Group, Mr Fellermaier. For I had the impression that
it was the laughter of arrogance, and that is a bad
beginning for Europe. Europe must be founded on
tolerance towards those who are in the minority.. .
(Applause)
. . . for that, Mr Fellermaier, is 'the tolerance of
Ireedom of thought. I was once astounded to hear a
leader of 'your Party say at a conference in Brussels,
''!(/e are in favour of Europe, because we ate in favour
of a socialist Europe.' I say to you : the Liberals are in
favour of Europe, because this Europe has a place for
everyone, whether Socialist, Conservative or Liberal.
And that is the point of this amendment, and the
reason why you should support it.
(Applause from seaeral bencbes)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Boano.
Mr Boano. 
- 
(I) Mr President, in conrrection with
Mr Fellermaier's remarks, I would like to point out
that Lord Gladwyn did raise this question formally in
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the Political Affairs Committee, with the same fervour
as he had done in the House on 2 September, and it
was on that occasion the close vote to which he
referred took place.
And now I would particularly like to address myself to
Lord Gladwyn. Lord Gladwyn, you know that on that
occasion, I deviated from my self-imposed rule of
abstaining from voting during my brief term as
chairman of the Political Affairs Committee, and
voted in favour of your amendment precisely because
I recognized the validity and idealism of the argu-
ments which inspired it. Now however, two Groups,
both of them quite considerable, have taken up a polit-
ical position, for political motives which I consider
valid, and have refrained from overloading the debate
with problems which could protract it. This is the
reason Mr Brugger gave for withdrawing his amend-
ment, and I must add that he has not withdrawn it
because he wants to drop the problem, but because
our Group intends to take up the argument again in
the next part-session in the form of a recommenda-
tion to the parliaments and governments of the
Member States.
I would like therefore to ask Lord Gladwyn whether
he thinks it worthwhile to jeopardize, in all proba-
bility, the importance that his amendment could have,
by risking a vote that will probably go against him ?
On the other hand, if he withdraws his amendment
and brings it forward again at the next part-session, he
will no doubt be able to count on an appreciably
larger body of support.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Durieux.
Mr Durieux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I asked to sppak
following Mr Fellermaier's remarks.
I hope Mr Fellermaier was exaggerating somewhat in
his remarks regarding the Liberal Group. I am not
certain, however, since it is not the first time he has
iT:J,T',,l"Jl""ii'ili; ,f*r,., the chairman or the
Political Affairs Committei has just said : the Liberal
Group, Mr Fellermaier, is not one of the late arrivals
in the vineyard, nor did it bring up this matter at the
very last moment. This amendment was in fact
submitted to the Political Affairs Committee by Lord
Gladwyn who defended it on that occasion as he has
done today and he was only defeated 
- 
if I
remember rightly 
- 
by a single vote. It is therefore
perfectly reasonable that this amendment should be
brought up again today.
For the rest, Mr Bangemann, who spoke before me,
said everything which the Liberal Group had to say
on this subject.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr Bangemann, you have
quoted 
- 
in a very abbreviated form owing to the
shortage of time 
- 
what 
^ 
party leader said at the
Congress in Brussels. Accordirrg to you he said that he
was in favour of this Europe because he was in favour
of a socialist Europe. Let me say on behalf of the Euro-
pean Socialists that we are for a pluralistic Europe
with democratically fair competition between the polit-
ical forces in the hope that the European voters will
make us Socialists so strong that we will be able to
carry out our political programme in the Europe of
tomorrow 
- 
with the support of the voters. That is
the correct interpretation.
The argument about Lord Gladwyn's amendment, Mr
Bangemann, would not have arisen at all if you had
not used it to set the public discussion on the wrong
track at the last moment, i.e. a few days before the
signing of the Convention. If Lord Gladwyn has the
courage, particularly after Mr Boano's remarks, to with-
draw his amendment and wait until the Convention
has been signed by the Foreign Ministers next week
- 
after which we will be concerned with deciding
what form the elections are to take and influencing
the national parliaments 
- 
I am convinced that Lord
Gladwyn and his Group will find more support in this
Parliament than today. I therefore appeal to you not
to insist on something at the wrong time when it can
be included in the debate at a later date and no doubt
then win a lot of support.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Alfred Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like to put an end to these polemics. We all know
quite well that if the Convention is signed on Monday
it will be included on the agenda for the October part-
session, so that Parliamenttwill have an opportunity to
discuss it then. If the Convention is signed, we know
that the elections will in fact take place. If we know
that the elections will take place, we can put forward
the wishes Lord Gladwyn has iust expressed. But until
the Convention is signed, we are not even sure that
the elections uill take place. Therefore ill these propo-
sals are pointless at this moment. I should therefore
like to urge Lord Gladwyn to withdraw his amend-
ment.
On 15 June 1976 a motion for a resolution was tabled
by Mr Bertrand, Mr Durieux and Sir Peter Kirk. Parlia-
ment voted on this amendment, paragraph 3 of which
contained a request that the number of Members
should be bet'ween 350 and 400. This is a prerequisite
for a proper representation of the population and
minorities in the various countries and regions. \ile in
this Parliament adopted this paragraph on 15 June.
This proves, threfore, that we are already basically in
agreement regarding the matter raised by Lord
Gladwyn. Lord Gladwyn, I urge you to withdraw your
amendment. In October, after the decision on the elec-
tions ha3 been taken, we will all make it known that
we wish the countries to take account of our observa-
tions in their electoral law. If you maintain your
amendment now, you will be weakeninl our position.
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President. 
- 
I call Lord Gladwyn.
Lord Gladwyn. 
- 
Mr President of course I am sens-
ible to all these appeals, put forward as they are by
very sincere people who apparently believe that there
will be some terrible development if this amendment
is passed. Mr President, I iust don't believe it. I don't
believe in fact that if it were passed it would have the
faintest effect on the decision of the Ministers to sign
the act in five days' time. And after all, as I under-
stand the position, the vast maiority of this House
apparently is in favour of the amendment as such.
They said so. Their only argument is that we must not
pass it now, lest in a fit of rage Mr Callaghan should
iay 'l am not going to go on with the elections at all',
or something like that. That is quite unreasonable. It
is far better that the Ministers should sign knowing
that the great majoriry of this House is in fact in
favour of this amendment in principle, even though
some of them will vote against it now for practical
reasons. Therefore I do not ProPose to withdraw it. I
think, on the contrary, it is a very good thing to vote
on it, now that it is likely to be favoured by quite a
number of my colleagues.
President. 
- 
I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is rejected.
I put paragraph 5 to the vote.
Paragraph 5 is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole ,to the
vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
8. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner on a question of
procedure.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I have a request. It
has just been decided 
- 
not officially, but by all my
colleagues from the Committee on Budgets who were
present 
- 
that I should ask you if we can withdraw
the irrterim report drawn uP on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on the draft regulation
amending the Financial Regulation (Doc. 296176). Yte
should like to await events on certain points 
- 
in the
Council as well 
- 
so that we can then perhaps place
it on the agenda for the next or next but one Part-
session.
President. 
- 
If I have understood you correctly, Mr
Aigner, you are requesting that this report be referred
back to the Committee on Budgets. 'Were you
speaking on behalf of the Committee ?
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, it is in fact immat-
erial whether we refer the report back officially or un-
officially. !7e merely do not wish to deal with the
report now and would Prefer to remove it from the
agenda. If needs be, we shall place it on the agenda at
the next part-session.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Peter Kirk.
Sir Peter Kirk. 
- 
I think it might be better if Mr
Shaw was here and gave us his views because I have
not heard that he has agreed to the postponement of
this.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D Mr President, I discussed the
matter with my colleagues, otherwise I would not have
requested the postponement.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Shaw.
Mr Shaw, rapPorteur. 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry not
to have been in the Chamber when the item which is
in my name was raised, but I understand that it has
been stated that there is agreement between ourselves
to postpone this matter until next month. I must say,
with all respect to my dear colleague Mr Aigner, that I
am by no means convinced that this is the best course
of action. I can see strong argument for it because of
the lateness of the hour and the shortness of the
notice, but equally I feel that I am under an obliga-
tion, and indeed if I may say so, the delegation that
took part in the consultation proceedings with the
Council are under an obligation. Obviously we cannot
obligate Parliament itself, but I believe that I and my
colleagues who were on that deputation are under an
obligation to see that this matter gets through as
quickly as possible. In view of the shortness of the
notice I have been seeking to get opinions as far as I
can in the House, but at the end of the day I still
believe that I myself am committed to go fonvard
with this business.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Mr President, a group of us,
including Mr Shaw, discussed the matter earlier and
came to the conclusion 
- 
shared by Mr Shaw when
he left 
- 
that this report should be dealt with next
month. Of course every raPPorteur has a perfect right
to change his mind. But we were all of the opinion
that the subiect should not be dellt with now because
-.and these are only tactical considerations, therebeing complete agreement on the obiectives 
- 
we are
waiting for certain developments in the light of which
we shall then deal with our report in this House.
' 
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However, I think that you should now put the matter
to the vote, Mr President.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(DMt Presiden! I think that at
this point we really must consult the Rules of Proce-
dure. If Mr Aigner had presented this request in his
capacity as chairman of the Committee on Budgets,
supported by a committee decision, of course I would
accept without question the committee's views. But
since the rapporteur has iust given a completely
different interpretation, I urge you, Mr Aigner, to
consider the position in which you are now putting
,those Members who are not qualified to judge which
interpretation they should approve.
Although Mr Bangemann is not here, I should like to
invoke logic. Logically, the agenda should remain
unchanged, unless agreement were to be reached
between the political groups to postpone the report.
But this can only be decided among the groups, since
there is no actual request from the Committee on
Budget to refer the report back to committee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner. 
- 
(D) Ifhat I said was correct. It is just
that, when we split up, we all thought that the rappor-
teur agreed; that is why I presented the request. If he
now feels differently, that is his responsibility, and iir
th4t case I withdraw my request.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom,.
Mr Notenbo (NL) ln that case, as the Member
listed to speak on behalf of the Christian-Democratic
Group, I should like to propose 
- 
and we shall have
to vote on this 
- 
that this item be removed from the
agenda, Mr President. The intention is not negative,
on the contrary. The rapporteur and the Committee
have devoted a lot of effort to this matter, but the
amendment tabled by Mr Cointat was brought to our
notice very late, and the Christian-Democratic Group
has not had the opportunity to discuss it. This is the
very simple reason why removing this item from the
agenda will contribute to the clarity of our decision-
making process.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fellermaier.
Mr Fellermaier. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I have no
objections to this procedure, but I think rhat,
according to our Rules of Procedure, the item must
first be called and the rapporteur must give his intro-
duction before a decision can be taken on a request
by one group to refer the repon back to committee.
Now that Mr Aigner has withdrawn his request, I
would suggest that we begin the debate, and during
the debate the Christian Democrats can, put forward
the reasons why the report should be referred hack to
committee.
President. 
- 
Before passing on the next item, I
should like to point out that we will not be able to
deal with all the items on today's agenda. I therefore
propose that the oral questions on the drought should,
with the agreement of their authors, be postponed to
tomorrow morning's sitting, immediately after the
budget vote.
Are there any objections ?
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I understand the reasons for
wanting to postpone certain items because the Presi-
dent-in-Office has to leave, but of these four oral ques-
tions with debate, only one is addressed to the
Council. Are you suggesting, Sir, that all four oral
questions should be put off until tomorow and that
somebody else other than the President-in-Office will
be answering for the Council as well as the Commis-
sion ? This means, of course, that my oral question
with debate to the Commission will be put further
down the list. I should like to know, Mr Presiden!
how you are proposing to split up these four questions
with debate, because the President-in-Office will not
be here tomorrow morning.
President. 
- 
Your question is relevant, Mr Scott-
Hopkins. Of these four questions, three are addressed
to the Commission. Only the oral question vith
debate put by Mr Cointat is addressed to the Council.
In fact I have just been informed that Mr Cointat
would agree to this question being dealt with
tomorrow, even in the Council's absence.
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat 
- 
(F)Mr President, I confirm what you
have just said. I regret most sincerely that the Council
will not be able to attend, but I appreciate the
demands placed on us by the agenda and accept will-
ingly, together with my group, that this oral question
should be dealt with tomorrow in the Council's
absence. However, I hope that Mr Brinkhorst will be
able to speak to us about the drought some oth€r day.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst. 
I
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Coancil
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to thank Mr
Cointat for his understanding for my absence
tomorow. However, I should like on behalf of the
Council to deliver to him, and of course to the House,
the original reply which I had prepared, so that he
knows the Council's position on this question.. 
.
President. 
- 
I note that we now agree to postpone
the.oral questions on the drought to tomorrow)morn-
ing's sitting, immediately after the budget vog6, 
,
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9. Statement by tbe Pruident on Friuli
President. 
- 
I have iust been informed that the
Friuli region has again been hit by a serious earth-
quake, the consequences of which, both in terms of
loss of life and material damage, are not yet known. I
therefore ask the Commission to take all the measures
in its power to come once again to the aid of this
region of the Commurtiry, whose future is the concern
of all of us.
10. Statement b1 tbe President of tbe Council on tbe
results of tbe European Council of 12 and lj Jull
I 976
President. 
- 
The next item is the statement by the
President-in-Office of the Council fo the European
Communities on the other results of the European
Council of 12 and 13 July 1976.
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President'in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, as nearly two months have
pasied since the European Council met on 12 and 13
July, I think that I can be very brief in my summary
of the most important points dealt with on that occa-
sion.
As you know, the Tindemans rePort was also on the
agenda and the European Council once again
confirmed that it was to be considered by the Foreign
Ministers prior to a detailed discussion of it at the
next meeting of the European Council in The Hague
at the end of November. Since then the Foreign Minis-
ters haye devoted further attention to the report, and
at the moment I have no new information to add.
The second important subiect on the agenda was the
social and economic situation in the Community' I
am pleased to be able to rePort that a large measure of
agreement was reached with regard to the assessment
of the economic situation. The European Council
noted that a marked economic uPturn was taking
place. Of Sreater importance, however, is the practical
part of the discussions, i.e. the fact that it was agreed
in the European Council that the Ministers of Finance
and Economic Affairs should meet in July to investi-
gate the possibilities of finding a solution at European
level to the problems that continue to cause Sreat
concern, i,e, the lack of convergence in economic poli-
cies and the lack of cooperation in the monetary
sphere.
You wilt be aware that the Dutch Finance Minister,
Mr Duisenberg, in his capacity as President of the
Council of Ministers of Economic Affairs and
Financb, has made specific suggestions to his
colleagues on this subject and these are at Present
under consideration.
It is, I believe, also important to note that the Euro-
pean Council came to the conclusion on 12 and 13
July that a greater degree of coordination is needed
between economic and monetary policies, and recog-
nized that currency agreements, in other words closer
cooperation in the monetary field, only make sense if
they are actually supported by coordinated policies.
In the light of this the same European Council also
took the view that continued efforts must be made to
achieve greater convergence of economic policies and
expressed its satisfaction at the results of the tripartite
conference between the social partners in the Commu-
nity, held at the end of June in this Chamber. The
Council then expressed its apreciation of the Commis-
sion's work and endorsed its conclusions. This whole
question, and here I am merely repeating what Mr
Van der Stoel said in his speech in this House at the
beginning of July, is of the utmost importance for the
further development of the Community, i.e. for the
strengthening of the internal cohesion of the Commu-
nity. Although the question is a difficult one and situa-
tions in the Member States are extremely divergent,
the Presidency is making every effort to achieve
concrete results in the coming months.
A {urther point on the agenda was a brief discussion
on Puerto Rico. I take it that some members of this
House are already sufficiently informed, so that it will
suffice for me to say that if a similar conference is
ever held again it goes without saying that the
Member States of the Community will consult each
other at the earliest possible stage, particularly about
the way in which Community interests are to be
defended, and that if questions are discussed at such a
conference that fall within the purview of the Commu-
niry, then Community procedures and obligations will
be respected.
I iust want to refer very briefly to the question of
extending Community fishing limits. As you know,
the Council has asked the Foreign Ministers to try and
arrive at a statement of intent by the Member States
on the extension of Community fishing limits to 200
miles. On this point the Council has quite clearly
complied with the European Council's request. A posi-
tion has been defined and it is now a matter of
inaking progress before the end of the year on this
very delicate question of fisheries, with regard to both
internal and external policies.
I hardly need remind you that the Heads of Govern-
ment in the European Council also took note of the
British Government's intention of appointing Mr
Jenkins as a member of the European Commission as
from 5 January next year.
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Finally I should like to mention the declaration on
international terrorism adopted by the European
Council in July, the importance of which it is worth
stressing once again in view of the events that have
taken place since then. The express intention is that
the members of the Community should increasingly
act in accordance and strengthen cooperation in the
- fight against the plague of international terrorism.
After this brief statement I should like to leave it at
that, but I am of course prepared to reply to any ques-
tions or remarks which l[embers of Parliament may
wish to make in the light of my statement.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bertrand.
Mr Alfred Bertrand. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, looking
at these empty benches I have the impression that the
Members of this Parliament think that all the Commu-
nity's problems will be solved as soon as the docu-
ment instituting direct elections is signed. I find this a
very dangerous tendency, since the problems become
' more and more serious as the Community develops.'
First of all I should like to thank the President-in-
Office of the Council for telling us about the other
points that were dealt with in the European Council. I
should just like to ask a few questions on points.that
interest me directly.
As regards the Tindemans Report, I hope that the
Foreign Minister.s will achieve something concret-e at 
-
the end of November. Those details as irave leaked
out regarding the discussions in the Council make me
far,from optimistic. The progress that has been made
up to the present in discussing two sections of it is
such that we have reason to be somewhat uneasy
about the fate in store for the Tindemans Report. On
behalf of my Group, I should like to ask that this task
be taken very seriously 
_
' ' As to the social and economic situation in the
Community, I hope that the ministers will now reatize
that there is already a world of 'diflerence between
what was enthusiastically decided on l2 July and what
is now happening in the Communiry. On 12 July it
was possible to believe that we were moving towards a
definite sustained upswing in the economy and that
the economic trend that became apparent at the end
of last year was developing favourably.
Today we know that is no longer true. Today we know
that we are faced with an increase in unemployment
in the Community instead of a decrease. Today we
know that the economic situation 
- 
and not iust the
structural position, but the cyclical trend as well 
- 
is
developing unfavourably. It would,be interesting if the
Commission could give Parliament as quickly as
possible some information about this new unfavou-
rable trend which seems to be developing in the social
and economic situation. I note that little or no
progress has been made in ihe fight against inflation.I note that no steps whatever have been taken to
achieve the convergence of economic policies and the
coordination that the Commission advocated to the
European Council so forcefully on I and 2 April this
year.
I also note that, despite the positive results of the
tripartite conference, which the European Council has
also commented on, there is as yet not the slightest
indication that the employment problem is being
considered at Community level in the light of the
structural problems. These are problems which are
really preoccupying us and causing us concern.
The President-in-Office of the Council said some-
thing that caught my attention after my many years as
a member of the Council of Ministers and my long
experience in this House, namely that a proposal had
been put to the Council by Mr Duisenberg for the
.discussion of certain things.
!7hat is the position then with regard to the proce-
dure laid down in the Treaty ? Since when has it been
up to the governments to put forward proposals in the
Council ? As far as I am aware, the position under the
Treaty was always that proposals could be discussed in
the Council that had been tabled by the Commission,
thus on- the Commission's initiative, not on the
governments' initiative. SThat has happened to this
procedure ? Has it been perhaps amended ? Is it a
question of a tacit gentlemans' agreement that propo-
sals may be brought before the Council by govern-
ments in future? That seerns.to me to be,a curious
procedure.
I should like to know whqt the President of the
Commission thinks of this. To the best of my know-
ledge, the Council is entitled to consider a proposal
from the Commission. The Council can amend or
possibly reject such a proposal. The Commission can
also withdraw its proposal. But it is quite new to me
that, apart from the amendments which the ministersin the Council can make to proposals fr<im the
Commission, separate specific proposals can be
submitted by the governments on a particular subject
that has not been tabled by the Commission.
I should like to know what the position is with regard
to procedure in future, in order to avoid any confusion
in developing cooperation between the institutions,
such as we have had recently, bearing in mind that a
new institution exists de facto although it has not
been established by any treary: the European Council.
There is nothing in the Treaty about decisions by
heads of government. The Treaty merely refers to the
Council. There is nothing about the composition of
the Council. Thus the Council can meet with Prime
Ministen' or with the Ministers of Agriculture as
members. But the European Council is something
different from the Council referred to in the Treaty of
Rome.
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In that respect we can thus already speak of a certain
deviation. I am not criticizing this, I have no wish to
destroy, but changes are taking place in the relation-
ships between the institutions which I should like to
have clearly explained so that we do not shortly find
ourselves faced with unpleasant surprises.
You made a statement on Puerto Rico, in which you
said that it had been agreed to consult.one another
beforehand in future if similar invitations were
received. May I ask whether the others accepted this
idea ? In the Council ? May I ask what objections of a
legal nature were raised against this proposal ? It
sounds so friendly: in future we shall not act like this
any more. But was an undertaking given in the Euro-
pean Council to consult one another in future before
accepting an invitation if it is a question of problems
that concern 'the Community ? It is normal for
Community procedure to be followed whenever a
Community problem'is under discussion. It is normal,
but I am not reassured and should like to know
whether any undertakingr were given about not
accepting such invitations in the future without prior
consultation.
As to the extension of fishing limits, I am glad that
progress has been made and that a common position
can be found in the Community on this point.
I was also particularly pleased'to hear what you said
- 
and I think this is excellent 
- 
on something that
does not actually quite fit in with the general proce-
dure for appointing the Commission. Mr Tindemahs
has made concrete proposals on this. Mr Tindemans
had proposed that the Council should appoint the
President of the Commission in July, that the Presi-'
derrt appointed by the Council should then appear
before Parliament to make a statement and to obtain
-the approval of Parliament, and that the President
should then, in consultation with the various govem-,
.ments, have his colleagues appointed by the govem-
ments, taking into account the rules for allocaiion-by
nationality and so on.
You told us that the British government had informed
the European Council of its intention of proposing Mr
Jenkins as President of the Commission at the end of
this year when the new Commission is to be formed.
That means, then, the end of the normal procedure
that we have seen since Septembet 1952, namely that
the members of the Commission were appointed by
the various govemments in consultation vith one
another, and that these appointed members then as a
body selected and appointed a president from their
midst in consultation, of course, with the govem-
ments., But outwardly it was the Commission itself
which appointed is president and its vice-presidents.
This is thus no longer the case.
So 'a different procedure is now being put forward.
Now if this new procedure, which we thint deserves
to be accepted, is followed, why have you only gone
half way ? !7hy was Parliament then not involved, as
Mr Tindemans proposed ? For we are now in a very
curious situation. The British govemment proposes to
nominate Mr Jenkins as a candidate, but I take it that
the other governments have not yet said that they
agree to this appointment. They have perhaps said
that they have no objections, but in any case he has
not yet been appointed. He now resigns as his coun-
try's Home Secretary, is replaced, by someons else and
begins to discuss the members of the Commission
with the various Sovernments. I must say that I find
this all very strange, and it seems that a new practice
is being introduced. I have no objections to this in
itself, as I regard myself as progressive rather than
conservative. However, I should in any case like to
know how it has been arranged, how it all fits
together, and whether it is all correct and in accor-
dance with the Treaty. !7hat are the deviations that
might be deeided on tomorrow in other fields as a
result of. these precedents, deviations from the rules
that we have known since the Treaties came into
force ? These are the question I should like to put" just
when the interest in these imporiant problems seems
to be so small in this Chamber. I hope that I shall
nonetheless receive an answer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Delyell. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to ask five '
questions of the Council in ascending order of deli-
cacy.
The first concerns the Social Fund. I was the rappor-
teur of the third report of the Committee on Budgets,
which outlined how unsatisfactory the position is in
relation to payments, in relation to the processing of
claims. and indeed in, relation to the way in which
some of our national governments, my own among
them, are behaving. No one put this more eloquently
than Mr Cheysson himself. He pointed out to the
Committee on Budgets that in fact national govern-
ments, being composgd of politicians, naturally took
the most prestigious proiects for themselves so that
they could get the greatest political credit and left the
less popular, less prestigious proiects to those Commu-
nity funds that were available. Now, I think it should
be a matter of fair shares, and as a European I am
increasingly unhappy at the way in which European
funds are not getting the political credit which they
deserve. At least the political credit should be shared
between the Community and national governments. I
do hope, because this is a matter of very Sreat impor-
tance in the training of young people, that the
Council will pay great attention to the speech that Mr
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Cheysson made to the Committee on Budgets in June
outlining in some depth precisely what was wrong. In
the next rwelve months some of us should make it
our business to nag both Council and Commission in
the hope that we will begin to get a more satisfactory
turn of events.
My second question also arises out of my work as a
member of the Committee on Budgets and the
draftsman of the opinion on the Export Bank. Now,
quite bluntly, when I was given this job I was rather
shy about taking it because it really does require great
expertise and I therefore wrote round a ,number of
national banks, central banks, merchant banks like
Rothschilds, and got a whole series of opinions. At
first the balance of opinion was rather against going
ahead with the project. ..
Mr Brinkhorst. 
- 
I would be very happy to reply to
that but I feel, at the moment...
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
I checked up and I gathered that I
was entitled to ask about the agenda of the next Euro-
pean Cottncil meeting. Now, is it not legitimate for a
Member of Parliament, without being unreasonable
and expecting any kind of a reply, at least to say to
the Council what he hoped would be on the agenda
of the next meeting. I don't want a reply tonight, but
I think a Member of the Parliament is entitled to say
publicly what he thinks should be on the agenda.
Does Professor Brinkhorst agree ?
I do hope that the documents that the Committee on
Budgets has prepared on the Export Bank, where our
opinion will be left open, will at least be looked at
and we can have some guidance from the Council as
to whether ministers think it's a sensible proposition.
Because, honestly, if they don't think that it's sensible,
they'd better say so now and save other people a great
deal of extremely hard work. That is why I think it
should be on the agenda.
The third question that I would have hoped that Prof-
essor Brinkhorst would have reported back on was the
negotiations on Greek entry. Some of us who are on
the Joint Parliamentary Committee of the EEC-
Greece Association are becoming more and more
bothered about press reports of all the problems that
are arising 
- 
not least in relation to the military situa-
tion with Turkey. Surely, when he comes back to the
Parliament as Council representative he ought to
report back back to us on these negotiations. I can
imagine that they are very difficult, but really we do
deserve to be told something about what's happening.
Now the fourth question. Again, this is the grey area
between the Commission and the Council. Could I
commend to the Council the report of yesterday's
proceedings where a number of us raised the question
of uranium prices and the proposed uranium cartel
that seems to have existed along OPEC lines, in
which a number of countries are involved. This is
something that surely affects the Community and the
Council of Ministers. I understand that the Commis-
sion are making investigations, and I want to know if
the Council of Ministers are making their investiga-
tions. Because this affects not only electricity prices
but rather basic issues of policy throughout this
Community, and therefore I hope that will go on the
agenda.
Now, fifthly, I turn to a point that Professor Brink-
horst himself raised. He referred to the appointment
of Roy Jenkins. I have been one of Roy Jenkins' polit-
ical friends for 20 years or more, but I think we are
entitled formally to ask, now that he has ceased to be
Home Secretary in the UIt exactly what he is doing
in this broody period. Because, frankly, anybody who
knows how he operates knows perfectly well that he
contemplates and then makes up his mind after
contemplation and, if people in this Parliament hope
to have any influence on him 
- 
particularly in rela-
tion to the organization of the Commission 
- 
they
had better give their views pretty quickly while he's in
a contemplative state and malleable and before he
makes up his mind. Now, since reference was made to
his appointment, I think I can ask legitimately the
formal question : how is he using these months before
he takes up the important position of President of the
Commission and, in particular, what are the Council
doing with him ?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ortoli.
Mr Ortoli, President of the Comtn*sion, 
- 
(F) I
shall let the President-in-Office of the Council reply
to all the speakers and especially to the previous
speaker, but I must answer the very specific and obvi-
ously very important question put to me by Mr
Bertrand concerning the sharing of responsibilities
between the Council of Ministers and the Commis-
sion when it comes to economic and monetary affairs.
This is one instance where the Treaty has not given
the Community exclusive power, where it has not laid
down a common policy, but provides for Community-
level action and collaboration between or coordination
of the policies of the Member States. That is why we
are in the present situation which is, I admit, some-
what vague and which I personally deplore : it is one
in which the power of proposal does not operate in
quite the same way as in the other -cases. It is, of
course, fully operative, but when it comes to action by
tlre Monetary Committee or by the Economic Policy
Committee or to moves by ministers within the
Council of Ministers, it is easier to put forrrard points
of view. That is not to say that we should take the
easy way out, nor that the Commission should shirk
its responsibilities and refrain frbm putring forward
proposals. 
,
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In this connection, let me stress that what was
recently said by Mr Duisenberg in his capacity as Pres-
ident of the Council, as well as by others who' have
drawn up reports or opinions on various problems, is
a follow-up to prqposals made by the Commission last
April at the European Council. I7e submitted a very
brief document, put a number of questions,and made
a number of suggestions and proposals which gave
rise to recourse to the present procedure, which is
admittedly somewhat less well defined than the
mechanisms provided for in our traditional institu-
tional system and by means of which Member States
are able to play their part. I can personally assure you
that, in these fields, the Commission is determined to
put forward as many proposals as it can in order the
better to safeguard Community interests and, as far as
possible, our institutions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am delighted that even at this
late hour a number of Members have pud reasonably
specific questions to the President of the Council and
as far as I am able I shall try to answer them.
Fint of all Mr Bertrand's quite iustified query as to the
fate of the Tindemans report and the discussions on
it. I should like to ask Mr Bertrand to have a little
more patience. The Tindemans report is the central
item on the agenda of every meeting of the Council
of Foreign Ministen. At every Council meeting there
is a discussion which is prepared by the 'Ministers'
closest advisers. I should like to ask Mr Bertrand to
reserve iudgement until the whole report has been
dedt with and the discussions have been rounded off
at the European Council at the end of Novembei. I
can only assure you, on behalf of the lresidency, that
we definitely take the Tindemans report seriously and
intend to deal with it.as thoroughly as possible..'
Then there aie the questions about the social and
edonomic situation. I do not wish to go into the assess-
ment of economic trends.' I imagine' the'European
Pailiament will have the oppbrtunity of going into
this .matter thoroughly when it discusses the
economic and social report. I should just like'to sa'| to
Mr 'Bertrand that one of the positive results of the
tripartite conference was precisily that it was'decided
to create a follow-up michanisrtr, i.e. a niechanism to
ensure that the question of employmerit re,mains a
cential element in the'discussions in the' Council
organs.'And you, Mr Bbrtrand, will no'i:loubt have
heard the statement ytisterday of the Presidbnt-in-Of-
fice of the Council of Ministers for Sociirl Affairs, Mr
Boersmh, from which it'must'have beeh qtrite cleai
that'-!hi problem of"empldyiment is cefiairtly not
takedtlightly by the Council.
As rto' the institutionslr.question, the relationship
between the Commission and the Councili' with
regard to the idea put fqrward by Mr Duisenberg I
should like to state at the outset that I thoroughly
qgree with the President of the European,Gommission
that the institutional balance in these matters ohould
no! be disturbed, but he was right to point out that
the powers are different in the economic and mone-
tary sphere from those that apply, for example, to agri-
cultural matteri. It is certainly not the lntention 
-and I thoroughly support Mr Duisenberg's id€a :
thus to undermine Mr Ortoli's right to initiate propo-
sals; or rather the right of the Commission asrsuch to
do.so. It is a question of contributing'td 'the'idiscus-
sions, with a view to taking decisionS' thdt 'ar€ as
specific as possible at a later stage. 
, 
, 
. 
. 
.
And the ideas that Mr Duisenberg put'fcir*ar0 do the
Commission and the Member States have certainly
not been formulated as precise proposafs rn lfe legal
sense of the word, as laid down in the Treaty. In brief,
Mr Bertrand's concern on this point is certainly not
justified in terms of any erosion of the Community.
.fust one,word about the divergent situapions in the
Member States. I do not think the Community can be
blamed for this. The Community and the Community
institutions are trying, within the limis of what is
possible, to effect improvements and thg lrepident of
the Commission in particular has, Lthink, glven a
very clear outline of his responpibility., r
The next question, Mr President, concems the'Puerto
Rico problem. Here I should just like to say this. Mr
Bertrand asked whether there was any talk here of a
formal agreement. I n6te that at the n Leting the P.resi-
dent of the European Council, in his capacity as such,
used the formula that I described just now, and ihat
this formula was not challenged. !7ith'regard to the
procedure for the appointment of the President of the
Commission, I should like to point out that the
appointment of a new Presid6nt, as qrell as the
appointment of the Members' of the Cofhmisslon,
must be carried out ,in accordance with, the Treaty, I
would draw Mr Bertrand's attention tb artiple 14, if I
am not mistaken, of the Merger Tie.aty, which
provides that the President shall -be appointed fioin
among the Members'of the Commission. That means
tllat no formal appointment can be r4pde before the
Members of the Commission have been appointed. It
follows from this that tthe formula I uqed lS'i4 accor-
dance with the Treaty.
The Council too ,must a[ide by the Treaty' Mr
Bertand. I appreciate Mr Dalyell's interesting sugges-
tions with regard .to possible subjecti'(or a coming
European Council. I *ould be the last to deny' that
the ideas he expressed not noly reflect very consider-
able thought'but are also of great relevance. !/hether
'tho 
various subjects hd mentioned cat'?ll'be'put ort
the.,agenda of the next European Couircil, tr cannot
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say at the moment. The first, second and fourth of Mr
Dalyell's questions are subjects which I most certainly
recognize as impottant. But I cannot say whether they
will be on the agenda at the European Council ; I
have at any rate taken note of them. !7ith regard to
the Greek negotiations, I believe there is a procedure
in which the European Parliament also had a part to
play. The reason I did not mention the Greek negotia-
tions is that they were not discussed by the European
Council on 12 and 13 July, and my statement was
concerned with what was discussed. However, not
only the Council but also the European Parliament
has not yet heard the last of the Greek negotiations.
Mr Presiderlt, I am glad to hear that Mr Dalyell has
known Mr Jenkins for so long. It seems to me that
the question of what Mr Jenkins is goirrg to do in the
next few months can best be put directly by Mr
Dalyell to his old friend Mr Jenkins. I have no doubt
that Mr Jenkins will use his time well.
President 
- 
I call Mr Dalyell.
Mr Dalyell. 
- 
This is now an increasingly complex
matter. Before Parliament meets again and this subject
is on the agenda, could we perhaps have some kind of
written memorandum, not necessarily too long, from
the Council just giving a factual statement of the
points at issue in the negotiations and, without tres-
passing on confidentiality, at least letting us know
before the debate so that we are relatively well
informed as to the facts of the matter. All I ask for is
simply a factual written statement available on the
Monday of the part-session.
Presidena 
- 
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Redoux. 
- 
(F) The President-in-Office of the
Council has given Mr Bertrand a very precise reply
with respect to the appointment of the President of
the Commission, citing Article 14 of the Merger
Treaty. However, in view of the circumstances, i. e.
since everyone now knows who is to be the President
of the Commission and it has been asked in an oral
question whether the Tindemans report could be
taken as a basis, would the President-in-Office of the
Council 
- 
who, indeed, cannot base himself on this
report since he cannot assure us that the Council will
give its final decision on 3l December as the Euro-
pean Council has asked 
- 
have any obiections to the
future President of the Commission possibly being
involved in the discussions between governments
concerning the appointment of the Members of the
Commission ? I think that that could only simplify
matters.
Presiddnt. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, Mr Dalyell asked for a memo-
randum from the Council on the state of negotiations
with Greece. I should prefer to refer him to the Euro-
pean Commission. At the moment it is a matter of
exploratory discussions and the collection of various
information. At the moment, I think, there is no ques-
tion of concrete negotiations. A quite separate ques-
tion is whether it is wise to produce written memo-
randa on these questions while negotiations are going
on. There are procedures for this, and I would ask the
honourable Member to respect them.
Mr President, with your permission I should like to
answer Mr Radoux's query when Mr Berkhouwer's
oral question, which concerns the same problems,
comes up. Since Mr Berkhouwer is not here at the
moment I should like to reserye my reply to Mr
Radoux's question until I answer Mr Berkhouwer.
President. Since no-one else wishes to speak, the
debate is closed.
11. Presentation of and first debate on tbe draft
generdl budget of the Communities for 1977
President. 
- 
The next item is the presentation and
first debate on the draft general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities for 1977 (Doc. 291176).
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-0ffice of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to begin by
expressing the Council's wish that the budget proce-
dures will be applied in a positive and constructive
fashion, thereby strengthening the cooperation
between the European Parliament and the Council.
I should like to give you my personal assurance that I
shall try during this coming year to achieve an increas-
ingly close collaboration between our two Institutions,
particularly in budgetary matters. I consider it impor-
tant that we should work increasingly closely together,
both at formal and informal meetings, and naturally
also in the context of any consultation procedues that
appear necessary. In this respect I should like to tell
you that the Council was very gratified by the meeting
which we had with a delegation from your Parliament
on 22 July of this year. At that meeting we reached a
larger measure of agreement on the introduction of
the system of commitment and payment appropria-
tions in certain new sectors, which will shortly have to
be discussed. This meeting gave the Council and your
President an opportunity to consult together
subsequent to being informed of the first general prin-
ciples formulated by the Parliamentary delegation on
the preliminary draft budget for 1977.
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In this context, too, I wish to add a political observa-
tion on the application of the Sixth Directive on VAT,
the own resources system and the Financial Regula-
tion. A delegation from the European Parliament
brought these matters up. I should like to assure you
that the Presidency will try to make considerable
progress in this area before the end of this year. The
own resources system forms an essential element in
the financial autonomy of the Community, and the
application of the Sixth Directive on VAT should lead
to a greater harmonization of the existing tax systems.
It may be objected that this is not a spectacular
budget as regards new Community activities, and
critics may argue that it does not contain sufficient
possibilities for extending the obligations already
entered into by the Communiry. I can only agree. But
such criticism must also take account of the fact that
the various countries which provide the funds for this
budget are q,urrently finding it extremely difficult to
arrive at a sound budgetary policy. The constraints I
have just sketched are inevitably reflected in the
Community budget. This is, in my view, a political
realiry which must be faced. Before proceeding to the
subject proper, I should like to make four brief obser-
vations.
In the first place, I would remind you that following
the agreement between the three Institutions the time-
table for this year's budget has been altered to allow
the Council to submit the draft budget two months
earlier than in preceding years. This is by way of a
trial procedure which we shall all have to review to
assess its future utility. The very provisional character
of certain estimates means, however, that the Council
will have to make certain adiustments in the draft
budget this month. Particularly affected are the esti-
mates for the Guarantee Section of the European Agri-
cultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund. The Council
will examine these on the basis of the memorandum
with amendments which the Commission will submit
to it, and which takes particular account of the results
of the main marketing years and the consequences of
the drought. The Council will also have to study the
expenditure to be approved in connection with finan-
cial cooperation with non-associated developing coun-
tries. [n addition, improvements will be made to the
own resources estimates which can now be deter-
mined with a greater degree of accuracy.
Secondly, the 1977 draft budget reveals a new element
which in my opinion is also very important politi-
cally, namely a more extensive use of the ,distinction
between commitment and payment appropriations.
Like the Commission, the Council believes that this
improvement will help to make the budget a modern
and transparent instrument, both as regards estimates
and the approval of expenditure, and as regards imple-
mentation. I believe I am right in saying that agree-
ment was reached during the meeting with the Parlia-
mentary delegation on the principles underlying this
distinction. The draft Regulation, referred to a few
moments ago, to amend the Financial Regulation is
currently before your Parliament for its Opinion.
The Council favours the adoption of the Regulation in
which the system of differentiated appropriatiQns, as
this distinction between commitment and payment
appropriations is known, is extended to proiects in the
hydrocarbons sector, the three-year project for scien-
tific and technical information and documentation,
the Social Funds und the EAGGF Guidance Section.
The introduction of the commitment and Payment
appropriations system naturally does not entail any
changes in the budgetary powers of either Council or
Parliament deriving from Article 203 of the Treaty'
Thirdly, given the economic and social situation of
the Community, the Council faced an extremely diffi-
cult task in endeavouring to maintain an equitable
balance between progress in internal activities,
external policy commitments and the budgetary and
economic constraints of the Member States. The priori-
ties have been decided upon, but I should like to draw
Parliament's attention to the intensification of the
activities in the social sector, aimed at combating
unemployment, and in particular to the measures
directid to making it emier for young people to find
jobs.
My fourth and last remark is this. Although the
budget is an instrument for making available to the
Community the funds which it needs to carry out its
objectives, and although, as Parliament has repeatedly
insisted, the budget must contain funds for all foresee-
able expenditure, it would nonetheless be incorrect in
my view to use the Community budget as a basis for
decision on all Community activities. Putting it
another way, the Council does not believe that the
budget should be inflated artificially with expenditure
which it does not believe to be realistic.
Let me now turn to the draft budget iself. The total
appropriations included in this draft budget amount
to 8 646 MUA, and this figure will have to be adjusted
to take account of the factors I have just mentioned.
Agriculture still accounts for around 7 5 o/o of the
budget expenditure. According to the first Commis-
sion estimates, spending by the Guarantee Section of
the EAGGF will total 5 390 MUA. The Council has
just decided that while the effects, of the order of 550
MUA, of the use of differential rates' for converting
from units of account into national currencies in the
context of the markets policy must be detailed sepa-
rately, they must be retained within the overall
Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. These are, after all,
consequences of the Community's agricultural policy.
However, the Council did not accept the inclusion in
Chapter 100 of a provision of 200 million u.a. for an
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agricultural prices review. It considered that expendi-
ture in the agricultural sector varied so greedy that it
must be amenable to adiustments during the year.
The Council approved 172 million u.a. for payment
appropriations to the Social Fund, in accordance with
the Commission's request. It also approved a provi-
sion of 75 million u. a. in commitment appropria-
tions, some 50 million u.a. more than in 1976. I
believe this to be an important step. Given the present
employment situation the aim of this increase is
primarily, as I said a few moments ago, to assist young
people.
In the regional sector the commitment appropriations
have been keopt at the same level as in 1976, an
amount of 500 million u. a. being entered. The rate at
which the payments are made is, however, not always
as high as the Commission would like and the volume
of payment appropriations has consequently been
reduced from 500 million u. a. to 400 million u. a.
with, I am glad to say,'the Commission's approval.
Clearly, if the payment appropriations should prove
inadequate in 1977 the Council will take the measures
needed to meet its obligations.
You can see, therefore, that the Council has given the
Commission every guarantee, and that there will be
no slowing down of the Commission's Regional Fund
operations. I say this with confidence, because the
Council is convinced that the Regional Fund is an
important element in the construction of Europe. A
basic principle is involved: the net transfer of reve-
nues from the more prosperous areas of Europe to the
less-favoured agreas is an ab,solute sine qua non ol a
balanced Community.
Mr President, I shall now pass over a couple of items,
and point out that in the research, energy, industry
and transport sector research and investment account
for 88 o/o of the appropriations. A meeting of the
Council of Research Ministers is planned for the end
of October, to discuss 
- 
and I hope to finalize 
- 
in
particular the long-term programme of the Joint
Research Centre. The European Parliament presented
its views on this matter yesterday.
I could go into greater detail on a large number of
items but shall restrict myself to one or two. At this
point, I must draw your attention to the fact that at
the Commission's request, and tb meet Parlhment's
rcquirements, the Council has made a token entry
against Article 329 lor Euratom Loans, together with
the remarks proposed by the Commission. The
Council has done the same in respect of the so-called
Community loans. You will have noticed in this
connection that the Council has included in the draft
budget a document containing a surv€y of the proce-
dures for the conclusion and granting of loans. The
purpose of this, of course, is to make the budget rnore
transparent to Parliament.
Finally, I wish to refer to a fourth sector for which the
Council has introduced differentiated appropriations,
namely technical and scientific information and docu-
mentation. These appropriations, i.e. 2.65 MUA in
commitment appropriations and 1.25 MUA in
payment appropriations, will provide the basis for
development of a policy.
As regards development aid, I can tell you that 88 %
of the expenditure goes on food aid. As I pointed out
at the beginning of my address, the Council has yet to
decide on the rernaining financial cooperation with
developing countries, particularly in respect of that
with non-associated countries. The result of the Coun-
cil's deliberations will be presented to you in the form
of a memorandum with'amendments.
As regards operating expenditure,. the guiding prin-
ciple behind the Council's decisions was one of
restraint, justified I think in view of the restraint
which is desirable also in the national sphere.
Nonetheless, the Council showed its understanding pf
the Commission's urgent need for new staff, and
approved 220 new posts.
I hope that my speech has illustrated ci..rly the main
items on the 1977 draft budget. I am aware thar this is
a budget marked'by restraint. I said so at the begin-
ning of my address. This budget' whose layout and
transparency have been greatly improved 
- 
and I
hope you agree with me on this 
- 
was the subject of
lengthy discussions. The Council's manoeuvre was
very limited, and it has done its best to balance the
need to develop Community policies with the need to
combat inflation, and the great sacrifices this entails.
The middle road 
- 
what else can I call it 
- 
followed
by the Council is not perfect, but I appeal forcefully
to this Parliament to accept the main lines laid down
by the Council.
Thank you, Mr President, for allowing me the privi-
lege of presenting the draft budget f.or 1977 to this
ParliamenL
(Applausc)
IN THE CHAIR: MR MARTENS
Vice-President
12. Procedural motion
President 
- 
I call Lord Castle for a procedural
motion.
Lord Castle. 
- 
Mr President, can I use a device
which I don't think is foreign to other countrio$. that
of raising on a point of order, the question of the atten-
dance in this Champer at this time on vhat is
possibly the most important item on the agenda for
this week ? I think it is scandalous that we shpw so
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little respect for the President-in-Office of the
Council that he is asked to address a derisory audi-
ence of this kind. I have heard during the week a
large number of comments as to what should be said
and done about the budget. I have listened with
tremendous interest, because it is the last thing in the
world I would claim to be a expert on. I came along
here tonight, frankly, to be educated, and I think it is
absurd and shows the irrelevance at this moment of
this Parliament if on the one subject'on which the
Parliament can take definite decisions and make
tremendously influential decisions so few people
should be here: there is not a single representative of
my own socialist front bench here. I congratulate Sir
Peter Kirk on being there on his, and the new Vice-
President. I believe that my colleagues in the Socialist
Group will be appalled when they know that after all
the discussions we have had inside our own group so
few of us are here. This indicates to me, Sir, that if we
were so inclined we could decline to go on with this
discussion and make a prot'est, which wou[d be
reported, that we ourselves are ashamed that we do
not exercise the powers we have. Because this, don't
forget, Sir, is a time when we are discussing further
powers for this Parliament. !7e have been glorifying
in the fact that we have some control over the budget,
and yet we have these empty benches, those empty
benches 
- 
what a reception for the idea of the
increasing powers of this Parliament ! I don't know if
fellow Members who are present in this Chamber
have the same feeling as I have 
- 
I am sure most of
them have. I know that my colleague, Lord Bruce, has
put fantastically long hours and days into the prepara-
tion of his report to this Assembly. rU7hat contempt it
shows that so few people are prepared to sacrifice
dinner or high tea to come along ! Is it perhaps also a
reflection on the organization of the agenda of this
Parliament that an item of this kind is not given a
priority at a certain time of the day ? I should have
thought that that was conceivably possible by agree-
ment between all the parties who presumably want to
take part in this discussion. Sir, if it was in order I
would move that the House do now adiourn.
(Applaux)
President. 
- 
Lord Castle, I naturally note your
suggestion, which will certainly be recorded in the
minutes of proceedings and which I shall put to the
Bureau tomorrow. I would however, point out that in
October there is to be a special part-session devoted to
the budget.
As regards your proposal for an adjournment, you are
perfectly at liberty to put it forward, in which case I
shall put it to the vote, but I should like to point out
that we must take advantage of the presence of the
President of the Council, who has to leave at 9.30.
I call Sir Peter Kirk.
Sir Peter Kirk. 
- 
Mr President, I share Lord Castle's
concern and indignation. I have been as guilty as any
one: I have literally only just come in, but I had
others things to do. I don't know whether other
Members are about in the House, but it does seem to
me disgraceful that on this occasion we should have
so few of us here. I understand, of course, the diffi-
culty that this House is always in that the President of
the Council, for wholly understandable reasons, can
only manage one d.y in the part-session and
Wednesday is therefore always a day when we have to
load in a lot of other things. I7e have done that today.
If Lord Castle is moving a motion to adjourn, I would
have thought it only courteous to ask the rapporteur
whether he wishes to carry on before a House as thin
as this. I know how much work he has done on this
and I pay tribute in advance to his speech for the
work that he has done. He has had no holiday, unlike
the rest of us, in order to make sure of this, and if he
is prepared to waste his sweetness on a somewhat
desert air I am sure that the rest of us 
- 
those of us
who are here 
- 
are prepared to listen to him. If he
would rather start tomorrow morning with a fuller
House but with no minister, I would go along with
that too.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, I
sincerely hope that the motion for the adjournment of
the House will not be moved. I can assure Mr Brink-
horst, to whom, on behalf of my colleagues, I apolo-
gize for an apparent discourtesy, that only the most
intense devotion to public duty could have possibly
kept them away from an important occasion such as
this. (Laugbter) For my own part, I am myself most
willing to give some of my remarks to those
colleagues who have done me the honour to remain.
They are small in number but they are great in
wisdom. (Applause) I would particularly like to have
the opportunity of addressing what remarks I have to
the all-powerful, who, I am happy to see, are in force
- 
that is to say, the representatives of the Council
and the representatives of the Commission. The fact
that those who really hold the power at present in the
Community are present in vaster numbers than those
who aspire to power is a matter of very great comfort
to me, and I shall be most delighted to give the
Council and the Commission the benefit of such
advice as I have as a result of having studied both
their documents in detail.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I should like to ask Lord Castle
whether he is prepared to comply with Lord Bruce's
request and withdraw his motion.
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- 
I don't know if it is in order in
advance of the vote to give an explanation of the vote.
But I am going to vote against my dear friend and
cherished colleague, Lord Bruce, because I am
convinced that no matter what satisfaction he will get
out of addressing this House, sparse as it is, he is
depriving the majority of his colleagues on all sides of
the House of the excellent distillation of this chal-
lenging budget if he does not address a larger audi-
ence than is here tonight. I therefore, Sir, persist
against his advice in moving the adjournment of this
House so that we can have a proper discussion on this
matter.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the proposal to
adiourn the sitting. The proposal is rejected.
13. Presentation of and first debate on tbe draft
general budget of tbe Commtnitics for 1977(Ruumption)
President. 
- 
I7e shall noq, continue with the presen-
tation of and first debate on the general budget of the
Communities lor 1977.
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, lVember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(DM,
President, on 5 July and in the presence of as remark-
ably select an 6lite as this evening, it was my privilege
to present the preliminary draft budget on behalf of
the Commission. This was an innovation called for by
the European Parliament and which thus gave this
House, as the sovereign authority, all the information
necessary for it to subsequently express is opinion on
the draft budget, in accordance with the Treaty. Today
we move on to the examination of the draft budget
itself. I therefore see little point in the Commission's
repeating its explanation of the policies and the
comments I made when I presented the preliminary
draft budget. Consequently, I refer Parliament to the
statements I made then and will deal briefly only with
the new elements.
Firstly, we have meanwhile drawn up and presented
the supplementary budget for 1976, so that we can
now compare our preliminary draft budget, which I
had the pleasure of presenting in July, with the total
expenditure which has been 
- 
or will be 
- 
approved
for 1976 and which shovrs an increase of 9.3 o/o over
the preliminary draft.
Secondly, events have enabled us to throw more light
on trends in agricultural prices and in the Commu-
nity's external trade which, as you know, have a direct
affect on own resources with respect to customs
duties. These supplementary elements will be listed in
the rectifying letrer to which the President-in-Office
of the Council referred a few minutes ago and will
enable us to increase the estimated own resources by
comparison with our preliminary draft for 1976 
- 
in
other words, to adiust the elements conceming
revenue.
Thirdly, since I presented the preliminary draft on
behalf of the Commission, the Council has met to
discuss the budget and has adopted, at the first
reading, the draft which the President-in-Office of the
Council has iust presented, and the .Commission has
had the satisfaction of seeing that its proposals have
been accepted on a number of maior points, notably
as regards the distinction between commitment appro-
priations and payment appropriations, and the
entering of loans in the budget. Certain technical
amendments have been included and are set out in
the explanatory memorandum. The President-in-Of-
fice of the Council has already referred to them. They
concern appropriations for missions and duty travel
and training and payment appropriations for the
Regional Fund. In other cases 
- 
the Council's explan-
atory memorandum is explicit on this point too 
-the Council has decided to depart from the Commis-
sion's proposals : this is the case with the size of the
commitment appropriations for the Social Fund, for
Commission staff, for preliminary consultations with
trade unions, etc. !7ith regard to these cases, the
Commission, for its part, stands by its preliminary
draft. However, Mr President, before the debate gee
under way, the Commission can only express is
regret that the draft budget omits all the new proiects,
even though these represented ohly 1.4 o/o of, the total
in its proposal, and reiects projects which this Parlia-
ment called for explicitly and financed last year
through its margin of manoeuvre : I am thinking of
hydrocarbons and uranium prospecting etc. The
Commission also deplores the rejection of ihe plan for
an agricultural price review 
- 
and this makes a
supplementary budget in this inevitable next year,
despite Parliament's constant oppositioh to this 
-and the rejection of the ioint position of the Commis-
sion and the European Parliament on points with
which you are familiar, such as the inclusion in the
budget of our financial aid to third cduntries. All this
is known, but it was the Commission's duty to repeat
its position concerning the items which the Council
has decided to delete from the headingB proposed by
the Commission.
I7ith your permission, Mr President" I shall wait until
the end of the debate before replying to any specific
questions and, as far as our preliminary draft is
concemed, I refer Memberc once more to the explana-
tions I gave in July.
The ball is now in the Council's courg while on the
Parliament side the next move is clearly up to the
Committee on Budgets, and, in particular, to its
general rapporteur.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
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-Mr President, when we met to discuss the budget on
the last occasion, the total budgetary documentation
amount6d to I 095 pages. I7e have made progress
since that time, and I am happy to report to you that
so far, now that the Commission's draft budget has
come into being, the total has risen to I 736 pages, in
addition to which there have been some I 000 pages
or thereabouts of explanatory documents and memo-
randa submitted by both Council and Commission.
Mr President, I do think, despite the rather sparse
attendance, it would not be out of place if Parliament
paid its tribute to the band of staff at the Council and
at the Commission and in Parliament itself, certainly
not forgetting the interpreters, for the vast amount of
work that has gone into producing the documentation
we now have.
!7e have, as I have said, made progress since the preli-
minary draft budget was introduced in this House last
July. The budget has been reduced by the Council by
some 500-odd million u.a. That is all. The total of the
budget now does not differ very substantially from the
one before in that it is slightly lower than the total
budget of the Bayer company in Germany and
slightly more than that of Imperial Chemical Indus-
tries in Great Britain. This gets the budget in is
correct setting. Moreover, it is not possible at this time
for us to debate the budget as a whole, because 75 7o
of the expenditure is concerned with agriculture, and
it would be most unwise to give the population of
Europe at large any idea that Parliament was able to
consider this 75 % at this time. We are told that we
are going to have a rectifying letter, which will come
in due course, and doubtless, after the exchanges of
view that have taken place between Mr Lardinois and
myself, it will be broken down into sufficient detail
for Parliament to be able to understand it. This will be
a slight change, I trust, from previous years. But, even
when it does arrive, there will still be no Parliamen-
tary control over it. In fact, the real presentation of
750/o of. the Budget takes place at the time of the
price-review. So what we are really dealing with this
evening (and I must say, Mr President, in case there
are any waverers, that I intend to proceed to the full
length of the remarks that I was going to make to
what I had hoped would be a fuller House, because I
intend to pursue my task with diligence irrespective of '
the numbers that happen to be here) is some 25 o/o ot
the expenditure only.
Before passing to that point, I would iust mention one
constiaint that I propose to recommend to my
colleagues on the Committee on Budgets 
- 
and later,
I hope, with their assent, to Parliament 
- 
concerning
the common agricultural policy, itself comprised in its
budgetary form substantially in Titles VI and VII of
the birdget. I shall be within the recollection of my
colleagues (those that are here) and certainly of the
Council and the Commission when I say that every
year when agriculture is discussed there is a most
remarkable consensus of views on the fact that it has
to be changed, that something must be done about it,
that it occupies an altogether too disproportionate
amount of the expenditure of the Community. It is a
little funny, and I have commented on it in the past"
that this tends to evaporate as the price review begins
to loom on the horizon and the old alliances appear
to be suddenly dissipated in favour of new courses of
action, which may no doubt have been suggested by
the persuasiveness of Sir Henry Plumb. And this year
I intend to take advantage of my colleagues' gener-
osity, the Commission's forbearance and the Council's
wisdom in suggesting to them that we make a change
this year and that the Committee on Budgets,
provided it accepts the kind of proposals I propose to
lay before it, consent not to a decrease in the funds
devoted to the EAGGF in total but to a reclassifica-
tion of them. And I shall be proposing to my
colleagues that there be a very substantial diversion of
funds from the Guarantee Section of Articles 6 and 7
to the Guidance Section. That will enable the
Committee on Agriculture of this Parliament, DG VI
of the Commission, and the learned gentlemen
concerned in the Council to have some budgetary
framework within which they can draw up alternative
proposals so that intervention payments can tend to
lessen and the ration of Community funds can go to
disadvantaged farmers direct in accordance with propo-
sals to be drawn up by the Commission 
- 
to those
on poor-quality land, to those who have special geogra-
phical difficulties, to those that have merely extremely
small holdings and a very small site. I hope therefore
that this budgetary initiative may enable the
Committee on Agriculture to work within a more
reasonable framework.
I come now to the other amendments, which have
been touched on by Mr Brinkhorst and to which I
listened with great interest. I really don't know how
the Council went about their task. I like to feel that
after a judicious weighing up of the very complicated
economic situation in the various parts of the Commu-
nity, after taking carefully into account the fact that
unemployment was of 5 million, after taking carefully
into account the fact, brought out in the latest report
on the Regional Fund, that the poor sections of the
Community were getting poorer and the rich were
getting richer, we should have a more realistic assess-
ment of the Community's real economic pr6blems, as
distinct from what I hope Mr Brinkhorst will forgive
me for calling the parrot-cry of austerity. The Council
is like the Commission : it is caught halfway between
Prof Friedmann the monetarist, and the late Lord
Keynes. It has not yet managed to assimilate the fact
that over the last 15 years there are at least 20 repu-
table intemational economists, people known in the
l7estern world, in America as well as in Europe, who
have the solutions which the Council have not yet
bothered to look at and which, so far as I can see, DG
II of the Commission is possibly incapable of intellec-
tually assimilating. The cry of austerity put forward by
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the Commission as a reason for the miserable little
economies that it has seen fit to make is one that
simply will wash no longer, and Parliament will
expect some progress to be made in this field. I7e
shall see, I hope, that perhaps part of the trouble lies
in the very structure of the Commission itself.
I was very glad to hear that the slight misunder-
standing that had arisen conceming the proposed
staffing of the Commission has been cleared up. I was
under the impression that the proposals to cut the
Commission's staff under Title I of the budget from
399 to 220 had been agreed by the Commission. I am
delighted to be assured now that this is not the case
and that the Commission do not accept with any
degree of willingness the cuts imposed on them by
the Council. Because were it otherwise, and indeed I
was under the impression that it was otherwise, I
should advise my colleagues on the Committee on
Budgets, and I should advise this Parliament, to freeze
Title I appropriations in the Commission budget at
their last year's level and then require a justification
by supplementary budget or other means, for any
increases whatsoever. I am glad that this necessity may
no longer be forced upon me.
However, Mr President, we do have to bear in mind
the fact that the Commission this year is going to lose
some of its personnel. I sincerely hope it won't lose
them all, but the Commission undoubtedly will
change and I am given to understand that we are
going to have a new President. This means that Parlia-
ment has the opportunity 
- 
those of us who are here
- 
of taking a very hard look at the whole Commis-
sion structure. And this I myself have done. I have
spent about a month on it 
- 
on studying the precise
structure of the Commission with a view to advising
my colleagues as to what I consider to be its cost effec-
tiveness in terms of the money that the Community
spends upon it. In saying that, I am acutely sensible of
the fact that the Commission enjoys the privilege,
which Parliament would not wish to assail, of organ-
izing itself exactly as it wishes ; but by the same token
Parliament has the right to endeavour to assess its cost
effectiveness and in any case has a right to pass its
opinion on what the Commission's organization
might reasonably be. There are various serious defects,
in the Commission's organization. I shall not go into
them all now, not because of the lateness of the hour
but because of the limits of time which I have set
myself and also because they will all be incorporated,
I hope, in the report that I may have the honour of
presenting to Parliament for possible perusal prior to
the next special meeting in October. One, therefore,
or two I will mention. They are really gems.
Mr President, you will recall that Article 39 of the
Treaty requires those administering the common agri-
cultural policy to pay due regard to the interest of the
consumer. Indeed, when the Council members get up
and speak about consumer interests, and whenever the
learned members of the Commission get up and
speak about the consumer, I can assure you Mr Presi-
dent they overflow with sympathy towards the plight
of the consumer. Tears almost roll down their cheeks
as they talk of the fond affection they have for the
whole consuming population of Europe. So when I
was examining the Commission organization I
thought to myself : 'I will locate this body of brainq
this body of Commission talent that is so busy safe-
guarding the interests of the consumers of Europe'.
And what did I find 7 I found that out of a total of
7 846 employees of the Commission at the latest
count, as of 2l August last, fiae were associated
directly with consumer protection. Now these five,
were not a director-general, two directors and people
of high rank. They were very efficient people, part of a
body called the Environment and Consumer Protec-
tion Service which was, I was delighted to see, under
the supervision of Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, who has
such other consumer interests at heart as liaising with
the European Parliament, being in charge of the direc-
torate-general concerned with transport as well as that
concerned with information. This is one ahd only one
of the idiosyncrasies, to put it in its politest form, that
exist within the Commission.
There is one more upon which I will touch and that
is our own title, Mr President, as the European
Economic Community. I found that there was not one
division, not one directorate, not one directorate-gen-
eral that was in any way concerned with the develop-
ment of European economic policy. Not one. There ispG II, which is concerned with studying the indi-
vidual economies of the Nine and there is a division
for each one. They are studying structural problems
within certain parts of industry but there is not one
which is responsible for looking at the European
Economic Community as a whole, with the idea of
presenting a coherent picture to Europe. If all that
DG II can do is to present to the European Parlia-
ment second-hand and potted versions of OECD
reports which are infinitely better in quality, it is high
time for some considerable economies and reorganiza-
tion of that department. Mr President, I will not
elaborate further on that save to say that I have given
two examples only, and that the situation which will
be described in detail in the appendix to the report
that I shall issue will show further idiosyncrasies
which, I hope, Parliament, the Commission and the
Council will take note of in due course.
Now, to come to the cuts. Six million of the six
hundred million u.a. were due to the cuts in staffing
proposed by the Council. We shall examine this in
some depth and I hope the Committee on Budgets
will be able to make constructive proposals about staf-
fing after assessing the merits of the applications that
have been made and which we have examined. That
accounts for 5 million out of the six hundred million.
Two hundred million, Mr President, is accounted for
simply by the abolition of the contingency fund. This
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has always happened, so this is merely an elaborate
ritual through which the Council go every year and is
misu.nderstood by nobody. This leaves four hqndred
million which is spread among a. number of items
which I am not going to enumerate, except to say that
about ten million of them are what are called hedge-
clipping operations. Now in firtancial and budget
terms hedge-clipping means looking at the Commis-
sion's figures and rounding them down by 50 000 or
100000 u.a. and saying our figures are just as good as
theirs and this makes us feel good.
But the worst cuts that have been made and ones on
which I am going to comment, and on which I hope
Parliament may eventually take a stand, are the cuts
that have been made in food aid. The Council have
cut the preliminary draft budget proposed expenditure
of 310 million u.a to 217 million, a reduction of 93
million. Now, I want to talk frankly to the Council
about this. Are they cutting this with the idea that
Parliament will use its margin to restore it and there-
fore they are cutting something that they know we
will demand back as part of our rights under Article
203? lf. that is their attitude in regard to things like
food aid and aid to non-asiociated countries, it does
not augur well for the relationship that ought to
subsist between Parliament and the Council. At a time
when there is growing poverty in the underdeveloped
states, at a time when the world is in turmoil, at a
time when discontent amongst youth in particular in
the underdeveloped countries is exploding more and
more into violence, at a time when these things are
likely to spread and flame across the underdeveloped
countries, is it really considered good statesmanship
for one of the richest collection of countries in the
world to invite suspicion and fqrther discord amongst
the underdeveloped countries by puny, piffling and
disreputable cuts of this kind ? That is what I have to
ask the Council and those are the views which I shall
seek to sustain in Parliament.
I observe that the Council has not disturbed the orig-
inal Commission estimate for the Social Fund. I had a
lingering hopg' bearing in mind the generous disposi-
tion of their countonances, that this was one item for
which the Council would increase what the Commis-
sion proposed. I(ith the state of poverty in Europe as
it is at the moment, even the appropriation .oL l72 m
u.p. proposed by the Commission is a disgrace and
Parliament should be afforded the opportunity of
doubling it or under certain circumstances trebling it.
Mr President, what I would like to say, in conclusion,
is that I am very indebted indeed to memQers of the
Comr4ission for having been here in force to listen to
my arggments, which were essentially addressed to
them in any event. I am most gratefuf to my
colleagues who have stayed and to members of the
Commission, and to yoursell sir for your kindly
forbeaiance.
i ,,',
(Applaurc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Carpentier.
Mr Carpentiet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, it is a pity that
we are under such pressure of tirre when we have to
deal with such important problems.
A few minutes ago, the large number of empty seats
was deplored. There may be reasons for this. Could it
be that there is no interest in the budget: ls 75o/o
has already been allocated, does the fact that only
25 o/o ol this budget can be discussed discourage our
colleagues ?
Vhatever the case may be, I should like to pay tribute
to Lord Bruce for the considerable task which he has
completed. I, too, naturally regret these absences, but
it is not enough to note this or express regrets. Ve
ought perhaps to look for the reasons 
- 
other than
the lateness of the hour, for if Parliament fails to deal
with the problems involved in the budget, I think it
will ill become all those who are absent to complain
later that some measure or other has not been taken.
It is their duty to be present. So why aren't they ?
However, it always comes down to the basic issue 
-which is that Parliament has no powers or, at any rate,
that such powers as it has are extremely limited. This
afternoon we discussed the 'direct elections to the
European Parliament. The fact is that if,the election
of Parliament by universal suffrage 
- 
which all of us
here welcome 
- 
does not lead to an increase in the
powers of Parliament, which will then have the
backing of the peoples of our nine countries, the
chances are tha! when we come to discuss the budget
one fine day or evening, the House will be just as
empty as it is today.
Mr President, how can you except our colleagues to
attend when their presence has no impact, when all
the issues are already settled 
- 
I do not mean at the
Commission, but at the Council 
- 
and when they
know that nothing they can say or do will change the
policy. It is quite evident that the growing feeling of
disillusionment may account for this poor attendance,
especially at such a late hour.
This being the case, what I would like tc, see 
- 
over
and above what Lord Bruce said- is a strengthening
of Parliament's powers so that, through the Commis-
sion, we can give our voice greater weight and have far
more say in budgetary affain.
These are my feelingp in the light of today's poor
attendance.
President. 
- 
Ladies and gentlemen, given the late-
ness of the hour I should be grateful if you would
kcep'your remarks as brief as possible.
I call Mr Notenboom.
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-'(NL) Mr President, I shall domy best to say less than I had intended.
I should like to thank the President-in-Office for his
account of the budget, and for the considerable effort
beforehand arising from the resolve, which our Group
knows the Dutch Presidency to possess, to extend the
de facto powers of this Parliament in view of the
limited competence it officially has as yet. It is undeni-
able that these powers are in fact gradually increasing.
I should also like to thank Mr Cheysson, who has
made considerable efforts to help Parliament obtain
greater real powers. In addition, we greatly appreciate
the accomplished rapporteurs we have had in the past,
as we do our current rapporteur, Lord Bruce, who, as
we all know, did so much work during the holiday
period in order to familiarize himself thoroughly with
the budget before we got down to examining it offi-
cially, and to make up as much as possible for the fact
that he has been here such a short time. He has
earned our sincere admiration. \7e shall be glad to
examine with him whether all the staffing is still satis-
factory, and if is certainly useful from time to time to
act as if we were not aware of the past and to examine
whether each department is still as useful as it was
when it was set up.
I will not go into figures 
- 
at least not to any great
extent 
- 
but I should iust like to stress once more
that in spite'of the restraint occasioned by'the finan-
cial situation in the Member States, our European
budget must nevertheless expand. This does not,
however, necessarily imply an increase in overall
expenditure in Europe. It only means that more and
more programme obiectives should be 'Europeanized',
and that the individual Member States should spend
less on policy obiectives which we shall pursue jointly
in the future. Mr Brinkhorst knows that this applies to
development aid in the Netherlands and that it is also
occasionally the case in other countries. This is, after
all, the purpose of an increasing European budget, and
not the increasing of total expenditure in Europe as a
whole 
- 
i.e. the ten budgets together.
\Ufle do not want to make too much of the budget, but
at the same time we do not want it to be merely the
summation of the financial implications of decisions
to be taken by specific Councils 
- 
which it still is to
an excessive extent. For the sake of brevity I should
like to illustrate what I mean using the example of the
Council on Development Aid. !7e regret that no
amount has as yet been included. I hear from the
President-in-Office that another meeting of the
Council of Ministers for Development Aid is to be
held and I urge him to do what he can to sce that this
Council meeting is held soon. I should like to take
this opportunity of asking whether a date has already
been fixed,'because if not I am afraid the meeting will
be too late. I repeat what Lord Bruce has just said in a
different context. The distinction between payment
appropriations and commitment appropriations is
extremely significant, even when viewed in isolation,
but if the Council thinks that using commitment
appropriations for a larger number of areas gives, as it
were, a different picture and disguises the reduction in
the payment appropriations, we cannot accept this.
This is just not on. I do nonetheless get the impres-
sion slightly that the increased commitment appropria-
tions, which must therefore be spent in the future, are
intended to obscure the reduction in, for example, the
European Social Fund payments.
This cannot be the intention and even if it were it
would only be effective for one or two years. If one
has been working with commitment appropriations
for several years, the commitment appropriations for
1978 will naturally be compared next year with those
lor 1977 and then the sleight of hand 
- 
if I may call
it such 
- 
insofar as it is used will no longer be effec-
tive.
I will not go any further into the question of whether
we shall be bound to a greater extent by commitment
appropriations, Mr President, since I wish to comply
with your request. I should just like to ask whether
the five fields for which the President-in-Office of the
Council said that commitment appropriations could
be created are in fact an exhaustive list. I should very
much like to know that.
I am pleased that the President-in-Office of his own
accord so firmly stressed his intention to assist the
progress of the sixth Directive on VAT with a view to
promoting complete financial autonomy within our
Community. As I told him last week in the debate in
the Netherlands Parliament, if this Directive is not
adopted this year, there can be no question of it
entering into force on I January 1978. I know for
certain that the Member States need a ,yeat at the very
minimum to adjust their legislation. L am sure,
however, tht we appreciate this undertaking on the
part of the President-in-Office and his remark to the
effect that this would play a part in promoting the so
essential harmonization of taxes in our Community.
Unless regular progress is made, in the field of
harmpnization itself, all we are doing at the borders is
correcting symptoms, and this Directive will play a
part in remedying this situation. I should just like to
say that we regret that'the Commission's proposals
have not been included in the books 
- 
I refer to the
budgetary documents in this way because they are
fairly hefty tomes. !7e had asked for them to be
included and I thought this had been promised. The
European Commission is not just a body which makes
a few proposals, it is a Community institution that,
according to the Treaty, must submit well thought out
and substantiated proposals and has in fact done so.
This is why the proposals should be included in the
budget documents 
- 
not only because otherwise the
documentation becomes too heavy to lift, since we
then have two sets of documents to lug arouhd, but
simply out of respect for the Commission which has
put a great deal of work into these proposals.
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Finally, I hope that our rapporteur, with the support
of Mr Cheysson and his assistants, will be able to
further our cooperation and that it will be possible to
produce a budget which will perhaps not be spectac-
ular, but will at any rate make an essential contribu-
tion to the further growth of Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the unique feature
of this budgetary procedure for 1977 is to have
allowed two policy debates.
On 5 July last, I outlined our position on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Iflithout repeating those remarks, and in order to
comply with your wishes, I shall not even Bo into the
details of the budget. I shall make three observations
which are fundamental to my mind, one on the form
and the other two on the substance.
Vith regard to the form, I observe that progress has
been made : the presentation of the budget has
improved and there is greater transparency, and we
must express our approval and satisfaction. In addi-
tion, the inter-institutional dialogue berween Parlia-
ment, Council and.C,ommission has made it possible
to clarify the concept of commitment appropriations,
to which we will return later. This great effort also
deserves to be acknowledged, even if it falls short of
what we had hoped.
On the substance, i.e. revenue, expenditure and the
allocation of appropriations, Mr President, I would
like to make two important remarks, for the more I
study budgetary problems the more I am bogged
down by scepticism.
I am increasingly struck by the fact that these
Community budgets are completely artificial. I do not
question the Commission's good intentions, I do not
doubt the experts' skills and, Mr President, I under-
stand the difficulties encountered by the Council,
even if I am always astonished by its over-cautious atti-
tude.
One thing, however, is clear : we spend weeks and
weeks discussing the b-udget and we work day and
night to draw it up and vote it through. We have the
impression of having done a good job and then, a year
later, we realize that the real revenue and the actual
expenditure is completely different from those fore-
cast. Thanks to the supplementary budgets, the trans-
fers of appropriations and the carrying forward of
appropriations from one financial year to the next, we
see that we have in fact considerably amended the
budget originally approved.
Let me give you the proof. Movements of funds 
- 
let
me say it again, movements of funds, i.e. appropria-
tions which have been added and those which have
been transferred from one heading to another 
-
affected, if you please, 49o/o of the budget for the
1975 financial year. Taking into consideration the two
supplementary budgets for 1976, totalling 894 m.u.a.
and representing a 13 7o increase over the original
one, transfers of appropriations amounting to almost
300 m.u.a. and appropriations carried forsard which
will be approximately equal to those for 1975, it is
plain that we are heading towards a variation of 40 e/o.
So I cannot conceal my astonishment at this situation,
and, incidentally, let me point out to the President-in-
Office of the Council that where transfers of appropria-
tions are concerned, Parliament ought perhaps to be
informed, not in order to allow it to 'participate' in
drawing up the budget, since this is not its role, but in
order to make the situation and trends in budgetary
affairs more intelligible to Parliament.
The fact is, however, that it is not people who are at
fault. If this situation provides grounds for concern, it
is mainly due to the system and, in particular, to
procedures I consider obsolete or unsuitable.
I come now to my third observation which is quite
simply that the compensatory amounts, have risen
from one year to the next frcm 665 million u.a. to
I 100 million u.a. They represent 13o/o ol the budget.
And I would inform the general rapporteur that the
farmers are not responsible : as had been planned
before 1 January 1976, the Commission should have
put forward proposals for a substantial permanent
ieduction in the expenditure caused by these comfrT-
satory amounts. This was not dorte ; however, we in
the Committee on Budgets sincerely hope that,
despite the obstacles, proposals can be made by I
January 1977. As we have already discussed this, I
shall not dwell on the matter. However, I do think it
is urgent to try and sort out the difficulties and intro-
duce a European unit of account based on the basket
of Community currencies if we want to put an end to
the present monetary upheavals.
Let me say that the Commission gave an extremely
interesting reply in the Oflicial Journal to a question
on this issue put by my friend Mr Coust6 on 2 April
1976. ln particular, this reply shows that the unit of
account has numerous virtues, that we had up to now
relied on a gold-pariry unit of account, but that at
present we have five different units of account: the
gold-parity unit of account, the agricultural unit of
account, the European unit of account, which is
already used in reality, for example, by the EDF and
the ECSC, the European monetary unit of account,
which is used by the European Monetary Cooperation
Fund and also, according to Parliament, the budgetary
unit of account (BUC), at least in the case of salaries
and duty travel.
!7hen I see all this vast number of units I cannot help
thinking it is high time that a European unit of
account was adopted iI we are to normalize the budget
and reduce it substantially.
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These are the observations which I wanted to make,
Mr President. I shall speak on the budget in October.
Let me just comment briefly on revenue and beg the
President-in-Office of the Council to introduce
Community VAT or at least to read a decision on it
before I January 1977 so that it can be applied, as
planned, on I January 1978. I ask him to do hib best
so that the European Council can decide before the
end of November. As for expenditure, let me express
my regret that there is not new initiative and therefore
no will to continue the building of Europe.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I cail Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, lVember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I shall be very brief since these subiects will
again be examined in depth at the special part-session
which Parliament intends to devote to the first
reading of the budget. I shall then have the opportu-
nity of replying in greater detail on behalf of the
Commission to various points raised during today's
debate.
Mr Notenboom, for example, brought up the question
of aid credit to non-associated developing countries. I
should like to tell him right away that should the
Council, which has to'take a decision on this, hppear
to be behind in its work, the Commission would natur-
ally take up once more its own proposals as set out
initially.
I should also like to assure Mr Notenboom and,
through him, this House, of the Commission's will to
use the commitment appropriation in the full sense of
the expression, i.e. as mechanism fixing the limit of
the commitments which'can be'€ntered into by the
Community in a given year. Consequently the effect
oh payment appropriations does not change the fact
that it is the commitment appropriation which
reflects the dimension of the policy to which the
Community is irrevocably committed. As to the ques-
tion of food aid raised by Lord Bruce, the Commis-
sion naturally shares the general rapporteur's views
wholeheartedly as it also shares the steadfast position
which this Parliament has maintained for several
years. However, as it did during the Council meeting,
it cannot help but show its astonishment once more
at the problems which seem to be involved in
adopting food aid programmes which correspond,
especially when it comes to skimmed milk powder, to
the Commission's possibilities and to the present
needs o( the world which is suffering from an increas-
ingly serious shortage.
Lord Bruce raised two general questions which I shall
take up very briefly since they are undoubtedly so
important that they will have to be debated at length
in the discussions with the Committee on Budgets,
with the general rapporteur, and perhaps even in the
special committees of 'this Parliament. Lord Bruce
referred to the state of imbalance which exists at
present in the agricultural sector between our struc-
tural, long-term interventions on the one hand and
our action at market level on the ot\er. ![hen I spoke
on behalf of the Commission on 6 July, I stressed this
state. of imbalance and pointed out that it existed not
only between the Guarantee and the Guidance
Sections of the EAGGF, but also between the very
small appropriations entered in the Community
budget for guidance and the huge sums spent by the
individual govemments foi the same purpose, that is,
reorganization. 325 m.u.a. in commitment appropria-
tions were earmarked for this in the Community
budget, compared with 9000 m.u.a. spent by the nine
Community governments. This led me to ask whether
Europe's vocation was to finance immediate and short-
term intervention at market level and to ignore restruc-
turing and reorganization. In my view, this is a serious
problem for our agricultural poliry which will necessi-
tate several debates in the special committees as well
as in Parliament.
Lord Bruce referred to , the organization of the
Commission. He quoted two specific examples which
I feel do not fall precisefy within the same field of
analysis. Firstly, he voiced doubts as to the quality of
the work of one of our Directorates-General, without
specifying the,number of staff comprising it. Let me
point out that the Directorate-General in question has
certain direct responsibilities which, in my opinion, it
discharges satisfactorily: such is,the case of loans, for
example.
Lord Bruce's opinion of DG II's work deserves to be
discussed in detail with him and perhaps with the
competent parliamentary committee.
Secondly, he quoted a totally characteiistic case where
the Community committed itself to a line of 'action
with a view to consumer protection, but did not go
iirto what this involved on the organizational side. As
a result, we shall certainly be having some very inter-
esting convecations with him on this subject since, of
course, as Lord Bruce himself said, this Parliament has
the right to give its opinion and to assess the effective-
ness of our structures. 
,
!fle are therefore open to discussion and will.always
be pleased to receive the guidance of this Parliament,
as well as that of the Council, in organizing our depart-
ments.,
However, let me remind you, and I am sure'that the
general rapporteur will not hold it against.mg'that the
executive responsibility of 'the Commission canndt be
questioned: it is up to us to decide how it should be
organized. If you find .our. organization at,fault, we
shall be pleased to discuss and clarify the mauer,with
you. If your findings are confirmed, it will be up to us
to act accordingly, but the r"esponsibility is opr-s..
I shatl,'Mr President, relly to most of ihd- fioints
raised by Mr Cointat wheri the'subject fonivhiqh he is
rapportiu;' comes up for'distussion. rU7ith i'elartl to
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the European unit of account, I should merely like to
tell him that the Commission, as it has already stated
in this House, is determined to see that specific regula-
tions are adopted in time for the European unit of
account to be introduced into the budget 
- 
as is
already the case elsewhere 
- 
as from I January 1978.
This is one of the Commission's proposals with regard
to the amendments to be made to the Financial Regu-
lation. It would clearly be advisable to abandon this
profusion of units of accounts and also to abandon a
unit of account based on artificial exchange parities
such as the present budgetary unit of account which
gives rise to fairly serious economic distortions.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
14. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spicer on a point of order.
Mr Spicer. 
- 
Mr President, at this point in the
evening I would ask you for some guidance from the
Chair. !7e have been dealing with a fairly long agenda
during the day. You have already mentioned the hour
of 9.30 p.m. as finishing point. I c/onder if you could
now give us some firm indication because, quite obvi-
ously, people have been staying here for other debates
which are due to be called later in the evening. If you
could give us your guidance, Sir, we'd be extremely
grateful.
President. 
- 
As you are aware, the oral questions on
the drought have been postponed. On the other hand,
as proposed by their authors and with the agreement
of the institutions concerned, the oral question with
debate by Mr Berkhouwer to the Conference of
Foreign Ministers on the appointment of the new
Commission (Doc.278176) will receive a written reply,
and the oral question with debate by the Political
Affairs Committee to the Conference of Foreign Minis-
ters on d6tente in Europe (Doc. 27a176) is carried
forward to the next part-session. This leaves on this
evening's agenda the report by Mr Cointat on draft
supplementary and amending budget No 2 (Doc.
293176) and the report by Mr Shaw on the draft regula-
tion amending the Financial Regulation of 25 April
1973 (Doc. 2961761. I consider it important that we
should deal with the first of these reports today so that
we are not obliged to do without the introduction by
the President-in-Office of the Council. !7ith regard to
the Shaw report, I do not think it will be easy to find
time to deal with it this evening.
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) W President, I must point out to
you that, if Mr Shaw's report is postponed to tomorow,
I will not be able to be present to move my amend-
ment. And it is this very amendment which is at the
root of the problem. It is also the reason why Mr
Notenboom requested a few hours ago that the report
should be referred to committee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I do not wish to interfere in
your procedural problems, but I have the impression
that the question put by Mr Notenboom is one of the
factors with which Mr Cointat's amendment is
concerned. If I were to give a definite answer to Mr
Notenboom's question as to whether the distinction
made between commitment appropriations and
payment appropriations is restrictive, my answer
would be that Mr Cointat has no longer any need for
his amendment. Indeed, the distinction is not
intended to be restrictive.
President. 
- 
I propose that we should in any case
deal with the Cointat report now, after which we can
decide further.
15. Supplementary budget No 2 for 1976 (Debate)
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
293176) drawn up by Mr Cointat on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on the
draft supplementary and amending budget No 2 of the
European Communities Lot thg 1976 financial year.
I call Mr Brinkhorst.
Mr Brinkhorst, President-in-Office of tbe Council.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I do not wish to go into details
on the occasion of the formal presentation of supple-
mentary and amending budget No 2 for 1975. These
details can be found in the explanatory note to the
draft budget which the Council transmitted to you
and in Mr Cointat's excellent report. I should just like
to mention two points. Firstly, this is a supplementary
budget, the agricultural section of which is a
consequence of certain unforeseeable developments,
particularly in the exchange rates of the various
Community currencies, and in the markets and trade
in agricultural products. Our three institutions will
thus no doubt recognize the need for a supplementary
budget of this kind. I therefore sincerely hope that the
'theological' debate on the usefulness of supplemen-
tary budgets and our differences of opinion regarding
them does not need to be reopened today.
Secondly, I should like, on behalf of the Council, to
say how pleased I am that the Commission has agreed
to the Council's request that various operations should
be included in a single supplementary budget halfway
through the year 
- 
i.e. this draft budget is not exclu-
sively intended to cover the extra expenditure made
necessary by developments in the monetary sector,
and, to a lesser degree, the economic situation in the
agricultural sector. It also contains four further
elements to which I should like to draw the attention
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of Parliament. Firstly, there is a supplementary appro-
priation for food aid, which is a result of a Council
decision of 3 March 1976. Secondly, the appropria-
tions for aid to Portugal has been revised. The Council
feels that including all these elements in a single
supplementary budget halfway through the year
means that the wish of all our institutions to keep the
number of supplementary budgets to a minimum has
been fulfilled in a practical way. I welcome this deve-
lopment on behalf of the Council and hope that draft
supplementary budget No 2 which I hereby present,
will not pose any problems for Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, lVen.ber of tbe Cornrnission, 
- 
(F)Mr
President, the Commission would first like to thank
Parliament for agreeing to deal with this matter by
urgent procedure, knowing that a delay in the adop-
tion of this supplementary budget could seriously
affect our liquid position.
I should like to join the President-in-Office of the
Council in congratulating Mr Cointat on his report
and to say that in view of its fully comprehensive
nature and of the explanatory statement which accom-
panied the'preliminary draft, it seems superfluous to
examine the chapters of this draft supplementary
budget in detail again.
I will merely reply to certain obsewations made by
the rapporteur in their reports.
The supplementary budget above all cbncerns agricul-
tural expenditure and market intervention expenditure
for which we forecast an increase of 185 m.u.a., i.e.
4 o/o over the figure entered in the budget lor 1976.
This percentage is undoubtedly within the margin of
error possible when assessing such large appropria-
tions.
However, the rappoerteur from the Committee on
Budgets stressed that there have been substantial varia-
tions in certain chapters and this was repeated just
now by Mr Cointat. I would like to point out to him
that in the agricultural sector there are in fact substan-
tial variations which are impossible to forecast. Let me
give you two examples. As the general rapporteur has
pointed out, there was a difference of 53 % in two
months between nwo Commission assessments in the
fruit and vegetables sector. This is quite true.
However, as the rapporteur is well aware, there was a
very good harvest of fruit and vegetables during this
period. This has given rise to 
,what is euphemistically
known in the Community as withdrawal compensa-
tion. \flithdrawals of fruit and vegetables, especially
apples, tomatoes and mandarins, amounted to 800 000
tonnes whereas 200 000 tonnps had been forec4st, a
situation which had been unimaginable a few months
previously.
The second example is sugar., The amounts entered
under the heading 'sugar' were in fact, increased by
68'6 o/o between the two Commission assessments of
September 1975 and July 1976. In the meantime,
however, there had been a drop in the consumption
of sugar in the Community, a better harvest in 1975
than had been forecast 
- 
an exceptionally good one,
as you know 
- 
and finally a slump in world prices.
The result was a rise in exports, figures for which were
double those originally forecast, an increase in refunds
on the basis of world prices and an extension of the
storage period. This accounts for the change in the
sugar s€ctor which no one could have foreseen.
!7ith regard to market intervention expenditure, the
rapporteur is concerned by changes introduced
between the preliminary draft and the draft itself, and
criticizes the Commission for having amended its
preliminary draft without first informing Parliament
which is the supreme budgetary authority. I should
like to tell him that this was not the case. Sound tech-
nical arguments were brought forward by government
delegations at the Council discussion and these
resulted in certain amendments during the discussion
itself and not in an amendment to the Commission's
preliminary draft.
Finally, on the subject of this first part, I would like to
say that the supplementary budget could and should
have been avoided. Although the Commission had
not included a provision for an agricultural price
review, it did, on l0 December 1975 when it drew up
the agricultur4l prices, provide for accompanying
measures corresponding to a saving of 220 million u.a.
The Council approved a saving equivalent to 50
million u.a. only, a difference of 170 million u.a. This
170 million, when examined alongside the 185
million u.a., shows clearly that a supplementary
budget on this point would have served no purpose.
The monetary compensatory amounts are increasing
substantially. This is stressed by the rapporteur and
also by Mr Kofoed and Mr Cointat again called atten-
tion to the fact a few minutes ago. It is a very serious
problem. I would like to remind members that a deva-
luation of the pound of one point costs the Commu-
nity budget 20 million u.a. Last week the pound fell
two points in one day.
Let me also stress that a devalutation of the Italian lira
of one point costs 24 million u.a. As you know, our
concern goes deeper and we feel that the mar'ket
economy has been distorted by the continuance of the
monetary compensatory amounts, which were origi-
nally introduced as a transitional measure only. The
two rapporteurs stressed the need for a com,pulsory
running down of these monetary compdnsatory
amounts over a period of time. As I reminded you
when I presented the preliminary draft br.rdget, for
1977,this is precisely the position of the Commission,
which is now pleased to endorse the commitment
which Mr Cointat asks it to undertake in Point 5l of
his report. Before the end of 1976 
- 
in fact, at the
beginning of next month 
- 
it will submit a proposal
for a decision to the competent authorities io this
effect.
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the accession compensatory amounts have risen as a
result of a step-up in trade between the United
Kingdom and the Continent, as can be seen from our
accounts for the first five months. As you know, these
accession compensatory amounts will have to be run
down over a period of time since they are transitional
measures provided for in the Treaty of Accession.
As to expenditure other than agricultural, I shall be
brief. Vith regard to food aid and the additional
expenditure for milk powder, we share the European
Parliament's regret that such a detour was necessary
before thb Council finally adopted what the Commis-
sion had more modestly proposed in its preliminary
draft budget lor 1976 and what the Parliament had
proposed very precisely in terms of quantities at the
first reading of the budget for 1976. On Portugal, Parli-
ament should be given explanatations and the
Commission undertakes to provide them in order to
demonstrate how the interest rebates comes to 30
m.u.a.
Summing up, Mr President,, the Commission recom-
mends the adoption of the motion for a resolution
tabled by the Committee on Budgets, and
consequently of supplementary budget No 2. It
confirms what I have already had the opportunity of
stating, namely, that a proposal will be formally
submitted to the Council before the expiry of its
mandate on the compulsory running down of compen-
satory amounts over a period of time. The list of
appropriation tranfers for agriculture made since the
beginning of 1976 has already been forwarded and a
note concerning the subsidizing of interest rates on
loans granted to Portugal will also be forwarded.
As to income, I should like to comment on Mr Coin-
tat's scepticism. 'scepticism' is a word which always
surprises me coming from a person as dynamic as the
rapporteur. In the circumstances, however, this scepti-
cism is not justified. !7e submitted a proposal for a
review of customs duties and agricultural levies after
three months of the 1976 financial year. After six
months,. we can confirm that the customs duties are
15 0/o over the forecast entered in the budget tor 1976
and that the agricultural levies are almost 50 o/o over
the forecast made in the agricultural budget. !7hat is
the reason for this change in our forecast ? The simple
fact is, ladies and gentlemen, that when we drew up
the budget for 1976 we were not to know that there
would be a substantial revival of imports resulting
from a upturn in the economy, and therefore an
increase in customs duties and a fall in world prices
permitting operations which were more profitable
than those we had forecast with regard to these levies.
As for' exchange rate gains, we are criticized for
presenting these as savings. However, that is what they
are. !7'hen we pay for a unit of account in real
pounds, it costs the budget 1.3 u.a. because of the
absurd rates which we use for the budgetary unit of
account, But when we receive a unit of account from a
rich country, a country with a strong currency, and
use it in a country with a weaker currency, we register
a gain on the difference in exchange rates. In both
cases, accounts come into play. Consequently, in both
cases there is a burden which is sometimes neutral-
ized. The real additional expenditure in the supple-
mentary budget is 533 m.u.a. and not 833 m.u.a.
Nevertheless, tradition has it that exchange rate gains
must be entered as revenue. That is what the Council
has decided, that is what Parliament recommends and
the Commission falls into line unhesitatingly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat, ra1Portcur. 
- 
(F) Let me first say that
the Committee on Budgets recommends that Parlia-
ment adopt supplementary budget No 2. The Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council spoke on this budget a
few minutes.ago and explained a number of points,
for which I am particularly grateful to him. Mr
Cheysson then replied to the observations made by
the rapporteur and by the Committee on Budgets
concerning this issue. I should like to thank Commis-
sioner Cheysson since his replies have satisfied the
Committee on Budgets on practically all the points
raised; Portugal, the running down of the compensa-
tory amounts, the forwarding of the list of transfers
and the question conceming entry under real expendi-
ture of the 200 m.u.a. involving exchange rate
problems. This, Mr President, spares me from entering
into lengthy explanations and will therefore enable
me to close this debate very quickly. There are just
two or three very short comments which I would like
to make.
fhe first is that I will not enter into an argument with
my friend Mr Cheysson over percentage variations in
the budgets. It would serve no useful purpose. The
fact is that this supplementary budget represents an
increase in expenditure of I I % which is, let's face it,
quite substantial. Of course, most of this is accounted
for by the increase in compensatory amounts which is
no one's fault. Nevertheless, I hope he will allow me
to state simply as a friend that to be 25 o/o out when
assessing revenue is by no means negligible. You will
maintain that this is again the fault of the currency.
Agreed, but it is 25 Yo nonetheless. In which case,
since I am addressing a friendly remark to the
Commission, let me also make one to the Council.
There was, admittedly, no point in dramatizing the
situation as regards the skimmed-milk powder deliv-
ered to the developing countries, since the extra 50
m.u.a.,requested by Parliament during the vote on the
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budget corresponds to exactly what will be spent
during the year as a result of the supplementary
budgets. This goes to show that the Council should
occasionally listen to Parliament so as to save a lot of
time in its work. !7ith these reservations, Mr Presi-
dent, the Committee on Budgets asks Parliament to
adopt supplementary budget No 2.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, I won't
detain the House long, but I would like to draw the
Commission's and the Council's attention to the
precise wording of the motion for a resolution
approving this supplementary budget and, in parti-
cular paragraph 2 which says :
Calls on the Commission to submit, before I January
1977, proposals designed to create the necessary condi-
tions for cutting back drastically and permanently the
. 
inflation in green currency expenditure.
I just want to emphasize that the responsibility which
the Committee on Budgets lays upon the Council
does not call for it to take action by I January actually
to cut back the green pound MCA allowance, but to
create the conditions under which that can be done. It
becomes very necessary to do that because, of course,
any arbitrary elimination at this time of MCA's 
- 
and
I am not talking about the accession compensatory
amounts that are due to be phased out anyway 
-would cause very great difficulties in at least three of
the countries of the Nine. As long as it is understood
that the advice of the Committee on Budgets will
help to create the conditions under which this can be
done, and they concur fully with that 
- 
on that basis
I am very pleased, Mr President, to support the resolu-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL)Mr President, I should like
to thank the rapporteur. In view of the lateness of the
hour, I shall refrain from speaking any further. I had
intended to pursue the question of whether it would
not be advisable to dismantle the monetary compensa-
tory amounts rather more rapidly, and to use that
money for more specific aid via the Regional Fund
and the Social Fund. However, this is too complicated
a subject to deal with in a {ew minutes, so I am
content to offer our thanks to the rapporteur and to
state that our Group will follow his advice and
approve the supplementary budget.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The vote on the
motion for a resolution will be held tomorrow.
15. Financial regulation applicable to tbe budget of
tbe Communities
President. 
- 
The next item is the interim report
(Doc. 296176) drawn up by Mr Shaw on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets on a
draft regulation amending the Financial Regulation of 25
April 1973 applicable to the general budget of the Euro-
pean Communities.
I call Mr Shaw.
Mr Shsw, rapportcur. 
- 
Mr President I am sorry that
this debate should take place at such a late hour, but
nonetheless I think it important that it should go
ahead as planned. Not having spoken, deliberately
trying to hasten things on, in the earlier debates, I
would just like to say that I congratulate Lord Bruce
on the work that he has done on the Committee on
Budgets. S7e have already, congratulated the Commis.
sion on the speed with which it managed to produce
the preliminary draft, and we ought to add now our
thanks to the Council for the way that it, too, has
pursued the new policy of early production of the
draft budget.
This change in procedure involves, of course, the
opportunity for parliament to have an early meeting
with the Council to discuss .the preliminary draft
budget before they make their final decisions. And
that really is the burden of this particular regulation
that we are discussing tonight. Just over a year ago
this Parliament blocked a suggestion by the Commis-
sion to introduce wider scope for commitmentlpay-
ment appropriations. \7e did it not because we did
not want wider scope, but because we felt that it was
not just that particular section of the Financial Regula-
tion that should be reviewed and brought up to date,
but that a broader review of the Financial Regulation
should take place. I am glad to say that Mr Cheysson
was good enough to promise that that broader review
would take place, and he has fully honoured the
pledge that he gave. !7e are very grateful tq him, as I
have already said on earlier, for doing so.
I7e have also been anxious in this Parliament 
- 
and
that is partly the reason for the haste with which we
have pursued this matter 
- 
to try and get the propo-
sals that the Commission has put forward through in
time for the 1977 budget. !7hen we went to the
Council for our discussions, they warned us that it did
seem to them that it,would be humanly impossible,
despite their goodwill, to complete their exarJrination
of the revised Financial Regulation, particularly in
view of the fact that they would not receive it from
this House for some time to come. And, therefore,
they felt that if they v{ere to incorporate changes in
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the 1977 budget, they really must ask for an interim
form of those changes. Of course, we had to consider
whether their arguments for only going half way this
year were valid. Ve came to the conclusion that they
were well founded, and we said that provided they
were prepared to incorporate in the temporary regula-
tion an assurance that the interim measure would only
last for one year and, without any action on our part,
would lapse and disappear at the end of one year, and,
at the same time, provided they were prepared to glve
an assurance that whatever is agreed'in the interim
measure would not be held as a precedent for the
bigger review that was taking place, then we were
prepared to discuss an interim regulation.
They accepted those.two vital provisos. I would draw
the House's attention to Article 5, which says that this
Financial Regulation shall apply to the 1977 budget
and to the work of the Budget Authority in connec-
tion with this budget; the explanatory memorandum
shows that it will apply only to that budget and
everyone is agreed on that. Let me make it quite clear
that this is not to apply to the whole budgetary proce-
dure of the 1977 budget. Vhy ? Because we have have
already had the preliminary draft budget, we have
already had the draft budget presented ; the remaining
stages are all within our hands in Parliament. There-
fore we have to ask ourselves whether we have
provided all the safeguards that we need on the very
propositions that the Commission itself is putting
forward. I am bound to tell this House that I sincerely
believe that our delegation, with the President at its
head, has provided every possible safeguard, unless of
course one does not believe in the good intentions
and the sincerity of the Council. Nobody has as yet
put that thought forward as ,a. reason for objecting to
the measures.
If you look at the end of the draft regulation, you will
see that there is a draft statement for inclusion in .the
Council minutes. The Council have agreed to include
the follo*ing in the minutes :
The Council emphasizes that this Financial Regulation
contains transitional provisions which will be reviewed
' 
when the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973 is next
amended'and which in no way preiudge any decision the
Council may then take.
In other words, when this dies its natural death aftei
this budget'we shall be back to the original 1973
Financial Regulation, and we shall have''before us
what'we have already, namely the amendmeflts'that
have b'een put forward aftelso much careful work by
the Commission. I belieie;'absolutely sincerely, Mr
Presidenq'that we have allbived, in the interim, the
measures conhected with'payment and conlrhitment
appropriations that we all vaflt to be incotporated in
this budgbi. I have no'*resitation in sayiiri that I
believb ihe work your delegation did in meering the
Council and working towardS a common soludion was
a very worth while exercise. It showed a genuine
desire on both sides to reach aSreement to improve
the financial regulation. I7e should not cavil at the
agreement that ii reached now. Of course we couldn't
commit Parliament, but we said that we did honestly
believe that Parliament would support us in urhat we
had agreed with the Council, and I trust this will in
fact be the case.
But we have got to look further ahead. This is, after
all, only an interim me.uiure. Vhat are we really after ?
I was really after safeguarding the position for the
bigger review that was to come. If we could establish a
sincere and genuine relationship with the,Council on
what, in many respects, will be a thomy process of
discussion, then I believe we did a real service both to
the Commission and to ourselves. I would.very much
regret it indeed if the foundatioos that we have laid 
-the preservation of our rights built into this whole
scheme 
- 
were, at this early stage, to be largely spoilt
by this amendment.
Of course there are many things that we don't agree
with entirely that may well have been put better. But I
must tell the House that, when this was discusssed at
great length at the last meeting of the Committee on
Budgets, I tumed to the Commission and I said: is
there anything in this interim regulation that will
inhibit us in this year ? And thers was nothing that
could be put to us, except that it created A precedent
for'the future. And that, in my view, is a very bad
reason indeed since the whole future of these financial
regulations depends on '.consultation and under-
standing between each other. If we were to doubt the
word of the Council so early in our discussion it
would be a very great pity indeed.
Mr President, perhaps I have spoken too long. But I
do feel somewhat strongly on ihis matter. I7e have
not committed the House in any way, but have told
the Council that we believed we had come to a good
agreement. Irhilst not being able to commig Parlia-
ment, we believed we could carry Parliament with us.
That -was certainly the implication at last week's
meeting sf the Committee on Budgets. !7e certainly
hoped that this would go through this week, which is
again a reason why I felt I ought to stick to the time-
table. I am sorry that in the heat of the negotiations
there was a last-minute misunderstanding with my
friend and colleague, Mr Aigner. I would not have had
that for the world but nontheless I felt that I had to
stick to the principles as I understood them and to
the agreement the delegation had made with the
Council. I would now beg to move this working docu-
rnent (296176) in the hope that it will have the full
support of this House.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr'Cheysson
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Mr. Cheysson, illember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I think it is unnecessary to dwell on the
central issue since the rapporteur has formulated the
matter very clearly. For a long time Parliament has
wanted to see commitment appropriations shown
together with payment appropriations in order to put
an end to the absurd situation in which all the appro-
priations required to cover the Community's obliga-
tions are shown in the budget for one year even when
it is certain that those appropriations will not all be
sient in the course of that year. This leads to amounts
being carried over and runs counter to budgetary trans-
parency, as Mr Cointat rightly emphasized iust now.
This matter is of course included in the Commission's
proposals for a general review of the Financial Regula-
tion, which would also deal with many other matters
such as the European unit of account to which we
have already referred. In this connection, the Commis-
sion is glad that the rapporteur and the Committee on
Budgets have included in their motion for a resolution
a paragraph 2 which calls on the competent authori-
ties to proceed, as soon as possible, and before adop-
tion of the 1977 budget, with the general review of
the Financial Regulation.
flowever, a decision had to be reached immediately to
enable commitment appropriations to be included in
the 1977 budget. The Commission's view is that such
a decision could have been taken under the existing
Financial Regulation, since this lays down that expen-
diture can be approved for a period exceeding the(inancial year in question only in accordance with the
specific procedures provided for in the budget. That
seems clear to us, but the Council was not of the same
mind and, since it is entitled to express its opinion on
this matter, it preferred to proceed along different
lines. It was at this point, in the circumstances
described by Mr Shaw, that conciliation began; we
should all be glad to note that such conciliation is
now becoming one of the principal methods of
ensuring that Parliament is given its proper place and
that its right to construct the Europe we all aspire to
is recognized. In the course of that concilation the
Commission did not want to create further difficulties
by voicing its misgivings, to which I should like to
refer, about the formula now recommended by the
rapporteur, the Council and the Commission. It
would be less than honest of me, Mr President, not to
deal with those various misgivings at this stage.
In the first place, we wish to register our surprise that
a draft regulation has been tabled by the Council
since, according to the Treaty the initiative for such a
step still lies with the Commission.
Secondly; we think that the list of proiects for which
commitment appropriations are now to be provided is
too restrictive.
Finally, and most important of all, the definitive
action which we are proposing for the future is not
inspired by the same thinking since in our proposal
included in the review of the Regulation, we revert to
the formula embodied in the present Financial Regula-
tion and which treats the establishment of commit-
ment appropriations as a budgetary matter, i.e. some-
thing to be agreed between Parliament and Council.
Nevertheless, Mr President, the Commission is very
pleased to note the successful outcome of this concilia-
tion. It very much wants to see commitment appropri-
ations included in the budget as from 1977, thus
putting an end to the anomalous situation which has
existed hitherto. It also notes that the Council has
given an undertaking that this procedure will apply
for only one year, in accordance with the provisions of
this unusual draft regulation. This undertaking will be
recorded in writing, the Council has given unqualified
assurances, and the Commission, in line with the
recommendation made to Parliament by the
Committee on Budgets, is of course placing its full
trust in those assurances ; the Commission therefore
now recommends this draft regulation for Parliament's
approval.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom on a point of
order.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL)MI President, I was told by
your predecessor that this was the right moment for
me to make the proposal I had previously tabled some-
what prematurely 
- 
that consideration of this report
be deferred until October. I hope that no-one will be
offended by 
-y proposal, since that is not the inten-
tion. Our principal concern is to know to what extent
our colleagues on the negotiating committee are or
are not committed to this text.
If they do feel themselves committed to the text 
-and I have today heard varying opinions on rhat point
- 
the question is then whether Parliament should
also feel itself committed. My group cannot express
any opinion on the matter since it was unable to hold
a meeting this morning. Moreover, it was only early
this afternoon that we were informed of Mr Cointat's
amendment. Also, the report itself appeared only
yesterday because a telex received from the Council
had to be included. I have nothing but admiration for
those who were responsible for this task. They have
had to work very fait over the last few days. ihat is
why I ask you to defer a decision on this proposal
until October. !7e fully recognize that a decision must
be reached to enable budget decisions to be taken
early in the proceedings. I hope the honourable
Members appreciate my reasoning, even with so few
of us present. I hope that no decision on this far from
simple issue will be taken at this stage.
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President. 
- 
I call Lord Bruce.
Lord Bruce of Donington. 
- 
Mr President, I rise
to oppose the motion that this decision be deferred to
I October. This proposal has not been hurriedly
presented to Parliament : it was discussed very
adequately at the meeting of the Committee on
Budgets held on l0 September in Brussels, and the
proposals comprised in it received the committee's
approval. So far as I am concerned, I am bound to say
that I shared some of the misgivings that'inspired Mr
Cointat's amendment. I was a little troubled too, and I
address myself quite frankly to the Council,
concerning the way in which this matter was
presented to the delegation that went to Brussels on
22 July.It was presented to us that a regulation of this
kind was required ; otherwise, the whole ol the 1977
draft budget procedure, in so far as it affected the esta-
blishment of commitment appropriations, which
many of us thought of considerable importance in rhe
1977 budget, would in fact be placed in peril. This
was in fact a pistol put at the delegation's head. The
Council representative denies this by the expression
on his face, but that undoubtedly was what it
amounted to, Mr President. The delegation held a
consultation about this, and the misgivings that Mr
Cointat has in mind were in fact fully ventilated in
the delegation itself. It was decided that the resolution
in the form that is now being presented to us would
in fact be recommended by the President of Parlia-
ment to the Parliament for adoption. That being so,
Mr President, I consider myself bound in honour to
support the agreement arrived at by the President of
Parliament, by the chairman of my own Committee
on Budgets and, indeed, by myself and by Mr Shaw,
and for that reason, although I willingly concede that
Parliament always has the right to override any under-
takings to persuade it, I am hopeful on this occasion
that Parliament will support the President of Parlia-
ment, the chairman of the Committee on Budgets, its
rapporteur for the 1977 btdget and Mr Shaw, who has
worked so very hard upon these regulations, and
dispose of the matter forthwith by a positive vote for
Mr Shaw's report.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Since Lord Bruce has'spoken against
the deferral, I can now call only one more speaker in
support of the proposal. I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I intended to
remain completely neutral on this question, but in
view of Lord Bruce's remarks I have no choice but to
speak in favour o{ deferral. I would not want Parlia-
ment to think that I am questioning the work done
by the delegation during the inter-institutional discus-
sions. Nor am I in any way questioning the Regula-
tion as it stands or the fact that the delegation won
the Council's acceptance of the concept of commit-
ment appropriations. That is very satisfactory and very
positive, and I am grateful to our colleagues who took
part in those discussions.
However, I must say that I am astounded, Mr presi-
dent, that the amendment which I had the honour to
table should cause so much controversy, since my
intention was not so much to express app,roval of the
outcome of our colleagues' discussions with the
Council, but rather to draw attention to one small
feature of the wording which surely does not reflect
the Council's thinking but which could have serious
implications for the future, since the passage in ques-
tiori reduces Parliament's budgetaty powers.
It is therefore my duty to bring these implications to
the notice of Parliament, for, although I do not ques-
tion the Council's good faith, I do not know if the
same ministers will be sitting round the same table
next year. But, since there appears to be some misun-
derstanding and we are talking among ourselves, I
think, in view of the importance attributed to this
amendment, that it would be better first to have it
discussed in committee and then included in the
agenda of the October part-session. I therefore
support Mr Notenboom's motion.
President. 
- 
I put the motion to defer Mr Shaw's
report until October to the vote.
The motion is rejected.
I7e continue with the discussion of Mr Shaw's report.
I call Mr Clerfayt.
Mr Clerfoyt. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in relation to the
budget our Parliament has two fundamental obiec-
tives. Mr Spenale was one of the keenest supporters of
those obiectives and, indeed, we are all aware of the
key role which he played as chairman of the
Commitee on Budgets.
The first objective is to have complete budgets which
are transparent, satisfy the legal requirements and
provide the Commission with the means and
authority to act effectively to further Community
aims.
Much progress has been made in this direction since
our Assembly was established. Today we are about to
take a further step by making explicit reference in the
Financial Regulation to the procedure for commit-
ment appropriations, so that it cannot be challenged
in the future. In this regard we have every reason to
be pleased with the proposal at present under discus-
sion.
However, this proposal is the cause of some concern
among us and is giving rise to serious misgivings, as
Lord Bruce recognized iust now in his speech on the
motion for a deferral.
For us, as Members of this Parliament, the second
objective, which is essential and undoubtedly the
more important, is gradually to assert our authority in
budgetary matters in accordance with the classical and
well-known historical process. I will go so far as to say
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that the objective is to become sovereign in this field.
After the progress made in recent years, thanks parti-
cularly to the energetic leadership of Mr Spenale, the'
staSe we have reached today is characterized by a
certain balance between the Council and Parliament,
since budgetary power is divided between these two
institutions. However, it is a precarious balance and
we must be on our guard against any attemPt to
undermine it unless it be to increase our share of
POwer,
It must however be noted that while the proposal
under discussion provides for the inclusion in the
Financial' Regulation- of 25 April 1973 ol a flew
Article l6a, item 4 of which finally stipulates 
- 
and I
say'finally' in reference to the satisfactory outcome of
the discussions which took place last July between the'
Council and the delegation from this Parliament 
-that it is, I emphasizi, duhng the budgetary debate
and not at any other time that the commitment aPPro-
priations are presented 
- 
thus allowing us to havc
our say, which is excellent 
- 
it also provides for the
substitution of another text for the existing paragraph
3 (l) of Article I of the Finarrcial Regulation.
The effect of this new text which we are asked to
approve is to make what I consider to be a very impor-
tant alteration to the existing text of the Financial
Regulation, referred to iust now by Mr Cheysson but
which I will quote again. It involves the replacement
of the original wording 'expenditure may be autho-
rized for a period subsequent to the financial,year
only in, gccordance with the detailed rules provided
for in the budget' by the sentence 'expenditure may
not be authorized for a period exceeding the financial
year'. I think it would be a very serious matter to
adopt this new text, for it would involve a formal
contradiction 
- 
and this is doubtless why Mr Cointat
tabled his amendment 
- 
between the ideas rightly
contained in item 4 of the new Article l6a, that is to
say, that commitment appropriations are entered
during the budget debate, and the proposed wording
of paragraph 3 of Article l, included in Article 2 of
our draft Rggulation which, omitting the useful qualifi-
cation found at the end of the sentence in question,
simply prohibits expenditure for any period,exceeding
the financlal year. I must say that the- amendment
proposed by the Council sets me wondering and here
I 
,am using a euphemism,, or what our British
coileagues would call an 'understatement'.
I think, if I may be forgiven for saying so, that there
are signs of malice and deviousness in this proposal.
For, suppose that tomorrow the nev text of the,article
included in,Article 2 of the draft regulation under
discussion yerg used to suppo( the argument that,the
sole functiqn of the budget debate was to ratify tt1e
entry of cqrgmitment apprppriations authorized by
the Financipl Regulation or by basic regulation. Ifl[rat
if we were told that the sole function of the budgetary
procedure was to make provision for those commit-
ment appropriations and for none other ? Vould we
not have lost some of our power and damaged our
own position by upsetting the present balance
between Parliament and the Council, to which I have
just referred ?
I think, Mr President, that we should not vote for a
text which might later be interpreted, to our detri-
ment, to mean that the commitment appropriations
could be authorized only by the legislative authority,
the Council, and not by decision of the budgetary
authority of which, as you know, we are part. !7e
should not vote for a text which would enable people
to say that the budget debate provided for and
conceded in the new text of item 4 of Article l6a is
merely a procedure for formal ratification, for, if such
were the case, what then would bccome of' our
freedom of assessment and our budgetary powers ?
The problem which I am raising can be answered
soothingly and reassuringly by saying 
- 
and this has
already been tried 
-, 
that the text we are being asked
to approv€ will apply only temporarily and provision-
ally, that is only b rhe 1977 budget. It is true that an
attempt could thus be made to minimize the signifi-
cance of my remarks and of Mr Cointat's amendment.
To this I would reply: 'Firstly, let us please avoid
creating any precedent which might be used against
us later and secondly, my dear colleagues, let us above
all be clear-sighted enough to appreciate that good
intentions are not always realized'. In fact it is
possible that our firm resolve to complete promptly
the general revision of the Financial Regulation might
very woll weaken and melt away in endless discussions
in committee or elsewhere and we would then be
prevented from approving a new text for the budget or
budgets of subsequent years and would be called upon
to ren\w the existing, altegedly temporary, text.
I
Furtldrmore, let us not forget that the Council's inten-
:jot(, i;,n its fint version of the proposal submitted for
discussion today, was clearly expressed in Article 5
and requirbd the application of this new Regulation to
future budgets. Ve have, I am very glad to say,
removed that provision from the text and made this
new Regulation applicable only to 1977. That is a
good'dHing, but what assurance have we that what
could be called the force 0f circumstances will not
make sucH an extension' udavoidable ? There is a
saying td the effect that the provisional is sothetimes
the only thing that lasts.
II
In conq,lusion, I would ask our colleagues in this
Assembly to be clearsighted and to qp,prov€ Mr Coin-
tat's .arnendment to delete, Article 2, for today qre are
merely dilivering an opinion to the Council which it.
has the right to disregard in any case. There 
.is there-
fore not[ing to prevent us from saying loudly and,
unambigtrously vhat we want and do not want I am,
sure than,none of us wishes to see a reduction in our
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powers. So, ladies and gentlemen, let us not give our
approval to a text which would have that effect; let us
not be rash. Let us assume our own responsibilities
and leave the Council to assume its own. Let us delete
Article 2 and pass Mr Cointat's amendment. For my
part, I will accept my responsibility; not only will I
vote for Mr Cointat's amendment but, if it should by
any mischance be defeated, I shall abstain from voting
on the proposal as a whole in order to show my very
strong reservations about the text of this new Finan-
cial Regulation.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Shaw.
Mr Shaw, rapporteur, 
- 
Mr President, even at this
late hour I think I really ought to sum up and give
my view on this amendment.
First of all, I will deal with one of the points that have
been raised. May I say at the outset how grateful I am
to Lord Bruce for his support and the way he put
forward his views. So far as my colleague Mr Noten-
boom is concerned, I am sorry that on this issue we
are not entirely in agreement ; I accept the fact that
this has been a speedy operation and that this is
largely because I genuinely believe that we gave an
undertaking. Certainly I feel, and I am putting
forward my view as a commitment, that we should get
this through in order to facilitate the progress of the
1977 budget. I am still absolutely convinced that we
have tidied things up in such a way that there cannot
be any possible harm done to the rights of this Parlia-
ment or to the future negotiations on the Financial
Regulation so carefully worked out by the Commis-
sion.
I thank Mr Cointat 
- 
and I know this may sound
strange 
- 
for putting this amendment forward,
because I believe that the discussions that we have
had, both in the delegation and in the privacy of the
Committee on Budgets, have now revealed through
this, amendment the full sincerity of the Council
when the President of the Council, before he had to
leave to catch his plane, made that statement to show
that he certainly had' no idea of curtailing our
authority in any way. So what in fact has happened
tonight, is that this discussion has brought out the
conviction and sincerity we got in our earlier discus-
sions here in the Chamber, and this must hold out
good prospects for the really serious negotiations on
the Financial Regulation in the future.
As for Mr Clerfayt, well, he is consistent : he was
obiecting to it in the Committee on Budgets and he is
tonight. But I hope, Mr President, that the House did
not fail to notice one phrase that came through in his
remarks. He said he believed that there was some
malice here and that, as I read it, could only be on the
part of the Council in putting this in. First of all, I do
not believe there is : when these things are hurriedly
put together for a temporary purpose sometimes it is
not all perfection, and we accept that. But I put
another point of view : if we as a Parliament were to
accept Mr Clerfayt's view, what possible hope could
we have in making furt.'er amendments to the Finan-
cial Regulation if it were to be seen'that we as a Padia-
ment were going into negotiations with the Commis-
sion on the one hand and the Council on the other
and if there was this feeling that has come to the
surface here in his remarks, that really we are very
doubtful about the sincerity of what is being done ? I
don't believe that for a moment and I hope that he
doesn't either. Part of the need, as I see it, for carrying
through the timetable we outlined to the Council is to
show that we are as sincere as they are, as indeed the
Commission was sincere in putting its own,Financial
Regulation forward : we all want the same thing, and
we have got to learn, the three of us, to work together
- 
sometimes tO compromise to cover us over a
certain situation and so on, but let us for goodness
sake see that we continue to trust each other and
continue to build 
- 
this is what we are doing in
changing the Financial Regulation 
- 
build the struc-
ture of this Community on added trust through closer
cooperation. I am bound to say that if this amend-
ment were to go through, particularly in view of the
odd remark that has been let slip during this debate, I
believe it would be rather sad. I would aks the House,
therefore, to reject this amendment and let this regula-
tion go through in its entirety.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Mr Cointat, on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, has proposed an
amendment No I calling for the deletion of Article 2
'of the Financial Regulation.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, this amendment,
for all its innocuous appearance, is nonetheless a very
important matter, if I can judge from the discussion it
has aroused in this Chamber.
Mr Clerfayt has accurately analysed the background to
this amendment which calls for the deletion of Article
2 of the draft regulation, that is to say the deletion of
the new wording of paragraph 3 of Article I of the
Financial Regulation. This would first of all have the
effect of removing the contradiction in the text
proposed by our colleague Mr Shaw between Article
l6a, which stipulates that commitm€nt appropriations
may be authorized in the budget debate, and Article 2,
which states that commitment appropriations may not
be authorized in the budget.
However, since our colleagues assure us that agree-
ment has been reached with the Council on the
authorization of commitment appropriations, which I
am glad to hear, and that there was no hint of discord
between the Council and the delegation, then we
should remove the contradiction which exists in the
text.
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As Mr Clerfayt said, if the text is left in its present
form, Parliament is thereby deprived of one its
powers, that of authorizing commitment appropria-
tions in the budget, and in future only the Council
could do so, by legislation.
Now, there is a precedent : last year, in the budget, we
authorized commitment appropriations for the Social
Fund so we are in fact being deprived of that Power,
which might suggest thag if the Council has clearly
appreciated the significance of the text, it is not in
favour of Parliament being able to authorize commit-
ment appropriations each year. I would admit that
that is not a convincing argument and that that was
never the Council's intention but you will excuse me
for putting it forward ; I am an old political hand and
I have been on the other side of the political fence as
President-in-Office of the Council, I know the ropes
and I prefer to be cautious and to ask that things be
made perfectly clear so that next year, when the defini-
tive form of the regulation is presented, we shall not
be asked: 'Vhy do you want to change this article,
paragraph 3 (l) of Article l, since you passed it last
year ?'
If the Council has no objection, if it has absolutely no
reservations with regard to the Parliamentary delega-
tion, why should it oppose the adoption of this amend-
ment since it relates to a period of only one year,
since we cannot even have recourse to it, as paragraph
4 in Article l5a makes it clear that there are only five
chapters in which commitment appropriations can be
authorized this year and, the text not being applicable
next year, this Article 2 cannot then be held against
us, as implied by 
-y amendment. So, if there is such
opposition, it must be for some reason which is not
clear to us.
In conclusion 
- 
and I will speak with my usual frank-
ness 
- 
I sincerely believe that those who vote for my
amendment will safeguard the powers of Parliament
- 
I am not here accusing anyone 
- 
whereas those
who vote against it may be responsible for a curtail-
ment of those powers. Even if Parliament reiects my
amendment the discussion we have iust had will be
published in the Official Journal of the European
Communities and the Council of Ministers will not be
able to point to this precedent as an argument. It will
know that it has been told that our discussions were
free of ambiguity, that there were no resewations and
it will not be able to foist this wording of the article
on us in the definitive regulation.
It is with that aim in mind that I have spoken at some
length, Mr President, and I beg your indulgence, but I
feel the defence of Parliament's powers is worth a few
moments' time.
(Alrytlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Notenboom.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) W President, although I
have my own views on this matter, which have been
reinforced in the course of this debate, I regret that I
shall have to abstain from voting on the amendment
and also on the report. Parliamenl I regret to say 
-and no blame for this attaches to the rapporteur 
-did not grant my reasonable and sincere request for
an opportunity to discuss this difficult question with
my Group. This evening has shown that the question
is a difficult one. I am speaking this evening on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. Our Group
has not been able to give this matter adequate consid-
eration and I regret therefore that, as spokesman for
the Group, I must abstain from voting.
Prcsident. 
- 
\7hat is the rapporteur's position ?
Mr Shew, raPPorteur. 
- 
I had thought that I had
given my view on this matter, but I will go over the
ground again with special reference to my dear old
fighting comrade who very skilfully kept his remarks
to the end. That is a good place to have remarks, I
fully accept that, but I think I have made my views
clear. This is a mixed package, we don't like every-
thirrg, but we believe that we built in adequate safe-
guards. I7e have got to keep our eye firmly on the
future negotiations and we believe it important to go
forcrard along the lines agreed, so that we establish a
harmony from the outset. I believe that we are fully
safeguarded in what we have got. I am against the
amendment, Sir,
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
Amendment No I is reiected.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.t
17. Agenda for next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Thursday, 16 September, at ll a.m. and 3 p.m., with
the following agenda :
- 
vote on the Cointat report on supplementary budget
, No 2;
- 
loint debate on four oral questions on the effects of
the drought;
- 
oral question on milk production;
- 
second Bourdellis report on the common organiza'
tion of the market in potatoes;
- 
oral'question on the Common Agricultural Policy;
- 
oral question on the North-South Dialogue;
- 
Noimanton report on competition pcilicy;
- 
ioint debate on two oral questions on pollution.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting was closed at 10.05 p.m)
' 
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ANNEX
Questions whicb could not be answcrcd duing Question Time, witb written ansuers
Qucstion by Mr Nolan
Subject : Maize-based sugar substitute
Does the Commission consider that the manufacture of a new sugar substitute 
- 
fructose syrup 
-from maize poses a threat to the production of sugar from sugar beet, thereby affecting the income of
beet producers ?
Ansucr
Mr Nolan's question draws attention to an important development. The Commission does, indeed,
consider that this maizc'based fructose syrup, which is being marketed under such names as'lsom-
6rosc' or 'Isosweet', may p€netrate the market at the exp€nse of some of the traditional sugar
products.
Qucstion by lrlrs Ewing
Subiect: Substance and procedures of the criminal law and of the rights of accused pesons
![hat comparative studies, if any, are being carried out on the subiect of the substance and proce-
dures of the criminal law and of the rights of accused persons, within the various Member States;
and if no such studies are at present being carried out, will the Commission undertake studies in this
field themselves or take steps to arrange that such comparative studies are carried out ?
Ansuer
The Commission is not aware of any publication which lists studies being carried out in the field of
comParative criminal law. However, there do exist a large number of periodicals on criminal taw,
both national and intemational, which could, perhaps, help to establish which aspects of this area of
the law are at present undergoing study.
As for the Commission itself it is not proposing to undertake any sort of general study on this
subiect nor of arranging that such a study be carried out. Except in so far as Community law requires
this the Commission has no power to make proposals in the field of criminal law.
Qucstion b1 tVrs Goutntann
Subiect: Aid to the Lebanese and Palestinian peoples
In view of the serious situation in Lebanon, does the Commission intend to take any cmerg€ncy
measures, with regard to food and medical supplies, to relieve the distress of the Lebanese and Palesti-
nian peoples ?
Answer
I. The Community is following closely and with great compassion the drama which is unfolding in
Lebanon. Aid totalling I 082 500 u.a. has already been granted this year to the stricken popula-
tion.
On 12February 1976itwas decidedtoforward25tonnesof skimmedmilkpowderthroughthe
International Committee of the Red Cross.
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Some days later the Communiry initiated a more ambitious Programme :
- 
financial aid of 100 000 u.a. to the International Committee of the Red Cross for the
purchase of medical supplies;
- 
food aid to the Lebanese Government of
3 589 tonnes of cereals
200 tonnes of butter oil
250 tonnes of powdered milk.
In view of the difficulties encountered in distributing the aid locally, the Lebanese Government
subsequently asked the International Committee of the Red Cross to take over this task.
On 7 July the Community decided to forward a further 100 tonnes of powdered milk through
the ICRC.
II. The Community is prepared to study further humanitarian action as soon as circumstances in
Lebanon permit.
III. Similarly, the Commission is prepared to undertake negotiations with Lebanon with a view to
reaching a cooperation agreement to revitalize the Lebanese economy'
IV. Furthermorc,in 1976 the Communiry has granted the Palestinians aid valued at l6 million u.a.:
- 
through the United Nations Relief and lgorks Agency (for I 533 000 refugees):
25 000 tonnes of cereals
700 toines of powdered millc'
3 000 tonnes of butter oil
5 100 tonnes of sugar
as well as a cash contribution of some 3 million u.a.; the total value of Community aid was equiv-
alent to 12.7 million u.a.;
- 
through the Kingdom of Jordan (tor 266 000 refugees):
14000 tonnes of cereals
I 000 tonnes of powdered milk
I 000 tonnes of butter oil
(total value of aid : approximately 3.3 million u.a).
Question by lltlr lttlarras
Subject: Implementation of the.guidelines laid down by the tripartite conference
The Commission's work schedule indicates that at its meeting of 20 October next it is to discuss the
implementation of the guidelines laid down by the tripartite conference in Luxembourg.
Can the Commission give Parliament or its Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Educa-
tion any advance information on the proposals to be submined at this meeting ?
Ansuer
Follow-up procedures were laid down at the Tripartite Conference and involved the Standing
Committee on Employment on the one hand and consultations betseen the Economic Committee
and both sides of industry on the other.
In the weeks ahead the Commission will examine any action to be taken arising out of these proce-
dures.
When this is done the Commission will inform Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee
of any initiatives it will take.
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Question b1 lWr Fabbrini
Subiect: Report by a group of experts on inflation.
Infotmation h1s appeared in the press on th. ,.pJrt on inflation drawn up at thc Commission's
rcquest by a gtoup of experts headed by Mr Maldague.
Vhat are the Crcmmission's views on the findings of this report and why did it not consider it neces-
sary to see thal the public was adequately informed ?
Ansuer
Th_e repgrt to which the honourable Member is referring was the outcome of the work of a group of
independent experts whom the Commission had asked, towards the end of 1974, to examine-the
problems of inflation, with a view to providing an additional contribution towards the study on this
matter undertaken at Communiry level.
The group submitted is report to the Commission in March 1976. The opinions expressed in the
rePort are those of the group alone. The problem was approached by the group in a particular
manner, based on the analysis of the structural causes of inflation, since it was considered that these
were to a large extent the cause of our economic troubles.
The report was forwarded to :
- 
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affain of the European Parliament, on 27 Apil
1976:'
- 
the Economic Policy Committee on the same date;
- 
the Economic and Social Committee (Section for Economic and Financial Questions) on 23 June
1976.
The report was also made available to 'ioumalists concerned' by the spokesman's Group.
The Commission has not yet examined the report.
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, IN THE CHIdIR: MR SPENALE
President
(Ttte silting uas opened ar 11.05'a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approual of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's ,sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Verification of credentials
Presi{ent. 
- 
At its meeting this morning the
enlarged lpreau verified , the credentials of Mr I7alt-
mans,, whose appointment was announced 
.during
Monday's sitting. The Bureau has made sur€ that this
appointment complies with the provisions of the Trea-
tles.
It therefgre asks the House to ratify this appointment.
Are there any objections ?
This appoihtment is ratified.
I welc,ome our new colleague.
(Applause)
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3. Supplementary budget No 2 for 1976 (uote)
President. 
- 
The next item is the vote on the
motion for a resolution contained in the report drawn
up by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee on
Budgets on {raft supplementary budget No 2.
I would remind you that the debate on this report
took place yesterday. I7e shall therefore proceed
directly to the vote.
I call Mr Cointat.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Committee on
Budgets requests the House to vote for this budget No
2.
I would point out, Mr President, that there is a slight
error in the wording of paragraph 5 of the reSolution.
It should read : 'Adopts draft supplementary and
amending budget No 2 for the financial year 1976
and instructs its President to make a formal record of
this final adoption'. Please excuse the Commlttee on
Budgets and your rapporteur for this slight error.
President. 
- 
The amendment proposed by the
rapporteur is very relevant. Are there any obiections to
the adoption of this amendment ?
The text will thus be amended as proposed.
,1, 
put the motion for a resolution to the voti.
The resolution is adopted. I
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President
The procedure provided for in paragraphT of Article
203 of the Treaty establishing the EEC, in Article 177
of the Treaty establishing the EAEC and in Article 78
of the Treaty establishing the ECSC is completed.
Supplementary and amending budget No 2 of the
European Communities for the financial year 1976,
amounting to 832724275 u-a, is thereby adopted.
The text of this budget will be published in the Offi-
cial Journal of the European Communities, L series.
4. 0ral Questions *roo!r:r!;i:: Consequenees of tbe
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on:
- 
the Oral Question, with debate, put by Mr Cointat
on behalf of the Group of European Progressive
Democrats to the Council and Commission, on
the state of agriculture and the development of
farmers' incomes (Doc. 276176):
Following the drought which has hit certain regions of
the Community, can the Council and thc Commission:
l. give precise information on thc st te of the crops and
the situation in the stock-farming sector;
2. give t summery of the short-tcrm and structural
damage caused by the drought;
3. state what immediate steps have been taken ;
4. state what medium-tern mcasures are necessary to
offset the strucrural effects of the drought;
5. assess the loss of income incurred by farmers in the
areas affected ? fue the Council and Commission plan-
ning to grant direct aid to bring farmers' incomes into
line wlth those of the rest of the community ?
- 
the Oral Question, with debate, put by Mr A.
Bertrand and Mr Martens on bchalf of the Christi-
an-Democratic Group to the Commission, on the
consequences of the drought (Doc. 280126):
Can the Commission state whot effects the drought is
having on
l. agricultural production, food supplies and animal
feeding stuffs and what the repercussions are on
consumer prices and agricultuml incomes,
2. drinking water supplies lor humqn beings and
animals, inland watemey uBnsport and electricity
generation (hydro-electricity),
3. employment in the food industry and related sectors,
4. stocks of milk powdcr and butter ?
Can it also say what measures have already been taken at
Europcan level and what national me$ur€s have been
authorized ?
- 
the Oral ,Question, with debate, put by Mr Feller-
maier, Mr Broeksz, Mr Corona, Sir Geoffrey de
Freitas, Mr Espersen, Mr Giraud, Mr Glinne and
Mr Hansen on behalf of the Socialist Group to the
Commission, on the consequences of the drought
and the protection of the consumer (Doc. 28617e:
The aim of the Treaty o( Rome, as stated in Article 2" is
to promote 'a harmonious development o( economic
activities'; further, making specific reference to the
consumer, it lap do*n that the common rgricultural
policy should 'ensure that supplies reach consumers at
reasonable prices.'
The long months of drought have caused market shor-
tages of various products in the 'fruit and vegcteblcs'
sector, and this, linked to persistent inflationary tren&,
will probably lead to price rises in this sector to the disad-
vantage of the consumer. However, the Council, adopting
an action programme for a consumer protection policy
on 14 April 1975, showed is desire to implement an
ove,rall policy to dcfend the consumer's interests.
An inital measure was taken by the Commission when it
decided to suspend the Common Customs Tariff from 30,
August to 30 September lg76 tot 5 products: corots,
peas, white and red cabbage, cauliflower and celcry.
Since this decision was fairly limited in scope, would the
Commission answer the following questions:
l. Does it feel that the suspension of the Common
Customs Tariff on certain products for a short pcriod
is sufficient to guarantee Community supplies of fresh
fruit and yegetables ?,
2. Does it contemplate prolonging the suspension of the
Common Customs Tariff beyond 30 Septembcr for
thc Aroducts already mentioned and also for potatoesif the market imbalance continues ?
3. Docs it envisage exrending the suspgnsion of the
Common Customs Tariff to othcr products in shon
supply, such as salad veg€tables, cucumbers, beans end
onions ?
4. Is not the Commission contemplating a policy of
price cuts for fruit sulpluses to benefit the consumer
instead oI disposing of it allegedty by distillation ?
5. Will the Commission take steps to combat the shor-
age of fodder affecting producers which threatcns to
interfere seriously with the production of and the
market in animal products ? lfholesele cattle priccs
have already fallen to 84o/o ol the gpide price.
6. Has it been in touch with consume$' associations to
inform them and ask their opinion of the measures
taken to combar the supply problems caused by the
drought
7. Vhat rneasures does the Commission intend taking to
avoid the retail price increascs that can bc e*pected as
' a consequence of the poor harvest ?
Does it not at the same time contemplate stepping up
coordination of the anti-inflationist policies imple-
. 
mented by the Member States of the Community ?
- 
the Oml Question, with debate, put by Mr
Durieux, Mr Houdet, Mr Boundellis, Mr Kofoed
and Mi Jozeau-Marign6 on behalf of the Liberal
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and Allies Group to the Commission, on the
economic repercussions of the drought on the agri-
cultural economy and Community food supplies
(Doc. 2821761:
Can the Commission state the extent of the effects of the
drought which has badly affected most of the Member
States, its impact on agricultural production and in parti-
cular on animal production ?
Does it consider that the regular supply of foodstuffs to
Community consumers can be maintained at normal
prices ?
How does it consider that the loss of agricultural revenue
caused by this catastrophe can be offset by direct Commu-
nity aid to the producers ?
Does it intend harmonizing national aid which has been
or will be granted by the Member Stares with this
Community aid ?
How will it assist young farmers who, to carry out their
development plans, have gone heavily into debt to set up
or modernize their farms ? Does it intend to propose
deferring or taking over loan repayments in the first
year ?
To safeguard cattle and sheep stocks, how does it
envisage maintaining winter and spring fodder supplies
for existing livestock ?
I call Mr Cointat to introduce Question No 276.
Mr Cointat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats I tabled an
oral question, with debate, at the beginning of last
July. At the end of June, my colleague Mr Liogier had
also submitted a motion for a resolution on this
serious problem of the drought which has hit mainly
the northern and western regions of the Community.
Both Mr Liogier and I were hoping that we were
mistaken, but unfortunately the drought has conti-
nued and the consequences are frankly disastrous in
certain areas. The other groups have since tabled
similar oral questions and I am grateful to you, Mr
President, for bringing all these questions together for
a joint debate, which will permit a wide exchange of
views as we study the consequences of this calamity
and look into possible remedies.
'S7e must go back to l92l or 1893 to find a similar
situation, for the problem is not one of a summer
drought, as you might think, but of a winter drought,
since certain parts of Europe have now been without
rain since November 1975 
- 
yes, as long as that 
-or at least have had very little rain. Underground reser-
voirs are sorely depleted, and the current rainfall is
not enough to restock them. At least a year, perhaps
two, will be needed before the situation returns to
normal and stock's are replenished In other words, the
drought is not yet over in the stricken areas and the
time ahead, especially the coming winter, will bring
many problems with regard to the supply of water for
domestic and industrial use. Our plight is not over
and yet, Mr President, I admire the experts, especially
those in my own country, who at this time can
produce such accurate estimates of the damage.
However, I should add that they fail to agree, since
the estimates for France fluctuate between 5 and 25
thousand million francs. This only goes to show how
difficult the estimates are.
![e leamed from the Council yesterday that it would
have no representative here today. I was quite willing
for this question to be postponed until this morning
and I should like to thank the President-in-Office of
the Council for sending me his written answer. S7e
are going to hear Commissioner Lardinois, basically to
gain some information on the present situation. He
will inform us of the expected harvest yields, outline
the extent of the damage, explain the economic
effects on agriculture, tell us what the outcome will be
as regards water supplies in the stricken areas, and
inform us of the measures which have already been
taken.
But we all know 
- 
and let us be perfectly frank about
it 
- 
that we can do no more than hazard guesses at
the extent of the damage. However, we still want to
know what the Community intends doing in the near
future. !7ill it swing its weight behind Community
solidarity ? Is there any definite decision to introduce
an emergency plan, in particular an emergency water
plan ? It would, I feel, be to the Commissioner's credit
if he offered us a Lardinois plan for coping with the
water crisis. Are we ready to launch an extensive plan
for practical aid in this sphere ? !flill farmers be
compensated for a loss in earnings, either by higher
prices, direct aid or by specific regional or sectoral
measures ? !7e are iust as eager to hear what the
Commission plans as we should have been to hear
what the Council intends doing.
Since I do not have all the facts on this drought
problem, I shall not go into any details about what
has happened. !7e only know that the situation is very
serious. Similarly, we prefer to reserve comment until
we have heard the explanations which Mr Lardinois
will offer on behalf of the Commission.
For the time being, Mr President, I shall limit my
remarks to a single comment which is general in
nature and concerns the budget. It is in fact the only
proposal which I wish to make.
I7hen the time comes for Parliament to examine the
draft budget f.or 1977,1 feel it would be advisable to
set aside specific funds for the victims of natural disas-
ters in the Community. I am including here not only
the disastrous effects of the drought but natural disas-
ters in general, be they earthquakes like those which
are hitting Friuli 
- 
that tortured region which is still
suffering 
- 
flooding in certain areas of the Commu-
nity, epidemics of animal diseases, or vqlcanic erup-
tiqns like that of La ,Soufridre in Guadeloupe.
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Remember the first earthquake which ravaged Friuli.
Even before the full effects of the disaster were
known, we had to approve 
- 
I think I am right 
- 
a
supplementary budget of 5l million u-a. as an emer-
Sency measure.
This was done in highly irregular circumstances, since
the need was urgent and speed was essential. I feel
that we should take this opportunity of improving our
budget. It so happens that for the first time 
- 
and we
have the Commission to thank for this 
- 
the budget
includes a Chapter 59 for aid to disaster victims
within the Community, whereas in previous budgets
Article 400 was intended to cover aid to disaster
victims both inside and outside the Member States.\\e 1977 draft budget makes the distinction between
internal and external disasters, which is a good thing,
but I also see that Chapter 59 is indicated simply as a
'token entry'.
I believe that Parliament should intenene here and I
put the problem to our general rapporteur.
An agreed amount, say 100 million u.a., should be
entered in order to provide a reserve fund to be drawn
on when disasters occur. Once this appropriation has
been incorporated in the budget, we shall have plenty
of time to study its practical application. The funds
available under Chapter 59 could either be used as
direct aid, or be transferred to the specialized chapters
of the Guarantee or Guidance sections of the EAGGF,
or to the Social Fund, and so on. In my opinion, the
essential thing is to adopt one of these courses of
action, so as to avoid the need for a supplementary
budget when some disaster befalls the Community.
Those were the comments, and in particular the prop-
osal, which I wished to make conceming this impor-
tant, indeed dramatic, problem. I hope that" as a result
of our discussing the 1977 budget, Chapter 59 will
receive a specific allocation of funds, the acrual appli-
cation of which can be decided at a later stage.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens to speak on Oral
Question No 280/76.
Mr Maftens. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, in July Mr Lardinois gave us a detailed
account of the effecs of the drought on consumers,
farmers and certain industries. He emphasized then
that it was a provisional stocktaking and that the final
statement could only be drawn up in April or May
1977. Nonetheless he promised to give this Assembly
a realistic account of the situation in September, and I
thank him for being present here today to db this.
With a view to the meeting of the Council of Minis-
ters of Agriculture on 9 September 1976, the Commis-
sion in fact drew up a detailed statement of the
harmful effects of the drought and of the measures
undertaken or under consideration by the Member
States, the Commission and the Council. I am sure
that Mr Lardinois intends to discuss this statement in
some detail, and since Mr Cointat has already given a
short and illuminating introduction, I myself shall be
very brief.
ITithout in the least underestimating the seriousness
of the drought for consumers and some industries, I
should like to establish from the start that it is clearly
agriculture that is worst affected, and in particular
stockbreeding, open-air market gardening and plant
and tree nurseries. I shall not concern mpelf with the
last rwo. But since the harvest above all of fodder
crops has been bad, and particularly that of grass, hay
and green-fodder crops, it goes without saying that the
fate of this raw material for the production of milk
and beef also has the greatest repercussions in these
sectors. In our country we have attempted to calculate
the effects of the reduced yield of rough fodder on
obligatory purchases of compound fodder to restore
the balance. A former colleague of ours, Mr Dupont,
has investigated the question very thoroughly in his
region and worked out figures which were
subsequently taken over by the farming organizations.
Le rne quote you some of them. If the reduction in
yield of fodder crops is l0 70, this means an addi-
tional expenditure of BFrs 8 200 and at 50 % it is
BFrc l0 300. I wish to underline these figures, since
they are on precisely the same level as the income
earned by one livestock unit. With a shortfall of 80 Yo,
the additional expenditure would amount ot BFrs
20 800 per livestock unit. I think it is important to
calculate roughly the reduced yield of rough fodder in
this way. Now let me give you a concrete example
from the accounts of a friend of mine, who has kept a
record since May. He keeps a continuous record and
has come to the conclusion that, comparing his expen-
diture in the period May-August 1975 with that for
l976,he had to spend over those four months in 1976
an extra BFrs 27 562, thus roughly BFrs 280 000, on
the purchase of rough fodder and compound fodders
for 28 head of livestock. At the same time he found
that his receipts from milk were down by BFrs
18 000. That means that over a period of 4 months
this man had a loss of income of nearly BFrs 30 000.
This thus tallies with what I said just now about the
economic return per livestock unit.
Now it is true that this farmer will be granted ample
bridging loans to keep his stock through the winter.
But there are still nearly eight months to go, and if he
has already had to spend nearly eight or ten thousand
francs per livestock unit I wonder what will be.added
to that in those eight months. As I see it, we are thus
faced, in certain areas at least, with an extremely diffi-
cult task. My friend will get his bridging loans. Some
people tell him that he should slaughter his stock,
since he will never be able to meet all the costs. And
others tell him the opposite: this is your livelihood,
you must winter your stock. He will thus keep his
stock and take out a large loan spread over five or six
years with a reduction on the interest of. Ttlzo/o.
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But he will have to pay this money back. \flhat" then,
are the prospects for repaying this loan from 1977
on ? !7ell, market prices for beef are around 85 % of
the target price, i.e., 15 % below the normal cost
'price. And how far is that below the actual cost price
at present ? As early u 1974 I asked if nothing could
be done to provide individual income supplements in
the Community, possibly by means of slaughter
premiums. ITith regard to the milk price we are natur-
ally not going to talk about a possible adiustment at
the moment, but the way things are now we know
that the price has not risen and is still in line with the
target prices for butter and dried milk. In the mean-
time we can thus not expect any improvemen! unless
an earlier price increase is thought desirable.
But there is another reason' for my being so
concerned. In connection with the stabilization of the
dairy market I myself am afraid that next year, when
the new prices are fixed, the price for milk will be
held down, and my great concern is what price will
come out of the hat next year. I should like to ask
you, given these facts, although I know that next year
this will no longer be your responsibility, to answer
this question: will the higher expenses and costs in
1976 be taken into account when fixing the new milk
price ? If this is not done, I really do not know how
the farmers will even be in a position to pay back
such large loans. I am afraid that the Commission's
answer to this question is the crux of the problem that
we are faced with.
I should just like to mention a few additional points.
In my statement to the press I said that food supplies
were assured practically everywhere, except for vegeta-
bles and so on, and that there were no problems in
the dairy and meat sectors. In general I can confirm
this, since there are stocks of butter and dried milk.
fhe problems can thus be solved.
However, the question is this : in the winter months
will there also be sufficient fresh milk and butter for
consumption and will it not be necessary to rely far
too much on cold-storage butter ? The material
damage at the moment consists in the fact that large
pasture areas will have to be re-sown. This will be very
costly. I estimate the costs in Belgium at around BFrs
l0 000 per hectare. There is also the problem of water-
spraying equipment. There is likely to be a mass of
applications for assistance for re-sowing and for
possible assistancb for the purchase of sprayers. The
drought raises the question whether the Commission
could , not consider making available sufficient funds
for this from the Guidance Section of the EAGGF.
Lastly, I should like to say, now that we have realized
that disasters like this can happen, that we should
consider the following fact. !7e have a stgck level that
is l0 % too high on paper, but what would the posi-
tion have been if we had had a stock level that barely
corresponded to actual needs ?, I reflect on this
whenever we are talking about the stabilization of the
dairy market. In future we should make greater al-
lowances for the vagaries of our climate.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes to introduce Oral
Question No 286176.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
Mr President, when tabling this ques-
tion. on behalf of the Socialist Group, many of us were
bearing in mind that the drought 
- 
which we accept
has been extraordinarily serious in its consequences
for certain farmers in certain areas 
- 
might be used
as an excuse for taking panic action in other areas
where it would harm the general interests of the
Community. I7e were fearful that because certain
areas and certain farmers undoubtedly face economic
catastrophe as a result of the drought, measures might
be taken in panic which would cause permanent
damage to the agricultural balance of the Community.
S[e also feared that consumers throughout the
Community might be called upon to pay higher
prices to offset the increased costs brought about by
the drought, and also, via taxation and Community
and national aids, pay again towards reimbursing the
farmers for some of their losses.
!(e doubt whether the consumer should inevitably
have to carry such burdens. The first difficulty I would
like the Commissioner to turn his attention to is that
of determining the precise degree of financial loss
incurred by certain farmers. To take the example of
potatoes in the United Kingdom: if you have been
able, as many farmers have, to irrigate you could have
a potato yield of 15 or 20 tons, even in the most
severely afflicted drought areas, while fields that did
not have irrigation facilities might give a yield ol 4 or
5 tons of poor quality potatoes. The mechanism of
increasing the price of potatoes to the consumer
cannot deal with that difference in production and
costs in the same crop. I would like the Commis-
sioner to indicate to what extent generalized aid on a
Community-tride basis, or even on a regional basis, is
feasible without giving 
- 
if it is done by the price
mechanism 
- 
greater help to those who, by defini-
tion, have been less severely affected by the drought
because they have more produce to sell.
I turn to the particular problems of the Common
Customs Tariff and the continuation of relief to the
consumer by guaranteeing supplies of fresh fruit and
vegetables up to 30 December. Does the Commission
contemplate prdlonging the suspension beyond that
date if the level of vegetable supplies, as we move into
the winter, indicates that it is still needed ? Does the
Comrnission intend to extend the groups of vegetables
and other commodities to which this suspension
applies ? In particular, what plans does the Commis-
sion have for the emergency importation of animal
feedstuffs ? It is fairly clear from British, French and
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Belgian experience that much of the damage may be
incurred in the area of animal feeds towards the end
of the winter and early next spring. Finally, while
commending the Commission and Council for not
having been forced into panic by the pressures
generated, I ask the Commissioner what particular
procedures he has in mind to ensure that consumers
in the Community are not more disadvantaged than
they need be as a consequence of this drought ?
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MR YEATS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Durieux to introduce Oral
Question No 282176.
Mr Durieux, 
- 
(F) Mr President, Commissioner
Lardinois, it is no secret to anyone that a large part of
the Community is now suffering from the effects of
an exceptionally severe drought. It is well known, of
course, that the vagaries of the climate are among the
risks of the trade for farmers, but the spring drought
we have known this year is quite exceptional, since we
have to go back to l92l or 1893 for a similar situa-
tion. The effects on agriculture are especially serious
in the most severely affected areas. You yourself, Mr
Lardinois, will have realized the severity of this
disaster, particularly when you visited some parts of
France with Mr Bonnet, the Minister for Agriculture.
Now that it has started raining again, I feel that it is
time to take stock of the situation throughout the
Community. Technical and government experts are
comparing figures which reveal the extent of the
losses to be attributed to this dreadful event. But the
figures are still incomplete, and the magnitude of the
disaster varies greatly from one Member State to
anbther, even from one village to another in a single
region. This great variety of situations is further
complicated by the aid policies, strikingly different in
concept and application, which have been adapted
according to circumstances by each Member State.
The problem is currently being met by a series of basi-
cally national measures, since the already tight Euro-
pean budget is hard pressed to absorb this growing
tale of woe. However, financial solidarity is one of the
principles on which the common agricultural policy is
founded. If I may, I should like to ask the Commis-
sion if it thinks that the loss of agricultural revenue
caused by this disaster could be offset by direct
Community aid to the producers. It is clearly desirable
for national aid to be coordinated in line with
Community obiectives and even, to a certain extent,
supplemented by Community decisions.
\7e are, however, against any Member State gaining an
unfair competitive advantage as a result of aid
schemes which differ too widely from one State to
another. Yet swift action has to be taken to combat
the effects of this drought. You have clearly stated, Mr
Lardinois 
- 
and I echo in part the comments which
Mr Martens made just a few moments ago 
- 
that the
Community would not suffer any food shortages. But
do you think that you can ensure supplies to
consumers and producers at reasonable prices during
the coming winter ? I am thinking of potatoes, but
they are by no means the only problem.
Do you think that you can guarantee the movement
of all products within the Community ? Quite apart
from the facts and figures of the situation, there is the
human factor. Farmers have been hit by inflation and
have seen their incomes decrease. In France, for
example, they dropped by l0 % two years ago. In
1975 they remained more or less stable, but the
incomes of other groups continued to rise. And yet
farmers maintained supplies to the consumers and
contributed with their exports to meeting the oil bill,
to some extent at the very least. For this reason we
feel that some real expression of solidarity is vital,
whether at national or Community level, in order to
avert any loss in farmers' incomes for a third year
running. Last year, as unemployment increased, most
Member States introduced measures to help the unem-
ployed. A similar effort has to be made this year for
the farmers, although a distinction will have to be
made between stock-farmers and those who are well
off. Our aim must be to help those who have really
been affected by the drought and who have no source
of income other than what they produce. S/e have to
help young farmers, who have gone heavily into debt
to set up their farms, and who have also been particu-
larly hit by the drought. Every effort should be made
so that stock-farmers are not obliged to destroy herds
which can only be built up again with patience and
difficulty. It takes three years to raise one head of
cattle, and these cattle could well be needed in a few
months to satisfy the domestic and foreign markets.
This is the crux of the matter, I feel. lfhen we had
subsidies for slaughtering dairy cows a few years ago,
we perhaps forgot that a cow also produces meat and
that it is also a source of beef. Livestock numbers
subsequently had to be built up again. !7ith this in
mind, we must reassure farmers by compensating
them without any delay. I am thinking here particu-
larly of stock-farmers, those with small farms and
whose livelihood depends solely on stock-farming; I
am not thinking of the large cereal growers who raise
little livestock. I should even be inclined to say that in
France it is a virtual anomaly for large crop-farmers to
receive national subsidies when their incomes are
supplemented from another source. Similarly, in
certain regions, where even small farmers grow pota-
toes and where the price of potatoes has soared
dramatically, a compinsation icheme has to be
evolved. Not everyone, in my opinion, should receive
this aid and these subsidies. Farmers must be able to
rely on a supply of animal feed until next spring;
quantities must be guaranteed, but above all prices,
since it is clear that prices are also going up with infla-
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tion. The farmers must also be protected agpinst any
slump in the selling price of animal products. As
applied in France to livestock numbers, the various
subsidies for cows are only a part payment, at times
no more than a charity handout, to take the very
specific examples I mentioned a moment ago.
Handouts are not going to 
.stop any depreciation in
the value of livestock; after all, cows do not eat
subsidies. As far as this aspect is concerned, the
Commission's experts have speculated that the
drought could lead to a reduction , in livestock
numbers in dairy farming which currently accounts
lor 40 olo of the expenditure of the guarantee section
of the EAGGF. I am,glad to see that people are indi-
cating that this is not so. The experts'spEculation can
therefore be rejected, since on many small farms the
income from the sale of milk to cooperatives provides
the wages for the farmer's wife. And once again, I
should like to make a distinction between large stock-
farmers, who are also crop-growers or who produce on
a large scale, and the small family holding wl-rere this
daily income is vital. So, while recognizing that the
current economic problems must not blind us to the
deeper and more fundament4l problem, I feel that it
is not quite the right moment to examine the
Commission's package of proposals for reducing dairy
production in the Community. I could go along with
it if certain distinctions were made. But since it is a
social and human problem, I am wondering why the
growers of large cereal, crops should be asked to give
up their dairy herds. An exceptional disaster like the
drought really has to be tackled in an original way if
we are to temper its effects. If the community at large
is going to accept this call for solidarity with the less
fortunate stock-farmers, the privileged position of
those farmers who are better off must be eliminated.
Large farmers should no ,lon(er receive better finan-
cial terms, greater tax relief and be generhlly more
cosseted than leaders in industry, professional people
or other employed persons. More should be done for
small farms than for large ones. It is the small farms
which should be helped in order to safeguard
supplieg maintain our trade balance and protect the
environment.
(Altplausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois
Mr Lardinois, Illentbtr of tbe Commission, 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I should first of all like to thank those
members at whqse suggestion this debatq has been
held. It gives us an opportunity to exchange opinions
publicly here in the European Parliament. I should
also like to thank those, who have already spoken here
this ,morning : Mr Coinlat, Mr Martens, Mr Durieux
and Mr Hughes.
Mr President, the President of the Council mentioned
a nurhber of measures taken by the Council. His list
gives some indication of what has been done, but it is
not exhaustive. You have received our report on the
situation at the beginning of September, which we
also submitted to the Council and which was
discussed in the Council of Ministers of Agriculture
last Thursday. I fully agree with those, particularly Mr
Martens, who have said that this is of course a provi-
sional report.
Ve shall only be able to draw up the final report at
the end of the winter and many things might happen
between now and then, as was the case in a number of
areas hit by drought last year. I am thinking in parti-
cular of Ireland, Great Britain and certain parts of
lTestern France. On that occasion we saw the excep-
tionally mild autumn and part of the mild winter
reduce the normal winter period from approximately
eight months to about five. S7e know that this was a
freak occurrence in our climate, but these possibilities
cannot be completely ruled out, and two months of
what has been more or less winter following such a
catastrophic summer for fodder crops make an enor-
mous difference to the incomes of cattle farmers, parti-
cularly those who keep dairy cattle.
I also agree with Mr Martens that the after-effects of
this drought will probably be with us for a fairly long
time. He gave an example of what appear to me to be
ample credit measures taken in'Belgium. These are
nevertheless credit measures even if at a'rate ot 0 o/o
or only about 0'5 Yo the interest is purely national. A
reduction of. 7'5 o/o still means that capital must be
paid back at some point, even though, if the infla-
tionary process continues it the way it has done over
the last' ten years, some of the repayments may be
lighter in relation to the value of agricultural products
than at present.
May I briefly outline the food supply situation once
more. As I said in the report, we do not feel there is
cause for too much concern regarding normal food
supplies for the 260 million consumeni in the
Community during the coming winter. I also said that
I expected practically all basic foodstuffs to be avail-
able at what we call normal prices, i.e. prices which, at
the wholesale stage at least, are for the most part
around the levels fixed by our institutions in the
spring. I am not implying that there may not be varia-
tions in prices. Thgy normally v4ry between the inter-
vention level and the threshold level. I expect we shall
be able to guarantee supplies of the vast majority of
basic foodstuffs at these prices until next spring. This
is largely because we have certain reserves of most of
these products. These reserves ,may well prove ve(y
useful some, time. Ifle know, after all, what a shortage
at a particular time ,can cost. Do you still remember
what it cost us iusp over one to three years ago when
there was a shortage of a product which is flot even
one of the most important, namely sug4r ? On that
occision the sugar shortage. cost us more than the
total annual resoutces of the Agricultural Fund. Ife
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must therefore make a distinction 
- 
with the aware-
ness we have gained from experience 
- 
between desir-
able reserves and undesirable surpluses.
This is why I have constantly repeated that in my
view we should maintain a reserve in, for example, the
dairy produce sector. Our milk powder reserves are
some 5-6 thousand tonnes and those of butter some
125-175 thousand tonnes at the end of winter. These
are desirable reserves, like those we must have in the
cereals sector, particularly in the case of wheat. I7e
have often made proposals to this effect within GATT
which, I hope, will finally be able to get its discus-
sions fully underway next year. Even a product such as
butter can become scarce at times if there is none
available in the Community, since the amount the
world market can supply at such a time is extremely
small. Small amounts are always available on the
world market, but if we are looking for substantial
quantities, the prices can rise to double and more in a
very short time. I7e have had discussions on this in
the past.
In my view, however, we cannot assume from this that
the agricultural policy, particularly in the dairy
produce sector, must continue along the same lines as
in the past. There must be certain conditions. Even
the drought we have had does not solve our structural
problem in the dairy-produce sector, although it does
give us a certain breathing space since problems of
surpluses of dairy produce will naturally not worsen in
this period. Indeed we will probably have 5-6 0/o less
milk this winter than in previous years.
Mr Martens said that there may .".n U. probtems in
maintaining supplies of fresh milk and fresh butter in
some instances. As far as the former is concerned, I do
not expect this to hafpen, certainly if we make use of
the possibilities offered by modern transport. Even in
the depth of winter there are areas where milk powder
is being made, even for selling into intervention in
some cases, which is something we would be far better
off without at this stage.
The fresh butter supply will indeed be interrupted
first. Of course, we will be able to supply the market
very adequately with butter from cold storage and
probably take other action to relieve the pressure on
the fresh butter market.
I am giving these examples only to show that, in my
view, there is no cause for concern regarding food
supplies for the consumer. Of course, in the case of a
product such as potatoes, for which we have no
common policy, an additional problem might arise.
However, we have not delayed in taking measures to
suspend import duties.
The Council last week extended the duty-free period
to 3l December and if the state of the market so
requires the period will be extended still further. I
think this also answers Mr Hughes' question. In the
case of a number of vegetables we have provisionally
suspended import duties for a further month up to I
November. However, if we revert to this matter at the
end of October, we can further extend the reduction
or suspension of import duties for these products too.
It is clear that things happen much more quickly in
the vegetable sector than in the case of such products
as potatoes, since we only have a potato hawest once a
year. !7e should also bear in mind that in the case of
most of the vegetables in the Community last year's
price level still applies for the time being, at least in
the countries with fairly stable currencies. This is
always the great problem. I should really add 'in units
of account' wheneven I speak about the prices.
However, in most of the Community, i.e. where the
official prices are maintained, vegetable prices are at
the same level as they were a year or two ago in most
cases. Only in the case of a few vegetables, such as
certain varieties oI cabbage, onions, celery, beans, peas,
etc. are prices abnormally high. This is what has led to
the measures we have taken. Last week we even
reduced the import duty on tinned beans, partly with
a view to showing our industry that, if it has stocks it
would do well to put them on the market since we are
able to use the import mechanism to curb any
possible speculation.
The consumers can, in my opinion, expect consider-
ably fewer problems than some producers. This does
not mean, however, that the Commission feels that it
has done its bit for the consumers and does not
intend to do anything more for them. We will keep a
finger on the pulse and have set up an extra team to
do this in close consultation with the departments
responsible for the safeguarding of consumer interests.
Even during the holiday period, for example, when
there were no Commission meetings, we were able to
introduce, among other things, the reductions of
import duties, in spite on the fact that the unanimous
approval of the Council is required. Extensive negotia-
tions were therefore necessary, but these were carried
out by telephone. As far as the producers are
concemed, it is very fortunate that we cannot speak of
'agriculture' in general. I am very pleased that Mr
Cointat and Mr Martens drew attention to this fact
too. You cannot say that 'agriculture' in all its various
forms has suffered greatly from the drought. W'e must
make a clear distinction not only between the
different areas but also between the different crops
and sectors. This is vital. The hardest-hit sector in
large areas of the Community is cattle farrning in
areas struck by drought, panicularly those with light
or lightish soil. Mr Martens and Mr Cointat were quite
clear on this point and Mr Durieux especially drew
particular attention to it once again. These were the
hardest-hit, areas, and the consequences of the
drought are by no mearrs over even if it rains a great
deal in the near future. They will be felt for a long
time to come.
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This is the major sector of European agticulture which
is also of considerable social significance. It is the
sector in which we have to contend with the greatest
difficulties of all. But even here there are great differ-
ences, for example, in the types of soil, and in the
degree of development of the holdingt. Anyone who
really knows his agriculture knows that two farmers
living next door to each other in the same village with
the same type of holding can nevertheless be hit in
very different ways by drought, depending on the
stage the holding has reached in its development,
whether it happened to have large stocks of feedstuffs
left at the end of the winter or none at all, etc. These
facters can vary enormously so that blanket measures
are not generally speaking adequate 
- 
and I am by
no means excluding those at Community level. There
are even cattle farmers in the Community who are
expecting a record year at the moment. Therefore
general price measures for example, are not suitable.
They could lead to maior distortions.
!7e hold the view that under the present circum-
stances aid to the farmers hit by the drought is
completely in accordance with the spirit of the Treaty
of Rome and this is therefore our starting point when
we assess the various plans evolved by the national
governments. But the more the aid is focused on the
individual case, the more favourably, generally
speaking, we regard it. I must admit straight away,
however, that in large areas of Europe it is simply not
administratively possible to assess each farmer indivi-
dually, for reasons of administrative capacity and
because of the size of the problem facing us. However,
by and large the more we can do for the hardest-hit
areas or the hardest-hit products with the administra-
tive resources at our disposal, the better.
I should now like to consider Mr Cointat's idea of
setting up a sort of disaster fund at Community level.
I attach such importance to this that I should not like
to state a definite opinion immediately. I will only say
this : on the basis of my experience I feel that if
anything of this kind should ever be set up, we must
ensure that it does not operate independently of the
individual Member States since every year there is a
period of drought, night frost or floods, etc. in large or
small areas. It is extremely difficult to assess the situa-
tion correctly from Brussels and to make comparisons.
If this is the direction we take, life for us in Brussels
will be made anything but easier. That is not,
however, the final criterion. I should therefore not like
to commit myself at this stage. However, if we come
to consider something of this kind and the question
of responsibility is brought up, the individual in a
Member State must in some ways always be in the
forefront and not take second place. In view of the
budgetary resources, among other things, we would do
better to concentrate this year on a number of indirect
measures with a view to alleviating the problem,
rather than on direct transfers of income at Commu-
nity level. The documents you have received contain a
large number of examples.
It has required extremely hard work to keep beef
prices at approximately the same level as before the
drought. !7e have not been completely successful,
partly because the average quality has been not incon-
siderably lower over the last two months than it was
in spring. I feel, however, that the farmers in Europe
generally recognize that, thanks to the fact that we
were able to take a number of timely measures
regarding private storage and imports and the exten-
sion of intervention to include cows, no particular
problems have so far arisen from putting these extra
animals onto the beef market.
\7e are still busy with a second series of measures
aimed at influencing the prices of feedstuffs to cattle
farmers. Firstly, we have taken measures aimed at
making skimmed milk available at particularly low
prices 
- 
indeed lower than the current price of soya.
Last Thursday we considerably extended the number
of areas covered by these measures by adding, among
others, a large area in Denmark where the practice of
supplying skimmed milk to farms is f.ar more
common than elsewhere. Additional areas in Germany
and France have also been earmarked for this. Partly
as a result of the discussion held at last week's
Council meeting, we in the Commission decided
yesterday to suspend import duties on feedstuffs still
subject to customs duties according to our import
system until next April.
The effects of this will not be so great, since most of
the import duties on rough fodder have already been
abolished. However, there are still 15 to 20 products
and items for which import duties of 2, 4, 6, 9 or
15 % apply. This represents an import sum of 200
million u.a. per year. !7e will therefore submit a prop-
osal to the Council to suspend the import duties on
these products until I April. I hope that this can be
done by rapid procedure in the special Committee for
Agriculture which is to meet on Monday. I also hope
that if the Committee is able to reach its decision
then, the measure will be implemented as soon as
possible. Relatively speaking, it is only a small step. It
will not cost the Community more than approxi-
mately 4-5 million u.a. this winter, but we are working
on the problem and we want to be seen to be working
on it.
!7e cannot meddle with our system of levies. This was
not set up simply for the sake of setting it up. It must
provide guarantees for other producers in the market,
thereby keeping our system on a firm footing. This
does not mean, however, that nothiqg at all can be
done in the field of levies. \7e can, for example,
extend the time limits for advance fixing in the case
of cereals. Such measures are designed to ensure that
cattle feedstuffs are available on the best possible
terms.'We shall keep you informed. Indirect measures
of this kind may help make life easiei this winter for
cattle farmers, who are the hardest hit. The initiatives
we took this summer with a view to utilizing all the
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reserves available to modern agriculture are also impor-
tant. The national and regional measures are particu-
larly significant.'Operation straw', for example, has in
my view, been extremely successful in the Commu-
niry. Never before in Europe 
- 
at least since the
commencement of modern agriculture 
- 
has so little
straw been bumt. I hope we will be able to say the
same in two months iime in connection with, for
example, sugar beet tops. A great deal of work has
been done with a view to growing further crops after
the cereal harvest. I fully realize that this proiect will
be partly unsuccessful on account of the fact that,
inter alia, the drought continued throughout a large
part of August. However, in large measure it will be
successful, in other areas where there has been some
rain, particularly at the end of Aug;r,rst and beginning
of September, which admittedly came late, but
nevertheless in time to save some thinp.
The main arable products have suffered much less.
This does not mean, however, that they have not
suffered at all. The grain harvest was below average,
even though it was 95 Yo of last year's harvest. It was
not, however, more than 80-85 o/o of normal Commu-
nity grain harvest in years with reasonable weather.
Moreover, these are only average figures. I know areas
where there has been a record harvest this year, parti-
cularly in the case of winter cereals. But in Luxem-
bourg, for example, with its predominantly light soils
which are almost exclusively used for the cultivation
of summer cereals, the harvest has been barely half
the normal volume. There are, therefore, enoffnous
differences, but arable farming has in general been far
less hard-hit than cattle farming.
Horticulture too has suffered much less. I repeat what
Mr Martens has already said, namely that in some
areas under outdoor crops but without irrigation the
rain came too late. In the Netherlands on the other
hand 
- 
which happens to be the country of which I
have most knowledge 
- 
where practically every horti-
c,rlturalist has irrigation facilities, the harvest has actu-
ally been better than in a normal year, while outdoor
crops have been lost in other areas which have not yet
had any rain. The picture is therefore very varied and
general measures in this sector are consequently much
less useful than individualized, regionalized measures.
There are, however, a number of general symptoms
which must be dealt with by means of general
measures. The drought has caused a downward trend
in the meat market which also affects people who did
not directly suffer from the drought. For this reason, a
general measure at Community level would be the
sensible solution. The same is true in the case of feed-
stuffs supplies as a whole. This too 'calls for general
m€asures.
The total world cereal harvest was somewhat better
than three or four yeani ago. '!7e are therefore not
particularly anxious about this sector, although one
never can tell. At the moment the feedingstuffs sector
throughout the world is dependent on the harvest 0f
one crop in one country, i.e. maize in the United
States. The same applies in the case of the soya
hawest in the United States for the rest of the cattle
farming sector. Our own feedstuffs supplies will in
fact also depend on this harvest during the coming
vrinter which I do not mind admitting is an extremely
nasty state of affairs, although I am glad that it is the
United States which is involved and not another
country, since in our relations with the United Sates
other factors as well as feedstuffs nanrrally play a par!
even though the latter are perhaps tending to assume
increasing importance.
I should now like to comment on another crucial
matter mentioned by Mr Cointat. I agree with him
that modem agriculture 
- 
which becomes more and
more sensitive the more capiul is put into it 
- 
is
becoming increasingly wlnerable to catastrophies and
calamities such as those we have just experienced in
many areas if we are unable to take appropriate action.
It is clear that a modern holding in which a gteat deal
of expensive capital has been invested, can be
completely undermined now and henceforth if, for
example, it is not possible to take measures to ensure
adequate supplies of water. !fle have also seen that the
holdings with suitable water supplies have survived
extremely well and that those without any irrigation
facilities 
- 
in the same area with the same amount of
precipitation 
- 
have suffered. Mr Martens gave us
some examples. I cannot go into this in very great
detail now, but I nevertheless feel that we must adiust
our policy on this matter not only at national, but also
at Community level. Since the second world war a
great deal of money has been invested in drainage for
European agriculture. This proved its worth in the
predominantly wet fifties and sixties. Ve get the
impression,,however, that so much attention has been
devoted to drainage that the problem of conserving
water for periods of drought has been severely
neglected. I therefore think that we should now
compensate for the drainage measures and supple-
ment them by large and also by very small-scale
projects designed to improve and guarantee water
supplies.
I should hke to tell Parliament that the Commission
decided on two things on 8 September at its first
meeting after the holiday period. Firstly it intends to
call a meeting with the best meteorologists in Europe
in order to hear their opinions regarding the likeli-
hood of abnormal weathcr conditions in the next few
years. Naturally, no one can make any definite state-
ments on this question. I7e are all aware of this. But
we would like to know whether, by means of such
things as satellites, which were hardly used five years
ago, we can predict any possible repetitions of the
weather conditions we have just experienced.
Secondly, the Commission has'decided to set up a
working party with a view to making plans, partly on
the basis of the data collected by this working party,
for coordinated water supplies, not only for agricul-
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ture, but also for industry and normal daily use. Of
course, you can say 'this is all well and good, but what
is happening now ?' All I can say is that the water
supply plan at regional level will from now on be
given priority in our assessment of proposed structural
measures for the EAGGF. !7e have issued instructions
to this effect and I can therefore only say that those
who have plans of this kind which are practically
completed and are awaiting the approval of the
Ministry of Agriculture in the Member State
concerned, stand a good chance of receiving our
blessing on their plans for next year and the coming
years.
Now to the total damage agriculture has suffered. No
exact figures are available, but we are collecting
certain data. All the available data which we feel to be
reliable will be sent to both the Council and Parlia-
ment this winter. I promise to keep you fully
informed about everything that happens in this field. I
think this is Parliament's right and I also feel that we
have a right to hear what Parliament has to say. I can
also assure you that we will keep an eye on the situa-
tion from day to day, in close consultation with the
governments. If we consider we can do something, we
will not hesitate to make every effort we can.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laban to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in this case I think
there is every reason to commend the Commission
and the Council for giving such close attention to the
effects of the drought on food supplies to the citizens
of Eutope, and for reducing the Common Customs
Tariff on several occasions, whenever the situation
called for such reductions, especially in the vegetables
and fruit sector, in which I include potatoes. On the
whole, then, we are satisfied with the measures taken
by the Commission. In fact all our wishes on that
point have been met.
I have several other questions. Mr Lardinois has
described the difficulties anticipated for next year's
beef supplies. I understand that a shortfall of approxi-
mately 500000 tonnes is expected in 1977. I know
that provision can be made to cover this, presumably
by imports from third countries. But suPposing that
this can only be done at higher prices, can Mr Lardi-
nois give any indication of what the increases will
mean for the consumer ? As for milk, I have the
impression that, taken over the whole of the year, the
production figures will be higher than last year's. For
the third quarter, it is estimated in the document we
have received that production will be down by 3'5 to
4 %, but I understand that milk production is now
increasing considerably again. Is this figure still
correct ? The data available on stocks of dried milk
and butter suggest that there will definitely still be a
structural surplus in the dairy sector. Our Group will
therefore 
- 
as I said yesterday 
- 
suPPort all propo-
sals aimed at providing the European Commission
with instruments to work off structual surpluses and
stabilize market supplies. I7e think that such ProPo-
sals should be discussed in this House as soon as
possible.
Potatoes, then, will be available at a more reasonable
price than last year. But can you say, Mr Lardinois,
whether the consumer will be paying less for Potatoes
than last winter and in the spring of this year ? I
should also like to ask you, even though this point is
going to be raised later, to what extent a Community
market regulation for potatoes might have helped to
keep potato prices more stable and to what extent the
distribution of better-quality potatoes might have
better served the interests of consumers. I7e shall be
discussing this in greater detail presently, but I should
like to know what the effect would have been for the
consumer if such machinery had been available.
I should also like to make one point about animal
feedstuffs. Mr Lardinois mentioned various substitutes
for artificially dried feedstuffs, even products zuch as
citrus pulp. The French members of my Group have
asked me to point out that what remains of grapes
once they have been pressed also makes a very good
animal feed.
'We are particularly pleased that special attention is to
be given to the problem of water supplies in the most
vulnerable countries, and that in the longer term the
Council will endeavour to organize programmes
aimed at structural improvements in this area. I
should like to request that the longer term be shor-
tened as much as possible. I would also ask the
Commission to devise programmes for better control
of water supplies as soon as possible, not only for the
agricultural sector but also for drinking water suPPlies.
As far as I could make out, a number of questions put
by 
-y Group were not answered and we would be
interested to know the answers. I should like to ask
how much the consumer organizations and the
Consumers' Consultation Committee have been
involved in the measures taken by the Council and
the Commission to alleviate the difficulties in food
supplies resulting from the drought. There is also the
question'of relief for the farmers affected. My Group
is of the opinion that it should not be given to the
farmers via EEC funds, and would prefer to see these
matters dealt with selectively at national level. The
Commission's task should simply be to ensure that
arrangements are coordinated properly and that the
measures taken fit in with the EEC regulations. In
particular, the Commission should take care that no
iestrictions are imposed on intra-EEC imports and
exports of certain products.
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President 
- 
I call Mr De Koning to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr De Koning. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like
to thank Mi Lardinois for the information he has
given us. I think that the drought this summer is the
most serious calamity suffered by European agricul-
ture in the post-war years, and,that it is therefore most
important that we are holding a public debate about it
here and that Mr Lardinois has outlined the
consequences of this calamity for both producers and
consumers.
I had meant to press for more detailed information on
all these points, but I am pleased to hear that this is
no longer necessary, as Mr Lardinois has promised to
give us more data on the damage done. He has
reported that the Commission has set up a special
team and I think this was a very good move. This is
also clear from the document that was distributed this
morning. !7e will now be able to follow these matters
closely, and I should like to ask Mr Lardinois whether
the team will'continue to function next year, or may
be even for the next two years, as I think that we
should have a source of regular information to keep us
abreast of trends in supplies of rough fodder, develop-
ment in beef prices, and the level of intervention
stocks, and that we should also have an overall picture
of the various relief measures taken in the Member
States. And, last but not leas! we have a special
interest in the development of consumer prices over
the next few months, particularly vegetable and meat
prices.
Before the summer recess and on 9 September this
year the Council adopted a number of measures
proposed by the Commission. I support all of these,
especially the suspension of import duties on some
vegetables and potatoes, but I agree with Mr Lardinois
that we must follow this matter very closely. In the
questions put by the Socialist Group, lettuce is
mentioned as one of the products for which import
duties could be suspended. !7ell, at the beginning of
August we were having to pay astronomical prices for
lettuce, and at the end of the month lettuce was being
withdrawn at auctions again, because it was no longer
-saleable, 
at least not in the Netherlands nor probably
anywhere else either.
I should like to ask Mr Lardinois whether the Council
is considering the possibility of harmonizing transport
subsidies for hay and straw. !7ould the Commission
be prepared to make proposals along these lines ?
This is a matter that would, I think, lend itself to
harmonization between the Member States. I should
also like to ask whether there is any foundation for
the rumours about restrictions on exports of animal
feedstuffs from one Member State to another.
I have another question connected with intervention
on the beef market. On page I I of the Commission
document we received this morning, I was somewhat
surprised to read that with all the purchases by inter-
vention agencies when meat is withdrawn from the
marke! for which aid has been granted for private
storage, the technical limits have r\ow been reached. I
do not quite understand this, for how can that be
reconciled with the only slight increase in the quan-
tity of beef stored, which is only a little higher than
the stocks at the end ol 1975, and what are we going
to do if we are unlucky enough to have a poor
autumn or a late spring, when the intervention supply
might increase considerably ? Is the storage capacity
sufficient, is it technically adequate ?
Mr Martens stated that the market price for beef had
dropped, but Mr Lardinois said that there had also
been a marked decline in quality. Is the Commission
, prepared to adapt the intervention conditions to the
changed situation, especially with regard to the quality
requirements, so that more beef cattle can be offered
for intervention ?
The most important problem is the loss of all or part
of their income by hundreds of thousands of farmers.
Mr Martens' figures are a particularly clear illustration.
These farmers need help, now, and probably next year
too. I agree entirely with Mr Lardinois that the
Member States have the prime responsibility here. It
cannot be otherwise : there are unfortunately still great
differences between the social systems in the different
Member States ; and moreover, Community financing
is virtually impossible. Brrt there is certainly some-
thing the Commission could do. The Commission
should indicate 
- 
and it has the necessary machinery
for this 
- 
where losses of income have been incurred
and aid is required. It should, where possible, exert
pressure on the governments of the Member States to
take suitable measures and check the effectiveness of
the measures taken in individual cases. Here again, I
'fully endorse Mr Lardinois' views.
Finally, a word about the damage suffered by industry.
I refer not only to the processing industries for agricul-
tural products, but also to other industrial plants that
depend on water supplies and have been deprived of
them by the drought, often leading to considerable
losses. I understand that the Commission working
party will devote particular attention to industrial
water supplies in the future. Quite rightly too, after
what has happened this summer.
!7e have learnt a great deal from the drought crisis,
but there are two central points. Firstly, we must give
more thought to the problem of water supplies in the
future. Here the Commission has taken a number of
steps and I hope that they will be successful.
Secondly, it has been made abundantly clear that we
need a strong agricultural policy capable of compen-
sating for large fluctuations in agricultural production
resulting from weather conditions. I hope that in the
future we will be able to maintain our agricultural
policy in this respect and, if necessary, to strengthen it
even further.
(Applause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Since the oral questions 
- 
one to
the Commission and the Council, and the other three
to the Commission 
- 
put by the EPD, the Christian-
Democratic, the Liberal and the Socialist Groups, have
as their common denominator the severe drought
afflicting most regions of the Community to varying
extents and wreaking havoc, they are being debated
simultaneously. As I have iust said, these oral ques-
tions concern the disastrous aftermath of the drought
and its effects on producers 
- 
stock-farmers in parti-
cular 
- 
processors of agricultural produce and also
the consrrmers who will inevitably suffer the repercus-
sions. They refer to the methods to be implemented
in order to offset the consequences of this catastrophe
as far as possible, both now as well as, in the near and
distant future. Those who submitted the questions
have made sensible observations and interesting
suggestions ; moreover, they urge the higher authori-
ties of the Community to take the necessary immed-
iate action, the scale of which should be determined
by that of the catastrophe itself throughout the
Community.
Commissioner Lardinois, for his part, has clarified the
situation and reassured producers and consumers
alike.
Of course, in the face of such pressing needs, some
had to be met immediately and could not wait until
the end of September, the date fixed for drawing up
the bilance-sheet 
- 
which is, admittedly, still provi-
sional, as it is impossible to calculate the losses at the
present stage. Hence the worst-affected Member
States, France in particular, have already taken
measures to provide for imrnediate needs, without yet
knowing how they will fill the gap thus created in
their respective budgets. The time has therefore come
for the higher authorities of the Community to
decide, taking into account both the damage suffered
and the situation of those affected, on the various
types of measures to be implemented and the aid to
be provided to the victims of the catastrophe, with
special emphasis on the more modest among them
who cannot wait.
The Community might decide to assume responsi-
bility for the payment of compensation. This would
seem to be the most rational solution, for isn't this a
catastrophe which affects the Community as a whole,
albeit to varying degrees ? The solidarity which binds
us should in that case hold good. Let us not forget
that the Community budget is made up from the
payments of each one of its Member States.
On the other hand, the Community might decide to
handle compensation payments on a bilateral basis
with each of the Member States afflicted by the
drought. The burden would then be all the heavier to
shoulder since the losses suffered would be greater
and recovery would be more difficult. In the latter
case, any decision on joint responsibility for the finan-
cial burden should at least be taken immediately, coor-
dinating the Community's contribution with that
already made or still to be made by each of the
distressed countries in order to ensure equitable
compensation. That is essential. Things should and
perhaps could have been made easier if attention had
been given from the start to the motion for a resolu-
tion, tabled by myself on behalf of the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats, on measures to be taken
in order to counteract the negative effects of the
drought. This motion was presented during the
plenary sitting on 18 June 1976 and, since debate by
urgent procedure was at that time refused, was referred
to the Committee on Agriculture. The latter eventu-
ally upheld my observations and adopted the motion
after two meetings, making a few small additions to it
and appointing me rapporteur.
In order to lose no time, our Committee was
instructed to make an oral report, which I delivered
on 8 July at the plenary sitting. After a lengthy debate
the motion for a resolution was adopted and, along
with the rest of us, went on holiday. Consequently, I
cannot help but feel gratified at the consensus of
opinion expressed by the tabling of four oral ques-
tions which, with slight variations, take up the ideas
contained in last June's motion for a resolution.
The June motion did nevertheless contribute towards
an awareness for the problem, and this gave rise to a
few partial measures, in particular intervention in the
beef and veal sector. Since June, the effects of the
drought have unfortunately been extended to regions
which had been unaffected until then.
Speaking time is limited, I had the opportunity of
speaking at length on this subject on 8 July and, in
any case, the previous speakers have introduced all the
useful details into this debate which we resume today,
so I need not elaborate any further. Therefore, with
regard to the particular point concerning the exten-
sion of the suspension of the Common Customs
Tatiff for vegetables such as peas and beans called for
by some of our colleagues, I shall merely draw their
attention to the fact that these vegetables ate
frequently included in crop contracts involving thou-
sands of hectares and prices which are guaranteed and
agreed upon in advance by the producers and the
food-processing industries. The suspension of customs
duties without compensation for the interested parties
would deal a mortal blow to the contractual agricul-
tural policy so strongly advocated by the Member
States and the Community authorities, since it might
discourage many producers who have followed the
advice given to them, undertaken reconversion opera-
tions and turned towards the production of vegetables
in short supply 
- 
a shortage also felt in the food-pro-
cessing industries, some of which have huge deficits
this year.
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Lastly, let me insist, as I did in June and in July, on
the need to introduce a sound water policy capable of
counterbalancing the effects of drought and those of
the floods by which it is sometimes followed, as was
the case a few days ago in the region which I repre-
sent in the French Parliament.
(Altplause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on
behalf of the European Conservative Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Sir, I must first say that the
way in which these debates on oral questions are
being organized really tempts every group to put
down a question, in order to have a speaker in the
first flight. We have heard two speakers from almost
every group excePt my own until now.
I would like to thank Commissioner Lardinois for his
long and exhaustive speech on this matter. He has
cleared up an awful lot of problems with facts and
figures and I am very grateful to him. I am also
grateful to him for the balance he maintained in his
speech, in so far as there was no panic in his
summing up of the situation, on behalf of either the
farmer or the consumer. The reassurance he gave to
people throughout the Community concerning the
level of their food supplies for this coming winter was
very gratifying.
Nevertheless, it is true, as he said himself and ai many
speakers have said, that in various parts of the
Community, and certainly in my country, some
farmers have been extremely hard hit. There is no
doubt about this. rUTe all know this and there is no
point in my repeating it. But I must say that, when he
was talking about the average loss of income by
farmers throughout the Community, I think he wasjust a little over-sanguine, because the information
that I have for the agricultural industry in my country
is that there will be a drop in income of between
f 300 million and t 400 million below last year. That
is a very considerable loss. These are the most
accurate figures I could get: they date from 8
September, and and are quoted in Tbe Times as well.
And in the UK we shall lose about 2 million tons of
wheat and barley, about 2 Vz million tons of potatoes,
2ll: million tons of sugar-beet and well over 100
million gallons of milk. That is entirely over and
above what will need to be imported into the United
Kingdom this winter to compensate for the lack of
fodder and feed which unhappily exists in my country
and, I think, in yours too, Mr President. So the costs
to the farmer are going to be very high indeed. There
is no doubt about that. I think that the loss in real
terms from the drought alone is about ! 30-40 million
in itself. Of course, the Commissioner is quite right in
saying that it is really up to national governments to
take measures to deal with this situation, but I would
like the Commissioner to send us a paper stating
exactly what is being done by the various national
governments. I think I know what my government is
thinking about, although it is not taking any action at
the moment. I know what they are doing in France, as
I have been going around the drought areas in France
and I have heard what is being done. But I would like
to see how all this compares in the various countries.
I was very grateful to hear about the suspension of the
various duties on vegetables. But I have a problem
here, Mr President, and that is that there is a certain
unfairness in this particular proposal. The proposals
for suspension of duties up to the various dates 
-October, November and so on 
- 
on the vegetables
imported into the Community apply to fresh and to
chilled vegetables: they do not apply to frozen vegeta-
bles. There are certain companies in my country who
import frozen vegetables and these are going to be
unfairly discriminated against in this instance. I hope
the Commissioner will look into this matter. One
particular firm that I have in mind is the firm called
Bejam, which operates just outside London : to judge
from the correspondence I have here, there is
certainly going to be unfair discrimination against
them.
Turning to the problems our farmers are facing at the
moment over this loss of income, one of the immed-
iate solutions which we must insist upon and talk
about 
- 
and we talked about it last night in the
debate on the budget 
- 
is for the green pound to be
devalued and I do not think there is any disagreement
about this between the Commissioner and myself and
probably most of our colleagues in the House. Twen-
ty-six per cent, Mr President, is the gap bet'rveen the
green pound and the currency at the moment. This is
intolerable and cannot be allowed. Apart from the
effect it has on the MCA's and the total of the
EAGGF and so on, it is intolerable burden that our
farmers in the United Kingdom are carrying and
something must be done about it. Of course, it cannot
be completely wiped away immediately, but every
kind of pressure must be brought by this Housc, by
the Commission, to get my government to start
reducing the green pound. The reason for this can
easily be seen in the deprivation which some of our
farmers and a lot of the farming industry are going to
have to suffer because of the drought. And so, there-
fore, I would like to see a maximum devaluation of
5 0/o now, another 5 o/o in 2 or 3 months' time and
5 0/o later on. I would like to see us back to a mere
7 o/o difference. This will not increase consumer
prices: if you devalue by one fifth, you only increase
consumer prices by a half per cent, and this is not
very much.
I accept what Mr Lardinois is doing. I hope he will be
able to do more, particularly as regards national
schemes and grid systems for water. I hope that he
will look into this question of the green pound and
that he will not be too sanguine that the farming
community in my country is going to be able to see
this winter through without a great deal of difficulty.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Hunault.
Mr Hunault. 
- 
(F) Mr President, taking the floor
after my colleagues, Mr Cointat and Mr Liogier, with
whose observations I wholeheartedly agree, I should
like to draw the Commission's attention to four
points.
Firstly, it is important to promote the development of
regional plans for practical aid in the agricultural
sector which are suited to the needs of present and
foreseeable trends. It would be advisable for the appro-
priations of the Guidance Section of the EAGGF to
be increased so that it can complement the action of
the Regional Fund.
Secondly, I should like to draw attention to the special
case of young farmers. They haye to repay loans
which they contracted in order to finance substantial
investments undertaken in accordance with Commu-
nity directives. Therefore, ds this is the third cons€cu-
tive year during which agricultural incomes have
dropped, they find themselves in a hopeless situation.
That is why special measures in their interests would
be particularly welcome.
Thirdly, farmers are deeply concemed by the effects
of the droughi on 'animal feedingstuffs during the
winter months. The necessary measures must there-
fore be introduced in order to guarantee stock-farmers
plentiful supplies of low-priced good quality products.
Farmers are not beggars and they ask for one thing
only, namely that the Community policy aimed at
guaranteeing them a normal income be implemented.
Fourthly and lastly, I would like to issue a word of
warning to the Commission. For the first time in my
eight years as a Member of this House, I have detected
doubts among farmers, and especially among young
farmers as to the effectiveness. 
- 
and indeed the
usefulness 
- 
of the European Communiry. This is
something new to which I believe it is my dury to call
attention, especially that o( the Commission. In my
view, this is a serious development as regards the vital
interests not only of the farmers, but also , of the
Community. Yesterday we heapd a debete on the
direct election of the Members of the European Parlia-
ment ; many spoke in favour and ottters against.
lfhile not wishing to support the latrer, I,ask myself
how we can convince the voters of tomorrow and, in
particular, the farmers, if the necessary measures are
not taken. Nevertheless, I put my trust in the Commis-
sion where this is concerned.
,,,,
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lemoine.
Mr Lemoine. 
- 
(F) Mr President, everyone here is
aware that the problenn which we are debating is
seriousi It concerns the situation of millions of fami-
lies in the Community and involves the present state
of agriculture, of farmers' incpmes and their plight.
Agricultural production is an essential conrponeni in
the economies of most of our countries and an impor-
tant element in the maintenance of the employment
level in the agricultural sectors upstream and down-
stream of production itself. It also involves the
Community's food supply and is essential role in the
world food situation. It has long since become obvious
that the prices fixed last spring by the Commission
would not make it possible to bridge the gap in
farmers' incomes which has particularly widened over
the past two years. Not only did farmers' incomes fail
to follow a growth curve equal to that of comparable
groups of workers, but their purchasing power fell
despite substantial efforts in investment and modemi-
zation which, for hundreds of thousands of family
holdings, has often meant incurring large debts. In
spite of the promises made here by the Commission
or by the governments of our countries, and with infla-
tion playing its part, we have witnessed a weakening
of the purchasing power of farmers for the third
consecutive year. ddded to this, a large part of Europe
has since June been afflicted with drought which has
resulted in disaster for holdings and farmers in certain
regions. I shall not dwell on this, since the grim after-
math of this calamity has already been stressed. There
is no doubt that this summer's drought will leave a
deep impression on the agricultural economy and its
consequences will assume greater and more serious
proportions because it has appeared after two consecu-
tive years during which farmers' incomes have fallen
and has therqfore struck an agriculture lacking of
reserves and heavily in debt.
I7hile it is true that in the vast drought-stricken areas
there is a downward trend in practically all types of
agricultural production 
- 
this is true of cereals as a
whole and also of dairy produce, sugarbeet and vegeta-
bles 
- 
the hardest hit and most seriously threatened
sector is that of stock-farming, a sector which provides
60 o/o of. agricultural income in our country. Produc-
tion costs have risen sharply because of the substantial
increase in the price of feedingstuffs and of cattle and
also because of all that farmers have had to purchase
for their animals. The big American companies have a
lot to answer for as regards this increase, on the
subiect of which neither the Commission nor our
political leaders have uttered a_word.
It is not only the stock-farmers' income lor 1976
which is jeopardized, but also the livestock as an item
of.,capital investment since the repercussions of the
losses suffered by this sector will inevitably be felt for
a number of years.
The adverse effects of the drought have not been palli-
ated as would have been possible 
- 
particularly in
France, but also elsewhere 
- 
if agriculture had had
extehsive means of mobilizing water resources. They
have revealed the short-sightedness of governments as
regards water supply and this negligence has had
Efave consequences for agriculture and the environ-
rhent. They also show the shortcomings in the aid to
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be given to farmers struck by the drought. The
drought is today used as an argument to replace that
of petrol in order to justify, especially in France,
appeals for sacrifice and the introduction of a super-
tax. In the present circumstances, it is essential to
implement the emergency measures necessary to safe-
guard the production potential of agriculture and the
level of agricultural incomes. Help must be given
immediately to farmers affected by the drought if we
want to avoid seriously compromising the Commu-
nity's food supply. Providing such help is, of course,
up to the national governments and, in this context,
we see here that those who have often proposed to
help the farmers have, along with the French govem-
ment, denied them all real help over a period of three
months.
The drought victims be aided without delay. The
Communist party and its parliamentary group in my
country have put forward specific proposals to this
end as regards the form this aid should take and how
it should be financed.
First of all, the springboard for action should be the
budget of the State, which dodges the issues to
compensate the farmers adequately, whereas it often
makes millions available without hesitation to help
the big capitalist companies.
Then, a special financial contribution should be levied
on the financial reserves of the big oil or chemical
products bombines and also on those of the industrial
and commercial enterprises who have made substan-
tial profits thanks to the drought and the heat wave.
Finally, as a third financial source, we propose a levy
on the total financial contribution of our country to
the EAGGF. In our view, this proposal is iustified by
the fact that the European Community has up to now
provided little aid and that, in addition, the EAGGF
will not have to see to the disposal of substantial
surpluses outside our Community in 1976-77 : cereals,
sugar and, no doubt, even dairy products, as Mr Lar-
dinois implicitly admitted yesterday morning. In this
way part of the sums earmarked for the financing of
exports of surplus produce 
- 
which the drought has
substantially reduced or caused to be used up 
-should be made available to our country with a view
to aiding its drought-stricken agriculrure. These, Mr
President, were the few observations which I wanted
to make in this important debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Marras.
Mr Marras. @ Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, iudging from the map which has been
distributed to us, Italy would seem to be one of the
least drought-stricken Member States. In fact, by a
strange meteorological quirk, Southern ltaly, normally
the most arid part of our country, has been unaffected
b1'the drought.
I live on an island, Sardinia, which is traditionally very
dry, and as far as I can remember we have never had
as much rain there as during this spring and summer.
The weather can play strange tricks. Nevertheless, the
part of Italy affected by this carastrophe, the Po Valley
and the North, is, agriculturally speaking, the richest
in the country, accommodating a vast proportion of
the livestock, and during recent months it has faced
the same problems as those encountered by farmers in
Frgnce, Benelux, the United Kingdom and other
Member States.
Furthermore, the chronically poor level of stock-
breeding, and of Italian agriculture in general, is well
known to all. Consequently, even in comparison with
other countries, the drought has weighed heavily on
our farmers, especially on account of the difficulties in
supplies of feedingstuffs and the high cost of these
products. !7e know that action has been taken, and
the Commission for Agriculture has today again
confirmed the suspension of import duties on feeding-
stuffs. However, the problem is far from solved, and
full backing must be given to all national and 
-where applicable 
- 
Community measures aimed at
compensating to some extent for the huge losses
incurred by the farmers.
Both Commissioner Lardinois and Mr Cointat
referred to the setting-up of a kind of permanent
relief fund against natural disasters. I would rerhind
the Commissioner and honourable Members in the
other Groups that a fund of this kind has been in
existence for some years in Italy, namely the Solidarity
Fund against Natural Calamities, which works quite
well, although it is generally affected by budgetary
'difficulties. The Community institutions might do
well to study this Italian model carefully, in order to
obtain some ideas for similar Community-based
measures.
Finally, Mr President, the subject which we are
debating, that of disasters and of damage to the land,
brings to mind 
- 
as has already been stated here
today 
- 
the continuing scourge which is ravaging a
fertile region of my country, Friuli : the scourge of
earthquakes.
Mention has been made on several occasions in this
House of the plight of people who have known no
peace of mind for five months, and whose nervous
system has been sorely tried. lVhat is built today may
very well collapse tomorrow. The Community has
already taken action and one wonders to what use that
material and financial help has been put. It might be
a good idea for our Parliament to send a delegation to
the area, both to show its solidariry with the people,
and to check on how Community and national ,aid is
being used. I put this idea to Parliament. As for the
Commission and the Council, I hope that they,will
look at possible new ways of helping the Friuli region.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak on a
point of order.
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Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, could you tell
us what your intentions are concerning this debate
and the rest of today's programme ?
President. 
- 
You are aware that there is a very long
agenda to be gone through today. That being so,
unless there are objections, I would suggest that we
finish this debate rapidly 
- 
there are not many more
speakers left 
- 
before adjourning for lunch.
I call Lady Fisher.
Lady Fisher of Rednal. 
- 
Mr President, I shall try
not to delay the House too long. !7hat pleased me
perhaps most of all this morning was Mr Lardinois'
observation that the consumers in Europe will, as far
as he can judge, be able to have sufficient food
supplies despite shortages that might arise from the
drought. It would be helpful if Mr Lardinois could
state that he is confident that there will be no severe
food shortages. This will help to protect the consumer
more than he may realize. The fact that somebody
says there has been a drought, and there is therefore
some kind of shortage, automatically puts up the price
of all agricultural commodities. A general point of
view is rbgistered that the price must go up because of
a shortage. I think what we heard from Mr Lardinois
this morning was that there might be some shortages
but they would not all be too severe. If he could spell
that out, I think he would be doing consumers a gteat
service.
I appreciate, as a consumer, that there will be some
hardship for individual farms in the Community. But
having said that, I think there will also be very great
hardship for individual consumers in the Community
if they are not protected from high prices. I think any
politician who faces a group of consumers 
- 
and I
don't know whether Mr Lardinois ever finds himself
in this position 
- 
is immediately confronted with a
barrage of questions about the high prices of food in
the Community. I am not speaking only of consumers
in Great Britain. I know that pensioners in Germany
fire the same questions at their politicians, that the
French have this same problem. All politicians seem
to have thrust at them, whatever they try to do, is the
problem of the high cost of food in the Community.
And,' if the drought is used as another excuse for
putting up food prices, the politicians will again be
faced with trying to find answers to these questions.
Therefore I would ask Mr Lardinois to speak loudly
and clearly to the press and the other media, in order
to fight the rumours that can so easily arise on
possible shortages. I go along with him in saying
there should be some reserves, but reserves should not
be taken off the market iust to create a shortage in
supplies and exploit the consumer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Carpentier.
Mr Carpentier. 
- 
(fl Mr President, quite frequently
during men's lives events occur which are beyond
their control. Such is the case of drought.
Quite naturally, everyone 
- 
both at national and at
Community level 
- 
is tempted to act as the
champion of the farmers affected by the drought.
In my opinion, this is perhaps a little too easy some-
times and we ought to try somehow to speak the
language of wisdom and reason. There is no doubt
therefore that the effects of the drought, multiple
though these may be, sbould not be dramatized, but
neither should they be underestimated.
Mr Lardinois, you went to France during the summer
- 
to Normandy, if my memory serves me correct 
-in order to fudge for yourself the havoc wrought upon
farmers by the drought. I am therefore sure that you
assessed the full extent of the damage done.
The Member States have subsequently introduced
measures. Those taken in France are considered
inadequate, which is true, but it is not Parliament's
task to judge this. If the Community can really help
those who have been hard hit by this drought, and, in
this connection I wholeheartedly agree with the state-
ments made by Mr Hunault, who has set out the
problem perfectly, I feel that this aid should above all
be selective. If it has not yet been done, an exact a
census as possible should be organized of all the
drought victims throughout the Community. It could
prove a difficult task, but it must be undertaken if we
are to avoid proceeding by guesswork and giving over-
generous assistance to those who may not deserve it or
who, at any rate, have not been affected by the
drought.
I would like to raise a second point briefly, Mr Presi-
dent, since it is valid under the circumstances. Such
action as the Community may take should be
intended for the small and medium-sized family hold-
ings, for it is the small-scale farmers who are hardest
hit by this situation. They must be catered for first,
especially those who have contracted loans. If Commu-
nity aid is to be introduced, priority must be given to
them.
That is all I wanted to add to the debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens.
Mr Martens. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
express my appreciation of the way in which Mr Lardi-
nois has outlined the situation, and more particularly
of all that the Commission has done ever since ihe
drought began. \7e have seen that it is following the
situation closely, and it has assured us that it will
continue to do so. I can only welcome this. I asked to
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speak merely so that I could put a few things right.
The interest payable on bridging loans in Belgium is
still 3 to 4 70. These interim loans are granted selec-
tively, and at least 50 % of the farmer's land must be
under fodder crops if he is to be considered for any
aid. That is rather a fine toothcomb, and we have tried
to find a solution which would avoid the preparation
of individual dossiers, since I can assure Mr Carpentier
that, if there were to be individual dossiers, it would
be two years before anything was achieved. Immediate
solutions, on the other hand, become possible if
efforts are made to compile as much general data as
possible.
One remark about beef prices; the figure I mentioned
was 85 o/o of the target price. At the moment,
however, the cost price of one kilo of beef produced
with fodder concentrate is 70 to 80 Bfrs 
- 
i.e. about
l5 7o more than the target price 
- 
and in the present
circumstances the inevitable result will be that more
cattle will be slaughtered than before. The figures for
Belgium 
- 
and these are fairly complete 
- 
show
that, in July this year, only 4 oh more animals were
slaughtered than in the previous year. In Augusg
however, the figure had already risen to 18 %. Slaught-
ering really is thus going on on a large scale, and
unless these farmers'are helped or given aid, I do fear
that more and more animals will be slaughtered. I am
sorry the answer about prices in 1977-1978 was not
clearer 
- 
the situation is clear enough. 1974 was a
bad year, 1975 was better and 1976 will again be bad.
The farmers have no choice but to borrow. Just tell
me where they are to find the money to repay these
loans. Apart from that, further capital expenditure is
required, for instance for the conversion of pasture
land and the purchase of sprayers. I was once told by
an old farmer'No-one loses more moncy than a poor
person' 
- 
and this is the situation many of our
specialized farms have now landed'in. These farms
carry very heavy capital charges, and they have to
keep on investing more and more 
- 
and if there is
no prospect of a satisfactory income in the years to
come, I can well understand why many of them are
hesitant about taking up yet another loan. I would
very much welcome an answer on this matter.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois, lllember of tbe Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, so many questions have been asked that
I must indeed take up some. of your time: However, {
shall attempt to be as brief as possible, partly because
I can refer to the documents that have been supplied
to Parliament.
Firstly Mr Laban's question. There will in fect be
more milk in 1976 than in 1975. But if we take the
milk price year from I April to I April, then the pros-
pects are that we shall have rather, less milk. I7e esti.
mate this decrease at about I 0/o, but it could be
l'5 o/o or 0'5 %. !7e certainly do not expect any shor-
tage of beef before 1977, although we do expect .a
drop in production. This is because the, normal c1rcle
in this sector has been accentuated by the drought.
This year we had expected less beef 
- 
5 % less than
last year. But because of the drought this figure will
perhaps be only 2 or 2.5 %. On the basis of our long.
term planning we had expected a drop in production
in 1977 ol 3 o/o compared with 1976. Now we expect
production to be down by 60/o, because this year's
extra output will not be repeated next year. This does
not, however, mean ,thqt consumer prices will be
unusually high, since with figures at this sort of level
there is still likely to be sufficient beef available on
world markets. !7hat the situation will be in 1978
remains to be seen. It depends to a large extent on
what happens in other parts of the world, including
the United States. The United States is ehgaged in
making rather drastic cuts in its cattle stocks, vhich
means that the Americans will soon be competing
with us on world markets to buy meat to cover their
own shortage. But I do not expect any great problems
before 1971, especially since we havJ still-betweeh
300 and 350 thousand tonnes of intervention stocks to
be released to the rnarkit, frimarily to the internal
market.
As for potatoes, sp€culation, etc. !flell, .if I could fore-
cast the market in the spring, I could eam ,a fortune
on the futures market, particularly since after I
January I shall no longer be a member of the
Commission. But no-one, knows what will happen.
However,'if my feeling about the state of the magket is
correct, I would expect .far more potatoes to be
imported than last year, particularly since we &cided
so early to guspend the irnport levies, which meanE we
already know that, for erample, the United States'
harvest will be a competitive factor. This is quite
different from taking such measures at the end of the
s€ason, when it is usually too late to really organize
anything. I believe therefore that imports will play an
important 'part in deter,mining the price level in
Europe, and I expect lower prices next spring than we
had this year, despite the fact that we shall produce
fewer potatoes. The fact that people now knoqr there
are other things to eat than iust potatoes also makes a
difference. Fewer potatoes will go to the potato starch
industry and better potatoes from this sector,'will be
supplied to the consumer market. This creates great
problems for the potato industry at a regional level, at
it will suffer from a shortage of raw materials. But it
means exffa supplies for the consumer market. 
,
Now a few words about supplies of drinking water in
the short term. I have already said that I acrord this a
high priority. This winter we Shall gsr the coDsumer
organizatioos involved in this. ,Up to now, frankly, we
have not ihvolved them in our consultations, partly on
account of the holiriay period. However, for my,part at
least, I shall call a special meeting as soon as possible,
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although normally my colleague Mr Scarascia
Mugnozza keeps in touch with the consumer organiza-
tions. But I think this is a sufficiently important
matter for me to contact them directly. Secondly, the
question about the Community's responsibility with
regard to aid. Various other Members also mentioned
this. Mr Liogier talked about it, and so did Mr Carpen-
tier, Mr Radoux and Mr Lemoine. You can rest
assured that the Community takes action where it is
primarily responsible, e.g. to ensure adequate prices
for farmers even where there is a surplus. It is our
duty to act then. An adequate fodder supply, for
example, is another field where we must be prepared
to make sacrifices. But how can we act, for example,
in France, at a time when there are in fact great admi-
nistrative problems and it turns out to be extremely
difficult to get the aid to where it is needed. I must
say that there is a greal temptation to show that the
Community exists.
But it is impossible to take action everywhere and we
have not got the necessary funds to do so. It is
certainly true 
- 
and I should like to emphasize this
point 
- 
that a large part of the available reserves can
be used up this winter. But that does not mean that in
the dairy sector, for example, we shall have to spend
less next year, in 1977, than in 1976 or 1975. Our
budget includes larger appropriations for dairy
farming. \fle shall continue to share the responsibility
to a certain extent, even if this shared responsibility
does not become operative until the spring, which
seems to me to be inevitable in the present circum-
stances. Nonetheless the amount we set aside for this
is increasing, but we also hope that the stocks can be
disposed of, partly by means of shared responsibility.
In brief, you may rest assured that we shall keep you
posted. \7here we reasonably can give help we shall
not hesitate to do so, and in cases of doubt we shall
decide in favour of the farmers who are worst affected.
I thank Mr De Koning, and also Mr Laban and Mr
Martens, for what they said about our efforts in this
field. \(e shall keep this special team in operation
next year, since there will be more and more for it to
do with regard to long-term planning of supplies. I
have come to the conclusion that we can no longer do
without planning in the modern world. The situation
on the world market in agricultural raw materials is
completely different from that in the Sixties, and we
must be able to concentrate our requirements accord-
ingly.
As to subsidies for the transport of hay and straw, we
could in fact have done something about that. !7e
were not sure whether to or not. Probably we could
have granted the subsidies, but on the other hand so
much use was made of army transport and so on that
it became difficult to do anything. If things had been
more straightforward, if for example there had been
any long-term planning, then it would not have been
impossible for the Community to do something.
Happily, however, thinp went well anyway.
I should also like to emphasize that subsidies ought to
be granted for the transport of water in areas where
there is no water available for cattle outside.
The technical facilities for intervention with regard to
beef are in fact limited. Despite the technical diffi-
culties, however, I believe that we shall be able to
fulfil our obligations in the coming months, barring
unforeseen circumstances. If necessary we shall have
to make more tinned meat, but you will appreciate
that we want to avoid this as long as possible since it
is likely to involve extra costs. One often has to weigh
up the technical possibilities against the costs. Theoret-
ically there are no technical difficulties, but from the
cost point of view problems can arise. I do not,
however, expect this to be the most difficult factor
this winter.
I have already answered Mr Liogier's questions in
general terms. I agree with him that too much water
can also cause extensive damage. At the weekend I
was in Central ltaly. There they have had to deal with
more rain in the course of the past month than
normally falls in 
^ 
yeat. You can imagine w'hat enor-
mous damage that rain can cause. The grape harvest
in these areas has been halved; they also expect a very
poor harvest of sunflowers and olives, for example.
The result is, here because of the extremely wet
weather and not because of the drought, that the price
trend for various essential foodsruffs in Italy is
becoming intolerable. This goes for olive oil, for
example, for certain sorts of cheese and for a number
of other producrs. 'We are in contact with the Italian
Government with a view to providing the intervention
agencies in Italy with sufficient quantities of four or
five important products for them to maintain regular
prices for the consumer.
In many respects Italy is a special case with regard to
the consumer market : special products, somewhat
greater distances, and a situation still aggravated by
the import deposit scheme. For this reason there are
always much more speculative developments in Italy.
I have agreed with the Italian Government that
measures should be taken to provide the intervention
agencies regularly with dairy products as well, so that
they can keep the markets under much better control
and make them in this respect more comparable with
those on this side of the Alps.
Mr Scott-Hopkins described the loss of income. It is
true that in many respects there are additional diffi-
culties in the United Kingdom. Although they are no
greater than in the west of France, they are additional
in that a wide range of products have to bc bought at
the same price 
- 
soya products, for instance 
- 
while
the milk and beef priccs have fallen by 30 to 35 %. It
is perfectly understandable that he should link this
with the green pound. This does not mean I think
this is the only decisive factor, since we are both
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aware of the extremely difficult position of the present
British Government with regard to the wage agree-
ments, consumer problems and the various other
problems related to the state of the pound. But I have
often noticed tha! because of the mainly internal diffi-
culties in the agricultural sector, action is frequently
taken too late. It is much better to take less action,
early, than to take a lot of action too late. This is a
major risk, particularly in the livestock sector.
However, I should not like to imply too close a link
between the drought and the pound. The green pound
is, after all, a rather different matter.
I will willingly investigate the position with regard to
frozen vegetables. I must admit that I was completely
unaware of what you told me, and I should be grateful
if you could provide me with details. Then we shall
look into it thoroughly and see if there is anything we
can do. Indeed, this applies to all Members ; if you
feel you have suggestions of your own, or from
consumers or industries, we shall look into them
immediately and see to what extent we can solve
specific poblems.
Now' Mr Hunault's remarks. It is true that young
farmers are a special category. I find it paiiicularly
unfortunate that the Council has still not got around
to studying what the Commission and Parliament
approved more than a yeat ago. We want to give a
special place in our policy to young farmers who have
just started up. I shall take advantage of Mr Hunault's
remarks to remind the Council of its responsibility:
To Lady Fisher I would repeat what I have already
said in writing 
- 
that, as thingp stand at present, the
effects of the drought on the great majority of primary
products in agriculture and on foodstuffs supplies
must not be used as an excuse for further price
increases. I am in complete agreement with her and
would therefore emphasize this. We have reserve
stocks of the major primary products in the Commu-
nity, and access to markets outside the Community, so
this must absolutely not be allowed to happen. There
have admittedly been difficulties in the case of some
minor vegetable products 
- 
I have already told you
about this 
- 
but the difficulties now appear to be less
than we some time ago expected. Moreover, we have
taken additional steps with regard to import duties,
and these apply to Great Britain as well. The import
duties berween Great Britain and the rest of the
Commrlnity are in any case disappearing automati-
cally, and those that remain in force until 1978,will
disappear then too. As far as potatoes are concerned,
we can reasonably expect the, situation to be some-
what quieter than last year, despite the smaller harvest
in large parts.of Germany, France and Great Britain.
tUTe think, however, that the necessary additional
supplies can be organized in time, and that additional
stocks can also be obtained elsewhere in the Commu-
nity. I agree with Lady Fisher. No reserve stocks must
be built up in periods of shortage or in order to create
shortages. That is not and must not be the aim, nor do
we do this. Furthermore, the reserve stocks which we
do have are immediately made available as soon as the
normal price is exceeded. \7e keep these stocks in
order to keep the consumer price as stable as possible.
On the one hand, we build up the reserve stocks
when we feel that the price to the producer is too low,
but we also put them straight back onto the market
when we feel that the consumer is having to pay too
much. This is in fact the basic principle of the whole
market organization. !7e do not use these stocks for
speculation. They are used principally to keep the
consumer price as stable as possible, and they are kept
in order to keep the price to the producer as stable as
possible. This is the basic principle of the common
market, through thick and thin.
I am grateful to Mr Carpentier for his objective
remarks about those who are hardest hit, and I have
already made my views known to him. In reply to Mr
Martens, I agree that the rate of slaughtering has gone
up somewhat, and I said as much in my initial speech.
Mr President, I think I have answered all the speakers.
If I have forgotten anyone, I would ask them to accept
my apologies.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The proceedingp will now be suspended' until 3.00
P.m.
The House will rise.
(The proceedings were suspended dt 1.40 p.m. and
resumed at 3.00 p.m)
IN THE GHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
, 5. Authorization ol' reports
president. 
- 
pursuant to Rule 3g of the Rules of
Procedure, I have authorized the following commit-
tees to draw up reports:
- 
the kgal Affairs Cotnt4iuee:
a report on the compatibility between the manage-
ment commitree and Article 205 of the EEC Treaty.
The Committee on Budgets has been asked for its
opinion ;
- 
the Committee on Eneryy and Researcb: , ,
a report on the need for Community rrieaiures 'as
regards' the risks and costs of the storage of .atomic
waste and of the treatment of nuclear power stations
shut down under the Community energy policy; and
a report on the need for Community measures to
promote research in the field of solar energy 
- 
direct
and indirect action.
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6. Oral Qaestion uith debate: ll{ilh production
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the Oral Question,
with debate, by Mr ftott-Hopkins, on behalf of the
European Conservative Group, to the Commission on
milk production (Doc. 279176):
Can the Commission say what total revenue it expecs
Irom the imposition of a levy on liquid milk delivered to
dairies, by what amount it is estimated sales of milk
products would thereby drop, and what revenue it expects
from the levy on vegetable oils and fats ?
In view of strong medical opinion regarding harmful
cholesterol levels, what effect will this levy have on
consumption ? What will be the effect on the level of
milk production of the non-delivery premia, bearing in
mind that a 36 cow herd can be eliminated, and will not
the cessation of subsidies in the milk sector mean an
arest to modernization and development of a vital
section of the farming industry ?
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, I think the
timing of this oral question is really very strange. It is
certainly no part of my brief to criticize what
happened yesterday, but you will remember that we
had a debate requested by the Socialist Group on the
imposition of a levy on vegetable oil. It seems strange
that that was allowed, when we had on the agenda a
debate on milk production which, if one reads the
question, also concems vegetable oils. At the same
time, the whole Commission proposal has been
through the committee.
The purpose of my group in putting this question
down was to try to elicit from the Commissioner
exactly what was in the back of his mind, because we
are going to have to make up our minds collectively
as to whether proposals from the Commission are
going to deal with the question of surplus in the milk
sector. Until one has a little more information to go
on, it will be very difficult to do that. Since these prop-
osals were put forward earlier in the summer we have
had the drought. !7e had the debate this morning
which set out the problems that exist for the dairy
farmers and, quite obviously, before the Commis-
sioner can think of bringing in the actual regulation,
the proposals in his document for dealing with the
milk situation, hp will have to consider very carefully
the question of timing, because the dairy industry is
staggering at the moment under the effects of this
severe drought.
I shall concentrate my remarks on three points. The
first point which is absolutely essential to make is that
there is controversy as to whether the proposal from
the Commission concerning vegetable oil fats is or is
not against GATT. The United States, the French and,
I believe, several people in my country are unhappily
under the conviction that the proposals from the
Commissioner are contrary to the regulations of
GATT. Now if this is so, it means the most unholy
row in GATT. It will be the second time that the
Americans have felt that we in the Community are
breaking our agreements. The first, as you remenlber,
was when there was the compulsory levy on skimmed
milk and on various vegetable oils, and particularly
soya beans. If this particular Commission proposal is
considered to be against the GATT agreement as well,
then I think the Commissioner really is going to have
to think again. !7e want that clarified and that is the
first point.
The second point is one that was raised by my noble
friend Lord Reay in yesterday's debate on this parti-
cular vegetable oil issue. IThat is the position with
regard to the developing countries ? I know he said in
his reply that he thought that there would be very
little diminution of imports from the developing courr-
tries. Frankly, I do not believe him. He also said he
was going to send figures to the relevant committee,
which is the Committee on Development and Cooper-
ation, concerning what he thought would be the effect
of these measures on the level of trade with the deve-
Ioping countries. But I would only say this to him on
this particular point: it is no good putting a levy on
and saying you are going to channel the money back
into the developing countries for their use, if at the
same time you are in point of fact going to cut the
export of those particular products upon which these
developing countries depend. Now it may well be that
the Commissioner is quite convinced, and has sterling
evidence to show that this will not happen. If so, then
perhaps he will be kind enough to tell us that today.
My third point, which is the main one, concerns the
whole overall approach towards milk production. !7e
know we have a surplus throughout the Community.
I7e know that because of the drought this surplus is
going to be cut back and that the various measures
announced today are going to help bring down the
various stockpiles that we have, certainly that of
skimmed milk. I7e know also that there is probably
going to be a fairly even balance between production
and consumption of liquid milk during this winter.
The Commissioner assured us this morning that, from
the consumer's point of view, there was no need for
anxiety. Nevertheless, the undedying trend, I fear, is
that we are still moving into positions where there
will be surpluses created in 1977, given normal condi-
tions. Obviously one has to support the Commissioner
in his attempts to deal with this imbalance. I said
when I began that it will be a question of delicate
timing as to when he does what. But what, obviously,
he must very much bear in mind is that when dealing
with the imbalance in the milk sector it would be
utterly wrong to penalize the consumer. The Commis-
sioner says in his document and in his speeches that
the levy is going to go on liquid milk at the dairy, and
he expects that to be passed on to the consumer as far
as butter is concerned. Therefore 
- 
and that is the
reason 
- 
he is going to put a levy onto vegetable oils
to even things up, and this will be equivalent to that
which is being put on liquid milk.
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Hence there will be no imbalance between the price
of butter and the price of vegetable oil 
- 
in other
words, margarine 
- 
they are going to be in balance.
This is what he said. But, if this is so, if the price is
going to be passed on to the consumer, through the
dairy, where the levy is imposed, how is the producer
affected ? He is not going to suffer a reduction in the
money that he is getting for his liquid milk. It could
happen in my country, because of the system of
marketing we have, but I do not see it happening in
the rest of the Community. Unless he can explain to
us how the producer of liquid milk is going to pay a
penalty (because that is what it is) at some time in the
future, because of over-production of milk, and not
the consumer, then I do not see the point of this parti-
cular measure, which is the reason, the casus belli, lot
putting a levy on vegetable oils. He really must square
these two arguments up. At the moment I would say
frankly that he has not done so, and I am sure that in
his reasoning there must be something which I have
left out, something which I have not understood. But
I would beg of him, where there is a case 
- 
as there
will be, probably next year 
- 
for trying to reduce the
level of liquid-milk production, let there be
co-responsibility in that sector of the farming
industry. \U7hen they accept co-responsibility, they will
also have to accept the price of it. It is those who are
producing, not those who are consuming, Mr Presi-
dent, that should accept this responsibility, and I do
not believe that this is what is happening at the
moment. I said in Question Time yesterday that there
must be a cut-off whereby the levy is paid either by
the producer (which is what I think should happen) or
by the wholesaler, but not by the retailer and the
consumer. If this can be done, then I, and, I am sure,
my group, will support his efforts to try and get this
imbalance corrected, but I would like an answer to
those questions.
(Altltlausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois, lllenber of tbe Cotnmission, 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, Mr Scott-Hopkins has put a number of
supplementary questions with regard to the measures
in the milk sector, which I shall gladly answer. First,
there is no doubt in my mind, nor in the minds of
the whole Commission or the Commissioners who are
directly responsible for relations with GATT, that our
proposal for a levy on vegetable oil and fats is entirely
compatible with the letter and the spirit of GATT.
\fhy ? Because in this proposal for an additional levy
on the consumer there is no discrimination between
imported oils and fats and those produced within the
Community. Thus the Member States are completely
free in this respect. That is so even where these
consumer levies are excessive, as I said yesterday, for
example in respect of table-wine. Even levies of 500
or 500 0/o are still compatible with the regulations of
GATT and unfortunately even with the regulations of
the Community, which goes even further in the fields
of integration, and free trade than does GATT. There
can be no doubt about that, and if the Americans
maintain the contrary, then they are using arguments
'pour les besoins de la cause', as the French say. Our
American friends have a regrettable tendency to take
any opportunity to belly-ache about the Community's
agricultural policy even when there is no more than a
possibility of their exports' suffering a slight setback.
That is a typical American reaction which we need
not take seriously. Some of you are perhaps aware that
I was in California during the summer recess. I spent
a great deal of time discussing the soya-bean problem
and heard a number of valid arguments from the
Minister of Agriculture, who was also there, and from
representatives of the trade and of other ministries
who were present.
And the statements made in private on this matter
have a different ring about them from those made in
public a fortnight or a month before elections are due
to take place. Secondly, I am convinced that the levy
we are proposing 
- 
I announced certain details about
it yesterday and do not wish to go over it again 
- 
will
not have any adverse effect on the overall trade of the
developing countries in these products. Our aim is to
avert a worsening of the situation.
Now Mr Scott-Hopkins said quite rightly that he has
always understood that the proposed levy on the raw
material for butter, namely milk, is paid by the
producer and not passed on to the consumer. That is
fair, that is our intention, but we must also be honest
with one another. It is also to a certain extent just a
piece of theory, because, of course, this levy will consti-
tute part of the cost of producing milk. It is part of
the cost even though we do not agree that these costs
can be passed on. Our view is that they cannot be
passed on to the consumer. They are not costs like
other costs which can be added up and passed on.
That cannnot be allowed. But in the overall assess-
ment of prices and other costs components they will
of course have an indirect effect. You know that every
year we hold a discussion about cost increases and the
public authorities are naturally quite right, especially
for a surplus product, to try to underestimate rather
than overestimate cost components ; but when an
important cost component crops up which cannot be
passed on this naturally influences the assessment of
overall costs, the other normal costs. But he is right.
This is not regarded as a cost component which can
be passed on because there is then a loss, but it does
have an indirect effect and, in point of fact, politically
speaking, it has an enormous effect.
To say, to the detriment of milk-producers, that they
must not count this among their costs, while marga-
rine producers are totally exempt from a whole cluster
of cost components which affect milk, is, I am afraid,
to take an unbalanced view. The primary cornmodities
for the margarine industry can enter the Community
free of levies and custom duties; there are no tariffs
and no levies on them; but if you are producing milk
in the Community, the primary commodity which
competes with the primary commodity of the marga-
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rine industry, you start paying levies on cereals, and
you do not get those cereals at world-market prices.
Under our system levies normally have to be paid.
The same applies to all your means of production. If
you buy a tractor you must pay import duty. Is that
not true ? And so it goes on.
All products which a milk-producer uses to produce
his milk are protected in one way or another. And
even when he has his end-product, milk, it is not
protected against the basic product with which it must
compete. Hence to add another burden in the form of
this levy in connection with co-responsibility, without
applying the same treatment to the primary products
for margarine, would in my view be to penalize this
product unfairly.
There are o[ course arguments on the other side.
\U7hen I say that the raw material for margarine enters
the Community totally exempt from custom duties
and levies and that milk is produced with entirely
protected products it must also be remembered that
we do not grant a subsidy to the raw material for
margarine but do grant enormous aid through the
farm fund to the sale of dairy products and so on, on
the markets of third countries, with export refunds,
special projects in the Community, etc. So there are
arguments on the other side. But they are few in
number. That is what this whole discussion ii all
about. The national governments and the Ministers of
Finance say in particular that we cannot continue to
run up this bill for milk in order to balance it up with
the margarine industry. Production, however, must be
limited somehow. And that will not be easy. \7e shall
then be in a situation in which these factors of
balance will play a more important role.
I hope that with this statement I have given the
House,.and in particular the Member who asked one
or two very pertinent questions, a clear outline of the
background to this whole matter. I think that on the
whole I have answered his questions. It is true that
this winter no milk surpluses are expected, but the
structural problem remains. We cannot therefore
simply shelve these plans. My personal view is 
- 
and
we still have to discuss this in the Commission 
-that we cannot start imposing the co-responsibility
levy until next spring. It would, however, be advisable
to take a decision on it in the coming months. The
date of entry into force must not coincide with the
particularly hard months ahead this winter. The levy
must be introduced, but not until production has
returned to normal, even if all the effects of the
drought have not been fully overcome.
I therefore believe that this measure cannot be intro-
duced until the spring of next year. So we shall be
losing a few months and the consequent effe,ct on our
budget will not be negligible, but we hope that this
loss will be compensated by lower milk production
this winter compared to last winter
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laban to speak op.behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I do not think that
we are making very efficient use of the time available
to this Parliament. I had expected of such a knowled-
geable and worthy Member of Parliament as Mr Scott-
Hopkins that he would discuss these matters in the
Committee on Agriculture, where he had every oppor-
tunity to put questions to Mr Lardinois and his assis-
tants. This need not then have come up on the
agenda today. But for the sake of completeness I
would add that this also applies to a Sreat extent to
the debate we held yesterday. Next Monday a draft
report on this whole package, which is already in Mr
Scott-Hopkins's possession, is due to be presented by
Mr De Koning and it will then be debated in Mr
Lardinois' presence. Mr Scott-Hopkins knows what
the Committee on Agriculture's general attitude is to
the complete cessation of investment aid to the dairy
sector : we have definite views on the matter. It will
have to be discussed again in October if this question
appears on the agenda and I am afraid that everything
may have to be repeated all over again.
Now that the matter is on the agenda, however, I
should like to ask Mr Lardinois to give more details
on certain points, and I wish to make a comment on a
matter he touched upon. It apears from the data
submitted to us by the Commission that a I o/o lery
on milk would yield l40m u.a., and yesterday Mr
Lardinois said that the levy on vegetable oils and fats
would have a neutralizing effect. But how are we to
understand this ? Does he mean that if the levy on
milk were I o/o Lor example, and yielded l40m u.a.,
the levy on vegetable oils and fats as he understands it
- 
though I doubt whether it will ever be effectively
imposed 
- 
will also yield l40m u.a. or does he mean
that it will also be I o/o.' I should appreciate some clar-
ification on that point.
In addition, though we shall go into this in greater
detail in October and in Committee, I am somewhat
uneasy about Mr Lardinois' remark that the levy can
obviously not be passed on. He went on to say that in
the assessment of prices and other components in the
dairy sector this.item would, however, continue to
play a part. That means that the burden of the milk
levy will again be shifted on to the consumer. I would
regard that as totally unjust. The price increases
aclopted by the Council in the milk sector are much
higher, as Mr Lardinois himself admits, than he
intended or s,as intended by many Members of this
Parliament. This coupled with the practically unlim-
ited interventi'on arrangements, is responsible for the
large surpluses with which we are confronted. These
supiluses are ultimately financed, aia the Member
States' contributions, by the taxpayer, i.e., by the
consumer. If this milk levy is somehow being passed
on indirectly to the consumer we strongly obiect to it
iq advance. I hope that you will be able to provide
somg clarification on this point.
(Altplause)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr Scott-Hopkins's question may
be thought premature, since no specific proposals
have yet been submitted by the Commission on the
problern of introducing .a co-responsibility levy on
liquid milk supplied to dairies. Nor has it made any
precise proposal regarding a levy on vegetable oils and
fats.
The only information we had was the Commission's
programme of action designed to bring the milk
market gradually into equilibrium. In this programme.
of action the Commission gives us only a general
outline of the proposals that will probably be made
and our dicusssion therefore has to be confined to
general principles.
The purpose of the first part of Mr Scott-Hopkins's
question seems to be to induce the Commission to
disclose certain details about its proposals relating not
to the content of the measures but to the effects they
will have on Community resources and sales of milk
and dairy produce.
The second part of the question relates to the
premiums for the conversion and non-delivery of
milk, on which a draft has already been drawn up by
the Commission. Since this specific proposal is being
considered in the Committee on Agriculture, with Mr
de Koning as rapporteur now would seem to be the
wrong time to debate it in plenary session. Neverthe-
less, the question gives this Parliament a fresh opportu-
nity to question Commissioner Lardinois publicly on
a problem we feel to be extremely important. The
presentation of the Commission's programme of
action aimed at creating equilibrium in the milk
market is one of the most significant events to take
place in the agricultural sector for some time. A full
exchange of views on the subject and a real debate on
the problems raised would therefore seem to be essen-
tial.
I believe it is generally thought 
- 
and perhaps the
Commissioner could give us some enlightenment on
this point 
- 
that the proposals regarding non-de-
Iivery and non-conversion premiums are on the verge
of being adopted and very shortly to be applied. The
effect of these proposals could be to assist producers
of dairy products affected by the drought. The fact is
that many of them have had to sell their animals
because the pasture-land no longer provided sufficient
food. Moreover, many farmers have no forage left, or
have none, or hardly any, for the winter. More and
more cows are therefore going to have to be put on
the market.
One of the purposes of the Commission's proposal
regarding the non-supply premium is to reduce milk
production by having cows slaughtered. Since many
farmers are unfortunately being forced to send their
animals, or some of them, to the slaughterhouse, the
premium in the Commission's proposal will therefore
provide them with some help. In principle, this prop-
osal should not meet with much opposition ; on the
contrary, any assistance to farmers affected by the
drought should cause satisfaction.
Conversely and for the same namely, the
drought 
- 
there are no grounds for satisfaction in the
proposal regarding co-responsibility levies on milk
supplied to dairies. The threat of such a levy has long
been in the background and is, now materializing. I
believe that the Commission is aware of the diffi-
culties and even the dangers of imposing such levies
on milk producers in the present circumstances. I
know that many, if not all, Members of Parliament are
directly acquainted with the disastrous effects of the
drought on farmers' earnings and particularly those of
dairy farmers. Each one of us could produce innumer-
able descriptions of the misfortunes suffered by the
farmers in his area. In spite of the rain that has begun
to fall in some places, the problems are still there.
Many areas have not yet had any rain and even if it
came the problems could not be solved, or the
damage made good.
However much rain falls from now on, the effects of
the drought are likely to be felt for several years
because of the time farmers need to build up their
stock again, buy fresh cattle and pay off the debts
contracted during the last six months. !7e also have to
count with the possibility of a bad winter. It is very
likely that the winter will not be beneficial for
everyone. A dry one would help farmers short of feed
but would worsen the problems caused by water shor-
tage. A rainy and cold winter, however, could possibly
put farmers short of feed in a lamentable situation. In
my opinion, therefore, it is essential that we should
clearly realize the uncertainty hovering over the next
few months when we look at the Commission's propo-
sals regarding the imposition of a co-responsibility
1."y.
At a recent meeting of the Committee on Agriculture,
the Commission told us 
- 
to our great astonishment
- 
that last May, total milk production in the EEC
had increased by 6 %. Today, however, it looks very
much as though there will be no increase in produc-
tion. In actual fact, the drought has already reduced it
by a certain percentage. Nevertheless, the Commis-
sion maintains that we are in a situation of surplus
production and it therefore refuses to give up the idea
of a levy on milk. In spite of the arguments, figures
and statistics advanced by the Commission 
- 
it has
no shortage of these 
- 
it must be said that at the
present time the institution of such a levy on milk
producers would be bad policy.
Today, the only thing to be done is to put proposals
on co-responsibility on the shelf, or better still in cold
storage, and to leave them there as the purely
academic ideas they have so far been.
(Altltlause)
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President. 
- 
I call Lord St. Oswald.
Lord St. Oswald. 
- 
Mr President, the Commis-
sioner said earlier in this part-session that he enjoyed
a knock-about in debate and in that sense my inter-
vention today may disappoint him. I do not ioin the
debate in any hostile mood and indeed, as I hope he
knows, my group in general 
- 
despite some fairly
drastic measures we took at the end of last summer's
part-session 
- 
holds the Commissioner in high
regard, and my own feeling is that he will be hard to
replace when he has to make his departure at the end
of the year. I address him today far more in sorrow
than in anger with some fairly searching questions
which I hope will clear my mind and perhaps the
minds of others as to his actual intentions. The levy
on liquid is designed to penalize 
- 
and my honour-
able friend used the word'penalize' and I repeat it 
-to penalize dairy farmers for the very occupation of
producing milk which is their profession. It penalizes,
if I am reading the Commissioner aright, the efficient
farmer as gravely as the inefficient farmer. It is a tax
on productivity as well as a tax on production.
This is very discouraging for farmers, and I am one
among them, who are meeting a need in the most
up-to-date and least wasteful manner we can manage.
He wishes us to get out of dairying and into beef and
mutton. Mr Vice-President, this is literally where I
came in. The first speech I made in this Parliament in
January 1973 was on incentives to change from milk
to beef production. So responsive were the farmers of
the Community,'so sophisticated is modern farming,
so flexible and adaptable, that within a year.there was
a beef mountain and those who had responded to the
exhortation found that the selling-price of beef was
less than the production costs. There was a ban on
Argentine beef, thereby illiberalizing trade in contra-
diction to Community policy. Now may I ask what is
the beef deficit at this time and what is the mutton
deficit within the Community ? I would expect that it
is small rather than massive. And does he not think it
possible that his successor will face a beef mountain
and a mutton mountain ? !7ould it not be possible
and wis€r to widen the application and purpose of the
premiums rewarding the non-milkers ? These
premiums, as proposed, are only available to those
transferring to beef and mutton production. \U7here
the land may be suitable, could there not be
premiums for changing to other forms of agricultural
production ?
There is some bewilderment in some of our minds as
to the Commissioner's determination that the extra
cost to the farmer who continues producing milk will
not be passed on to the consumer. I wonder if he
would be kind enough to explain yet again how this is
going to be taken into account in the price review. I
listened with care to his explanation, but I am bound
to say it seemed to me elaborate and possibly self-de-
feating. There is an impression that at one point he
indicated that the levy on vegetable oil affecting the
cost of margarine would be passed on to the
consumer. I think he repeated that today. Are those
who received that impression mistaken ? I7hat
precisely are the methods in the Commissioner's
mind for preventing additional production costs being
passed on to the consumer ? And supposing that they
are, supposing that the whole burden is taken by the
farmer, in the form of a tax on what he produces,
what happens if certain producers find themselves 
-and I srrggest they inevitably will find themselves 
-overequipped ? Vho is likely to buy the surplus equip-
ment ? Has he given thought to how these measures
may effect the manufacturers of dairy equipment,
which, as he is well aware, has required very consider-
able capital outlay in recent years on the part of those
who have sought to improve their farming by modern
methods and machinery ? This is in fact in harmony
with what he required today, that is keeping the cost
element as low as possible. These were his words.
Now, I hope the Commissioner's nights are not
disturbed by dreams of drowning in milk. rUTho else
but our Community has this perennial and so far
uncontrollable problem ? Some have in fact an oppo-
site problem 
- 
an exactly opposite problem. It is
related that not many years ago the Polish authorities
were ordered to increase milk production by l0 % in
a single year. This order was passed on to the dairy
section and this remarkable feat was achieved in a
single year. The order was repeated the following year
and again achieved. Iflhen the third successive
command was issued the next year the producers said
it was totally impossible. Perplexed, the authorities
demanded why. The season had brought rain, the
pastures were rich, there had been no outbreak of
disease: why had the expected improvement, the now
traditional improvement, become impossible ? The
sad answer came back that after more than 25 7o
water had been added, the consumers began to notice
the difference in the taste !
(Laugbter and Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Castle.
Lord Castle. 
- 
Mr President, I am grateful to the
Commissioner for the high sophistication of his argu-
ment this afternoon, because, while I am neither a
farmer nor a member of the Committee on Agricul-
ture, it reinforced my own innocence 
- 
a state of
affairs which I have not enjoyed for years. I really feel
that as a consumer of a specialized kind 
- 
which I
will explain in a moment 
- 
I have to be assured, in
some way that I have not yet discovered, that a tax,
which was the burden of Mr Lardinois' argument, is
not going to be paid either by the producer or the
consumer. Mr Lardinois must know that the proposals
of the Commission on this are the most unpopular
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and ilhgi@!.'that' have been, propounded since-I, at
leasq. have. been a member.of this Parliament. An,
erninant'persoa,with whom.I do not always agree,, the
P.rime. Miriister of our country; has called them''daft:'
and',I think that.description sums'up up the.generel
resctiofl of the, people of that,eountry
I spgak- this'afterpoon, as I said, ab x 6snsurnsl.- 6nd'
of'a speciil, tini,. I ani, despite appearancbs'to the'
eonlrary,, ah'invali{ 
-',I am-a hea$ sufferer. I h*;grept gagheq qn {ny chest to prove that I hive had an
op6h:hiart op'eiation, and there ar'e thouiarids and
millions like me in the Community. This proposal'1.
whatever explanation one has from the Commissioner
- 
this pro osal tb increase'thL cost of mhliatine
made from vegetable oils is a tax upon us, because we
are required by doctor's orders 
- 
though some of us
do nqt shyay€ obserye 4ll that the doctor says about
our diet 
- 
not.io take buttef, ,but to 
.consume vegeta-
ble-fat margarine. So, in addition to being an attack
upon. the lrnderdeveloped part of the world, this ig
also'i1r'6rttack upori a'large seitibn of the invaliil'dr
serri i-i rivalid"ii6f utition I ftiii, 1, believe, Ctrciillf '-reiir-,
force in the Commis'sionen'mini ttie tnowledga'iiiAt'
this tax,must..be.,withdrawn; unless it is -tor a,ttraco,rhe
cOfl t€fflpt,of r th€l twhcile"Oonrrnuhity.
(Altltlause)
Presiderru-': Ir ball Mr Caipentitr.
Petsonally,. as, a''member of ttie' French, Farlianrent, I
df course , suppoirt , what'. Mr 'Liogier ' has'' said. Milk
production 'and conversion ' are. irnpgrtant to .our
ecororny and ,should be maintaiddd; but I would
immediately add that thet is no reasbn, to disregard
what affects the ecoponlies, of other,countries.'
In conclusion I would turn once more to Mr Lardi-
nois and ask him'tb dO everyththg he cdn t6 Iind this
diffieult balance I have"refetred to.
, t ,. .tP
Ppesident. 
- 
l,ca[ Mr.'Lardinois. ' t. r i
Mr Lardihois, itembii of tbe Comtrtiisiot 
-"(NL)Mr Presidint, tb Mr Labah I should like'torsay'thht the'
I % milk'levy. does indded represint about '140
rnillion'u.a. But thht dcies not inean that we shall be
taking I Yo for vegdtable''oil,'ndr 140 millibn ua. By
my ihrzise 'a compdi:dble le'ly on vcgetable.oils and
fCe' I mbint neitherthe one' noi' the dtherl \Vhat
rirhttet$ ii'th'e effdci, th.e lbvy ha5 on',milk'when
exprbssed'in the irit6rventlon pticd for birdter, the
effect it has on the cost of butter production. That
figure can then be compared with the adjustment of
t[e pri99 pf ,margarine,which:qight ;hen .be,4ecessary.
Thris. ngither of the. epramp,les, you cited;holds.water., I
olegly said t[rag ip my,views,this levy.could not,be
passe,{ on,,to rnilk..I did,npq say that with regprd to
mqrgari4e., ,'1, ,.., ,.t , ,:
Iprd St Osnald said'that'this'levy does.abt distinguish
betweerr"efficient'ryrd ineflitietrt producers. That is
tfti9.,'Nordoes it,distinguish' between .bi$, and small
producerb. .A prdposal without.'ilistinCtiori,betwebn
persohs.'is.an absotutb rtquirement for the'COPA. The,
COPA''HAb'said thct,if 'thete lias'tci be i'levy,it must
entbil'no discriminatiori r0{,an}'rkiridl You knoig as
Th6-|roblemr Mr'Comnrissioder;ts to work ouc a s0lu-
tionl in, th'e,'light 6f present,,gitcumstancbs and,tthe
noarifuturt, wtrich will sbfegtrard.the general interesq
i.e., the rirltetcsts''of a.,corrnry, the prodtrcers and of
qruts€,' .co{fssmers. Adrniuedly; i1r;u task lyin$ on' your
shouldet$,, is thhnkksg arld. dif.fiiult, -Uti'ttrai, is.
pr6ciselyrdhy it is'importarlt.,',', I, i ..
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well as I, perhaps even better th4n I, that it is impos-
sible to establish criteria for an efficient producer and
an inefficient producer. There are no criteria for this,
except accounts. But we cannot check the accounts of
2 million producers. Besides, not all of those 2
million producers in Europe keep accounts.
!7e too take the view that one must not compel every
producer who ceases milk production and obtains a
premium for doing so to switch to beef or mutton
production. There must be wider opportunities. That
applies particularly to smaller producers. What is
more, we are not providing these opportunities for the
big milk producers. tUTe take the view that the bigger
producers are structurally sound and do not need to
be offered premiums to cease milk production. The
equipment and specialized machinery surplus will not
be all that big therefore. The premiums are in fact
being granted only to smaller producers who, gener-
ally speaking, possess lar less of these special
machines than farmers with large herds of 100 or 150
milk cows. The latter will indeed probably constitute a
major problem.
Lord Castle has raised a thorny problem. He has high-
lighted something which has strong emotional over-
tones. Nevertheless I am inclined to adopt a rational
approach to the matter. I know that there is a health
problem in connection with fats. $7e all have to admit
that. Speaking generally 
- 
I shall return to this
specific problem directly 
- 
the health problem in
connection with fats is almost comparable with the
health problem with alcohol and tobacco. These
things do not do people any harm unless they are
taken to excess. Now in our 'ltrflestern society we eat
too much fat because, relatively speaking, we do not
do any physical work. That is the general health
problem with fats.
Turning to the specific problem raised by Lord Castle,
I repeat that I am in a very difficult position. I would,
however, say this : if it is or is becoming such an
important political problem, why has a discussion
never been held in the past in the United Kingdom,
where this problem is clearly such an important one ?
Until 1973 there were no Community taxes on the
oils and fats in question, on soya oil or soya beans,
sunflower oil or maize oil. They existed in the United
Kingdom but not in the Community. The United
Kingdom has always levied customs duties on soya
beans and the other primary commodities I
mentioned. Now it is precisely these products 
- 
soya
oil, maize oil and sunflower oil 
- 
which are recom-
mended by doctors for the types of margarine you
mentioned. In other words, this problem was never
controversial in a national context in the United
Kingdom as long as these taxes were levied at the fron-
tier. Suddenly, however, now that the Community is
discussing the matter, it has become a tremendous
problem. I do not have exact figures before me at the
moment. I only know that in 1973 an import duty of
8 o/o was levied in the United Kingdom on soya beans
while none was levied in the Community. I also know
that there used to be an import dury in the United
Kingdom on sunflower seeds, partly because they
came chiefly from Eastern Europe and not from the
former Commonwealth. But I shall make a precise
comparison between the taxes levied by the United
Kingdom and those levied in the EEC on the oils in
question and shall then forward the most important
figures to Lord Castle and the Committee on Agricul-
ture.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
7. Regulation on the conmnn organization
of tbe market in Potatoes
President. 
- 
The next item is the second report by
Mr Bourdellds (Doc. 289176) on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council for a regu-
lation on the common organization of the market in pota-
toes.
I call Mr Bourdellds.
Mr Bourdellis, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the
report on the common organization of the market in
potatoes was referred to the Committee on Agriculture
on 18 June last in Strasbourg on the grounds that it
had not been studied sufficiently. In actual fact you
had felt that it would be wrong to discuss so impor-
tant a text in a hurry at the same time as the great
volume of reports that had to be rushed through that
Friday morning in Strasbourg. Our Committee on
Agriculture has kept the same text, merely adding two
amendments by Mr Scott-Hopkins on behalf of the
European Conservative Group. The report was unani-
mously adopted by the Committee on Budgets, but in
the Committee on Agriculture there were only I I
votes in favour, with 4 abstaining and 3 voting against.
In other words not all the members of the Committee
on Agriculture were in agreement on all points of this
proposal by the Commission on the common organi-
zation of the market in potatoes. And yet, to realize
the utility and urgency of the measures to be taken, it
is enough to look at the figures on page 27 and the
chart on page 30 of my report. They clearly show the'
great disparities in potato prices that have always
existed and still exist, either between the various
Community countries or from one year to the next. In
1975 ware potatoes fetched a very high price. This
winter the fear is that prices may be even higher and
we are not even certain of being able to supply
enough to the retail markets, in spite of the recent
decision taken by the Council of Ministers to suspend
customs duty up to the end of December, as Mr Lardi-
nois confirmed to us this morning. \Thilst the
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drought is part of the cause of this state of affairs, we
are not free from blame, because we are responsible as
well. In the absence of an organized market, given the
disorder that has developed in the potato sector,
producers have slowly abandoned this no longer profi-
table crop and, with your permission, I would say
something in passing to a number of members of this
Parliament. Trying too hard to keep agricultural prices
down on the grounds of protecting consumer interest
is bad logic. lfhen a product no longer pays, farmers
lose interest and the scarcity of the product inevitably
sends up its price. Producers and consumers both
have to be satisfied, and it is not through European-
level organizations that we shall create stability in the
market and prevent speculation. One of the reasons
why my report failed to find favour with all the
members of the Committee on Agriculture is that
most of the Community countries already have their
potato marketing organization. There is the Potato
Marketing Board in the United Kingdom, Irish Potato
Marketing in lreland, SNIPOT in France, STOPA in
the Netherlands and AIMA in Italy. If this proposal is
adopted by the Council the Member States will be
asked to throw out their own regulations in favour of a
common organization of the market in potatoes, but
this is no novelty and it should therefore be accep-
table to all. The organization of the market proposed
is based essentially on the setting up of producer
groups in each of our countries whose role will be
very important. Among other things, they will be
responsible (or concentrating potato supplies, helping
to stabilize the market by marketing the whole of
their members' production, improving the quality of
the product marketed, adopting commbn production
rules and managing the market support machinery in
the best way possible. Member States would grant aid
to encourage the setting up of these groups and to
facilitate their operation, but the Committee on Agri-
culture felt that the three-year period these initial aids
were planned to cover was too short to enable the
groups to organize themselves properly. I7e are there-
fore asking the Commission, Mr Lardinois, to extend
this period. The Committee on Agriculture also
stresses the opportunity this provides to set up such
producer groups, and to develop them where they
already exist, since at the moment they control only
5 o/o ol the total output of potatoes and l0 Yo of that
of ware potatoes. The efficacy of market support
mechanisms is therefore ill-assured. I also draw your
attention to paragraph 8 of my motion for a resolution
regarding new potatoes.
It is difficu,lt to deny the special nature of the porato :
it is a perishable foodstuff that has to be marketed
immediately it is lifted. \/hat is more, its price varies
considerably from one day to the next, and measures
to stabilize the market are therefore essential both for
the consumer and for the prourucer, even though the
market has more affinity with the market in fruit and
vegetables. My report also stresses the need for efforts
to be made to improve quality, to conform with high
standards and to discourage, as far as possible, the
production of inferior qualities. One of the important
points of this proposal is the aid that may be given to
producer groups for private stockbuilding and, in the
event of persistent sales difficulties, the aid for dehy-
drating stored potatoes, which would then be sold
exclusively as animal fodder. These are the main provi-
sions that are to be found in the report. I earnestly
recommend you to give a favourable opinion to the
Commission, which will soon be submitting its propo-
sals to the Council.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haase to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Haase. 
- 
(D) Mr President, J am very grateful for
this opportunity to put the Socialist Group's point of
view on the introduction of a common organization of
the potato market in the Community. !(e are still not
prepared to agree to the proposed organization of the
potato market. !7e are certainly in favour of an organi-
zation of the potato market, but not in the form envis-
aged in this document.
In these opening remarks I should like to refer to the
Commission memorandum of 28 November 1973; I
shall take up some points from this document briefly
later on. First of all, however, I should like to thank
our colleague Mr Bourdellis, for the enormous trouble
he has gone to, as rapporteur for the Committee on
Agriculture, in drawing up this motion for a resolu-
tion, which he has iust now explained briefly once
again. In the course of repeated discussions in the
Committee on Agriculture, of which I have unfortu-
nately been a member for only a very short time, we
made only two amendments to the proposal for a
directive. The first was to delete sub-paragraph (e) of
the third paragraph of Article 7, which is the principal
provision relating to the establishment of the
producer groups that are envisaged for the marketing
of potatoes in the Community and which are there-
fore to be supported accordingly. The second amend-
ment was to change Article 7 Paragraphe 3, sub-para-
graph (h), where the alternative phrase referring to a
dominant position of producer groups 'on a substan-
tial part of the common market' is deleted and a domi-
nant position within the Communities is thus the
only thing that counts.
However, that does not help us to arrive at a political
solution of this problem ; indeed, it even seems to us
to be of very little significance. The important thing is
that in its memorandum of 28 November 1973, the
Commission was satisfied that quality standards and
rules on competition were adequate. Now further
measures are contemplated which will, in our opinion,
have important consequences, particularly for the
consumer. I should like to refer briefly to only three
points.
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The first point is that the Commission reserves the
right to change the planned minimum quality criteria
in accordance with the market or rather the market
supply situation. This gives rise to some anxiety in our
minds. Some day when potatoes are in very short
supply on the market, you may suddenly open your
newspaper to find advertisements salng : 'First-class
fodder potitoes, suitable also for human consumption,
at reasonable rates'. Perhaps I exaggerate, bug after all,
. if we go by the proposed regulation such a state of
affairs is not beyond the bounds of possibility.
A second point is the material support envisaged for
the establishment and further development of
prodtcer groups. In this connection we feel, and here
we are in agreement to a certain extent with the
rapporteur, Mr Bourdellds, that these producer groups
have too small a share of the market at the present
time to be a suitable means for bringing about an
organization of the market. At present they amount to
only 5 % of the total potato market and only l0 o/o ol
the market in potatoes for human consumption.
There must be other ways to go about promoting the
development of producer groups and extending the
scope of their activities.
A third, and as iar as we are concerned, a crucial argu-
ment against this organization of the market is the
possibility envisaged therein of financing temporary
storage of fresh potatoes and dehydration of potatoes
from Community funds, that is to say, from money
taken from the Community's taxpayers, in the event
of supply exceeding demand. '!7e are critical of this
approach and would like to put a question, to the
Commissioner, who is so kind as to be present here
with us this afternoon and ready to deal with our ques-
tions.
Mr Lardinois, what induced the Commission to go so
far beyond the rules laid down in its memorandum ?
And a further question : could it be possible that the
market price trends of recent years were the cause of
this change of heart on the part of the Commission ?
I am not thinking now of the increase in consumer
prices caused by short supplies as a result of long
periods of drought during the potato-growing season,
but rather of the first phase of the price ,increases,
which was caused by a shortage of supplies to the
market as a result of a reduction of the area under
cultivation. It is true, after all, that the area under culti-
vation has been drastically reduced, and many
explained the price trends by saying that since fewer
potatoes were now on offer, a higher price per unit
had to be asked. This answer, however, ignores the
fact that the area thus made available was used to raise
other agricultural produce, which was also sold and
thus tumed into money by the producers. Should we
perhaps freeze the extremely high consumer prices at
their present levels ? Another and perhaps more
serious question is : should we be trying to guarantee
that producers can in future grow unlimited quantities
of potatoes without the risk of a possible fall in price
- 
and I am not referring to a disastrous drop in price
but to the normal fall in prices as a result of abundant
market supplies ?
I should like to ask you one last question, Mr Lardi-
nois, and it is this : In the event of a surplus situation,
a possibility which cannot be excluded, shall we have
to reckon with import duties on rice ? You will
remember that something similar happened on a prev-
ious occasion in the milk market. Please do not think
that I am engaging in polemics, but we have just been
discussing this very problem in another sector. This is
undoubtedly a problem with which your successor
will have to grapple, because rice can be regarded as a
rival to the potato, just as vegetable fats and animal
fats may be regarded and indeed are regarded by the
Commission as being in competition.
These questions have not yet been answered and
indeed, I feel, cannot be answered, and it is this that
prompts the members of the Socialist Group to with-
hold their approval from the motion for a resolution
submitted by our colleague, Mr Bourdellds. The
motion for a resolution does indeed, and this I freely
admit, offer valuable suggestions to the Commission,
but basically it is in favour of the proposed common
organization of the potato market. Actually, point l4
of the resolution should read : for the abovementioned
reasons the Commission's proposal cannot be
approved. In points I to 13, a series of sentences and
phrases refers to inadequacies in the Commission's
proposal, and so it seems to us that point 14 cannot
simply say that Parliament approves the Commis-
sion's proposal, subject to the amendments to which I
have already, referred.
Mr President, I know that there are colleagues in this
Parliament who are saying : well, what about it, at least
we have some kind of market organization. But this
reflects a certain uneasiness and dissatisfaction. !7e
Socialiss feel that the market organieation proposed
to us by the Commission is such that we cannot be
sure that it will achieve the desired effects, and we
cannot vote in favour of it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Martens to speak on behalf of
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Martens, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I begin by
congratulating Mr Bourdellds on his report. I'know
how hard he had to work on it, because there are few
problems on which opinions differ more than on pota-
toes. I think that his motion for a resolution consti-
tutes a fair compromise between the various opinions.
As a Belgian, I might say that we do not have any
problems as far as potatoes are concerned, because
when we have no potatoes we eat chips. I can tell you,
however, that potatoes have been a significant issue in
the Belgian Parliament and are important to the
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Belgian economy as a whole. In my country potatoes
have for a long time represented old vegetables in the
cost-of-living index. The result was that during years
when they were scarce prices would rise and the index
would rocket up and when there was a surplus prices
would plummet but the index would not fall. I once
calculated that in my country a round ,of wage
increases of 2.5 o/o costs about 2 500 million and that
total potato production costs us 2 000 million. By
including this product in the index we have brought
immense costs upon our heads, because potato prices
are extremely unstable. !7e all know that potatoes are
a product whose yields can be enormous, as much as
30 tonnes per ha. But this year's yield is between 5
and l0 tonnes per ha. \Thenever prices have been
favourable, production has been expanded and
whenever prices have been poor production has been
reduced, the result being that it is extremily difficult
to strike a balance between the supply of and demand
for potatoes, and I hope that the Commission prop-
osal will at last get us on to the proper middle course.
My group therefore approves the report drawn up by
Mr Bourdellds on behalf of the Committee on Agricul-
ture. One final comment, concerning the arrange-
ments for new potatoes. !7e take the view that, new
potatoes are a quality product, indeed almost a luxury
product, and that at certain times of the year it may
be rather dangerous to fix intervention prices for.them
because this may lead to surpluses with a consFquent
burden on the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. That
will not prevent us from voting in favour of Mr Bour-
dellds motion for a resolution, however, since on the
whole we find it acceptable.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats I am very
pleased with the framing of this report on rhe
common organization of the market in potatoes,
presented and defended by Mr Bourdellds with the
greatest conviction. Although potatoes are a basic food-
stuff and represent an important part of EEC agricul-
tural production, the Community had not yet set up a
common organization of the market in this sector.
This project is not a new one but has never material-
ized for many reasons. \U7e are now in a position to
overcome these difficulties and we are pleased at these
provisions, which will open up trade and improve the
situation for both producers and consumers. The
Community is a big producer of potatoes, with its 2%
million producers totalling an annual output of 40
million tonnes. It is, however, a delicate and perish-
able product, highly sensitive to changes in climate.
Since last year we have suffered from the weather, and
potato production has been totally inadequate, even if
only because of the drought. The result was a fierce
increase in prices which, as you know, had highly
unpopular effects. I7hilst the proposals under review
make no claim to cope with the bad weather, they will
nevertheless help considerably to regulate this sector.
Quality and marketing norms are proposed in order to
ensure that the market receives a regular supply of
better-quality potatoes. Support measures are also
proposed which will protect producers in periods of
surplus. The common orginization of the market will
also facilitate intra-Community trade, because the
national regulations will at last be harmonized.
Neither should we forget the Charmasson judgment
delivered by the Court of Justice, which will soon
prohibit Member States from maintaining obstacles to
trade in agricultural products not covered by a market
organization. This underlines the need to set up a
common organization of the market in potatoes. The
Community is faced with a similar situation as regards
other products such as horsemeat, alcohol and sheep-
meat, for which a regulation will have to be intro-
duced fairly quickly. In this proposed regulation, the
Commission suggests that the responsibility for
managing the potato supply be given to producer
groups and in this,way the producers would be respon-
sible for stabilizing the markets. The groups would
also administer the market support measures.
The producer groups are thus being given heavy
responsibilities and it must be admitted that they are
regarded with some apprehension in some of our
Member States.' This is the case particularly in
Community areas where producer groups do not exist,
are few in number or are not organized. The producer-
group idea is new and will take some time to be
absorbed properly. In order to overcome these transi-
tional difficulties, the Commission proposes to give
special aid lasting three years for setting up such
groups. How€ver, as the rapporteur, Mr Bourdellds, has
clearly explained, this does not seem long enough and
we support his proposal to extend the period for this
running-in aid to five years.
The fact remains that the idea of giving responsibili-
ties to the producer groups is good in principle and
that we support and fully agree with it. Groups of this
type . have, moreover, been showing their worth for
many years, particularly in France, in spite of a few
bad patches here and there. !flhy should they not
operate just as well in other Community areas ? We
are pleased that they will now be set up on a Commu-
nity basis. However, their success will depend on the
volume of aid that is granted and on the time allowed
for them to be set up and organized, since, as I have
already pointed out, the running-in period might be
fairly lengthy. !7e should see this as a further reason
for implementing the present proposal without further
delay. Let us not forget, as I have iust said, rhar pota-
toes are a vital product for many farmers. For some
areas in the Community, Brittany and the North of
France in particular, it has become the only crop on
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some farms, end potato-growers ddpend on its price to
give them a reasonable income. On top of the potato's
sensitivity to the weather,'the lack of a common organ-
ization of the markets,has intensified the problems of
supply shortage or surplus- The very low. prices in the
1974 season have a direct connection with the present
scarcity, which, with some often inexplicable dispari-
ties, has sent production and consumer prices soaring
upwards. Ifle should therefore look, forward with satis-
faction to the stability that a common organization of
the market in potatoeo should bring. This.is why we
are ready to give,our support ts the motion for a reso.
lution presented by Mr Bourdellds on'behdlf of the
Committee for Agriculture. 
, 
,, 
.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak'on
behalf of the European Conservattte'Group.'
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr'Presiien! whenever. one
is faced iq this Comqrunity with a regulation yirich is
breaking.new ground, I think ope his to ask oneself
two questions : is it npcgssary 3nd will it work ? I
think that in this particular case of potatoes one has
to look at the issue from a rather narrower point of
view one would normally like to. In other words, one
has to look at it from qne's o*ir- counn/'s point of
view, because one knows it be6t, One asks, oneself
whether it is necessary fot thete to'be a regulJtion-for
The House will be futly.'aware that in the' United
Kingdom there is an excellent systefn, involving the
Potato Marlieting Board 'and the various regulatiotrs
which flow from that &nder $oVernment: corrtrol ;
there is an acreage controli penalty clauses'and so on;
and there are varitius ' 'methdds of deiling with
surpluses when th'ey' arise. That 'system has worked
reasonably adequately'over the years. There have been
problems, as there always are with'main-crop'potatoes;
sometimes surpluses and sometimes deficits, high
prices and low prices in converse relationships. For
the last two years we,haw had high prices and before
that we had a period 
,of very. low prices, but on the
whole I think one caRg..say ,that in the United
Kingdom things seemgd to be going reasonably well
and there was no.urgent necessity.': .t far as,l could
see 
- 
for the Community to move.into Community
laq, on this particular subiect. This probably applied to
many other countries of tho Cornmunity as, qrell, but
of course,this is no longer true.when one looks at the
Iegal iudgments which, have,recently been given : Ihe
Charmasson. iudgrnent, as it 'is colled, made '.it.. q.uite
clear that, ,when the transitional period comes', tq ,an.
end, then'indeed-it is against"Cornrnunity legitlation
to maintain,obstacles to. trade in agricultural prcducts
not subiect to market organization. This is quite clear
and unequivocal and, therefore. it would seem quite
obvious .,that, as far r a's tbc Llnited Kingdom is
concarned, there well be absoltrte chaos in 1978 in the
potato market, 'with the Potato Marketing Board'itr'
jeopardy and so on, and that would be quite unaccep-
table and intolerable.
Therefore, quite obviously, one has to considqr what ls
to be done and here we come to the proposals from.
the Commission and the excellent report from Mr
Bourdellds, on which I congratulate him. I.congratu-
late him also on the way that he hai stuck to his views
and yet has been flexibie in some respecti, for vr{hich i'
am v,ery, grateful and which I will cor,ne to in 3
The'next question one has'to ask oneself, MrPresi-
dent, is whether this is the right.way of, goirig about
things: Brdedly, I think irt many respects,the hnswer is
yes..And I hope that'many people, certainly in rhe
United' Kingdom, eten if they are on ttie Socialist,
beriches, will accept that it'is necessary to db som€-
thing: What i5 being done is probably,the minimum
that;cart be done at this moment ahd probabJy'it.will
work. tr{ere I'should mention perhaps my.gratitude to'
Mr Bourdellds and to the Committee onlAgrictrlture,
for atcepting the two amendrhetrts which' I' put
forward'on behalf of m/ group. These were, inciden-
tally, accepted by the representative'of the Cornmis-
sion'in the committee at the time and would make'it
possible for the Potao Marketing -Board to!bon0inue
to operatg insofar as it would not be excluded.becaus€,
of any monopoly position'it might havc rwithid a iart
of the Conrmunity in,other words, withinrthe Unitbd
Kingdom. And therefore, farmers who work with the
Potato Marketing Board itself will not be excluded
from receiving whatever grants happen to be available
under the proposed legislation; This is not giving anyr
particul$ adva4Sage Eo] the United Kingdgm,, it is,
merely regularizing to a limited extent a situation
which already exists there whereby the producers use
the 
.Potato. Marketing Qgard . as the b,qst vehig\
thrgyglr *hich they cari operate with reasonable.secu-
rity within the United Kingdom. 
r,.
It is producrrgroups trho.are, going to rtgplafize the
intenral position in the mirket. Bnrt o{ tduite.'theie is
a difficulty here; as hx been only too cleerly pointed
ouq, phrtieulaily as far:as ,imports are conlc{tned. The
Commissidh's'proposals.for ware pototots' 
-' 
and" I
am '6lking all the time.in terms of 'wafe.potatoes,
mainrcrop ,potatoes 
- 
is that the .Comrnbn'Custorns'
Tariff and a trade moflitdring arrangem€nBishoilltl'be
applitd;'Nov the House'will quickly redliz'e that-even,
witli the Common Custonx'fariff there mlglrt well be
chaos in the internal rnarkets of'any particukrc6untry-
within the Community.'There ere no .fiiwi$ions 'fdf
taking-:potatoes of{ the rrlarket. The argurfrerttr hbre iS,
of c6urse, that one covrld possibly build up.rin'a bad'
year a ..large mouritain .of,potatoes, but tt(eie is no
method of control and, of Course, prodttcet rgroup's
would have.no method of 'controlling this* ilhey will'
only . be' able to bring influence to beai on 'the
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Commission at about third hand or by remote control,
hoping that at the beginning of each marketing year
they will be able to get a reasonable level of customs
tariff. But this could easly be wrong and one could
foresee, Mr President, in the year 1978 or 1979 a diffi-
cult, in fact one might almost say a chaotic position
here and I hope that the Commission will seriously
examine this situation with the main crop as far as
imports into the Community are concerned.
Turning to new potatoes, I do not quite see how this
is going to be a successful method of controlling the
market. \7e all know the vagaries of the climate ; we
all know the differences and difficulties there are so
far as new potatoes are concerned. Sometimes one gets
an enormous new-potato crop and other times it is a
disaster. I used to come from an area, Cornwall, where
new potatoes were grown, and sometimes my growers
were reasonably affluent and other times they were on
the edge of bankruptcy. New potatoes are a much
more speculative crop than main-crop potatoes. There-
fore I am not sure that the reference price system
being proposed by the Commissioner here is, in point
of fact, going to protect sufficiently the home growers
in the Community against the situation which can
arise. He knows as well as I do that in the new-potato
trade we rely to quite a large extent on imports from
Mediterranean countries, and if the coincidence
should happen to be at the wrong moment, there
could be a great deal of difficulty as far as the new-
potato growers are concerned. I would have much
preferred to see this regulation deal solely with main-
crop ware potatoes and not with new potatoes and for
the Commission to have come forward with a separate
proposal dealing with the specific product which the
new potato is. I know there is a difficulty of delinea-
tion : when does a new potato become a ware potato ?
I know that, but it is not beyond the wit of man to
make the distinction and we in my country have
managed to find a system for delineating between the
two. I hope that even now the Commission might
have second thoughts and bring forward separate prop-
osals for new potatoes. But, Mr President, with the
other groups 
- 
our Christian-Democratic colleagues
and those of the DEP 
- 
my group will support Mr
Bourdellds in his report, which is. on the whole
accepting the Commission's proposals.
(Afplant)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hughes.
Mr Hughes. 
- 
It will .o-" ., little surprise to you,
Mr President, or to the Commissioner, or to other
Members of this House to find that I am not in agree-
ment with Mr Scott-Hopkins or Mr Bourdellds in
wishing to support the Commission on these propo-
sals. I, in no way, would wish to withdraw my highest
congratulations to Mr Bourdellds personally on his
intellectual calibre and the hard work he has put into
his report. The position is that the ways parr at a
much earlier stage than that,
If I may start with the remarks of Mr Scott-Hopkins
on new potatoes. About the most unsatisfactory part of
this Commission package, the whole of which is unac-
ceptable in any case, is its proposals regarding new
potatoes. If there were even a shred of merit in the
other proposals, the suggestions regarding the interven-
tion procedures and all the rest for new potatoes are
totally inadequate to deal with the problems of new-
potato producers ranging from Greenland in the north
to the Canary Islands in the south, and throughout
the Community.
These proposals do not begin to deal with the
complexity of the new-potato market. One area where
that is absolutely clear (and where I am in agreement
with Mr Scott-Hopkins) is that neither the new-potato
producer within the Community, nor the new-potato
producer in such countries as Cyprus, the Canary
Islands and the Channel Islands, will be benefited,
and it is certain that the consumer 
- 
the housewife
buying new potatoes 
- 
in much of Nothern Europe
at any rate, will be materially disadvantaged.
I secondly turn to the more disputed area of the
national problem facing the British Potato Marketing
Board. I would acknowledge that some safeguard for
the position of the Marketing Board has been
achieved by the amendments agreed the week before
in the Committee on Agriculture. I am not, however,
.quite as hopeful as Mr Scott-Hopkins and others that
they have effectively guaranteed the position of the
Marketing Board. I think the limitations that will be
imposed on it are still unacceptable. Of course, we
heard in our previous debate from the Commissioner
that, as a consequence of the action of the Potato
Marketing Board the British housewife should have to
pay more for her potatoes, and that it would be diffi-
cult to argue the statistics against that. Can I, however,
riposte to that by saying that, if one looks at page 24
of the Bourdellds report itself from the producer's and
the consumer's point of view, there can be deduced an
alternative reading ?
It is that, to use the technical economic jargon 
- 
and
I apologize for it 
- 
the amplitude of fluctuations in
the price to the farmer is less in Britain over the
period 1954-5 to 1973-4 than in any other country in
the Community. Broadly, in Britain the ratio between
the highest and the lowest producer price is I.46:1.
Compare that with Belgium, which gives a ratio of
5 :1 between the lowest and the highest prices. The
size of these fluctuations is as damaging to both the
consumer and the producer as the actual continual
level of price. It is these enormous variations in
price that cause both the political and the consumer
objections. rJThatever else may be said against the
British scheme of regulation through the Potato
Marketing Board, the record, on the basis
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of data provided in June 1975 by the Directorate-Gen-
eral for Agriculture in the Commission itself, at least
illustrates that the procedures we have deployed in
Britain for 30 years have given the British producer
and the British consumer a gteater degree of certainty
as to price. For example, in the period l97l-72, the
price index in Belgium for ware potatoes (farmers's
receipts) is 66.7 (1964-65 
- 
100). The following year
it is 249. That jump must be compared with the grea-
test move in the United Kingdom (and I accept these
figures) from 106 to 140. That is the area where I see
no evidence that the present Community proposals
will do other than increase the possibility for these
wide fluctuations in price. I do not see that this will
benefit either the farmer (by giving him the certainty
of a known price) or the consumer.
I next turn to the problem raised by the Charmasson
iudgment. Again we should be hiding our heads in
the sand if we did not accept that some changes in
the regulations will be needed. All I am saying is that
these are. not the right ones, that this is not the way to
tackle the problems which the Charmasson judgment
has brought about. I accept that the need for both
Britain, nationally, and the Communiry and the other
Member States to do something about potatoes has
been highlighted by the Charmasson iudgment but, I
would agrue that these particular proposals serve no
purpose at all.
I then turn to paragraph 4 of the resolution, which
reads : 'Deplores the inadequacy of the means avail-
able for regulating market supply . ..'. To try to regu-
late market supply through producer groups which
represent, at best, 10 % of ware potato production is
to live in cloud-cuckoo-land. That 10 % is not a suffi-
cient basis upon which one can attempt to regulate
the whole supply and demand situation in potatoes.
!7hen we were discussing the drought it was probably
greater than on any other single crop, and that the
gap between potatoes produced under irrigation and
where irrigation was not available 
- 
the yield gap 
-
was quite enormous. There are also the problems of
sprouting and so forth that reduce the quality and the
keeping capacity, so that not merely do you have a
shortfall in total supply but a greater shortfall in the
quality. To base this Community's hopes of a decent
market in potatoes on producer groups, who, by defini-
tion, leave 90 o/o of. potato production untouched,
seems to me to be quite wrong.
I turn finally, Mr President, to paragraph 11 of the
Bourdellds resolution where action is suggested
regarding phytosanitary rules, i.e., plant health
problems. For the first time since 1952 a breeding
colony of Colorado beetles was found in Britain three
weeks ago. The risk of rabies coming across to Britain
is also well known. The damage which excessive free
trade in potatoes could do to the plant health of pota-
to-growing in Britain and Ireland is inconceivable. It
is proposed to rush into easier access because it is
suggested (as in paragraph I 1) that these phytosanitary
rules impede free trade. If I may put it bluntly to the
Commissioner, I will impede free trade in potatoes to
the best of my ability if the risks to plant health from
Colorado beetles or disease could cost the British agri-
cultural industry and the consumer as dearly as we are
led to believe. On those grounds, as well as those
mentioned by my colleague and friend, Mr Haase, I
reject both the report and the Commission's proposal,
with all good wishes to Mr Bourdellds himself.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Laban.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like to
speak on behalf of a minority of my group, in connec-
tion with the report by Mr Bourdellds, to whom, like
the previous speakers, I am thankful for the consider-
able amount of work he has done. I think it will save
time if my intervention is simultaneously regarded as
an explanation of vote.
I am of the opinion that we must have a simpler
organization of the market in potatoes. At the present
time, there are considerabli differences in the arrunge-
ments opetating in the various Member States which
are hampering trade within the Community. I think
harmonization is therefore necessary, because the
Charmasson iudgment, mentioned by Mr Hughes, also
forbids Member States 
- 
initially the original Six,
though this will shortly be extended to the three new
Member States after the transitional period 
- 
to erect
barriers to trade in those products for which there is
no organization of the market. Common standards
with regard to the quality, size and weight of potatoes,
i.e., the orientation of potato production to the require-
ments of the consumer, that is the sort of thing that
interests me. Real competition throughout the
Community will lead to lower prices for all European
households.
The idea of granting financial aid to improve the posi-
tion of producer organization will stimulate their oper-
ation. I approve of this, especially if the producer
organizations are prevented from establishing a
monopoly. Such monopolies have been proven to
exist, and I think they are harmful to consumers who
must pay higher prices in certain Member States for
potatoes for consumption than in the rest of the
Community. As a member of the Socialist Group,
which which gives such high priority to the interests
of consumers, especially with regard to the European
agricultural policy, I find this unacceptable.
Therefore I shall also vote against the proposal of the
Committee on Agriculture to amend the wording of
Article (a) of the draft regulation. I for my Part see a
great deal that is positive in this draft regulation. I
oppose the Committee on Agriculture's proposal to
switch to intervention arrangements for new potatoes.
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'I' think that may lead'to the ixoduction of ware pota-
toes being replaced by new potatoes. That might cost
money in the future, but I also believe that there is
absolutely no'need' for,us to damage'the interests of
North Africdn countries.arrd Malta. For these reasons I
afn against it. In addition,'I'object,to the proposal to
grant financial aid for the private storage of ware pota-
toes and artificial dehydration in the event of their not
being sbld. I
' 't' t
That all 
.seerps quitg harm.less. Sut it may be the
beginning pf a, full-scale intervention system under
pressure from the green front, if there is ever a. large
sulplus of potatoes. It is my, view qhat that must be
preventsd g! all times. The artificial dehydration of
.potatoes is.elpo ,particularly exBgnsivp 
.and I believe
,that in mostrMember States stogks.pan be clarnped,
altfoulh they are harder to. get at if ig freezes hard.
For these, f,easons I am,agBinst this proposal and, I
should be.interested to know Mr Lardinois' opinion
on this. magpgi, though I |qow that he must naturally
defend the.pqpmission's point, of view. 
,
After coniiiliring both the positirre and negative
aspects of the.proposal, I have regretfully come to the
conclusion that I cinnot possibly vote for lhe
Committee on Agriculture's proposal oh ihe diaft
regulation 
.as presented to us by the Commission. !7e
feel conipelled to abstain Irom voting. 
,. .r ' 
,,
: ,.,.,
Prcsldent.' r I call Mr McDonald.; ' I
,.,,
-r'l
Mr McDorrald. 
-. 
Mr. President, I shall indeed be
very .brief, ,because. I toor havorbeerr opposed to..this
document from the very fin0 day itrwas presented to
us. I regret that.it was irnpossible for, me to attqnd the
.last meeting.of the C,ommittee .on Ag.riculturei wh€n
it would have been possible to put in somF extraordi-
nary measures to Control,,the. market in.potatoee. In
,,our country there is a,vefy sad.:chapef of ,our history
very closely entwined with the pota[o,;,.
Successive. native lrisf governfrints llave done consid-
erable wor[ ngt only [9 impiovp thd qualiry of pota-
toes bul.a[so, to undertake trials. to bredd neq species
and to,.achieve a vEry.sirict.diqease'control, and I
cannot see hqw tfe Cgrpp!9pion can be seriow in
believing that'the proposali tiiit thej have laid belore
the House are going to improvg.that situation. All that
is required,'and all that I woufd welconli, is'that the
housewife. should havp the.benefit of somb quiliry
control 
- 
because consumtrs''interesE shbuld be bafe-
, 
guarded by,'ensuring that'in ttie norniai harveit cycleit is possible, to cuihion a bid'harvest wit'li a g6od
one. This iould easily have been don'e on the free
.'market 6y , improving or' encouraging the more
modern stofage of seed and yafe potatoes. I am very
disappoint'etl that the tremendous work and the exper-
tise that our government has built up over the last
50-odd years in this field of potato-disEase cbnlrol
must now go over to a cooperative enterprise.' !7e
harre one'grower cooperative'in the entire Republic ; is
the Commission serioris in sugge'sting that this coop€r-
ative should blossotn fonh into a huge administration
to look after all the regulations, as is proposed in this
document ? Indeed,'were it not for a fuw amendments
tak'ert out I think this docdment would^ have been
bizarre. I very much 'regret that the Commission
should have adopted such a very complicated way to
improve the situation. Surely, the Com.mission could
have been perhaps a little less ambitious and endea-
vourbd to improve ,noi only supplies but also the
quality for the'consumer and the viability of potato-
growing for the very many fdrmers'across the Commu-
hity who get 'their livelihood from it ? I think it was
monstrous for the Commission to propose that if a
member of'the groirps they kdnt'tci set up wanted to
cease ,growing for iny good reason in one year he
would have to give'three years' notice. This would be
all right iI ehch country Cnd each growir were able to
Cbntrol the costs of production, but since most'of the
superphosphates required for potato-growing are
import€d from outside' the Ccimmunity, surely the
Commissioh were uniehlistic in putting in this, and I
am glad to see that an adequate imendmertt has taken
care of that. 
,
I very much regretr. Sir, that I shall not be,able to vote
for this, report, though that is not to say that I am
against guality cdntrol or,giving guarantees to the
consumer and the housewife 
- 
this, of course, we
.would hope to see'implemented.
, 
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lardinois, lWember of tbe Cotnmission, 
- 
(NL)
, Mr President" I shall try to be as brief as possible, if
only beqause there was already. an oppo(unity before
the summer recess to hold 
.a full debate on this ques-
tion. On behalf of the Commission I should like to
extend especjal thanks tb ,Mr, Bourdellds for the
trouble he has taken and for the high in'tellectual
quality of his interesting report. He has aleo collected
some excellent data which ,have helped to make it
possible for todayt, discussion, to be held at a quite
different level and on a more informed basis than
before the summer recess. I-am particularly grateful to
him for, that. That does not mean that every misunder-
standing'.has.beerr cleared up, but our positions have
become,somewhat closer.
I r 1,
First of 
.all, I should like to inform the rapporteur of
my opinion on the various amendments. I'think that
it is gridually becomi4g clear ihat an optimu.m supply
of potatoes on the,maiket at stable prices yill not be
pospible until we have a iommon organization of the
mprket for"this proC_uct.
' I7e sdW last year how tlependent each,country can be
at a giveh time on' production in'another pirt.of the
Comrnunity. Because even lf, at a given moment, it is
too t/et or much fOo diy, as happened in the last rwo
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consecutive years, th6 situation is never exactly the
same in every locality. Now thanks to the common
market there is much more scope for exchange
between areas suffering from a shortage and those
enjoying a surplus. One of the most important reasons
why there must be a common market is precisely that
within a common market one can attemPt to ensure
more stable prices, purely and simply by means of the
simple mechanism of the market.
I do not think that supplies of potatoes can be prop-
erly guaranteed at national level by controlling that
market if there is no interference at the frontier. It is
therefore not without cause that the United Kingdom,
which has an organization of the market with interven-
tion prices, guarantee prices, etc', for Potatoes, also has
arrangements for closing the frontiers or 'opening
them if there is a domestic shortafe: It also has full
control over cultivation. I think a system of that type
would be impossible at Community level. Nor would
it be desirable at Community level. It would entail
excessive costs, both for the consumer and for the trea-
sury. I believe in an organization of the market in
potatoes, a system comprising a number of instru-
ments, but what we ca'll very simple instruments. A
system resembling more the organization of the
market in vegetables and fruit rather than the organiza-
tions of the market in the chief basic food products,
such as cereals, sugar, meat and'dairy products'
I think that is one of the reasons why the Potato has
gradually lost importance in modern feed. This is due
mainly to the fact that the Potato-growing area in the
Community has receded quite' considerably. At
present, it is one-third of the area used for that
purpose in the early 50's. This is an enormous decline,
ispicially as potatoes are hardly ever grown for animal
feed now. Potatoes are no longer really suited to
modern feeding methods. The practice of using pota-
toes for animal feeds, except to dispose of a surplus or
scraps, is a feature of areas where cattle-brgeding is
still underdeveloped. These are a few basic points.
I now return to the rePort. I think that, generally
speaking, the motion for a resolution can be said to be
positive-and to approve the proposal' On a number of
points, however, far-reaching amendments to the draft
regulations have been tabled, and I should like to state
my opinion on these on behalf of the Commission. I
srongly advise Parliament against recommending
intervention arrangements for new Potatoes. I am
convinced that it would be undesirable. I make no
secret of the fact that if Parliament were to adopt this,
I would then propose to the Commission that it
should not include it in our proposal to the Council.
\flhat is in fact involved here ? The Community has
to import most of its new Potatoes' In the event of an
absolute surplus of these early potatoes and a
consequent drastic fall in price, we can make the
nec.ssa.y adjustments more easily by applying the
preference system or by consulting the exPorting
iountries. This does not apply to ware Potatoes, of
which in principle we produce more than, or as many
as, we consume. New Potatoes are more expensive to
grow and yield far smaller quantities per ha. The idea
of conserving these expensive Potatoes, I find econom-
ically absurd. I therefore advise you against adopting
the amendment proposed by the Committee on Agri-
culture.
I now turn to the other amendments. I discussed
British potato-marketing in the July part-session. The
intervention practised in the United Kingdom over
the years, though the area utilized could in fact be
checked, is proof of the fact that the Potato is a
product which does not lend itself, and certainly not
at Community level, to such far-reaching dirigisme'
Potato production in the United Kingdom averages
about 7 to 8 million tons Per year and the flow of
imports can be turned on or off according to require-
ments. There have, however, beeh years, for example
in the early 70's, when 15 to 20 7o of production was
not sold or had to be withdrawn from the market. In
my opinion this is proof of the extent to which the
production of potatoes can vary within a single
growing area, and costs would therefore be extremely
high if we were to proceed in the same manner at
Community level.
The Committee on Agriculture proposes that instead
of talking about prohibiting dominant positions in a
single market we should be more concerned to
prohibit dominant positions throughout the common
market. I think that with regard to a product such as
potatoes, if the market shows many features of a free
market organization, a simple market organization, we
might be more flexible on this point than in our pro-
posal. Ve might be content to declare applicable the
general rules of the Treaty in this area. In other words,
we do not really need an article on this matter. I
would even go so far as to say that the article in ques-
tion, to which the amendment of the Committee on
Agriculture refers, can be deleted. \Ufle do not need to
make a regulation on this point. \fle can simply apply
the general rules of the Treaty, which in fact says that
dominant positions which jeopardize the free market
are forbidden. In that case we do not need to talk
about particular markets or the whole market. \7e do
not need to be specific' I think that would be the
simplest and most reasonable solution.
An amendment has also been proposed with a view to
fixing a longer period for initial aid to groups of
producers. On this point too, I am inclined to adoPt a
flexible attitude to the request of the Committee on
Agriculture's rapporteur. I do not mean that we shall
extend this period from 3 to 5 years, but I accept the
possibility of its being extended beyond three years.
that is in fact the purport of this amendment and I
am prepared to be conciliatory on this point.
I now come to the comments made by the various
Members.
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Mr Haase said on behalf of the Socialist Group that he
opposed the regulation, chiefly because it was too diri-
gistic and went too far; it interfered too much in the
operation of the market and went even further than
the Commission said it would go in 1973. On the
other'hand, Mr Hughes said, both in a personal
capacity and on behalf of other members of the
Socialist Group, that his obiection was that this organi-
zation of the market did not go far enough and it did
not provide for sufficient intervention. He said that
for these reasons, plus the reasons mentioned by Mr
Haase, he was opposed to this organization of the
market. lt is obvious that the left-wing of the Socialist
Group, or rather one wing of the Socialist Group,
wants a far-reaching dirigistic organization of the
market and the other wing of the Socialist Group,
which Mr Haase represents, does not want any organi-
zation of the market at all. So Mr, Hughes, you cannot
say that you oppose the regulation for your own
reasons plus the reasons put forward by Mr Haase
because those reasons contradict each other
completely.
I am sorry that the Socialist Group has adopted this
attitude: it is an unconvincing one, because the
reasons for its opposition are so obviously contradic-
tory. They should have put their own house in order
first. A group should know what line it wishes to
follow before announcing its reasons. In reply to Mr
Haase's arguments, I would make the general
comment that it is by no means intended that the
Community should withdraw potatoes from the
market at any time, or that it should own them or be
responsible for them. I7e are not proposing that and
that is in my view the big difference between this and
intervention markets in other sectors. !7e do not
propose a guarantee price, still less do we ever want to
take possession of intervention products, because the
possibility of intervention is precisely what we are
excluding. IW/hat we do propose is to give producer
organizations the opportunity at the appropriate time
to hold on to their production for a longer period, in
the event of surpluses, in order to ensure regular
supply throughout the year. Everybody must under-
stand what is meant by regular market supply after the
events of the past year. Prices were then still quite reas-
onable during the harvest and jr,st after but in the
closing months of the year they became intolerable to
the consumer. If more early potatoes were held back
until the later season the market could be supplied at
more stable prices.
Now the Commission has gone a step further than in
its report of October 1973 because the experience of
the 1975 harvest had a certain influence on own
thinking and because the potato-growing area had
decreased appreciably since 1973. In our view we only
need a simple organization of the market in potatoes,
but we also think that in view of the need for stability
in production from year to year we cannot be content
to treat this product like cut flowers or pine greenery :
we are dealing with a product which for the time
being is still an important food for human beings,
certainly in northern Europe. And in view of the
reduction in the growing-area we feel that some sort
of organization of the market is necessary.
I am grateful to Mr Martens for what he said. I agree
with him that we are steering the right middle course.
I am also grateful to Mr Liogier for his positive
comments about this organization of the market. Mr
Scott-Hopkins said that he would prefer to see new
potatoes treated separately.'!7e met this request of Mr
Scott-Hopkins two years ago. Two years ago we
submitted a separate proposal for new potatoes. This
was, however, reiected by the Council on the ground
that it wanted a single proposal for new potatoes and
ware potatoes. I too would prefer to adopt the course
suggested by Mr Scott-Hopkins, but the Council in its
wisdom has decided differently.
At one point Mr Hughes said that we are going too far
in wanting a single price for potatoes for the Canary
Islands and Greenland. He said that production condi-
tions were entirely different there and so on. I fully
agree with him. I too think that that would be absurd
and hence undesirable. Nor is that what we want. In
the first place, potatoes do not grow in Greenland, so
that problem is soon solved; Secondly, the Canary
Islands do not belong to the Community, so we are
not responsible for them. But we must achieve some
degree of coordination between Southern Italy and
Southern England for example. That is true, but they
are distances which can be bridged. The production
'seasons in those areas are not all that far apart and I
think that the common market has overcome worst
difficulties than that.
I was most impressed by what Mr Hughes said about
the 'amplitude' of fluctuations in prices. That was
most impressive ! I agree'with him that this is a
crucial problem and I was therefore very glad that this
was said by a representative of the British Labour
Party, because if the amplitude of fluctuations in agri-
cultural prices is to be taken into consideration, the
British delegate's opinion of the agricultural policy
may change radically, and for the better, in the very
near future. I do not contest his point. The amplitude
of fluctuations is indeed considerable. I must of course
add, however, that it makes a difference if this range is
narrower because in the case of potatoes prices cannot
fall below a minimum level owing to the existance of
a guarantee price in the United Kingdom. The ampli-
tude of fluctuation is thus chiefly due to the fact that
the British system does not accept low prices. In
Belgium, for example, the price-level may drop to
one-third of the United Kingdom guarantee price for
potatoes. Hence the big differences in percentages. In
itself, however, I find the theory of the amplitude of
fluctuations very significant and I thank Mr Hughes
for lending support in this way to the agricultural
policy. I have also taken note of this comments about
seed potatoes.
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I wholeheartedly agree with Mr Laban on the matter
of intervention for new potatoes. The financial aid to
storage will be granted only for a few months. The
financial aid to dehydration is already being granted.
This arrangement is currently provided for in the regu-
lation on gass-fodder. This includes the aid to artifi-
cial dehydration of potatoes. !7e are not proposing to
go appreciably further in this direction and there is no
question of introducing this aid specially. I would
repeat one point: we do not have the slightest inten-
tion of introducing guarantees and intervention. I
think this should be stated clearly in the minutes of
this sitting. Parliament can always come back to this
in the future, because.it comes under the passing of
legislation.
Mr McDonald said that the system proposed was
rather complicated. That appears to be the case
because it is set out in legal texts. It is really quite
simple, however, but once you let the lawyers loose on
something they make a complicated paper out of it
even if it could be dashed off in ten minutes on tleo
sides of paper. However, that seems to be the way
things are.
Mr President, I think I have answered each of the
speakers. Once again I thank the Committee on Agri-
culture and the rapporteur. I have stated my opinion
clearly on the amendments and I hope that we shall
move further towards an organization of the market
suited to our requirements.
(Applause)
President. Since no-one else wishes to speak, I put
the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted. !
I call Mr Laban on a point of order.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, if I am not
mistaken, the intention is that after the vote on Mr
Bourdellis motion for a resolution a separate vote be
taken on the amendments proposed by the
Committee on Agriculture to the proposal for regula-
tion.
President. 
- 
Mr Laban, there are no amendments.
The amendments to which Mr Lardinois was refering
were the amendments which are contained in the reso-
lution.
I call Mr Bourdellds.
Mr Bourdellis, rapporte (F) M, President, I
can but confirm what you say. It is true that qhe only
amendments put forward to the Committee on Agri-
culture were those tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins. These
have been incorporated in my report and there is
therefore no need to vote upon them. By voting on
the motion for a resolution, Parliament is at the same
time voting on Mr Scott-Hopkins's amendments.
President. 
- 
Mr Laban, the Rules explicitly say that
the Parliament shall vote only on the motion for a
resolution.
Mr Laban. 
- 
(NL)Mr President, after having been a
Member of the European Parliament for three years, I
can only make the observation that quite obviously we
have always acted in violation of the Rules.
8. 0ral Question with debate: Common Agicultural
Policy and tbe Tbird lYorld
President. 
- 
The next item is the Oral Question
(Doc. 277176), with debate, by Lady Fisher of Rednal,
Mr Hughes, Mr Hansen, Mr Broeksz and Mr Fliimig to
the Commission on the common agricultural policy
and the Third !florld:
lUill the Commission make a statement regarding its
future proposals to ensure that the Common Agricultural
Policy plays a fuller part in developing cooperation
between Europe and the Third !7orld both in the
exchange of agricultural produce and in working towards
a more rational organization of world food supplies ?
I call Lady Fisher.
Lady Fisher of Rednal 
- 
Mr President, today we
have been discussing agriculture for a verry long time,
but we have been discussing it in a very different way
from that which normally applies in this Chamber.
'We are generally discussing surpluses and over-produc-
tion, mountains and lakes of surplus foods, and while
today has brought out a different aspect, I make no
apologies for reverting to the topic of surpluses in the
Community. I might say that, to me, death by starva-
tion in the world on the one hand and destruction of
food on the other hand is entirely repugnant and
somethinS which I think is contrary to the thinking
of those European pioneers who were the fore-runners
of this organization.
It is very difficult for us always to realize, because we
live in Europe, that there are still millions of people
who are suffering deprivation because of food shor-
tages. Many of these people are poor people and I
think we ought constantly to remember that it is only
poor people that starve. The transfer of surplus milk
powder from Europe might be a necessary palliative,
but it has no impact at all upon long-term invest-
ments in rural development in the Third !7orld coun-
tries. It is true to say that many of the govrnments of
the developing countries believe in self-help, but
some of the skills, some of the know-how can only be
given to them by richer countries: what better know-
ledge can come thafl from the farm producers in
Europe who somehow seem to be able to produce
food surpluses ? Surely that great know-how, their
great techniques might be used much further in the
development of rural communities in the Third
!7orld. I do not want to decry the food aid given byt oJ c 238 0f I t. 10. 1976.
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the Community. I think it is necessary for famine
relief. I think it is necessary for sudden shortages
which might arise from various factors. In those
circumstances I feed it is invaluable. But I think it is
also true to say that its limitations must be clearly
recognized. It cannot in any way be comparable with
know-how, technique and, in some instances perhaps,
much longer-term contracts between developing coun-
tries and EEC states.
I am fully aware, Mr President, that the Commission
has very extensive and sympathetic contacts with the
Lom6 Convention countries. But I think we have to
build upon those contacts and develop a much more
sympathetic understanding, especially with those
nations who are the providers of raw materials,
because Europe will eveniually have to reconcile itself
to the fact that it has to have a new dependence upon
those nations which supply bauxite, coffee, tea, cobalt,
manganese, tin and all the other commodities which
are essential for manufactured products. The Third
!7orld countries are beginning to be aware of the
power that they hold in their hands because they have
these raw materials at their disposal. They will become
much more restless, they will become much more
acquisitive, when they realize this superior bargaining
position. And what Europe must avoid at all costs is
tension between nations which own raw materials and
nations which need them. I think that we in Europe
can lessen that tension if we can extend our food aid,
extend our production methods, extend our long-term
contracts with these countries.
I am not going to weary the House with statistics, but
I do think it is important to remind ouselves that one
thousand million people that inhabit this earth at any
given time suffer from an empty stomach and they
suffer physically because of a poor diet. Now there are
not many of those people who live in Europe, but I
think it can be argued that if the EEC countries want
to maintain their present high standard of living and
high consumption of meat and livestock products,
they should consider that it might well be important
for us to import a much greater amount of such
commodities from countries that raise the animals on
pasture and range land rather than on cereals and
concentrates. Now, Mr President, this may not be a
feasible proposition and I am fully aware that, if it
were a feasible proposition, it would require the lifting
of EEC quotas and import levies. But I think I must
emphasize, and it must be realized quite clearly, that
what the under-nourished peoples of the developing
world need above all is more cereals to bridge the
protein-calorie gap. And it is precisely these cereals,
these oil-seeds, which we in Europe are importing to
feed our livestock. And then, of course, we try to salve
our consciences by providing aid from the surpluses
arising from feeding these animals. I think, Mr Presi-
dent, there will be political and commercial advan-
tages which may emerge, but aid to the Third !7orld
in my view must be looked upon as an extension of
Community development policy. And I shall be
pleased to hear the Commission's comments on
extending their aid programme so that it becomes
world-wide in application. I would be interested to
have the observations of the Commission on the cuts
in the budget on food aid that were mentioned by
Lord Bruce yesterday in the debate.
Now I appreciate, Mr President" that I have only
touched the fringe of the very, very serious question
under my name on the agenda. I realize that it is a
massive problem in geo-politics and all I ask is
whether it is being studied intensively enough in
Europe.
I would like to conclude, Mr President, by saying thatI think there is much cynicism regarding Europe
amongst many people at the present time : Europe is
regarded as 
.a producer's paradise without any feeling
at all for consumers outside and with only little
feeling for consumers inside Europe. And if the
profile of Europe is to be changed from a producer's
paradise, I think what we have to look forward to is
that the EEC through the CAP will do its best to
narrow the gap still further between those richer coun-
tries and the poorer countries.
Mr Presideng I have not tabled the question this after-
noon out of any sense of criticism of what the
Commission is doing to help the Third \7orld. The
reason I have tabled it is to give the Commission an
opportunity to outline some of their forward thinking
on the question.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lardinois.
Mr Lordinois, Ifiember of the Commission. 
- 
(NL)
Mr President, I am especially grateful to Lady Fisher
of Rednal for the opportunity she has given us of
exchanging views on this topic. I do not think that it
is a luxury for me to make some comments on the
matter myself instead of discussion with Parliament
being always carried on with my noble colleague Mr
Cheysson, who is in fact primarily responsible in the
Commission for these matters.
Perhaps it would be useful to state one fact of which
people are not sufficiently iware in our Community.
The Community impora enormous amounts of agri-
cultural produce from the developing countries. The
value of these imports is currently about $ TZOOO
million and is thus equivalent to imports of agricul-
tural produce from Japan, the United States and the
whole of Eastem Europe, including the Soviet Union,
together. I do not mean imports of agricultural
produce into lfestem Europe but imports of agricul-
tural produce into the Community which come under
our common commercial and agricultural policies.
These impors are, I repeat, equal to total imports
.from the United States, Japan and the wholl of
Eastern Europe, including the Soviet Union. I think it
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i's w<irth ernphasizing this because it sho*s us.'whcre
the limits lie. It shbws ris whbre these limits lie inas.
much as we albne cannot be made responsible'for ihe
trade problems of the underdeveloped riorld. In'other
words, if a solution is to be found'fli this'probllm the
rich northern hemisphere.is a'whole nrusr make'a
contribution to it. I think we should appreciate this
fact and.shogld.state it qlearly ip intepnational forums.
That would ultimately bring us and the Ttiird ITqrld
appreciably further along the r.oa{ indicated.by Lady
Fisher. I agree with her 
- 
gtC let rpe be quite clear
qbout this --:, that trade is mgre i4pgrtant. thap, Igod
aid. 'Food aid' is important ins6fa; as it 'rep;qsqnts
direct humanitarian aid. But in the long term tech-
nical aid {or the developrnentr,bf a'.cOuntry and'its
trade hgreenients with. ,the developed trorld iri' of
greater and more lasting sigrfificance. I ain rdraihded
of the well-knoivn Chincse proherb thdt it is beher to
teach someone to fish because by teach{ng'someone
to fish you are'netgifg |im.for,:hi: whole fituie'life.
I7e have, however, gradUallyldeteloped techniques, in
connection with the world focid'programme and'such
like 
- 
I am particularly thankful to Mr Cheysson,for
this 
- 
according to which food aid will ingreasingly
be used as i sort'of capital'fund tb 'iiy' peopie
workin!'on. develophent projects. In,this waii lbod aid
acquirei another dimension and, Ior mariy 6I ,tlie c6uir-
tries conceined, .wlll 'Constiftite an assei tonipdiabli
ivith 'capital iid. Btu ''aitfar"as ttib limitatitih3It6. itrii
are conierned I think Lady Fisher ancl l-aie on the
same wavelength. s.! r1,,, ,, \
As regards the actualrairiount bf food aid,;$6U;have
already said that the Council has shown a clear
tendency in ,the,budget, to ref,ct propogls.,in- tfrt
regard. I,do not hide the,fect that this has,given; and
still..does,give, rise. to a grgAt,feeling .of frustrqliqn
within tfre Commission. 
.That is the reason why the
Commiseign,iE currently envjsaging the possibility of
drawing up a long-term food-ai{ prograr4ne, despite
ttlis.opposition, a.long-terrn programme ip{ed over
various phases. Food. si{ ;obvisusly enjgys high
priority in our policy tovrardp,,the poor cguqtr,ies,,and
we therefore hope that it will be distributed among
the countiiei cbncernetl' iir' stich a wc'! "that' thi
poorest of thesb couritri,is'deiive maxirrlurlt' b'cn'Cfit
from it..Lady Fisher has rit teist ns rnu'ch ertpdhitrice ai
I myself ih this matteri'She: alsci'knbws thht"we as
donors do. noi alway{'have corirplete contt'ol bvei
these thihgs. I"'should like'to mike arrothdt'cofhthent
in thid'cohniction. Lady'Fisher br<iached dri rlmijdr-
tant problem when she inentioned livestbtk proilucts.
A great:deal'of tlilcuSsion iq tdling plate bti this
subjebtl, Id it'iight' to'givt ceida'ls' ind "oii-siids aS' heea
to animals whith can' trarisfofm' this feed'intb' dnly
very sirrall' quentities o1 food' f6t human"'coirSunlh-
tion ? The ratio is abbut t :S. In' other wbrils, 5 tb'6
kilogrdmmes 6f tereald t'ibld abrjut I kilogririrmb of
meat. Thus with thiS fe'ediri,$' iii'ethod ih enoiirlbus
' '.L t'. r,,,'.- ..'
proportioir' o{'food value is lost. !7hen pnq tondiden
ihe iorrsumirtibn of ineat'in the United Stades and 'iil
VeCtern Eriopq too it becomis tlbar that'this is'i
major'problem, considering the above iatio Of 6 tg of
cereals to I kg of meat. Hdw far can this be said to be
irrotally' right -l i' shoutd like to make"two reservaiibns:
Firstly, *e in'\/estern Elrtope, in cdmiiarfton wiih
Norih America, havd made' relatively ,iitdi usb'Uf
cereals in the production of meat'atrdtm{llt 
- 
nd{
half as much as the United States, because of the grass
and also''the climat6,in l7estern Europe. Thbii grass
has greater food valtre'and in particylar,:is.richer irt
proteiar than our cdroals. Secondly, the, use.of.all sorti
of . waste 'iproducts ' ffour our , owrr, . 'lfeeding-stuffd
industry, and imports . ftom' othet . countries ,have atso
beeh , impo*ant factors. Nevprthdlesq, ,we ,continue' to
use large,quantities "of cercels; especially' f61l pig;,snd
poultry fecd; where the.co'nversbn.ratiorii b"etter than
in meat prodtiction., So rive are still 
'usiag,.enonhouJ
quetrtitier d{ cereals in relation to the quantity-of .meat
prod0ced by this .process.'.
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to l'9 million today and I doubt whether aryone can
point to another major area where this has happened.
The 'producers' paradise' is the paradise of city-
dwellers who go abroad for their holidays, who enioy
fine weather but are not aware of the hardships of
rural life, especially in the less developed areas.
Perhaps these remarks may contribute to closer links
between town and country in our Community and to
a similar rapprocbemen at world level between the
developed world and the underdeveloped world.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Walston to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Lord Walston. 
- 
Mr President, I am very happy to
be able to speak in this debate and should like to start
5y thanking my friend, Lady Fisher, for having put
this question. It is of vital importance. But it is some-
thing which it is extremely hard to deal with in a few
minutes or even in an hour's debate in this Assembly.
It is highly complex as Commissioner Lardinois has
pointed out to us and there are so many facets to it
that it is very hard to strike a balance between them.
I am very glad that the Commissioner took Lady
Fisher up on this question of farming as a producer's
paradise. Some farmers in Europe do not do too badly.
They probably do not do half as well as they would do
if they had gone into some less productive industry
with the same amount of training, skill, hard work
and capital behind them, but they do not do too
badly. Looking at agriculture as a whole, even in the
Community as the Commissioner pointed out, you do
not have millions leaving paradise voluntarily for
something else 
- 
they only leave it because they do
not find it a paradise. And, if that is so in the Commu-
nity 
- 
as indeed it is 
- 
it is even more so in the
Third !7orld, where anybody who has the slightest
opportunity of doing so will leave the countryside,
will leave the job of producing food and will go into
the nearest town or city, or emigrate to Europe if he
can because he will find, not only a better life himself
there, but a better life for his family also. And that is a
factor that we cannot, must not, lose sight of.
There is mulnutrition, as Lady Fisher so rightly
pointed out, throughout the whole of the world 
-even in the rich countries there is an undue amount
of it. But in the Third $7orld there is a terrifying
amount of it, there is actual starvation. And the basic
reason for that is that people do not have enough
money with which to buy the food they should have.
And those people who do not have enough money
are, in the main, the primary producers of some form
of food or other themselves, and they do not have
enough money because we, in the rich countries of
the Vest, do not pay them a fair price for what they
produce. That is the main cause of poverty and of
malnutrition and of starvation. Now, if that cause were
overcome either by charity from the '!7est or 
- 
far
more important 
- 
by raising the prices of primary
products so that the purchasing (which perhaps we
shall deal with when we come to the next question) so
that the purchasing power of those people who are
producing them in the Third \7orld was increased 
-if that poverty were overcome, then there would
undoubtedly be a physical shorrage of food
throughout the world and more would have to be
produced (l hope one can say more will have to be
produced). I7hen we talk about solving the problem
of world hunger, of combating mulnutrition, we are in
fact saying that we, in the !7est, can no longer go on
buying food from the primary producers, in the Third
\florld at prices which in fact condemn them to
poverty and to near starvation. At the moment the
price of most commodities is high. Cocoa is high,
oilseeds relatively high, and some people are making
profits out of it. But even at those high prices today, if
Lady Fisher went 
- 
and I wish she and many other
people would 
- 
to those small holdings, farms, large
plantations, where these commodities are produced,
she would find poverty of a sort that she does not find
in our own cities, Iet alone our own countryside, in
Europe. She would find malnutrition and starvation
there. So we must start this fight against malnutrition
by raising the price of primary commodities and
increasing the standard of living of those who produce
them very largely for us.
Now, there are one or two points an tempted to take
up in Lady Fisher's speech, emphasizing all the same
that I go along wholeheartedly with the main points
that she has raised. It is true that cereals, proteins and
carbohydrates are needed to combat malnutrition, but
we must not forget the importance of protein, and
particularly animal protein. There is a great deal of
evidence accumulating today to show that shortage of
animal protein, praticularly in young children, leads
to a slowing down of mental development from which
they can probably never recover. One of our efforts, if
we are sincere about combating malnutrition, must be
to ensure that the protein supply is increased as well
as the carbohydrate supply.
The second point that I would ,n.t. j as I say, a
minor one 
- 
is (and the Commissioner has drawn
attention to this also) that there is in fact very little
competition between the Third \U7orld and the
Communiry with regard to agriculrural products. The
competition that we have is more with the developed
countries, be it Canada and the United States for
maize, be it New Zealand for butter or lamb, but very
Iittle indeed with the developing countries, most of
whose products are of a tropical nature which we
cannot grow here. So, when we talk of competition, it
is mainly between countries already developed.
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Now, specifically, Mr Chairman, I would urge uPon
the Commission and the Commissioner 
- 
both
Commissioners, Commissioner Cheysson, too, who
has done so much work in this 
- 
to continue and
intensifiy their collaboration with FAO and to take
the lead in attempting to set up something like a
!(orld Food Programme, so that we know what it is
we want to produce in the world, so that we can do
our best by means of long-term contracts and securiry
and so on, to encourage production of those commodi-
ties 
- 
a long job, a slow iob and an expensive job,
especially to us in the !flest. But by working out that
kind of production and distribution programme, I
believe that the Community, in cooperation with
FAO and other international organizations, will be
able to make a really substantial contribution to
solving this problem.
(Applause)
IN THE CHAIR: MT SCOTT.HOPKINS
Vice'President
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Koning to speak on
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr De Koning. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like
to begin by drawing attention to the fact that if my
information is correct this is the first time that you
have taken the Chair and I should like to wish you
and this Parliament good luck. It is an honour for me
to be able to speak under your chairmanship.
(Applause)
I enioyed the speech Lady Fisher made in introducing
the question. At first sight the question seems to be
aiming a certain amount of criticism at the common
agricultural policy. I am glad that in her speech she
completely removed any such impression, because I
really believe 
- 
and on this I agree with Mr Lardinois
- 
that at the moment there is not much cause for
criticism of the common agricultural policy; there is
not much cause for putting the common agricultural
policy on trial on the ground of its effects on the
Third \U7orld.
I am not unaware of the fact that in the past criticism
has been justified. A bitter dispute took place in this
Community over the question whether cane sugar
should be imported to supplement our own beet-sugar
production. The dispute was settled to everyone's satis-
faction 
- 
including the Third !florld. Looking at this
question from a positive point of view, and there is
every reason to do so, one is inclined to repeat the old
question : \U7hat can be done to improve our common
agricultural policy, how can it be made to play a more
important r6le 
- 
as Lady Fisher said 
- 
in relations
between Europe and the Third !7orld ? Mr Lardinois
cited some impressive figures regarding our trade in
agricultural products with the Third !7orld. The
common agricultural policy has a task to perform in
the area of food aid, but also in the area of technical
and financial aid. And, last but not least, it has a task
to perform in the matter of regulating the world
market prices of primary commodities. When we talk
about a new economic order, we are talking about an
undertaking of major proportions. It is easier said than
done. But the key to this new economic world order is
to establish better economic relations between the
products which third countries produce and the prices
which we pay for them, better relations than those
created automatically by the operation of the market
mechanism.
At present we are giving 200,000 tons of skimmed-
milk powder in food aid. I know that we do not do
this purely out of charity but because we have stocks
of skimmed-milk powder which we cannot get rid of
any other way. This quadrupling of the amount of
skimmed-milk powder which we usually allocate as
aid is morally justifiable only if we maintain that
effort in years when there are no surpluses and even
in years when there are shortages. !fle should empha-
size our readiness to grant technical and financial aid
by contributing to the international fund for agricul-
tural development. It is most important that we
should make our know-how and financial resources
available through this international fund and contri-
bute to the development of agriculture in third coun-
tries, which is the most effective means of combatting
hunger in the world. It is most important, for the
stabilization of primary commodity markets, that
Europe should take part in world agreements on
primary commodities and contribute to the financing
of these agreements. The Community, as Mr Lardinois
has pointed out, is by far the biggest customer on the
world agricultural market. We must accept the respon-
sibility that that implies.
In conclusion, I should like to refer to a question Put
by Miss Flesch on 26May 1975. Miss Flesch asked the
Cornmission what taxes were levied by the various
Member States on tropical products. The Commission
provided an excellent answer from which it was clear
that the matter deserved further attention in the
future. It really is too absurd that in Germany, to
name just one country, a levy of more than I 000
million lire is charged on coffee, that millions of guil-
ders aie collected in excise duty on cocoa, that a levy
of 140 million DM is charged on sugar in Germany,
28 million guilders in my country, the Netherlands,
and I I million Luxembourg francs, Miss Flesch, in
Luxembourg. These levies impede the sale of these
tropical products and I think we should stoP using
them to finance our own general expenditure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
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Mr Liogier. 
- 
(F) Mr'Piesident, ladles' ind gentle-
men, I would first llke to thank the rhembers fiutting
this question for their timely cHoic6 df this subic'ct fiir
discussion. The fact is that today, afier the diought
which has ravaged'our countryside, we are better'able
to understand the basic r6le of the common agricul-
tural policy and what its r6le ought to be both in
securi'ng our own supplies and in internitional tride.
r07e are better than ever able io reh'lize 'thi seriotrs
danger that a',malthu3ian policy mai repreierit.'The
hazards of Cgiicultural' production mean ure cinndt
make a mistake. Surplus may be 'embarassirlg'but
scarcity is sbnietimes fatal. Let us, never forgei tHis.
At world level, Community agriculhire' has a major
position and is an unbeatablc" card foi irs tcJ plai.
Since hunger is far from being defeated at world level
we should play a leading pirrt in thE fight against it.
The policy of aid tb'deVelo'ptrtg countries is rhe
natural' cornplement to olrr common 'igricuttuiat
policy. It should also be the .stiinulant' o{ that
common agricultural policy, because of the eltent.'of
world needs. Y7e need to give developln! feciples the
means to live by their'owh.'eft6rt$ and'to bEn€fit'ftom
the dynamics of world trade. Gifts of all kinds, such as
food aid and 
- 
emergefiry ' asbistiahce, are 'ceitdiniy
extremely useful but should'not form the ba'sii of 'deve-
lopment aid policy. Ttreir piripose'.ii to 'enable''the
positive effCcts of a reil poliry qf co-opeihtirih'to,be
extended. Even then, they'need tb be idequaterl'4d
suitable. : ' 
. 
.,' lt-
\U(hilst, therefore, it is unthinkable to bas'e food aid cjn
cyclical surplus, it would, on the otlier harid, be,worth-
while increasirig our efforts 'when su'ch surt'lt*es
enable us to do so. But <iur acti'on' shoult 'not
primarily consist of food"ald. Our agriculiural,.idten-
tial enablbs us to play a leadin! liart in the'ieorganiia-
tion of the world markets..Tn-e prior condition for
. 
uninterrupted supply and the developiment of the
food for foreign currency-generatin! .protluctlon thlt
is absolutely essential,for.the poor qountries, is better
market organization. It all 
.de'pends,on'rhat. An''ehd
has to be put to thi present free-for-hll, in ,which
world prices shoot up or ilbitn at the rie*s of'ai few
speculative deals, in which'!6me kinds of jiroducrion
are wrongly'located and urifrofitible, and ln'$Hictr
there is surplus produttion ::in' some sectors '.ina
serious shciriages ih other ahd soinetimes '' viral
products. The-world's agricultural tpoterftiil l3' i,ot
exploited properly, and 
.Fqrope can and should make
a serious coritribution to its'better utilization. ' 
,
There has to be a graduai advanie from the siage of
confrontatioh, uncontrolltd c-<impetitiori and opposi-
tion to that of complementa-tity iri exparision.
In this corinection, the LoA6 experiment' fs an
example to be followed. By ffnt buying what dhe, 46
poor associated countries havi to sell and, of E6urse,
paying reasonable prices for these products, aitd iheh
by guccessfully tackling the acute problem of
marketing products at preferential prices, Europe has
at last primed the devilopment pump.
,Tt1e sugar agreemenr is also basic. If this policy of
regional market organization proves more effective for
the, time ,being than a world policy, where dilution
often blunts effestiveqess, it should be taken further.
lhe negotiations planned by the UNCTAD Confer-
ence in Nairobi on the stabilization of export earnings
for basic products would also seem basic in thls
conn6ction. Europe'should respond' to the hopes
placbd ln ir.
The impact of the Community on world markets is
cpnsiderable. IThenever Europe's impoft requirements
80 up,, in , a long period of frost or drought, world
prices, when lower than European prices, tend to be
jackEd up to the European level. There can therefore
be no question of reducing'Community protection to
nothing and pt the same time abandoning the idea of
a better olganization of the market as certain quarters
yrould lilie to persuade us with the obiect, it is iaid or
they say, of imprirvihg the iorld system. The effects
would be disastrous both on prices and on the organi-
zitibn 
.of'production. IThat needs to be done iJ the
'reverse, in other words to propagate European market
oiglnization piinciples and -at- the same time to
improve thbm firstly at regional level and then at
iiational level, where, at the moment, there is a certain
delree of 'anarchy. !7e hope that the Commission will
spare no effort to work towards this end.
'(Applause)
' 
)' ,r
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
9. Oral Question witb debate : Nortb-Soutb Dialogue
President. 
- 
The next item is the Oral Question,
withdebato (Doc.275176I by Miss Flesch, Mr Van der
Hek, lvlr Kaspereit, Lord Reay and Mr Springorum to
the Commission on the North-South dialogue:
How does the Commission view the results of the first
phaie of the North,South dialogue and what conclusions
'does,it,draw.from it lor ttre second phase?
'I 
call Miss Flesch. ,
:
Miss,.Elesch. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
ment" if the members signing this oral question and
myself'felt that it was necGssary to put such I question
on' the,progress of the North-South Conference and
on the conclusions drawn by the Commission from it,
particularly with regard to the second phase of these
negotiations, it was primarily in order that the Euro-
peah Pailiament might be better informed. The 4th
UNCTAD Conference in Nairobi was regarded as a
success to the bxtent that its results woullenable the
dtalolue between industrialized and developing coun-
tfies to continue. The North-South Conference, a
parlltet dialogire, showed 'itself to b. tt e flot-oppo..,-
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nity for testing the validity of such a judgement. Some
problems, particularly that of the debts of developing
countries, could not, as you know, be settled at
Nairobi. It is for this reason that, thereafter, those
taking part in the UNCTAD Conference transferred
all their hopes for a solution to the Paris North-South
Dialogue. The July meeting at the level of senior civil
servants, however, and that attended by four working
parties, were unable to finalize a draft agenda for the
second phase of the dialogue.
At the same time, press commentaries were extremely
pessimistic and the possibility of the dialogue's being
broken off was not ruled out. Since then, news
regarding the continuiance of the dialogue has been
more reassuring, but the fact remains that, basically,
we are not very well informed on this question.
The commissions met again on 14 September 1976 in
order to draw up a programme of work.
The developing countries, disappointed in the state-
ments and promises that certain industrialized coun-
tries had proffered them, particularly during the 4th
UNCTAD Conference in Nairobi, now seem deter-
mined to obtain commitments on the few items
which, in their eyes, are at the basis of the new world
economic order that they insist must be Frought
about. As I have already said, I am thinking here in
particular of the debt problem and also the question
of maintaining the purchasing-power of developing
countries' export earnings.
This is why I would like to ask the representative of
the Commission to draw his conclusions on the first
phase of the dialogue and to tell us what the possibili-
ties are of a satisfactory solution to these two thorny
problems for all partners in the negotiations.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cheysson.
Mr Cheysson, mentber of the Contmitsion. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, as reported in the press, the first phase of
the dialogue was largely analytical. It was devoted to
the consideration of the problems involved in the
economic relations between the developing and indus-
trialized countries, an analysis of the difficulties and a
comparison of viewpoints. Nevertheless, a number of
interesting features marked this long discussion.
Firstly, the atmosphere prevailing in the.discussions
was good and this unquestionably helped to allay the
tension between developing and industrialized coun-
tries after a period when it had been very great, as you
will remember.
Secondly, this first phase confirmed the advantage of a
procedure that is discrete. The delegates meet in a
private roonr, which is effective 
- 
because there is
only a small number of delegates at the table 
- 
and
remarkably flexible 
- 
because the obiect of the
dialogue is not to reach decisions, because not all the
countries concerned are represented, but to lead to
decisions being taken elsewhere. Discussion can there-
fore be very free and a significant feature is that there
has been no striving for a single front in the dialogue
on the part of the 8 industrialized countries, a fact
which obviously permits great flexibility, as I have
said.
Lastly, the very existence of a dialogue underlines the
fact, as the developing countries rightly insisted, that
development problems are many and various, and
present themselves in many different forms, and that
they have to be treated as a whole and not singly. Oil
is not the only reasen why certain difficulties arise in
the world ; this argument, widely used at the time of
the boycott, is not the explanation for everything, and
the general nature of the development problem was
stressed during this first phase.
All this was noted with satisfaction in the Third
ITorld. The open-minded attitude of the industrial-
ized countries was remarked upon, particularly on the
part of the Community 
- 
which, I would remind
you, spoke with a single voice, since, for the first time
in its history, it was privileged to be the sole represen-
tative of the interests of the Nine.
Nevertheless 
- 
and to this Parliament I believe that
the Commission has a duty to be very frank 
- 
I
cannot conceal that there was also some disappoint-
ment because these analytical discussions were very
lengthy. The developirrg countries 
- 
particularly
those not present at the Avenue Kl6ber 
- 
had the
feeling that matters were being dragged out and that
the discussion might well go on almost indefinitely.
Concrete results failed to emerge. From that feeling to
scepticism, doubt and the accusation of bad intentions
was only one step, and there were many who took it.
And the l9 developing countries which had the privi-
lege of representing the 77 
- 
alternatively, the I l0 or
120 
- 
developing countries in the world lost no time
in sowing the seeds of suspicion. More was needed
than this first phase to be credible.
And then, Mr President, the UNCTAD Conference
took place in Nairobi. !fle had one debate in this
chamber with the European Parliament and we had
another in this same chamber with the ACP countries,
at which, as you will probably remember, emerged the
great disappointment that many developing countries
felt at the progress or lack of progress made at the
Nairobi Conference.
This was aggravated in a somewhat curious manner by
the fact that the 77 had proclaimed.t.heir cohesion at
and prior to Nairobi. There had been the Manilla
meeting, where they defined a common position, but,
irr stating their cohesion, although their interests are
often at variance, they tended to simplify the
problems 
- 
perhaps too much 
- 
and focussed their
claims on two subjects. These they nailed to the
masthead and it was a matter of accepting them or
being branded as an enemy of the Third lforld.
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These two subjects were of the utmost simplicity. One
was the common fund on raw materials, an important
point, to which I shall retum in a moment, but only
part of the raw materials problem. The other was the
notion of an automatic and generalized moratorium
on debts which, in our view, is a completely unsui-
table answer to this, incidentally very serious,
problem. This excessive simplification, therefore, led
to disappointment because the industrialized countries
were unable to accept these two masthead subjects.
Add to this, Mr President, the fact that the industrial-
ized countries, if I may be allowed the expression, put
up a lamentable show at Nairobi. The Americans
thought they could deal with the problems by organ-
izing a super spectacle and in doing so they generated
the gravest suspicion. !7hen Mr Kissinger spoke about
the Bank of resources, as interesting a subject as it was
promising, everyone thought that he was trying to
play down the problems put to him and divert atten-
tion. The Nine proved themselves to be divided at
Nairobi, as you know, and this created an even worse
effect in that they spoke with a single voice, whence
the detestable impression produced by the Nairobi
conference 
- 
more detestable, in my view, than was
iustified.
Then, early in July, when it was a question of organ-
izing the second phase 
- 
and here I come to the
second part of the question put by the Honourable
Member 
- 
we found, at the level of the senior civil
selants, partners from the Third I7orld who set us
very clear demands in order to be sure that concrete
discussion would begin and that agreements, deci-
sions, and financial commitments could be defined
and then quickly implemented. And in their wish to
show the 77 that they were representing them as they
should, the 19 of the Avenue Kl6ber endeavoured, in
the framing of the agenda, to bias in advance the deci-
sions to be taken at the end of the discussions. A
debate which might be thoutht semantic thus became
a debate on substance, with the industrialized coun-
tries being asked to take, in advance, positions which
could only be the result of conclusions some of
which, incidentally, are very foreign to our way of
thinking.
This was how the breakdown came about early in
July, on technical grounds, the political dimension
not being involved. An event then took place which,
for my part, I hold to be very important. In the pres-
ence of this threat of a breakdown in the dialogue
early in July 
- 
it was very real and was reported in
the press 
- 
there was a political reaction on the part
of both Europeans and the developing counries and
in particular the non-aligned countries, and I would
draw the attention of this Assembly to this point of
very great significance: the Europeans publicly
announced that they regretted this adjournment and
that they were determined to go further. Then they
worked out between them, though not without diffi-
culty 
- 
anything done by a group of nine is always
very difficult a text which was already more acceptable
to our Partners.
But the non-aligned developing countries, meeting in
Colombo, also stated very clearly that they rejected
confrontation and that they did not want conflict
between industrialized and developing countries.
Then, the two very remarkable Chairmen 
- 
very
remarkable and I must underline this 
- 
negotiating
for the two sides (Mr Perez Guerrero for the deve-
loping countries and Mr MacEachen for the industrial-
ized countries) succeeded in finding skilful wording
which meant that a text similar to that requested by
the developing countries could be retained for the
agenda by the addition of a foreword or introduction
pointing out that the final result could not in any way
be anticipated and that we could not enter into discus-
sions the conclusions of which had been reached in
advance.
The talks are therefore going to be resumed. The
meeting began again, as you know, the day before
yesterday. It is to last a week and will be followed by
two others in October and November with a view to a.
ministerial conference in December or January. At
the same time other meetings will be taking place else-
where, since the UNCTAD has been instructed to
organize groups on raw materials and to call a confer-
ence in March on the famous common fund.
Before concluding, Mr President, I will with your
permission now tackle the core of the problem 
- 
I
mean by that the recommendations which Miss
Flesch very thoughtfully proposes to this Assembly as
a conclusion to this short debate. In her conclusions,
Miss Flesch stresses the highest importance (I am
using her words) of the North-South Dialogue for the
' Community. This is patently clear. As an importer of
raw materials, the European Economic Community is
the largest economic unit in the world. Its policy
towards the Third t$7orld is one of the facets of its
unity. This we know since we have seen this progress
ourselves.
Lastly, it has an image in the Third !florld which, in
my opinion, is one of its political assets 
- 
of which,
it must be admitted, it does not have all that many. Its
r6le, as Miss Flesch says, is very important firstly
because it is motivated, as I have just said, and
secondly because this North-South Dialogue is not
really a north-south dialogue, Mr President, but
primarily a west-south dialogue. This is what emerged
at the Nairobi conference, where the planned-
economy countries, in what we know as the Eastern
bloc, were in fact absent partners 
- 
present physi-
cally, present by statement, but absent in any construc-
tive approaches and proposals 
- 
which, incidentally,
is their general attitude when it is really a matter of
developing the Third Vorld. When we talk of industri-
alized and developing countries, therefore, the
dialogue is taking place in fact between the industrial-
ized countries of the I(est and the developing coun-
tries 
- 
in other words, between, let us say, Japan, theUnited States, the Scandinavian countries and the
Community on the one hand and the developing
countries on the other.
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This being so, the Community camies a special weight
within the group of industrialized countries. It is clear
to everyone that the United States does not want to
break off relations with the developing countries.
They are not prepared to take the responsibility for
this, which is equivalent to saying that whenever the
Community has a position on a given subiect that is
similar to that of the developing countries it will be
the hand that throws the switch for general agree-
ment. The Community therefore has a leading r6le to
play in this dialogue, as Miss Flesch has so rightly
said.
It obviously plays its part better when it speaks with a
single voice, because a single voice makes itself heard.
Nine different voices are smothered in the fog, inau-
dible in the uproar. And above all, if there are nine
different voices we do not carry the conviction, vis-
i-vis our American allies and friends, that we do when
we speak with a single voice. This I believe to be a
highly important factor that we should bear in mind
for the future. And we should bear it in mind in the
dialogue, because there, as I have pointed out, we have
freedom of expression, which is important and offers
an effectiveness incomparable with world meetingp
organized by the United Nations or others and also
ensures an equality between partners that is clearly
not to be found at bilateral level.
To return to the present issue, discussions are still
concentrating on two subiects, firstly because there is
the situation we have inherited from UNCTAD and
secondly 
- 
this has to be said 
- 
because if we want
to make rapid progress our discussions have to be
restricted. They are the very subiects that Miss Flesch
referred to a moment ago 
- 
namely, debts and export
earnings.
fu regards the debt, situation, a distinction unquestion-
ably has to be drawn between cases of acute crisis and
the others. Acute' crisis is facing those developing
countries where payments are about to cease and
which cannot restore the situation unaided. There is
no denying that this problem must be dealt with. That
was agreed and the fact needs to be repeated. As
regards dealing with it by an automatic moratorium,
the Community 
- 
like the other industrialized coun-
tries 
- 
rejects both the principle and the idea. It
smacks of bad management. To apply a moratorium
whose immediate consequence would Put a comPlete
stop to any possibility of credit for all the developing
countries in the world would seem to be very unfair to
those developing countries who are successful in
managing their affairs, i.e., who have enough courage
to pay, their debts. In a liberal or market economy
this is an elementary fact.
Conversely, we are all ready to consider, with our part-
ners in the Third \U7orld and in particular in the
framework of the Dialogue, what general guidelines
might be 'given, with the help of the International
Monetary Fund, to the club of present and future cred-
itors in order that problems may be dealt with, case by
case, when they are acute, serious and decisive,
priority naturally going to the least-favoured among
them.
'With regard to debts, we are now agreed 
- 
and we
are glad that our American friends, after some hesita-
tion, have taken the same approach as we have 
- 
that
problems also deserve consideration when there is no
acute crisis but when the burden of debt constitutes
an unbearable obstacle to progress and development.
In that case problems should be considered in
conjunction with the other aspects of development,
consideration being'given to all items in the balance
of payments and all the other aspects of political,
economic and financial development. !7e are ready to
do this and ready to discuss it and we are prepared 
-
when a country considers that it is in this situation 
-to accept that an international body 
- 
the ITorld
Bank for example 
- 
should advise the country, and
possibly convene the consortium or advisory grouP
which will allocate the debt problem its place 
- 
and
it will often be a leading one 
- 
among the economic
and financial problems needing to be dealt with for
development to resume.
As regards export earnings and the 'indexation'
everyone has been talking about, I think the problem
needs to be seen in its proper light. To begin with, the
developing iountries were inclined to ask for an
increase in the prices of raw materials as a way of
increasing the flows of finance they need.
No one denies that these flows have to be ,increased,
but this is not the same problem as that of export
earnings for raw materials. Firstly, raw materials are
mainly exported by the industrialized countries and
not the developing countries. Secondly, these raw
materials are purchased by industrialized countries but
they are also bought by developing countries and
sometimes by very poor countries for whom any
increase in price would be an extra burden. Though
the problem of increasing flows of finartce, and public
aid to development (which is very important) has to
be dealt with, it has to be understood that it is not
bound up with the raw materials problem, which is to
put an end to violent, unforeseeable and intolerable
changes in price.
So what about indexation ? !7e are ready to considcr
the principle with our partners. I say 'consider'
because we baae neoe r accepted this principle,
contrary to certain reports in the press yesterday and
the day before. And although we are ready to consider
the principle we do not believe in it. I want to say this
very frankly. Conversely, we believe that serious
consideration should be given to the problem of
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protecting export earnings and the purchasing-power
derived from these earnings, including those accumu-
lated by certain exporters over a number of years ;
there, of course, I refer mainly to the exporters of
hydrocarbons. It should be considered, but this should
be done, as we pointed out 48 hours ago in Paris,
bearing all the economic factors in mind, that is to
say 
- 
of course 
- 
its effect on the prices of imported
goods and services, the problems of the inflation
prevailing in the industrialized countries and all
factors affecting development. This bringp us back to
the overall raw materials problem.
It will therefore be necessary to deal with the problem
of regulator stocks, because 
- 
we will agree thisjointly 
- 
they will have to be joint-financed by
producers and consumers. As you know, 7 of the 9
Member States of the Community believe that this
financing of regulator stocks could cover all products
so that there would be a kind of common fund. \7e
shall certainly have to tackle this problem.
But we must realize that in this way we shall be
dealing with only certain raw materials. The building
up of regulator stocks can be justified only for some
raw materials where the situation would be improved
by the financing arrangements and the holding of
stocks at international level. For all other raw mat-
erials, on the other hand, and in particular for oil, the
problem is different. It will call for the setting up of
'producer-consumer' fora and many other instruments.
Perhaps a closer look should also be taken at the first
year's operation of the STABEX in the framework of
the Lom6 Convention, which, though it does not deal
with the raw materials problem, protects certain of the
poorest countries against the destructive effects on
their economy of violent changes in raw materials
exports and prices.
To sum up, Mr President, the Commission welcombs
the motion for a resolution tabled by Miss Flesch, Mr
Van der Hek, Mr Kaspereit, Lord Reay and Mr Sprin-
gorum with great pleasure. It points out, however, that
the problem goes beyond the subiects covered by this
resolution. Development problems have an overall
nature both as regards the subiects and the countries
having to grapple with them. I shall also not dwell
here on the need for the planned-economy countries
eventually to be involved in the consideration of
problems as important as those of raw materials.
Lastly, I stress the importance of a Community
approach whenever it can be taken. That is,how we
shall make ourselves heard, and if we are not heard we
should understand that the best causes lose their
weight, their authority and their chances of success.
Incidentally, it is because this Community approach is
so valuable that the Community, wherever it can,
should continue along its own path with the countries
that are closest to it. This is why, as I have often told
you, I believe in the Lom6 policy, which is clearly far
more advanced than the policy we can follow at inter-
national level. At world level we are hardly at the nego-
tiating stage. At the regional level we have passed that
stage and are in the full phase of application and
progress. !fle are developing methods that could often
well be extrapolated, providing us with experience and
a far closer knowledge of the problems.
President. 
- 
I call Lord lTalston to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Lord Valston. 
- 
Mr President, I shall confine
myself to only one aspect of this fascinating and enor-
mously important subject, but I would like to say how
grateful I am to Miss Flesch and her colleagues for
introducing this subiect and to Commissioner
Cheysson for his very comprehensive reply.
I would suggest, Mr President, at the risk of over-sim-
plification, that the developing countries look at the
Iflest the industrialized countries, see that they are
rich and have factories and a great manufacturing
potential. They therefore say to themselves, 'lf we
want to become rich we also must have factories and
we also must become industrialized'. But it is really
not an essential economic necessity that those who
manufacture goods must have a higher profit and a
higher standard of living than those who produce the
raw materials that go into the goods. It is purely an
accident of history that whose who have turned jute
into, sacks,. those who have turned cocoa into choco-
late, those who have' turned cotton into sheets, or
copper, bauxite and tin into manufactured goods have
become rich, and those who have actually grown them
or dug them have remained poor. It is because of the
strength of purchasing-power in the old days and the
weakness of the sellers. Well, that has changed now so
far as hydrocarbons are concerned: we sei what has
happened, and other people see what has happened
also. And what we must now face up to, I believe, and
what I hope the Third r$7orld will also face up to, is
that their prosperiry must depend in the main on the
efficient and profitable exploitation of those things for
which they are best suited, which is, in general,
primary production or exploitation of mineral wealth,
and not manufacture, whereas the !(est, for geogra-
phical and historical reasons, can continue with is
older r6le of manufacture as opposed to primary
production. !7hat we must ensure, however, is that the
rewards are more equally divided; that those who
produce the primary products get more and those who
manufacture get relatively less : that is the only way
we really can take a major step forward in solving thii
problem. !7hat it means, of course, for us is that we
shall have to pay higher prices 
- 
higher prices rela-
tive to the cost of manufactured goods 
- 
for primary
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'prodrcts. At the same time, we rnust do what we can
'to improve conditions.ol work. It is' esential,'there-
Iore, Mr,President, fo^ there to be masslve investrnent
'in the infrastructure as well as long-tdrm .onto.tr'o,
somethinB rimilar: more schools, roads, hospitali and
'so on. And the result of that will'be a significant
improvement in the relative *tealth of the Third
\U7orld and a happier.atmosphere in the talks that are
now going on in the so-called Noith-South dialogue.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr SpringoturD. :
Mr Springo (D) W President, ladies and
gentlemah, I am oxtremely lrateful to Mr CheySson
for speaking to us today abou(,the confeftnde,'rrpe-
cially since rerent press repgrts'have been'tery pessi-
mistic.and .painted,a much, blacker picture than"he
has, Parliament .discussed Tfte t ,North-South , dialogue
thoroughly in January this'y'ear..On that ,ocdasion, Mr
Ortoli expressed the view that the dialogue repre-
sented the most ambitious at$einpt'to reshepe ,\pofld
economic relations. Has- this anempt'sucieeded ? ,I'do
not think that any of us ,in this. House 'are'optimists.
Hovieverr the confqrence'is necessary and. shoold'be
welcomed. ,At all events;'it has'oertain advaritagesr' .
Extemally, it 'will'have 
,thd 
'advantage of higfrlightrng
the inteldependence 'of ,the. industrialized Upuntries
and'of the countries of thi Third and Fourthl\WorldS.
Many peopk i,onder what will hapen if thE ieonfer-
ence is a,failure. A,smaller..Confetertce; whicli'isrShat
the French. President, brlginally had- in ;'mindi ist
certainly . not -a pbs*ibilitf; My owr'view,,h'dwerter, is
that even. if all these.,Gonferences 
-{*h6ther in:Nairobi or Paris or,elsewhere,-'fail, it will stil&'be
necessary',to hold more,;simply as a meansrtlf'gettinf
tog€ther. After all, in the long term 
- 
dtrd thts "is'
sometJrin! about wh,ich there.can'be absO{trtety rto
doubt, !- it-is essential that we.s'hould try to,'der;tlop'a
comprehensive -system for' the' solution df ttie Very
different problems affecting.this world. Ve 'ihould
bear in mind that not even'fhe peofle in the'indusffi-
al ized countries,.:w,ith thoir'hilh, ldvels of, ihtelli$encq'
are thinking in terms of such a systern. And, to my
pfofotrnd'fegrer, our delegates at these conferences
tlilmselves hav€ no idea wfiat form the system might
tak€.
':
I(e, should ,also guard against the danger of self-rec-
.rimination, 'of, blaming ourselves for the lack of
progress ,in,' the developitrg countries, or accusing
ourselves.of exploitation- I am grateful to the previous
speakcr for'what he has said. Tbree centuries ago,
, Buiope ryas. in 'the same position as the developing
countries are now. Forigive me, but it is pure nonsense
to say that the wealth of Europe and America is due
mainly to low oil prices. In the final analysis that
iealtfr' *as, earned. The conference was originally
.'interided fcii the solution of urgent energy probl.-i.
.Now we'(ind'a misiimash <if problems coinected with
'enetgy,'raw materiali, develoiment and finance, and I
feir thht the search for juqt and stable priies for raw
.I,a,11,,{1, agd e1e1Sr will prove in vain.
Despite the North-South dialogue, the oil-producing
countries will be meeting in Qatar in December to
disc4s;an,lncrease in, the price of mineral,oil. The oil
indqpqrl is,cxpecting an increase of l0 % qver 1970
D,ttfp. Thg oil:Producing ,qountries will base their
calculatiqnE on the inlprgved economic cliinate and
the tendericy. towards inflation in the industrialized
cgu4t1igs, particularly, Englarld and ltaly. It should be
b,p1nq ip mind that a,l0 o/o increase in oil prices will
!ive' ,ri,se ,to 0'4-o/o inflation in Germany, where the
rlte rl Jgw, and to almost l'5 % in England, where
F,9, ral. - is high. Saudi Arabia intends to propose
rtdgpirgg'pfgductioq to gnqthird of ips present level
wilqog!,cortsultatign irl the framewo_rk of the North-
Sprth, $glpgue. If ,this, proposal were, implemented
implqnlgple! would become a. rare commodity and, as
qtte.t $siietgry-Genera{ . of the International Energy
Agency said, God knbws what would happen to prices
then. Even though the conference is now being
disowned by these countries, we should continue this
dialogue'even if it,,r61n*inr unsatisfactory. I believe
tldt.,u,e., ghall .expetience rnany more unsatisfactory
confgren6es of this.kind lin the hope that one day we
stxill ,find',.a,,model ,systern by means 9f which the
qo,rld ban five in pgace
(Applqu,te),,
I t'' r;t
P,fecidpnt. 1 I,ca[[,Mr'Liogier to speak gn behalf of
thq;Group of. Europea.n;,Progressive D.qmocrats.,
_. 
t'--it, ,).-'
:'' ,' I,
Mr ;. Liogier. 
- 
(F), ,Mr President; ladies and
gerrtlemerl, on behalf of rny group I would firstly like
to. thank Miss Flesch ,and the other Members who
have put the oral question, with debate, on the North-
South Dialogue now before us, since it allows this
ParliArir6ni to'considei the most serious problems of
the:mbmertt'"both fo't the Europein Cdmmuniry and
fdilCijijpieration and"wijrl0'peace at the Very moment
European energy poficy." .,i ,t
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when, after the July setback, the Dialogue is about to
resume.
J
How did the Conference on economic international
co-operation come into being ? !7e all know that it
was through the initiative of the President of the Repu-
blic 
- 
and we should pay tribute to him on this score
- 
and as the result of a number of international polit-
ical and economic factors. These forced the conviction
on everyone that it was no longer possible for
economic systems to forge ahead, driven by their own
dynamics in the most divergent directions, since the
eventual result of such a process would have been a
confrontation of such a kind as to create an unbridg-
eable gap berween the industrialized world and the
developing countries. Bringing together a restricted
number of powers representative of all the countries
in the world, including the Community, this Confer-
ence constitutes an unprecedented forum for the
discussion o{ economic problems or a world scale and
for the joint search for solutions enabling a new,
stabler and above all fairer world economic order to
be gradually introduced.
The Group of European Progressive Democrats
attaches especial importance to the resumption and
fruitful continuation of the Paris Conference for rwo
basic reasons bound up with the success of this great
plan for a new economic order and the future of the
European Community itself.
Whilst the rough ride of the Colombo meeting
showed the extreme politization of economic
problems, it is not a reason for giving up the pursuit
of the objectives of the North-South Dialogue. And
the Paris Conference has a laige number of advan-
tages. To begin with, it is unique in its kind because it
forms a framework for discussing all aspects of North-
South relations, whereas the many international
bodies that exist 
- 
UNCTAD, GATT, IBRD and
UNIDO 
- 
deal with only some.
The second feature making it in some ways unique is
that the smallest possible number of countries are
involved. Eight industrialized countries, including the
European Community, and 19 developing countries
are a small number, these days, for the participants in
an international meeting, but if tangible results are to
be obtained and if the confrontation is to be
converted into a dialogue and co-operation then it
will be through the work done by small committees.
Many developing countries, which no doubt prefer
concrete results to the tempting but so bitter fruit of
confrontation, are certainly looking forward to be back
in the private room of the Paris Conference, because
they could see at Colombo 
- 
and at Nairobi too 
-that progresS at such meetings is inversely propor-
tional to the number of countries taking part. And
everybody knows that failure at the International
Economic Conference would mean reverting the
debate to the United Nations General Assembly.
As to the future of the Community, it is bound up
with the success of the North-South Dialogue on two
counts. Firstly, the Community depends closely on
this co-operation for its very existence and for its
population's standard of living, bdcause the supplies of
raw materials and energy the Community needs are
conditional upon it. Lastly, this is the first time for the
Community to be represented on its own as such in
an international conference of such importance.
Failure would therefore compromise not only the
economic expansion of the Member States but also
the political power of Europe, since speaking with a
single voice helps to strengthen Community solidarity
and is a condition for its political success. The fact is
that our cohesion is the pillar on which our brand
image at international level standards.
The Community has therefore a large part to play in
this Conference and in the very resumption oI the
dialogue. Moreover, it has already proved the fact by
making specific proposals likely to help the North-
South Dialogue forward. The fact is that the delegates
of the industrialized and developing countries parted
on l8 July 1976 without reaching agreement on the
agenda for the Conference or on the priorities for the
committee work.
Two main reasons emerged for this disagreement: the
problem of lightening the least-favoured countries'
burden of debt and the stabilization of the purchasing
power of exports from developing countries. However,
on the initiative of the French delegation, the Commu-
niry is endeavouring to re-launch the dialogue on a
crucial point, that of the debts contracted by the deve-
loping countries. Even so, the difficulties have not yet
been smoothed out. We are, however, proud of the
example set by the Community speaking, at last, with
a single voice : an open mind as regards the dialogue,
the will to succeed and concrete proposals. Although
differences still exist between the two sides 
- 
industri-
alized and developing countries 
- 
regarding the
approach to this programme, the former preferring
case-by-case consideration and the latter a general
approach, we put all our hope in the action of the
Community and in the success of its initiative, which
would then bring about an unprecedented ascent in
its international image and a victory for Community
solidarity.
Lastly, the success of the North-South Dialogue would
be an object-lesson in view of the proliferation of
mass international conferences, each of which 
- 
it
has to be said and admitted 
- 
is iust as fruitless as
the next.
(Altltlaus)
President. 
- 
I call Miss Flesch.
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Miss Flesch. 
- 
(F) Mr President, with your permis-
sion I would first like to thank Mr Cheysson for the
replies he has given to our question with his usual
frankness and concision. Regarding the motion for a
resolution tabled by my colleagues and myself, on
which Mr Cheysson has already stated his position, all
that remains to be said that it is very short and hardly
,calls for any further comment. It is undoubtedly
incomplete, as Mr Cheysson has said, but for us it was
primarily a matter of a public affirmation of the Euro-
pean Parliament's firm intention to see the Commu-
nity helping to reach a positive outcome to the North-
South Dialogue, particularly as regards indebtedness
and maintaining the developing countries' purchasing-
Power.
In addition, Mr President, the resolution is very
reserved. It mentions no date or specific solution. In
short, we wished to point out the importance we
attached to this question without obstructing the nego-
tiators in their task, which is admittedly difficult.
I hope, Mr President, that this motion for a resolution
will have the agreement of all our colleagues here in
Parliament.
President. 
- 
To wind up the debate, I have received
from Miss Flesch, Mr Van der Hek, Mr Kaspereit,
Lord Reay and Mr Springorum a motion for a resolu-
tion with a request for an immediate vote pursuant to
Rule 47(4) of the Rules of Procedure (Doc. 297/76).
I first consult Parliament on the request for an immed-
iate vote.
That is agreed.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
fhe resolution is adopted. 1
10. Fifth Commission rePort on competition policy
President. 
- 
The next item is the report by Mr
Normanton, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs on the fifth report of
the Commission on competition poliry (Doc. 243176)
I call Mr Normanton.
Mr Normanton, raPporteur, 
- 
Mr President, may I
begin by offering a very warm and sincere welcome
our new Commissioner, Mr Vouel, and express the
hope, on behalf of the Economic Affairs Committee,
that our relationships will be rich, fruitful and friendly
in the pursuance of what I hope and pray will be a
common objectieve ?
Secondly, may I say how sad all of us must be to hear
the latest news about Mr Borschette. I understand
there is still no sign of any improvement in his state
of health.
The third point is, very briefly, that I am sure my
committee will be anxious to add our thanks to
Commissioner George Thomson for standing in for
Mr Borschette during Mr Borschette's illness. S7e are
grateful for all the help he gave in discussion and his
contribution at the stage where we were considering
our resolution on this subject.
Lastly, a very small technical point. I apologize to the
House that there is an omission in the printed docu-
ment as f.ar as paragraph 17 of the motion for a resolu-
tion is concerned: that is made good by the addition
of a corrigendum, which is now in the possession of
all of us.
Now for the report. May I first of all remind the
House that my report relates to the Commission's 5th
report on competition policy in respect ol 1975, and
much 
- 
I need not remind the House 
- 
has
happened in many fields since the period which this
Commission document refers. It is easy, extremely
easy, for those who are able to look backwards from
this point in time'to be hypercritical of comments
made by the Commission when their report was
drafted in the early part of this year.
The year 1975 saw the Community in what one can
only describe as deep and growing economic distress.
It was the biggest single economic depression since
the great world depression of 1931. Unemployment
and inflation were at an unprecedentedly high level ;
indusrial activity, order-books, commercial cash
liquidity were at an unprecedentedly low level, and
international currencies in the Community and else-
where were developing into a state of chaos and
turmoil. It therefore seems to me quite logical and not
entirely surprising that all governments in all parts of
the world should be increasingly coming up against
growing pressures from many quarters 
- 
first and
foremost, and rightly so, from the public in general
and public opinion and, secondly, from industry in
general and certain particular sectors of industry, all
asking that the governments should do something
about it. Very clearly, many people who were making
these representations were thinking of the way in
which, on so many occasions in the distant and not-
so-distant past, protectionist policies, the provision of
subsidies, the provision of (inancial aids and special
fiscal and other forms of treatment were in fact being
demanded 
- 
not for industry in general but for
certain industries in particular. The fact that the
Community has not succumbed to these many and
very powerful pressures, nor reverted to pre-Commu-
nity economic nationalism, is, I believe, an important
tribute to the existence of the European Economic
Community. I would also like to believe, as I do; that
it is in no mean measure due to the work, the contin-
uous, heavy and intensive commitment of the
Commission as a group : at a much lower but more
realistic level, I would pay tribute to the Commis-
sioner for competition policy, who has played no insig-t OJ C 238 of I t. 10. 1975.
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nificant part in this battle. I eamestly hope that'the
House in some way, at somei time,. vilt flaee , oe
record its appreciation of this as a fact which must.not
be overlooked.
The policy objectives of the Community (and I hppe
they will continue to be identified by those'*hich'are
persistently pressed in this Parlia'nient) aie tO Set away
from historic restraints on trade everywhere, bug parti-
cularly, on internal trade. It is by the su€cees. in this
field that I think rhat . the Community an{ the
Commission should be judged. 
. i ,
As far as tarilf barriers are concerned, there iS' ho
doubt at all'that progress has been good, both i-ntei-
nally and extemally; but is no understateident to siy
that progress in dismantlirig non-tariff barrieti fatls far
short of expeCtations or oI *hat ihe iituatibh iEqirires.If in this ionnexion youi Eionoinic -Conimidtee
appears to be hypercritical'of the Contrirission's 3cti{i-
ties in 1975, I hope the House ivill intCryiefttris Ei
still further 'evidence of that corhmittee's iifu3it'to tie
complacenierrtl The Econoinic Committed *atr'd
more action, more progress, gteat6r emphliis dir'ttie
promotion. of competition in qll aspegts o{ epm{ryunify
policy, since it is only by. achieving suc_ceqq:in this
field that the 250 milliop pggple. of Europ9,.yill,.f9
better able to raise their own, standards, of livin6,,be
more qompetitive in the pursu4nce of,world tradp, ap{
enable ,us. to hqlp the.poorer developing par,ts,gf.,{tre
Community, itself and of the world in general. 1,1
commitment- ,which, wi;h ,{r, ,Gheysso.p .9n r t}Q
benches of the. Commission,. this House Vill-qtrongly(and, I hope, consistently)'pursue as an fact of faith
and as an act'of policy. Competitiori polEyrts sCCfi'by
your Committed, therdfore, ait,b0t one.of, ari Crtrfotr?y
of weapons to be used'to he{p.achieve Cotnfiiuility
obiectives. It certainly should. notrbe regarbedrasl'cn
end in itself. .! i ,'. , ri,u'
This is the'reason for includin&papgraph.s + + 
"nO +in the motion.-for a resolution, in the terr1r in ;v!1ich.they are dqafted. As the size;, iumber,pd,rqop'[.,oi
public purchasing conqacq ir1c,r.gtrses, an{,[er6, I lpvg
no intention of indulging in agy party golitical polE:
mics on the merits gr other*dF.pf thh 
- 
ihat",is.Rpt
my duty as rapporteui-; tfr.p greater thFjirppq$4n6B
of opeq te-q(eping becomes..Ttiqi.-pta.t 6n of.pubJia
authorities, whether thgy be, g?tional, localpr {eglq4d
authorities, to influencq the plaging of thoqe congrgpl.q
grows.ing''19pbly. But all thi dqrc so when.Uy ad,iog
so-it is be[eVeC that. other, so$ial, economic,gr frvinpolitical obieqts may be achieveC, .Great,supqeqs,has
been achieved by the Commissioir. i4 
.{emolishi4g
tariff barriers in the path,.of t{ade between lv{ernber
States. But in paragraph 5 of the motion we express
our deep and'conrinuing diss*isfaaibn at tht progriss
made in dernolishing non-tai{fl,barriers; still, sd,Effec-
tivoly operating in the field of public.'puirhtsifg.,
Glaring cases are, and no doubt.will cbntinud to,G,
frequently brobght to . light,''but f illumination' lh,ltidlf
is not sufficient. The Comniission should bE rfi0ch
more forceful, much more forthright if this aSpCCU,of
Comrnunity" poticy is ki become "i reality. Yp .!l
kn;oU that'thu Co-misSion lras.tri& 
- 
*. U.ii.ti,
genuinely.- to tombat thd growiiig praitice ovir
many.y€afs of adopting.a wide ranle of diverse-arrd
devlotrs'devices and techniques ini ill parts of the
indusiriil world and ndtJust ihe Corrimunity itself for
thb purpose of proinoting expirrts'tii'third countries,
in r'highly cornpetitive trcrld,iin prdference to thode
from other' countries. Those'dCvhes'*hich are friost
difficuh toidentify and to rdstiain arelin whai I rnigtit
describe,, as the financiat'field'-- the .expbit iiedits,
ths guarantees hgainsf :lnftCiion, durrCncy flucttiations
and a 'whole , rangel oI .compler desices.' Hoifever
These may be describedithuy ire in'effect violations
of,the letttr arid of ,th€r'splrit,of the treaties upoh
wtrich thii.' Comntunityn',is founded,:.rlrId' untii a
comnlon' policy for e:ip6?t financing is' establishCd
iird, opefdted tranbpa'renrli,:by' all Lnd withirr''ali
Membet States alik'e, so t6ng vilt the Comm0nity fail
tb be'a true iconofiic Gori{rttunity. r'
''r 
.l'.ri
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The House and the committee have, during and since
1975, been rightly concerned and active in the field o'f
infringements, or alleged infringements of Communiry
policy by industrial undertakings of many and diverse
kinds. I deliberately and intentionally have refrained
from coirmenting on individual cases, except for the
reference in paragraph l0 to the case of United
Brands, since, and only for this reason, the cases them-
selves are either the subject of separate reports, have
occurred this year, 1976, and, we hope,' will ' be
commented upon by the Commissioner for competi-
tion in Sreat depth in his next report, or will be
brought, I hope, before this Parliament for thoiough
and comprehensive consideration and debate. I refer
specifically to the Hoffmann-LaRoche case for the
reason amongst others, that it is the subject of an
amendment which has been tabled to this report. And
I also refer to the working of the oil companies. Both
these and others rightly will be brought before the
Economic Affairs Committee and the House for full
and frank debate as considered appropriate. But I did
not consider it necessary to include in this report a
long lisi of cases named individually. The committee
actively supports and encourages the Commission in
exposing all malpractices from whatever direction
these may come. This is the purpose of paragraph 10.
In paragraph 9, we introduce the view that by
pursuing an energetic policy on competition it would
be possible to have some influence on combating
inflation. If, as a result of these policies, we can stimu-
late a greater efficiency in industrial priduction and
thereby match increased output of goods, the Commis-
sion should, we believe, pursue its analysis of price
discrepancies within the Communiry to see if there is
any evidence of international distortions of competi-
tion.
In paragraph 12, we express our concern that competi-
tion policy should be seen as part of an armoury of
weapons to be used to stimulate industrial restruc-
turing. S7e cannot, and we must not, accept the
present structuring, whether it be national, regional or
technical, just because it was appropriate to nine inde-
pendent sovereign states. The form of such restruc-
turing may be politically highly contentious and is
not discussed in this report, and the Commission and
the committee take no stand in this report on the
question of nationalization or state control of industry.
To bring my remarks to an end, I would only draw
attention to one other paragraph, which refers to
small- and medium-sized firms, and I earnestly hope
the economic and social aspects of this are reflected
in the report and the motion for a resolution. The
year 1975 was a year of economic crisis; 1976 is little
better, but, while some Member States have made
some progress towards extracting themselves from the
pit of disaster, some are still teetering on the brink.
Unless the Community can agree on and adopt
common standards, common solutions to common
problems, we cannot claim to be a Community. And
that is the objective to which we are committed.
(Applause)
Prbsident. 
- 
I call Mr Albertsen to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Mr Albertsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, like my
colleague, Mr Normanton, I should like to express my
pleasure at the presence of the new member of the
Commission, Mr Vouel, as the Commission's represen-
tative in the European Parliament here today. I wish
to stress the importance which we in the Socialist
Group have always attached to close cooperation
between the Commission and the European Parlia-
ment in the field of competition policy. I7e enjoyed
good cooperation with Mr Vouel's predecessor, Mr
Borschette, and I would like to express our deep
regret at Mr Borschette's condition, together with my
hope and conviction that this good cooperation will
continue with Mr Vouel.
Mr Normanton has once again presented, on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and lvlonetary Affairs, a
wider ranging report, and we would all agree that the
subiect under consideration is particularly important.
The Commission's report is, in a sense, the only
opportuniry for the Commission and the European
Parliament to exchange views on this subiect. Parlia-
ment must, therefore, use this opportunity to influ-
ence the development of future policy.
Remembering last year's debate in Parliament, the
Socialist Group naturally awaited Mr Normanton's
motion for a resolution and explanatory statement
with no little scepticism, and committee members
will recall that, at the meeting of 13 July, some
Socialist members were unable to vote for the motion.
Their reason, however, was that we had not had
enough time to consider Mr Normanton's report in
detail. This was the fault, not of Mr Normanton, but
of the working conditions to which we are subjected.
Of course, we consider it reasonable to speed up
consideration of the Commission's report as much as
possible so that the European Parliament's suggestions
and advice to the Commission on future develop-
ments in the field of competition policy reach the
Commission before its preparations for next year's
report are in full swing. If, as stated in the report, we
really wish to extend the scope of competition policy,
we should contemplate devoting more time to discus-
sions in committee of the multitude of urgent
problems existing in this connexion.
Before I comment on Mr Normanton's report, I wish
to thank him for his work. Of course 
- 
and this will
hardly surprise him 
- 
we might, given our basic
views, have preferred certain points to be worded
differently, but by and large we accept the text, except
where we have prop_osed amendments, of which the
House is aware.
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!7e consider that this year Mr Normanton's text is
much better balanced. It is for him to say whether he
has reached the same conclusion. Last year one was
given thC impression that the mainspring of the
Community's competition poliry was an unequivo-
cally liberal or laissez-faire philosophy. This is not
the case, as is now shown clearly in the explanatory
statement. lrhile it is in the interests of us all, of
consurners and of our economies, to ensure a certain
degree of competition, this does not mean that it may
not be reasonable or advisable, in certain fields where
comparativ€ly small numbers are involved, to concen-
trate production or services. The question here, as in
so many other situations, is to strike the right balance.
One of the most important obiectives of the EEC's
competition policy, therefore, is to prevent free compe-
tition from leading to the abuse of consumers, and in
this field the Treary gives the Commission special
powers. I would therefore repeat, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, my regret that the Council has not
yet adopted the rules for controlling mergers of
companies, which we consider an essential condition
for preventing greater concentration in large and
important sectors of production from leading to the
formation of monopolies, with the accompanying
dangers of abuse. Parliament should consider what
action it shall take if the Council does not adopt this
proposal before the New Year.
Another aspect of this problem is raised in paragraph
7 of the ,motion for a resolution and paragraphs 20
and 2l of the explanatory statement. I should like to
draw the Commission's attention to these paragraphs.
It is manifestly wrong that the Commission should
not have the authorify to Comment on developments
in this field in the Member States. There is no reason
why the Commission should not compare real deve-
lopments in competition policy in the individual
Member States and consider whether these develop-
ments reflect the aims of the Common Market and,
consequently, of the EEC's competition policy. I was
surprised by the Commission's conclusion that the
only legal instrument needed to extend the scope of
the EEC's competition policy is the existing proposal
for controls. over mergers of companies. I would
remind the Commission and this House that Parlia-
ment, at the end of 1971, hoping that the Commis-
sion might possibly submit a proper report on the
subiect, expressly requested it to submit a report to
Parliament ,eyery year on the Community's and tbe
Member States' competition, policy. It is rightly
emphasized in the report that the Commission has
merely limited itself to a report on developments at
Community level. This is something which must be
changed.
I would also draw the Commission's attention to para-
graph 9 of the motion, where we strongly urge the
Commission to continue the investigations of prices,
publication of which began last year. Unwarranted vari-
ations in prices can be one of many possible indica- '
tions of infringement of Community rules on competi-
tion, and an extension of the Community's activities
in this field, therefore, would greatly help efforts by
national authorities to combat unnaturally high prices.
As I have already mentioned, there are naturally a
number of details in both the motion for a resolution
and the explanatory statement which we should have
liked to change. I shall limit myself to criticizing indi-
vidual points, so as not to create in public an inordi-
nate impression of disagreement within the European
Parliament in the field of competition policy.
Two points with which we are particularly dissatisfied
are 
- 
and this will hardly surprise the rapporteur 
-the references in the report to multinational
companies and oil companies.
These two subjects are only lightly touched on in the
explanatory statement (see paragraphs 30 and 3l). It is
right, of course, that these subjects should be consid-
ered in due time in the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs, as the rapporteur stated here today,
and dealt with later in special reports, and that their
consideration in detail in the report now under consid-
eration would have represented an additional task. On
the other hand, we should not forget that it is
precisely in these rwo fields that the public expects
the Community to look after its interests, Lack of
action by the EEC in this field would therefore lead to
a general underestimation of the importance and effi-
cacy of Community rules in other fields as well as
competition policy. I therefore consider as a serious
shortcoming the fact that no mention was made in
the report of Parliament's basic position in this
matter. In addition, I would draw the Commission's
atteniion to the fact that Mr Borschette promised the
European Parliament that he would examine informa-
tion provided by Mr Prescott on contributions by oil
companies to political parties, etc., and that the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
pending the outcome of this investigation, has begun
provisional consideration of the Commission's report
on the oil companies'activities between October 1973
and March 1974. VIe have now been waiting since
May, and expect to receive an aniwer from the
Commission soon, so that we can go ahead with this
work.
Finally, I wish to mention our proposed amendment
to paragraph l0 in the motion for a resolution. There
is no need for me to elaborate on my previous
comments 
- 
the proposed amendments have been
distributed, as we know.
In conclusion, I should like to repeat that there are
many subjects to be tackled in this field. rUTe are
grateful to Mr Normanton for having examined a
number of them in his report. The Socialist Group,
therefore, approves the motion for a resolution,
subject to the above-mentioned reservations.
(Apltlause)
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Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Liogier to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Liogicr. 
- 
(F) Mr President, when more and
more aid is being given to mitigate the difficulties
caused by. the economic crisis and their social
consequences throughout Europe, there are grounds
for wondering whether we ought to continue to pin
our faith on the merket forces to increase the effective-
ness of community services. Our reply must still be in
the affirmative, because the competitive process facili-
tates the continual adaptation of the pattern of
demand and supply to changing preferences and tech-
nologies. It is also a tool for combating inflationary
factors to the extent that, from many standpoints, the
latter reflect structural rigidity in the face of change.
Lastly, it is an instrument for ensuring a better utiliza-
tion of resources, which the maintenance of
unadapted structures prevents. In recent years it is
probably our policy.on competition that has shown
itself to be the boldest of common policies, whether
one'thinks of the action taken against cartels or the
condemnation of abuses of dominant positions. A
fresh stage is soon to be reached when the proposal
for a regulation on the control of concentration of
enterprises is adopted. Nevertheless, in view of the
conflicts which have arisen here and there, it seems to
us 
- 
and this is also the opinion of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
- 
that the tools
of competition policy should be used more resolutely
and that it should draw itself up to the same level as
the dangers threatening it. In particular, it became
apparent, during the period of crisis that we have just
been through, that the most important question was
the possibility of compatibility between a real competi-
tion policy and the social, regional and industrial poli-
cies of the various Member States. No doubt the
circumstances of Community development have
become such that interest is reverting to national
systems of public aid 
- 
more quickly available and
better adapted 
- 
whilst mechanisms for effective
Community support are not developing quickly
enough. The crisis in the steel industry and the hesita-
tion of the Commission to recognize its existence in
time showed that changes in attitude at the very
highest level are urgently needed, failing which, the
governments of the Nine, now less impelled by need,
would be led to avail themselves of the provisions of
Article 92 rcgarding government aid. At a time when
the crisis is spotlighting the limitations of the competi-
tive process as a means of providing a socially accep-
table answer to the difficulties in certain sectors,
changes will be necessary in the sense that Commu-
nity decisions will have to be speeded up. It is impor-
tant, specifically, that Member States be prevented
from going to the aid of sectors in difficulties in
haphazard fashion. As is clear from the Fifth Commis-
sion report on competition policy, action by the
Commission, to the extent that it achieves its obiect,
is one of the necessary preconditions for resolving
existing problems, even if it can contribute only indi-
rectly to the solution of present economic difficulties.
In this connection, the Commission's reactions with
regard to the plans of the new steel cartel will be a
test. It is known that the German and Netherlands
steel industries and the Belgian and Luxembourg
group ARBED-SIDMAR have decided to set up an
intemational economic group which would endeavour
to achieve rationalization through specialization and
ioint distribution. It is clear that an economic entity of
this kind would run counter to the very principle of
competition as laid down by the signatories to the
Treaty of Paris. ITere this cartel to be authorized by
the Community authorities, it could dictate to the
whole of the Community's iron-and-steel market and
could challenge the Commission with impunity even
if the latter thought to use its powers of control and
management conferred upon it by the Treaty of Paris.
Such a prospect is frightening because it is far more
dangerous than certain state aids complained about
here and there 
- 
incidentally somewhat unfairly 
-for in the specific case we are considering the group
concerned could freely decide to intervene on the
market in any way it liked.
The Commission should not allow itself to be dispos-
sessed of the powers conferred on it by the Treaty
without fighting back. It should decide quickly and
act boldly. This is the only way to counter one of the
most formidable attempts at decommunitization, if I
may use the expression, made for the last 20 years. It
is far less important to stress, at this point, that to
prevent such a manoeuvre the Commission, if it is
incapable of offering an altemative to the firms
concerned, must show that a novel use of the Treaty,
giving new life to the intervention machinery in the
event of a crisis, might help to prevent a repetition of
the disappointments we experienced during the last
two years.
Various problems have been raised in the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, particularly
regarding consumer information and protection and
proposals regarding export credits. On this latter point
real harmonization is truly desirable. It has, inciden-
tally, already been initiated by the framing of
common policies on export credits. Support policies
will no doubt have to be harmonized in the first stage,
not only at Common Market level and resurrecting
amonS other things the proposal for a common credit
insurance policy, but also at the higher level of the
OECD, provided of course real harmonization on
insurance rates and above all the period of time
covered is reached. Harmonization is part of the
whole process of competition into which both the
private sector and Member States and the Community
authorities should breathe new life so that certain very
undesirable ambiguities may be disposed of.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Ardwick.
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Lord Ardwick. 
- 
Mr President, as I was engaged in
other Parliamentary duties, I played little part in the
debates in the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs which preceded this report. So, when I
received it, I opened it with some trepidation, because
I had vivid memories of what happened last year. It
was a famous victory for this side of the House, and I
hoped that it was not going to be necessary to attempt
to repeat it.
The very word 'competition' arouses fears and anxie-
ties among some of us. It has a political history. It
reminds some of us of the acrid smell of l9th century
Manchester and the heartless liberalism of those days,
with its attempt at the moral justification of the
pursuit of selfish ends 
- 
a kind of liberalism which I
think hardly exists today. I wish we had some other
word to describe the policy with which the report is
concernbd, namely, what steps the Community is
taking towards the creation of one market out of the
current six markets. Now the report, as I read through
it, allayed my apprehensions, and I thought that Mr
Normanton had perhaps recollected that he is not
oirly a Manchester man, he is also a very special kind
of Manchester man. If Manchester is the home ol lais-
sez-faire, he comes from Rochdale, which is the home
of the great woddwide cooperative movement, which
was the great l9th century economic answer to the
rather horrible liberal competition. So, he has brought
these two strands of himself together.
I thought that this report was not a bad attempt to
describe the compromise on which the Community is
founded. I welcomed in particular, I may say, the state-
ment that the Treaty of Rome does not embody a
purely laissez-faire economy. The jungle, we are told,
is neutral. I quote : 'the Treaty is basically neutral on
the question of free-market economy or of state inter-
verition'. I hope that those words were repeated more
than once, because there are still a lot of people, in
our country and I think in other countries, who have
an idea that the Treaty of Rome is something other
than it is.
I have heard some people describe this report as
ambiguous, ambivalent and schizophrenic 
- 
and so it
is, but of course that is in the very nature of the
subject. Competition can be socially beneficial and in
certain circumstances it can also be socially harmful,
even socially disastrous, as some of those who have
been engaged in very strong competition between
local newspapers know. But I think that a fair-minded
observer examining this document would come to the
conclusion that the philosophy of Europe is that
competition is desirable as long as it is socially useful,
but if it has harmful social consequences then it must
be firmly controlled. In this Community we therefore
distort competition in the interests of the regions, in
the interests of the consumer and in the interests of
the farmers, and the complaint that some of us have
to make is that it is not sufficiently distorted in the
interests of consumers, it is not sufficiently distorted
in the interests of the regions and it is too distorted in
the interests of the farmers. Now Mr Normanton's
repoq as he has reminded us, is critical of the
Commission, though the language is always polite and
it is never polemical where it might have been; like
my colleague, I regret that he was not stronger on the
question of the multinationals and of the oil
companies, but there will be, I suppose, a later report
on that.
The report does point out that since the Community
was founded there have been marked economic
changes which have affected the r6le of competition
policy itself. These changes are conspicuous: fast
economic growth, the emergence of the consumer
society and of the multinational giants with too much
power over the market. The report complains that in
spite of the progress made, the Community's policy as
outlined in this fifth report remains in many ways
insufficient. So it does. \7hat I welcome most warmly
is the statement demanding that the Community
should have an industrial policy if it is to achieve a
rational, economic and social development. It must
decide, in a changed world situation, which industrial
sectors should be developed and 
- 
what is much
more difficult 
- 
the tragic problem of which should
be allowed to decline.
I part company with the report on one vital point.
The report says, quite rightly, that the principal aim of
sectoral aid must be the restructuring of each sector to
conform to changed world conditions. The principal
aim, yes 
- 
but not the only aim in a humane society.
Sometimes it may be necessary to support, for a time,
a failing and even dying labour-intensive industry,
simply because the social consequences of letting an
industry founder are unacceptable in the kind of
society we have today. Only in the world of economic
abstractions is it possible to replace, within a reaso-
nable time, an out-of-date industry by a new one
which can re-employ most of those who have been
displaced. During the coming years, the technological
and the human problems of restructuring are going to
be vast, and they are sometimes going to be agonizing.
So competition policy is not enough, it is too narrow
and it is too negative to deal with the problem. The
Communiry needs to think more in terms of a posi-
tive industrial policy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hamilton.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
Mr President, as Lord Ardwick
said, Mr Normanton seems to have learned a little
since his last report on this matter was rejected by this
Parliament some time ago. As a former schoolteacher,
if I were writing his school report, my terse comment
would be 'Some improvement, but must try harder'.
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The Competition Policy is a very vague phrase,.it is.an
economic concept and I suppose all, of u$ on these
benches . would agree with the desirabiliry. of the.
general aim to create a single market for the whole of .
!flestern Europe in which, to quote the explanatory
statement, 'goods and services shall be freely available'
at competitive and acceptable prices. Nobody can
quarrel with that general proposition, but to achieve it
is quite another matter. It is a long arduous process of.,
intervention in the form of legislation,,subqidization.,
Now, we in the Socialist Group have a basic aim of
tempering competition with human compassion,
tempering private capitalistic power rrith public,'
accountability. !7e happen to'believe that coopenadon
is a more civilized and humane concept than'competi--
tion. !7e believe that the individual consunier,.who is
scarcely mentioned except in pas3ing' in this report,
the housewife, is as important as.- perhaprs ,more
important than 
- 
the quiescent private, powefless
shareholder content only to draw his dividend.
In the short time availabl'e td me i want to t'oncen-
trate on one or two aspects of th'e report. Almoit iri'
contradiction of what I said at the butset, the rbfort is
still a weak concoction 
- 
a doctored t6ni-cat 'of' a
document. Indeed, the negative points are perhaps
more significant than the positive ones.
In particular, in the reference to'aonaanrr.,io* int'
paragraphs 5l and 52 it is . made clear that, , tlle :
Commission has amassed .an enormous amount df'
data on the growth in number and size of 'rnultina-
tional companies, and evidence ol a great growth in
takeovers and mergers. A lot of information but very'
little action. I happened by chance today to,road in,
the library here, in a Europe4n business mqgazine.
dated September 1976, an article on this very pbint..
Professor Dunning, of Reading University,.estimates,;
that multinationals account for 20 o/o of ,world,.indus:
trial output, excluding the USSR ,and China,;.they
account for 50 0/o of international 'trade and up to
70 o/o of. private technology. The Article' goes on to
outline the attempts made by vafious goiernments
and by the EEC Commission to control the activities
of these extremely powerful ,concerns. ^And it cites the ,
Seventh Directive, issued last spring by the Gommis-'
sion, which would require 'European,.and nbn'Euro-.
pean multinationals to publish highly detailed-'infor-
mation about their operations. I would like. toi know '
what progress is being made in this field. The
Normanton report rightly condemns the inactliit) of '
the Commission and the Council in these matters.
The article went on to predict 
- 
a friglrtening_plggtq-.
tion in my view 
- 
that by 1985, which is not ve# fa;
ahead, about 300 multinational supergiants would
control the world economy. This is a terrifying prog-.'
pect, Mr President, and I hope that we ruy,r.en' .,
similar occasion next year, have a Sgcialist rapporteur.,,
who will be able to present at.least the-skeletop.g( r'
European industrial policy on which the flesh.could 
,
be subsequently put. Meanwhile, it is quite clg4r'that
these big,"concerns are literally'getting away with
murder, and very little coordinated effort is being
made, to cqunteract their, pover. I think if that
message gets through to the ,Commission and the
Council fiom this debate, the debate will have served
an extremely -useful purpose.
(Appkn4
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr,Presc,gtL 
- 
Mr,President, I do,not xant ro be
repegitiye 
- 
a considerable amount has been said,
particplarfy by my tolleaglres, whose speechgs I ve,ry
much agreq with. I,think we are all at least agreed that
this rqport, gogs cons{derably further than the last
repo4r.w[lgh w.e contributed to defeating. I think it
also reflects the dilemma that this Assembly finds
itself ,in ,w}ten. discussing ,thg economic philosophy
and ..thi, economic policies that we are !o pursue in
orflqr , to , 9olv,e. .the grave economic and, political
prohler,ns,ghal adya4ced, developgd industrial societies
fiai themselvgo facing, whether they are capitafist or
non-capitaliii., !/e are dealing with.the problems of
adyanced.,industrialized countriis, and qhe,,lifqral phil-
osopfry. bqqed.'on some. kind of,'price mechanism and
the,cgnsumer being govereign 
,has Jong.gone. I doubt
thaq,it,now,even operates in ,the corner shgp.
Cldarly, the'question'before us is how to develop a
neV Econoiriic' philo3ophyi .a political econbrrry that
will enable us to cbntrcl the'tremend6tls' conientra-
tion of economic and political power that has been
menlipyred in the speeches of previous cornrades. I
thiq(.iherrfore, that,,the. jss;r'e whether the word
competition reflects the. politipal philosophy, that we
ide4jify.'with it,is one tf4t..porrnally leads,us to reiect
the, idea 
,of . gompetition copditioning our political atti-
tudes. I therefore clearly reject the concept of competi-
tion,as we,understand,it,, and as it has been hisqori-
calJy,iflBntified. I ,reject. it,as a socialist and I, am sure
that is nq surprise to,people here.
In view,bf the limited,'tirhe, I want to concentrdte on
the issUe thatione or, fwo have picked out,,nemely,
that of the concentration of industries. Our anrend-
ment reflects this kind of situation. Perhaps dilemma
is almost. posed for us by ,the solution. normally
atdegriiti,{, unaer the liissi4{qi1e philoiophy, wfren
de4ling with 
, 
concentrated ipdustries, of defining
mbno$.olies qs controlling,cfne third of the market and
then-aitempting to bust them up, in thb hope that
smallir c,ompanies.will' igimehow be able to,competer
the id,ea'being that mariy prodiiers and many buyers
will sbmehow. produqe, the perfect system, 
, .
Clearly that is not so .--i firms.witl grow.in.size, and
indeed,. ihis, is a irtrenomerrcn, of developed. industriali-
zatibn.that we shall havo 'to learh to live with. The
question fgr tfie politicians is, how we control rhis hew
devgloped industrialized-,society. I cannot accept, as it
says in.tlrp,report 
- 
though I am,bound to,my it has
been uaid'tha we must acquiesce in it to'a'certain
extenl ".rr that we should intioduce competition philos-
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ophy into the CAP, the Law of the Sea and fishing.
That is really going beyond the bounds of the imagina-
tion, I think, for anyone who understands the
problems that are associated with the fishing industry,
in particular.
Nevertheless, we hope that, next year, the report on
competition will take the opportunity of commenting
on La Roche and the oil companies, as the appeals
will have been concluded and the evidence provided
by myself about the oil companies will have been
reported on. That may well be the opportuniry to
show the abuses of this concentrated power and
perhaps, as my colleague has said, if there is a Socialist
rapporteur on this occasion, we may take the opportu-
niry to present the problem from a different view
point, and give Mr Normanton the opportunity to
overthrow our particular philosophy about competi-
tion policy as presented to us by the Commission.
The La Roche affair is a clear example to us, not only
with respect to the unfortunate case of Mr Adams,
with which we have dealt this week 
- 
and there will
be more to be said about that in the coming few
months 
- 
of the issues involved. Because if the case
in Switzerland is upheld, it will mean that a country
which is a non-Community country will be able to
pursue economic policies which are contrary to the
rules embodied in this Community and conclude
trade agreements that undermine its economic policy.
There may well be a loophole in the philosophy and
the Treaty agreements which we shall have to look at.
Ve consider the Commission fine on this big multina-
tional, La Roche, .as miserable. IUThen you take into
account that the Commission has the power to fine
up to I Yo of turnover and the fine was equivalent to
0'02o/o, it is a very miserable bite on a very large
hand particularly for the offence that was
committed.
My second point, Mr President, concerns the oil
companies. As this is the matter of the new Commis-
sioner, I would like to wish him well, and perhaps
take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to
the unfortunate circumstances in which Mr Borschette
has found himself. And I . ..
(Protc.tt.t)
I resent the remark of saying that its partially to me.
It's orie that is not becoming in this place, and neither
is it becoming to the lady who issued it herself.
I still wish to identify my concern at the unfortunate
circumstances of the Commissioner, and wish well to
the new Commissioner. I hope that the promise given
by both Commissioners Thomson and Borschette will
mean that he will now receive me to give me and this
House and the committee his views about the
evidence that we have presented about the oil
companies, which clearly showed that they were
operating with information, operating breaks in trade
practices, things that are clearly in breach of the
Treaty, and I hope that we can establish that point
and therefore deal with the very essential point that
was brought to our attention in this matter 
- 
the r6le
of making these companies accountable. I might say
that in the committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, we were not given the information by the
Commission that was obtained from the companies. It
may well be, if we are to tighten our controls and
checks on these companies, that this House will itself
develop a kind of Senator Church Committee, such as
we have seen in America (Altltlause) and begin to
investigate charges against the oil companies and
other concentrated multinationals. That will be an
effective r6le for us 
- 
particularly in connection with
direct elections. I hope the next report on competi-
tion will raise these very essential issues and that we
shall have an opportunity, as Socialists, to present our
view of an alternative industrial strategy.
(Apltlause)
ll. Procedural notion
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hamilton on a point of order.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
\U7ithin my hearing and, I think,
that of some of my colleagues, a clear inference was
made by Mrs Kellet-Bowman that my friend, Mr Pres-
cott, was responsible for the death of a Commissioner.
If that was the inference, I hope you will give her the
chance either to correct it or withdraw it. It was a
disgraceful intervention ; I hope some action will be
taken on it.
President. 
- 
Mr Hamilton, in point of fact the Chair
heard no such intervention.
(Cries oJ'ltrotest)
I have no more speakers on my list.
(Contin ued in terruqt itn-r)
Order ! Order ! Order !
Lord Ardwick, the Chair has stated that it did not hear
anything untoward or which was out of order.
I call Lord Castle.
Lord Castle. 
- 
Mr President, will you accept the
evidence of people whom I assume you can trust on
this side that the remark wa-; made, and was made in
the hearing of this bench, that bench, and that. The
Chair is a little further away, and that might explain
your inability to hear what, I assure you bn my scout's
honour,
(Laughtcr)
was said. I appeal to my friends to support my conten-
tion that it was said, and I assure you that you will be
doing the right thing if at this time you call upon the
lady to withdraw.
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President. 
- 
Lord Castle, I have never doubted your
scout's honour, and this is certainly not the moment
for me to start to do so. I have merely stated that the
Chair did not hear any remark from any part of the
House which was out of order. I do not doubt that
what was heard elsewhere may have had a different
interpretation.
I call Mr Prescott.
Mr Prescott. 
- 
Mr President, I can see the difficulty
that the Chair finds itself in when people are not
prepared to cooperate, but I did distinctly hear the
matter myself. I had to refer to it in my speech,
because, quite frankly, I was somewhat shocked by the
remark. If the person concerned is not prepared to
admit they shouted that, then it can be found out on
the tape whether they did, because all our proceedings
are recorded. I hope that that could be borne in mind
by the person concerned and that they could make a
statement, and I appeal to them to do so to cut this
incident short. If there is any doubt about it, a refer-
ence to the tape (as on a previous occasion) will
certainly bring out whether the matter was said. I
want this matter to be pursued if no statement is
made to it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hamilton.
Mr Homilton. 
- 
Could I appeal to you, Mr Presi-
dent, to ask the lady concerned directly whether she
said or did not say what we alleged she said ?
President. 
- 
That surely is not the correct method
of proceeding, Mr Hamilton. I think you know that as
well as I do.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
No, on the contrary, Mr President,
there are, and you well know it, precedents in the
House of Commons when the same kind of claim has
been made by the Speaker there: he has asked
persons who have been specifically charged with
having made some remark, whether or not they made
the remark and, if they did, they have been asked to
withdraw it.
President. 
- 
I should inform the House that there is
no tape-recording of everything that is said, because
the microphones are only switched on for the speaker
at the time, and therefore it is only the speaker (who
was Mr Prescott at that moment) who would be
recorded.
I would have thought at this hour that it would be
much the best if the House uow left this matter.
(Interruptions)
It is up to any Honourable Lady or Honourable
Gentteman, if they feel that they have been impugned
in any way, to make a personal statement to clear up
the matter, if they so wish. There is no obligation to
do so, and the Chair can certainly not force anyone to
do so.
I call Lord Castle.
Lord Cestle. 
- 
I think all of us have been emotion-
ally disturbed, one way or another, by the remark we
heard, and I am going to move that the House do
adjourn for 5 minutes. I am doing that, I think, in
justice to the lady who has been accused of a remark
which we have not yet heard withdrawn. I think it
would be fair to her to allow her to consult with her
friends as to what is the correct thing for a lady to do.
(Criu of 'Hear, bear !)
President. 
- 
I now put to the vote the motion that
the House should now adiourn for 5 minutes.
As the result was very close, we shall vote by sitting
and standing.
The motion is reiected.
12. Fiftb Commission report on competitiott
poliE ftontd)
President. 
- 
I now turn to Commissioner Vouel and
welcome him. !fle look forward to your first speech to
us, Sir.
(Applause)
Mr Vouel, member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(fl Mr Pres-
ident, ladies and gentlemen, I am sure you wili allow
me, on the occasion of my first contact with the Euro-
pean Parliament as a member of the Commission, to
pay tribute to my predecessor, Mr Albert Borschette,
and to the work he has done, particularly in the field
of the European policy on competition.
There is no need for me to stress in this House the
extent to which Mr Borschette always regarded compe-
tition policy as an essential instrument given to the
Commission in order to bring about the integration of
economies whilst respecting what he liked to call
'economic democracy'. The goal he resolutely pursued
- 
and the many papers he tabled are there to prove it
- 
was to make this competition policy realistic and
effective and, to achieve this, he went firmly beyond
the stage of theoretical discussion that marked the
first years of application of the Treaty.
But what Mr Borschette regarded as equally important
in this policy, what he strove for with such tenacity,
was to make the obiectives of competition policy
understood and to ensure that the policy was
accepted. He never ceased explaining his policy and
putting it before those it concerned and above all he
based it on the serious dlalogue that he initiated, parti-
cularly with this Parliament.
For my part I am determined to continue with this
dialogue, and I am fully prepared to make myself avail-
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able to your committee should lt decirle to moet more
often in order to discuss competition problems as
suggested by Mr Albertsen. The directions laid down
by the House itself or by your relevant committees
have, without question, deeply affected the Commis.,
sion's activity with regard.to competition and they
will certainly continue to do so.
In 
.my view, this debate is paniculady important in
that it rblates to a field of Comtnunity action in which
the Cotnmission has autonomous powefs of decision,,
the exercise'of which comes under the direct political
surveillance of your Assembly. For my part'I shall
strive to help you to exercise these prerogatives to thc,
full.
Your Committde on Economic and Monetary Affain
has put before ,the European ,Parliament a report
whose 'constructive nature, I am delighted.to stress.,
The first point I shall rnake is that your conrrnittee,
has noted'that we have,,achieved a number of
advances in the field d,competition, in addition to
the considerable progress, already' made. In partibular
you have nded that, in.the',field of prices, a'number'
of actions or enquiries" .by 'the Commission have
helped in the fight against inflation. You are neverthe-
less right to stress that there can be no questign of the
Comrirission's sening itself up as a prici control body
and that its action in this field cannot be'preventive
but must be limited to thosi cases'whire an etrte.oriie'in a ilomihant position. demands prices 
, 
tfiai ite
patentli unfdit oi discriminatdry
r',
You have also, welcomed the Commissioni initiatives
in extending the application of the rules on competi-
tion to 'the field'of ,sea 'and,-.air transport..'.Your
committee also pints out 
- 
and rightly, in my.view
* that considerable progress has been a"e0mplished
in the field'of selective distribuion. But'whilst your
committee is.satisfied rt the progress made, it also
draws rttention to what yorrr rapporteur regards as
gaps. You feel, for example,', tha( the Commission
should takb ,more pains to give'competition policy
wider applicationr to ensur€ greater gohesion berween
it .end the other policies, that are followed, and to
adapt its functions to the requirements of economic
chlnge so as,to use it'as an instrument for combatting
inflation and putting the economy on the right rai6.
I shall not'dwelt,on all your, r{pporteur's, in general,
highly,.pentinent considerations and thoughtr .under
this heading.,I shall confine, myself to, iust,,two
Cofilfn€IltS. r r
The first is, that your rapporteur rightly befievgi that
any policy follswed by the 'Compission 
- 
and I
woufd everi iay aqy action or failure to act on the iart
of firins a4d the public 
,authorities, regardless of the
field of sucfu measures 
- 
affect competition in some
of their aspects. to the extent,that they disto4 gr tend
to distoft,the terms of competition,
The Commiision is also perftctly aware of this. Even
if it is not apparent from the text of the Sth ieport. I
cen essure you that" far frorn urrderestimating the
active r6le that competition policy should play in all
these fields, ,the Commission, on the contrary, is
continually concerned to'safeguard coherence and to
brin3 about the n0cessary interaction between compe-
titiori'policy and its other policies. 
,
The second comment,is that it would be wrong to
nurse the illusion that competition policy can take the
place of economic, social, industrial or any other
policy. Competition policy has its own function in
relation to the latter policies, but it is an accompany-
ing 6le, a- (natter of active supervision, consisting
essentially in preserving or recreating conditions of
free competition among firms taking action against
any activity by economic agents that might jeopardize
these ,conditions and severely disciplining, if neces-
sary those firms which would deliberately harm the
market by such activities.
Your committee's.shtement to the effect that competi-
tion policy should and ought to be used as an instru-
ment for ,steering the economy into new directions
alsoy no, doubt, merits clarificatipn and . thought. I
would, however, poirit, out. that, even when it is a
matter of assisting structural change in the case of the
smafl and medium-sized firms by way of co.operation
aRd concentration, competition policy is,confined to
reacting favourably. to such. decisions by firms as
appear to it to be in accord with industrial progress in
the ggglpr,concerned and have no adver$e affeqt on
the terms of competition. But it cannot be said, for all
thal.to-steer the economy in new directions. It over-
sees the 
, 
intentions , of business firms in 'order to
prevent the practical expression of those intentions
from, hqrming the Common Market.
This'is why I tielieve rhat competition policy, as I
have' just, oritlined it, must primarily continue to
pursue the following three objectives : the mainte-
nance of a, single market, t[r'e prevention of abuse of
economic power and the stimulation of businbss enter-
Pnse.,
These objectives re'main valid in all circumstances and
particulirly in the mixed-econofny s),stem we are
familiar with. The restiltant'pcilicy is modified to suit
the economic situation, and the use of the instru-
ments aVillable'to the ComrtriSii<in,is idapted to deve-
lbpnients. As an exafnple'I vlould refer to the more
fdeqUent'application of Article 85 regarding'abuse of
dominant positions. ' .,
Following these though6 of a general nature, I would
like to give the Conlrnission's reply to a number of
more detailed'pointS or observations made in your
report and by certain spedkers in this debate.
To rneet'the wishes of your Assembly, the Commis-
sion'will ,endeavour to include, in the rtilxt,report on
competition policy, a'rcview of the most salient eraents
in trends of national policies bn competition.,
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As regards the application of the rules of competition
to a number of economic sectors, the Commission
takes a pragmatic approach. In the field of banking
and insurance, to which the rules of competition
apply as in all other sectors, it is best to move forward
case by case in order to gradually build up a body of
administrative law. For sea and air transport on the
other hand, where existing rules of procedure are
inadequate as a basis for action, it is out intention to
submit proposals for special regulations to the
Council. As regards air transport, a first draft will be
discussed with government experts before the end of
this year. This draft is based on similar principles to
those planned for railway, road and inland-waterway
transport.
It would, however, need to envisage broader exemp-
tions in relation to technical co-operation and
common tariffs, since the Commission will have to
make allowance for the specific structure of the air
transport sector, characterized in particular by the fact
that most airlines are state-owned, that fares are
worked out iointly in the IATA, that governments
controt these fares and, in general, that public inter-
vention is frequent in this sector.
\U7e shatl be discussing competition problems again in
your committee and in particular certain problems of
the oil companies, as Mr Albertsen has requested'
I would add that the Commission has also taken the
necessary steps to ensure that due regard is paid to the
Community rules of competition in the mechanisms
introduced by the International Energy Agency.
To satisfy you, I hope, on a point of detail raised by
Mr Albertsen and Mr Prescott, namely, the matter of
the improper payments of which BP has been
accused, I would reply that the papers handed by Mr
Prescott to Mr Borschette, when in office, are now
being analysed by the staff of the competition depart-
ment. Conclusions have to be reached in the coming
weeks and the Commission will certainly not fail to
set in motion the procedures provided for in the
Treaty should these documents contain evidence of
violations of the rules of competition.
As Mr Borschette pointed out to your Assembly last
May, the fact that certain behaviour may be a matter
of criminal law does not automatically mean that, in
specific cases, the rules of competition do not apply.
As I have just said, I shall not fail to inform your rele-
vant committee when the time comes of the steps I
decide to take in this case. Meanwhile, I am fully
prepared to meet Mr Prescott and hear his personal
views on all these problems.
As regards consumer protection, I think I can say that
regard for the interests of consumers has been a
guidlng principle of the policy followed by the
Commission so far and will remain so in future. This
is why it has always taken vigorous action to resist
practices whose effect is to Prevent consumers
obtaining goods and services on the best terms
throughout the Common Market. For my part, I
consider that consumer protection must remain one
of the objects of competition policy.
In particular, the Commission will unhesitatingly
apply Articles 85 and 85 of the Treaty, as it did in the
case of the Chiquita bananas, in those cases where, as
a result of cartels or abuses of dominant positions,
firms apply big variations in price for identical
products inside the Common Market.
In addition, the Commission 
- 
with the national
authorities 
- 
is continuing its efforts to otganize
more systematically the sumeys on selling-prices in
the Community and on the publicity given to their
findings. The data compiled in this way should help
to spotlight big differences in price and their effect
should be to help, if not cause, the highest prices to
be adiusted downwards through the systematic provi-
sion of information to traders, users and consumers.
As regards aid granted by national governments, the
Commission will continue to base itself on the princi-
ples that you approve. During the severe recession
through which the Community has passed, the
Commission made broad use of the Powers conferred
on it by the Treaty enabling it to accept Sovernment
action taken to deal with grave disturbances in the
economy. The fact is that there are situations,
provided for in the Treaty, where it is vital to correct
the effect of market forces and to intervene in order to
safeguard production resources and employment' But
national support must not promote' rigidity or the
statut quo. Neither should it culminate in merely
transferring the difficulties of one Member State to
another by creating a false and temporary competitive
situation. This is why the Commission will continue
to see, as in the past, that regional aid is increasingly
restricted to the poorest areas and that sectoral assis-
tance encourages restructuring and not purely and
simply the preservation of obsolete activities.
As regards export credits, in which it is important to
draw a distinction between loans granted by Member
States to promote sales in other Member States and
those granted to Promote exPorts to third countries,
the Commission has always considered that intra-
Community export aids were clearly covered by
Article 92, paragraph l, of the EEC Treaty regarding
the incompatibility of aid. Since they involve
measures that cannot be reconciled with the general
principles of the Common Market and in particular
the non-distortion of trade principle, this incompati-
bility cannot therefore qualify for any exemptions.
The Commission is making sure that Member States
do not make use of such aid.
)'
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As regards exports to third countries, the Commission
is aware of the distortions affecting the way they are
financed and has for many years been endeavouring to
harmonize the terms of export credit. Since the Court
of Justice delivered its iudgement at the end of last
year it has been clear that any international agreement
on export credits must be a solely Community matter,
and the Commission has therefore begun violation
proceedings against the four Member States which
had negotiated aSreements with third countries,
outside the Community framework, on different
export credit terms.
As you have requested and as I have already told you,
the Commission will continue with its efforts to
complete is statutory law on selective distribution. On
this subiect, incidentally, I would like you to knov
that following the appeal by the METRO company
against the Commission's decision in the SABA case,
the question has been referred to the Court of Justice.
The Court's ruling, which may well be delivered
before the end of this year, may provide the enlighten-
ment or confirmation that has been lacking up to now
because no cases had been brought.
As I recalled a moment ago, we must be partidrilarly
vigilant with regard to firms whose activities might
possibly harm the interests of consumers, but at the
same time we need, in my view, an active policy to
encourage small and medium-sized enterprises and
co-operation between them. I shall go no further here
than to remind you of the various regulations, commu-
nications or decisions in their favour and in particular
the communication on co-operation between firms
issued in 1958 and that on agreements of minor
importance in June 1970.
Another point is that, in lts proposal on the control of
concentration, the Commission has excluded small
and medium-sized firms from its field of application.
Lastly, the Commission has adopted a favourable
stand regarding systems of aid enabling such. firms to
obtain loans, in particular through the grant of state
guarantees.
As regards public enterprises, I am happy to confirm
that it is the Commission's intention to ensure that
such firms comply with the rules of competition. The
Treaty states that such rules shall apply vithout
distinction to any enterprise carried on in the
Common Market. Public enterprises should have no
advantages as regards competition except when they
have been given a r6le of general interest justifying
them. The Commission will therefore endeavour to
define the obligations on public enterprises arising
out of these principles. It will strive to ensure greater
transparency in their financial relations with govern-
ments in order to allow aid policy to be more
coherent, and it will ask them o open up their capital
equipment purchasing policy to the Common Market.
The last item in your motion for a resolution provides
me with an opportunity to tell you of the lines
currently being followed (in accordance, I think, with
the wishes expressed by your Assembly) by our studies
on trends in concentration. I(hilst our primary
concern is to keep watch on the real behaviour of the
big firms as regards competition, we are also trying to
establish a relation between the degree of concentra-
tion of an industrial sector and the price-levels in it
and, lastly, we are studying the effect of demand
concentration on supply. Finally, I would remind the
Assembly that, as a result of certain approaches, the
Commission has long been requesting or even
demanding that the Council should adopt a regulation
introducing preventive control of concentrations.
Neither do I need to remind you of the support that
your Assembly has consistently afforded us in this
area, as it does today, and with you I deplore the fact
that the Council has not yet given the Commission
the instrument that would enable it to bring in an
effective preventive policy on concentration. The fact
is that only when it has such an instrument will the
Commission be in a position to give effect to the
conclusions of the studies on concentration that I
have iust referred to.
Allow me, Mr President, to wind up my comments by
thanking your Assembly for its constant support of
the Commission in making its work in the field of
competition even more effective.
(Applausc)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Normanton.
Mr Normonton, rdlrporteur. 
- 
Mr President, may I
with the greatest possible brevity express on behalf of
the House the deep debt that we owe to the Commis-
sioner for his declaration of his ideas on this impor-
tant aspect of policy. We look forward to the develop-
ment of them. Ifle are quite confident that the
pledges and assurances which he has given for investi-
gating and considering the many points which have
been raised will be honoured and that these points
will be discussed at great length in the committees in
which he will, of course, be taking an active part.
13. Procedural motion (contd)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Castle on a procedural
motion.
Lord Castle. 
- 
May I draw your attention, sir, to the
fact that the lady who has been under discussion was
about to get to her feet and you failed to see her. I am
sure she would welcome the opportunity which I am
providing her with.
President. 
- 
Lord Castle, I am sure that there is no
honourable Member who is not capable of catching
my eye if they so wish.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
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Mrs Kellett-Bowmon. 
- 
I made a remark from a
sitting position, not speaking to a microphone, which
you would not have heard and which attacked the
honour of Mr Prescott, and I wish to withdraw it.
IThat I intended to imply was that the attack by Mr
Prescott in Strasbourg had deeply offended Mr Bors-
chette. I was in the Chamber at the time, Mr Presi-
dent, and I saw the deep pain on his face and I
believe that he wili vely, very mortally struck by this
particular thing. I merely muttered under my breath,
and if it attacks the honour of Mr Prescott then I with-
draw it.
President. 
- 
The Chair accepts the withdrawal of
the remark which was made from a sitting position.
The incident is closed.
14. Fifth Commission report ot, comPetition PoliE
Qontd)
President. 
- 
I7e shall now consider the motion for
a resolution contained in the report by Mr
Normanton.
I put the preamble to the vote.
The preamble is adopted.
On paragraph I I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Mr Albertsen, Mr Prescott and Lord Bruce of
Donington:
At thc end of this paragraph, add the following:
.. , but deplores the Commission's lack of adequate
means and liaison between is departments in cQunte-
racting the growing concentration of business companies
with their particular contribution to inflation ;'.
I call Mr Albertsen.
Mr Albertsen. 
- 
(DK) I should merely like to say
that the reason for our proposed amendment is the
desire to clarify and emphasize more strongly this
position, as stated in my speech on the group's behalf.
I feel that this is a wording which Parliament can
accept, seeing that no criticisms of the proposed
amendments have been made in the other speeches. I
recommend this amendment to the House.
President. 
- 
!7hat is Mr Normanton's position ?
Mr Normenton, rapporteur. 
- 
I do not question, as
rapporteur, the validity of the views which Mr
Albertsen and others wish to record, but I strongly
urge that these have already been recorded, and much
more precisely and selectively, by paragraphs 9 and l6
of the motion for a resolution. On those grounds I
would recommend the reiection of this particular
amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
The amendment is adopted.
I put paragraph I so amended to the vote.
Paralraph I is adopted.
I put paragraphs 2 to 8 to the vote.
Paragraphs 2 to 8 are adopted.
On paragaph 9 I have Amendment No l, tabled by
Mr Albertsen:
This paragraph to read as follows:
'9. Asks the Commission to reinstate in its annual report
on competition the results of the investigations into
price discrepancies and an in-depth analysis of the
reasons behind maior price discrepancies i.
I call Mr Albertsen.
Mr Albertsen. 
- 
(DK) This amendment reflects our
desire for an extension of the Commission's terms of
reference and sphere of activities. I would like to say
that, judging from the speeches by the new member
of the Commission, he is likely to prefer the wording
contained in this proposed amendment. I therefore
recommend this amendment to Parliament.
President. 
- 
IThat is Mr Normanton's position ?
Mr Normanton, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr President, a
similar situation prevails with regard to this amend-
ment" in the sense that the views expressed by Mr
Albertsen are not in conflict with those in the motion
for a resolution, but quite frankly it is a matter of
difference of wording. I frankly believe that the
wording as printed in the report is far more aPpro-
priate than the amendment standing in the name of
Mr Albertsen. I would therefore ask the House to
reject the amendment.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No I to the vote.
The amendment is reiected.
I put paragraph 9 to the vote.
Paragraph 9 is adopted.
On paragraph l0 I have Amendment No 2, tabled by
Mr Albertsen, Mr Prescott and Mr Lange:
At the end of this paragraph, add the following: '.. ',
Hoffmann-La Roche and others;'.
I call Mr Prescott to move this amendment'
Mr. Prescott. 
- 
Mr President, there is not a Sreat
deal to explain about this. It makes clear that we wish
to recognize some of the other aptivities of the
Commissioner. In this case we have mentioned La
Roche. A number of us have referred to it in the
speeches. There has been a fine by the Commission
on them. !7e want to record this company in this reso-
lution and we have also included in the amendment
the words 'and others'. There are a number of others
and we have in mind the action that is being taken to
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my satisfaction by the Commission in regard to the
oil companies.
!7e want to put that on record and certainly, in view
of events, I also want to put on record that Mr Bors-
chette, who dealt with this matter in very close associa-
tion with myself, did in fact give me every encourage-
ment, as the man's record has shown, to examine
cases where there may have been breaches of the
Rome Treaty. He was a man who fervently believed
that it was his job to investigate those matters and, in
regard to the oil companies, I put it on record that he
gave me every encouragement to provide the
evidence, to take it into account and, therefore, any
other interpretations of the person's attitude which
have been declared tonight are entirely wrong I can
only offer as evidence, if people want, the staff that
surrounded Mr Borschette that night and are seated in
this Chamber tonight. So it is not necessarily to take
my name or my honour, that apparently has been rein-
stated in such a terrible way this evening. All I want
to say to that, in finishing the point, is that I think if
Mr Borschette had been able to understand those
remarks that were made here tonight, purportedly on
his behalf, he would have rejected thern with the
contempt with which this House relected her remarks
this evening.
(Apltlause from tbe left)
President. 
- 
!flhat is Mr Normanton's position on
the amendment ?
Mr Normanton, rapporteuf. 
- 
Mr President, my
own recommendation is that this amendment be
rejected not as a matter of principle but for the
following reasons.
The Commission report on which I, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, was
called upon to report to this House, related to the year
1975 and to events which arose, including statements
and actions by the Commission, during the calendar
year 1975. The Hoffmann-La Roche affair was a
matter on which the Commission did not make
public pronouncemenrs until 1976. In my introduc-
tory remarks to my report, I specifically referred to the
Hoffmann-La Roche af.f.ai and hoped that the
commission would include comments on that affair in
its report for the calendar year 1976. I think it would
be inappropriate for this reason and a number of
others to include the mention of Hoffmann-La Roche.I earnestly hope the House will therefore reject this
amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
I thoroughly appreciate the motives
of the Commission in dealing with the Hoffmann-La
Roche case in terms of the Community's competition
policy and I support my honourable friend in his
proposal that this should be fully dealt with in the
Commission's report when this comes to be written. I
hope, also, though, that the Commission wi[ include
in its report a reference to another matter which
concerns its own general rules of conduct in such
cases. It is a fact that the Commission, or its represen-
tatives, encouraged the violation of the law of a
friendly country by a certain individual and it may be
that the Commission was right to do this. It may be
that the Commission was doing the morally right
thing to take part in the violation of the laws of Swit-
zerland, but I would suggest that this is something
that the Commission should look at carefully and
should refer to in its report and should decide under
what circumstances violation of the laws of friendly
countries should be encouraged and carried out by
representatives of the Commission. This is something
which should be viewed with caution. Maybe the
Commission were right, but I think they should
address their minds to it and come to some sort of
conclusion and perhaps lay down some sort of code.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Vouel.
Mr Vouel, llletnber of tbe Commission. 
- 
(L) Mr
President, I have no comment to make on the inclu-
sion of the words'Hoffmann-La Roche and others'. I
merely wish to emphasize that the Commission has
never encouraged the transmission of information by
anyone whatsoever.
President. 
- 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
I put paragraph 10, as amended, to the vote.
Paragraph l0 is adopted.
I put paragraphs ll to 17 to the vote.
Paragraphs ll to 17 are adopted.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole, incorporating the various amendments that
have been adopted.
The resolution so amended is adopted.l
15. Oral Questions uitb debate : Pollution in Seoeso
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on
- 
Oral Question (Doc. 281176), with debate, by Mr
Fellermaier, Mr Corona, Mr Bermani, Mr Della
Briotta, Mr Concas and Mr Ariosto, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, to the Commission on dioxin
pollution in Seveso:
The escape of a toxic cloud containing dioxin from the
ICMESA company installations in Seveso, in ltaly, is
endangering the health and even the genetic future of a
large region of Italy. The threat to the environment is
vastly more serious than any other form of chemical
pollution.
The Commission is requested, as part of its environ-
mental protection activities, to answer the following ques-
tions :
1 OJ C 238 of ll.10.1976.
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l. Has the Commission been able do gther reliable scien'
, tific in(ormation on dioxin pollution in Seveso ?
2. Vhat steps does it intend to take to prevent similar
occurrences, which endanger the health and even the
Senetic pattem of European 'populations ?
3. Does it feel that the directives on the Production and
use of toxic substances highly dangerous to the envi-
ronment are adequate, or does it see a need to submit
new proposals to the Council ?
4. Does it intend to commissioh the Joint Research
Centre, whose principal establishment, Ispra, is situ-
ated a few miles from Seveso,'to undertike studies, in
particular of safetY measures ?
5. lfith a view to coordinating tire elforts being made by
the governments of certain Member States, universi-
ties, private organizations and individual scientists,
does it not believe that it fuould be opportune to
organize an international symposium on dioxin in the
near future ? r
5. tf other meetinSs of specialists are organized to study.
this problem, will the Comniission send its own
exPerts to rePresent it ?
- 
Oral Question (Doc.'294176), with debate, by Mi
Bertrand, Mr Bersani, Mr Nod, Mr' Ligiqs, Mr
Girardin and Mr Vernaschi, on. behalf of the Chris-
tian-Democratic Group, .to the Commissioq on
poisonous clouds and their consequences:
The escape of toxic gases containing dioxin at the
ICMESA factory, belo-nging to a non-Italiart-owndd
company, in the region of Seveso (near Milan) has had
e*ttim.iy serious consequences for the whole population
of one of the most highly-populated industrial areas' It
has necessitated a total evacuation of the population, put
a stop to all human actiYity in the area and caused
dramatic health problems. It is still not known whether it
will be possible to decontaminate the area sufficiently to
enable hurnan life qrd production to resume in what is
one of the most hiShly-developed areas of our continent'
This event has brought to light similar dangers to the
public and to the environment frqm the numerous facto-
iies in Europe whose manufacturing processes involve
highty toxiC substances for which existing safery
measures are probably inadequate and which in,any case,
when gas leaks or unforeseen accidents do occur, as
happenid with dioxin, raise problems to which,.sgience
does not yet seem to have adequate answers'
In the framework of both its sociaf policy and its environ-
mental protection policy, can the Commission answer
the following questions :
l. Vhat practical lessons does it believe should be drawn
from Seveso as regards improving its own policies and
making e practical iodtribution to ensuring that this
kind oJ thing does not happen. again ?
2. Does it not think, in particular, that its rules on the
production of highly toxic substances should be
reviewed ?
3. In what way does it {eel it can Participate in current
research on Seveso with a view to drawing as much
useful information as possible from developments
there, and in any event to contributing as fully as
possible to the present efforts to mitigate and elimi-
nate the consequences ?
4. Does it not feel that the existing scientific framework,
startinS with the Joint Research Centre at Ispra,,
should be used to carry out systematic studies into this
sector, which is oI such imPortance to the public and
the industrial environment ?
I call Mr Della Briotta to sPeak to the first question.'
Mr Della Bri,otte. 
- 
(I) 
.Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the history of this problem is well enough
known but is worth recalling. last July in Seveso, a
highly industrialized ind highly populated area' Part
o{ the conurbation cer-rtring on Milan, there was an
esc4pe of toxic gas from the chemical factory
prod'ucing trichlorophenol, a substance used in the
'rint f..,;te of medical and cosmetic Products, and'
these , poisonous gaies were spread over the
surrounding area. This is the explanation given by the
Giya.udan.iompany,associatqd with the Hoffman-La
Roche.company, headed by ICMESA, which hastily
denidd lhat it was manufacturing defoliants.
This poisonous gas dith the long and difficult name,
which" we all kno'iv now by the shorter hame of
dioxin, is not the erid product of the indirstry. It was
forniEd'is a result of'an Accident in the reactors in the'
production of hexachlorophene from trichloroph'enol
t...us. of the excessive heat and the failure of the
safety mechanisms to function as they should in such
cases.
The quantity of dioxin released seemi to have been '
about two kilogrammes enough, scientists say, to kill
two thorisand i',i[iot small laborato{inimals'
It is therefore onc 'of 'the most highly-poisonous
substances known to us, and as a resutrt has no direct
technical appl(catio4. It was .talked about during the
Vietnam *ai in the rrewsPapers, as arconsequgnce of
the use of' defoliants. in the chemica.l warfare. There
have, been repeated accidents in thie production of
trichlorophenol in the'past: in 1953 in.Ludwigshafen'
in Germairy, at the BASF; ip 1953 in atmsterdam; in
1955 in the.U-nited States and on other-occasions in
Great Britain
t wlll also mention, because it is indirectly,linked, the
tragedy of the children poisoned with talc in the Aube
.ni irdenn. regions in France, an episode which
wmboliiallv brinss us back to some extent to the
,r-. prod,r.ts ani the same industrial groups. Seveso
is therefore not something new' a me're temporary
setback, the price to be paid and the risk to be taken
if industrialized society is to make technical Progress'
lVhen the poisonous alouds escaped, the inhabitants
of the ,te. h.d the right to be told what had
happened. Instead, ,the terrible nam€ of dioxin
.ppe.ted only eight days later ; the suspicion arises
whether risks-had not been taken with the health 'of
the public in an attempt to limit or avoid respon5i-
bliry. The first question is therefore 'whether we
should not have expected the company' running the
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factory to have more effective safery measures.
Consequently, we must ask whether for products
entailing such risks it would not be better to have
always at the ready the analytical equipment to reveal
the dangers in time and be able to produce remedies.
Not only the company, of course, is to blame: similar
questions must be asked of the local, regional,
national and even Community authorities, inciuding
questions about the siting of industrial plant in highly-
populated areas. The answers given so far have not
been satisfactory.
\7e have all received the 'dossier' from the Hoff-
mann-La Roche company this afternoon, but the
explanations it offers are self-justificatonT and not at
all convincing, so we must not take them as gospel.
These thoughts of the past should not make us forget
the present and the future, and we must draw frJm
the experience of Seveso a lesson which we did not
draw from Vietnam or the Minamata tragedy in Japan,
with regard to other polluting occurrences, or the talc
affair in France. These are recent events which are
present in all our memories.
The Seveso tragedy has brought the fight against pollu-
tion 
- 
all pollution 
- 
into the headlines once more.
It has raised once more all those questions to which
we must find convincing answers. I am not talking
about the frightening question that hangs over th;
health of those human beings who have perhaps been
contaminated, the drama of the pregnant women, nor
even the damage to plants. Ire have to see what we
can do in the future to prevent there being another
Seveso. The Community undeniably hal specific
duties : I hope it will accept them and understand that
the-disastrous consequences of unbridled and disorgan-
ized economic development, the logical resuli of
uncontrolled profits and distorted development, may
lead to a situation where factories producing dioxin
are sited on the edges of inhabited are"s, neai schools
or kindergartens. Nor is it possible to pretend that
investments made in Seveso should be viewed as
measures to help a country which is in need of jobs
- 
this principle could be used to justify anything.
The only way out of this situation is stricter legisla-
tion, more rigorous control, at European ,leve1, to
protect us from the exportation of risks and the impor-
tation of profits, Is the Commission moving in this
direction ?
Personally, I hope that Communiry legislation will
not merely produce a list of dangerous products,
permitted, not permitted or permitted with reserve
actions. I do not think it is of mucir comfort to
someone suffering from dioxin poisoning to know
that this product is on the list of dangerous products
and where its place in the list is.
It is not a question of easing our own consciences or
'looking for alibis and continuing on the same road or
allowing others to do so, merely studying the cause of
these events in order to be able to provide more-or-
less convincing excuses without bothering to provide
even the minimum amount of help to those affected.
Legislation should be drawn up to provide rules onthe siting of industrial plant, in view of the
consequences which this may have on the environ-
ment. Stre must provide legal means of recourse, penal-
ties which can serve as a deterrent to the directors of
firms responsible for pollution.
Are the honourable Members aware that the trial of
the Morhange'talc affair, where 2l children died, has
not yet been held ? And yet more than 4 years have
passed. !7e shall have to find solutions at the level of
both the Community and national authorities when
the question arises of allowing the construction of
polluting industries and considering the rights of the
public, not only when they become victimi, but from
the start. It is true 
- 
I repeat 
- 
that there is a certain
irice to pay for progresi, but we must always know
what that price is and not just hope that the iisks and
dangers will effect others.
Switzerland is a typical case. The Hoffmann-La Roche
headquarters are in Switzerland and Switzerland is
perhaps the European country which has the strictest
anti-pollution legislation. Nevertheless, it was a Swiss
company which caused the Seveso tragedy and a
related company which caused the death of children 4
years ago in France. This should teach us not to look
for our terms of reference only in national legislations.
These are the questions being asked by citizens of
Europe. I hope we are not going to be content with
raising the dust for just as long as Seveso is in the
headlines and even silencing confused public opinion
by saying that so far there have been no deaths and
hoping that as time goes by the disaster will have
been without lethal consequences.
If this experience produces fresh European legislation
placing a real obligation on manufacturers to provide
details of their objects before obtaining permission to
build, perhaps we shall succeed in reducing risks in
future. '!tr7e prefer to stress these problems rather than
the emergency measures being put to confirm offi-
cially what has been reported in the press in recent
days and recent weeks. Our first priority, of course,
must be the health of the inhabitants of the region
and support for those afflicted, including direct or
indirect economic aid and compensatio; and newjobs for the employees ; then come measures to decon-
taminate the area, which are under way. In our ques-
tion we ask what the Community's contribution is to
the measures taken by the Italian authorities and the
local authorities in Lombardy, who are faced with a
problem which is not their concern alone.
The Commission will be able to give us information
on this point. But the problem 
- 
I repeat 
- 
is not
simply one of the healing or helping to heal the
wounds ; damage 
- 
if there has been any 
- 
may
well be irreparable. ttr7e must above all ensure thai
similar tragedies which may affect each one of us do
not happen again in future.
(Apltlauv)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Giraudo to speak to the
second question.
Mr Giraudo. 
- 
(I) Mr President, before I explain the
reasons for the question tabled by the Christian-
Democratic Group, I would like to express my grati-
tude to Mr Della Briotta for his detailed statement on
the facts of Seveso. Although the material results of
this disaster can be stated in figures 
- 
total damage is
estimated at 65 thousand million lire 
- 
the human,
moral, and social implications cannot be quantified.
Think of the 23 therapeutic abortions carried out iust
recently and the traumatic moral and psychological
effects on the mothers who had to have them ! Mr
Della Briotta said that there were no deaths .. .
Mr Della Briotta. 
- 
(I) | did not say that, it was the
Hoffman-La Roche memorandum !
Mr Giraudo. 
- 
(I).. . as far as I am concerned,
however, there were 23 deaths.
I would also draw your attention to the disruption
which the Seveso accident has caused in the lives and
work of people there; to the possible consequences of
this event especially as regards health of children,
even though most of them have been discharged from
hospital ; to the uncertainty of attemPts to decontami-
nati the land, in spite of some positive results in
recent days.
The question from the Christian-Democratic Group
to the Commission is motivated by two basic consider-
ations. The first is a profound feeling of solidarity
with the people who have suffered so much, a feeling
which Lrrn sure is shared by all my colleagues in this
Assembly. The second is the awarness of the responsi-
biliry of public authorities at every level, and therefore
especially at Community level {or not, having
prevented with appropriate rules the possibility of
serious accidents like Seveso.
Does not the Commission think that with this
example in mind it should not simply review rules
which in fact do not exist but start out on a serious
basis, on documentary and verifiable evidence, to draw
up Community rules enforcing resPect for fixed stand-
aids with no exceptions, not only on industries in
member countries but also on the multinationals and
all industries, even from third countries, which
operate within the CommunitY ?
Is the Commission in a position to introduce such a
proposal and to begin the necessary study and
iesearch to define these rules, and the structures and
procedures to ensure they are respected ?
Is it possible from the start to catalogue scientifically
the various kinds of substance whose manufacture is
to be considered highly dangerous and where some
rules are not respected and precise Suarantees not
given ? Is it possible through a kind of 'land registei
io establish the precise location of these industries in
the various regions of the Community ? Is it possible
to keep this information up to date and to provide
therefore for regular checks ?
These questions are perhaps vety simpliste in the
present state of affairs and perhaps it is not easy or
possible to give a reasonable reply today. I am well
aware, for example, that highly dangerous substances
produced by various industries sometimes rePresent
accidental by-products. Here there are obiective diffi-
culties in addition, Commissioner to those of a legall
constitutional order concerning relations between
Community and national law. But these are, I believe,
difficulties which should not discouraSe the Commis-
sion from taking these steps which we ate asking it
today. Scrupulous strictness on this matter is abso-
lutely necessary and there should be no exceptions or
margins of discretion when the necessary safety- condi-
tioni for protecting human health are not 100 0/o sure'
Expressing my condifence in the responsibilities
whlch thi Commission will assume in this field, I
would like to acknowledge that the Community does
deserve some credit and address heartfelt thanks to
those in charge of the Ispra establishment, the
Community joint research centre' who reacted
promptly to the Seveso events by putting at the
dispoial of the Italian authorities specialized techni-
cians, services and equipment to measure the extent
of the contamination of the atmosphere- Thanks to
Ispra, which has mobile equipment such as ultrasonic
radar, unique in Europe, the Italian authorities were
able to obtain information and identify the maior
characteristics of the gas which has polluted the
Seveso area.
This shows the effective and timely presence of a
highly qualified Community instrument. I hope that
this preience will be felt not only on the technical
side but also on the political side and that it will
prove effective and inspire fair standards which do not
Llock progress but make it subject at all times and in
all places to the service of humanity.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza.
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice'Presidcnt of tbe
Commission, (D Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as soon as the Commission was informed
f,y the Italian authorities on 27 July last, it made avail-
.bl. to those authorities the knowledge and experi-
ence of its departments and gave it the use of those of
its establishments which might make a contribution
to solving the problems arising from the Seveso acci-
dent.
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The Commission immedi4tely,delegated its representa-
tives in Rome and Milan to find out the needs, created
by the contamination,.as,regards human health and
the environment. These representatives also took part
in meetings with experts. The Ispra establishrneni of
the Joint Research Centre,,as Mr Giraudo iust pointed
out, consulted the data-bank network ECDIN set up
uflder the Community environmental programme in
order to ob'tain information on the toxicity, teratoge-
netic effects, the metabolism, and,methods of decon-
tamination of the polluting substances. As and when
this information betame available, it was forwarded io
the Ministry of Health in Rome. In addition, the
Commission kept in trouch with the Italian aurhorities
to facilitate contact with experts in toxicology and
specialized laboratories. Finally, a,Commission expert
prepared an,urgent. report on the tpxicology of dioiin,
which was sent to the Italian authorities.
'S(/e 
can say trherefore that valid;scientific docurirenta-
tiron on dioxin has already been,gathered on this occa-
sion. However, as regards the scientific data.specific to
the Seveso incident, it is still being considerid by the
Italian authorities and is therefore, not availabli yet.
In addition,'the Joint Researbh'Centre made'available
to,the Italian authorities the SODAR laboratory, also
mentioned by Mr Glraudci, to, help determine the
extent of pollution.
What practical consequences does the Commission
believe should be drawn from the Seveoo incident in
the light of the. speeches just ,made by. Mombers
speaking on behalf of the questioners ?
At present theqe are no generaf Commupity rules on
the productign,of toxic substances of,great !3nger.ro
the environment. However, there do exist directives or
'proposals for di'rbctivesr on the ,rnarketing.of certaih
dangerous substances. 
,:
The Council of Ministers of the:Gommunity adopted
oo 27 July ,1975 a directive lirniting the marketing
and use of certain dangerous substances such ai
polychlorobiphenols, polycholorotriphenols and vynil
Since. 1957, moreover, Comtnunity Directive 548,has
governed the classification, packaling and labelling of
dangerous substances, This, direitive, has been
amended five times to bring it'up to,date,with,the
results and 'developments of the rnosr necent techrti-
ques, and last week the Commission adopted a prop-
99al on envincinmental protection amending this l9a7dircctive for the sixth time. This proposal is aimed at
setting up a procedure for evaluating the effects,'on
the environment and on humah health.of new, chem-
ical substances,when they are niarketed. This proce-
dure would allow the necessary measuFes to be ,takenin time to lirnit rhe risks of these substances.iThis
proposal has been submitted to,the Council; and I am
sure that Parliament will express.its opi,nion on it very
soon.
Moreover, the Commlssion forwarded at the begin-
ning of August two proposals to the Council for direc-
tives on the standardization within the European
Community of pesticides and also on the limitation of
the marketing and use of certain pesticides. Therefore
in this case we are entering into the production, classi-
fication and marketing stages, which is not the case
yet for other substances. Moreover, as regards the
problems raised by the transport of radio-active
substarrces, the Commission is studying the problem
of improving safety measures, and this ii also the case
,for the transport of toxic substances.
These. directives, or 
,proposed directives, although ofgreat importance for the protection of the public and
the environment, are,nevertheless inadequaie, since, as
I 
-have already said, they do not cover the productionof toxic substances. The Commission is studying the
best way to fill this gap. It r.night try to stringthen,
where they exist, or introduce, authorization proce-
dures. prior to. the plannin& construction, opening and
operation 
. 
of factories producing certain loxic
substances. Moreover, the CommisJion would point
out that in its proposal for a second attion
proEramme on the environment it stated its intention
of introducing in the Community at the appropriate
levels procedures for evaluating the enviionmental
impact of such factories, and these might serve as a
suitable 'framework for the measures which I
mentioned earlier.
T" 
:,op9 with polluting accidents, which are alwayspossible' however strict the regulations in force, it
might be useful to consider first of all a procedure
already adopted in the Euratom Treaty, the possibility
of establishing emergency plans and contamination
levels for reference purposes, and secondly, the crea-
tion of emergency teams at national level, coordinatedin a Comrnunity framework, to which the Joint
Research Centre could, if necessary, contribute spicial-
ists. The Commission thus intends to follow with
g^reat attention this question of accidental pollution.
Of course it is going til take an active part in all stidy
meetings at the appropriate levels. I can also add thai
the Commission intends to organize meetings of
national experts to' examine thf consequen.ei fo,
health, ecology and the economy, of theie cases of
pollution.
For the. short term, until suiable rules are introduced,
an iqlportant step vould be to hold a survey to esta-
blish the sites of industries and companiis which
produce toxic substances. As far as the Commission is
concerned, it will use the means at its disposal to
obtain this kind of information. But I must a-dd .ight
away that without thb cooperation of the national ;d
local authorities and even sithout adequate national
legislation, the Commission will nerei be able to
determine qualitatively and quantitively what the
problems are and ,its, a ,result foresee, , or. cope
adequately with emergency situations.
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The Commission will also, at the appropriate time,
draw from this incident, in the medium term, the
lessons for its own policies. In the meantime, the
Ispra establishment of the Joint Research Centre will,
at the Italian authorities' request, draw up mathemat-
ical models to study the possible movements of the
dioxin and will by its own methods take atmospheric
samples. Moreover, the Joint Research Centre will
remain available to the Italian authorities to provide
any technical assistanc€ in this specific case of pollu-
tion.
Finally, the Commission has decided, at the request of
the Italian authorities, to organize with these authori-
ties, and by that I mean the Ministry of Health, the
Health Institute and the Lombardy Regional Council,
an initial information meeting to study the effects of
dioxin on human health and the environment and the
contribution which the Commission could effectively
make in this field. This meeting will be held in Ispra
or in Milan on 30 September and I October next and
will be attended by Italian experts and authorities and
approximately 20 experts from other Member States.
Moreou"r, the Lombardy regional council will
organize a symposium on dioxin and the Commission
is ready to cooperate to ensure that this enterprise
succeeds.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Seveso inci-
dent is not only a serious case of accidental pollution
but above all a'warning to public authorities of the
risk which the production and marketing of chemical
substances have for human life and the environment
if suitable measures are not taken in time For its part,
the Commission intends to use all the means at its
disposal to fulfill these pressing needs.
(Appldu.tc)
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell to speak on behalf
of the European Conservative Group'
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, I wish to join with
other speakers in congratulating Mr Della Briotta and
those who have raised this question on drawing atten-
tion to this very distressing and tragic accident that
took place in Seveso. I identify myself, in very large
measure, with the opening speech made by Mr Della
Briotta, and I was glad to hear the reply made by
Commissioner Scarascia Mugnozza and to learn that
the Commission is taking this matter extremely seri-
ously and addressing itself to the problems which it
ra ises.
I should at this stage I think, Mr President' exPress a
personal view. I think it is perhaps a little strange that
we should be a Parliament discussing an accident of
this nature, which has not caused, as far as we know,
serious, terrible tragedy to members of the Commu-
nity. It has caused certain iniuries of a superficial
nature and it may have induced certain people to
terminate pregnancies. This is indeed tragic, but I
wonder whether we should not consider it in the
context of, for instance, automobile accidents, which
cause the deaths of tens of thousands of members of
the Communiry every year 
- 
a problem which is
vastly more important than that of chemical pollution,
and one to which this Parliament has hardly ever
addressed itself. A problem which causes the deaths of
tens of thousands of people and to which this Parlia-
ment and the Committee on Public Health and the
Environment has hardly ever addressed itself . ' .
(Cries of 'Rubbish !' A disgraceful stdtement !)
President. 
- 
If Members wish to make speeches,
they are of course at liberty to do so, but interruptions
are not in order, and I think this is far too serious a
matter to be debated in this kind of way.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
I'm surprised, Sir, that honourable
Members take so lightly the deaths of tens of thou-
sands of members of the Community in other acci-
dents.
There have also been suSSestions that the chemicals
involved in this accident have been used for warlike
purposes .- for defoliation in Vietnam, 
- 
without
any evidence whatsoever and there has been talk
about the profit motive having contributed to the acci-
dent. I wonder whether anyone would seriously
suggest, and on what basis they would suggest, that
suih 
"n 
accident could not occur.in a publicly owned
company, and on what basis it can be said that the
profit motive contributes to such accidents. I think
one must be very careful before making such
sweeping and emotional statements, which have their
basis more in party politics than in reality.
If investigation proves that there has been criminal
carelessness, then let the guilty pay the price. But
until such investigations show their true result, let us
keep an open mind and concentrate on the positive
ne.d to find a solution and to improve the safety retu-
lations in such industries.
On this point, I want to make one reference to what
the Commissioner said about various regulations and
directives which may improve the safety regulations in
our Community and help to prevent such tragedies in
the future. This is that it is one thing to introduce a
regulation or pass a directive, but it is another thing to
have it enforced in our Community. All too
frequently laws 
- 
national laws and Community laws
- 
exist, but are not observed, and there must be
evolved some system in all parts of the Communiry
whereby the laws can be enforced. Social services
must be provided and safety regulations enforced. In
the case of chemical accidents, decontamination must
be carried out and ambulances and on-the-spot teams
made available, even 
- 
as happened in this case 
- 
if
something disagreeable happens on a Saturday after-
noon, whin most people are off for the weekend in
the middle of the summer. It's not good enough
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simply to pass a regulation or a law 
- 
there must be
some means of enforcing it, of seeing that the safety
regulations are carried out.
I-wish, finally, Mr Presiden! to express my hope that
all people involved will cooperate in bringing this
investigation to a conclusion and seeing tfiat some
good does come out of it. Thank God, it seems that
the tragedy has not been a great one. Let us hope that
the Italian authorities, the Community, and the
company concerned will get together and exact the
most rigorous investigation into the tragedy They
must pool their resources, pool their information, and
draw some conclusions from this tragedy to see that it
never recurs. This is surely the lesson we must leam
from this tragedy 
- 
that some good must be made to
come out of it.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sandri to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Sandri. 
- 
@ Mr President, I fully support what
has been said by Mr Della Briotta and Mr Giraudo, so
that I shall only add a few words of condemnation on
our part of the companies which take advantage of
gaps in the legislation or of failure to apply such frag-
mentary legislation as exists and have developed indui-
trial installations and production processes which
endanger citizens' lives, the balance of the environ-
ment and the Community's entire social and
economic fabric.
One of our colleagues has just been saying that the
damage at Seveso has in fact been superficial; but
quite apart from any considerations on the amount of
material damage, I should like to draw your attention
to what is perhaps the most serious damage to the
area affected and that is the feeling which has spread
throughout the population 
- 
and not only oi the
immediate_ neighbourhood 
- 
of a dark threat hanging
over everybody's future, over their genetic future, anl
the consequent sense of insecurity profoundly upset-
ting the Community's life.
Mr Commissioner Scarascia Mugnozza paid that what
happened there should be seen as an alarm signal;
and this is what we should like to emphasize. It ls an
alarm-bell for all the highly industriilized countries
where forces have been released or processes started or
are about to be started which need to be controlled.
Since I was not one of the signatories of the questions,it is. not for me to give an opinion on the bommis-
sron's statement. I should only like to point out to the
Commission that the introduction of cbntrols must be
envisaged and thoroughly examined. How should it be
done ? By legislation on multinational companies
which should complete 
- 
as has already been said in
this House 
- 
stricter national legislations ? Undoubt-
edly so. This is a most complex subject and I shall notgo into its details. Through research and study ?
Undoubtedly in that way too.
!7hat we ask for, however, is that this research and
study should not be done, as it was done at Ispra after
the Seveso incident, retrospectively, but should be
preventive in nature. It also seems essential to us that
at the conceptual level any such control should mean
the establishment and implementation of mechanisms
and instruments for control from below 
- 
that is, for
popular control, above all for control by the workers
themselves employed in these establishments. prece-
dents exist; enough to quote the legislation already in
existence, or about to be introduced, in Sweden to see
how these evils can be combated and combated effec-
tively. I should like to say to my honourable colleague
that it is precisely at the level of worker control in ihe
industry concerned that resources for information and
the spread of knowledge be made available, just as at
the operative level the necessary instruments must be
made available to make such control a reality.
This, to us, is the lesson to be drawn from what
happened 
- 
above and beyond the commiserations
and regrets, however sincere, which can only last as
long as the event remains topical : we need an effec-
tive policy going beyond the territorial limits of the
area affected. The tragedy of Seveso has implications
well beyond the confines of that unhappy town:
human life itself and the gestation of human- life has
been put at risk.
It is with this in mind that we should like to ask the
Commission to study and define what instruments of
control from below can be put into effect to ensure
that what happened at Seveso does not happen again.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, I intervene at this hour
because I have a constituency and regional interest,
and because I think that I might help the Assembly
in this debate.
Firstly, three weeks ago I drove from Milan to Como,
and what amazed me on the motorway was how
normal the countryside was compared to what I had
read in the press.
Secondly, I welcome the intervention of Commis-
sioner Scarascia Mugnozza and his constructive
approach to the problems that must be facing the
people in that area of Italy. !7hen my colleague, Lord
Bethell, was criticized for his reference to the-fact that
we may pass regulations but they must be enforced, I
readily agreed with this because at one time I was a
scientist.
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But why do I intervene ? Firstly, the chemical industry
is a growing industry, the feedstock being coal, oil or
natural gas, and it is a new industry. Secondly, in the
British Parliament that industry has formed a Chem-
ical Industries Association with Members of Parlia-
ment from all parties represented in the Houses of
Lords and Commons. This industry spans everything
from pharmaceuticals and antibiotics to plastics.
Thirty-three years ago I read organic.chemistry. What
I now know, what is happening now, bears little rela-
tion to what I knew then but" in fact, what was
thought out by scientists is being applied to Products
we want to buy.
Recently industry, including the chemical industry,
has become more aware of its responsibilities to
society. Some of these responsibilities are dealt with in
Britain on a national scale and we have to deal with
them on a Community scale and on an international
scale. I speak because near my constituency there is a
plant belonging to Coalite and Chemical Products
Limited. As a result of the disaster, or shall we say the
serious episode, in ltaly this plant is now closed' It is
the only plant in Britain making 24S-trichlorphenol,
although there are plants making 246-trichlorphenol
near l7rexham and AccrinSton They had an explo-
sion and a leak such as this in 1958. Little harm was
done but in the nearby densely populated area of
Bolsover there were 79 cases of chloro-acne : a Doctor
May dealt with it and has recently published a rePort,
and he has subsequently been to Seveso to advise.
This week we have had in Luxembourg the editor of
the Sbffield Star and that paper has attacked the
Bolsover company. They have asked where the old
plant, which was dismantled, was disposed of and they
queried whether new plant should go up in a highly
populated area. There were similar incidents at the
Badische Anilin- und Soda-Fabrik in Ludwigshafen
and a Philips complex in Holland. In the latter case
the plant was placed in concrete and dumped in the
sea. I have been in touch with the Coalite Company.
They produced press releases on 5 August and 9
September and there has been Pressure from the new
Health and Safety Executive in Britain. There are
problems such as control of temPerature and mechan-
ical integrity, but we should bear in mind that one
episode or serious disaster 
- 
however we may
describe it 
- 
in Italy has closed down a plant which
provides employment for but a few near where I live.
The other interest concerns the Flixborough disaster
on I June 1974. Some say this has no relevance to the
matters we are discussing, but there has been a
committee set up 
- 
an advisory committee 
-
chaired by Professor Brian Harvey as a result of the
Health and Safety at \7ork Aa of 1974. The theme
there has been the management ol hazard 
- 
hazard
as a result of science and technology in the new era in
which we live. To what exterit should problems be
national, European, even involving the Council of
Europe and the Community ? Even in the Commu-
nity this involves not only the energy and research
fields, environment and health but also the industrial
and economic fields.
Scientific knowledge is international. Safety standards,
I think, should not be confined to national horizons.
The Committee on Energy and Research will be
visiting Ispra at the end of this month, at the time of
the conference, and I believe this is a field for greater
concerted action and indirect action.
!7e shail want to know what immediate action is
being taken to relieve the hardship in Seveso, and
what action the Community can take 
- 
and this has
been referred to by the Commissioner 
- 
to coordi-
nate the safety measures that will ensure that
dangerous products, dangerous Processes are
adequately understood and controlled, either automati-
cally or by means of human supervision. S7e are in a
new field 
- 
mankind has faced a difficult time in
Italy, but the crisis there does affect us all throughout
the Community and I hope we learn our lessons.
(Applaise)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Evans.
Mr Evans. 
- 
I shall be very brief' Indeed, I had not
intended to speak in this debate. My purpose in
attending tonight was 
- 
by 
-y physical Presence 
-to express my solidarity and sympathy with my Italian
colleagues.
I must confess that I was very angry at the outset
when I listened to Lord Bethell's remarks, because
once again we had the Tory Party apologizing for capi'
talism and big business and defending the profit
motive. But I must say at once that the sensible and
moderate speech by Mr Osborn wac a far different
proposition from what, I presume, was the official
voice of the Conservative Party. And when Lord
Berhell said in fact there had been no loss of life, all I
can say is that it was a strange comment when my
colleague, Mr Della Briotta, had made it quite'clear
that over thirty women had to lose their unborn babes
and, of course, we do not know at this iuncture how
many more women may in fact lose their babies. That,
to me, is a human tragedy. lUfle also do not know what
the genetics effects of the trag6dy at Seveso are. It will
take quite some time before that becomes clear. And
to compare the deaths and the misery which have
been caused at Seveso with motor car accidents 
- 
all
I cair say to you, Lord Bethell, is that you have a very
strange imagination indeed to suSSest that there is a
comfarison, because there have been many, tragedies
as far as industry, and particularly the chemical
industry, has been concerned' One of the things
which always strikes me, and I have lived all my life
in a heavily built-up industrial area, is that wheri thesq
explosions and accidents occur it is always poor, hard-
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working, ordinary people who suffer the consequences
of these disasters. I do not know what the final
outcome of Seveso will be. I do not know what fresh
explosions, what fresh disasters will be awaiting the
Community or awaiting the rest of the world. !7hat I
think we have tonight to remember is that the motion
which has been put forward by my colleague asks the
Commission to take positive steps, because undoubt-
edly, given the complexities of modern industry, given
the complexities particularly of the chemical industry,it is absolutely essential that a code of conduct be
brought into being which can and must be enforced if
we are to protect the population not only of our
Community, Mr President, but also of the rest of the
world. The only plea that I will make at this juncture
is that the Commission be prepared to take evidence,
to take assistance and to take guidance from the
. 
United States in particular, who have a great deal of
' knowledge to offer in this respect. I hope that they
will draw upon the United States and the knowledge
that they put forward at a very early date, And wiih
that, Mr President, I merely want to make it clear that
there are two voices prepared to speak on behalf of
Britain.
(Apltlause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I support what has been said by my
colleagues Mr Della Briotta, Mr Giraudo and other
speakers by way of condemnation, in no uncertain
terms, of all the damage, material and moral, caused
by the Seveso tragedy following upon an escape of
dioxin.
!7e understand perfectly that the price must be paid
for the progress of science and research as applied to
industrial production, but it is clear, whatevir posi-
tions may be taken up by conservatives or progres-
sives, that there are human obligations which muJt be
respected and guaranteed by those who are respon-
sible for the conduct of political affairs, for guiding
and controlling the progress of the peoples.
\U7hen an industry becomes a physical and moral
threat to the lives of citizens, as is the case with the
Seveso area, all political parties, all governments and
responsible persons must obviously recognize their
obligation to ensure, by means of legislatiol, controls
and 
.regulations, that progress does not harm peoplebut improves their standard of living.
This view cannot but be shared by all and must
inspire Parliament, the Commission and all who are
concerned or whose duty it is to concern themselves
with the humanization of progress with a desire to
ensure that such progress is directed toward the
welfare of humanity and not towards its destruction.
I should like to say to the Commission and to this
House that especially on occasions of this kind we
have both the duty and the right to bring all our
moral force to bear on the governments. It is not
enough to issue regulations: they have to be enforced
Iflho is to enforce them ? The authorities of our coun-
tries 
- 
the governments, the local authorities, all
those who, whether at the centre or on the periphery.
bear the responsibility for human lives in the coun-
tries we represent here.
Particularly in situations like this one it must be re.
peated that the principles enunciated by the European
Parliament should constitute a moral and legal obliga.
tion for our governments. It is certainly not easy tc
acl it is not easy to put a brake on progress or gc
against the interests of the big firms, but it simply
must be done.
I should like to convey to my friend Mr Scarascia
Mugnozza .my gratification at the meeting which he
has proposed and which the Commissiion is about tc
hold at Ispra. The visit to Ispra of the Committee on
Energy and Research is due to take place the same
day, and it would be interesting if representatives ol
these two Community institutions were to meet repre-
sentatives of departments in the Italian government.
such as the Ministry of Health and the Higher Insti-
tute for Health, which are responsible for dealing with
questions arising from this tragic and most distressing
incident. In my view, such a ioint enterprise might bi
more fruitful and achieve more tangible results.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Della Briotta.
Mr Della Briotte. 
- 
(I) | should like to thank Mr
Scarascia Mugnozza for the detailed 4nd exhaustive
nature of his reply, at least within the unfortunatell
all-too-narrow limits of action open to him within thi
ambit of his powers.
I should in particular like to welcome the Commis.
sion's undertaking to fill in the gaps in the legislation
and to introduce a system of controls.
The fundamental problem is that the chemical
industry operates to a large extent on the basis ol
trade secrets and is therefore reluctant to make public
plans for new installations and thus enabll the
authorities to become acquainted with them. In this
today's chemical industry is strangely reminiscent ot
the attitudes of medieval magicians.
We must bredk out of this vicious circle. prime
Minister Chirac himself was not able, in a French
television interview reported by I* illonde, to reply tc
the question whether in his country an incideni zuch
as that at Seveso could happen. I suspect Mr Scarascia
Mugnozza would find himself in the same difficulty. I
mysel( when at the end of July I visited the
Lombardy region administration, was able to see tharif it was not exactly true that encyclopaedias were
being searched for remedies to the Seveso disaster, the
situation was not far from that.
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In my speech I insisted above all that the question of
plant design and installation should be dealt with first
io that those responsible are made aware of the
problems and can foresee the consequences that may
result. It is not o4ly the managers of Hoffmann'La
Roche who should know what is likely to happen (in
fact they themselves were not so well informed for on
the day following the tragedy there was a rush of tele-
phone calls and cablegrams in search of the necessary
information) ; the local authorities should also have
this knowledge, for it is they * and properly so 
-
who bear thJ responsibiliry to the population.
If from these events we can draw some lessbn that'will
help us'in future to deal bettei with the problems
facing humanity, I think the tragedy of S€veso will
prove to have been a severe but salutary warning.
(Appluuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Giraudo.
Mr Girartdo. 
- 
(I) On behalf of the Christian
Democratic Group, I should like to thank Mr
Scarascia Mugnozza for his statefnent, in which, I
believe, in the present situation, he could not have
gone further. However, I understand his ieply to indi-
cate the Commission's willingness to draw uP 
- 
on
the basis of the outcome of its intervention 
- 
a Prop-
osal to be submitted to the Council for a new set of
'regulations, which may not be easy but will neverthe-
less be necessary.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scarascia Mugnor,r .. 
.
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vicc'President ol' tbe
Conmis.tion. (I) Mr President, honourable
Members, I in my turn should like tb thank most
sincerely all those who participated in thii debate and
particularly Mi Detla Briotta and Mr Giraudo for
tabling their questions.
I have taken careful note of the remarks'made by the
questioners and all the othel speakers. To avoid misun-
d-erstanding, I should like to say at once that if it is
true that there were no fatalities it is also. a fact 
- 
as
itrr-Cir.ra" pointed 'out 
- 
thrt the numerous abor-
tions represent flot only serious psychological and
moral iniury to those who had to forego the'birth of
their children, but also a Sreat harm to humanitf' as a
whole. The Commission if of ' the opinioh,-that a
danger could always arise and that, if'so far there has
been no death, lethal consequences may arise 'i'n the
medium or long-term which today we ar're'unable to
predict.
' Vhat we do know for certain is that many domestic
animals were killed by the Seveso cloud, but we do
not yet know the immediate arid subsequent. effects of
this kind of pollution on thq human organism and on
I also listened with great attention to the point raised
by Mr Sandri concerning controls and to'the sugges-
tions,from other speakers concerning the plans,and
the siting. of inslallations I have noted the remarks of
Mr Osborn based on his, specialized knowledge of
these problems.
I should also like to add that we must not only ensirre
that Community regulations and directives are appl'ied
throughout the territory of the Community but should
also more vigorously implement the principle'of 'the
polluter payi'. 'It is in' fact unthinkable that the
,Cornmrlnity should 'pay for industries who draw
profits fpm certain type,s of production. The public
authorities should be informed of the conditions in
which,certain.toxic substances are produced so that'if
necessary they can refuse licences'and shn lay down
the regglations necetsary to Protect both the 's,orkers
and lthe populatioh at'large. That, I' think, was the
essential airn of all-the speakers tonight
"As regards Mr 'Romualdi's suglestions for the Ispra
'ineetiig, I inust tell you that it is ndt certain whether
the meiting *ill be lrreld in Milan ot at Ispra. I rnyself
hope to meet the regiolial authorities'iff Milarr on the
Zsih of this month to discuss the problem. Iir iriy
event, I can assure the European Parliamepg that . I
shall keep both the Parliamentary committee and the
Assembly as a whole informed of the proceedings at
the meeling and ht'the intematiorial sympoiiritn and
of the conclusions at which the Commission will
'arrivg so as to enlble us all,'by closely,'coorclinating
our actiyities and our views, to act together-in the
sense, .of, the environment,, and ,above all, in accor-
,danFe with our often repeated,intention, in the sense
of ,man's environrnent,.man's peace',and quiet, man's
future.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.' '
, I ,i'.,' '
16. Agen.da for the next iiiting,
'President. 
-The noxt sitting will be held tomorrb$',Friday, 17 September 1975,' with l'the following
'i$enda i '
+ Bgngemann'report on the'admission'of securities to
. stock-exchange-quotatioo'; -. ,'
Schrnidt report on customs debt;
. r'- Herbert.report ofl harmqrization of the latrs telating
i ;,to vehicledriving-licences; r,r-
, '-a Bethell report on the dumpirrg'of Vastts at seal
- 
Della Brioha report on 'the wiire 'seitor (without
, 
debate). :. .
fhe sitting is, closed.
(The sitting 
.uas 
closed,at 9.t0 ?.ru)
.;.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR MARTENS
Vice-President
Qhe sitting was opened at 9.30 a.m)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approaal of tbe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedingp are approved.
2. Budgetary procedure for tbe {inancial yar 1977
President. 
- 
I have received a letter from Mr Lange,
chairman of the Committee on Budgets, in which, as
rapporteur on the internal provisions for considering
the draft general budget of the European Communi-
ties, he proposes that the rules adopted by Parliament
for the 1976 financial year should be similarly applied
for the 1977 linancial year.
Are there any objections ?
That is agreed.
3. Directioe on the admission of securities to official
stock exchange quotation
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
236175) by Mr Bangemann on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council for a directive coordinating the
conditions for the admission of securities to official stock
exchange quotation.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangeminn, rapporteur, 
- 
(D) Mr President,
my report is concerned with a proposal from the
Commission for a directive coordinating the condi-
tions for the admission of securities to official stock
exchange quotation, or at least getting the harmoniza-
tion procedure under way.
You are aware, Mr President, that we have already
approved a proposal for a directive concerning the
content of prospectuses issued when securities are to
be quoted on stock exchanges. That directive also
aimed to clarify the conditions governing the admis-
sion of securities for the benefit both of investors and
of issuers, and to ensure that the variety of national
systems did not lead to misguided decisions on the
part of investors or cause issuers unnecessary diffi-
culties.
This first proposal for a directive concerned with
standardizing these prospectuses clearly could not
achieve all that is required for the establishment of a
free capital market, one of the principles of the Treaty
of Rome. The Commission hao therefore submitted a
second proposal for a directive coordinating the condi-
tions for admission to official stock exchange quota-
tion.
The Commission has indicated in a memorandum the
way in which this could be done. The most obvious
way would be to introduce a common procedure appli-
cable to all official stock exchanges in all the Member
States, whereby anyone could automatically gain
admission for his securities by complying with the
conditions.
It would also somewhat simplify matters, in that once
a security had obtained admission to an official stock
exchange in one of the Member States, it would have
no difficulty on obtaining admission to others, since
common conditions do not have to be fulfilled twice
over. That is the ideal, as it were, and the Legal Affairs
Committee naturally has much sympathy for this
proposal, since it comes closest to the committee's
own views on harmonization and coordination.
However, the Commission has now stated that for two
reasons it does not consider it appropriate to pursue
this course of action: firstly, because although there is
a certain lack of uniformity due to the multiplicity of
national regulations, the latter have nevertheless
become so well-established that they present no diffi-
culties for the investors and issuers in each country.
Secondly 
- 
and the Legal Affairs Committee consid-
ered this to be the most important reason for
supporting the Commission's attitude 
- 
the Commis-
sion felt that at present, political difficulties prevent
the adoption of an ideal solution.
Mr President, the Legal Affairs Committee feels that
notwithstanding our views, which we must maintain
and constantly improve we should for the moment
accept the Commission's political judgment, so as not
to cause the Commission unnecessary problems not to
block the proposal for a directive by insisting on the
ideal solution. The Legal Affairs Committee has there-
fore declared its willingness to follow the course of
action proposed by the Commission i.e. to harmonize
national conditions to a certain extent without standar-
dizing them completely. This would mean that in
future the minimum conditions, which must be
applied in all the Member States, could still be supple-
mented by additional conditions, thus presenting
certain difficulties when an issuer from one Member
State wishes to have his securities admitted to the
stock exchange of another Member State. This cannot
be denied, but for the reasons already mentioned both
the Commission and the Legal Affairs Committee feel
it to be the right course.
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On the other hand, in our motion for a resolution we
have requested the Commission to take a further step,
which we feel to be possible 
- 
i.e. to adopt a proce-
dute whereby the national conditions for admission
would not be affected, thus avoiding the political diffi-
culties, which determined the Commission's propo-
sals. This would constitute a parallel procedure 
-which could perhaps be dealt with in a regulation
rather than a directive 
- 
establishing conditions for
admission applicable in all stock exchanges in all
Member States and which, when fulfilled, would atrto-
matically grant admission for securities, ,even if
national conditions exist alongside 
- 
and differ from
- 
the common procedure. This type of procedure is
frequently adopted to deal with harmonization
problems and it is relatively successful. National regu-
lations are left intact but are nevertheless likely to
wither away, since the procedure introduces a parallel
system of universally applicable and perhaps even
simpler Community regulations.
In the opinion of the Legal Afhirs Committee, the
Commission should also apply this procedure in this
sector and we have therefore called on the Commis-
sion to submit a further regulation or directive,
depending on legal or political expediency. We have
also asked the Commission to harmonize and coordi-
nate procedural formalities.
The Commission quite rightly points out that as
regards procedural formalities certification,
supporting documents and their presentation, which
authorities are responsible for certain applications, in
other words everything connected with the whole
procedure 
- 
there are much Sreater differences than
among the basic conditions. It is quite clear that these
procedural formalities impede admission to another
stock exchange in another Member State just as much
as the basic conditions; if one first has to consider
how to compile the supporting.documents and which
signatures require certification and in what way, one
may well give up before one has even begun.
The Legal Affain Committee therefore feels that as a
second stage the Commission should also coordinate
these procedural formalities.
I7e have introduced a few minor amendments to the
directive, Mr President, but I do not intend to discuss
these in detail now. I will also deal later with the
amendments tabled by Mr Lange on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, which
were also discussed by the kgpl Affairs Committee.
At the time of their proposal our committee did not
agree with these amendments and I will explain the
reasons later.
Perhaps I should mention that among our anrend-
ments, the most important concems public bodies. It
is of course possible for public bodies 
- 
i.e. local
authorities, Liinder and of cou6e the Member States
themselves 
- 
to issuc securities and then apply for
them to be officially admitted to a stock exchange.
Hovever it was not quite clear to us why these public
bodies, of all people, should be excluded from the
conditions laid down in the kind of financial situation
currently facing the City of New York. The Legal
Affairs Committee thereforc feels that as long as they
are not in such desperate financial circumstances, the
local authorities should be treated in exactly the same
way as private institutions.
The second and also the final point I should like to
make in connection with the detailed proposals, Mr
President, concems the question of appeal against
decisions by the authorities dealing with admission.
There are in the Member States differing regulations
based on the' standard administrative appeal. For
example in the United Kingdom, there is not such a
wide-ranging, formal administrative appeal system as
in the Federal Republic of Germany. That does not
mean to say that it is less efficient in the United
Kingdom 
- 
it simply works differently. The English
stock exchange 
- 
Mrs Ewing is not yet here, other-
wise I could have said the British stock exchange 
-has, in the course of its long history, naturally deve-
loped a system which offers sufficient protection
against decisions rejecting an application for the
admission of securities. However, we feel that we
should call on the Member States to increase formal
legal protection. IIe have not included provisions to
that effect in the actual tex! since the wide disparities
berween the individual conditions would have made it
very difficult to do io. However it is included in the
motion for a resolution and the Lg"l Affairs
Committee feels that if this legal protection is mede
slightly more official, it will be of greater benefit to
both prospective issuers and investors than a system
based on a gentleman's agreement, which perhaps
works reasonable well but in the end does not offer
the same degree of leSal protection.
That is a brief summary of the proposal for a directive.
The Legal Affairs Committee recommends that it be
adopted along with the amendments I have men-
tioned.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange, draftsman of the
opinion of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs.
Mr Lange. 
- 
(D) Iadies and gentlemen, as rappor-
teur for the Lcgal Affain Committee, Itlr Bangemann
has already referred to the ambivalent reception given
to the Commission's proposal. In this connection the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affain must
concem iself sith several additional aspects. The
committee is firmly committed to the further develop-
ment of the internal market and it feels that the
Commission's proposal contains etements which do
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not involve harmonization at all. If, as Mr Bangemann
has explained, a minimum regulation is introduced,
which nevertheless allows the Member States to adopt
additional or more rigorous conditions, future regula-
tions affecting this sector of the Common Market may
become even more disparate than they are at present.
To avoid this, our committee expressed certain views,
which the Legal Affairs Committee accepted in prin-
ciple and formulated into proposals which are embo-
died in the amendments I am tabling on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
However, the Commission's view, to which Mr Bange-
mann referred, is that this plan should not be imple-
mented for the time being and that the political situa-
tion within the Council is such that the most we can
aim for is a rninimum solution.
On many previous occasions the Commission has
adopted a procedure which complied with the Coun-
cil's desire to find the lowest common denominator,
and in doing so in fact neglecting its responsibilities
as laid down in the Treaty. That is why we want to try
again to go one step further regardless of which way
Parliament now decides 
- 
whether it supports the
narrower solution proposed by the Commission, or
whether it wishes to take a more decisive step which
the Commission says will not be passed by the
Council. It is a question on which each individual
must make up his own mind. The important point as
far as I and the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs are concerned is to once more make this
situation perfectly clear.
I should like to add a further point. If I remember
rightly, it was doubts about the legal form of the prop-
osals from the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs which was at least partly responsible for
their reiection by the Legal Affairs Commiuee. As
draftsman of the opinion of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs I said to my
colleagues on the Affairs Committee: If you have
doubts about the legal form of our proposals but are
basically in agreement with them, then it seems to me
that it is your duty and obligation to formulare them
more correctly than our committee was perhaps able
to do and then present them as Parliament's proposals
for amendments, in accordance with the general
consensus, which Mr Bangemann mentioned but
referred to as an ideal. The Legal Affairs Committee
did not do this. Perhaps Mr Bangemann will have
something further to say on this matter, but for my
part, Mr President, I do not need explain our propo-
sals once again in order to make our position clear.
I am quite prepared to concede that the Commission
may feel somewhat cramped by the time-limits which
we laid down in our proposals. But that was precisely
what we wanted, i.e. to ensure that appropriate action
was taken in this sector. !7e have one directive, which
has not been adopted ; it was amended but still not
adopted, and now we have this proposal, which may
well lead to wider disparities rather than the harmoni-
zation, which judging by his statement, Mr Bange-
mann would like to believe will result. This minimum
solution, which allows the Member States to adopt
further provisions 
- 
either more rigorous, or simply-
additional ones 
- 
does not involve any harmoniza-
tion, Mr Bangemann. These remarks are also
addressed to the Commission. I therefore consider
this proposal unsuitable for the purpose it is intended
to fulfil. Hence the attempt by the Committee on
Economic and Monerary Affairs to establish 
^common principle, which will benefit the internal
market.
I should therefore be grateful, Mr President, if the
House would agree to the proposal from the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
whereby the Legal Committee's doubts on legal form
could be removed by means of a new legally accep-
table form, which leaves the actual content
unchanged.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hillery.
Mr Hillery, Vice-President of the Cotnmission. 
- 
Mr
President, I would like first of all to extend the cordial
thanks of the Commission to Mr Bangemann for the
care with which he has prepared his report. It
contains very interesting suggestions for modifications
of the proposed directive, and shows a realistic
approach towards the problems confronting us in inte-
grating the European capital markets. The Commis-
sion has studied this report with all the attention it
merits, and considered most carefully the questions
posed. If we are not able to accept all the suggestions,
we do value its contribution.
Before commenting in detail on the report, it will be
useful to make clear the Commission's objectives in
this field. The coordination of conditions of admission
to quotation forms part of the work necessary for the
creation of a European capital market. The extension
by European companies of their activities to the entire
Community involves a parallel growth in need to raise
capital. From the point of view of such companies, it
is important that the market-place should become
sufficiently integrated to represent a valid source of
investment capital in the context of a common
market in the true sense. The coordination of listing
requirements is designed to assist this process of inte-
gration by eliminating the differences which currently
exist berween admission conditions imposed by the
various Member States. Such coordination should
nlake it easier for a transferable security to be
admitted to quotation throughout the Community. It
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should also encourage issuing bodies to have recourse
to such markets. Equally, this coordination has the
obiect of ensuring that securities admitted to quota-
tion anywhere in the Community offer equivalent safe-
guards to investors. In this way, coordination will
contribute to the protection of their interests.
However, it is quite impracticable at the present junc-
ture to attempt to achieve integration of security
markets in one step ; the differences in legislation,
practice and even attitude are too Sreat for a blanket
measure to be a practical possibility. Integration
cannot be achieved at a stroke or by a sweeping polit-
ical decision. It has to be built on a solid foundation
and built brick by brick.
The present proposal represents therefore only a first
step along the road to such coordination. In fact it
introduces only minimum conditions and leaves the
Member States free to impose stricter or additional
conditions as they see fit. From this it will be seen
that the proposal does not aim at achieving the ulti-
mate obiective, which is to impose on all applications
for admission the same conditions throughout the
Community. If the Commission has thought it right
to achieve coordination by stages this is essentially in
view of the fact that a very difficult and entirely new
field is being dealt with, which, moreover, is in a state
of constant change and is very closely linked to
prevailing economic circumstances. Other subsequent
directives will draw on the experience of the implem-
tation of this one to bring about a more thorouSh-
going coordination. The Commission is well aware of
the urgency of coordination in the capital market field
and will not delay in proposing these further steps.
There are iust a few comments I would make on the
motion for a resolution before Parliament.
Paragraph I regrets the margin of discretion left in
this directive to Member States. I have explained why
we have not attempted at this staSe to s[andardize
more fully these requirements. !fle shall do so at a
subsequent stage. Since the aim of the measure is to
establish minimum standards as a first step, I do not
agree that the margin of discretion jeopardizes the
directive.
Paragraph 2 makes the interesting suggestion of the
creation of Community standards separate from
national standards, and if I do not comment upon it
at the moment, it is because I consider that the sugges-
tion deserves careful examination not only by the
Commission but also by the Member States and their
stock exchange authorities.
Paragraphs 3 and 4 call for action by the Commission
on procedural formalities concerning admission to
quotation. This we shall certainly take, but we propose
to reserve this until the second stage, when we
continue the work of coordinating relating to
substance.
Paragraph 7 is the only other paragraph on which I
wish to comment. The Commission started work on
coordinating conditions of access to the stock-broking
profession last July. !fle hope to submit a directive in
this connection next year.
I can accept all the suggested amendments with just
one exception, that relating to Article l0 (2). I think it
is essential in this, as in all other Community direc-
tives, that there should be provision for appeals at law
against rejections of applications for listing. In effect,
only a court, whether judicial or administrative,
provides the necessary assurance of independence and
obiectivity. Any administrative authority as the appeal
body may involve conflicts of interests, especially
when it has close links with the admitting authority. I
can, of course, agree with the provision of an appeal at
law against decisions taken by the competent authori-
ties under Article (2), on discontinuance of quotation,
and Article 15, establishment of official quotation. I
cannot agree with the suggestion of an appeal facility
against decisions taken under Article 14 (2), which
permits the authorities to require the publication of
ceftain in(ormation they consider necessary to protect
investors and the market. An appeal procedure against
a decision under this head would effectively delay its
publication and might well make it impossible for
investors to make a proper evaluation of a security.
Apart from these few points, Mr President, we found
ourselves in agreement with the report and are most
grat€ful for the constructive spirit in which the report
. has been compiled.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Shaw to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Shaw. '- I t.y to keep my remarks very brief
because of the very capable way in which our rappor-
teur has introduced this subfect. I think that he has
covered in a very short space of time the full scope of
his proposals and I don't need to say much more. I
only want to say this. Firstly, on behalf of the Conser-
vative Group, we give general support to his proposals.
We certainly want to congratulate him on the way in
which he has put them forward.
The proposals themselves put forward by the Commis-
sion 
- 
and here I think the Commission ought to be
congratulated as well 
- 
are entirely in accord with
the attitude that our own group has always taken,
since we came into this Parliament, to harmonization
and national legislation. I welcome the approach that
has been made by the Commission in this matter and,
what is even more important, all the wdrk and negotia-
tions undertaken by Mr Bangemann in bringing this
before us today.
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Having given that, general agreement, I must indicate
where we do differ slightly from him. One of the
points at issue is one that was brought up by the
Commission themselves this morning. It concerns
Articles l0 and ll, which in many ways go together.
!7e accept what our rapporteur has proposed on
Article l0 and we shall certainly support him this
moming,with our vote on that. But so far as Article I I
is concerned, I am afraid that we are still unhappy.
The reason for our unhappiness lies in something to
which Mr Bangemann himself referred, namely, the
difterent conditions, that apply in the different coun-
tries. He rightly said that our system differs basically
from that in use in his own country. That is not to say
that either is wrong, they are just different.
I can only speak for the British case. Our Stock
Exchange, we believe, has proved itself over many
years to be a very fine institution that has worked well
in the interests of both the investing public and
industry and commerce, who need access, to the
money markets. But the essence of the Stock
Exchange is that it is not a statutory body. It is an
independent body. If we are going to bring in a lot of
laws which create legal provisions and statutory author-
ities, it will be very difficult indeed for the stock
exchange to carry on its work with the independence
that the investing public and industry and commegce
themselves also value and, I believe, will continue to
value. The danger in Article I I is this : what it seeks
to do is to insist that in all cases there shall be a right
or a need, in fact, to give explicit reasons as to why a
decision or refusal has been made. If the Stock
Exchange in Britain had to give reasons in every
single case, two things might happen. Firstly, it might
run the risk of being sued for libel. IThile it might.be
difficult to prove something in a court of ,law, the
information it has might be very important in
reaching a decision as to whether or not to allow a
quotation. It is also possible that the Stock Exchange
might be deterred from refusing an application while
feeling that it had good grounds for doing so. If,
because of the danger of being sued, it did not do so,
it would know that it was letting down the investing
public. If the Stock Exchange is deterred from taking
the action it thinks appropriate, the interests of the
investors may well be harmed. This is a very serious
danger if we continue to insist that explicit reasons
must be given in every case. If the interests of the
investing public are put at risk by this requirement, it
cannot be justified. For that reason, I am afraid that
we as a group will not be able to support the rappor-
teur's suggestions with regard to Article I I and I am
afraid that we must vote against it.
Now, if I may say a word .boui M, Lange's amend-
ment, I do not believe that the case put forward by Mr
Bangemann repudiating the ambndments put forward
by Mr Lange is entirely a legalistic one. I am no
lawyer and I shall leave it to our rapporteur to take up
that argument. I want to speak on more general
grounds. I believe 
- 
as the Commission and our
rapporteur clearly do 
- 
that one step at a time in a
matter as complicated as this is the best way to make
progress. \7e all have the same obiectives. It is our
approach that differs. That is the cause of the argu-
ment between us. I believe that for the moment we
should be satisfied with what we have achieved. Let us
see what happens as a result of what we have
achieved. !7e have already got the assurance this
morning from the Commission that they are going to
keep a very close eye on the working of this new direc-
tive. !7e have already got the assurance that they will
bring forward fresh proposals in the light of
subsequent experience. It would be wrong for us to tie
our hands, because we just don't know what the full
effects of the proposals will be. Nor indeed do we
know in any detail how the stock-exchange markets
of Europe will develop, but I believe they are going to
develop very fast indeed. Under those circumstances
the general approach of flexibility that has been
adopted by our rapporteur should be held to. \7e have
made a good beginning. Let us gain from the experi-
ence of what we have done today rather than try to
look ahead into the future when we don't know
exactly what the conditions of that future will be. \U7e
are going to keep our eye on this 
- 
if the Commis-
sion doesn't, I am quite sure that we in Parliament
will. I support wholeheartedly the rapporteur, and I am
sorry on this occasion I cannot agree with my old
friend Mr Lange.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hamilton.
Mr Hamilton. 
- 
I had not intended to intervene
until I heard Mr Shaw, but lest anybody be under any
illusion in this Chamber or in the Commission about
the activities of the British Stock Exchange, they had
iust better go into our library here and read the British
press of the last few days, or the last few rireeks, when
they will see what has been happening in the British
Stock Exchange in the case of a company like Lonrho
and, only yesterday, disclosures about Slater Iflalker.
There we find, if not downright fraud and crime,
something very nearly approaching it, and while Mr
Shaw talks about the protection of the investor, there
is considerable disquiet in Government circles and
throughout Britain about the inadequacy of the self-
policing nature of our Stock Exchange. If'European
institutions can do anything to help our Government
to introduce much more rigid statutory control over
the behaviour of the Stock Exchange Council and
increase thereby the protection of investors, then we
of the Socialist Group, I am quite sure, will welcome
that kind of advance !
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President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, I certainly
had not intended to intervene until I heard the British
Socialist, Mr Hamilton, speak. Now, of course' the
matters that he referred to are not matters for the
English Stock Exchange, they are matters for the
reform of company law, something in which the
British Socialist Government is extremely lax. You
cannot blame the Stock Exchange for the laxity in
company law that pertains at the present time.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Molloy.
Mr Molloy. 
- 
Mr President, I merely wish to say
that I think that in Great Britain our Stock Exchange
is nothing more than a gamblers' casino. It has
behaved in an abominable way, in many instances,
towards the many people that wish to invest and do
invest. They do not know how the thing can be
controlled, they cannot appeal even to the law, they
cannot appeal to their MPs, they iust have to grin and
bear it and many have suffered immense losses. On
the other hand, one would readily admit, and would
be foolish not to do so, that the Stock Exchange from
time to time has a very vital and important role to
play, but it has blemishes and I believe that it would
be in the interests of everybody involved 
- 
investors
and those close to the Stock Exchange 
- 
if those
ugly and vicious blemishes could be erased immedi-
ately or as swiftly as possible. It would be to the
benefit of this Communiry and ordinary people as a
whole.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangem onn, rapporteur.- (D) Mr President, I
should simply like to say here that this proposed direc-
tive concerns the admission o[ securities with a view
to affording the investor rather better protection than
he enioys at present. Consequently, the arguments
which have been put forward are not arguments
against the proposed directive. They may well be argu-
ments against stock exchanges as such, but we are not
being asked to decide on that today.
I should iust like to comment on what Mr Lange said,
and also on what Mr Hillery said about Article 10. In
the Legal Affairs Committee we'did not refuse to
adopt formule which would have fulfilled Mr Lange's
wishes, but we said 
- 
and this was the basic argu-
ment to which I shall restrict myself for the moment,
Mr President 
- 
that a proposal for a directive, which
is of course directed to the Member States and their
legislative bodies, cannot contain any obligations
binding on the Commission. The legal nature of a
proposal for a directive is such that it contains legal
provisions which are binding on the legislative bodies
of the Member States.
The way we tackle the Commission, what recommen'
dations and proposals we submit to them and how we
try to influence them so that they take action 
- 
anc
we all agree on this 
- 
can all be found in the motior
for a resolution which is their rightful place. A prop'
osal for a directive would not be the ProPer place tc
call on the Commission to act. That is the basi<
reason why the Legal Affairs Committee could not
accept all the amendments tabled by the Committet
on Economic. and Monetary Affairs.
Now to Articles l0 and ll, to which my friend Mr
Shaw also referred. Firstly, Article l0: In our discus'
sion in the Legal Affairs Committee, our Britist
colleagues convinced us that since there is no institu'
tionalized administrative legal Protection in manl
spheres in Great Britain, in particular that of tht
Stock Exchange, it would be preferable to incorporate
an altemative in this proposal for a directive anc
guarantee legal protection either via the courts or viz
administrative authorities. The latter, as we havt
clearly stated in the debate, cannot simply be commis'
sions dependent on the institution itself. They must
be independent bodies, although they need not be
courts, and since the system has worked well, so far at
least, in Britain, we said : why stipulate in this prop'
osal for a directive a system which perhaps works weli
on the Continent, if the result is not a sensible arran'
gement ? If you like, we wanted to show our esteem
for the British system of the pragmatic solution, and I
still believe that we were right.
However, I do not agree with my colleague Mr Shav
that we should retain Article ll(b) in the Commis
sion's proposal, since that would in fact involve r
considerable reduction in protection for the issuer
Article I l(b) states that a Member State may invest thr
competent authorities with powers to reiect an applica
tion for the admission of a security to official quota
tion without giving explicit reasons for the rejectior
to the applicant. That seemed unacceptable to us, fo
if someone is told by a court or an authority that hi,
security is not being admitted, he is entitled to knov
the reason for this decision if he is to enjoy full lega
protection. Of course the proper formula must br
found so that, while not betraying business secrets, thr
applicant can be told the reasons for the refusal of hi:
security.
Otherwise I agree with Mr Shaw on many points, but
I cannot accept his arguments on this and must insist
- 
at all events as rapporteur for the Legal Affain
Committee 
- 
that Article I l(b) be deleted as se
proposed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange, draftsman of the
opinion of the Committee on Economic and Mone'
tary Affairs.
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Mr I,enge.,-. (D)Mr, President, I asked to speak in
ord€r to shorten the proceedings. Mr Bangegrann. has
,now . said , very clearly why ,the Legal dff,airs
.Committee saw.fit to take no account of the.propos4ls
.put forward, by the Committee on Economic and
Monelary Affpirs. It,would !e an interesting legal
point to know. whether in an putling law, the details
of which the Member States must fill in for them-
selves,, the Community institutions can be called upon
to do certain thingp. It is not the Member States who
are being called on, and even in the case of outllne
laws a clear distinction mqst_ be made between the
two. I/e have experience oi thii in Germany where
we enact Federal 'outline ,laws which must be
completed in d6tail bv the Liinder.
,It might haye bein useful, Iv[r Bangemann, if 
-the
members of the Legal Affairs Committee had congid-
gred mole,ghoroughly iust how muqh pressure .can be
brought to bear on the..Community's institutioos, even
in a proposal for a,directive. I do not quite underst4nd
.why this idea h4s been simply rgjected fusp hecause it
is,an ogtline law, !7e could perhaps eye$ intrqduce
something new., into the legislation..here. if, as.Ir{r
Bangemann leads ,us -to believe, this has not, b€en
sta4dard practice hitherto. Why should we not,go gne
step further, eyen if in thio context certain require-
ments arise ais-d-uis the Comqnunity, instiputions ?
Orre final word to Mr Shaw. !fle might agree *,ith you
if there was not inherent,in the Comtnissionlr prop-
osal for a directive the danger that the legal provisions
could become more divergent i4stead of more con\rer-
gent, since the Member States are being ,allowed to
enact additional stricter or even different ,provisions.
That is, the crucial point which 
.worried the
Committee on Economic and- Monetary 
.Affairs in
coonectipn with the developmept of the internal
market. I iust wanted to point that out again.
Mr Bangertrann,.we can in fact see whether.,the House
approves the proposals from the Committee ,on
Economic'and Monetary Affairs. Even ,if our am€nd-
ments are reiected, I tould'not consider that as,a rej6c-
tion of the matter itself, but at best a reiection'rnainly
on acrount of unclarified conditions of legnl fotm and
policy. !7e ought therefore to vote on the. amend-
ments tabled by the Committee on Econotnlc and
Monetary Affairs so that this House might also be
enlightened.
President. 
- 
Before turning to the motion for a.resp-
lution we must consider the amendments tabled on
the proposal for a directive.
On Article 5 I have Amepdment No I tabled,by Mr
Lange on behalf of the Committee on Econornic and
Monetary Affairs:
This article.to read as follows:
'1. l7ithin two years of the adoption of this directive
the Member States may introduce more rigorous condi-
'tions than those listed in Schedules A, B, C and D,
provided ihat they have received the prior approval of the
Contmission, ire of gen-eral application and have been
publicly brought into force prior to admission to official
quotation.
,,2. ,. The Member S6tes may lay down conditions addi-
tio4al to those iri Schedules A B, C and D, provided that
the|. are of'general application and have been publicly
brought into force prior to admission to official quota-
tion.
3. The Member Stettis shall not, however, make the
admission of securitities to official quotation subiect to
the condition that these securities already be admitted to
official'stock exChange quotation in a Member State.
', 
, 4. Ihe Member St4tgs shall inform the Commission of
, the nature. and application.of the additional conditions
referred to in paragraph 2. These conditions shall not be
ainendiil iithout the.prior consent of the Commission.
5. . ITithin two years of the adoption of this proposal
,- . for a directive thp 
"Comrnlssion shall submit proposals
., goqc.erniqg the incorporation into Schedules A, B, C and
.r, D of the.additional conditions referred to in paragraph 2,
.. ,lqd, also, proposals. on the conditions which the
"Mi.Ti States may'ro, impose.'
.Whgr is'the rapporteur's position ?
trli gpqge- snn, rapportcir. 
- 
(D Yle are not
really in dispute here. The only difference is that the
Legaf Affairs "Committee feels that this proposed
ameridment, Iike the otherc, which would oblige the
Commission to do something, has no place in a prop-
osal for a directive but shouli figure in the motion for
a resolution 
- 
and it.does fi3;rrre in the motion for a
resolution. Therefore I would request the House to
rejecp this proposed amendment and the other two
;lroposed amendmehts'' from the Cdtntnittee on
Econom'ic aritl Monetary Affairs, 
.
Pr.sid.nt.: I put.Amendment No r io ,f,. 
"o*.
As,the iesult of the show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vgte Witt be daken Uy sittinj .na *naing.' '
Amendment No I is adopted.
On A*icle'5 I have Amendment No 2 tabled by Mr
Lange orl..behalf of the Corrrminee on -Economic and
'Monetary Affairs :
. 
": ,',1,,''
. , .ft,S article [o read as follows :-
'Vithin. four years of the rntry into force of this directive
, the Commission shall submit a proposal whereby the
. admission.of securities oofficial stock exchange quota-
tiqn in one,Member State authorizes admission to official
, quoqadpn on other stock exchanges.' 
'
'I prn'Arhendement No 2 to the vote..
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
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After Article 19 I have Amendment No 3 tabled by
Mr Lange on behalf of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs:
Article 19a
Iflithin rwo years of the adoption of this directive the
Commission shall submit proposals for the coordination
of the administrative and formal procedures connected
with applications for admission to official quotation 
-
the submission of certificates, supporting documents, etc.
I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is adopted.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. The reso-
lution is adopted. I
4. Directioe on customs debt
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
2371761by Mr Schmidt on behalf of the Committee
on External Economic Relations on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council for a directive on the harmonization
of provisions laid down by law, regulation or administra-
tive action relating to customs debt.
I call Lord Castle.
Lord Costle, deputy rapporteur. 
- 
I apologize to
Parliament for the absence of my colleague, Mr
Schmidt, and I hope I can apologize too for the
absence of Mr Scott-Hopkins, who is the rapporteur at
this time. I am going to follow the splendid example
of Mr Lange and save the time of this Parliament after
what has been a very heavy Part-session, because the
objectives in this recommendation are endorsed by all
of us. They were endorsed by the committee, they
were endorsed in principle by the Legal Affairs
Committee, and I think the explanation given in the
report is so frank, so plain and so easily understood
evln by laymen like myself, that it would bb useless to
go into the high technicalities, which were studied for
ihree yea.s by a committee. With those remarks, I
commend the report to the Parliament and inform it
that our committee accept the recommendations of
the Legal Affairs Committee.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Santer, draftsman of the
opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee.
Mr Santer. 
- 
(F) Mr President, if I have understood
Lord Cas1le correctly, all the amendments tabled by
the Legal Affairs Committee have been accepted by
the rapporteur, so I need spend no time on them. I
shalt therefore restrict myself to a general remark
which does not concern the basic issue.
The Legal Affairs Committee had tabled eight amend-
ments, of which only two were finally accepted,
because the other six are to be found in one form or
another in the different texts. As the versions in the
various languages do not coincide, I have applied Rule
29 of the Selected Texts annexed to the Rules of
Procedure which, following the Bureau's decision of
25 March 1965, lays down that
No amendment shall be admissible as such if it is esta-
blished that the wording, in at least one of the official
languages, of the text it is sought to alter does not call for
amendment.
I would therefore ask the chair to institute a harmoni-
zation of the texts. Here the six amendments tabled
initially by the Legal Affairs Committee are no longer
applicable.
I think there is a case for expressly recommending
that the Commission of the European Communities
should reword some of the translations of its proposal
for a directive, taking as a basis for the title and
Article I (l) the Danish, Dutch and ltalian versions,
which contain precisely the amendments requested by
the Legal Affairs Committee ; for Article 2 (d) (l)' the
German version ; for Article 3, first sentence, Article
4, first sentence and Article 5, first sentence the
German and Italian versions.
!fle should make a general request to the Commission
to see to it that the translations of its proposals are as
close to each other as possible, not only to simplify
the European Parliament's task as the control body,
but also to avoid the danger that the same text could
be applied in a different way in the various Member
States.
So we are left the two amendments to Articles 7 and 8
which we tabled on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee. Since the rapporteur has indicated that he
is willing to accept these, I see no need to dwell on
these amendments which are' moreover, explained in
detail in the Legal Affairs Committee's opinion'
President.- I call Mr Hillery.
Mr Hillery, Vice-President ol tbe Commission' 
-MrPresident, I would like to thank the rapporteur, Mr
Schmidt, for his work on the proposed directive.
Implementation of the directive will have two impor-
tant effects. First, it will ensure equal treatment for the
Communiry's importers and exporters by providing an
exact definition of the liabilities they have to face, and
secondly, it will define more precisely the conditions
determining the 'own resources' contribution to the
Community budget. In my view both these advances
will be of significance for the European citizen.
I would like to add that the amendments ProPosed
cause no problems for the Commission.
' 
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President. 
- 
Before turning to the motion for a reso-
lution we must consider the amendments tabled on
the proposal for a directive. On Article 7 I have
Amendmenr No I tabled by Mr Santer on behalf of
the Legal Affairs Committee:
This article to read as follows :
'Without prejudice to the time-limits for payment which
thg debiter may be allowed under the provisions in force,
the amount of the import or export duties which consti-
tutes the customs debt shall be liable for payment to the
competent authorities wben tbe entry in tbe account of
tbe said duties has been completed,'
I put Arnendment No I to the vote.
Amendmerrt No I is adopted.
On Article 8, paragraph 2, I have amendment No 2
tabled by Mr Santer on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee:
The beginning of subparagraph (a) to read as follows:
'(a) the customs debt on importation shall be settled'
(delete tuelae words);
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.
On the motion for a resolution I have no amend-
ments listed. In view of the amendments to the text of
the proposal for a directive, paragraph 3 should read
as follows :
Approves the Commission's proposal, but requests it to
incorporate the following amendments in its proposal
pu$uant to Article 149, second paragraph, of the EEC
Treaty.
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted I.
5. Directiue on the barmonization of tbe laus
relating to uebicle driaing licences
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
206/76) by Mr Herbert on behalf of the Commiuee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
on the
amended proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council for a directive on the
harmonization of the laws relating to vehicle driving
licences.
I call Mr Herbert.
Mr Herbert, rdpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, I regret
that this matter has been taken here this morning
when the attendance is rather sparse. This is an impor-
tant report and it represents in itself something of a
triumph for this Parliament. I coulc speak at consider-
able length here this morning, as this proposal from
the Commission has a very, very long history, but
since I have incorporated this history 
- 
or at least
have tried to incorporate most of this history 
- 
in my
report, I can be very brief.
The Commission's proposal now before you repre-
sents, with one major difference, its proposal ol 1972
as it was finally amended by Parliamenr in April 1974
after extremely careful consideration by the
committee. Many Members will recall that the original
Commission proposal provided for a compulsory Euro-
pean driving-licence, which would replace, after a
period of time, the present national driving-licences.
S7hat the Commission has now done is to change that
proposal to something which I am sure is far more
acceptable to all of us 
- 
namely, to introduce an
optional European driving-licence. Under this system,
existing driving-licences will continue in force for a
certain period. Any holder of a valid national driving-
licence will be able to obtain a new Community
driving-licence, which will be recognized by all the
Member States. After the initial period, rhe new
Community driving-licence will be obtainable if the
applicant passes a series of tests which will be
common to all Member States.
At present, as Members are aware, the position is that
in all countries of the Community, and indeed many
European countries outside the Community, a person
may drive in a country other than his own, using his
own national driving-licence ; but this freedom is
limited to a varying period of time, after which, if one
wishes to drive in a country other than one's own, one
must obtain the driving-licence of that country 
- 
an
arrangement, Sir, beneficial to tourism and indeed
when people are just going temporarily to another
Member State. But if a person wishes to reside perma-
nently in another country be must obtain the licence
of that country.
None of the present arrangements of Member States
will be altered by this Commission proposal; but a
new element will be added 
- 
namely, that of holding
a Community driving-licence obtained after the first
stage, after passing the examination recognized by all
Community countries. This, of course, is a very impor-
tant contribution towards easier and greater mobility
of workers within the Community.
This new version of the Commission's proposal is one
which I have no hesitation in recommending the Parli-
ament to accept, since it reprbsents in all respects all
we asked for from the Commission in 1974 and,
indeed, a little more. There is only one point where
the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning
and Transport is still at variance with the Commis-
sion, and that is the question whether a Community
driving-licence is necessary for those possessing
mopeds or motor-cycles of fairly limited speed. In
1974, the committee and the European Parliament felt
strongly that it should be necessary for drivers of such
small mopeds to hold a licence. The Commission
disagreed, but Parliament voted unanimously for an
amendment which is the same as my proposed amend-
ment to Article 3. In the committee we felt that such
an amendment was necessary in the interests of road
safety and to protect the users of such vehicles, and I' OJC 238 ol tt. 10. t976.
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Herbert
am confident that the House today'will uphold the
decisiog it took in 1974, although, of'course,'we bhall
listen with interest to what the'Commission has .to
say.
Mr President, I have tried to be as brief as possible. I
conclude by asking the House to yote unanimously in
favour of the motion for a resolution. '
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hillery.
Mr Hillery, Vice-Presid.ent of the Commisiion.'- Mr
President, iirst of all I would ihank Mr Herbeit ior tlie
excellent report which he. has prepared op behalf of
the Transport Committee. As be has said, the aim gf
the proposed directive is to take accounl of t[e,amend-.
ments suggested by the Parliament. in April 1974,
when discussing the Commission's original proposal.
In fact, as you will see, 
"our new proposal goes even
further than the Parliament's recommendatioil to us et
that time. The original proposal,provided for the intro-
duction of a compulsory'Community dtivi,rtg-licence
to replace national licenCes: The proposal befote Parli-
ament today has as its main' aim the 'automatit
national reccignition of driving-licences by the'inrro-
duction of an optional Cotnmunity licence'available'
in exchange for a national licence and valid in'i{l
Member States 
- 
an impoftant cbntributionl I think,
to our policy of free movement of workers in. the,
Community.
The Commission much appreclates it. gooa.rario*
given to us by Parliament in, April 1974,'but there.is
one small point on which we,have not felt''able to
agree. I refer to the Parliament's proposal that a
driving-licence should be compulsory for two-wheeled
vehicles with a maximum Speed of less thah 45 kms
per hour.'tU0hile fully appreciating the excellent pritci-
ples behind the proposal expressed in Mr'Herbert's
report, I *ould have to reserve the Commisslort's posi-
tion on that point. The reasons for this reservatioh are
to some extent the sam'e that we put to Parliament irr
1974 
- 
namely, that to introduce a drivingJicdnce
for this class of vehicle with a ,low majtimum bpeed
would not, on the evidence availible, justify thc high
additional cost and'administtative bu.rdeh. Se6ondly,
in our proposal, the Community driving-licence'
would, in any case, be optional and it would ther€{ore
be inappropriate in our mind'to introdude a ieQ0iie-
ment ;iCommunity level which did not apply frr'the
majority of Member States. Frirtheffnore,' thb, ixperts'
in the Econbmic Commission'for Etrrtipe'of the UN
at Geneva did not' include licences for,this dass-of
vehicle in the Vienna Convention. That, Mr kCsideng
is our only reservation on Mr Herbert's report.' 
.,
President. 
- 
I call Mr Mursch to s'peak on b.ehalf ofi
the Christian-Democratic Group.
Mr Mursch. 
- 
(D)Mr President, the rapporteur has
already pointed out 
- 
and in my view, quite iusti.fi-
ably * that w€ are dealing with a very. important
matter, one; I should like to add, which has regret-
tably received' such scattt attention.
, 1.
Of course, Mr President, we can have a United Europe
without a Gommuniry driving-licence. But I believe it
would be psychologically very valuable.if bver 100
milllon. Europeans were'to carry for ttte first time in
their wallets a European certificate vhich would give
them. the feeling that they were indeed Europeans.
That is jthe psychological reason'.
But. there are others. Ttte' Community driving-licence
and tho'harmonization of the conditions under which
it may,be,obtained will,,also result in an increasE in
road safety. S7e are all aupre that not so very long ago,,
one Community country had no driving-licence at all,
so that anyone could drive a car without fulfilling any
conditions. If we can harmonize all these conditions,
theri qre are cbntribrltin! to an increase in rdad safety.
And a third argument. A Community driving-licence
will contribute 
- 
albeit in. a mgderate way 
- 
to the
elimination. of distortion ,of competition. And that'is
precisely what we wan! in the transport sector. I(e are
hikinb no progrebs in our transpgrt policy simply
because. we are not eliminating the ,distortion' of
cgmpbtitipn. !fle want to liberalize the situ6tion, but
we can 
, 
m-ake nq progress because. conditions of
co.mpetition cantinqe to be distorted.
Mi'Presid6nt, we can'agree to differ on several points
of the important proposal we have before us. Mr
Hillery has. irrdeed pointed out ,that the Cqmmission
feels thet, no driving licence' should be required for
two-wheel vehicles, that is, bicycles powered by an
auxiliary motor, mopeds and lighnvieght motor cycles
with a capacity not exceeding 49 cc and a speed of
less than.45 km/h. I do-not agree.
ln fact, py persgnal view lies somewhere in the
middle, that for mopeds, bicycles powered by an auxil-
iary potor,nith a maximum,epeed of 25 km/h as we
have,in Germany, no.licepce should be requirpd. It is
sufficient to set an age limit, to say that young p,eople
up to,the age of 15 or lSrmay drive without a licence.
But for more powerlul vehicles it is necessary. Mr
Herbqrt deserves special praise,fere.,He,hqs,pointed
out,'quitt rightly that these vehicler are,becoming
increasingly powerful. They gre indeed officiq[y
restricted to 45 km/h. 
- 
as-it,says in his report 
- 
but
thanks to improved technology they can, go 'faster
than that. I believe that we should insist on a driving
licence for these vehicleo.
,, r. I
X' also.think, Mr President, that the Class G drivirrg
licence ,for the physically handicapped. has become
supeffluous. The'point here is'that the vehicle should
be properly equipped. Orte does not need to distin-
guish the physically handicapped by making' them
hwe a special driving. licehce. I consider'that to be
ciuife wrong. I I '; i
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The Commission directive contains no details about
which driving licences are valid for other classes. It is
quite reasonable for instance for a Heavy Goods
Vehicle licence also to be valid for a car. t$(/hy. not ? It
simplifies matters after all. The question of cost, as Mr
Hillery said, is in my opinion quite immaterial as'far
as mopeds are concerned. Any costs arising would be
minimal, but, Mr President, I should like to empha-
size particularly that this is a compromise. !7e shall
never agree on a unified regulation in Europe if
everyone insists on what he considers to be right. That
is the reason why we shall vote for this compromise.
My group will vote for the proposal for a directive and
we are prepared to go along with the regulation
despite the doubts we have about one or two points. I
believe we shall only make progress in.Etrrope if we
act in this spirit.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn to speak on behalf of
the European Conservative Group.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, may I start by assuring
the House that my group v-ery much welcomes the
Commission's change of heart in this matter, and
certainly wishes to support Mr Herbert's excellent
report.'We, like Mr Mursch, believe that the proposed
Community driving-licence is a small but significant
and, to some people, an important step in the right
direction, that is, a reduction in those formalities
which hamper the free movement of persons and the
right of establishment.
But I should say that, in discussions amongst the trans-
port organizations in Britain and our own group, we
have had one or rwo doubts. 'rXie are not proposing
any amendments, because 'we did not do this in
committee, but we have certain questions to put to
clarify the position as it will be. They are concerned
with safety standards, and I have already sent to the
Commissioner a number of questions that the general
public, I think, would like clarified. These questions
are not only based on Mr Herbert's excellent report,
but also on the opinion of the Legal Affairs
Committee. I should say I happen to be President of
the Institute of Advanced Motoring in Sheffield, and
have been very concerned with good driving standards
for a large number of years (l think I have been a
member of the IAM for l7 years) and many Members
of Parliament have been concerned with good driving.
I have been concerned with helping people pass their
driving tests.
Mr Herbert spoke of the problems of driving in
another country 
- 
(a) as a tourist and (b) as a perma-
nent resident 
- 
and referred to the new element
added by the Community driving-licence, and this
again has been referred to by the Commissioner. Now,
reference was made by the Commissioner to the
Vienna Convention. What account now has been
taken of the work of UNECE on the mutual recogni-
tion of national driving-licences in Europe ? In that
.onl.*, I rather sympathize with the Commissioner in
his comments on the amendment that Mr Herbert
and the committee put forward on caregories. I7hat is
important is that you should have international agree-
ment on the categories of vehicles for driving-licence
and, subsequently, test Fiurposes.
The second question is what representations have
been made to the Commission by motorists' organiza-
tions within the Community, and how much support
the Commissioner feels he has from those organiza-
tions. I have in mind the Automobile Association in
Britain and the Royal Automobile Club.
Thirdly, does the Commission envisage a time when
motoring offences cornmitted outside a motorist's
home country may restrict his right to drive within
his home country ?
Fourthly, what steps will the Commission take to
explain this proposal to the public ? In particular, we
are concerned that it should not lead to a lowering of
safety standards, especially during the interim period.
!7hat happens if a Community licence is given when
standards for an existing driving-licence are low ? The
Commissioner did speak about this. Given the exist-
ence of the international driving-licence, is a Commu-
nity licence not merely an instance of unnecessary
bureaucratic duplication ?
Fifthly, what steps has the Commission taken to
ensure that those countries which at present require a
heavy goods vehicle licence for certain vehicles will
accept, without further formality, the proposed
Community driving-licence for drivers of such vehi-
cles ?
And lastly, what impressions has the Commission
formed of the degree to which standards of testing
and standards of driving are similar throughout the
Comrnunity ? !(lould the Commission not agree there
is a risk of a deterioration in safety standards during
the interim period provided for in the present pro-
posal, if countries with high standards are required to
accept, without further question, drivers whose
Community driving-licences were obtained in coun-
tries where standards are lower ? I might add that, for
the future, we are interested in the age at which a
driving-licence will be issued, the question of learner
drivers, provisional or apprentice drivers, standard test
conditions 
- 
whether there should be written exami-
nations or not 
- 
and the question of health examina-
tions. The Commission has referred to dealing with
this separately, but of course the whole lot is bound
up in a package. Having posed these questions at this
late hour, I do not want answers now, but I think the
general public would like the Commission to make its
views known before these proposals are put forward to
the Council of Ministers, in order that this proposal
should have an easy passage there, rather than a diffi-
cult one.
(Applau.tc)
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Hillery.
Mr Hiltery, Vice-President of tbe Commissiion. 
- 
Ur
President, Mr Osborn's questions are excellent and he,
as a Member of Parliament, recognizes the difficulty
in giving precise and detailed answers without a
certain amount of notice. I would say that if we can
find a mechanism whereby these questions can be
answered in a formal way to Parliament the Commis-
sion would be very pleased to do so and in the mean-
time I can write detailed answers to Mr Osbom if he
wishes.
\7e have, of course, taken account of the UN
Economic Commission for Europe. Their aims are not
precisely the same as ours, neither do they cover the
same area altogether. They look for minimum stan-
dards of acceptance, and so on. At a later stage, we
should, perhaps, be able to absorb more of their work
than at this time, but certainly we regard their func-
tions as complementary to what we are trying to do
and are fulli aware of what they are doing.
As far as the consultations with the motoring organiza-
tions are concerned, we have been in constant touch
and have had correspondence, but human nature
being what.it is, I am only conscious that there has
not been anything very hostile recently. I know that
Mr Osborn would prefer a precise statement on the
position of these organizations, and I would like to do
that for him, given adequate notice.
As for a period of time during which offences
committed outside a motorist's home country would
restrict his right to drive within his home country, we
do not as yet envisage doing that. I7e would look into
it in the second phase under the sanctions in Article
6.
I7e recognize the problems iaised under his fourth
question, whether this would not lead to any lowering
of safety standards and whether it is not, given the
existence of an international driving-licence, merely
an instance of unnecessary beaurocratic duplication.
!7e hope the public will see the positive side of this
proposal: as somebody has said, it will help to bring
the Community home to the ordinary pedple in the
Community, and will, as I said, have practical advan-
tages for'migrant workers.
As for steps to ensure that countries which at present
require a Heavy Goods Vehicle licence for certain
vehicles will accept without further formality the
proposed Community driving-licence for drivers of
such vehiqleg, mutual recognition for visiting drivers
already exists in practice and we think the risk from
giving unqualified recognition for an interim period
only is quite small. \(e hope to be able to convince
the Member States.
As to the impression formed by the Commission of
the degree to which standards of testing and standards
of driving are similar throughout the Community,
there are still differences: there are practical tests in
some countries and no practical tests in others, there
are differences in medical tests and differences in the
conditions of issue. This is true. However, Member
States are working towards a recognition of minimum
standards, and we think in practice the risk
mentioned in Mr Osborn's question is small.
This, Mr President, is as far as I can go on the notice
available. If we can agree with Mr Osborn on the
mechanism through which we can give a wider publi-
city to his questions and the answers, which are, of
course, of general interest, we shall certainly be
pleased to do so.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Osborn,.
Mr Osborn. 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry for the short
notice, but we Members of this Parliament will no
doubt be backing these proposals ih our own parlia-
ments. There have been, in the British Parliament,
many critics of this proposal. I and my group are
convinced this is a step in the right direction, but we
want to be, and certainly the governments want to be,
certain about what we are now proposing, and I there-
fore welcome the Commissioner's promise to give
publicity to what exactly we are proposing so that
member countries know what will happen when we
have a Community driving-licence.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution to the
vote.
The resolution is adoptedl.
5. Directiae on tbe dumping of wastc at .1ca
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
216176) by Lord Bethell on behalf of the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection on the
proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council for a directive concerning the
dumping of wastes at sea.
I call Lord Bethell.
Lord Bethell, rapporteur, 
- 
This is an important
proposal aimed at controlling the dumping of waste at
sea and will, I believe, if it is put into effect by the
Council, provide a significant contibution to the
control and improvement of the marine environment.
The purpose of the proposals has been to work out a
united Community approach to this problem and to
take into account various international conventions
which already exist on the subiect, in particular the
Global London Convention, the Barcelona Conven-
tion, which covers the Mediterranean anea, the Baltic
Convention, covering the Baltic, and the Oslo Conven-
tion, covering the northern part of the seas round
Nbrway.
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This matter has had certain procedural difficulties in
committee, Mr President, in particular over the
dispute about duplucation. Some members of the
committee felt that there was a danger of duplication
if the proposal included a detailed set of rules and
criteria to be applied to ships that wished to dump in
various seas. There was some fear that these criteria
might, under certain circumstances, conflict with or
duplicate lists laid down in other international conven-
tions and that this would cause confusion. Because of
these procedural difficulties I am going to propose
that this proposal be referred to the Committee on the
Envrionment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion.
I d<in't bleive that it will take very long for the matter
to be resolved in committee and I hope that the
Commission will be able to give me an idea as to
whether it will agree to a new formula or new criteria
for dumping. I hope that the Commission will be able
to give me an indication that it will agree to specific
reference being made in the proposal to the four
conventions 
- 
London, Barcelona, Oslo and the
Baltic 
- 
and will agree to the principle that, in each
sea, the criteria of the relevant convention will apply.
The Global London Convention would apply outside
the three areas designated by Barcelona, Oslo and the
Baltic.
I hope that it will not be difficult to make this small
but significant change in the proposal. Otherwise I
am in full agreement with the spirit of the Commis-
sion's proposal. I hope that we can produce an encou-
raging report and that the committee will be united in
its recommendation of the repor! if only we can get
this one point right. I therefore propose, Mr President,
that the report be referred to committee. I hope we
can get the matter right in one meeting of the
committee and bring it forward to plenary.very quicly.
I would like the Commissioner to give me an indica-
tion as to whether he thinks this will be possible.
President. 
- 
I take note of the fact that Lord Bethell
has aiked for reference to committee. I call Mr
Hillery.
Mr Hillery, Vice-Prcsident of tbe Commission. 
- 
Ol
course the Commission would like to see this report
dealt with, but we cannot oppose its reference to
committee. I7e will contribute in the committee to
finding a positive solution to the questions raised by
Lord Bethell. !7e will work as hard as we can, because
we hope for rapid progress so that the report can be
brought back to the House as quickly as possible. !7e
will work tovards finding solutions along the lines
suggested, but I cannot undertake that they will be
exactly as Lord Bethell asks.
Preisdenl 
- 
I call Lady Fisher.
Lady Fisher of Rednal. 
- 
Mr President, all I
wanted to say was that the chairman of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, Mr Della Briotta, wished me to
say on his behalf, because he cannot be present this
morning, that he raises no objections to its going back
to committee 
- 
he is willing to reconsider.
President. 
- 
That being the case, reference back to
committee is automatic.
The consideration of this item is thereby deleted from
the agenda.
7. Regulations on tbe wine sector
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the vote without
debate on the motion for a resolution contained in
the report (Doc.285176) by Mr Della Brioua on behalf
of the Committee on Agriculture on the
proposals from the Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for:
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No tt63l76
gn the granting of,a conversion premium in the wine
sector
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 827168
on the common organization of the market in certain
products listed in Annex II to the Treaty
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 817170
laying down special provisions relating to quality
wines produced in specified regions
- 
a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 2893174
on sparkling wines produced in the Community and
defined in Item 12 of Annex II to Regulation (EEC)
No 816/70 and Regulation (EEC) No 817170 laying
down special provisions relating to quality wines
produced in specified regions
Since no-one wishes to speak, I put this motion for a
resolution to the vote.
The Resolution is adoptedr.
8. Dates of the next part-session
President. 
- 
There are no other items on the
agenda. I thank the representatives of the Council and
the Commission for their contributions to our
proceedings.
The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings
be held at Strasbourg during the week from ll - 15
October 1975.
Are there any obiections ?
That is agreed.
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9. Adjournrnent of tbe session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.
10. Approual of the minutes
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting which were
written during the debates.
Are there any comments ?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting was closed at 11.05 an)
